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SUPPLEMENT:
Recommended
systems ranging
from barely "if
to super fu

9out of
10 people who
read this ad
shouldn't
buy this speaker
If you own areceiver or amplifier
of less than 40 watts per channel the
Gale 401 loudspeaker is not for you!
If your system is just for background
music to create apleasant atmosphere,
not for serious listening, the Gale 401
loudspeaker is not for you!
However, if you demand the best from
your audio equipment
•. insist on hearing everything that's
on the record or tape you're playing
.insist on having your sound without
distortion when it's very loud or very soft
.insist on aspeaker system capable of safely
handling 200 watts .
Then consider the Gale 401 loudspeaker.
•

ale
CI

Gale Electronics 23 Bruton Place London W1 X 7AB
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detailed in the British Technology Index.
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You have probably been in this position, confused by the vast
range of equipment on offer, irritated by conflicting advice, puzzled
by problems of matching this with that. One way to cut through
the hi-fi jungle is to read the considered judgements of
independent experts on how best to spend your money on
equipment in various price bands. This is what we do again this
month in what has become a popular annual event— our Which
HiFi? supplement, starting on page 107.
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DEBUSSY
141 String Quartet in g ( Aeolian)

CLASSICAL
RECORD INDEX

141
John Atkinson, Trevor Attewell, Peter
Branscombe, Christopher Breunig,
141
John Crabbe, Stephen Daw, Kenneth
Dommett, Colin Evans, lain FenIon,
141
John Freestone, Peter Gammond, Ivor
Humphreys, Peter le Huray, Arthur
Jacobs, Geoff Jeanes, Andrew Keener, 141
Victor McAloon, Hugh Ottaway,
Benedict Sarnaker, Humphrey Searle,
141
Leon Thompson, Peter Turner,
B. J. Webb
143
137 GUIDE TO BETTER LISTENING
ARNOLD
143
137 Flute Concertos etc ( Solum/
Dilkes)
135
J. S. BACH
143
137 Double/Triple Concertos ( Maier)
137 Goldberg Variations ( Leonhardt)
137 St John Passion ( Corboz)
137 Mass in B minor ( Marriner)
J. C. BACH
137 Double-orch Symphony ( Horak)
BARTOK
139 6 String Quartets ( Guarnieri)
BEETHOVEN
139 Symphony 3 ' Eroica' ( Maier)
139 Piano Concerto 4/Sonatas ( Lupu/
Mehta)
139 Septet Op. 20 ( Vajnar)
BERLIOZ
139 Symphonie Fantastique ( Kosler)
139 Harold in Italy ( Maazel)
BIZET
139 Symphony in C ( Stokowski)
BRAHMS
139 Symphony 2 ( Horenstein)
139 Symphony 4 ( Solti)
141 Chorale Preludes ( Hora)
BRUCKNER
149 Helgoland ( Morris)
CORELLI
141 Concerti Grossi Op. 6 ( Kuijken)
COUPERIN
141 Pieces de Violes ( Savall/
Maurette)

DVORAK
String Quartet in F, Op. 96
( Slovak)
String Quintet in E. Op. 97/
Silent Woods ( Smetana)
String Quartet in F, Op. 96
( Amadeus)
FERENCZY
String Music ( Slovak)
FRESCOBALDI
Harpsichord works ( van Asperen)
GUILMANT
Organ Works ( Jackson)
HANDEL
Concerto Grosso 9( Paillard)
HAYDN
11 mondo della luna ( Dorati)
The Creation ( de Burges)

HERTEL
143 Concertos in D, E7 ( Paillard)
HUMMEL
143 Introduction, Theme & Variations
(Paillard)
KHACHATURIAN
143 ' Gayaneh' Ballet ( Kakhidze)
LISZT
143 Hungarian Rhapsodies 2, 3, 5 etc
(Boskovsky)
MAHLER
143 Symphonies 2, 5, 8 ( Morris)
MENDELSSOHN
139 Symphony 4 ' Italian' ( Stokowski)
143 String Quartets ( Orford)
MONTEVERDI
145 Vespers of the Blessed Virgin
(Segarra)
MOZART
145 Symphony 41/Rondo in C ( Maier)
145 Flute Quartets ( Blau/Amadeus)
145 Oboe Quartet etc ( Aureum)
145 Piano Sonatas ( Zimerman)
PA LESTRIN A
145 Mass ' Hodie'/16 Motets ( Kings)
PROKOFIEV
145 Piano Concerto 1 etc ( Gavrilov/
Rattle)

PURCELL
147 Complete Harpsichord works
(Woolley)
RAVEL
141 String Quartet in F ( Aeolian)
145 Left Hand Concerto/Pavane
(Gavrilov Rattle)
SAINT-SAENS
147 Messe a Quatre Voix ( Worcester)
SCHUBERT
147 Piano Sonatas ( Barenboim)
SIBELIUS
147 Violin Concerto ( Yaron/Soudant)
SMETANA
141 Quartet No. 1 ( Amadeus)
147 Ma Vlast ( Sawallisch)
STAMITZ
137 2- Clarinet Concerto ( Horak)
STRAVINSKY
137 Firebird Suite ( Vonk)
('Guide to Better Listening')

TCHAIKOVSKY
147 Violin Concerto ( Yaron/Soudant)
147 Manfred Symphony ( Ashkenazy)
TELEMANN
147 Concertos ( Aureum)
TIPPETT
149 Choral Music ( Schola Cantorum)
VERDI
149 Otello ( Solti)
VIERNE
149 Organ Symphonies ( Moore)
VIVALDI
149 Tito Manlio ( Negri)
149 Concertos ( ECO/Garcia)
WAGNER
149 Liebesmahl der Apostel ( Morris)
149 Vocal solos ( Fischer-Dieskau)
151 Overtures ( Solti)
WAGNER PORTER
151 Twilight of the Gods ( Goodall)
WESLEY
151 Choral Music ( Worcester)

COLLECTIONS
CHAMBER MUSIC
151 Corelli, Dornel, Hacquart, Handel, Uccollini ( Musics da Camera)
CHORAL MUSIC
151 Gabrieli Gesualdo, Scarlattis ( BBC/Poole)
MUSIC FOR EASTER
152 Bach, Bairstow, Brockless, Wesley et al ( York Minster)
FORTUNE MY FOE
152 12th & 13th Century song & dance ( Golliard)
JAMES GALWAY PLAYS SONGS FOR ANNIE
152 Bizet, Debussy, Denver, Fauré, Hasse, Kreisler, Marais, Mozart, Villa-Lobos
etc ( Galway/Gerhardt)
ENGLISH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
152 Boyce, Delius, Elgar, Handel, Purcell, Vaughan Williams. Warlock
(ECO/Garcia)
ITALIAN CANTATAS
153 Bononcini, Handel, Scarlatti ( Wren Consort)
EL SIGLO DE ORO
153 Spanish Church Music ( Pro Cantione/Turner)
SUNDAY AT ST PAUL'S
153 Dearnley, Parry, Rose, Schubert Stanford ( St Paul's/Rose)
MUSIC FOR TRUMPET AND ORGAN
153 Albinoni, Bach, Charpentier, Clarke, Handel, Mozart, Schubert, Senaillé,
Stanley ( André/Parker-Smith)

TOP TAPE

MAIL ORDER PROMISE
In the unlikely event of being undersold
we will match any genuine advertised price

EUROPE'S TAPE SPECIALIST

REEL TO REEL

CASSETTES

Maxell
LOW NOISE
C60
£0.64
C90
£084
C120
£ 1.07
ULTRA DYNAMIC
C60
£ 1.07
£1.19
C90
£ 56
CI 20
UDXL I
£1 27
C60
£1 57
C90
UDXL II
£1.27
C60
EI 57
C90
KJ LEISURESOUND
48 VVIGMORE STREET
LONDON W1.
01-486 8262
TOP TAPE
53 FLEET STREET
LONDON EC4
01-3537935

Sony

TDK

Memorex
MRX2
C60
£0.71
C90
El 01
CI20
Pack of 2 £ 1.98
CHROMIUM DIOXIDE
C60
£099
C90
£ 1.41
8-TRACK 90
£0.99

DYNAMIC
C45
£0.53
C60
£0.57
C90
£0.77
C120
004
C180
£. 75
ACOUSTIC DYNAMIC
C90 Special Offer
£0.99
SUPER AVILYN
C60
£ 1-07
C90
[ 1.46

Fuji Film
FX I
C60'1_
C90 f
FX 11
C60
C90

Check Price
Check Availability
and Price

Maxell

LOW NOISE
C60
£0.56
C90
£0.80
CI20
El 12
HIGH FREQUENCY
C60
£0.79
C90
£0.96
C120
£ 120
CHROMIUM DIOXIDE
C60
£113
C90
£150
FERRI CHROME
C60
£ 1.24
C90
£1.75
ELCASET
SLH
LC90
£353
FERRI CHROME
£4 64
LC90

sr

ULTRA DYNAMIC
LONG PLAY
1800' 7'
£3.68
3600' 104" NAB £8-05
UD/XL MATT BACK
LONG PLAY
£452
1800' 7'
3600' 104" NAB £ 10.55

TDK

SLH BACK COATED
LONG PLAY
1800' 7'
£4-09
DOUBLE PLAY
[6-17
2400' 7"

PE36 LONG PLAY
900' 5"
£ 1.80
1200' 55'
£2•10
1800' 7'
£2.95
4200' 104' Cine
£. 95
PE46 DOUBLE PLAY
1200' 5'
£2.19
1800'
£295
2400' 7'
£. 60
PE66 TRIPLE PLAY
3600' 7'
£4.65
PEM368 LONG PLAY
1800'7' Matt Back £3.60

Sony

AUDUA LONG PLAY
1800' 7"
£3.22
1800' r Matt
£3-85

VIDEO

MAIL ORDER POST FREE ( UK) to TOP TAPE, Bridle Path, Watford, Herts

AGFA
VC60/130

£14 84

Prices include 8"„ VAT and correct at 31/7/78.

SPEECHLEY HI-FI

RADFORD HI-FI
52 GLOUCESTER ROAD
BRISTOL
Bristol 422709

KJ LEISURESOUND
27 SPRINGFIELD ROAD
HARROW MIDDX.
01-863 8690

1HAWTHORN WAY
CHESTERTON CAMBS.
Cambridge 31212 0

KJ LEISURESOUND
101ST. ALBANS ROAD
WATFORD HERTS
Watford 46250

RUNNYMEDE HI-FI
172 HIGH STREET
EGHAM SURREY
Egham 5036

KJ LEISURESOUND
278 HIGH STREET
UXBRIDGE MIDDX
Uxbridge 33474
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Two NEW
Speakers
from
Monitor
Audio
MA4 SERIES II

The new 100 watt loudspeaker from Monitor
Audio, with a no compromise acoustic
performance and a specification to match.
MA4 SERIES II SPECIFICATION
Frequency response Sine wave -± 2dB, 55 Hz-20 kHz on axis
-±3 dB, 10° vertically off axis
±3 dB, 30° laterally off axis

MA6

MA4

Maximum amplifier power 100 watts per channel, peak
programme
Minimum amplifier power 20 watts per channel, 8ohm rating
Maximum sound output 103 dB 1in at 1metre
Voltage sensitivity 2.83 volts ( 1watt, 8 ohms) will produce
typically 86 dB 1in at 1metre ( 86 dB/W)
Distortion Less than 1% 2nd and 0.4% 3rd harmonic,
80 Hz- 20 kHz, at 90 dB at 1metre. 0.4% maximum 3rd
harmonic at 50 Hz
Impedance 8 ohms ( not less than 6.4 ohms)
Dispersion See polar curve
Crossover 14 element L-C- R network, with high power ferrite
and air core inductors plus low loss selected capacitors
Nominal crossover point 2.2 kHz
Size 694 mm ( high) x316 mm ( wide) x278 mm ( deep)
Weight 15.5 kg

F---

Stand Matching chrome stand recommended, CS1 or CS2
available from Monitor Audio

MA6 BUDGET MODEL
Monitor Audio now introduce their latest
achievement, the new MA6. The MA6 is a budget
model to suit everyone's pocket but, with no
sacrifice of quality. It retains all Monitor Audio's
Axial and off axis responses MA4 SERIES II

well known high standards of manufacture.

1

MA6 BUDGET MODEL SPECIFICATION
Frequency response 45 Hz to 19 kHz -± 3.5 dB
Sensitivity 10 watts for 96 dB linear at 1metre
Rec amplifier rating 10 watts to 50 watts per channel
Size 580 mm ( high) x300 mm ( wide)
x285 mm ( deep)
Weight 13 kg

Polar curve MA4 SERIES II

Distortion MA4 SERIES II
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Available from Monitor Audio
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IrjAudio
Ltd the BIG namein hill 40e' ,
Monitor Audio Limited 347 Cherry Hinton Road Cambridge England

Telephone 0223 46344 & 42898

Telex 817343 Blue CAM/G
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The wait
You can now listen to the professional standard in amplifiers,tuners,
cartridges and turntables from Denon in the Foyer of
the Hotel Majestic at the Harrogate International Festival of Sound.

DEN ON®

Eumig ( UK) Ltd.,14 Priestley Way, London NW2 7TN.Tel: 01-450 8070.

dissatisfied 01? SOUND'
Non- Linear Phase?
Crossover Roughness?
Capacitor Re-actance? Unbalanced Outputs?
Bass Loss at Low Power ?
Contented JORDAN- WATTS Loudspeaker
users know nothing of such problems— they
enjoy fatigue- free clean natural sound from.
their amazing single metal diaphragm
full- range JORDAN- WATTS High Fidelity
Loudspeakers.
With 4 out of 5 emigrating to ease the balance
of payments JORDAN- WATTS Loudspeakers
are sometimes hard to find, but the reward is
years of pleasure.

audio-visual beauty

Send stamps for illustrated brochure and D- I
Y details to :- Jordan-Watts Ltd.,
Benlow Works, Silverdale Road, Hayes, Middx. UB3 3BW
Tel : 01-573 6928

JORDAN /VATTS
LOUDSPEAKERS
the voice of high fidelity

Name
Address
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All things being equal ... they aren't!
Whatever you may read about a reviewer's subjective impressions of a component's ability to reproduce music or of how
hi-fi equipment measures in objective test procedures, we
believe there has to be aBEST!
Common sense tells us that if aturntable
can, by virtue of its sound quality,
establish for itself a position above the
competition then other components inthe audio chain also can claim superiority
in their respective areas.
Whether measured or viewed subjectively all things aren't equal!
For instance our reference system has
stood unchallenged in providing the most
realistic sound stage we have ever heard
reproduced in a domestic environment.
The front end of the system includes the
remarkable hand crafted Grado Signature Ill now mounted in a SME Ill. The
signal is then fed into the latest (and
lowest priced) Rappaport pre- amplifier,
the PRE-2, which in turn controls the
output from the built-in power amplifiers
of the mighty Acoustat full range
electrostatic loudspeakers.
In total this represents a very expensive
system with the only trade-off being
perfection. But nothing is perfect and in
its absence this system is the best there
is. If the protagonists of subjective
evaluation think all equipment is equal
and that alistener's choice is amatter of
personal taste (?) then let them hear this
system— it is certainly ' more equal' than
anything we've ever heard.
However, we are also very concerned
about offering equipment which could
claim to be best in terms of value for
money. It's an important criterion for
many of our customers as size, ergonomics or aesthetic appeal is to others.
Here then we have selected just a few
items which reflect the standard of performance our customers have come to
expect from us.

Chrome or wood ... colour
them gone!
Ideally a loudspeaker should not be
noticed, at least its location should be
difficult to perceive with one's aural
faculties. There is of course one speaker
system which is attractive enough to
provide visual pleasure as well as sound
quality of the highest standard.

Gale

Given ahigh quality signal Gale speakers
sound conspicuous by the absence of
cabinet effects.
It's almost as if they're not there !
But the ancillary components must be of
an exceptional standard to elicit the best
performance from these highly regarded
speakers. It's fairly well known that Gales
devour power, but it isn't that a small
amplifier can't drive them, it's just that a
bit more electricity takes you out of the
'musicality' syndrome and into realism.
The Gale GS401A ( chrome and black)
and the beautifully crafted, veneered
GS401C have been available for some
years now, which may account for the
manufacturer's ability to keep the price
down. And at our price Gale definitely
represents our best buy loudspeaker.
Gale is probably unique in being able to
reproduce any kind of music without a
bias to either classical or pop. Classical
music is realised with accuracy and
correct tonal balance, startling transient
attack and afirm, deep bass. Theyfind as
much detail as we have heard from
moving coil speakers, including depth,
ambience and that elusive ' air' around
instruments which goes a long way to
providing the ' no- speaker' sound.
Popular and rock music benefit from this
performance in all ways with additional
advantages including very high power
handling and acoustic output. And the
Gales can play loud for long periods
without becoming tiring. Could they be
the ultimate compromise— British accuracy with American sound pressure
levels?

Subjectively it's the same
difference!
Amplifiers have been the subject of much
controversy recently, there are those who
can hear differences and those who say
you can't. We were in the fortunate
position of being able to try the Quad
'test' even before the magazines and
were very impressed by Mr. Walker's
theories. However we maintain that

power amplifiers are instrumental in
affecting the end result and of course
there is little doubt that the amount of
power
available
can
change
the
'presence' of asystem quite dramatically.
The most stunning performance we
have enjoyed from apower amplifier was
courtesy the bi-mono Trio LO7 system.
Compared to the Lux valve combination
and the TVA-1it was less romantic but
we (five of us) are undivided in our
opinion that it encouraged the most
realistic results through our regular
battery of ' monitors'—NS1000, Gale,
Spendor and Harbeth speakers.
Between this outright performance and
the valve ' sound' comes the new Hitachi
MOS-FET HMA 7500 which represents
much better value for money though.
Like the Trio system, Meridian's 100W
power amps come in two separate mono
sections and of course their model 103 is
our recommendation as the smallest amp
capable
of
complementing
Gale
speakers. Another of our best buys.
When it comes to pre-amplifiers though
it's avery much easier matter to sort the
wheat from the chaff. The Rappaport
range is available from very few hi-fi
dealers in this country, but if your dealer
stocks Rappaport you can bet he listens
to music. If he listens to music you can
talk to him, can't you? We listen to
music ... through Rappaport because in
comparison, other pre- amps we have
used are just miserable. Except maybe
the Meridian which is good value and the
dB Systems from America.

Our cartridge tip
We've already mentioned the Grado
Signature III which costs around four
times the price of the SME in which it is
fixed, but at the other end of the scale
comes the Grado Laboratory series Fit
at only £36. Already this pick-up has
achieved rave reviews in the hi-fi press
and is unquestionably the best cartridge
value available.
We have a good stock situation in
moving coils too, including Entré,
Signet and Coral. But the only m/c headamp we can wholeheartedly recommend
is the Rappaport MC1.
There we have it then, afew interesting
components from our very large range.
There's much more too— come and see
us, you'll be most welcome.
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BIG NAMES FROM ASMALL COUNTRY
on iitIGARNON Records 86 Cassettes
Annie Fischer, Zoltan Kocsis, Andras Schiff Derso Ranki —
Piano; Ferenc Tarjani — Horn; Bela Kovacs — Clarinet;
Miklos Perenyi — Cllo; Marta Fabian — Cimbalom;
Gabor Lehotka — Organ; Daniel Benko — Lute; Sylvia Sass,
Magda Kalmar — Sopranos; Robert Ilosfalvy — Tenor;
Tat ria Quartet, Bartok Quartet; " Ferenc Liszt" Chamber
Orchestra, Budapest Chamber Ensemble; Budapst
Symphony Orchestra, Hungarian State Symphony
Orchestra, Hungarian Chamber Orchestra, Budapest
Philharmonic Orchestra; Gyorgy Lehel, Janos Ferencsik,
Andres Korodi, Adam Fischer — Conductors
A LABEL WORTH LISTENING TO
World distributor:

Kultura Foreign Trading
Company
1389 Budapest
P.O.B. 149

Illusion or Con•Trick?

We all know that hi-fi sound reproduction is avery
clever illusion. And very pleasant it is too.
But is it?
Serious listeners know that there is still something
wrong, so to quote Dylan Thomas "let us begin at the
beginning", because that is where the quality of sound
first suffers.

Most conventional cartridges operate on extremely
inefficient circuitry requiring large coils and consequently possessing high inductance. The result is a
steep high frequency roll off. To compensate, the
mechanical system is resonated, but you cannot flatten
the frequency response by applying a mechanical correction to an electrical error. There should be no error in
the first place and this innocent little con trick simply
results in distortion.
And your ear quickly perceives it!
This in some ways explains the preference for
moving coil cartridges. The electrical response in
moving coils is flat and measurements reveal a relatively flat response in the mechanical system too.
Distortion products are therefore generally lower. But be
aware that most of today's moving coils are wound on
magnetic iron and are therefore prone to magnetic
distortion.
Joseph Grado isolated these problems and so
abandoned conventional production methods to
produce a cartridge with an extended but ` natural'
frequency response.

Grado Laboratory Series cartridges employ the
unique Flux Bridger principle, an extremely efficient
design of very low inductance and consequently flat
electrical response. Accurate mechanical motion and
finely balanced masses ensure the mechanical
response is also very flat and wide band. Then add to
this avery low tip mass and any distortion from electromechanics is kept 1to 2 octaves above the audible
range of 15kHz!
Coincident with the efficiency of the flux bridger
system is the fact that output voltages are high, thus
avoiding the necessity for a transformer or head amplifier.
It's an exciting development.
There is certainly no mistaking the sound through
Grado cartridges. The dynamics literally explode into
the room There is no harshness to the sound at any
time. There is incredible clarity and detail, yet the
sound has a sweetness and delicacy which cannot be
described. All this with a background that is so quiet it
will amaze you.
But you've heard it all before, haven't you?
No, this time you haven't!
Listen to Grado.

ÇRAd
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LABORATORY SERIES

Transonic imports, 18 Whitsed St, Peterborough, Cambs.
9

There are now two shops in Tottenham Court Road specialising in
Audio Accessories.
No more searching, ringing or writing to manufacturers wholesalers
etc. Get it all over the counter, whether building your own or merely
finding replacements
• Over 1200 Audio Accessory lines
BI All merchandise fully guaranteed
M All prices include VAT and are correct at time of going to press.
E.& 0.E.
In Shop hours:Mon. to Sat.9-6; Thurs. 9-7.
M Access/Barclay. Simply phone order and
quote card
number for return delivery
al Fast mail order service.
BI Callers welcome.

ACCESS

BARCLAYCARD

METERS BATTERY PACK
Sinclair DM235
AC Adaptor
Carrying case ..
Rechargeable Battery Pack
Sinclair PDM35 .
Sinclair Case ..
Sinclair AC Adaptor ..
AVO 8 Meter ..
Sony BP16 Battery Pack
Sony AC14 Battery Pack
Sony AC15 Battery Pack
Sony BP8 Battery Pack..
Sony BP23 Battery Pack
Sony BP28 Battery Pack
Postage & Packing 70p

• £53.78
• £3.78
• £9.18
£8.64
• £32.35
£3.24
.. £3.24
.. £ 109.43
.. £ 16.95
.. £ 11.34
. £ 11-98
.. £20.18
.. £ 14.00
.. £ 14.00

Sony AN55 82 Aerial ..
Sony Bulk Eraser
Postage & Packing 85p

.. £ 18.88
.. £ 18.43

CARTRIDGES & STYLI

GOLDRING-CARTRIDGES
P/P4-40p
G800H
.. £5.50
G800
.. £5-50
. £4-50
G850
G820
.. £7-20
G820E
.. £ 10-23
G320SE
.. £ 18-56
G900SE
£37.00
GOLDRING-STYLI
P/ P+I5p
G800H
.. £3.38
G800
.. £3.38
G850
.. £3.38
RECORD CLEANERS
G820
.. £3.38
G820E
.. £6.41
Watts Dust Bug
£1.94
G820SE
..
£ 13.50
Watts Manual Parastat..
£5•36
G900SE
Mk
Il
.. £45.19
Watts Hi Fi Parastat
£4.55
P/ P+40p
Pixall Record Cleaner
£3.30 AKG-CARTRIDGES
.. £67-20
Pixall Refill ..
6Ip PEES ..
.. £30-44
Groovac Record Cleaner .. £19-50 P7E
.. £56-86
Vac-o-Rec Record Cleaner Mk 2 £21.95 PEE
.. £20-48
Earc Record Cleaner ..
£7.99 P6E
.. £ 16-21
Zerostat Anti Static
£6.98 P6R .
Zeepa Dust Lifter
P/P-1-15p
£4.25 AKG-STYLI
Zeepa Anti Static Gun.. ..
.. £43.31
£7.50 PEES ..
Decca Cleaning Arm ..
.. £ 17.44
£5•94 P7E
Decca Record Brush ..
.. £34.89
£6.95 PEE
Micro Seiki Shock Absorbers ..
.. £ 11.25
£7.50 P6E
Bib 3-way care kit ..
£3.28 P6R
£7.88
Nagoda Roller ..
£8.99 AUDIO TECH NICAPostage & Packing 45p
CARTRIDGES
P/P + 40p
AT2OSLA
.. £62.72
ATISSA
.. £56. I
0
KITS ARMS
ATI4SA
.. £38.66
SME 3009 ( Fixed)
.. £47 00 AUDIO TECH NICA-STYLUS
P/P+ 15p
SME 3009 ( Detatchable)
£51.00
.. £40.11
SHE 3009/111
.. £ 107.52 ATN20
ATNI5
..
£37.26
SME FD200
.. £ 19.50
..
.. £28.17
SHE Si Headshell
.. £4.75 ATN 14
STANTON-STYLI
P/P4-40p
8-Track Cassette Adaptor
.. £ 18.75
TV Game ( Black & VVhice)
£ 10.95
.. £21.95 D5I07A
£14.34
TV Game (Colour) • •
.. £29.95 D5100E
£ 17.49
Monitor Audio Stylift
£5•94 D5100EE
Connoisseur BDI Kit ..
.. £ 19.28 D680EE
£21.31
£24.60
Connoisseur SAU2 Arm
.. £ 18.53 D6800EE
Connoisseur Base & Cover
.. £ 19.56 D6800EEE . • £27.84
.. £2.81 STANTON-CARTRIDGES
HFS75 Test Record ..
Shure TTRII0 Test Record
.. £4.73 500A ..
£16-81
Scotch Anti-Static Mat..
.. £2.99 500E
..
£20.19
Glendale Speaker Kit ( Pr)
.. £71.87 500EE
£23.54
Denton 2 Speaker Kit ( Pr)
.. £31.05 680EE
£ 34.77
Linton 3 Speaker Kit ( Pr)
. . £48.15 681EEE
.
.
£49.95

Synthamello
Mixadesk?
Knowwhatwe mean ? No?
If you like playing, recording or
appreciating good music, or if you're
interested in electronic hardware, here is
the ideal monthly magazi nefor you.
Sound International is written b
genuine human beings as opposed to
electronics boffins. We don't sneer at you
or peer down our noses from ivory towers.
We explain and demystify, to name but
three. We survey current developments.
We charge 50p an issue.
We also go to lunch.
If music be thefood of love, getstuffed
with Sound International.

1978 HI-FI YEAR BOOK £3.00 + 35p
1

SPECIAL OFFER PACK 3 EMI :,, 100 C90 CASSETTES + FREE PRERECORDED £2-50 ,- 30p P/P

PRICE - Add

Pust

NAME
111

ADDRESS
.
Dept. HFN/9
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HUI CARE (RETAIL)LTD
78. 245 Tottenham Court Road, London W.I.
Phone: 01-637 0371/8911 Mail Order Dept:
01-580 7592/4534 Allow 7-14 days for delivery
Co. Rea. No.1143194.
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A LINK HOUSE MAGAZINE

Hear it like it is with

'-\1(L..H Speakers
••

\

t'ÇWHY?
'‘\ Recording engineers all over the world use KLH speakers
\ from the USA to make sure they get every detail onto your
discs and tapes. Should you expect perfect results through
anything less? Treat your ears— hear every bass note, every
word of the lyrics, every subtle cymbal stroke.
Use KLH, and hear it right...

HOW MUCH? ...
Unless you run arecording studio, you may not be able to
afford professional monitor speakers in your listening
room. Relax — you can get apair of KLH 331's for just
[—Please

send me complete literature and specifications on KLH
speakers and my nearest dealer
To. Webland International Limited.
PO Box 70. London. SW6.
Tel: 01 385 9478

Name ___
Address

Telex 25570

over £ 100
and still be assured of complete,
truthful sound

WHERE?...
Your local dealer will stock awide range of these famous
American speakers, and will be happy to demonstrate
them as well as recommending the best KLH speaker
for your system.

Microacoustics
WEBLAND INTERNATIONAL LIMITED,
PO BOX 70, LONDON SW6.
Tel: 01-385 9478 Telex: 25570

MUSIC

IN

THE

HOME

You like to listen to music or listen to hi-fi?
Do you prefer dreams or reality?
Whatever your taste we have the system
for you coupled with our unrivalled after
sales service.

"What dreams are made of"

Simply the best
II,
Main agents for: Linn, Naim, Manchan, TVA, Rivoa, Nytech, EWC,
Nightingale, Dalquist, A & R, Neal,
Ferrograph, Pioneer, Sansui, Entre,
Coral, Dual, Thorens, Celef, Chartwell,
Ram,
Audiomaster,
Sigma,
Harbeth, Lentek, HK, Micro, etc.
3years parts and labour guaranteed
To be listened to

JEFFERIES

HI-FI

4, ALBERT PARADE, GREEN STREET, EASTBOURNE
Telephonz: 0323 31336.

LATE NIGHT DEMS.: WEDNESDAY 6 p.m.-9 p.m.

Aquality and service centre of the South- East

BDZA The Connoisseur-SFirst Choice

Based on the popular BD2, the BD2/A offers the hi-fi
enthusiast all the features usually associated with
Connoisseur turntables, such as low rumble, wow
and flutter, plus the addition of an automatic pick-up
arm lift off at the end of the record. This is achieved
by an ingenious, though simple, electromagnetic
system which avoids having any physical contact with
the pick-up arm. It is possible, therefore, to use top
quality cartridges, tracking at less than one gram,
without putting any extra side pressure on the stylus.
The BD2/A comes either as achassis model, or
mounted on aslimline plinth, standing on rubber
anti-vibration feet and fitted with ahinged dust
cover. For those with restricted space, acompact
plinth measuring only 134" x154" x54" is still available.
Specification details
Rumble — 65dB when measured in accordance
with DIN 45539 using weighting network, referred to
7cm/sec. at 330Hz.
Wow and flutter Less than 0.1%
Hum level — 80dB
The BD2/A Ask your local hi-fi dealer, or write to the
factory for further details.

Temoloreue
12

BD2/A Fitted
with the SAU2
Pick-up Arm.

Write for further details to: A. R. Sugden & Co. ( Engineers) Ltd.
Manufacturers of Connoisseur Sound Equipment, Connoisseur Works, Atlas Mill Road,
Brighouse, West Yorkshire 1106 1ES
Telephone: Brighouse ( 0484) 712 142, Telex: 517144 Sugden G,
Telegrams & Cables: Connoiseur Brighouse.

USE YOUR HEAd

...ANd ThE clioicE YOURS
Do you want your music to sound "open," or do you
want it close and intimate. Beyer Dynamic now offer headphones capable of such different responses. The
acoustically open headphones DT440 ( on the left) gives the
listener a "spacey" feeling that offers both the superb
frequency response of Beyer headphones and yet afeeling
that you're not listening on headphones at all. The " closed"
headset DT220 ( on the right) presents the music so close
it's inside you're head. You can hear the front skin on
John Bonham's bass drum vibrate in sympathy with the
snare drum or the third harmonic on Yehudi Menuin's violin.
Your reasons for prefering headphones may be
many. They are certainly asuperb way to monitor and the','
are often more truthful than listening on the very best
speakers in an acoustically imperfect room. But remember,
monitoring on headphones isn't the same as monitoring on
Beyer Dynamic headphones. Use your head and the choice
is yours.
Ask your Beyer Dynamic dealer for ademonstration but
te warned, you may decide on both! Send now for our 1977
brochure, illustrating the full range of Beyer Dynamic
headphones, microphones, infra-red listening systems etc.

13EYEF

!DYNAMIC

1C!air Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex. Tel: 51003

SAE

Manufacturers of
the worlds finest
HiFi equipment

MICHAELSON
& AUSTIN
TVA- 1THE FINEST
AMP IN THE WORLD
LONDON

SHEFFIELD

Gramhams - 837 4412
Audio T- 794 7848
Subjective Audio - 886 7289
Flying Video - 697 7534
Hi Fi Fo Fum - 589 2586

Audio Centre . 0742737893

NEW MALDEN

W. A. Brady - 051-733 6859

UPL Ltd - 942 9567

WALSALL

MANCHESTER
Eulipion Audio - 061-225 4448

LIVERPOOL

SURREY

Ray Charles Audio - 0922 612382

Guildford Hi -Fi - 0483 71534

DUBLIN

EASTBOURNE

Neol Cloney Audio Consultants 0001 762 904

Jeffries Hi -Fi 0323 31336

BELFAST

HAMPSHIRE

I. S. Martin - 0265 52843

Hampshire Audio - 04215 2827

GERMANY

READING
SAE 2900. High performance pre- amp with parametric equalizer offers full
tape dubbing and tape EQ facility. £ 337 oo

Audio Trade GmbH,
Koloniestrasse,
4100 Duisburg,
West Germany
Benelux I

Reading Hi -Fi & Cassette - 0734 585463

EXETER
Jeffries S¡VV Ltd - 0626 863604

OXFORD

BELGIUM

Westwood & Mason - 0865 47783

Audio Import Co
Vermerr René
Beukenlaan 17
2153 Zoersel

PETERBOROUGH
Hi -Fi Consultants - 0733 51007

LOUGHBOROUGH
Sound Advice - 0509 218254
SAE 2200. High definition power amplifier. 100 watts per channel with L.E.D.
output display. £ 346 .00

—.
.

•
,

MICHAELSON & AUSTIN
140

New

Bond

Street,

London

WI

01 - 499

3510

1.—

^
SAE 2800. Dual four band parametric equalizer features cut and boost plus
bandwidth and centre frequency control. This ensures precise control over
room or programme problems. £ 408 -00

SAE 8000. Digital Tuner L.E.D. readout displays station frequency. A
dual meter system assures both maximum signal strength and centre- of-channel
tuning. £ 475.00
2100 Parametric pre-amp £ 640.00
2100L LED Display pre-amp
£53 2 .
00
Mk XXX Basic pre- amp £ 158.00
2600 2 x 400 watts poweramp ..
£887.00
zsoo 2X 300 wats power£755. 00
2400L 2 < zoowatts poweramp
£ 578.00

2200 2 X 100 watts poweramp • • • • • • £ 34 6 .00
Mk XXXI zx so watts .. £ 178 oo
8000 Digital FM tuner .. £ 475.00
2922 Integrated amplifier £ 577.00
1800 Parametric equaliser £ 239.00
4000 Electronic crossover £ 155.00
4100 Time delay system . • £ 354.00
5000 Impulse noise reduction
unit
£ 176.00

ABOVE PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

REW Audio Visual Co.
• 114-116 Charing Cross Rd, London WC2. Tel: 01-240 3386/7

Anti-Static Record Sleeves
Defeat Dust and Safeguard your Collection!
Transparent Slightly Pink 12" x12" Anti- Static Album
sleeves get right to the root cause of Static, by
effectively reducing the charge produced as an album
is removed from its sleeve.
Developed in the U.S.A. for protection of static- sensitive
electronics, Anti- Static Pink Polyethylene has already
proven itself invaluable in the elimination of static.
TRIAL OFFER:
5

12"x 12" Album Sleeves for only £1-00+ P & P
PLUS
1 Free with every order received before
31st September '
78.
Send Postal Order or Cheque to:
CAVAC SYSTEMS LIMITED

38 Bennet Road, Reading RG2 OQC, Berkshire

• 230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1. Tel: 01-637 2624/5.
• 146 Charing Cross Rd, London WC2. Tel: 01-836 2372/7851

•Mail

Orders and literature from REW House, ( Dept HFN),
10-12 High St, Colliers Wood, London SW19. Tel: 01-540
9684/5/6.
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Note to Dealers: This product is new to the U.K. We
welcome enquiries from would be stockists, to whom
large quantity discounts are available.

GRIFFIN

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS FOR THE DISCERNING EAR
_

HRIFFIN ' STUDIO ELECTRONIC 85'

GRIFFIN APERIODIC 27"

GRIFFIN 25 ' OMEGA 2'
AND ' OMEGA 3'

LISTEN TO THE PURE SOUND GENIUS OF THE GRIFFIN 85

The ' Studio Electronic 85' is afive speaker system with
level controls, variable enclosure damping, ti-tree built-in
power amplifiers — one for treble; one for mrd- range, one
for bass — and the special tandem- me bass system.
Just to set you thinking here's an outline specification —
Tandem- line bass system frequency tesponse of 22Hz —
30kHz — 4dB -F 2dB in a room of 3,003 cubic feet.
Damping factor greater than 100 over the entire rance.
The tri - amplified system is the equivalent of a power
amplifier with more than 500 watts RMS power.
LISTEN TO THE PURE SOUND GENIUS Of THE GRIFFIN 27

The 'Aperiodic 27' loudspeaker incorporates a revolutionary crossover design featuring degrees of innerent
mid- range and treble damping and col control previously
only obtainable by tri - amplification.
The frequency range extends from oelow 30Hz to 25kHz
within ± 2dB with exceptional smoothness and the
dispersion characteristics are very wide at all frequencies.
There is no significant beaming, unlike conventional.
speaker systems. The 'Aperiodic 27 is suitable for amplifiers from 30 — 100 watts RMS.

LISTEN TO THE PURE SOUND GENIUS OF THE GRIFFIN 25's

The Griffin 25 ' Omega two' and ' Omega three' high
'quality loudspeakers give a choice of two or three way
systems intended for use with high powered amplifier.
ranging from 15 — 100 watts per channel. The loud
speakers are specifically designed to give an accurately
tailored frequency response and excellent musical clarity.
Please send details of your full range of loudspeakers and list of selected dealers.
NAME
ADDRESS
POST THIS COUPON TO
8

Olefi n

PURE SOUND GENIUS
H. K. GRIFFIN Et CO ( Electronics) Siddons Factory Estate, Howard St.
West Bromwich, West Midlands B70 OSU Tel : 021-556 6825/6823

We hate to admit it.
But when you make nothing but small
products the chances are that sometimes you may get
werlooked,
So although we can well understand why those
sniny rece;ves, arneiers and loudspeakers will ma
heart beat faster, don't forget that the smell est parts ar
the most important cres.
Espeially when it comes to Hi-Fiequ .pment.
To cut along star] short- we at Ortofon have for more than kalf
3 century now designed and manufactured some of he finest pick-up
cartridge systems in the world — not to mention our line of professional
cuttng equipment used by leading record companies. ( Dont just take our
word for it. Listen to the reviewers).
The M20 FL Super, for instance, has been regarded as one of the most
outstanding magnetic carbdges in every test made since its presentation in 1977.
It is - based on Ortofon's exclusive, world-patented Variable Magnetic Shunt
MS) principle and ..acarporates the Fine-Line diamond.Ariong its many features are high
>channe separatbn ( 27 Bat IkHz), bow distoTzion, minimal record wear and asuperb threechmensior,a1 sound. Frequency resporse ,s10 Hz-25 kHz and it works W:th atracking force of
1.25-1.75 grams.
Taken together, these pro.ide an audible improvement to axy high fidelity system.
As, by :he way, will each and every Ortofon cartridge.
If you are abeliever in the importsnce of little things, go along k your nearest
hi Fi dealer and sten closely to aselection of carridges fronx Ortefon

Now you've got it,
what are you going to
do with it?

-

Congratulations. You're the proud owner of

Write to us for details or better still, see your

the greatest hi-fi set up this side of Tokyo. A

local dealer for a demonstration — you might

sophisticated and versatile sound reproduction

wind up selling your record collection.

system that would put many recording studios

moog

to shame.
However, most if not all of the sounds that
will emanate from your equipment will have been

SYNTHESIZERS

made by someone else. Link a Moog "
synthesizer to your system and all that changes.
Suddenly you can create and record anything
that takes your fancy.
Whether you want to simulate a car crash or
a church organ, the Moog

will respond with

its amazing facility to shape sound in an almost
inifinite number of ways. You don't even have to
be a musician. With a bit of crafty double
tracking and editing, you can sound like Pink

it you would like the latest brochures on our range of
musical instruments please tick the appropriate boxes
below:
GIBSON
GUITARS ,

j

PEARL
DRUMS

AMP
SYSTEMS

BRASS I
„

MOOG
SYNTHESISERS

1

1

LOWREY
ORGANS

NAME
ADDRESS

Floyd in the comfort of your own home.
As you'd expect from the company that
invented the synthesizer, our wide range of
models and accessories is engineered to the
highest studio standards, yet costs less than you
might think.

Cut out the coupon and post t,

(Norl

HFN978

Sue Cooper,
Norlin Music ( UK) Ltd.
Woolpack Lane, Braintree, Essex.
Telephone: ( 0376 21911).
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London now boasts Europe's
Michell Engineering

et

Moving Coil PU:s

Leeson

Revox

-

Michell Engineering are still producing
some of the best turntables made in the
UK. Unfortunately, as with most good
British products, demand far exceeds
supply, but we have them in stock now!

Bose

REW at 114-116 Charing Cross Road is
a fully authorised Bose centre. You may
hear any of the Bose speakers demonstrated in ideal surroundings.

SAE

The world's finest audio equipment.
combining elegance with excellence. A
wide range of SAE amplifiers, preamplifiers, equalisers and the incredible
Mark
5000
impulse
noise
reduction
system can be sern and heard at REW's
VIP showroom.

Gale

The speaker that must be heard. Used
in conjunction with high quality ancillary
equipment, the Criàle GS401 is capable of
phenomenal performance with remarkable dynamic range.

LONDON
VCR
CENTRE
An entire floor covering 2000 sq. ft.
where all the latest video recorders,
cameras, CCTV systems, projection TV
systems, etc.. are on display.
STOP
PRESS.
Grundig and Philips 2 hour
VCR's now available.

Moving coil pickups offer advantages in
terms of transient response and overall
quality. We stock models by Denton,
Satin, Nakamichi. Ortofon. Ultimo and
Fidelity Research.

Technics

The name of Technics means excellent
value for money and outstanding quality.
We now have the new range of Technics
turntables including the 511400 Mk II
quartz lock on full demonstration.

Disproving the growing belief that the
British cannot compete with the Japanese
terms of styling and performance,
Leeson produce some of the worlds best
amplifiers. On demonstration at REW.

Studio quality in your home. The new
Revox 877 offers a sound comparable to
machines of almost twice its price. + or
+-track, 7+ and 31 ips. Logic contra's,
dB peak reading meters.

Linn

Nakamichi

The recognised master of the cassette art,
Nakamichi are now receiving acclaim for
their amplifiers, speakers and microphones. You will find them at all branches
of REW.

To hear what a difference a turntable can
make, come and listen to the Linn Sondek
LPI2 at REW's new showroom at 114-116
Charing Cross Road.

Main Agents for: AR, Akai, Altec Lansing, Amcron, B & W, Bang & Olufsen, Bose,
Dokorder, Dual, Fidelity Research, Gale, Grace, Harman Kardon, Harrison,
HH, JBL, JVC, KEF, Kensonic, Lecson, Linn Products, Marantz, Michell
Engineering, Monitor Audio, NAD, Nakamichi, Pioneer, Quad,
Radford, Revox, SAE, SME, Sony, Soundcraftsmen, Spendor,
Stanton, Strathearn, Supex, Tannoy, Tandberg, Teac,
Technics, Transcriptors, Ultimo, Videotone,
Yamaha.

finest HieFI and Video Centre
REW is one of the few firms in the audio and video fields that can truly claim to have years and years of experience
behind them. Established in 1948, REW is still afamily business yet is numbered amongst the leading hi-fi and video
retailers in the land. And it is with great pride that we introduce our new Hi Fi & Video Showrooms, covering
4000 sq. ft. in the heart of London's West End at 114-116 Charing Cross Road. No detail has been overlooked nor any
expense spared in our efforts to make this the finest hi-fi store in Europe. The widest range of exclusive equipment
is on display with superb demonstration facilities. You'll receive VIP treatment from our expert staff and our own
van delivery and installation service is available throughout Greater London. If you want to choose the very best
equipment under the very best conditions come along to REW now.

RE

Also at:

Audio Visual CI
Established 1948

114-116 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2.
Tel: 01-240 3386/7

•230 Tottenham Court Road, London WI. Tel : 01-637 2624/5.
• 146 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
• Mail Orders to: REW House, ( Dept. HEN), 10-12 High Street,
London SW19. Tel: 01-540 9684/5/6.

Colliers Wood,

ecse''
Cie
WE ARE PERSONAL
EXPORT SPECIALISTS
EXPRESS EXPORT SERVICE
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD
WELCOME TO REW
best equipment
best prices
BENVENUTO a REW
aparacchio ottimi,
prezzi ottimi
VELKOMMAN REW
beste hanlagget,
beste prisan
BIENVENU au REW
le meilleurs equipment,
le meilleurs prix
WILLKOMMEN zu REW
beste gerate,
beste preise
DOBRO DOSLI U REW
Najbolja oprema,
Najbolje cene

Dateline August ' 76
The launching of the remarkable G900SE
"- at last the cartridge we have all been
waiting for" Popular HiFi "Congratulations
— in producing alightweight pickup which
genuinely tracks at 1gram — technically
excellent and musically satisfying"
Gramophone May ' 76.

The G900SE was designed for use in the
very best systems using low mass arms.

There are no two arms alike!
the new G900E brings
Goldring excellence within reach
of many more arms
— and that's very exciting news to ears and records alike.
In the G900E you have the same micromass design and
advanced technology which represented the peak of 40
years achievement by Goldring design engineers when the
highly acclaimed G900SE was first introduced.
The G900E is specifically designed for the more exacting
demands of higher mass arms — the difference is in the price,
not the performance.
Send for comprehensive technical data and our Record Deck/
Arm Compatibility Chart to see how many arms we embrace.

Goldring
Sound pure and simple
Goldring Products Ltd, Anglian Lane, Bury St. Edmunds, IP32 6SS. Tel. 0284 64011
21)

¡he TRANSCRIBER by THANSCHIPIORS
Any variation from the tangential, and a photocell programmes a D.C. servosystem to paratrack the bogie mounted platter under the lid
mounted MICROTRACER. Rapid pushbutton platter return, pushbutton cueing to a precise linear scale.
The MICROTRACER has none of the unfortunate characteristics of atonearm. It is less than the size of a tonearm headshell for a start.
It is much easier to use, it never has to be touched. It has a pivot to stylus dimension of 38mm ( 11 inches). It has far less friction, it needs
no bias compensation as it has no inward drag, it has a maximum tracking error of 0.1 , it can't scratch a disc, it can't skid, it can't jump, it
can't bounce, it can't destroy a stylus, it can't select the wrong track.
The moving mass of the lightest tonearm we know is 180 grammes, against 134 grammes for the MICROTRACER. More important! It
has one seventieth of a tonearm's inertia, which means that the disc has to exert only one- seventieth of the force on the stylus to move the
MICROTRACER through agiven distance. This fact, coupled with only half the tracking force requirements, results in an enormous increase in
disc life.
Unlike a tonearm, it adds nothing to the material being played. Its Jewel unipivot is fluid damped, and it is too short and stiff to have
resonances. Its low inertia and high seesaw frequency allow it to trace the sharpest warps without stylus deflection, so no sonic or speaker
flapping subsonic outputs, only the recorded material, unlike atonearm.
The current vogue, is for D.C. servo or direct drive turntables, so we tested all available such devices, only to find that our sixteen years
of belt drive experience enabled us to produce a new generation belt drive unit, exceeding the specification of complex electronic devices, and
with a greatly increased reliability factor. We use microthin neoprene belts, specially developed supersmooth dualganged mains locked
synchrodrivers, mounted on a new seasick suspension unit, giving decoupling better than anything achieved before. The unit is housed in
a case of sheer glass, every superbly finished component in full view, the mechanisms are fascinating to handle and watch.

Designed, developed, and manufactured in the Republic of Ireland by

Transcriptors ( Id) Limited
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE CARLOW IRELAND
Telephone Carlow 41646. World Patent protection.

Aonce-in-a-lifetime
Tannoy speakers at
It's easy to find cut-price hi-fi offers and you'd be right in
thinking that 'nothing is for nothing: With one very remarkable exception.
To celebrate our Golden Jubilee Tannoy are offering
top-selling speakers at a10% saving over and above what
your dealer's already offering.
Never before, and never again will you have such a
chance to own the best. To celebrate our Golden Jubilee you
can buy any of our three best-selling pairs of speakers at
aonce-in-a-lifetime saving.
A Golden Jubilee 10% saving from Tannoy plus the
Dealer's Golden Jubilee discount.
Just think for amoment what this means.You don't have to
settle for second-best. In 50 years Tannoy has never before
offered adiscount. It may be 50 years before we do again!
If your dealer offers you 10% as well, you'll save £ 57.15 on
our best-selling Cheviot speakers!
No need to decide right now. First, enjoy Tannoy's VIP
Listen-before-you-buy service.
How many car showrooms sell Rolls Royce? It's much the
same for Tannoy. When you make the best it takes time. This
means there are never enough Tannoy speakers to go round,
and we choose only one kind of dealer. The best.
Part of the deal is, he always gives you aleisurely, relaxed
audio demonstration. Because he's selling you the best he
doesn't need to blind you with science. He will tell you,
simply, what makes Tannoy speakers the best.

Like the superlative two-drive system with perfect sound
phasing. The unique girdacoustic cone. The fact that no less
than 58% of professional sound recording studios in UK
choose Tannoy speakers.
Even though we've cut the prices to an all-time low
Tannoy after-sales service and the 5 year Guarantee
remain the same.
No dealer gets the chance to sell Tannoy unless his aftersales service is impeccable. For double peace of mind you
also get the famous Tannoy 5year Guarantee.
You can't imagine how much better your hi-fi system
will sound with Tannoy speakers.
Sound like you've never heard it before.Unprecendented
power with supreme fidelity.
But - hurry. Our Golden Jubilee offer lasts only while
present stocks clear.
Once afortunate few have snapped up our speakers at
these price levels the celebrating will be over.
The way the prices of ordinary speakers continue to rise,
you'll never forgive yourself if you miss this chance to own
the best.
Clip out the Tannoy Golden Jubilee Voucher below and
take it to any of the Tannoy dealers listed on the right. Judge
for yourself.
You could save over £ 57. Even better, you'll probably be
able to buy on Credit cards or H.P. Call it an early Christmas
present. But - don't wait. Get to your dealer while stocks last.

Take this valuable Golden Jubilee Voucher
to your local Tannoy dealer.
Voucher only redeemable at Tannoy dealers listedl
on right. Your Tannoy dealer will be pleased to
explain full terms of offer.

Dear Dealer,
Iwould like acomplete Tannoy VIP Audio
Demonstration, without any obligation to buy.
Name
Address
Against Manufacturers Recommended Retail Psici

on apair of
Tannoy Cheviot speakers
Up to £ 54 on
apair of Devon
Up to £ 48

on apair of Eaton

with

Dealers

Golden Jubilee

Discount

(Please print clearly)

CUT THIS VOUCHER AND HAND
TO YOUR TANNOY DEALER
Not negotiable.Offerexpires when presentstocks exhausted]
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Offer available at
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen Radio,
D. Rack Wynd, Aberdeen.
McCormacks,
33, Bat hSt rvm. Glasgow.
MIDLANDS AND NORTH
Multisound HiFi,
Day ygate Arcade.York.
Tape Recorder Centre,
Kings Cross Street, Halifax.
Norman Audio,
51, Fishergate. Preston.Lancs.
Audio Projects,
45, Headingley Lane,Leeds.
Lincoln HiFi,
271,11igh Street, Lincoln.
Midland HiFi Studio,
1.01d Hall Street.
Wolverhampton.
Armstrong Smith,
(15, King Street, Wallasey.
West Midlands.
X-Lent Electronics Ltd.,
557-559, Wilbraham Road,
Chorlton-Cum-Hardy,
Manchester.

opportunity to buy
a10% extra saving.
58% of UK Recording Studios
use Tannoy speakers.
TANNOY

Cheviot

DiL 16.6%
ld'EC 56%
SPENDOR 2-7%
CADAC 2.1%
Ell KEF is%
[i] "". "'`'
ALL OTHERS]] 4%

i.S.C.Ltd.,
.3. Exchange street. Sheffield.
7. Shelton Square, The Precinct,
:oventry.
6 - 18, County Arcade.Briggate,
10131, Great Western Arcade,
3irmingham.
Nays HiFi Limited,
9. Churchgate,Leicester.
Portogram,
-ugh Street. Barnet.
ituart Westmoreland,
13, Cattle Market,Loughborough.
BYd Booth,
ueen Street. Mansfield.
Barrow HiFi Video Centre,
30, Dalton Road,
3arrow-in-Furness.
Fairs HiFi,
Jacre Hill, Rock Ferry,
Vlerseyside.
Porn S. Ford,
I, Norham Road, Whitley Bay.

Bucklands,
41-49,London Road,
Derby.
GREATER LONDON, EAST,
SOUTH AND SOUTH WEST
ENGLAND
Nu Sound,
82,11igh Holborn,WC1.
376. Edgware Road, W2.
Craig Hi Fi,
47.Tottenham Court Road, WI
Southern Audio,
43, High Street,
Kingston upon Thames.
Martins of Chelsea,
Kings Road.Chelsea.
SPI Sound Vision,
339, Green Lanes.N13.
Analog Audio,
849, High Road, Finchley.
Berrys Radio,
319 - 320, High Holborn,WC1.
Centre of Sound,
120.Notling Hill Gate. Wu.

Tower Radio Limited,
125,Furtherwick Road.
Canvey Island.
Darbys,
St. Peters Street,St. Albans.
Stinsons,
36.1:igh Street, Rottingdean.
Sevenoaks Hi Fi,
118. London Road,Sevenoaks.
H. C. and C. Coppins,
131 - 13Z Bellgrove Road,
Welling. Kent.
John Ham,
75 - 76,Mansel Street,Swansea.
Eastcote HiFi,
112,Field End Road, Pinner.
Chappel Music Centre,
50, New Bond Street,
London Wt.

"Musk:Week'
Studio Scene
Directory 1570

Kelleys Radio Limited,
High Street,Brentford.
New London Road, Chelmsford.
Swan Walk,Romford.
East Walk. Basildon.
Sleaford HiFi,
5. Southgate Shopping Centre,
Sleaford, Lincs.
Lincoln Hi Fi,
271,High Street, Lincoln.
Upton Electronics,
31, Torquay Road, Paignton,
Devon.
ETS Electricentre,
25, King Street, Truro, Cornwall.
Sound Engineering,
69. King Street,
St. Helier,

Tannoy Products Ltd.
St. John's Road,Tylers Green,
rto High Wycombe, Bucks HP10 8HR
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ARAYS DISCOUNT HI-FI AUDIO & TV

CROYDON

EDGWARE RD
STOKE NEWINGTON

• BIGGEST DISCOUNTS

BAKER ST

• BEST SERVICE
• PLEASANT SHOWROOMS

EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME AT ALL BRANCHES TO SAVE YOU VAT
12 MONTHS

• BIGGEST SELECTION
• BEST DEMONSTRATION

FULL GUARANTEE ON PARTS AND LABOUR WITH NOTHING MORE TO PAY

JVC — THE DEEPER YOU GO THE MORE
YOU WILL EXPERIENCE
from SARAYS
JUSTA SAMPLE OF THE NEW RANGE FROM JVC...
eri
*MP- •

rr
rrr rr'
J A- S55 STEREO

JR -S81 STEREO RECEIVER

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

J R - S301 DC INTEGRATED RECEIVER
WITH GRAPHIC EQUALIZER

KD-S201 STEREO CASSETTE DECK

COME LOOK Et LISTEN
to the most competitive range of Hi -Fi Audio Et TV

OL-F4 DIRECT DRIVE TURNTABLE

FULL NEW RANGE NOW AVAILABLE:STEREO TUNER AMPLIFIERS
JR -S501 AM/FM/SEA ( 2‘125w)
JR -S401 AM/FM/SEA ( 2x90w)
JR -S301 AM/FM/SEA ( 2x155w)
JR-S201L LW/MW/FM/SEA ( 2x38w)
JR -S81 AM/FM ( 2x38w)
JR -561L LW/MW/FM ( 2x20w)
PRE AMPLIFIERS/POWER AMPLIFIERS
JPS7 Pre Amplifier with SEA
P3030 Pre Amplifier
M3030 Power Amplifier
INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIERS
JA- S77 ( 2x70w)
JA- S55 ( 2x85w)
JA- S44 ( 2048w)
with SEA
JA- S22 ( 2x43w)
JA-S11G ( 2033w)
JA- S10 ( 2•20w )

MAIN STOCKISTS OF••

TURNTABLES ( All exclude cartridge)
TT101 Turntable only
I
Combined
CLP1 Plinth for 11101
units form
UA7045 Tone Arm
J
the OLIO
OLA? Ouartz locked D.D. with Photokinetic stop
OU? Clued. locked D.D. ( complete)
OL70 Ouartz locked D.D. without arm
GL5 amid. locked D.D. ( complete)
OLF4 Ouartz locked MO. fully auto ( complete)
OLA2 Cluartz locked D.D. auto return ( complete)
JLA 15 Belt Drive auto return ( walnut)
JLA20 Belt dove auto (Slum ( silver)
STEREO CASSETTE TAPE RECORDERS
Front Loading
5095 Super ANRS/Solenoid operated
KD85 Super ANRS/Solenoid operated/
SpeCtro Indicator
K085 Super ANRS/Spectro Peak Indicator
KO•S201 Super ANRS/SA Head

KD55 Super ANRS/SA Head
1(025 LED Display/Dolby
KD21 LED Display/Dolby
KI310S LED Display/Dolby
KD1OB Black Facia
Top Loading
CD1770 SA Head/Super ANRS
C131535-25 Portable/Super ANRS
KID2 Portable/Super ANRS
K13720 Dolby
HI-FI ADD ON UNITS
BN5 Biphonic Processor
SEA7070 Graphic Equalizer
SEA50 Graphic Equalizer
SEA20 Graphic Equalizer
MUSIC CENTRES
MF55LS Super ANRS
MF47L Dolby/pre-Select FM
MF45DL Dolby

MF45DLS With Speakers
MF33L Dolby with SK22 Speaksei'
STEREO TUNERS
13030 FM Digital
JT-V77 FM/AM
JT-V22 FM/AM
JTV11G FM/AM
JTV1OL FM/MW/LW
LOUDSPEAKERS
SX55 ( each)
S/0000 ( each)
SK700 ( each)
SK500 ( Pair)
SM3 Miniature ( Pair)
SK44 ( pair)
SK33 ( pair)
SK22 ( pair)
GB1ED Spherical ( each-)
GBS Stand for GERED ( each

AIWA, AKAI, AR, AMSTRAD. ARMSTRONG, ADC, BSR, CELESTION, CASIO, CBM, CHARTVVELL, CONNOISSEUR, DUAL,
EAGLE, FERGUSON, FONS, FERROGRAPH, GRUNDIG, GOODMANS, GARRARD, GOLDRING, HITACHI, HMV, HARMAN
KARDON; rrr, IMF, JVC, JR, KLH, KEF, LEAK, LENCO, MARANTZ, MORDAUNT SHORT, MONITOR AUDIO, MAXELL,
MICRO-SEIKI, NATIONAL PANASONIC, NORMENDE, NAKAMICHI, PYE, PHILIPS, PIONEER, QUAD, REVOX, ROTEL,
ROGERS, SANYO. SHARP, SONY, SANSUI, SHURE, SENNHEISER, SME, TANNOY, TECHNICS, TANDBERG, TRIO,
TDK, TOSHIBA. TfAC, THORENS, UHER, VIDEOTONE, WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA.

43 CHURCH STREET, CROYDON 681 334.4
272 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W.2. 723 5304
334/336 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W.2. 723 0916
207 BAKER STREET, W.1. 935 5451
131 KING STREET, LONDON, W.6. 748 4747
92 STOKE NEWINGTON HIGH STREET. N.16 254 1739
Open 9 00 to 6 00 Monday to Saturday. Please phone

24

Late operung at Edgware Road. and Baker Street on Frplay to 7pro

JVC
SPECIALISTS

Goodmans
it sounds right.

*4chromat
The Greeks had aname
for it
— Achromatic: ak-rd-rnat'ik,
without colouration. The New
Achromat range will recreate
music and speech with
unsurpassed accuracy; with
improved performance and
higher sensitivity than their
successful predecessors.
We have changed the bass
units and the cabinet styling
but not the concept of studio
monitor quality. The two
larger systems have the new
patented pleated surround
and the Sigma uses an ABR
system. Combine this with the
soft brown luxury leatherlook
finish and African hardwood
nosing — the result — aproduct
worthy of the name Goodmans.

Brief Specification:
Beta
Frequency Range:

65-23,063 Hz _t_5 dB

Sensitivity:

IWatt produces
85 dB

Amplifier Matching:

Suitable for use with
amplifiers rated at:

Impedance:

4or 8Ohms

RMS Power:

18-70 Watts

Kappa
Frequency Range:
Sensitivity:
Amplifier Matching:

45-23,000 Hz _t_5 dB
IWatt produces
85 dB
Suitable for use with
amplifiers rated at:

Impedance:

4or 8Ohms

RMS Power:

20-95 Watts

Sigma
Frequency Range:
Sensitivity:

Don't gamble with Hi Fi
bank on

Goodmans
50 years of
sound experience

Goodmans Loudspeakers Limited,
Downley Road, Havant, Hants. P09 2NL.

35-23,000 Hz
±5 dB
IWatt produces
86 dB

Amplifier Matching:
Suitable for use with
amplifiers rated at: • <"
Impedance:
RMS Power:

4or 8Ohms • '<z_c3r -e e
20-95 Watts

çf5e
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PLANET

ÍSPECIAL
BARGAINS
Akai RVIO0 rack

..

£29.50

Akai RV200 rack ..

E36.75

(

Service is our keynote and has been since we were founded in the 1950's. Expert guidance
from qualified staff. We guarantee to provide parts and labour absolutely free of charge
10,12 months on any item.
We only sell equipment that we consider to be reliable and backed by reputable
manufacturers. All prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by a cheque card.
Prices correct at time of preparation, subject to change without notice.

r
-rd

SPEAKERS Complete
Celestion UL6 ( pair) .. £129.75
Celestion UL8 ( pair) .. £165•75
Celestion Dicton II ( pair) ..
£68.75
Celestion Dicton I
5XR ( pair)
£99.75
Celestion Dicton 22 ( pair) .. £139.75
Celestion Ditton 33 ( pair) .. £189.75
Celestion Dicton 442 ( pair).. £193.00
Celestion Ditton 551 ( pair).. . . .
Celestion Dicton 662 ( pair)..
P.O.A.
Goodmans RBI8 ( pair) ..
£55.00
Goodmans RB20 ( pair) ..
£69.00
Goodmans RB35 ( pair) ..
£99.00
Goodmans Achromat Beta ( pr) P.O.A.
Goodmans Achromat Kappa ( pr)
P.O.A.
Goodman: Achromat Sigma ( pr)
P.O.A.
Harbeth H. L. Monitor
P.O.A.
MF Electronic all models .
P0 A

Pioneer TX6500 Mk11 tuner £97.50
Tandberg 2075 Mk II receiver P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Yamaha TC800GL cans deck £ 175 00

Amplifiers
ADC SSI Soundshaper
ADC SS2 Soundshaper
ADC SLMI00 Meter
Armstrong 621
Harman Kardon
Pioneer SA506
Pioneer SA606
Pioneer SA706 ..
Pioneer SA8500 Mk 11
Pioneer SA9500 Mk II
Quad 33/303/405
Rote RA214
Rote RA4I 3
Rote RA713
Rote RA913
Rote RA1312
Rote RAI412
Sansui AU117
Sansui AU2I7
Sansui AU3I7
Sansui AU517
Sansui AU7 17
Spendor DC40 ..
Yamaha CA510/710/810/
1010/2010 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£104.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£115•50
£147.50
£230 75
£286-00
P.O.A.
£57.50
£94.00
£114.00
£161.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£84.50
£119.60
£164.10
£276.60
£324 90
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Receivers
Aiwa 7400 .. .. £ 161 ,00
Aiwa 7600 .. ..
E205.00
Aiwa 3090A Cass./Receiver
P.O.A.
Akai AAI125
£ 109.95
Akai AA I135 .. .. £ 139.95
Akai AC3500L Cass./Rec. .. £252.00
Akai AC3800L Music Centre £333.00
Armstrong 625 FM .. .. £ 164.50
Armstrong 626 AM/FM .. £ 189.50
Goodmans Module 90 .. £ 137.00
Goodmans One-Twenty .. £ 154.75
Goodmans One- Fifty .. £226.50
Goodmans MCD100 Music
Centre .. .. .. £285.00
Harman/Kardon..
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX590..
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX690..
P.O.A.
Pioneer LX690• •
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX790. •
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX890• .
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX980• •
P.O.A.
Pioneer SXI080• .
P.O.A.
Pioneer SXI980..
P.O.A.
Rote RX303
• . £99.50
Rote RX403
£ 118.00
Rote RX503
£ 139.75
Rote RX603
£ 187.50
Rote RX803
£229.00
Rote RX1203/1603 .. ..
P.O.A.
Sansui G2000 .. £ 135.00
Sansui G3000
£ 169.50
Sansui G5000 • . .. £295.00
Tandberg TR2040/2025/2055/
2075 Mk 11 .. .. ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR220/420/620/
1114
820/1020/2020 ....

Alli.

All prices include VAT d
Please add £ 2.75 per item towards
carnage and insurance. ( cartridges
and styli post 75p).
Demonstrations, Expert Guidance
and after sales service.

order by phone 01-952 3238

Pioneer SX750 receiver .. £220.00
Pioneer PL550 turntable .. £ 177 00

TCD 330 cassette deck ..

HIFI +
VIDEO

Speakers
Jordan-Watts Janet ( pair) ..
£53.25
Jordan- Watts Juno ( pair) ..
£72.75
Jordan-Watts GT ( pair) ..
£91.00
Jordan-Watss TLS ( pair) .. £165•60
KEF Celeste Ill
KEF Corelli
All
KEF Calinda
normally
KEF Cantata ..
in stock
KEF Model 104AB
Prices on
(Teak/White/Wal.)
application
KEF Model 105 ..
KEF 104AB White
Very Special Offer
JR149 ( pair) ..
£125.00
JR Super Woofer ..
P.O.A.
Lowther-all models
Spendor BC IMk II BC3/SAI
P.O.A.
Tannoy Eaton ( pair)
Tannoy Devon ( pair)
Tannoy Cheviot ( pair)
P0 A

Tannoy Berkeley ( pair)
P.O.A.
Tannoy Arden ( pair)
Wharfedale Denton XP2 ( pr)
£49-75
Wharfedale Shelton XP2 ( pr)
£63.50
Wharfedale Linton XP2 ( pr) £77.00
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 ( pr) £99.95
SPEAKERS Kits and Units
Jordan- Watts Module ..
£17.00
Jordan-Watts HF Unit ..
£8.00
KEF DN22 104AB Convert Kit P.O.A.
KEF T27
£8.75
KEF B110
.
El 1-25
KEF B200
..
£12.50
KEF B139
£26.00
KEF DN12 (
727/B110/B139)
£7.50
KEF DNI3 (T27/8200) £5.25
Tannoy 295A HPD ( pair)
P.O.A.
Tannoy 315A HPD ( pair)
P.O.A.
Tannoy 385A HPD ( pair)
P.O.Ad

Pick-Up Arms,
Cartridges& St Ii
Aiwa AD 1250 Cass.iDol.
£125-00
Aiwa AD6400 Cass./Dol.
£185 00
Aiwa AD6550 Cass./Dol.
000
£2 I
Aiwa AD6800 Cass./Dol.
£299.95
Akai 4000DS Mk II reel
£169.95
Akai 4000 DB Reel/Dol.
£216.95
Akai GX2 I5D Reel/Rev.
£299-95
£83 00
Akai CS34D Cass./Dol.
Akai CS702D Mk 11 Cass./Dol. £99-75
P.O.A.
Akai GXC 7060 Cass./Dol
Akai GXC709D Cass./Dol.
£159-95
Akai GXC725D Cass./Dol./3H £199.95
Akai GXC730D Cass/Rev./Dol.£242.00
Akai GXC570D Mk 11 Cass./Dol./3H
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Harman/Kardon
Nakamichi 250
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 350
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
s/rakamichi 550
N k
h• 600
P0 A

\

Akai AP I
00 .. . ..
£59.95
ADC Accutrac 4000 .. £225.00
Aiwa AP2200
£99.95
Garrard
SP25 Mk 5/Shure M75-6 .. £41.75
GT20 Manual/Shure M7SED/11
£64.50
GT25P sem/auto Shure M75-ED/II
£72.75
GT35P sem/auto Strobe/Shure
M75ED-II
E86.00
Harman/Kardon
P.O.A.
Linn Sondek LP 12 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL5I 4
£59.50
Pioneer PL5I 6
£77.50
Pioneer PL5I8
£ 107.50
Pioneer PL520
£ 162.50
Pioneer PL550
£ 179.00
Pioneer PL570
£252.50
Pioneer PL590
£282.75
Rotel RPI300
£52-50
Rotel RP3300
£67.50
£86.50
Rotel RP5300
Thorens TD I
(less arm)
..
£75.00
Thorens TD 110 ..
£109.50
Thorens TDII5
£ 124.00
Thorens TD126BC/Mk Ill
arm) ..

6oBc/Ñi(11

Nakamichi 700 Mk II
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 1000 Mk II
P.O.A.
£119 50
Pioneer 4040 Cass./Dol.
£134 00
Pioneer 6060 Cass./Dol.
P.O.A
Pioneer 500 Cass./Dolby
Pioneer 700 Cass./Dol.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Pioneer 900 Cass./Dol.
£399.00
Pioneer 1000 Cass./Dol./3H
£448-00
Revox 1102/4 Cass./Dol.
£96-00
Rotel RD I
OF Cass./Dol.
Rotel RD3OF Cass./Dol.
P.O.A.
£139.50
Sansui SC1110
Tandberg 20A Reel .. • .
P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD3I0 Mk II ( Cass.
P.O.A.
Dolby) Tandberg TCD330 Cass./
P.O.A.
Dol/3H
P.O.A.
Yamaha TC5I 15 Cass./Dol.
P.O.A/
Yamaha TC800D Cass./Dol.
Yamaha TC800GL Cass./Dol.
P.O.A.

ADC LMGI Head Shell
£4.50
SME 3009 Improved
£44.25
SME 3009 S2 ..
£48.50
SME 3009 Mk III .
£89.75
SME FD200 Damper ..
£16.50
Formula 4Mk Ill . ..
P.O.A.
Cartridges
Price
Styli
ADC VLM Mk 3
£26.00 £ 18.50
ADC XLM Mk 3
£ 38.00 £22.50
ADC ZLM .. £59.50 £32.75
Shure M44/7 .. £9.50 £6.75
Shure M55/E .. £ 10.50 £8.00
Shure M75/E.12 £ 16.00 £ 10-50
Shure M75/ED2 £ 17-50 £ 14.00
Shure M95/ED £22.75 £ 17.50
Shure VI S/3 .. - £20.50
Shure VI5/4 .. £65.00 £31 50
Goldring G800
£3.50
Shure N75/6 ( Styli) - £7.00
Shure N93/E ( Styli) - £ 11-0

Tuners

Headphones

Armstrong 623
Armstrong 624
Harman/Kardon
Pioneer TX5500 Mk II
Pioneer TX606
Pioneer TX6500 Mk II
Pioneer TX8500 Mk 11
Pioneer TX9500 Mk 11
Quad FM3 ..
Rotel RT425
Rotel RT725
Sansui TU217
Sansui TU717
Yamaha C7510/710/810/
1010/7000

.. £ 117.00
£82 50
P.O.A.
..
£74 00
.. £94.00
£105 50
.. £ 177 50
£260-50

.. £76.00
£94.00
.. £ 109.90
.. £209.00

Video
After long and careful
evaluation of this medium we
now stock the latest Akai
home and portable equipment
Akai VHS 3hour ..
Akai VT5 300 ( Portable) ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Akai ASE7
Koss HVI
Koss HVI/LC..
Koss KI25
Koss KI35
Koss KI45
Koss ESPIO
Pioneer SE205
Pioneer 5E305
Pioneer Monitor 10
Yamaha HPI
Yamaha HP3

£10.00
£26.50
£29.75
£15 50
£18.75
£23.50
P.O.A.
£11 50
£18 25
£35 75
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

88 High St., Edgware,
Middlesex, HA8 7HE
Telephone: 01-952 3238
Close to the MI Motorway
OPEN:
9.30 to 6.
Mon.- Sat. , •
9.30 to 12.30
Thursday.
A411
0
Easy parking.
AS Oxcnsr
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For first time
buyers
Lux T12 £444.37
1101:60,011., CW/Yr, 10t,W0 rb/ RIM

UsheId

%Me

Lux L10 £ 506.25
For some strange reason
it is often assumed that first
time buyers will choose cheap
(and sometimes nasty)
equipment when assembling
their first music system.
After awhile— the length
probably depending on their
income— they begin to tire of
indifferent reproduction, and
will give away or part
exchange their equipment,
and purchase something
better (from the dealer who
sold them their first poor
outfit?).
Some time later— yes
you've guessed it— they find

they are still not getting the
best results, and having by
now learned something more
about their subject (in avery
expensive school) they ask
their dealer about the better
units and what would he
recommend. The rest of this
story will depend on the
advice given and the
knowledge gained at this
stage, but it has by now
become along and expensive
road.
We believe that the
average customer wants to
get it right— THE FIRST
TIME— and LUX LSS

equipment is specially made
for first time buyers.
It gives the best musical
reproduction that modern
technology can achieve, it has
long term reliability, and it
won't become outdated in six
months—just check the
'Equipment for Sale' columns
in your Hi Fi journal and see
how few Lux owners are
parting with their equipment.
Yes of course Lux equipment
costs abit more than ordinary
Hi Fi, but we think it's very
much cheaper than doing it
the hard way.

Get it right first time~get Lux
Ed

For full details of Lux Ultimate Fidelity Components, write to Sole UK Distributors: Howland- West Ltd., 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-609 0293
Prces correct at time of prepararon of addertisement but subject to change without notice

Auc io-T

Auc io-T

Auc io-T

Auc Io-T Auc lo-T Audio-T

EXPORT
Personal shoppers can take advantage of

o

our ' over the counter' export scheme.

o-

We also ship directly abroad, contact us
for tax free price quotes and

delivery

costs to anywhere in the world.

--_, Koopt uw—Hi-Fi in ko
Engleand,
-----/ dan bent u goedper uit.
Wi's exporteren direkt naa ru.
o
aft kvia
Difl
anlaggning iron England kan
Du
spara pengar.
Vi ar
specialister pa direkt octt

Genom

personlig export.

Phone for our competitive
prices, available on most
makes of equipment.
•

)Credit facilities aval able
to personal calle s.
BARCLAYCARD
Mai

Audio T

The Auc oConsultants

land
VVenn man Hi- Fi von Engkauft, kann man Geld
sparen. Wir spezialiseren uns
Direkt und Privatexport.
dAngleterraechetez
Si vous
votre Hi- Fi

o
o

'
vous pouvez faire
des economies.
Nous
nous
specialison
s dans *l'e xportati on
directe et personnelle.

aeon"
190 West End Lane
London NM 1SQ
Tel, 01-794 7848.
Mon-Wed 11 :6

Thurs- Fri. 11-7

o

o
--

Sot 10- 5

Audio-T Audio-T Audio-T Audio-T Audio-T Auc lo-T

Our competitors
keep quiet about
The Audio Pro 4-40 produces avery impressive 98dB
A very famous Brand X produces only 94dB at 1metre from 1watt
at acost of £315 per pair.
Or take another comparison. The 4-40 turns a100 watts input into
asound pressure level equal to that of another well-known
speaker needing 2000 watts! Quite apart from making astraight cash saving
on the speakers, you should save substantially on an amplifier,
because you simply need fewer watts. Of course, only your ears can
tell you whether you like the Audio Pro sound as much as more
expensive systems, though the acoustic dipole layout makes it exceptionally
clean and open.
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SOUND THINKING!
AT 35
MOSCOW
ROAD,
where
thoroughgoing
knowledge
and
unequalled experience of Audio merges
with adeep understanding of music, you
will invariably encounter sound thinking
about every aspect of HiFi. After 35
years as specialists in this field ("The
doyen of hi-fi music"—Penguin's London
Shopping Guide), we are not overly impressed by technical jargon or statistics:
what we care about are musical results,
reliability, domestic convenience and, by
no means least, value for money. Musical performance must be paramount, and
we aim for sound of the utmost naturalness, not `technicolor' thrills. Reliability,
too, rates a high priority, since it is our
policy, wherever geographically possible, to install and to maintain all equipment purchased from us, and we no less
than our clients would suffer if insufficient attention were paid to this factor.
Domestic convenience means not only
helping you choose the right equipment
for the surroundings, but providing any
necessary fitments—ready-made or custom-built—to blend whatever you require into your home (and, where necessary, arranging extensions into other
rooms), while our advice is invariably
directed at making the very most of whatever sum you are prepared to lay out.
Although, in general, we favour
'separates' for a variety of reasons, we
also stock some selected Music Centres,
provided the latter do not include
speakers as part of the ' package'
Speakers are, without question, the

dominant audio components, and our
hand-picked range—from the Videotone
D100 at around £40 per pair to the new
Rogers 'state of the art' system costing
over f800—may well surprise you since
it contains few of the most widely advertised names. Come and hear the magnificent Harbeth HL Monitors (today's
outstanding domestic loudspeakers), the
astonishing BBC-designed LS3/5A Monitors (marvellous sound from tiny enclosures) and the new Audiomaster
MLS-I, in our view the finest speaker
yet produced for those not prepared to
spend over £ 100 per pair. Other recent
arrivals which we warmly recommend
include the JVC KD720 and KDI:
Dolby cassette decks, the splendid JVC
JLF50 direct-drive auto-turntable (especially if fitted with the top AKG cartridge) and, for budget systems, the beltdriven Garrard SP25 Mk V module plus
the JVC JASIO amplifier.

MkIll
The best sounding universal tone arm
PROFESSIONAL LABORATORY

Silicone Damped Pick-up Arm

LIVE RECORD REVIEW
Every Saturday afternoon for over 20
years music-lovers have been flocking to
our studio for LIVE RECORD REVIEW,
our weekly record recital devoted to the
latest classical releases (2o'clock to 4.30).
Why not join this happy throng when next
you have some time to spare? You can
come and go as you please and, while
there, listen at ease to the finest new
recordings on a range of superb equipment. Afterwards there is plenty of time
to discuss musical and audio topics.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd.
MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 MOSCOW ROAD QUEENS WAY LONDON W2
TEL: 01 -229 2077
SUMMER SALE: JULY TO SEPTEMBER
Any Hi Fi + Record Bargains
Basic opening hours:
Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 9.30-5.30;
Thurs. 9.30-1;

Formula 4
Alignment
Protractor
<
•••••••
enables correct setting
up of all Pick-up assemblies and measuring tracking accuracy
over entire disc surface.
Original ' Hi -Fi News'
review availible. .
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MAYWARE LTD. ( Dept HFN.9.78)
15 Heather Walk. Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9TS, England

Fri. 9.30-7

are going to
our efficiency!
at 1metre from 1watt at acost of £232 per pair.
The 4-40 also saves you space in its 26 1
2"
/
x12" x12 1
2"
/
cabinet.
Three Audio Pro models, handsome in their distinctive Black Ash finish,
meet every need from living room to small hall. Like Miss World, they're
another winner from Sweden. Send for the colour leaflet and
name of your nearest stockist.

M
•I

audeopro

Audio Pro (HiFi) Ltd., Sandy Lane, Moston Road, Sandbach, Cheshire.
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The New Scotch Master Series' Cassettes.

SO FAR ADVANCED THEYMAKE
EVEN THE BESTJAPANESE DECKS
SOUND BETTER

Every time you put acassette
into your deck,it locks into
several hundred pounds'worth
of advanced electronics.
In factit becomes an integral
part of your HiFi system.
But just because it is the
least expensive part,it doesn't
have to be the weakest link
in the chain.
Scotch'Master Series" Cassettes
Biased to Meet the Best of
Japanese Standards
Before we developed our new 'Master
Series' cassettes, we consulted the manufacturers of the most advanced tape decks
on the market.
This resulted in three new magnetic
tapeformulations which give theiroptimum
output on all high technology decks,
especially those withJapanese bias settings.
An AdvancedTape for
each Switch Position

New Scotch Master II Cassette

(Chrome Bias Mils. EQ Switch Position)
Master II tape is ahigh output, low-noise
tape formulated from modified ferric oxide
encapsulated with cobalt.
It has a3dBbettersignal -to-noise ratio
and 2dB better sensitivity at low and high
frequencies than normal chrome tapes.
Without many of thei r
distortion problems.
And with low abrasion characteristics equal
tothe finest ferric oxide tapes.

The Unique New GSX
Tape Guidance System
No matter how good atape is, it still has
to survive amechanical obstacle course
before the sound reaches your ears.
We tackledit by taking the whole
cassette apart and re-designi ng it from the
largest right down to the smallest component.
And the cassette shell is precision made
of tough, translucent material. So you can
see the tape working, even though you can't
hear it running.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

1..114,

C•Ca

no. SECOND

New Scotch Master III Cassette
(FeCr Switch Position)
Asyouwouldexpect from the inventors
offerrichrome tapes, the new Master III tape
has aunique patented construction.
Thisgives it 3dB more maximum output
at low frequencies, and 2dB more at high
frequencies than chrome cassettes. In sheer
output, in fact, it isjust about in aclass of
itsown.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Unlike many other tapes currently
available, each of the three tapes in the
Scotch 'Master Series' is totally new.
And between them, they represent the
lateststate of the art in theircompatibility
witlithe`Normal,"Chrome'and`Ferrichrome'
switch positions.
New Scotch Master I
Cassette
(Normal Bias 120ps EQ Switch Position)

*The precision rollers rotate on lubricated stai nless
steel pins.
*Radially creased and graphite-coated shi ms ensure
asmooth wind and reduce wow and flutter.
*Six precision tape guide posts keep the tape tracking
properly across the heads.
*The felt pad is rnounted on aphosphorbronze spring.
*An anodised metal hum shield guards against stray
magnetic fields being amplified by the playback head.
*A tensilised polyester leaderabsorbs the shock
cif winding and re-winding.
For full technical specificat3ions,ak for our leelic_ut,t7/
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Master! tape has anew ferric oxide
formulation specially developed for the
'normal' switch position, and for decks with
apre-set bias.
Its maximum output is afull 4dBbetter
than ordinary low-noise cassettes, coupled
with atruly phenomenal performance in
the low and middle frequencies.
FREOUE NCY RESPONSE
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Mel and Scotch are trade marks

The New Scotch Master Series' Cassettes.
Have you caught up with them yet?

We mn welcome
competitors into our arms
You can appreciate all the benefits of an ADC
low mass tonearm even if you're not the proud owner
of an ADC cartridge.
The right combination.
The sleek tapered profiles of these tonearms are
Finer points.
made from amixture of hand layered carbon fibre and
The bearings are micron polished by watchresin.
makers before being perfectly matched for virtually
This combination not only provides exceptional
frictionless movement. The three counterweights with
stiffness, but also inhibits and attenuates both
high-friction linings allow you to achieve zero balance
resonances and transmitted acoustic energy.
with the lowest mass regardless of the weight of your
Quick change.
cartridge.
You can change over cartridges in seconds using
Tracking forces are calibrated in Vioth gram
the LMF-2 tonearm and its unique moulded carbon fibre
increments up to 1.5grams, with control detents at
headshell. Amagnesium screw locks it rigidly in place
0.5grazn intervals.
to give integrated head characteristics.
No fuss.
It's also fitted with low mass
You'll find your ADC tonearm is
computer terminal pins, and all
AD
easy to install, and quite straight- forward
connections are gold plated for maximum
Audio Dynamics Corporation
A division of BSR Limited,
to use and adjust. In fact, compared to
reliability.
Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Watley,
W Midlands B64 F.QH
other tonearms, they stand up to wear and
The LMF-1 has an integrated head,
We
make
everything
tear extremely well.
and avery low moving mass.

very compatible.

For further details, pease write for the ADC caltridge and tonearm brochure.

4Good Listeners

ofessional performance horn ultra.
n. specially curved diaphragms .
ed to powerful magnets Padded
adband with specially designed
kas that hold the slim nylon padded
i•cups firmly but comfortably against
yheadshape. Open back FR
-22,000 Hz Sons 100 dB
'L at 1mW Matching Imp 8 to
100 Ohms. Weight. ' 160 gm

Thé new concept ( until now featured
in much more expensive headphones)
that provides performance equal to
Electrostatics and low linear distortion
even at high sound levels. Leather
grain headband and earmuffs. Open
back. FR 16-20.000 Hz. Sens.
90 dB SPL at 1mW. Imp 8 Ohms.
Weight: 240 gm

Around
£13.00 inc

Around
£14.50 inc

RE-258
RARE-EARTH
SUPERMAGfIET

•0
• •
• • •
•0
• •

akelightweights with outStandlng
from drive units
(mploying the most powerful size-foriZei magnets obtainable and Specially
.urved diaphragms only 12 5 microns
lick. Leather grain headband. nylon
'added earcups on yokes that tailor to
ny heactshape. Open back FR'
0-25.000 Hz Sens. 125 dB SPL
t1mW. Matching Imp. 8 to 1000
)hms. Weight' 150 gm.

Mr.r.

,
ef(ormance

Ross ElechunKs

e
• • •
e • •
• • • •
• • •
• ee
e

Around
£19.00inc.

ROSS
ELECTRONICS

Supertight- 120 grams. superslim—
only 10 min_ thick, but fitted with
advanced technology dnve unitS that
outperform bulkier, more expensive
headphones_ Padded. adjustable twin
headband and supra aural earmuffs
provide exceptionally comfortable
listening Open back FR' 18-22,000
Hz Sens. 100 dB SPL at 1mW
Matching Imp 4 to 150 Ohms.

Around
£25.00

inc

Quality HI-FI from beginning to end.
32 Rathboile Place, London WIP IAD TEL 01-580 7112/3

Used loudspeakers
Every Allison speaker system you buy as new has actually
been ' used' for 20 minutes to ahalf hour. Spending this much time
on their test programme gives them the confidence to publish a
most complete set of specifications for their products, and to
provide afull warranty that every one will meet those
specifications within 3:_2 dB for at least five years.
To that end Allison manufacture all their drivers and
crossover networks themselves. ( Most of their competitors do not).
They test every driver and every crossover board ( not just arandom
sample) to aset of close- tolerance standards. Only those that
meet the standards are installed in cabinets. Then every completed
system must pass another long series of performance tests before
the cabinet gets its final coat of oil finish, acareful visual inspection,
and is packed for shipment.
Allison don't have to guess what's inside
their shipping cartons. They know If you
too would like to know, we'll be glad to
send you their free 10 page catalogue on
request, it includes complete
specifications and astatement of Full
Warranty for Five Years.

Audio Pro ( HiFi) Ltd.
audio pro

eG

X

Sandy Lane, Moston Road, Sandbach, Cheshire CW119HT.
Telephone: Sandbach (09367) 7520. Telex: 36492

SOLE U.K DISTRIBUTORS FOR ALLISON ACOUSTICS

.

toslots
line
No up.

Lots easier
to install.

Fidelity Fastenings FFI is a
*Holds up to
50Ibs weight
precision made, vibration
per speaker.
damped wall fastening for
HiFi and Stereo Speakers of
*Precision cast
up to 50Ibs weight each.
mounting
Almost undetectable when
brackets.
fitted, the FFI allows easy
adjustment of speaker angle,
*Rubber friction
mounting for
and the rubber mounting
ensures that they do not move complete
accidentally. Speakers can also stability.
be quickly and easily lifted off
*Easy adjustment
for dusting, cleaning and
of angle for
redecorating.
precise stereo
Available from all good Audio, image.
HiFi and electrical shops at
£5.99
LOOK FOR THE BROWN
AND BLACK BOX.

Strong rigid brackets
Click in at any height.
Cables go inside the
uprights.
!
Lamps and
switches
•wherever
you
11

need them.

I
I

a
A better
3
II
shelving system.
.•
.
•
.Buy Click at Habitat*. Or post this ad with your name •
II
II

z

• and address for our new FREE colour leaflet.
I
Click Systems Ltd.,

Low Moor Road, Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Notts NG17 7LH

II

il

I *and other stockists — list with leaflet. In Eire, from Stock shops. II
Ilwimmummummmmmmmuimiummal
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THE —
NUMBER
BEHIND
MOST
LEADING
MAKES OF
HI-FI
SPEAKER
SYSTEMS

If you like our names you'll love our prices
AI IVA • AKG • AK AI • ARMSTRONG • AUDIOMASTER • AUDIO TECHNICA • BANG & OLUFSEN •
BEYER • BOLIVAR • BOSE • CELES'ION • CORAL • DUAL • EMPIRE • ENTRE • FERROGRAPH • GRADO
HACKER • HARBETH • HITACHI • IMF • JVC • KEESONIC • KEF • KOSS • LENTEK • MICRO SEIKI •
MORDAUNT-SHORT • MONITOR AUDIO • NATIONAL PANASONIC • NEAL • ORTOFON • PIONEER •
QUAD • RAM • REVOX • ROGERS • SENNHEISSER • SHARP • SHURE • SMC • SME • SONY • SPENDOR
STAX • SUGDEN • TEAC • TECHNICS • THORENS • TOSHIBA • TRIO • ULTIMO • WHARFEDALE •
YAMAHA • VIDEOTONE
AMPLIFIERS
1=rnrr
-374
- 621 Teak
£107.00
621 Rosewood
£109.00
Hitachi
HA 330
£ 105.00
JVC
JAS11G
£ 79.00
JAS22
f99 00
JAS44 with SEA
£ 162.00
JAS55
£ 201.00
Pioneer
SA606
£ 117.00
SA706
£148.00
Quad
33
199.00
303
£ 108.00
405
1160.00
Revoit
8750
P.O.A.
Sony
TA11
£ 78.00
Technics
SU7100
£ 89.00
SU7300
£ 115.00
SU7700
£ 145.00
SU8080
£ 229.00
Trio
KA3700
£ 70.00
KA5700
£ 116.00
Yamaha
CA810
£ 235.00
CA1010
[ 332.00
CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa
AD1250
£ 129.00
AD1800
£ 192.00
AD6300
£ 133.00
AD6400
£ 181.00
AD6550
£212.00
AD6800
£ 309.00
Akai
C57020 Mk. II
£ 111.00
GXC725D
£231.00
GXC709D
£ 180.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beocords in Teak or Rosewood
1100
£ 140.00
1101
£ 140.00
5000
£ 292.00
Hitachi
0220
£ 89.00
0550
£ 109.00
0555
£ 139.00
JVC
K0720
£ 84.00
K025
£ 145.00
K021
£ 112.00
K DIOS silver £ 115.00
KDIOB black £ 115.00
Pioneer
CTF4040
£ 120.00
CTF700
£ 198.00
Sony
TC158SD
£ 155.00
TC188SD
£ 126.00
TC199SD
£ 157.00
Technics
RS615
£ 09.00
R5631
£ 162.00
Trio
K X1030
£ 243.00
CASSETTE RECEIVERS
Aiwa
AF3060
£ 222.00
AF3090
£ 342.00
Sony
HST89
£ 211 00

HEADPHONES
oss
K6
£14.00
Technician VFR
£ 38.00
K125
£ 15.00
K 135
£ 18.00
K145
£ 24.00
KELC
£ 16.00
HV2
£ 15.00
HV1A
£ 26.00
HV1LC
£ 29.00
PRO 4 Triple A
£ 37.00
Technician 2
£ 35.00
Beyer
DT440
£ 24.00
Sennheisser
H D400
£ 11.00
HD414X
£ 18.00
HD424X
£ 26.00
Bang & Olufsen
U70
£ 37.00
Sony
DR9
£ 14.95
DR35
£ 21.95
Micro-Seiks
MX1 Electrostatic £ 54.00
LOUDSPEAKERS
Armstrong
602 Teak
£ 157.00
602 Rosewood £ 175.00
Audromaster
LS3 5A
£ 152.00
MLS1
£ 89.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beovox S25 Teak
f83.00
Beovox 525 R wd
£ 86.00
Beovox S35 Teak £ 124.00
Beovox S35 R wd
£ 128.00
Beovox S45 2Teak £ 174.00
Beovox S45 2 R vvd £ 181.00
Beovox S75 Teak £ 233.00
Beovox S75 R wd
£ 243.00
Bolivar
125H
£ 129.00
Bose
901 111
£ 560.00
601
£ 385.00
f155.00
301
Celestion
UL6
f115.00
LIL8
£ 142.00
Ditton 22
£ 125.00
£ 91.00
Ditton I5XR
Harbeth
H L pro monitors
1269.00
Jim Rogers
JR149
£ 115.00
Super Woofer £ 139.00
Keesonic
KUB
159.00
Super KUB
£ 99.00
KEF
Corelli
£ 129.00
Calinda
£ 199.00
104AB
£ 239.00
105
£ 599.00
Celeste 111
£ 89.00
Monitor Audio
MA7
£ 96.00
MA6
£ 139.00
Mordaunt-Short
Carnival Te:ik Walnut
f79.95
Festival Teak Walnut £ 99.95
Pageant Teak Walnut £ 135.00
RAM
Compact
£ 70.00
Mini Bookshelf Tk
£94.00
Bookshelf Mk. 2 Tk. £ 114.00

100
150
200
Rogers

£ 139.00
£ 175.00
£ 225.00

Export Monitors Tit
P.O.A.
LS3 5A Teak
P.O.A.
Spendor
BC1
£ 239.00
Technics
'SB102
£ 102.00
SB4500
£ 161.00
SBX3
£ 219.00
Videotone
fVlinimax £ 49.00
0100
[ 39.00
Wharfedale
Denton XP2 Teak £ 53.00
Shelton XPS Teak
f68.00
Linton XP2 Teak £ 83.00
Glendale XP2 Teak £ 110.00
E50 Walnut
f252.00
E70 Walnut
£ 311.00
Yamaha
N5615
£ 116.00
NS635
£ 149.00
NS655
£ 248.00
NS1000M
£ 572.00
MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa
AF5050
£ 308.00
AF5090
£ 342.00
Bang & Olufsen
Eleocenters in Teak or
Rosewood
2800
£ 273.00
3300
£ 363.00
4600
f431.00
National Panasonic
SG2080L
£ 330.00
Sharp
SG400
£ 275.00
SG450
£ 354.00
SG500E
£ 599.00
Sony
HMI( 55 Black Slur £ 291.00
HMK 77 Black Slur £ 409.00
Toshiba
SM2950
£ 230.00
SM3350
£ 281.00
SM3700
£ 338.00
PICK - UP AR MS
SM E
3009 Fixed
£ 45.00
3009 S2
f52.00
3009 S3
£ 99.00
FO200
£ 19.00
PICK - UP ÇARTR1DGE$
Audio- Technica
AT12S
£16.00
AT15SA
f42.00
AT2OSLA
£48.00
Ortof on
M20E Super
£42.00
MC20 Moving Coil
£54.00
VTVIS20E Mk. 2
£29.25
MCA76 Pre- amplifier
£89.00
F15E Mk. 2
£18.90
FF15E Mk. 2
f13.50
AK G
P8ES
£60.00
P8E
£47.00
P7E
E28,00
Empire
2000 E 111
£16.00
2000T
f29.00
Grado
FCE • 1
£12.00
F3E •
£15.69

Please fill in and post the coupon with your cheque or postal
order. Add carriage: Cartridges 35 pence; Headphones 75
pence- all other items £4.00. Or order by phone using your
credit card number. All prices include VAT. Credit terms
available. Personal callers welcome.
Prices and stock shown are correct at the time of going to press.

C-40 Chew & Osborne

148 & 156 High Street, Epping, Essex. Tel: ( 0378) 74242
26 King Street, Saffron Walden, Essex. Tel ( 0799) 23728

F1 •
G1 r
Shure
V15-3
M75E D
M95ED
V15 Mk. 4

£36.56
f73.13
£49.95
f15.00
£20.00
£69.00

RECEIVERS
Aiwa
AX7600
£206.00
Armstrong
625 Teak
£169.00
625 Rosewood
f172.00
626 Teak
£194.00
626 Rosewood
£197.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beomasters in Teak or
Rosewood
1500
£179.00
1900
£238.00
2200
£279.00
2400
£296.00
4400
£372.00
JVC
JRS201L
£218.00
JRS301
£282.00
JRS401
£363.00
JR S501
£444.00
Pioneer
SX550
£136.00
Sony
STR11L
£119.00
Technics
SA5070
£110.00
SA5170
£139.00
SA5370
f229.00
Plus new range
Trio
K R4070
£177.00
KIR4070L
£191.00
Yamaha
CR620
f227.00
CR820
f294.00
CR2020
£470.00
REEL TO REEL
Philips
N4506
Revoit
B77 2- track
B77 4- track
Sony
TC645
TUNERS
Armstrong
623 Teak
623 Rosewood
624 Teak
624 Rosewood
Hitachi
FT340
JVC
JVT 11G
JVT22
JVT77
Pioneer
TX706
Quad
FM3
Revox
13760
Sony
STI1L
ST73
ST2950F
Technics
ST7300
ST8080

£276.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£119.00
£121.00
£93.00
£95.00

£98.00

£97.00
£117.00
£321.00
£139.00
f89.00
£99.00
f126.00
£169.00
£185.00
£129.00
£66.00
£89.00
f110.00
£164.00
PUA.
£85.00
£97.00
£112 00
£136 00
f60.00
£155 00
£79 00
£89.00
£115.00
£132.00
£110.00
£113.00
£129 00
£235.00
£74.00
£79.00
£52.00
£87 00

£89.00
£80.00
£113.00
£185.00
£94.00
£108.00
P.O .A.
£78.00
£56.00
£82.00
£102.00
£170.00

PLUS
all these
accessories
Q.E.D. • Monitor
Audio Sound Cables
PLUS
huge choice of both
popular and classical
LP's including direct
cut and boxed setsall at big discounts!

Walden, Essex. Please supply

1

Model

Cheque/PO enclosed for
credit card account

£82.00

£283.00

Chew & Osborne, 26 King Street, Saffron
Make

Trio
KT5500
TURNTABLES
Aiwa
AP2200
Bang & Olufsen
Beograms in Teak or
Rosewood
1102
1902
4002
Dual
CS604
Hitachi
HT350
JVC
CILA2
QLF4
QL5
QL7
Monitor Audio
ET500
Pioneer
PL514
PL516
PL518
PL520
Revoir
13790
Sony
PS11
PS22
PSX4
PSX6
PS1450 Mk. 2
PSX7
Technics
51220
51230
311800
511700
SL150
Thorens
TD110
TD115
TD126 Mk. 3C
TD166 M. 2C
TD160 Mk. 2BC
Trio
Kf310338
K D2055

or charge my
Signature

Name
Address
(Phone)
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BIRMINGHAM

THERE'S A MARANTZ STOCKIST NEAR YOU
GREATER LONDON

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

CORN WALL

GLOUCESTER

CUMBRIA

HAMPSHIRE

DE VON
HE

AVON
DORSET
CAMBRIDGE

KENT

BEDFORDSHIRE
CHANNEL ISLANDS
BERKSHIRE

CHESHIRE

ESSEX

LANCASHIRE

at the bottom
start at the top?
Setting out to equip yourself with the
Once you've had the opportunity to
best in HiFi can be apretty confusing
hear Marantz we feel sure that you'll agree
experience, and certainly if you're not very with us that it's foolish to fool around at
careful, avery costly one. For years HiFi
bottom — when you could start at the top.
has been cloaked in ashroud of mystique
I Model 2226B AM/FM Stereo Receiver 26W RMS minimum
channel into 8ohms, 20Hz-20kHz at no more than 0.1%
with inadequate products of doubtful quality THD.perFull
complementary direct coupled power amplifier. 3-zone
being promoted under the all embracing
tone controls. Dual gate MOSFET front end. Marantz Dynamic
Stereo headphone with Mylar curvilinear transducer. Frequency
title of 'high-fidelity:
response 30Hz to 15kHz.
Like alot of other things— you rarely
Model 6150 turntable with direct drive servo controlled dual
speed DC motor. Precision tracking, static balanced S-shaped
2
get more than you pay for— and HiFi is no
tone arm. Variable pitch controls. Viscous damped cueing control.
exception. Start out with fancy-looking,
Strobe light, in conjunction with raised 'dots' on platter edge
facilitates precise speed adjustment.
poorly produced products, and before long
Model 2120 AM/FM Stereo Tuner. Dual gate MOSFET front
joy will turn to disappointment— and
3
end gives improved linearity, lower inherent noise and better
pounds to pennies (poor equipment at
selectivity. I.F. 'wide' switch increases bandwidth of tuner giving
incredibly low distortion. Switch in 'normal' position retains high
resale doesn't fetch much).
selectivity when receiving weak or distant signals. Record level
At Marantz we specialise in HiFi —
switch provides 400Hz tone to preset calibration of tape deck to
give perfect recordings.
the very best HiFi. We don't make
Model 1090 integrated power amplifier 45W RMS minimum
television or music centres—just High
per channel into 8ohms 20Hz-20kHz at no more than 0.1%
4
fidelity sound equipment. Each piece
THD. Damping factor e 20Hz 45. Two tape deck monitoring
capability.
An ideal companion to Marantz Tuner Model 2120.
individually tested to perform well within
the stated claims; and every piece
To Marantz Audio UK Ltd., Debmarc House,
203 London Road, Staines, Middlesex.
designed to last.
Moreover, we don't expect you to know Iwould like further information on model numbers: —
all the technicalities of HiFi — that's our
job. We'd like to see everyone enjoying
good music, so if you buy wisely, you could
enjoy years of trouble free pleasure, and
in the long run save yourself the pain and
price of costly "trading up'.'
For further help ring Staines 50132.
NAME

ADDRESS

HFN 9

TEL. NO.

OXFORD
LEICESTERSHIRE

SUSSEX

WILTSHIRE

NORTHERN IRELAND

YORKSHIRE
SCOTLAND
TYNE & WEAR

ALL BRANCHES OF
Cornet • Analog.R.EW . kit- F Markets & R.S.C.

MANCHESTER
MIDDLESEX

STAFFORDSHIRE

NORTHANTS

SURREY

WARWICKSHIRE
WALES

NOTTINGHAM

intalUku•.Rult2e.
We sound better

When Roger Driscoll handed us the
Super M report, frankly we were worried.
We're the first to admit that Super M isn't yet aname
on every cartridge buyer's lips. Rightly or wrongly, afew
other cartridges have the lion's share of the market.
•However, we've always believed strongly in the technical
merit of Super M.
So we decided to commission comparison tests
against awide range of leading models.
The evaluations were carried out with
complete impartiality in the Acoustics —
Laboratory of The Polytechnic of North
London under the supervision of
accredited hi-fi consultant Roger Driscoll
Some of the most sophisticated
equipment in use was employed for these ) •
in-depth studies and limitless outside
technical resources were also made
available. We believe the tests are the most
exacting ever carried out on hi-fi cartridges
So when we were handed the results,
frankly we were alittle apprehensive.

But then we began turning the pages.
We looked at the tests for higher-priced
cartridges: the Super M GP412 II, Shure V15 III,
ADC XLM II, AKG P8ES, Ortofon M15E, Ultimo
DV38/20A and Microacoustics QDC 1e.
First we studied the graphs for Tracking Margin
in the middle and treble register. Super M did better
than any other cartridge tested.
Quite agood start, everybody agreed. Next we
turned to Relative Interchannel Balance. At 0.4 db.
Super M once again led the field.
Even better, we thought. Then we looked
at sensitivity. Super M scored 1.8 mV/Cm/S:
better than all other cartridges tested.
Retaining an outward show of calm, we compared High
Frequency Intermodulation. Super M (0.55%) was not
quite as good as Shure (0.25%) or ADC (0.19%). However
we did beat Shure and ADC on Square Wave Harmonic
Distortion. But Ortofon (1%) and Microacoustics (1.25%)
were marginally better than Super M (1.5%).
When it came to Hum Induction we were unbeaten at
73 db. Only the Ortofon equalled our figure.

PHILIPS
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The Super M score for High Frequency Cross-talk,
Frequency Response and Vertical Distortion were
somewhat lower than average (but still quite
satisfactory).Where does it all leave us, we asked?

"As good as any cartndges with
ee
which they were compared.
It was clear that in general we hadn't
exactly knocked the competition cold.
"I would say,"replied Roger Driscoll
"that overall Super M are as good as any
cartridges with which they were
compared. In some tests, they were even a
little better".
So for all-round performance not a
great deal of difference was found between
cartridges. And the same general
— conclusion held good in the tests of lower/
\ medium priced cartridges.
--- If you would like afree synopsis of the Report,
write to: Super M Report, Audio Division,
Consumer Relations Dept., Philips Electrical Ltd.,
City House, 420-430 London Road,
Croydon CR9 3QR.

Price gives Super M the edge.
Naturally, the Report didn't cover t
ue

non-technical subject of price.
In this area there is ahighly noticeable difference:
Super M is substantially less expensive than most
other comparable cartridges.
You can check this yourself by running afinger
down retailers' price lists (some of which are
advertised in hi-fi mags).
This, surely, is the deciding factor.
When cartridges are very similar
in overall performance, it makes
sense to buy the least expensive
model.
Frankly, we think other
cartridge makers have reason
to be worried.

Simply years ahead.

PHILIPS

selling standards

For the full story contact F.W.O. Bauch Limited,
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Herts. WD6 4RZ
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The Dalesford D
A significant advance in compact loudspeaker design.
Acoustically transparent foam—chosen
for aesthetic appeal combined mith
minimum interference with treble
performance.

Handsome walnut veneered top.

Special treatment of the treble unit
suspension coupled with 18 db/octave
fast cut filter reduces all resonance
effects to an insignificant level.

Frequency response:
60 hz-20 khz + 3db;
45 hz-20 khz ± 4db.
Power handling:
65 watts at 1khz for 30 minutes.
Suitable for amplifiers of 20-70
watts per channel.
Nominal Impedance 8ohms.
Size: Height 36cms.Width
26.5 cms.Depth 22cms.
R.R.P. £110 per pair
Plus V.AT

Shape of enclosure prevents
diffraction which normally occurs
at cabinet edges. This gives a
clearer image and improves the
system transient response.

#
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Before you buy abetter tape deck
maybe you should buy abetter tape

The great name in tape cassettes
Probably the most versatile' normal' bias tape around. Employing the new ' meat ferric oxide particles.7DK AD gives awider dynamic range and extended frequency

response particularly at the top end.The super precision cassette mechanism ensures accurate running characteristics.

For more details write to TDK Tape Distributor P.M) Ltd., Pembroke House,Wellesley Road. Croydon CRC 9XW. Eire: Peat Wholesale Limited. Chapel Lane, Parnell Street, Dublin 1.

Dual
The best tonea
is just
enou
Dual turntatles have areputation
for quality and reliability that is second
to none world-wide.
Developed to afine art over many
generations in ', he black forest, one
of the centres of precision engineering
in Germany, after extensive research
in the laws of sound reproduction.
The result: each element of aturntable scores its own fine points to
contribute to the perfection of the whole.
For instance: trie straight Dual tonearm.
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How to identify the
*
world's finest tonearms*

Straight-line tubular shape
maximum torsional rigidity and lowest
effective mass.
Tracking force is applied with a
tempered, flat-wound spiral spring,
centred around the vertical pivot.
Stylus force remains perpendicular to
the record even if the turntable is not
level.
Unique counterbalance contains
two mechanical anti-resonance filters
which are specially tuned to absorb
parasitic resonances originating in
the tonearm/cartridge system and
chassis.
True four-point gimbal centres and
pivots tonearm mass where vertical
and horizontal axes intersect. The four

needle-point pivots are tempered and
honed to produce microscopically
smooth surfaces. Each pivot is
matched to aball-bearing race only
0,157 inches in diameter.
*The tonearm shown is part of our
higher-priced turntables. But many of
its precision features are found in our
lowest-priced models: four-point
gimbal, straight-line design; and
controls for balance, tracking force
and anti-skating.
•—4•
For further information about Dual
products please mail this coupon to
Hayden Laboratories Ltd.,
Hayden House,
Churchfield Road,
Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL9 9EW
Tel.: Gerrards Cross (02813) 884 47
Name
Address

HFN/978

HAYDEN

gh.
Dual

For the
finest
in sound
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AT LAST, ATUNER AMPLIFIER YO
Make no mistake, this new Philips HiFi
International AM/FM Tuner Amplifier is ahighly
sophisticated box of tricks. For example, it actually
locks the transmission and the output signals
together to ensure faithful stereo in what we call
aPhase Locked Loop.
But despite its technical complexity, this
receiver remains remarkably simple to tune
and operate.
There are five pre-selector buttons that allow
easy finger-tip FM station tuning (including stereo
broadcasts). It's so easy you could even change
stations with your big toe.
Another way that we simplify station locating
is with our Manual Tuning Control. It's flywheel

PHILIPS

assisted for smoother operation. And incidentally,
the FM tuning is achieved by the use of variable
capacitance diodes so the system is inherently
more stable than the mechanical alternatives.
The same simplicity extends to the list of
toggle switch controls:
A High Filter Switch to reduce the effects of
scratches.
A Low Filter Switch to reduce the effects of
rumble's.
A Contour Switch to boost bass and treble
signals when volume is low so you're not constantly
fiddling with the tone control.
An A-BMonitor Switch for use with suitable
tape recorders.

í
CAN TUNE IN WITH YOUR FEET.
And an Audio Mute Switch for those times
you want to cut down the volume without having
to switch off ( like when the phone rings).
• Another useful feature is the Stereo-Mono
Mixer. This lets you adjust the amount of stereo
separation to reduce the noise that sometimes
creeps into stereo programmes.
Philips HiFi International Tuner Amps don't
only sound good. They also look good thanks to
the beautiful brushed aluminium finish.
Drop in on your Philips dealer and ask about
our full range of tuner amps, cassette decks, open
reel recorders, MFB speaker/amps, loudspeakers
and turntables that all offer you more sound for
your pounds.

You'll find with Philips, becoming an expert
on hi-fi doesn't mean you have to become an
expert on high finance.
The New Philips HiFi International Range.
I've simply got to know more: send me the full
facts on Philips HiFi International.
NAME
_ _
ADDRESS

HHN 9
Please complete and send to: Philips Electrical Ltd.,
Dept. SP, PO Box 3, Honey, Surrey.
AMR zmil,ria awn

Simply years ahead.
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SERIES Ill
The best pick-up arm in the world

'This new pick-up arm is the result of indepth study of disc reproduction requirements and reflects the audio perfectionist's
attitude to design which we have come to
associate with SME.
What really matters is that the manufacturer has anticipated cartridge developments and this alone puts the component
well ahead of most others.'
What Hi -Fi ?
.
judging by the results obtained from the
moving- coils Iwould say that with damping,
this arm is very good and gives a high
performance. Certainly it is well in advance
of the S2 and now in the eyes of the establishment will presumably become the best
pick-up arm in the world.'
Hi -Fi Answers
'There is no doubt that this is an exciting arm
well in the avant garde of today's audio
electronics. It will certainly have an
irresistible attraction for the enthusiast: its
precision engineering and its conspicuous
aid to music listening will extend this appeal
to music lovers.'
Financial Review ( Australia)
'The law of diminishing returns says the
Series II Improved is abetter buy: the law of
perfection says that the Series Ill is a better
engineered and more universal arm. For
many people that will settle the argument.'
Electronics Today, International
(Australia)

Design Council
Award
1978•

not only over their earlier design but also
over that of any other.'
The Gramophone
the new SME arm fulfils alot more of the
criteria mentioned than most arms, it was
gratifying to hear the results achieved with
Pioneer's PLC 590 and the Ortofon SL 20E.
The best way of quickly describing the improvement is to say that all the strengths of a
moving- coil cartridge were further emphasised, or in other words bass out-put became
even more solid and realistic than ever, that
incredible open clarity of a good movingcoil design was heightened and importantly,
treble quality gained both better definition
and sweetness.'
Practical Hi -Fi & Audio
'Standards of engineering in the execution
of an SME arm reflects the sort of clearsighted production competence which
caused the British Empire to survive for so
long and which continues to earn respect for
British high technology overseas. While it
takes a true enthusiast to appreciate the
finer design points, an SME Series Ill arm is
not only atechnological feat it is also afunction of a craftsman's love and awork of art.
To someone interested more in music than
machines and whose aims are high, it should
suffice to say that an SME Series Ill arm is all
you could possibly need. It's as simple as

'... the SME Series Ill must surely rank with
the top few arms, having as an overwhelming

that.'

benefit tremendous flexibility of use.'
Hi -Fi Review ( Australia)

'... the new Shure V- 151V associates for the
best with this exceptional arm. In this

'For our examples we chose the new SME
Series Ill arm. It could hardly be more

particular case, this new listening is at the
same time more accurate and more human.
. . . from the cartridges tested the most sur-

appropriate, for SME — aBritish firm with an
enviable reputation for getting things right —
are noted for attention to the finer points
which we advocate to hi-fi buyers.'
Popular Hi -Fi

Write to Dept 0349A • SME Limited • Steyning • Sussex • BN4 3GY

'Starting from scratch, or if you are obsessed
with perfection, the SME Series III meticulously set up must have the edge, probably

Men Only

prising differences come from Technics and
from Ortofon MC20 and it is probable that
you will have other surprises of the same
kind with other cartridges. The arm adapts to
every case, but for all the models it brings an
improvement of quality, which may vary in
proportion, but which always exists.'
Son Hi -Fi Magazine ( France)

How difficult is it to produce
oreally new turntable these days?
Very difficult indeed as so many advances have been made in
the past few years. So when Thorens say that they have produced
something that's really new, it must be worth looking at.

New Belt drive system
A completely new belt
drive technique using aservo
controlled electronic system
with Automatic Pitch Control
that adjusts and compensates
for any record cleaning device
and ensures no speed variation
whatsoever.
The advantages are electronic speed select ion, faster start,
no motor hum, exceptional rumble figures ( unweighted, better than
—48 dB, weighted, better than —68dB), and long life expectancy
of the motor.
For the technically minded.
This is how the new system works. A triple Trotor from
the DC motor carries the pulley on the same shaft as the 72
pole tochogenerotor. The frequency of the generated AC voltage is an
exact measure of the speed of the motor and is used as acontrol.
The signal passes through ofrequency to voltage converter
and is changed to DC. This is compared with areference (3.37 or 45 r.p.m.)
and any deviation is instantly corrected by an integrated
circuit controller

New plug in arm.
Uses the new acclaimed Thorens lsotrack
plug-in arm system but with easier and simpler
cartridge mounting facilities. Plus new low
resonance tone arm tube with special treatment
using split wave technology.
There is even aversion of the
plug-in arm fitted with avery impressive
moving coil cartridge—TMC 70. It's hand made
and individually tested.

New features.
Adjustable speed with stroboscope
built into the outer rim of the platter.
The dust cover, with spring loaded hinge
is integrated in the base.

New performance.
Other important new features on these latest
Thorens decks include anon- suspended front panel where all
controls are located, atrip and lift mechanism on the TD 115 and
remarkable performance figures— rumble unweighted, better than
—48dB, rumble weighted, better than —68dB, wow and flutter +0.05%,
pitch control +6%.
One thing that never changes, however, the legendary
Thorens reputation for reliability and superb engineering.
TD 110 , 1
D 11S

New Suspension.
The new Ortho-inertial suspension system uses both
horizontal and vertical springs of aspecial design, plus ball segment
damping to eliminate low frequency disturbance and vibration that
can at best affect your enjoyment— at worst cause the stylus to
jump out of the record groove.

MEMOSOUND

Rumble unweighted
Rumble weighted
Wow and flutter
Pitch Control

better than —48dB
better than —68 dB
▪ 0.05°G
-I- 6°G

Write for full details and illustrated literature
on the new Thorens range and the name of your nearest
Thorens dealer.

THORLO

Metrosound Audio Products Ltd.,4/10 North Road, Islington, London N7 9HN.Tel: 01-607 8141.
47

AZAT

Visit our showroom (off Tottenham Ct.Rd)
61 Charlotte St.V111. 01-58046324 lines

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE
RECEIVERS/TUNER AMPS

Marantz
1030

£68.95

1040

Akai
AA1010•

.

£ 99.50

AA1115..

£97.00

AA1125 . • £107.70
AA1135 . • £136-80
AA1150• • £ 219.86
AA1175• • £ 317.60
AA1200 •. £439.80
Amstrad
5050

..

£87.95

Harman Kardon P.O.A
JVC

P.O.A.

£82.75

1060
1070

•.
•

£96.57

• £121.68

1090 .. • • £133.16
1122DC • • £189.05
1152DC • • £235.90

(PAIRS)

AP100

.. £58.86

AP101

.. £75.00

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Technics ..

P.O.A.

F.R.A.

AR18

F.R.A.

Leak

AR16

F.R.A.

3007

AR14

F.R.A.

Marantz

P.O.A.

.. £128.72

AR12

F.R.A.

5010 • .

P.O.A.

AR11

F.R.A.

5025 . • .. £178.62

Nakamichi

Yamaha

P.O.A.AR17

F.R.A.

5030 . • .. £263.79

F.R.A.

5420 • • .. £173.47

P.O.A.

AR15

Harman Kardon P.O.A

Pioneer
SA606

..

£113.53

SA706

..

£143.65

JVC

P.O.A.

Marantz

Rotel

2265B • • • • £321.24

RA313 .

P.O.A.

2285B • • £365.73

Pioneer

RA413 .

P.O.A.

2330B . • .. £459.41

PL112D

..

£54.95

RA713

P.O.A.

2385

PL115D

..

£68.00

6150

£85.90

6300 ..
Micro Seiki

P.O.A.

Bolivar
Celestion

Nakamichi

£124.35

P.O.A.

Pioneer

D11

£71.43

CTF4040 .. £116.52

D15XR

£104.95

CTF6060

£170.00

£136.78

022

£145.61

CTF7070 .. £192.96

P.O.A.

D33

£187.76

CT F8080

D44

£224.56

D25

£259.61

066

£390.15

UL6, 8,10 ..

P.O.A.

£235.00

Rotel
RD3OF

P.O.A.

Sansui

£711.43

RA913 .

P.O.A.

£1119.36

PL117D .. £101.00

RA1312

P.O.A.

PL510A .. £105.00

JBL

P.O.A.

P.O.A.

RA1412

P.O.A.

PL514

JR149

P.O.A.

SC3100 .. £233.00

KLH

P.O.A.

SC5100 • • £351.24

Nakamichi

£69-10

AU117

SX450

£97.28

AU217

..

£109.95

SX550

£133 60

AU317

..

£150.97

SX650

£186.20

AU517

SX750

£244.75

AU717

SX850

£288.58

Sony ..

SX950

£332.95

RX1250

£495.00

SX300

Rotel
RX303

P.O.A.

RX403

P.O.A.

RX503

P.O.A.

RX603

P.O.A.

RX803

P.O.A.

RX1203

P.O.A.

RX1603

P.O.A.

£58.00

PL516 . • .. £79.67

Sansui

Pioneer

..

£77.62

£254 50
£298.85
P.O.A.

TOSHIBA
SB220

P.O.A.

SB420

P.O.A.

PL518 • . £104.77
PL520 • . £142.26

Leak

PL530

3020 • • ..

£163.17

PL550 • . £193.64

S2000

£124.20

S3000

£155.90

..

£146.83

•

7070•.

£179.82
£ 257.44

8080

..

£358.00

9090

•.

£348-00

QRX9001

£730.94

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Technics ..

P.O.A.

Yamaha

P.O.A.

..

RP2300

P.O.A.

RP3300

P.O.A.

RP5300

P.O.A.

Monitor Audio

£76.00

4G

..

£58.06

•.

£85.82

Sansui

SR929

£263.14

7G•

SR333

£122.38

HD44 • • • • £90.20

TUNERS
Akai
AT2200

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Technics ..

P.O.A.

£89.50

me®

HD55 • • • . £152.78
HD66 • . • • £216.66
HD77 • • • • £308.98

£110.03

TD160C/Il

£87.30

Tannoy

F.R.A.

Technics

F.R.A.

AT2400 .. £131.90

TD160BC/11 £76.61

AT2600 .. £175.87

TD115

Amstrad ..

TD126C/II .. £183.38

Chevin XP2

£33.64

TD126BC/II .. £145.96

Denton XP2

TD12611IC £228.20

Shelton XP2

£50.45
£64.30

TD12611IBC £187.45

Linton XP2

P.O.A.

Harman Kardon P.O.A
JVC

P.O.A.

Yamaha

Leak
3900T ..

£103.16

2120 ..

£155.08
P.O.A.

£26000
P.O.A.

AM2400 .. £137.25

RT725

P.O.A.

AM2600 .. £185.75

RT925

P.O.A.

AM2800 .. £220.00

R11025

P.O.A.

Amstrad ..

Sansui

Sanyo

P.O.A.

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Teac

F.R.A.

Technics

F.R.A.

Yamaha

P.O.A.

P.O.A.

Wharfedale

£75.10

REEL TO REEL DECKS
Akai
4000DS/11 .. £165.91
4000DB..

£210.80

GXC215D

£293-02

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Technics ..

P.O.A.

Pioneer RT707 £398.97
Teac
A2300SX

F.R.A.

A2300SD

F.R.A.

Glen XP2

£103.78

A3340S

F.R.A.

Dove SP2

£174.65

A3300SX2T

F.R.A.

Teesdale SP2.. £128.72

Marantz
2100 ..

TX9500/II

..

£126.33

£212.00

RT425

P.O.A.

•

HD88 • • • . £442.62

TD110C
..

SC2100 •. £192 76

Marantz

FR1080P

P.O.A.

..

SC1100 • • £128 33

F.R.A.

Yamaha

Rotel

Harman Kardon P.O.A

2075 • • .. £270.95

5G

£89.50

P.O.A.

£248.40

FR5080 • . £181.00

Pioneer

..

3080 • .

P.O.A.

TX7500 .. £129.95

Akai

£126.65

Technics ..

Nakamichi

AMPLIFIERS

3030 .•

£95.70

3050 • • .. £179.70

Rotel

Thorens

Sansui

JVC

AR10 pi

JVC

P.O.A.

2252B . • • . £255.60

AM2200

F.R.A.

ST420 ..

SA9900 .. £398.75

•

AR 9 ..

ST220 ..

2238B • • . • £189.00

6060

Harman Kardon P.O.A

A.R.

1300DC . • £455.34

SA9500/II £320.00

5050

P.O.A.

1250 .. • • £422.42

SA8500/1I £230.73

..

F.R.A.

Amstrad ..

Toshiba

Marantz

..

Aiwa

1180DC .. £285-27

2226 • • • . £147.84

2500

SPEAKERS

TURNTABLES
Akai

CARTRIDGES

3009/111 .. £92.95
3009 S2

E50

P.O.A.

E70

SME

Yamaha

P.O.A.
..

P.O.A.

£49.50

3009 non DT

£46.50

Shell 2S

£3.58

FD200

£18.25

Empire

P.O.A.

Ortofon

P.O.A.

MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa ..

F.R.A.

Akai
AC3800L
JVC
CASSETTE DECKS

Shure

Akai

M75EJ/II •. £13.66

CS702D II ..

M75ED/II • . £14.99

CS707D .. £142.25

M95EJ/II . • £16.93

GXC709D .. £156.47

£97.67

£322.77
P.O.A.

National

F.R.A.

Hitachi

F.R.A.

Sanyo

F.R.A.

Sony ..

P.O.A.

TU217

£101.10

M95ED/I1 • • £1960

GXC725D

£195.67

TU717

£191.46

V15/11I •. £50.75

GXC730D

£234.48

Rotel

TU9900 .. £304.66

V15/IV .. • • £61.50

GXC570D

£488.69

RM5010 ( S)

£289.00

CANTATA.

Our elegant, high-performance, 150W speakers
in mirror-image matched
pairs.
The cabinet is tall, to cut
floor reflections; deep, to
cut rear wall reflections;
narrow, to permit good
sound
dispersion;
and
mounted on castors to cut
floor resonance.
The drive units are specially positioned, with the
mid unit above the treble,
giving equal sound paths to
the listener, with no interunit time delays. And the
mid and treble units are
both placed off-centre, to
cut side wall reflections.
Both mid and treble units
have acoustic balance controls and both also have fuses to prevent damage, even
under fault conditions.
Altogether, the Cantata is asuperb example of KEF's
computerised 'target function' design approach, in which
the cabinet, drive units and acoustic Butterworth dividing
networks are developed together, with the electronics
tuned to the other elements, to bring the overall system
response as close as possible to the theoretical ideal.
Your KEF dealer will be delighted to demonstrate the
Cantata.
KEF Electronics Ltd, Tovil Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QP.
Tel: Maidstone (0622) 672261.
1975
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THE SPEAKER ENGINEERS

goes wrongwill
Before aToshiba product
becomes aToshiba product it has
to go through an exhausting
series of quality control tests.
After that we think it will
rarely give you any trouble.
But just in case, we back it
with extensive after-sales service
through our dealers.
In contrast, some discount
stores cut corners in after-sales
service.
They have to, because they
cut their prices to the bone.
If you buy from them even
minor problems can become
major headaches.
That's why we stay with the
independent dealer.
He has to give good service
because he usually runs his own
business.
In the end he either has
satisfied customers or no customers at all.
But aToshiba dealer provides more than just reassurance
and after-sales service.
To begin with, he helps you
choose the right system.
He starts by listening to your
questions. And because choosing
hi-fi can be difficult, he's willing
to explain and advise.

He'll oblige with demonstrations, too.
He'll showyou awide choice
of equipment, including racked
systems, 'separates; and music
centres.
And once you've got the right
system, he'll see it stays right for
years to come.
•rosiim A
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We'll putona show for you
WRITE FOR YOUR NEAREST110 TOSHIBA (UK) 1:11/,
TOSHIBA HOUSE, FRI MLEY ROAD, FRI MLEY, CAMBERLEY, SURREY GU16 5JJ.
OR TELEPHONE CAMBERLEY (0276) 62222.

Is it Sony?

Model 8012 Record Deck specifications.
Fully- automatic direct- drive system with servoloop speed control for the highest degree of precision.
Built-in stroboscope and lamp.
Separate pitch- controls for 33 1
/ and 45 rpm.
2
Automatic speed/size selection with over-ride for
non-standard records.
52

Micrometer stylus-force adjustment. Calibrated
rotary bias- compensation control. Compliant antifeedback suspension with four feet.
Fitted with detachable head- shell and cartridge
(Audio Technica AT12XE) with elliptical diamond
stylus.

Is it KEF?

Model 807.3 Loudspeaker specifications.
Three-way loudspeaker system suitable for
amplifiers from 5Watts to an incredible 200 Watts ( into
4ohms) or 2.5 Watts to100 Watts ( into 8ohms).
Arrival Time Compensation ensures that all frequency

components of transients arrive at the ear
simultaneously. Treble and mid- range attenuators
for optimum matching to the acoustics of practically
any room.

Is it Pioneer?

Model 8021 Cassette Deck specifications.
Front-loading cassette deck with hard permalloy
record/playback head for lasting and consistent
performance.
Memory counter, cue and review and automatic
rewind and replay.

54

Preset output level control, twin recording
level meters and LED peak indicator.
Viscous-damped cassette eject mechanism.
Dolby* noise reduction system.
*Dolby is aregistered trade mark of Dolby Labs Inc.

Is it Technics?

TAPE 2

HEADPHONES

Model 8033 Tuner/Amplifier specifications.
4waveband- Long, Medium, Short and FMreceiver with 60 watts continuous power output per
channel (IEC 581).
5FM presets for virtually instant programme
selection.
Flywheel tuning, also signal strength and FM

centre- channel tuning meters. Switchable 12dB per
octave high-pass (infrasonic) and low-pass (treble)
filters. Tape- dubbing facilities.
Facilities for two separate loudspeaker systems.
DIN and phono sockets for compatibility with other
equipment.
55

It's
One of the big names

You may be surprised to learn that all the equipment specified
and featured above and on the preceding pages is from ITT's new
HiFi 80 range.
If so, you'll be even more surprised when you hear it.
When we designed our Hi Fi 80 series, we knew our world-wide
reputation for excellence in technology communications, TV and
radio wouldn't mean athing. We wanted the equipment to be

HiFi 80

ITT.
in quality HiFi.

judged by its performance- not by the name on the front
That's all we're asking you to do. Hear the Hi Fi 80 range for
yourself. It's going to give ITT areputation for serious hi-fi that we
could rest on for years to come.
But we won't.
See your ITT HiFi 80 dealer for full details or write now for
afully illustrated brochure to HiFi 80, ITT, Basildon, Essex.

ITT

IWorld-wideTechnologyl

Not quite the best known name?
... awell finished system of good performance,
... representing good value for money at its
moderate price."
'GRAMOPHONE'. August, 1976:
Review of PAGEANT SERIES 2.

"... the speakers gave agood account of
themselves on almost every type of material, an
initial favourable impression being confirmed
as the length of acquaintance grew. "
"... Mordaunt-Short are on to areal winner here."
'HI- Fl

SOUND': August, 1976

Review of PAGEANT SERIES 2.

"The impression of excellence is further
enhanced when one looks at the technical test
results."
". . . a well-engineered, well-executed design,
where attention has been paid to the end
result — the listening experience — with the
result that ( the PAGEANT SERIES 2) outperforms, by a fair margin, all the other
submitted designs in the important area of
'PRACTICAL HI-FI & AUDIO': August, 1976:
Comparative review of 6 loudspeaker models.

"Maintaining the high standard set on the live
listening session, the speaker further improved
its ranking relative to the group, assuming the
No.1 position under stereo programme testing."
"... an unquestionable best buy."
"... undoubtedly an example of consumer
engineering at its best."
'HI Fl FOR PLEASURE'; September & October, 1976:
Comparative review of 30 loudspeaker models.

"I not only recommend this speaker very
highly, but rate it excellent value for money."
Angus McKenzie, HI-FI CHOICE, LOUDSPEAKERS'.
84 loudspeaker models revizwed and compared.

PAGEANT SERIES 2
STAND ( Optional)
£176.00 £ 25.00
Recommended Retail Price (U.K.) per pair (excl. VA. T.)
ss.

'Quite the best name to know.
t),

Mordaunt-Short Ltd
%

$e„

High- Fidelity Loudspeaker Systems
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Dui lord Mill, Peterstield, Hampshire, GU31 SAZ
Telephone: Rogate ( S.T.D. 073 080).721/2
N Telex: 87323 FSI Brighton ( State " For Hell

RECORD DECKS
STD
305D

£ 213.00

TH OR ENS
TD126C £ 219.90
TD126BC £ 169.90
TD115
£ 139.90
TD160BC £ 82.90
TD110
£ 119.90
TD166
£ 79.90
LINN SONDEK
LP12
£ 249.95
TECHNICS
SL220
SL230
SL150
SL 1800
SL1700
SL 1600
SL110
SL1500 Mk11
SP10

£87.95
£99.95
£129.95
£134.95
£154.95
£174.95
£224.95
£239.95
£529.95

J. A. MICHELL
£142.00
Hydraulic Ref
£173.00
With Arm
Electronic
£182.00
With Arm
£195.00
MICR OSEIKI
DD20
DD40
DDX 1000 ..

£115.00
£232.00
£355.00

TT700
DT600
DT550

£809.00
£359.90
£341.65

UHER
CR210
CG310
CG362
SG561
SG510
SG631
4000 Rep
4200 Rep
4400 Rep

£356.00
£154.00
£362.00
£441.00
£198.00
£582.00
£268.00
£330.00
£330.00

TEAC
A2340SX £ 718.00
A3340S £ 876.00
A3300SX2T Special Price
A150
£ 109.95
YAMAHA
TC511S
TC800D
TC800GL
TECHNICS
RS615
RS630
RS646
RS671
RS676
RS678
RS686
RS1500
RS7500
RS9900

£148.00
£189.00
£200.42
£129.95
£157.95
£209.95
£239.95
£309.95
£299.95
£399.95
£899.95
£379.95
£999.95

RECEIVERS
TAPE DECKS
DUAL
C819
C919
JVC ,
CD1740
KD21
CD1635-2B

£256.00
£220.00
£82.00
£121.00
£215.00

NA KAMICH I
TT1000 £ 1169.45

LUX
R1030
R1040
R1050
R1120

£232.00
£333.00
£435.00
£607.00

PIONEER
SX450
SX550
SX 650
SX 750
SX850
SX950

£109.90
£142.90
£194.90
£254.90
£339.90
£384.90

THE RADFORD CHOICE....
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
ADC
AGFA
AKG
ALLEN & HEALTH
AUDIOMASTER
AUDIO TECHNICA
AIWA
SEVER
BGW
BOSE
BOWERS & WILKINS
CALREC
CELESTION
CHARTWELL
DBX
DECCA
DUAL
EMPIRE
FERROGRAPH
FIDELITY RESEARCH
FONS
FUJI
GALE
GOLDRING CARTRIDGES
GRACE
HARMON KARDON
HITACHI
HOWLAND WEST
IMF
JBL

JR PRODUCTS
JVC
KEF
KEITH MONKS
KLH
LEAK
LECSON
LENTEK
LINN PRODUCTS
LUX
MARANTZ
MAXELL
MAY WARE
MICHELL
MICRO SEIKI
MICRO ACOUSTICS
MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO
NAKAMICHI
NATIONAL PANASONIC
NEAL
NIGHTINGALE
OMAR
ORTOFON
PIONEER
QED
QUAD
RADFORD
RAM
RE VOX
ROGERS

SANSUI
SENNHEISER
SHEFFIELD LABS
SIGNET
SME
SONY
SPENDOR
STANTON
STAX
STUDIOCRAFT
SHURE
SUGDEN
SUPEX
TDK
TANDBERG
TANGENT
TAN NOV
TASCAM
TEAC
TECHNICS
TOSHIBA
TRANSCRIPTORS
TRIO
ULTIMO
UHER
VIDEOTONE
WAR
WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA
ZEROSTAT

YAMAHA
CR 200E
CR420
CR620
CR820
CR1020
CR2020

£119.00
£169.00
£245.00
£318.00
£404.00
£510.00

TECHNICS
SA5070
SA5170
SA5160L
SA5270
SA5370
SA5460

£129.95
£164.95
£184.95
£2 1:9.95
£269.95
£349.95

AMPS & TUNERS
A & R
A60

£139.50

JVC
JAS10
JAS11
JAS31
JAS71

£62.00
£78.00
£117.00
£227.00

LECSON
AC1
AP1
AP1X
AP3 Mk II

£226.00
£159.00
£196.00
£244.00

QUAD
Personal Callers Only
J. E. SUGDEN
A48
P51
C51
T48
R51

£189.00
£135.00
£108.00
£1 17.00
£135.00

TECHNICS
SU7100
SU 7300
SU7700
SU8080
SU8600
SE9600

£104.95
£134.95
£169.95
£269.95
£319,95
£599.95

RADFORD
ZD22

£196.80

HD250
ZD50
ZD100

£270.00
£253.00
£365.60

YAMAHA
CA410
CA610 ,
CA810
CA1010
CA2010

£102.00
£149.00
£255.00
£360.00
£450.00

SPEAKERS
BOSE
901Mk Ill
501
301

£565.00
£267.00
£157.00

B & W
DM5
DM4
DM7
DM6

£120.00
£178.00
£398.00
£498.00

CHARTWELL
LS 3/5A ..
PM200
PM400

£168.75
£216.00
£365.00

GALE
GS401A

£396.00

IMF
Compact II ..
Super Compact
TLS50
TLS80 II ..
Ref. Std.
Monitor IV
JR
JR149

£117.00
£162.00
£396 00
£630.00
£927.00

SPENDOR
BC'
BCH
BCH'
Mini Monitor
SAI

£266.00
£277.00
£499.00
£163.00

RAM
Bookshelf
100
150
200

£123.00
£149.00
£188.00
£241.00

TAN NOV
Eaton
Devon
Cheviot
Berkeley
Arden

£279.00
£318.00
£346.00
£438.00
£499.00

Also Tannoy Components
Stocked.
TANGENT
TM1
TM3
RS2
RS4
RS6
SPL1

£ 152.28
£103.58
£162.84
£239.52
£325.86
£65.95

ROGERS
LS3/SA
£173.80
Export Monitor £269.40
Compact
Monitor
£190.60
Blank Tape available at
lowest possible prices.

£ 136.00

KEF
Core Ili
£ 151.00
104AB
£ 283.00
105
£ 698.00
MONITOR AUDIO
MA7
£98.00
MA5
£151.00
MA4
£201.00
MA1
£302.00
MA3
£397.00

All prices include VAT
and are subject to
manufacturers increases.
delivery
£3.50 on most items.

In addition to our already extensive demonstration facilities we are pleased
to announce the addition of adomestic size listening studio for the audition
of the finest hifidelity components, demonstrations evening and day by
appointment. Video cassette recorders and ' In Car Stereo' now available.
Fully equipped workshop on the premises, provides after sales care second to
none. We can arrange part exchange and credit facilities. Access and Barclay
cards are welcome. Mail order service anywhere in the UK and exports
throughout the world.

for Latest Price
-4- Expert Advice

Racford HiFi Limited
52/54 Gloucester Road, Bristol BS7 8BH
Tel: ( 0272) 422709/44593 Telex: 449315

Someday all
speakers will sound
this clean.
All- Metal Cone.„
Diaphragm for natural.
clean sound and
minimal distortion.

Exclusive, patented
Gathered Edge for
near-perfect metal
cone piston movement,
virtually faultless
sound reproduction.

Hitachi announces
aspeaker with metal cone and
gathered edge, offering near-perfect
piston movement.

Ideally, the cone of a
loudspeaker should perform a
perfect piston movement: the total
cone surface should make its

lating electrical signals into sound
pressure waves.

forward and rearward excursions
together, without any section
moving ahead or staying behind.
This requires that the cone material
meets two mutually exclusive
demands. It must be extremely
light, because the lower a cone's
moving mass, the better it can
follow the excursions dictated by
the audio signal. Secondly, it must
be extremely stiff, because only
avery stiff cone can push against
air without momentarily breaking
up into various parts and sections.

duction that a careful listening
test will reveal.
lii
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The cone alone wasn't enough,
though. A way had to be found to
keep it precisely centred while
allowing it full freedom of movement in its axial direction. For
this, Hitachi had to develop a
special edge construction called
the gathered edge which is rigid
in a radial direction but extremely
pliant along the cone axis.

4

speaker systems. Its advantages
are evident from the frequency
response and harmonic distortion
curves; and even more so from
the accuracy in sound repro-

Conventional paper cone
Vibration/Break-up

P6

•

t .

HS.530 F eguency Response 2nd & 3rd Harmontc chart

Hopefully, all hi-fi speakers will
sound this clean someday. Until
then, the Hitachi metal cone principle represents the standard of
cleanliness in signal-to-sound
conversion.

Only an organisation as vast as
Hitachi could summon the resources to conduct basic research
into possible new cone materials.

HS-330
P;

3- way speaker system
Frequency response 40-18.000Hz
Input impedance 6 ohms
Output level 92dB ( 283V/1m)
Maximum input 100W ( at peak level)

HS-530 3-way speaker system
Frequency response 40-20.000Hz
Input impedance 6 ohms
Output level 92dB ( 283V/ 1m1
Maximum input 120W ( at peak level)

Years of experimenting led to
the all metal cone now used in
the Hitachi HS-530, for example.
This cone does fulfill the conflicting demands— it is at the same
time very stiff and very light. So

This metal cone/gathered edge

it does perform a near perfect
piston movement, accurately trans-

principle is now applied to the new
HS- 530 and HS-330 three way

Patented gathered edge principle

HITACHI
. Ltd.
¡litai

/ii

Sales

L

Hitachi !louse. Station Road. flap , .
Middesex UB3 4DR.
Telephone I)l-8 ,18 8787.
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Consultants)

If you are a music lover and know next to nothing about ' Hi Fi' but at the same time appreciate that its complexities and
subtleties are essential to a sympathetic reproduction of music in the home, then SUBJECTIVE AUDIO are going to help
you!
Here at SUBJECTIVE AUDIO, we are very particular about which equipment we care to stock. This is not just arrogance on
our part • nor apparently is it sound commercial sense. We are not impressed by mystique, legend, out dated loyalty, gleaming
chrome, lowest common denominators nor maufacturing propaganda, however we are concerned totally with listening
pleasure, reliability, sonic accuracy and complete customer satisfaction - nothing less!
Having surveyed the baffling range of products with claims to ' accuracy' and ' musicality' etc., you may feel alittle hesitant
in reaching a decision for yourself. The interested listener who visits our very ordinary ' studio' will be fully able to determine
for himself, if any of the equipment stocked and thus fully recommended, is of the quality he seeks. Additionally, he will
receive first hand, and in an uncondescending manner, our considerable experience in many of the aspects of ' Hi Fi mythology' designed specifically to confuse the buying public.
Our disarming honesty may prove a little forbidding, however we firmly believe that ' Hi Fi' is a means to an end, merely
a tool used in the pursuit of accurate music reproduction - not a false idol to be worshipped as being disembodied from
the music it serves. Come to SUBJECTIVE AUDIO to hear the music, not just the equipment.
When we were enthusiastic, but naive buyers, we always hoped to find the sort of dealer SUBJECTIVE AUDIO have become,
we never did. Our after sales concern and action is second to none ( yes really) and we don't feel the need for a ' service
department' because when correctly installed by us, our recommendations to you rarely if ever require attention:
Why is it that so many truly prestigious companies chose such a miniscule dealers as SUBJECTIVE AUDIO? We like to
feel it's because our demonstrations are carried out in a relaxed and sympathetic atmosphere - totally unable to baffle the
prospective customer with a display of mediocre units, we let the equipment speak for itself. Possibly its because we deliver
and install each and every major component personally, wherever possible. This service is designed to enable the customer
to become fully conversant with his new units and thus eliminate the cause of so may panic stricken phone calls!
Our care and concern reaches you, even long after you've paid us. Furthermore, we are available 7days aweek to deal with
any query, however seemingly trivial. Is all this really too good to be true??? There is of course only one way to find out.
You might expect that the quality of the equipment and the exceptional level of dealer service might appeal predominantly
to the music lover, not the Hi Fi lover, you would be correct. A person who after years of dubious ' upgrading' now requiring
his final system, thoroughly cynical about so called ' informed comment' and doubtful reviewing techniques. However, we
would stress that the same level of courtesy, expertise and concern is available to anyone who cares enough to contact us irrespective of being potential customers or not. A small point in our favour we believe, is the fact that since our formation
2 years ago • 80 per cent of all visitors became customers, some even became friends.
ADDITIONALLY
1
2

We have considerable experience in personal exportation of Hi Fi equipment throughout the World.
For our undivided attention to you, the cynical purchaser, we would suggest an appointment for a civilised demons
nation - available for your convenience until 9 pm - 7days aweek.

3

We would like to suggest that you, please read this advert again and again and again

Meridian - Orpheus - Lecson - A&R - Michaelson

Austin/TVA - Harman Kardon - Linn - JA Michell - STD

Thorens - Neal /Ferrograph - GH Hadcock,- Fluid Arm - SME - Grace - Supex - Entre - Grado - Ortofon Fidelity

Research - Decca - Lentek - Gale - Swallow - Ultimo - MXR - Stax - QED -

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO
Hi- Fi CONSULTANTS
6a Windsor Road, Palmers Green, London N13, England
62

01 886 7289

choosing an amplifier .

ll\1111111111

>1=
Contrary to popular belief, even small loudspeakers benefit
from asophisticated amplifier.
Having chosen speakers as fine as ours, you are
sure to appreciate the difference . . .

compact loudspeakers IMF
ELECTRONICS
%M.cthnisrnP Street

High

Wycombe Buckinghamshire Tel High Wycombe 35576

. . . the best of both worlds for professional and enthusiast alike
The Ferrograph Logic 7. A transportable tape
recorder of unrivalled facilities; taking all spool sizes
up to 27 cm, and providing three speeds, plus positive
action push buttons in association with logic circuits
.. for fast, safe tape handling under all conditions.

NEAL: FEIMOGIIA PH
TOTAL TAPE TECHNOLOGY
SIMONSIDE WORKS • SOUTH SHIELDS • TYNE & WEAR NE34 9NX
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The NEAL 30e. Incorporating a3- motor
mechanism, controlled by afull solid state logic
system actuated by ultra light touch buttons, this is
the machine used by top recording studios and
broadcasting stations, for quality cassette copies and
for in-cassette duplication masters.
\Vritc for complete information.

Telephone: SOUTH SHIELDS (0632) 566321 Telex: 537227

At JVC, we're fond of saying that
while Edison invented the phonograph ,

100 times more accurate in the face of
voltage or temperature changes. too.
It means accurate platter rotation.

JVC made it Quartz.
After all, it was our first commer -

impervious to external environments.
JVC Quartz turntables include the

-cial Quartz model, the TT-101, introduced in -1974. that started the quartz

newest technology known to modern
stereo engineering. Like JVC Super
Servo, an astonishingly accurate servo

turntable revolution. Now we ve taken
the revolution another impressive step
ahead with startlingly new develop ments and afull line of new JVC Quartz
turntables.

Much more, too. including performance specifications that only atrue
audiophile could appreciate. 0.02%
(VVRMS) wow/flutter. a signal-to -noise
ratio of better than 75dB ( DIN- B), and
speed drift of no more than 000001%/
hour

ccntrol system to detect the moment to-rnoment platter speed and send corrective information to the electronic
circuits. New JVC-built motors. New
Gimbal Support for superb sensitivity
New Tracing Hold tonearm, astatic balancing system developed by JVC for
more tonearm stability and tracing
accuracy

Seven

new

JVC

Quartz

turn-

tables give ycu a choice in every price
range. Meaning, of course. that even
the smallest stereo budget can now afford the luxury of JVC Quartz accuracy.
The way we see it, that should
bring you Closer to the Musical Truth.

What is JVC Quartz. you ask?
It's the same accurate reference
source used in precision watches
and now the most precise reference
source for the accurate reproduction of
music
It assures that turntable speed is
at least 100 times more accurate than

ANOTHER STEP CLOSER TO REALITY

in conventional direct- drive turntables,

Astonishing quartz accuracy.
Now it's available in seven LIE models.
JVC ( U.K.) LTD., ELDONVV ALL TRADING ESTATE, STAPLES CORNER, 6-8 PRIESTLEY WAY, LONDON, NW27AF.

.8\

Music lovers
listen to
the master...
ALEXANDER
SHACKMAN

66

Twenty years ago he took out apatent on his invention the unique
Dynastatic electrostatic loudspeaker. It was successful and since that time
he has worked to improve its performance still further.
Ihave known Alex for fifteen rears and have been fóllowing his work
closely. Ile is a " craftsman" of the old school and has been building his
fine loudspeakers completely by hand far the connoisseur of sound. For
those who seek that extra something, go and listen to . 4/ex Shackman 's
masterpiece - the new Dynastatic loudspeaker.”
Victor Brand, London, 13th March 1978.

66 THE SUPERB SHACKMAN ELECTROSTATIC MID RANGE!

HIGH FREQUENCY UNIT.910

Practical Hi-Fi & Audio magazine, March 1977

Moving Coil Mid Range t * nits and Tweeters Distort the Sound
A ‘% ide lrequeiic response can be downright unpleasant unless free from
-distortion. Mo\ mg coil mid range units and tweeters with their heavy
men ing parts distort the sound,facts that cannot be disputed. Electrostatics
must he the ansver.

Pure, Transparent, Crystal Clear Sound
The Shackman F.'S unit now operates do‘%n into the lower mid frequencies
and with corresponding impros ements to the enclosures and crossover
networks moving coil distortions have been eliminated. The new model
Dynastatic M k. 111 is now available at the extremely moderate price of
£189 pair ( excluding VAT). It incorporates the Shackman E/S unit and
also asuperb Bextrenc coned M/C woofer for the bass. The Mk. II f . gives a
qualit of sound that can only he approached by the most advanced and
enormousl expenso. cfull range electrostatics.
Demonstrations are freely gis en and are completely .without obligation.
The magnificent new Dynastat ie AS7 is also available. Possibly the world's
finest loudspeaker. Speakers can he taken in part exchange.

Home Constructors
The Shackman 1. S unit is asailable separately to the home constructor. It is
being demonstrated and > mill hear music (twilit> that cannot be surpassed.

The Shackman -Quad Valve Amplifier Conversion
We ins lie ou to submit our Quad abc amplifiers t'or
corn ersion to 40 Watts output. The conversion consists of
an additional stage of triode voltage amplification, the LISC
of fixed bias, 30'!„ decrease in cathode quiescent current,
20 dB negative feedback, twice the sensitivity, cooler
cunning and lower distortion.

We demonstrate converted Shackman-Quad 40 Watt

valve amplifiers free of obligation.

Leaflets
-send SAE
for full details.

Agents
for " Crystal Clear Direct Cut
Records"- new from USA.

All 11

Proprietor Alex Shackman
82 East Barnet Road, New Barnet, Herts. Tel: 01-449 6605
Shop hours 09-30 - 18-00 Monday to Saturday. Closed all day Thursday.

NB
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SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2204
The most popular model, fitted with awalnut cabinet, front
panel finished in satin gold. Now with front panel tape
E.Q. £199
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2205 -600
Features 600 ohm output for studio or PA use; plus LED's
for visual indication of channel balance. Supplied in black,
19' rack mounting format. Also features front panel
switching for tape equalization. £226
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2209 -600
Similar format to 2205, but features baianced input and
output with XLR connectors. £319
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2217
The ultimate pre- amp equalizer featuring full octave equalization together with one of the most highly rated pre- amps
available. £337
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN MA5002
New Class H vari-portional power amplifier. 250 watts
RMS per channel. Power meters. £399
ABOVE PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

Rew Audio Visual Co.

SERVICES LIMITED

We offer credit facilities and accept Access and Barclaycard.

Graphic Equalizers
range of equalizers by the largest specialist manufacturers this field. All models feature octave equalization independently on two channel, t 12db each octave, and zero gain ,
controls. They may be conveniently connected via a tape
monitor circuit, or alternatively between a pre and power1
amplifier.

n

Shackman speakers are also available from Wilmslow Audio,
Wilmslow, Cheshire. Tel: Wilmslow 29599, who also deal with all
export enquiries.

114-116 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
Tel: 01-240 3386/7
230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1.
Tel: 01-637 2624/5.
146 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
Tel: 01-836 2372/7851.
Mail Orders and literature from: REW House, ( Dept HFN)
10-12 High Street, Colliers Wood, London SW19.
Tel: 01-540 9684/5/6.

Contek cassettes.
The 'balanced' way to sound perfection.
To reproduce the delicate subtleties of modern sound
you need a modern cassette. A cassette which gives, not just
high tonal performance but also high reliability. A balanced'
cassette.
In the Contek Collection we've introduced an exciting
new range of tapes. The formulations of oxide particles are
dispersed to give ultra high density. This ensures
clean, balanced sound and super dynamic
reproduction right through the audible range. Our
UHE cassette, for example, gives up to 5dB more
sensitivity at 12.5 Kz for real sound
performance.
But that's only half the story. Because
we make every component ourselves
and assemble them to high standards,
Contek cassettes have low inertia, low

torque and smooth transport. In fact, they're 50% more reliable
than any others we've tested. So you get all the sound
performance you want — all of the time.
Only Contek provide the perfect balance of dynamic tape
performance AND mechanical reliability. And you can
experience the result yourself at any stockist. Or write for
further information.
Contek Magnetics Limited, 32 Eveline Road,
Mitchan Surrey CR4 3LE. Telephone 01 648 5156

CONTEK
pure listening pleasure
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Wasn't it Einstein
who said there no room for
ugly mathematics?
This Beosystem 2400 was designed with the
aid of asatellite link between Bang & Olufsen
mathematicians in Denmark and the NASA
computer in Ohio. Just one of the calculations

via graphic read-out on the systems response
panel merely adds acolourful visual gracenote.
It's not the symphony.

1N9

An oscilloscope would reveal the Beovox

1919
&A AA

A square wave, left, shows ideal sound
reproduction. Centre, aconventional loudspeaker,
bears no resemblance. A UniPhase loudspeaker,
right, is almost perfect.

of mass and dynamics tor the tangential pick-up
arm alone would fill this page.
What matters is the result: the only record
player in the world that allows aflawless naked
diamond stylus to track at apressure of only
1gram across your records in astraight line from
edge to centre, thus playing them as the record
company cut them and removing one more
veil from your ears.
You can operate this complete stereo system
from your favourite armchair by ultrasonic
remote control.
You are commanding aroom filling 2x30
watts RMS of, shall we say, Brahms as pure and
undistorted as science can make it.
Watching your instructions being obeyed

Uni Phase speakers to be amongst the few abl,•
to reproduce asquare wave signal correctly,
and ablueprint of their crossover circuitry
would show why.

*So, shouldn't this almost miraculously
advanced system be bristling with knobs,
levers, switches and other overt
complexities? Hardly.
Bang & Olufsen made it.

But what this means in human
terms is more natural sound across a
wider spectrum, with minimal
harmonic or phase distortion even
when the receiver's impressive total
power is being handled.

In high fidelity, as in all high
technology, you get what you pay
for. Bang & Olufsen Beosystem
prices start at around £390 and
extend to somewhere over £1,000.

Bang&Olufsen

Isn't technology beautiful.

/

FURTHER DETAILS FROM: BANG & OLUFSEN UK LIMITED, CONSUMER ADVISORY DEPARTMENT, EASTBR(..X.X ROAD, GLOUCESTER OL4 "WE. 0452 2I59i.
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IT is a burden carried by all who adopt the middle course in a
controversy to be attacked by extremists from either side. Such
is the case with HFNIRR's attitude to the ' musicality' debate. Our
July remarks commending a balanced attitude to reviewing
prompted several letters from irritated subjectivists, one of whom
accused us of an arrogant misrepresentation of the subjective
approach, an approach based, he claimed, on the fact that hi-fi is
simply concerned to produce an illusion of an artistic performance.
On the other hand, letters with an opposite slant included one
which declared that our practice of adding listening tests to
measurements was evidence that we have stopped thinking!
The same correspondent reacted to our July pickup cartridge
review by declaring that ' the idea of reviewing is to correctly
specify the necessary performance of a piece of equipment and
then to measure, not feel, whether the equipment does it or not.
The measurements should speak for themselves'. The crucial
point here is that with items such as pickups no one yet knows
with certainty and completeness what constitutes a specification
of the ' necessary performance'. Transducers are notoriously
complex devices, as yet so imperfectly understood that not all
aspects of behaviour as heard can be firmly attributed to specific
measurable parameters. Thus we cannot accept that reviews
which combine really quite thorough measurements with properly
controlled listening should be regarded as evidence that we are
thoughtless simpletons.
At the opposite extreme, neither can we accept that because
audio equipment is ultimately concerned to project an illusion, its
objective performance is unimportant. It may be employed to
modify signals in various ways which bear upon the eventual
aesthetic experience in people's minds, but its own function is
purely physical and— in the last resort—objectively measurable.
It handles an encoded signal, and that is all. The intended
illusion has already been created when we receive such a signal
for reproduction, so that the nature of the exercise does not
absolve a power amplifier, for instance, from the obligation to pass
on an unscathed program if it can possibly manage it. Now hi-fi
amplifiers are the components which can most easily avoid
distorting the signal, and about which we probably by now know
enough to be fairly confident that physical measurements will tell
us all that matters. But note the ' probably': there might still be
effects of a subliminal kind which require long-term listening to
detect. However, if something on these lines is established
it will surely be related eventually to objective parameters.
As a hi-fi magazine with a large musical element we have a
double obligation. We must obviously never forget the end while
pursuing the means, and we have to accept that the most attractive
musical end won't necessarily coincide with the most perfect
technical means as long as we have to work within the practical
constraints of domestic reproducton via two channels. On the
other hand, we should know what the requirements are for the
technically most perfect reproduction that can be achieved from
the program material on which we draw, and endeavour to see that
each link in the chain comes as near as possible to adistortionless
ideal so that we are at least able to hear each ' artistic performance'
as the producer/artists intended we should. Then, if some
departures from technical perfection happen to have a subjectively
desirable effect for some listeners, by all means make them
available as switchable options. If we don't insist on the latter, but
allow instead an arbitrary stampede down endless private roads
leading to a variety of devices featuring an unexplained ' musicality',
then hi-fi as a subject would be dead and every musician's
interpretation would be re- interpreted by each listener's equipment
before it reached the perceiving mind.
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We'd like you to meet our fan club.

Not long ago, the Japanese wife of a
Japanese executive of an enormously
large Japanese hi-fi company remarked
that she much preferred the Armstrong
Receiver (then being 'evaluated' in their
home) to the somewhat bulkier, knobencrusted equipment provided by her
husband's firm.
Ask who that lady is and we must, of
course, remain inscrutable.
But she has world-wide support for
her opinion.
And not simply because Armstrong
Series 600 is sleeker, more compact — and
altogether more handsome than most
other equipment.
The terrific news (and here's hope

for England) is that it also sounds better:
Turn for instance to the leading and
largest hi-fi specialist magazine in
America and this is what you read:
"I can only judge by what Ihear —
and what Iheard in the case of the
Armstrong 625 was very good indeed.
Reproduction in phono is absolutely
superb Leonard Feldman, Audio,
March 1978.
Series 600 is available in five
models:
The amplifier (or amplifier section)
has an output of more than 40 watts per
channel — both driven. The FM tuner, or
section, has aspecification very close to
the theoretical performance limits of the

FM broadcasting system. And the AM
section covers both medium and
long-wave bands, making it ideally
suitable for the BBC's new wavelength
changes.
Latest addition: the new 602
loudspeakers. "Congratulations to
Armstrong for their entry into the market
with amodel that does them credit':
Angus McKenzie.
(Please return the coupon for full
information, including afree Series 600
colour brochure.)

Name
Address

9. HFN.78 I

Post to: Armstrong Audio Ltd.,
Warlters Rd., London N7 ORZ.
621 Stereo Amplifier £ 132.00
623 AM-FM Stereo Tuner £ 140.00
624 FM Stereo Tuner £ 109.00
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625 FMStereo Receiver £ 198.00
626 AM-FM Stereo Receiver £232.00
602 Loudspeaker £ 199.88 per pair

Prices
are RRP,
12i%and
areinclude
correctVAI
at time
of going to press.

LI: 01 -607 3213.

— Armstrong

..1
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known. Where his design differs
from the Kelly/London Decca
The third North West hi-fi and arrangements is in the main
Sussex Electronics Serivces will
the
Pyramid
audio
exhibition
mounted
by dimensions:
be a new name to most hi-fi buffs,
Hardman Radio Ltd will include aluminum ribbon is 3t,xtx 1mil
although they have been supplying
video equipment and is to be held thick; the magnetic assembly
custom built speaker systems for
at the Excelsior Hotel, Manchester weighs 5 pounds. The frequency
some time now. With 20 years
Airport from 17-21 January, ad- range is claimed to be 3KHz to
experience of R & D work in the
mission free. The inclusion of 40KHz±3 dB. The price tag of
electro -mechanical fields of instruvideo reflects both the increasing S990 (£516) per pair should not
ment design, acoustic and vibrapublic interest and the expanding come as a surprise in view of
tion research, SES feel they can
dealer market.
Most of the Sequerra's disdain for cost/benefit
provide a fresh approach to
The
basic
manufacturers at Sound 78 will considerations.
various aspects of audio design
participate again, so it should Pyramid 3- way speaker system
and one spin-off of their experiprove another successful venture. goes for S3000 plus (£ 1566). The
ence is embodied in their cabinet
Sequerra FM tuner, introduced
designs which use energy absorpseveral years ago at a then untion techniques to predict and
Another 8 & W Award thinkable S1700 (£888), now goes
carefully control the ' Q'—to match
for a thinkable S3000 ( it is prothe drive units they employ.
B & W's second Queen's Award duced by a successor firm).
The SES 120 is the end result of is 20 Hz to beyond 45 kHz, the to Industry was presented in a
Pyramid's
address
is
131-15
this research. A four- unit quarter- nominal impedance is 8ohms very hot marquée on a sunny day
Fowler ave, Flushing, New York,
wave acoustic labyrinth design, and the speaker is suitable for in mid- July. HFNIRR led a small
11355 USA.
of
between 25-200
it uses Dalesford bass ( 12 in) amplifiers
splinter movement to a cooler
and midrange ( 5in) drivers, with watts. Avaflable in a variety of part of the tent, where the PA
RAM Lamb
the ubiquitous KEF T27 HF unit and very high quality veneers, the (DM2As on tentpoles ... have we
Coles 4001G super tweeter. The speakers are sold in mirror image
seen everything?) enabled us to RAM have introduced a new low
baffle is tilted back at 7° to help pairs. Dimensions 35 x13+ x16 in
see less but hear more. Her Grace cost speaker, the ' Compact' to
provide a coherent, linear phase, overall. Price is £480 per pair Lavinia,
Duchess
of
Norfolk, their range. A two unit design
plus
VAT.
waveform.
Particular attention
presented the award which is using newly developed drivers and
SES
say
they
are
also
working
has been paid in the crossover to
for export achievement and 300 crossover, it is claimed to produce
avoid problems of mutual induc- on amplifier design and hope to guests were invited to witness the a good stereo image, a wide
tance and inductive reactance, make their first model available the occasion.
B & W
have sound stage, acceptable bass and
and all components are carefully before too long. SL.ssex Elec- achieved a ten- fold increase in
excellent transient performance.
tronic
Services,
Paxmead,
Horam,
selected to fall within strict 3%
exports since the previous award Suitable for amps of between 8
tolerance limits. Frequency range Sussex TN21 OLE.
5years ago.
and 35 watts RMS, cost is a mere
The official launch of the new £74.75 per pair inclusive. DimenDM2/II was arranged to coincide
circuitry at this ' critical period'.
Sansui Cassette Decks The modifications have permitted with the award. Replacing the sions 330 x229 x175 mm.
Three new mid market cassette the removal of part of the protec- popular DM2A, but looking more
decks, SC- 1100, -2100 and -3100 tion circuitry with an attendant like a DM7, the new speaker is
again a three unit design ( all the
have been introduced by Sansui. improvement in the high level
Incorporating the now familiar distortion figures. Similar altera- drivers now manufactured by
'direct-o-matic'
front- loading tions are shortly to be incorpor- B & W) with a vented enclosure
for the bass driver—the only
system, the machines also have ated into the P51 power amp.
Sugden have asked us to point speaker in the range to use
the ( patent applied for) lead-in
mechanism which automatically out that their amps are uncon- acoustic line loading. Frequency
winds on the first few turns of un- ditionally stable and cannot be range is 50 Hz-18 kHz±3 dB and
usable tape.
Servo controlled upset by any of the low loss the speaker is suitable for amps of
between 25 and 100 watts per
motors, Dolby, permalloy heads, speaker cables presently in vogue.
channel. RRP £298.50 per pair on
Ortofon
auto stop and large VU meters are
stands, £292.50 on plinths inc
common to all the decks, while the
Stuck in a rut
Ortofon
have
introduced a new
VAT. A quick pre- listen indicated
2100 and 3100 also have three
moving- coil cartridge, the MC10,
a
nice
bass,
good
clarity
and
Latest
record
cleaning
gadget
position
bias/equalisation
and
to supplement their SL20 and
recording/playback
timer.
In- comes from Metrosound, the imaging.
MC20 models.
Described as
clusive
retail prices, £ 140.50, Super Cling Rotary Cleaner. The
'affordable' at £45, the low£210.60 and £254.30 respectively. concept is similar to other roller
Add- On Ribbon Tweeter compliance MC10 uses an
cleaners, except that instead of an
aluminium cantilever, faster and
adhesive, this one uses a+ in thick
and Hang The Cost
Sugden Mods
easier to produce than the MC20's
'soft polymer'. A completely safe,
The ribbon tweeter is alive and stepped cantilever, and has an
The well known A48 amplifier from non-toxic substance, the material
well in the USA. One reason for elliptical diamond stylus. Joining
J. E. Sugden has undergone some has ahigh surface tension yet it is
this display of vigour is the recent the MC10 are two inexpensive
not
a
true
adhesive,
so
no
deposit
alterations. Output transistors are
introduction of the Pyramid ribbon variable magnetic shunt cartridges
now parallel pairs to improve the is left on the disc. The roller can
speaker, designed by Richard the low- compliance FF15E/Mk II
current sinking ability when driv- be washed in soapy water, dried
Sequerra as an add-on speaker. (£17.00) which has a spherical
ing awkward loads and relays and reused many times without
According to Sequerra, head of stylus and the medium compliance
impairing
its
efficiency
and
should
have been added in the speaker
Pyramid, the ribbon tweeter is the FF15 10E Mk Il (£12.50) with an
linesto delay connection at switch- last for many years, RRP is
most
transparent
transducer elliptical stylus. Prices inclusive.
on to avoid stressing the output £4.99 inclusive.
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Laskys/King Musique
Late in June the city pages of the
National press carried reports of
how Audiotronic Holdings, the
Lasky's hi-fi chain, had received
an injection of £ 1.5 million and had
pulled out of France. The two
incidents were by no means unrelated and make acautionary tale
for the hi-fi trade. In the February
1978 issue of HFAIIRR we reported
on how Laskys, then already
operating successfully in Holland,
had branched out into France. The
gist of the February piece was
that Laskys would have their work
cut out making money in France
but only time would tell whether
the project was viable. Time has
now told. It wasn't. Although the
company is reluctant to talk hard
cash figures, a reliable estimate is
that the first audit on the French
operation
showed a loss
of
£0.85 m and an estimated pull-out
cost of £ 1.5 m. It was a foregone
conclusion that when news of the
audit reached the public and
Audiotronic shareholders, all hell
would break loose, especially as
the UK chain has suffered serious
financial setbacks over recent
years. So, very hurriedly indeed,
a rescue operation was mounted,
the outcome of which was the
injection of £ 1.5 m by business
man
Geoffrey Rose and
his
partners Dan Sullivan and Benson
Selzer. Rose is now chairman of
Audiotronics and Sullivan and
Selzer are on the board. Rose
replaces the elderly G. W. Smith
who was previously Chairman and
Michael Adler, who was director
of the French operation and
deputy managing director, has
resigned through ill health. The
city press has several times
reported how Rose is a hi-fi
enthusiast but what seems rather
more relevant to the Audiotronic
issue is that he and his colleagues
were able to find £ 1.5 m in a hurry.
Only time will tell what changes
will occur and how they affect
the staff and customers of Laskys
shops. One suggestion is that at
least some branches will close.
But Laskys' view of the overall
situation is very clear. It was the
French operation that caused the
crisis and with that operation
scrapped the future is brighter.
'France was a cancerous arm—
and we've cut it off', said the
company's accountant.
But how could such an apparently hopeful venture as the
French operation come, within
just a year, to be described as a
cancerous arm? Of course there
is ageneral and widespread slump
in hi-fi buying. Less well recognised is the unsound foundation
on which the current French hi-fi
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'boom' has grown. Although hifi is all the rage and exhibitions
such as the Festival du Son centre
round power house equipment,
the majority of French appartments have such thin walls that
even a transistor radio is likely to
bring complaints from the neighbours. In the case of Laskys there
was an additional problem, stemming from the very special circumstances under which the company
moved into France.
With the
benefit of hind- sight it is now
clear that the move was an error
of judgement. Here, so far unreported, is how it happened.
Throughout
1975
and
1976,
rumours were rife that Laskys
were moving into France. The
rumours were strengthened by
Laskys move into Holland, with
take-over of the Dutch Allwave
chain of audio, electrical and
electronics shops started in the
Delft area by Hans Bergman. The
rumours grew in strength ( aided,
no doubt, by one report that
erroneously referred to the Laskys
operation in France as a fait
accompli) and Laskys London
Service Department even started
to receive goods for repair which
their owners swore blind had been
bought at the ' Laskys shop in
Paris'. Although at the time lips
were sealed, the 1976 plan was to
buy a couple of small Paris shops
and so gain a foothold in the
French market which everyone
then felt had enormous potential
for the future. After all manner of
delays the deal was finally due for
finalisation in Spring 1977. But
then something quite unexpected
happened.
Laskys in
London
received a visit from the young
owner of the French King Musique
chain
of
some
50
shops.
Ostensibly the visit was to set up
the
purchase
of
Audiotronic
equipment for sale through the
King outlets, which were dotted
around France with a head office
and large shop in the Place
Clichy of Paris. After a while the
discussions became frank, and it
emerged that King was really looking for a partner. Laskys looked
at the King books,and said, ' You're
insolvent—you've nothing to sell'.
King went away, spoke to various
firms, including Tandy-Radioshack
but couldn't find a buyer. This
was hardly surprising, because at
that time King owed around ten
million francs, or over a million
pounds. The creditors were trade
suppliers, and the full stickiness
of the situation only becomes clear
when you remember that in France
it is a gaolable offence to sign a
bad cheque.
During the early
summer, a French official called
the
Provisional
Administrator,
equivalent to a British Receiver,

was brought in to evaluate the
King situation. After a considerable amount of legal to-ing and
fro-ing, Laskys were granted a
caretaker licence from the French
Receiver to use the assets and
goodwill of King Musique. In turn
Lasky's promised to pay a percentage of turnover back to the
King creditors. The plan was that
if, and when, the creditors' debts
had been paid Laskys could
exercise an option to buy the
total shareholding of the original
King Musique company. According to a French legal technicality
Laskys were required to take
token ownership of 66.6% of the
existing King shares for a token
one franc payment, rather like
token damages of a farthing as
sometimes awarded in English
courts.
If and when
Laskys
satisfied all the creditors by paying
off King's debts they would then
have the opportunity of buying
the King shares outright, but at
negotiable market value.
It all
sounded fine in theory but in
practice it just didn't work out.
Laskys as caretakers found themselves answerable to the French
Receiver in the manner of atenant
answerable to a landlord under a
short term
lease.
They just
couldn't
take
the
necessary
decisions fast enough.
In the
meantime good money poured
down the drain after bad. To take
just one example, there were
46 King shops of which 28 were
unprofitable and 18 profitable.
Laskys applied to the Receiver last
February for permission to axe the
28 shops but didn't get the goahead until the end of May. And
for reasons that aren't entirely
clear Laskys didn't— or couldn't—
take on powerful new French
speaking marketing management
until it was too late.
I visited the Clichy offices of
King Musique last winter, while
they were being run by Michael
Adler from London and Hans
Bergman from the Laskys—Allwave Dutch chain. I was very
soon left with the clear impression
that establishing King- Lasky as a
household name for hi fi in France
would not be a rest cure. For a
start, King Musique in France may
have been ahousehold name, but it
was never a household word for
hi-fi like, for instance, Laskys in
England. In the three years prior to
insolvency King Musique had spent
40 million francs on advertisement.
But the French seemed curiously
unsure about whether King sold
musical
instruments,
hi-fi
or
music. When Laskys moved in
the Place Clichy prime site was
characterised
by
blacked- in
windows which
left shoppers
totally unaware of what King had

on display. Even inside the shop
there was little to be seen and the
warren of storage rooms underground was filled almost entirely
with
empty cardboard
boxes.
There was also the problem that
the King staff were totally demoralised, feeling not unnaturally as if
they were living off borrowed time.
Another problem with King
Musique was that it had originally
catered for the under 25s with rock
enthusiasms. All the pre-Lasky's
advertising had been aimed at this
market bracket. This was despite
the fact that figures readily available from the hire purchase firms
showed clearly that most of the
shop's customers were in the
middle age bracket. So for years
advertising had been aimed at the
wrong sector of the market.
There
were
also consumer
problems.
When Laskys took
over King, Adler found it was still
very much a ' systems' situation
in France.
The public wasn't
buying an amplifier here, a deck
there and a pair of speakers elsewhere. Customers were buying a
system or ' chaine' of amplifer,
deck and speakers altogether at
an all- in price. But there had
been a tendency over the years
for shops, including King, to
'hide behind' budget speakers
of unspecified performance. A
name amplifier, a name deck and
a pair of
no- name
no-good
speakers would be sold at what
looked like a bargain price. But
the customers sold such a ' chaine'
is very soon dissatisfied and
Laskys inherited a good deal of
this dissatisfaction.
Another handicap was the high
price of hi-fi in France, largely due
to the very high VAT ( TVA) rate
—334% for all hi-fi and 174% for
calculators. Wages are also sky
high.
Although
Laskys
had
planned one day to offer an international guarantee, to cover equipment bought from Laskys anywhere in Europe, it was financially
impossible to introduce such a
scheme
covering
King.
So
Frenchmen who made a day trip
to London and took advantage of
the low prices at Laskys Oxford
Street shop, were doomed to
disappointment when they turned
up at a Laskys-King branch in
France looking for free service or
repairs under guarantee.
This
situation— although wholly understandable— hardly bred goodwill.
Unless another potential saviour
with money to spare ( one might
even say more money than sense)
has been found, King Musique will
finally have gone under. It remains
to be seen who, if anyone, next
tries their hand at hi-fi supermarketing in France.
Adrian Hope
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Cobalt Crisis
The political problems and military excursions in Zaire may seem
very remote from the hi-fi and
electronics world, but in reality
they are very close. At least half
the world's cobalt comes from
Zaire ( via Belgium) and Europe is
Zaire's main customer. The metal
has two main uses— as a base for
high- temperature alloys as used
in turbines, and as a magnetic
material as used in tape and loudspeakers. Alnico cast magnets
contain 25% cobalt in addition to
iron, nickel and aluminium. These
magnets are now used for avariety
of hi-fi loudspeakers because of
their high efficiency. They are
also used for virtually all TV sets
because the cast magnet is
contained in a mild steel pot
which traps the magnetic field
and prevents it from distorting
the shape or colour of the screen
picture. To use a more conventional ( ferrite or ceramic) magnet
in aTV loudspeaker would require
acomplete re- think on design and
probably extensive screening in
expensive mu- metal.
Cobalt is now becoming increasingly scarce because the Zaire
mines have been out of production since the rebellion and look
like remaining unproductive for

GESRs
Yes, International Audio Review
has come up with a suitable (?)
definition for one of our two
competing bands of audio evaluators: Golden Eared Subjective
Reviewers, or GESRs ( pronounced
'guessers'). They quote, perhaps
to the point, suggestive lines from
'Lob des Lohen Verstandes' in
Mahler's Knaben Wunderhorn song
collection. This concerns awager
between the cuckoo and the
nightingale as to who was the
better singer. The cuckoo selects,
as judge, the jackass:
'For he has two enormous ears,
The better to hear what is bad,
And separate it from what is
good!' ... Hmmm

BG W Heavies
BGW have released two ' no compromise' top end products, the
203 Preamplifier and 410 Power
Amplifier at £523.95 and £550 respectively including VAT. Particular attention has been paid to the
phono stages of the pre- amp which
uses two discrete operational
amplifiers in each channel. RIAA
equalisation is achieved by splitting the signal at 1kHz and treatting the frequencies below that
figure in the first stage and those
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

some time to come. Since the
Zaire troubles the price of cobalt
to UK magnet makers has doubled
on the open market and there is a
black market at treble or quadruple
the price at which cobalt could be
readily bought earlier this year.
If the mines stay closed and the
scarcity becomes a famine it is
inevitable that turbines will take
priority over speaker magnets.
The TV set manufacturers will then
have to stop production unless or
until they can re- design to lick the
stray field problem.
Prices of
TV sets will also rise to pay for
the increased cost of cobalt ( if
available) or to cover the extra
cost of screening. Those hi-fi
speakers that use Alnico cast
magnets will also rocket in price.
Goodmans have already temporarily suspended production of the
Audiomax because the cost of the
magnet alone for a single speaker
has jumped from £7 to £ 18 and
this makes the unit non-competitive. Other speaker system
designers are revising their plans
where cast magnets were originally
specified. The tape market will
also suffer because some high
energy audio and video tape is
now coated with cobalt- doped
ferric material.
Adrian Hope

Revox Box
The 4100 is the third and largest
in Revox's BX series of loudspeakers.
A stepped baffle is
used to compensate for the
different response times of the
drive units,to provide linear phase,
and although its looks belie the
fact, it is basically a three unit
design. Revox have opted to use
eight 122 mm woofers to ensure
an extremely high impulse handling ability ( transient response)
and
to
allow
for
a high
continuous load raring. Nominal
impedance
is
4ohms,
power
handling 200 watts RMS, dimensions 790x 450 x433 mm ( excluding stands), and the price is £420
each plus VAT.

BASF Test Tapes

Some months ago HiFi News published some controversial material
concern ingt he frequency response
of BASFcassettetesttapes. Angus
above in the second. The feed- McKenzie claimed that BASF freback loops of each stage effect quency response test tapes, made
the equalisation and BGW claim prior to his article comparing rethat this technique permits greater cords with cassettes (
HFNIRR
accuracy. A new active tone con- May '
77), were recorded with aptrol system is used which is said proximately 3dB too much level
to add insignificant distortion and at short wavelengths. BASF inrotary switches are used for ac- ferred that the claim was in error
curacy and repeatability. A special and that their test cassettes conhigh current line output of 8 volts formed closely to within the DIN
into 600 ohms is provided to allow specifications. Subsequently, Wilremote connection to the power helm Andriessen sent calibrated
amp without any appreciable de- samples of their latest high quality
gradation of the HF signal com- frequency response test cassettes,
ponents. An additional benefit is
that high sensitivity phones can
be driven directly from the preamp.
The power amp can supply up
to 200 watts per channel into 8
The story of the growth of the
ohms from 20 Hz to 20 kHz for 'talking
machine'
has
been
less than 0.07% THD. Separate brilliantly captured
in a new
LED displays monitor the power travelling exhibition assembled by
outputs and are calibrated in both the Science Museum, London.
decibels and watts with adjust- Plymouth was chosen as tne city
able sensitivity. Thermal and over- to launch the extended tour of this
voltage circuitry is employed to mobile exhibition, ' A Century of
operate heavy duty relays in the Recorded Sound'.
output line which are also actiEight packed stands illustrate
vated at power- on to eliminate the development of sound recordswitching transients. Special at- ing, from the early phonographs
tention has been paid to the effects and gramophones right through
and prevention of TID and BGW to the latest stereo and binaural
claim to have produced with their techniques. A range of pickups
amp, a device which is almost as is shown, from blunderbuss types
clean as the ' best wave analyzer to the SME Series Ill, clockwork
available.
tape machines, wire recorders,

Travelling Sound
Exhibition
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both ferric and chrome. A. McK.
found that these samples coincide as closely as he can ascertain with the centre line of his
estimation of the correct response.
Re-testing earlier and now wellused BASF response cassettes,
confirmed that all of them show
between 2 and 3dB lift at 10 kHz
with respect to the latest sample.
Furthermore, the new cassettes
were found to be very close
indeed to his standard TEAC
cassettes made up to one year
ago. It is perhaps ironical that the
latest TEAC response cassettes
now have less HF, averaging about
—1 dB but still within the DIN
specification, which he still says
is generally too lax. It seems that
A. McK. has now produced irrefutable proof that the earlier BASF
response cassettes were in error.
The new BASF response cassettes incorporate frequencies up
to 18 kHz, and are much more expensive than the already costly
older ones. They also incorporate
the internationally agreed 31801..ts
bass characteristic.
To date,
BASF are apparently unwilling to
comment about their apparent
change of heart, and they are not
yet acknowledging that the new
tapes differ from the old ones.
Perhaps this new development
will conclude the matter and we
hope that Japanese manufacturers will accept what is clearly
a new, improved standard and
produce their own test tapes on
similar lines. We will be watching
future developments with interest.
In the meantime, perhaps, prerecorded cassette manufacturers
will note BASF's change, and consider re- equalising their cassette
production lines to conform to the
latest test tapes. This would no
doubt result in a less shrill sound
with many of the current cassettes
when played back on the majority
of high quality Japanese decks.
exploded sections of a variety of
tape heads, optical film tracks,
enlarged scale models of stylii in
grooves, and two stands illustrating modern recording and LP
record processing and pressing.
Under the auspices of the Area
Museum Council for the South
West, this exhibition will visit
many centres, from Marlborough
(Sept),
Tiverton ( Oct),
Poole
(Nov), and Weston-Super-Mare
(Dec.).

Base Error
In the final part of the Basset
article last month C13 in the
circuit diagram,fig. 1, is shown the
wrong way round. The veroboard
layout in fig 2, however, is correct.
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LBC choose Stanton

For years Stanton's range of professional
cartridges has been the choice of hundreds of
commercial radio stations in the United States.
Now in Britain more and more radio stations are
picking Stanton cartridges for their accuracy, and
reliability. Stations like Radio Forth, Radio Clyde,
Radio Trent and London's LBC.
As LBC is primarily anews station, needletime
is very limited. So when LBC broadcast music- and
their standards are very high indeed - they are
particularly concerned about sound quality.
LBC choose Stanton cartridges because of

their incredibly accurate reproduction qualities and
because (to quote [ BC's head of maintenance) "they
are utterly reliable:'
Stanton- the choice of professionals
throughout the world - in radio stations, recording
companies and record libraries, offer the home
audiophile arange of professional cartridges
including the 881S Stereohedron; the 681 individually
calibrated series, the 680 Reference range and the
500 Broadcast series. Whatever your need, Stanton
have the perfect cartridge
STANTON-the choice of professionals

United Kingdom Wilmex Ltd.—Compton House New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE—Tel 01-949 2545
Belgium- Luxembourg - ETN, De Greef - Steenweg OP Alsemberg 367-1180 Brussel- Tel 02/345 39 18
Denmark - Hagen Olesen -NY StrandveJ 28- 3050 Humlebaek - Tel 103 119 14 47
Finland Oy R Vikstrom Ltd - Ulvilantie 29/4 - 00350 Helsinki 35 - Tel 451647
France Delta Magnetics - 41. guai des Martyres de la Res ist ance - 78700 Con fl ans - Tel 972 69 81
Germany - Thorens Geratewerk Lahr GmbH-Eichgarten 6 - 7630 Lahr- Tel 1078211 7025
Greece - Kinoted,nikiO E - Stournara 47- Athens - Tel 360 6998
Holland - Audioscript By- Nieuw - Loosdrechtsedvk 107 - Loosdrecht - Tel 1021581 3706
Italy - Societa Inhana Telecomunicazioni Siemens spa - 20149 Milano p ie ZavattarD12- Tel 4388
Norway - 1M Felting A / S - Nils Hansens sel 7 - Oslo 6 - Tel 102)68 63 60
Spain - Mabel SDAD LTDA - Ripolles, 84- Barcelona- Tel 235 4000
Sweden - EL FA - Radio & Television AB- S-17 117 Solna. Sweden - Tel 08/7300700
Switzerland Thorens Franz AG - Hardstrasse 41-5430 Wettingen - Tel 056 26 28 61
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ri

would like to know more about the choice of prof es ,
LBC nleasesend me the Stanton catalogue and stockist list

Name
Address
My record deck is a

HFN 9/76

Wilmex Ltd., Compton House, New Malden,
Surrey KT3 40E. Tel. 01-949 2545.

Wharfedale Tests
The team of engineers, headed by
Ken Russell and Peter Fryer, at
the Leak- Wharfedale labs in Bradford have been developing ways
of examining loudspeaker behaviour for some years now ( see
HFNIRR, July ' 77, p. 51; March ' 78,
p. 89). They have been very aware
of the pitfalls in subjectively reviewing loudspeakers and have
evolved a technique designed to
consistently identify loudspeaker
coloration. The loudspeaker under
test is placed in their anechoic
chamber with a 1in. B&K microphone and is fed with a signal
from a Revox A77. The subject
then A- Bs between the signal
direct off- tape and via the loudspeaker / microphone / preamplifier chain, listening on a pair of
high- quality headphones ( levels
are carefully matched and the
mike/preamp chain is as flat as
it's possible to make it). The signal comprises aseries of anechoic
noise and music recordings and
the subject marks a scoresheet
made up of all the adjectives Rank
could find indicating fewer high,
middle and low frequencies; identical high, middle and low frequencies; more high, middle and low
frequencies.
The
loudspeaker
ends up with a ' fingerprint' and

it's been found that this fingerprint doesn't significantly change
with the subject, indicating the
removal of subjective effects from
coloration identification. It's not
suggested that coloration is the
be-all and end-all of differences
between loudspeakers but Peter
Fryer's team have at least managed
to eliminate all the variables but
one in asubjective test, thus lending some objective factuality to
the results.
While we were up in Bradford
experiencing their test for ourselves, we had alook at their work
on cumulative decay spectra which,
while being superficially similar to
the work done by KEF ( see HFNI
RR, October ' 76, p. 80), goes quite
a bit further. The original KEF
work plotted amplitude simultaneously against time and frequency ( on a linear scale) giving
a '3-D' impression of a speaker's
decay performance. Rank think
that there are two main things
wrong with this way of presentation; the linear frequency scale
means that the behaviour below
500 Hz is far too compressed to
be comprehensible; the adoption
of atime axis ( 0.2 mS) means that
for frequencies below 500 Hz,
there is less than one cycle being
observed. What the Rank team
has done is to use a normal loga-

Superfi Auditions

Radio 4 can be received on any
MW set. The system requires no
Super Fidelity Ltd are to hold a direct connection, it is simply
series of public listening tests to placed within about 12 in of the
give more people the opportunity radio's
antenna.
Re- radiation
of assessing the often subtle should be less than atypical set's
differences between top quality local oscillator, so there is no
products—to find out what these interference
problem
beyond
golden- eared chaps are on about. about 10 feet.
Measuring a
The first sessions will deal with mere 90 x90 x20 mm and costing
turntables and will be held in the around £5the device should soon
evening at 8pm in Nottingham be available from Ambit Interon Tuesday 5th September and in national, 2 Gresham Road, BrentLeeds a week later on the 12th. wood, Essex, CM14 4HN.
Entry by ticket only from Superfl.
Radio Trent and Superfi are the
EEI Parabolic
joint sponsors of aHi -Fi exhibition
to be held at the Albany Hotel, Normally manufacturers offering
Nottingham from September 29th replacement
styli
for
other
-October 1st. Superfi, 15 Market manufacturers' cartridges have a
Street, Nottingham NE1 6HY or lower price as an inducement to
34-36 Queen
Victoria
Street, the customer, but we now have
Leeds 1.
news of an Australian company,
EEI Parabolic, who are offering
more
expensive
replacements,
Ambit Gambit
about half as much again. The EEI
With the forthcoming re- alloca- replacement for the Shure M75ED,
tion of the MW Radio 4 to LW, for instance, has a list price of
many people will find their little around £30, although it will be
MW only portables a lot less discounted for less of course,
useful than they are at present, so while the V15111 replacement costs
the introduction of the ' Ambitune' around £36. The EEI styli differ
RF transponder may well solve a from the original in having a
lot of dilemmas.
This device diamond with a ' parabolic' profile,
receives the 200 kHz signal and their name for a stylus with inrelocates it onto a spare portion creased contact area similar to the
of the MW band so that both the Shibata, Aliptic, Hyper- elliptical
LW Radio 2and, when it happens, etc shapes. Claimed advantages
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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rithmic frequency scale, thus expanding the LF end and replacing
the time axis by afixed number of
cycles axis, normally five. This
skews the spectra around and
makes it initially more difficult to
see what's happening, but when
you make the mental adjustment,
a lot more information can be extracted from the graph. A bonus
is, because of the way Rank have
tackled the problem, the cost of
the test equipment is measured
in the £ 100s rather than the £ 1000s.

distortion' between the L and R
amplifiers is said to be negligible.
The JR S receivers, from the
JR-S201L to the JR S501 ( with an
RP of £549), incorporate a DC
power amplifier, plus an SEA
Stereo Graphic Equaliser and
SEA recording facility. The power
output stage is a Darlington- connected, parallel push-pull fully
complementary OCL design.
The MF47L ' compact' music
system combines acassette deck,
receiver ( with seven preset FM
stations and touch- sensor tuning),
Dolby NR, and a stereo pickup/
JVC
turntable unit, all housed in a
The huge range of audio and radio cabinet measuring only 160x 600x
equipment now available from 425 mm Among the several portJVC can only be described as a able receiver/cassette units, the
plethora, covering quartz- locked RC-828LB model has abuilt-in Bi turntables (from around £100 for phonic Processor that offers ' binthe QL-A2 up over £600 for the aural sou nd'through loudspeakers.
top model QL-10) to receivers,
JVC has now added to its colcassette decks, portable radios, lection of loudspeakers the SM-3
and a series of stereo tuners and systems termed ' micro- speakers',
Tri -DC integrated stereo amps. 8 ohm models measuring only
This latest design employs three about 184 mm high with a 50 W
separate power supplies for Class maximum power handling. The
A/B amplifiers. The advantages of SK- 1000 high power system has
this circuit are that the loudest three units-12 in. bass, 5in. midmusical passages are reproduced range and a 1in. tweeter. It will
by the Class B output with ample accept up to 170 watts, with a
power, but this does not affect the sensitivity of 93 dB/W at 1m and
operation of the Class A section there are two level controls (treble
when handling low level signals. and mid- range) on the front baffle.
So-called ' interchannel transient RP for this system is £155.
are less record wear, improved
transient response, HF tracking
and response and less distortion.
Tip mass is about the same as the
original
while
compliance
is
slightly lower and tracking down
force slightly greater to compensate for the increased contact
area. It is probably worth auditioning the EEI parabolic stylus at your
local dealer if you don't fancy
buying a new cartridge with a
fancy stylus and further details
can
be
obtained
from
Max
Townshend,
Elite
Electronic
Imports, 74 Old Oak Common
Lane, East Acton, London W3
01-743 3733. EEI are also bringing
in acartridge, the EEI Series 500 at
£44.88 which also uses aparabolic
stylus shape.

Sound Verdict
If, whether as a hobbyist or a professional worker in the field of
audio, you need to find or study
an article amongst the plethora of
hi-fi magazines and annuals now
available, the task gets more
difficult and more costly each year.
An invaluable reference source
is Sound Verdict 10, which indexes
the equipment reviews and audio
articles published during 1977 in
16 listed British periodicals, including HFNIRR. This largest-

ever (90 pages) edition also
cumulates all reviews and articles
relating to loudspeakers and headphones from 1972. Price: £2, post
free, from Director of Libraries &
Arts, London Borough of Camden,
Holborn Library, 32-38, Theobalds
Road, London, WC1X 8PA.
All the periodicals can be seen
at this address, and most of them
are also at the Swiss Cottage
Library, 88 Avenue Road, London,
W3 3H A.

Omni Bose
Well almost. A new ' radically
improved' version of the 501
direct/reflecting floor- standing
speaker has been launched by
Bose.
The two tweeters are
mounted in a new asymmetrical
configuration with one firing inwards and towards the rear wall
to eliminateany ' hole in the middle'
effect and the other facing outwards/forwards with the familiar
'Direct Energy Control' paddle
controlling its radiation pattern.
The speakers are sold in mirror
image pairs and the new model
offers greater flexibility as regards
positioning and a more ' lifelike'
distribution of the high frequencies
(honestly). The bass performance
remains unchanged. Price is £290
per pair+ VAT.
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Uf you want to be really
Professional, protect your
records with Sound Guard
Says Graham Canter, DJ at Gullivers Disco.
Graham Canter— known to the
customers as " Fatman"—is the DJ
at famous Mayfair nightspot
Gullivers. This disco is the meeting
place of international stars who
want to hear their special kind of
soul music. And when you're
playing records for stars like
Stevie Wonder, Smokey Robinson
or the Four Tops, the sound quality
has to be nothing short of perfect.
But this presents great problems
because, as Graham Canter says:
"A DJ in abusy club like Gullivers
is under constant pressure and
just does not have time to take
good care of his records. All the
golden rules of record handling go
by the board, inners get lost,
sleeves get mixed up and so on.
When afriend in the business
first told me about Sound Guard I
was frankly sceptical. ' Sprays' had
been recommended to me before
and none of them were really
effective. However, Igave Sound
Guard atry and was extremely
impressed by the results. My
records still sound in mint
condition after being played time
and time again. If you want to be
really professional— use Sound
Guard".
A by-product of research into dry lubricants for aerospace
applications. Sound Guard record preservative puts a
microscopically- thin ( less than 0 000003 .)dry film on
records to protect the grooves from damage. Yet,
remarkably, it does not degrade fidelity. Independent
tests show that Sound Guard preservative maintains
full amplitude at all audible frequencies, while at the
saine time significantly retarding increases in surface
noise and harmonic distortion • In other words, when
applied according to instructions, anew record treated
with Sound Guard preservative and played 100 times
sounds the same as one in " mint" condition played the
first hmei Sound Guard preservative comes in akit
(complete with non- aerosol pump sprayer and velvet
buffing pad). It is completely safe and effective for all
discs, from precious old 78's to the newest LP's
including CD- 4's. The complete Sound Guard
preservation kit is available through Hi Fi and Record
Stores at £ 4 99 inc VAT.
•For complete test results write to Pyser
Ltd, at the address below.

Sound Guard
Sole UK Distributor: Pyser Ltd., Fircroft Way, Edenbridge, Kent TN8 6HA Telephone. Edenbridge ( 0732) 864111 ( 8 lines).

Letters...
. . about getting down to earth
:rom Tony Scott, Birmingham
Dear Sir, May Imake a few observations reprding the ' specs. v. sound' controversy?
Primary point, Ithink, is that most magazine
•eviewers are sadly out of touch with the
iabits of the buying public. Iwould stick my
led( out and say that perhaps only one per>on in a hundred owning hi-fi equipment has
?ver been to a live performance. How then
:an the vast majority of the record buying
public reference their electronically reproJuced sounds to the original performance?
they can't! Even if they could, they will never
ichieve the same result off record at home.
the acoustics of the hall at which they heard
he performance will probably be totally
iifferent to those of the recording venue ( as
may be the orchestra, etc). No, sir, we are
Dursuing an impossible dream. Let us simply
lave enjoyable sound at a reasonable cost.
I appreciate that reviewing equipment is
:he raison d'etre of most hi-fi mags, and that
controversial ( bitchy?) articles involving one
roup of reviewers sniping at another group
makes for good circulation figures. Please,
:hough, can we dispense with the artificial
mystique tenaciously clung to by most contriputors to justify their outpourings, and come
pack to earth?
Spare afew pages a month for the average
man on an average salary, who doesn't want
:o listen to the sounds that please him with
'eelings of guilt because he can't afford
blank- blank's' latest favourite. We don't all
ive in the stockbroker belt.
Yours faithfully

.about hellish idiosyncrasies
From: James Blades, 191 Sandy Lane,
Cheam, Surrey
Dear Sir, Iadd my thanks to those of John
Crabbe for much expert enlightenment from
:he Revd Philip Blewett, and I envy Mr
Blewett his knowledge of church bells and
:hat he tolls such a wonderful bell as the
arge bell at All Hallows- by- the- Tower. One of
my cherished ambitions is to toll Big Ben
and hear at close quarters the F below
middle- C, plus the quite strong A a third
above. Big Ben weighs 14 tons; a monster
Df course, but quite a light chap if compared
Nith the Czarina ( Kolokol) bell in Moscow
Nhich weighs 293 tons.
As is well known, bell effects in the orchesrra are so often obtained from tubular bells,
normally 1, 1¡ or 2in. brass tubing. The
low' C in an orchestral set of tubular bells
Is around 5ft in length and on a strobo-tuner
sounds one octave above middle- C, so it is
fair to say that as this note is usually written
as middle- C, orchestral tubular bells sound
;in most cases) one octave higher than written, a fact that has given the writer some
problems; but after 50 years of recording
percussion sounds he is resigned to his fate
and accepts what comes out at the other end.
The story about lengths of railway line
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

being used in the Fantastic Symphony in lieu
of bells during one of Berlioz's Russian tours
could well be true, and it is possible that
Berlioz ( whom Wagner described as being
'diabolically clever') organised the tour of
the local shunting yard. He was faced with
a similar situation in London when conducting his Dramatic Symphony Romeo and Juliet.
No cymbales antique (
in B- flat and F) were at
hand for the Queen Mab Scherzo, but it is
said that the indefatigable Berlioz persuaded
a Clerkenwell brass foundry to produce the
required timbre from brass discs.
There is always away out. For a Gaumont British thriller of the ' 30s Iwas requested ( or
was Iordered?) by that tyro Louis Levy to
provide the sound of the bells of a village
church steeple. Said ' L- L': ' none of your
tubular bells'. Iscoured a scrap iron yard
and came away with a row of iron railing
that had once graced an elegant London
residence. Istill have those ' village church
bells', retained as a momento.
Perhaps one of my most difficult undertakings was to imitate the sound of Big Tom
in St. Paul's. The sound of this 5 ton bell
(middle- C- sharp) which only chimes— outside of its duties as a timepiece—at the
death of a monarch, was required for the film
Sixty Glorious Years. Attempts had been
made to record this famous bell ' live'. The
recordings were taken at midnight, but every
effort on the part of those in the recording
van was ruined by outside interference such
as a passing taxi or newspaper van. Some
lengthy experiments ( interesting and profitable) were made in the Denham Studios, the
most successful being simultaneous strokes
on: two C- sharp tubular bells an octave apart
(middle- C- sharp and C- sharp 8va); a large
bass drum; adeep- sounding gong ( tam-tam);
and a handful of the bass notes of the piano.
Yours faithfully

. . . about Mr Gammon and journalistic standards
From: John Dwyer, News Editor, Wireless
World, Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London SE1 9LU
Dear Sir, Though Iam not a reviewer, David
Gammon's letter ( p. 65, July) prompts me to
remark that journalists don't seem to be able
to win: either we are incompetent or we are
in someone's pay. Ifeel strongly that the
latter, if proved, would worry me a great deal
more than the former. Therefore if Mr. Gammon will pass to me the names of any company offering the exotic favours he claims,
and to whom they were offered, Iwill publish
the details, provided that he also offers the
evidence he has. Isuspect, however, that I
should not keep any space open for such an
item; I've heard the same malicious twaddle
too often before, and wasted too much time
trying to track it down. As for ' first ascertaining that the review will be favourable'
before sending products to a magazine, the
word for that kind of thing is corruption.
On a less negative note, it occurs to me
that much of the current unease among
manufacturers and others about audio reviews could be assuaged very simply. Surely
reviewing is just another branch of journalism,
and its practitioners ought to follow rules
and adopt techniques which have become
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commonplace in good journalism because of
their effectiveness. One of the most fundamental principles is that, when you are writing
about Mr. A or the goods he makes, the final
authority must be Mr. A himself.
The most common journalistic errors arise
from laziness or timidity. When a reviewer
is about to publish remarks critical of a product his final act ought to be to tell the manufacturer what he has discovered. At the very
least, his readers are entitled to the manfacturer's answer to the criticisms the reviewer makes; at best, the reviewer may find
he has made a mistake, a possibility from
which his readers ought to be sheltered.
Iam not advocating the sending of proofs
to the manufacturer, a course which may
deprive the reader of honest but, to the
maker, unpleasing opinions. All I suggest
is that it is unprofessional of any reviewer
not to give his readers the manufacturer's
comment. There is no doubt that such telephone calls as a reviewer may have to make
to a manufacturer in such circumstances
may be unpleasant. But if journalists are
willing to enjoy the often copious hospitality
they are sometimes offered ( and here Mr
Gammon has a point) they should also be
willing to shoulder the less pleasant duties
of their trade.
Yours faithfully

. . . about Gammon rashness
From: Norman E. Brownsdon, Vernon
House, Vernon Place, Cheltenham, Glos.
Dear Sir, Concerning the arrogant letter from
David Gammon of Transcriptors Ltd, Iam
not rushing to the defence of your reviewers,
for Iam sure that they are capable of standing
up for themselves. Isuspect that Iam a lot
older than Mr Gammon, but I can assure
him that Iam not a greengrocer, barber, or
even a hi-fi journalist.
I did, however, spend over 30 years in
laboratories testing and assessing industrial
electronic equipment manufactured by most
well-known British firms. The facts are that
very rarely did a piece of equipment make the
specification first time ( some never made it
at all!), the standard of mechanical engineering was generally low, and the standard of
electronics was even lower.
Ihad to write on the bottom of my reports
such soppy remarks as ' Fails spec' or ' Most
unsatisfactory', etc, when, if Ihad really told
the truth, the laws of libel would have put
me inside for about five years.
Ihave no reason to doubt that Transcriptors
turn out a very fine product, but what does
sadden me is Mr Gammon's parochial attitude of mind. It is this arrogance which is
responsible for the flood of electronic equipment, cameras and motor- cars from overseas. The foreigner is no longer ' so good
at copying' our products— he is beating us
at our own game. Look around you, Mr
Gammon, before it is too late. It is your
bread and butter that is at stake.
Happily, all is not lost, for Iknow from past
experience that most open-minded people
will accept genuine criticism and try to improve on their past mistakes. Except, of
course, Mr David Gammon, for he appears
to know it all.
Yours faithfully
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FOTRONIX

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
CARTRIDGES AND STYLI
(POSTAGE 25p)

GENUINE ARTICLE IN MAKER'S BOX
Cartridges with Styli
ADC ZLM
£5&20
ADC XLM/III .. £35.50
ADC VLM/III .. £24.50
AKG PEES £5&00
AKG P8E
£47.50
AKG P7E
£26.00
Goldring G800-SE £ 10.95
Goldring G820- E £ 11.25
Goldring G820-SE £ 15.50
Goldring G900- E £ 17.00
Goldring G900-SE £24-95
GoldringG900-SE11£38-95
JVC XI
£57-50
JVC ZI .. £37.50
Ortofon
M20FL Super £49.25
M20E Super .. £43.75
VMS 20E Mk II £30.90
FFI5E II .. £ 13.90
FISE II .. £ 19-25
Stanton 881 S .. £78.40
Stanton 68IEEE £43.00
Stanton 680EE £28.00
Stanton 500EE £ 19-00
Stanton 500E £ 16-oo
Stanton 500A £ 14.50
Shure M44-7 • . £6.99
Shure M44- E • • £7-50
Shure M55- E . • £8-30
Shure M75-6 .. £7.50
Shure M75-8 . • £ 10.40
Shure M75- E1 £ 12-99
Shure M75- ED £ 14-90
Shure M95- E.1 £ 13-75
Shure M95- ED £ 19.95
Shure M24- H
£29-15

Replacement Styli
RSZ
• • £25.95
RSX• • £ 17.95
RSV• . £ 14.75
X8S• • £ 35.00
X8E. • £ 28.25
X7E . • £ 14.25
Dl lo-SE• • £ 13-95
D130- E .. • . £6.95
D130-SE
• • £9-95
D140- E .. • • £ 10.50
D140-SE• . £ 16.50
D140-SE• • £ 16.50
4DTX1 .. • • £35-00
4DTZI
£35.00
D2OFL Super .. £28-85
D2OE Super .. £22.95
D2OE Mk I & II £20.45
NFISE Mk 1 & II £8.95
NISE II
£ 11135
D8I
E45.00
D6800EEE . • £24.50
D680 .. • • £ 17.25
D5100EE• • £ 13.95
D5100E . • £ 11.50
D5 107A• . £ 9.35
N44-7 . • £5-20
N44- E .. • • £5-60
N55- E .. • • £6.60
N75-6 .. £5.45
N75- B .. • • £6.20
N75- E1 .. • • £& 20
N75- ED• • £ 11.75
N95- E1 .. • .
E9-20
N95- ED• . £ 15.75
N24- H .. • • £ 16.95

Shure VIS III £47-95
Shure V15- IV £66.95
Sonus Blue .. £6800
Ortofon CAP 210Capacitance .. £ 1.95
Moving Coil
Cartridges
Ortofon MC 20 £53.75
Ortofon SL 20-E £46.75
Ortofon SL 20-Q £68.50
Entre -I
£85-00
Satin M II
7-G .. £55-00

MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131
Phone in with ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD

VN35-E £ 16.95
VN45-HE .. £26.95
Sonus Blue Stylus £37.50

Ultimo 10X ..
Ultimo 10A ..
Ultimo 20A ..
Ultimo 2013 ..
Satin NI I
7-G
Stylus ..

£46-50
£54 95
£62.00
£79.50
£29.95

STYLI FOR OLD MODELS AND FOR 78 RPM
Goldring G800 Series: DIIOSR, £3-75; DI 10-E, [6.25;
D110- SE, £8.95; Ortofon M I5- E Super- DIS-E Super,
£24.00. Shure VNI5-E, £ 15.95. 78's: Goldring Dl 10
and 120 Standard, £3.50; Shure N44-3 and N75-3,
£120; N95-3, £5-80; VN78-E, £ 16-60. ADC R26,
£12.25; ADC RXL ( XLM 11), £ 11-75; ADC RZL ( Super
XLM Ill), £ 17.75; ADC RVL ( VLM II), £ 10.00.
PICKUP ARMS AND ACCESSORIES
ADC LMF-I £76.00
SME 3009 fixed hd £44.95
ConnoisseurSAU2£16-60
SME 3009/S2 .. £48-95
Formula IV Mk Ill P.O.A.
SME 3009 Series Ill £92.95
Hadcock GH228 £55.00
S2 Headshell £3.95
Hadcock Unilift £9.00
CAI Arm Tube £ 13.95
SME Plate .. £3.20
FD 200 Damper £ 15-95
Postage: Arms, £ 1.00, Shells, 25p, FD 200, 50p, CAI 50p
RECORD ACCESSORIES
Zerostat .. £6.99
Scotch Anti-stat mat£2.95
Decca Sweep Arm £5-25
Transcriptor Universal
Decca Brush .. £5.00
Sweep Arm .. £4.25
Disk 22 Mat .. £ 12-95
Nagaoka Rolling
Vac-O-Rec II .. £ 19.95
Cleaner .. £7-99
Post: Vac-O-Rec
El - 00
Other accessories
25p
TEST RECORDS AND CASSETTES
Shure TIR 115- ERA IV, £5 50; HFS 75, £2-80. Shure

CASSETTE TAPES
C45
C60
C90
AGFA SFD
£0.76 £ 1-00
Carat .. £0.85 £ 1-24 £ 1-60
BASF LH SM
£0.59
Len
LH Super SM
£0-97 £ 1.29
Ferro Super LH 1 - £ 1-10 £ 1.47
Chromium Dioxide- £ 1.29 £ 159
Ferrochrom - £ 1.47 £ 1.91
Superchrom - - £2-32
FUJI FL
..
£. 69 £. 99
FX 1
..
£ 1-15 £ 1.60
MAXELL SLN
£0.67
10-86
UD
£0-97 £ 1-07 £ 1.22
UDXL 1
£ 1.32 £ 1.63
UDXL II.. - £ 1.32 £ 1-63
TDK D
..
£. 62
£0.85
AD
£. 87
£1-12
SA
..
£ 1-12 £ 1.50
KR ( Chrome) .. - £ 1.59
SONY HF
..
£0.84 [ 1.02
FeCr
£ 1-31 [ 1-85
Low Noise .. - £0-59 £0135
Cr02 . - £ 1.20 £ 1.59
Postage: 1-5, 50p; 6-:I0, 65p; 11-30, 85p: 31+,
HEADPHONES
Yamaha HPI £30.55
Yamaha HP2 .. £22.95
Yamaha HP3 .. £ 15.30
Micro Seiki MXI £53.95
Sennheiser
HD400
£11 - 00
HD4I4X
£16.50
HD424X
£23-50
HD224X
£35-75
Pioneer SE305
£16.50

CI20
£1.0
- 9
£1 70
£1-92
£2 09
£1 33
£1-1
- 2
£1.63
£1.1
- 4

£1-2 7
£1-1
- 9
£1 00.

( Post £ 1-00)
Stax
5R44 .. £56.95
SR5/SRD6SB £74.95
SRX3/SRD6SB £ 125.00
SRS only .. £48.75
SRX3 only .. £98.50
SR Sigma/
SRD6SB £207-00
Koss PROSLC £37-50
Stanton
Dynaphase .. £28.95

PERSONAL CALLERS ARE WELCOME
Prices quoted are correct at July 1978. Whilst we
endeavour to maintain these prices we reserve the

LET YOUR DEALER GUIDE, LET YOUR EARS DECIDE
This month is perhaps the time to remind you of the
range of equipment we stock, so below you will find a
comprehensive list of the manufacturers whose products
we are pleased to be associated with:
A & R - AIWA - AKG - ADC - BOSE - B&W - BEYER CAMBRIDGE - CONNOISSEUR - CORAL - CHARTWELL CASTLE - DUAL - DAHLQUIST - ENIGMA - ENTRE - EONS
- FIDELITY RESEARCH - GALE - GRIFFIN - GRADO GOLDRING - GRACE - HARBETH - HADCOCK - IMF - JR JEREMIAH BRAITHWAITE ESQ - KEESONIC - KOSS LECSON - LUX - LINN SONDEK - LENTEK - MARANTZ* MONITOR AUDIO - MORDAUNT SHORT - MISSION MICRO SEIKI - MICHELL - MICRO ACOUSTICS- MAYWARE
- NIGHTINGALE - NEAL - ORTOFON - PIONEER - QUAD ROGERS - RADFORD - ROTEL - RAM - REGA RESEARCH*
-SUGDEN - SANSUI - SIRAC - SMC - SWALLOW - SPENDOR* - STD - STANTON - SUPEX - SONUS - SATIN SHURE - SIGNET - SENNHEISER - STAX - SME - TANGENT
-TVA - TRIO - TANDBERG - UHER - UAD - VIDEOTONE
-YAMAHA*

I:

NB.: * MARANTZ, REGA and SPENDOR available at Reading
only. Yamaha available Brighton only.

Zerostat
Stylift
Microsorbers MSB1
BIB Groovstat 3000 ( excluding Battery)
QED 4- way mains distributor
QED 6- way mains distributor
QED 6- amp mains plug (for above)
Direct Cut Record ..
Supercut Records ..
Monitor Audio Sound Cable: 5 metres ..
Monitor Audio Sound Cable: 10 metres ..
Decca Record Brush
Decca Record Cleaner
RAM Remote Volume Control ..
Fidelity Fastening Speaker Brackets
Speaker Stands- Various ..
Nion Record Cleaner

each
each
set
each
.. each
.. each
.. each
from each
from each
pair
pair
.. each
.. each
.. each
..
set
from pair
.. each

£6.80
£5.25
£7.50
£9.50
£7.50
£9.75
£0.85
£9.50
£4.50
£13.50
£24.50
£5.40
£5.70
£17.50
£5.25
£17.50
£18.25

Please add 35p for p & p, except for Sound Cable and Speaker
Stands, please add £1.00. These prices are correct as at 6/7/78.
E. & 0.E.

1r ,ye_ __Î;r

Both Shops open TUES. -SAT. 9.30 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
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We also stock a wide variety of accessories, such things
as:

eliciz

an d

5-6 HARRIS ARCADE, FRIAR STREET,
READING, BERKS. Tel. ( 0734) 585463.

&

J.1rite

-Kw/Pc

1 YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD,
BRIGHTON, SUSSEX. (0273) 695776

MAIL ORDER-PERSONAL EXPORT-PART EXCHANGE-CREDIT FACILITIES-B/CARD-ACCESS

Lets have a ** at

Harry Leeming
surveys the scene
for newcomers to
FM reception —
starting with the
old-fashioned
inverted- L

high quality radio receiving
ATYPICAL
aerial as would have been used by the

FIG.1 PREWAR 'HI - Fl sAERIAL
INSULATORS

WIRE AERIAL
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L
INSULATOR TUBES----„1-;11W/MW/SW
RADIO
E
EARTH ROD
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radio listener in the 1930s and ' 40s is shown
in fig. 1. Over most of the range which it
was intended to cover, say 2000-10 metres,
it was only afraction of awavelength long,
and all the wire formed part of the active
aerial system. This ' inverted- L' is atype
of Marconi aerial, and the earth connection
is part of the entire receiving system. In
the absence of agood external earth
connection the signal circuit will be
completed via the capacity of the receiver's
mains transformer and the mains supply
system. This tends to bring in all the local
interference, and thus agood earth system
is essential for minimum pick-up of local
noise. At the higher frequency end of the
short-wave range this aerial does become
several wavelengths long, so cancellation
and directional effects come into play,
somewhat reducing the efficiency. For
all-round reception of strong SW broadcasts reflected downwards from the ionosphere with varying polarisation, these
losses are acceptable; but unless one
lives in an exceptionally good reception
area such losses would definitely not be
acceptable if an attempt were made to use
this aerial for reception of VHF/FM
broadcasts.
Wide- band FM broadcasts have brought
anew ' high' to the fidelity of radio reception,
but demand considerable space in the
frequency spectrum. There is not sufficient
'elbow room' to fit them into the LW and
MW bands, so all FM stereo broadcasting
is done at VHF, the agreed band being
88-108 MHz ( approximately 3.metres
wavelength).
Medium and long radio waves tend to
follow the curvature of the earth and are
long in comparison with the more common
objects, so they are not so much affected
by the presence of hills or buildings, etc.
VHF waves, however, are much more
inclined to travel in straight lines, so whilst
some signal is refracted down on to the
wrong side of hills and buildings, much
better results are obtained over line- ofsight paths.
Height is the main factor in determining
the length of aline- of- sight path, the
strength of VHF signals being much
influenced by the height of the receiving/
transmitting aerials. The broadcasting
authorities have played their part by
installing most VHF transmitters on the
79

Atip for anyone with £20
to spend on acartridge.
The ADC QLIVI36 Mk ifi is available from most
So, in theory at least, the
stockists for around £20.
QLM 36 Mk III starts with abig
Not alot to pay for acartridge these days. But, as
advantage. But theory is all very well.
you'd expect from the people who patented the Induced
The question is: can you hear any
Magnet system, this is nc ordinary £ 20 cartridge.
difference?
Its biggest difference lies in its smallest part: the
Judging by the reaction from
QLIVI Diasa
Aluminium
stylus
bushed stylus
stylus tip. We call it aDiasa stylus.
leading specialist magazine,
The tip is, naturally adiamond— and it's bonded to
'HiFi Answers; the answer is aresounding yes:
asapphire. The two stones are shaped together to aperfect
'Treble detail was excellent without being sharp;
ellipse, just as though they were one pure diamond stone
they said.
(as found on cartridges costing £60 and more). Then the
'The QI1135 tracks well at 1.3 grams' and 'extracts
stylus is bonded directly onto the cantilever.
alot of information from one's records in a
In cumbersome contrast, most styli
most delightful way'
in this price bracket consist of atiny diamond
The reviewer was also at pains to point
tip carried by aheavy aluminium bush—
out that the QLM 36 is ' quite suitable for awide
Audio Dynamic SCorporation
which is connected in turn to the cantilever.
range of turntables with integrated arms; and
A division of BSR Limited,
This method, though cheap and easy to
Powke Lane, Cradl ey Heath, Warley.
he concluded that it 'is most definitely
W Midlands B64 5QH
produce, adds extra mass where it's needed
recommended at around £20:
We make everything
least, and gives rise to all sorts of nasty
By the sound of things, this is one tip
resonances.
very corn patible.
you just can't afford to ignore.

AD

For further details, please write for the ADC cartridge and toneem brochure.

peaks of hills, so it is up to the listener to
ensure that his aerial system is adequate
and is installed so as not to fall into the
shadow of adjacent buildings, which will
severely attenuate the very high frequency
(VHF) signals.
With the aerial shown in fig. 1all the
wire, including the lead-in, forms an active
part of the system, and whilst the uppermost
parts may be high, at VHF very little of the
signal received at this point would find its
way along the down- lead to the receiver.
For the reception of VHF signals, therefore,
it is necessary to install ahigh aerial system
with anon- radiating type of down- lead so
that most of the signal received by the
actual aerial gets injected into the input
stage of the receiver.
THE DIPOLE AERIAL
Unlike the inverted- L, the dipole system
is self-contained and does not rely on an
earth return to complete the signal circuit.
The common arrangement is as shown in
fig. 2a, this being known as the half- wave
dipole. As its name implies, this is half a
wave- length long electrically ( being slightly
shorter than this physically) and forms a
tuned circuit which is resonant at the
frequency of reception. Aerials can be
considered to be resonant by virtue of their
distributed inductance and capacity, or
more simply ( as shown in fig. 2b) by the
fact that ahalf- wavelength of radio
frequency ' just fits'.
An examination of fig. 2b shows that in

e
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MAX
1 VOLTAGE

j

fig. 2c. Folding the dipole multiplies the
impedance by four and can provide auseful
facility when it is desirable—as will be
shown later—to step up the impedance of
an aerial system.
DIRECTIVITY AND POLARISATION
The directional pattern of asimple dipole
is shown in fig. 3, from which it can be seen
that when it is used horizontally it must be
'broadside on' to the required station.

DISTRIBUTED CAPACITANCE &
INDUCTANCE IN COAXIAL CABLE
_L

RG3 DIRECTIONAL PATTERN OF SIMPLE
DIPOLE

possible to design an almost non- directional
horizontal receiving aerial for use in acar,
but these are bulky and unsightly. Most car
radio aerials are therefore mounted vertically
so as to be non- directional, but tend to give
poor results when used in the service area
of ahorizontally polarised VHF transmitter.
Some local radio stations ( i.e. Radio Blackburn) have got over the problem by using

ance, not actual individual inductors and
capacitors as shown here, but the equivalent
of an infinite number of infinitesimal portions
of capacitance and inductance. The
formulae for the reactance of capacitors
and inductors work in opposition, so that
if, for instance, the frequency is doubled
(from say 100 to 200 MHz) the reactance of
all the capacitors will be halved and that
of all the inductors doubled. The net result
of the frequency change in terms of the
impedance of apiece of correctly terminated
cable will therefore be nil, so the ' characteristic impedance' of afeeder cable is
independent of frequency. Lengthening or
shortening the cable adds or removes
equal amounts of capacitance and inductance, so that the characteristic impedance
depends only on its ratio of inductance to
capacitance, characteristics which are
determined when the cable is manufactured.
Feeder cable is correctly matched when
the load impedances presented by the
aerial at one end and the tuner at the other
both match the characteristic impedance
of the cable. If the feeder does not match
the tuner ( for instance if a300 ohm tuner is
used with 75 ohm cable), not all the signals
arriving at the tuner will be absorbed, but a
portion will be reflected back to the aerial.
If the aerial is also incorrectly matched
this signal will again be reflected down the
feeder. At some points on the feeder the
opposing waves will be additive, whereas at
other points substraction will occur,
resulting in points of minimum and maximum
signal at quarter- wave intervals along the
feeder. These standing waves cause increased
feeder loss and make aerial systems sensitive
to feeder length. Wavelength varies inversely

slant polarisation. In this method of
transmission the radio wave is set half- way
between avertical and horizontal polarisation and can therefore be received quite
well with either avertical car aerial or the
more common horizontally mounted home
systems.

with frequency, so if the feeder is trimmed in
length for the best results on one particular
station it is more than likely that reception
of another station will suffer. If the tuner,
feeder cable and aerial system are correctly
matched, standing waves will not exist, so
in aproperly designed installation reception

However, if adipole is mounted vertically
it is evidently equally sensitive to stations
in all lateral directions and is therefore
non- directional. But polarisation has to be
considered as well as directionality, as
reception of atransmission sent out by a
horizontally polarised aerial system will be
very considerably worsened if an attempt
is made to receive on avertical aerial, and
vice versa.
This does present problems with ' in car'
VHF equipment, as most BBC VHF broadcasts are horizontally polarised. It is
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the centre of the dipole is the point of
maximum current and minimum voltage,
with the reverse situation at the ends. When
the dipole is resonant the impedance
presented ( as with any tuned circuit) is
purely resistive, and it can present any
impedance from about 75 ohms at the centre
to afew thousand ohms near its ends,
depending upon where the connections are
made. It has proved most convenient
mechanically and electrically to join the
feeder wire in the centre of the dipole, and
if the dipole is broken at this point the
impedance presented is around 75 ohms.
If the dipole is used at resonance as a
transmitting device it will absorb power
from the feeder cable just as though it were
a75- ohm resistor, hence the impedance
at resonance is known as the ' radiation
resistance' of the aerial. Conversely, on
reception the received signal appears as
though it had a75- ohm resistor in series
with it. In the reception mode most power
will be drawn from the aerial when a75- ohm
load is presented, and for this reason feeder
cables designed to transfer energy between
such impedances are commonly used. If
it is desired to use ahigher impedance of
connecting cable, such as the 300- ohm
ribbon feeder which is commonly used in
the US, the dipole can be folded as shown in

CHARACTERISTICS OF CABLES
Fig. 4shows that alength of co- axial cable
contains distributed capacitance and induct-
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Introducing the Ultimate in
Stereophone Listening

Thee new Koss Pro/4 Triple A.
Here, for the first time, is a
stereophone that combines the
ultimate in both audio and human
engineering technology. A precision
instrument that offers perfect, liveperformance reproduction of your
favourite music along with fatiguefree comfort over long listening
sessions.
The New Koss Pro/4 Triple A's
oversized diaphragm and extralarge voice coil reproduces every
intricate detail of the musical source
material over the entire frequency
response of 10 Hz - 22 kHz.
Every note blossoms to its fullest
harmonic growth offering a

full-bandwidth Sound of Koss
that truly has to be heard to be
believed.
But Koss engineers didn't stop theidesign innovations once they'd
developed asuperior element.
Because stereophones have to be
worn to be enjoyed. So through
extensive studies on how stereophones are actually worn, Koss
engineers were able to create a
direct-contour Pneumalitee earcushion that not only offers soft
plyable comfort but one that also
provides aperfect seal for flat, low
bass response to below audibility.
And to add even more comfort to

the new Koss Pro/4 Triple A
Stereophone, they developed a
special Pneumalite® dual headband
that creates afeeling of almost
weightlessness even over periods
of extended listening.
Without question, the new Koss
Pro/4 Triple A is the most accurately
engineered dynamic stereophone
ever developed. It represents the
culmination of years of experience
in the innovation and development
of precision stereophone design
and manufacture. Once you've
heard it, we think you'll agree that
it represents the ultimate in
stereophone listening.

FOSS stereophones
...hearing is believing

TM

Tape Music Distributors, 114 Ashley Road, St. Albans, Herts. AU 5JR. Tel: ( 0727) 64337

is not influenced by the exact length of
feeder cable employed.
COAXIAL CABLE OR BALANCED
TWIN?
Many Continental and American aerial
systems are connected as in fig. 5a, whereas
most UK systems are as per fig. 5b. Note
that in the former the twin feeder used
(which can be either 75 ohm or 300 ohm,
depending upon the aerial and tuner) is
not screened. Theoretically, any interference
picked up by wire X will be cancelled because
wire Y receives the same interference but
injects it in the opposite phase at the other
end of the aerial coil, causing the interference
to be cancelled. This is all very well in theory,
but in practice it is difficult to maintain the
exact balance necessary for full cancellation
to take effect. In particular, it is essential
that wires X and Y are exactly the same
distance from any wall or metal- work. Another
problem with this system, especially when
using 300 ohm ribbon feeder, is that of high
losses in damp weather, especially if the
wire is run close to awall.
The British coaxial system is certainly
easier to install, as interfering signals
picked up by the cable are confined to the
outside conductor, which is earthed at the
tuner. Coaxial cable is not completely
oblivious to external fields, though, so it is
advisable to keep it away from metal- work
and never to feed it through metal conduit
as this can cause considerable losses.
Some readers may have noted that the
connections to the simple aerial in fig. 5b
are not strictly correct, as it is theoretically
undesirable to connect abalanced aerial
system to an unbalanced coaxial feeder.
However, in practice this is often done and
quite good results are obtained— but we
will consider this point later.
MULTI- ELEMENT AERIALS
Except in areas of high signal strength and
aminimum of local reflections, asingle
half-wave dipole aerial will seldom provide
adequate FM stereo ( or TV) reception.

e
FIG.6

VHF waves, apart from being severely
attenuated by buildings or hills, are also
reflected by these same objects, as shown
in fig. 6. This results in differences of path
length between transmitter and receiver
and produces distorted sound on FM
broadcasts and ghosting on television
pictures. Multi- element aerials, being more
directional than simple dipoles, boost the

MULTIPATH REFLECTIONS
e

RANSMITTER

REFLECTED SIGNAL
FROM HIE -

WEAK DIRECT SIGNAL

REFLECTED SIGNAL FROM
TALL BUILDING
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wanted signal and at the same time
attenuate unwanted reflections. Directional
aerials also minimise pick-up of local
interference from any source not directly
in line with the required transmission.
The most common addition made to a
dipole is areflector, producing the familiar
'H' aerial (fig. 7a). The term ' reflector'
simplifies the function of this parasitic
element, as it does more than just reflect
back any signal which has ' missed' the
active dipole element. The reflector element
receives the broadcast signal in just the
same way as the dipole, but as it has no
resistive feeder load connected to it there
is nowhere for this signal to go, hence it is
re- radiated. The reflector is tuned to a
slightly lower frequency than the wanted
signal and presents an inductive reactance,
causing the current in the reflector to lag
behind the signal voltage. Re- radiation of
the signal from the reflector is therefore
delayed, and this delay is arranged so that
when the re- radiated signal is received by
the active dipole element it is additive to
any signal coming from direction A, but
cancels any signal arriving from direction B.
Fig. 7b shows how, alternatively, adirector
can be placed in front of the dipole. This
parasitic element is tuned afraction on
the high frequency side of the wanted
station, producing acapacitive reactance,
the tuning in this case being arranged so
that it again aids signals arriving from the
wanted direction.
83

(
If you care for
your recordsone clean
investment
saves many

Carbon Fibre
Headshell
This universal fitting low mass,

with the GRAND PRIX
AWARD WINNING

light weight, non- resonant,
Carbon Fibre Headshell is the

J•etalt

only one we believe produced
in England.
It features eight gold
plated tags to
give you the
best possible
contacts.

For further information
write to:

Znnpai°
15 Richmond Grove, Surbiton, Surrey,
Telephone: 01-399 0966/7/8

RECORD CLEANER

You're looking at the solution to one of the oldest problems in audio — how to xotect
your new records and rejuvenate all the old favourites.
It's called "Pixall"—and it's remarkable. This unique British cleaner so impressed the
Jury at "International Stereo Compo ' 76" that it was aptly honoured with the
Grand Prix Award in its product sect:on.
The key to Pixall's success lies in its specially formulated adhesive tape, designed rot
merely to remove surface dust but more specifically to lift and dispose of damaging
microdust particles, embedded deep inside the grooves.
Independent tests have shown thW a disc treated with "Pixel.' resJIts visually in
leaving the record in pristine condition, whilst audibly it makes sound, sound better.
Available at all quality Hi Fi, Stereo 3nd Record stores.
See us in
Sets aNew Dimension in Visual and Audible Perfection
• No Oust •No Dirt eReduces Stylus Wear
HALL No. 3
• Eliminates ' Crackles and Pops' • Clean Fidelity
STAND No. B2
• Minimises Distortion
at HARROGATE
Keeps your good sounds — sounding good
ro: MILTY PRODUCTS LTD.,
New Mansion House 173/191 Wellington Road South, STOCKPORT, Cheshire
SKI 3lJA. Tel: 061-480 8142/3. Telex: 667700
Please supply ( state quantity required)
"%all" Off.the-Record" Cleaner
I
enclose Cheque/P.O. value
@£3.30 incl. VAT. P8, Padd 19p.
%all" Genuine Refill @ 65p
incl. VAT. P & Padd 9p.
NAME

(please do not send postage
stamps)
MN

ADDRESS
L. (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

POSTCODE
Prices or yapplicable to the 11K j

Milty Products Ltd., 173/191 Wellington Road South, Stockport, Cheshire.
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IMPEDANCE MATCHING
As noted earlier, the simple dipole has
an impedance of around 75 ohms, making
agood match to normal television- type
coaxial feeder cable. The addition of a
reflector or director element reduces the
impedance of the dipole, depending upon
its tuning and spacing. If the extra element
is spaced at, say, one fifth of awavelength
(>15, about two feet at 90 MHz), the
impedance falls to around 40 ohms, still
giving areasonable match to 75 ohm feeder
cable. But with 410 spacing the impedance
falls to around 15 ohms, so mis -matching
would occur causing signal loss. Maximum
theoretical gain of atwo- element array
occurs when the parasitic element is used
as aclosely spaced director; but to avoid
complexities of matching it is usual to fit a
reflector spaced at between 0.15 and 0.25
wavelengths, so obtaining reasonable gain
with impedance matching which is ' near
enough'.
HIGHER GAIN ARRAYS
If greater gain and/or directivity are
required, adirector and reflector can be
used in the same array. The additional

Fig. 8. Two arrays employing folded dipole with
two and four directors.

impedance down to arather low value, and
as afolded dipole quadruples the matching
impedance, by carefully arranging amultielement array it is possible to ensure that
the basic impedance falls to somewhere
around 20 ohms, which, when multiplied by
four comes out in the region of 70-80 ohms
and therefore provides agood match to
coaxial cable. Some manufacturers use
other arrangements to match the impedance
of the array to the cable, but provided the
aerial is correctly matched the exact ' modus
operandi' is of no great importance.
Connecting an unbalanced coaxial cable
to abalanced aerial system is not strictly
correct, and with amulti- element system
this unbalance can distort the polar diagram
and reduce the aerial's ability to reject
signals arriving from undesired directions.
A Balun ( short for ' balanced to unbalanced')
transformer incorporated between the
feeder and the aerial can correct this
unbalance and improve the polar diagram.
There is, however, some disagreement as to
whether the cost and complication of fitting
this transformer is really justified by the
improvement in results. The writer's
feeling is that with small aerial systems it
probably is not, but with fringe arrays
operating under difficult reception conditions
it can be worthwhile.
CHOOSING AN AERIAL
There is no magic formula enabling one
to say how many elements are required on
an aerial for aparticular district. Probably
the most sensible approach is to ask around
and see how reception problems are
regarded locally. This will give one some
general idea, but it must be noted that VHF
reception varies enormously, sometimes in
locations only afew yards apart. But this
approach should at least give an idea
whether one will need a9- element array on
a50 ft mast, or apiece of damp string! If
reception is very good locally the easiest
approach will be to mount asingle dipole
in the loft. Such an aerial can be home
constructed very simply as shown in fig. 9,
using either metal tubing or thick wire.

elements are carefully spaced and tuned
to re- radiate signals which add to those
coming from the front of the array, and
cancel signals coming from the sides and
rear. The exact lengths of rods depend
upon many factors, such as balancing the
conflicting requirements of maximum
forward gain with maximum rejection of
signals from unwanted directions, and the
length-to- thickness ratio of the rods. In
general, on a3- element aerial it will be
found that the active dipole element is
approximately 5% less in length than a
physical half wavelength. The reflector
will be found to be around 4% longer than
the dipole and the director approximately
5% shorter. Slight variations in these
parameters do not greatly affect the forward
gain, but tuning for maximum rejection of
unwanted signals is very critical.
It will be noted that most aerial arrays
containing three elements or more use a
folded dipole ( see fig. 8). This is done
because additional directors bring the
HI-FI NEWS
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5FT
WIRE OR
TUBING

FIG.9

SIMPLE LOFT
AERIAL

This should be mounted horizontally and
placed broadside on to the FM station
required.
If slightly better results are required, a
commercial 2- element array can be fitted
provided it is mounted well clear of house
wiring and metal- work. In general, there is
not much point in fitting arrays with three
1978

or more elements in loft spaces, as the
larger systems are normally thus detuned
and fail to act any better than two elements
when fitted in anything but the most
enormous loft.
There is no point at all in mounting an
aerial system high and clear of interference,
only to lose half of its signal and pick up
interference on the down- lead. In an area
of good reception, ' economy' cable will be
quite sufficient for runs of 15-20 metres.
But at the other extreme, with say arun of
50 metres in an area of poor signal strength,
extremely high quality coaxial cable would
be required, and even transmitting quality
cable with acost of around 40-50p per
metre would not be out of place. A good
average cable to use in most areas is the
BBC 2type UHF television cable, which
costs at the moment something in the range
of 15-20p per metre.
FITTING AN AERIAL ON THE ROOF
The main qualifications required to install
aroof- mounted aerial system are: ahead
for heights, amodicum of mechanical
ability, and agood dose of common sense.
There is certainly nothing very technical
about the job. By far the easiest and usually
the best place to install an aerial is on a
chimney stack. This is normally the highest
point on the house, and lashing kits are
available which make the job of erecting an
aerial here comparatively simple. Professional aerial erectors normally fit two- or
three- element arrays onto six or eight foot
1+ in. poles, and fit these to the stack with a
single chimney lashing. The ' professional'
way to do the job is to assemble the aerial
and pole, and to fit the coaxial, while it is on
the ground; the whole assembly is then
balanced in one hand whilst ascending the
ladders, followed by aquick walk up the
roof. The lashings are then put in place,
afew nuts tightened, and the job is almost
finished. The writer has watched the whole
operation take place, including drilling the
window and running the cable, in ten
minutes flat!
The enthusiast doing his own installation
is not likely to be in such arush, and apart
from reducing the chance of breaking one's
neck it is worth taking things alittle more
slowly and doing agood job the first time.
Height is important for best results, so if
there is high ground or atall building in
the direction of the transmitter it will be
found worthwhile to fit the aerial to a10 ft
or 14 ft mast of 2in. tubing. To be on the
safe side it is as well to fit such alarge mast
securely to the chimney stack with adouble
lashing kit. When examined at close
quarters a14 ft mast looks rather aformidable item, but note that quite an amount of
its length will be lost in the brackets
clamping it to the chimney stack, so that in
place it will not look so enormous.
It ought to be fairly obvious that large
poles and arrays should not be fitted to
small chimney stacks, so that in cases where
asubstantial stack is not available it will be
necessary to use wall brackets for mounting.
Fitting these is not difficult, but is somewhat
time-consuming. To guarantee that ' what
goes up does not come down' ensure that
the wall is drilled to areasonable depth,
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Credit card desk
telephone Watford
(0923) 45248
All mail-orders to
Watt oíd please

requirements are asimple aerial and mains supply. The audio
outputs can be fed directly into any high fidelity amplifier or
tape recorder. V.H.F. radio with stereo facilities can be incorporated as an option.
Designed and manufactured in England, the Television Sound
Monitor will operate in any country regardless of frequency or
type of modulation — A.M. or F.M. Utilising the latest electronic
tuning it has proved its reliability in television studios, relay
networks, schools and Hi Fi homes throughout the world.

•

Instant press button station selection.

e Capable of reproducing high quality sound from any television
system in the world.
111 Available in four versions:— UHF only, VHF only; UHF/VHF
and UHF/VHF radio/stereo.
• In Teak veneered cabinet or chassis only.
e Unconditional two year guarantee.

MOTION ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Wistiria House, Tonbridge Road, Wateringbury, Kent.
Maidstone 812814.

A postage stamp for your reply would be gratefully received.

Please send details of the Television Sound Monitor to
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AN AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE
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Audio Patents Adrian Hope
system, it is still far more efficient than any
conventional direct radiating type of loudspeaker. The inventor also makes no bones
interesting to say, but also says it in a perabout claiming ' high fidelity' reproduction,
suasive manner. ( Whether the patented idea
and although many will take this claim with a
works, however, is quite a different matter.)
pinch of salt until proven, the patented idea
Ken kichi Tsukamoto, of Kyoto, in BP1 479 477,
may well arouse curiosity in some quarters.
explains how horn loading a loudspeaker can
There is also the point that apart from any
provide high efficiency at high frequencies
absorption of energy within the tube ( and/or
but is unsatisfactory at low frequencies,
the effect of air column resonances related to
unless a truly gigantic horn is constructed.
its length) the acoustical impedance tranTsukamoto then goes on to discuss the
sition at the tube's far end is just as unavoidtheoretical advantage of loading adiaphragm
able as it would be if the drive unit were
with atubular air column of infinite length and
coupled directly to the small ' conical horn'.
aconstant cross-section, so as to provide the
WHEN TECHNICS launched their new range
diaphragm with an acoustic impedance which
of products last year, it was a surprise to see
is substantially pure resistance. He acknowthe four new EPC cartridges, costing up to
ledges that it is of course impossible to have
£50 each, being labelled with the National
a tube of infinite length, and that a tube of
Panasonic rather than the Technics brand
finite length suffers from drawbacks, mainly
name. The whole point of creating the
impedance mis -match, standing waves and
Technics name was, of course, to distinguish
harmonics of the tube resonant frequency.
the upper bracket, carriage- trade hi-fi gear
All this makes the use of such an acoustic
made by the Japanese company, Matsushita,
tube out of the question; ' Utterly hopeless'
from the more middle-of-the-road equipment
are the inventor's own words. However, he
marketed under the brand name National
claims to have overcome these drawbacks by
using acoustic transformers at each end of a Panasonic. What's more, the EPC cartridges
are sold in Japan under the Technics name.
loading tube of constant cross-section.
The reason given for marketing these highA convex domed diaphragm is acoustically
grade products under the lower grade name
coupled to the mouth of a narrow bore tube
is that it is ' to honour an agreement with a
by means of a matching chamber which
similarly named manufacturer' of pickup
funnels the sound into the tube. In one
cartridges and tone arms, Audio Technica.
suggested design the cross-sectional area
This creates something of a puzzle, because
of the tube is one tenth that of the diaphragm.
Matsushita have two trade mark registrations
The tube, which is coiled like a snake within
in the UK for the word ' Technics' ( B991967
the loudspeaker cabinet, is filled with sound
and B1006461) both covering everything from
absorbent material at and near its ends, and
at its remote end the tube flares out into a gramophone records through to stereo units
and ' parts and fittings for them'. Moreover,
conical horn mouth with a cone angle of 90°.
it is a basic canon of British Trade Mark Law
This provides acoustical matching between
that once you have a Registered Trade Mark
the air column in the tube and the room air.
you can use that trade mark on all the goods
According to the inventor, although the
covered by the registration, without fear of
sound damping material in the tube inevitably
infringing anybody else's registration. What's
reduces overall conversion efficiency of the
long last a loudspeaker patent from
AtJapan
that not only has something

Let's have a look at aerials
and that Rawl Plugs, or better still Rawl
Bolts are used. Having fitted the mountings
for the pole—whether on the stack or the
wall— next assemble the aerial array and fit
the coaxial cable. Note that water is an
arch- enemy, so that here you should be
careful that there is no possibility whatsoever
of rain entering the junction box or the end
of the cable. To be doubly sure apply
Bostick and plastic insulation tape to the
point where the cable enters the plastic cap.
Having got this far, the assembled aerial
can then be carried aloft and this and the
pole mounted in place, preliminary directions
being obtained from amap, or the aerial
simply pointed the same way as everyone
else's aerial. But don't be too ambitious—
the system shown on p. 79 would perhaps
best be left to the professionals!
To further protect the installation against
entry of water, make sure that the cable is
looped upwards away from the aerial
junction box, and also ensure that it is well
fixed and protected so that it cannot become
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

chaffed. This is particularly important when
passing over any sharp corners, for example
when taking the cable over the edge of the
roof, as the slightest crack which appears
in the outer casing soon results in ahigh
loss of signal due to seepage of water.
Aerial masts tend to resonate like organ
pipes, so awood bung in the top of the pole
is to be advised if you value agood night's
sleep in windy weather. While on this
point, note also that your popularity is
likely to wane if loud slapping noises are
heard every time the wind blows. Make
sure, therefore, that the coaxial cable is
firmly taped every 9in. or so where it comes
down the outside of the mast. ( Never pass
the wire down the inside of the pole as this
can result in considerable attenuation.)
TRYING IT OUT
In areas of reasonable reception the
above will be all that is necessary to ensure
good stereo radio. In areas of poor reception, however, you will be advised to try
rotating the aerial 45 degrees or so either
side of the ' correct' compass direction for
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more, if, like Technics, you have aRegistered
Trade Mark covering a wide range of goods
and, after five years and one month, have not
used that mark for any particular item of goods
(eg a cartridge) for which it is registered, an
unfriendly rival can apply to cancel your rights
to exclusive use of the mark for that item. So
by not using their mark for cartridges
Technics could in fact end up forfeiting
what right they already had!
While on the subject of Trade Marks, a
word of general warning to any hi-fi firm
attracted to the idea of ' knocking adverts' as
are now becoming commonplace in other
fields, such as motoring. A knocking ad is
one in which firm A refers to firm B's product
in disparaging terms; like ' here is the lovely
curve for our amplifier and here is the rotten
curve for amplifier B'. So far, most of the
firms knocked in the motoring area seem to
have overlooked a provision of British Trade
Marks law which makes it an infringement
of someone else's trade mark to ' import a
reference' to it in the way of trade. So,
although ajournalist or reviewer can refer to
amplifier B by name when reviewing amplifier
A ( because this is not by way of trade), an
advert for amplifier A cannot refer to
amplifier B by its registered trade name.
Several hi-fi firms are getting dangerously
close to this already in their ads, and would
be well advised to take legal advice (from a
Trade Marks Agent who knows his legal
onions) before overstepping the law.
It seems that Philips have already unwittingly overstepped the law in this area, albeit
in a ' friendly' manner. Last year the company
released publicity photos of Philips in- car
entertainment which showed a Rolls Royce
emblem and trade mark. But soon after
there followed a Philips Press Release which
reads as follows: ' You may have received a
product photograph from Philips showing a
Rolls Royce emblem and trade mark. This
we understand infringes their trade- mark and
would you please destroy this photograph'.

the desired station. Adjust the aerial so
as to obtain maximum signal strength with
minimum audio distortion—and minimum
background hiss when tuned in to astereo
transmission.
In really difficult spots you may find that
reception of one of the three stations— say
Radio 4— is considerably worse than that
of the others. In this case rotate the aerial
for best results on Radio 4. If good
reception does seem to elude you, don't
despair but try moving the aerial afew feet.
Surprisingly, in some cases it is found that
perfect reception will be obtained on one
corner of achimney stack and very poor
reception on another. One trap for the
unwary when rotating aerials is that the
BBC transmit many identical programs
from many different stations. Check,
therefore, that you are rotating the aerial
for maximal signal strength on the station
which gives you the best results locally.
Finally, do re- check that all lashings and
clamps are tight and that the cable is secure
and watertight. Tidy up any mess, then
relax and enjoy the music •
8';
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fact:
the IV does more... much more!
THE VI5 TYPE IV OFFERS:

new!

• Demonstrably improved trackability across the entire
audible spectrum— especially in the critical mid- and
high-frequency areas.
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"Cartridge-tone arm system trackability as mounted in SME 3009
tone arm at 1gram tracking force.

• Dynamically stabilized tracking overcomes record-warp
caused problems, such as fluctuating tracking force, varying
tracking angle and wow.

The creation of the new V15 Type IV is atour de force in
innovative engineering. The challenge was to design a
cartridge that would transcend all existing cartridges in
musical transparency, technical excellence, and uniformity
The unprecedented research and design disciplines that were
brought to bear on this challenge over aperiod of several years
have resulted in an altogether new pickup system that exceeds
previous performance levels by asignificant degree— not
merely in one parameter, but in totality.
In fact, this pickup system has prevailed simultaneously over
several extremely difficult music re-creation problems which,
until now, have defied practical solutions. Most of all, this is an
eminently musical cartridge which is adelight to the critical ear,
regardless of programme material or the rigorous demands of
today's most technically advanced recordings.

FI

• Electrostatic neutralization of the record surface minimizes
three separate problems: static discharge; electrostatic
attraction of the cartridge to the record; and attraction of dust
to the record.
• An effective dust and lint removal system.
• A Hyperelliptical stylus tip configuration dramatically
reduces both harmonic and intermodulation distortion.
• Ultra-flat response— individually tested to within ±- 1dB.
• Lowered effective mass of moving system results in reduced
dynamic mechanical impedance for superb performance at
ultra- light tracking forces.
For more information on this remarkable new cartridge write for
the V15 Type IV Product Brochure and read for yourself how
far Shure research and development has advanced the state
of the art.

3 F-1J FREE

Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME 15 6AU—Telephone: Maidstone (0622) 59881
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Soundings
Donald Aldous

M

Y reference recently to the fears of the
gramophone industry in relation to
Ilegal recording, increased sales of blank
apes ( cassettes and open- reel), and the
)ossible effects on the market for gramo )hone records, has provoked a number of
etters and messages from interested indiyiduals and organisations.
There is no point in my repeating the
nformation Igave on that page ( June, p. 101).
tmust suffice to say that many record/music
lealers are worried, but there is an opposite
tiewpoint that supports the belief that the
jrowth in blank cassette usage is in fact
wiping the record industry. Let me explain:
)n published figures, it would seem that the
;ales of compact cassette machines in all
.
ormats reached a peak in 1973 and, if the
sales of blank tapes were harming the record
ndustry, one would expect to find that the
mad sales of gramophone records and preecorded cassettes would have declined in
he years between 1973 and 1976. According
o the Economist Intelligence Unit ( which
)resumably got the figures from the British
Phonographic
Industry),
unit
sales
of
:assettes went up to 9.6 millions from 2.1
million and unit sales of LPs rose to 120
millions from 100 millions in that period.
If these statistics are correct, it means that
he sales of all types of recorded music have
ncreased substantially during the three years
after the sale of cassette systems reached its
)eak. Does this mean that ' music' is an
nterest that expands?
Everyone agrees that many people are
:opying music ' off- air' and sharing gramo )hone records from many sources, but the
;ignificance of this is not immediately
apparent. By studying the sales pattern of
_Ps, it can be shown that 40% are sold to
young people of 19 or under. These teenagers generally buy one LP per year and
)robably share this record amongst friends.
fa very heavy tax were to be put on compact
:assettes it is likely that many of these
anthusiasts would no longer buy records.
This must be true if they are purchasing the
_Ps to copy, since the whole ritual is that five
Drten youngsters take it in turns to buy one
pop' record and make copies for the others.
fthis practice becomes too expensive, then
most of them will give up such copying. Good,
;ay the dealers, but is it?
One of my tape product correspondents
axplains that the record industry only needs
o discourage a quarter of the people under
:he age of 19 from making copies, and 10% of
:heir total LP business will be lost. The value
Df 10% of the overall LP business is in the
-egion of £30 millions, which, incidentally, is
:he total value of the cassette market at the
aresent time. So for argument's sake, if a
100% tax were imposed on cassettes, the
Dossible gain of a £30 millions income would
De offset by at least £30 millions, if not more,
assuming that only one quarter of the youth
under 19 dropped buying LPs.

Other tape protagonists emphasise more
serious consequences of such a big impost.
They say that the nature of music is that it is
atype of exploration, and the more he learns
about music the greater and wider the
listener's interest becomes. The 11 to 15
year old who tapes music from radio or copies
LPs will often tape all sorts of music, much
of which he would never go out and buy,
because he would not know it. The act of
recording and listening introduces him/her
to more and more music.
Gradually the more intelligent listeners
distinguish between moderate performances
and great ones. In due course, dissatisfaction
with copies of the ' pop' and rock groups
leads the young people to want the real thing.
If classical music becomes an interest, he/
she will seek a ' live' performance or a specific recording of, say, Tchaikovsky's Fifth,
not necessarily the performance made from
an ' off- air' recording.
Industry statistics bolster this attitude, as
people under the age of 19 buy only about
one record a year, whereas 19-26 year olds
purchase about nine discs per year. However,
if the interest and enthusiasm of the under
19s were nipped in the bud, it is very likely
that many in the 19 to 26 age group would
simply know nothing about music. Indeed,
some musicologists think it reasonable to
suppose that an interest in music is developed
between the ages of 11 and 19, and if it is not
developed by then it is most unlikely to take
root and grow subsequently.
This is a delicate and controversial area,
and some record and hi-fi traders believe that
the gramophone industry is in serious danger
of limiting its future growth if it insists on
levying a heavy tax on blank cassettes. Has
the value of the blank tape market been
seriously overestimated? The use of this
medium may, in fact have expanded the
interest in music and in the long run created
more business for the record industry.
IN MY July coumn Imentioned the plight of an
old friend, a distinguished designer of audio
equipment, particularly loudspeakers, who
is suffering from tinnitus ( which involves the
hearing disorder known as Ménière's disease)
and invited any reader with experience of the
condition to contact me. The circle of HFAII
RR readers around the world is wide: very
gratifyingly, indeed surprisingly, the response
from fellow- sufferers has been considerable.
In fairness to everyone I shall refrain from
mentioning names, but telephone messages
and letters have reached me from several
eminent Harley Street and Portland Place
physicians ( specialising
in otology and
audiology), an acupuncturist, hypnotherapist,
physiotherapist,
dentist and
a medical
herbalist. All are hi-fi devotees in their spare
time.
My attention has also been directed to A S
Presman's book Electromagnetic Fields of Life,
translated from the Russian by F L Sinclair

(Plenum Press, New York and London),
which examines sound sensations in humans
due to radio waves.
All the suggestions of these kind people
have been passed on, and to date Ican report
that the affliction has been markedly reduced
by amethod which some of my correspondents
would not approve—drugs. Available under
medical prescription only, the tablets are
known as ' Sere and another type for this
condition are called ' Stemetil'. Thank you
to all our correspondents.
MY APOLOGIES to John Lade of BBC
'Record Review' renown, as Ifailed to make it
clear in my obituary of Anna lnstone ( July,
p. 69) that she officially retired from the BBC
in 1972 and the post of Head of Gramophone
Programmes passed to Mr. Lade. She undertook some freelance work for BBC music
programmes until taking up the Capital Radio
commitment.
SOME
FOLLOW-UP
reports
have now
reached me from American friends who
attended the EMI-KEF record recital in New
York's CAMI Hall this May.
Mostly the
comments confirm my early assessment
(July, p. 61), although one critic offered the
opinion that EMI engineers either push the
tapes too hard or work the microphones too
close to the violin section; but he adds that
many American recording teams do the same.
Several Americans raised the rhetorical
question: ' Why were we asked to attend an
overlong [ nearly three hours I'm told] recorded
concert sitting on painfully hard seats, with
no interval, when we could hear sounds at
home that surpass the reproduction in the
40,000 sq. ft. CAMI Hall?'
Certainly the British habit of joining Gramophone Societies and regularly sitting in
silence listening to discs or tapes played on a
variety of audio equipment in church halls,
Scout rooms, Town Hall ante rooms, library
accommodation, and other buildings, seems
strange to many hi-fi addicts beyond the UK.
One must remember that many music lovers
outside London do not have access to ' live'
concerts and some of the impecunious
enthusiasts cannot afford a worthwhile hi-fi
system on which to play records, but the local
gramophone/music society should have a
reasonable reproducer.
In contrast, the American hi-fi consumer is
comparatively prosperous and can afford a
considerable outlay on an initial purchase of
his hi-fi system. If he ( or she) has bought the
heavily- promoted mass- market hi-fi conglomeration, most likely in due time, when his
ears have become wiser, he will acquire a
second system from a specialist source. This
will meet what my friend Ralph Hodges ( of the
American magazine Stereo Review) calls the
requirements of an'audiophile sound', which
is not an American sound, aJapanese sound,
or even a British sound! Presumably the
sound of the ' real thing' is what we are all
seeking in home hi-fi?
The perspicacious Raymond Cooke of
KEF had already reached the same conclusion about the CAMI Hall programme, and
has told me that if such a recital is ever
repeated he will shorten the duration and have
an interval for chat and refreshments.

SPECIAL FROM

GROOVAC
vacuum record cleaner
and anti- static brush

Groovac IV offers complete record and stylus care
in one highly efficient unit. It tracks in like a
second pick-up arm and operates while your
record is playing.
The new Mk IV is even more effective and quieter
than its predecessor—and at no increase in price.
The new enclosure is an attractive matt black.

Highly recommended

John Peel, Hi Fi Weekly

Is asuccess

Chris Dawson, Classical Music

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
U.K. ORDERS ONLY

e CASSETTES

Add 35p for PIP. Prices subject to alteration without notice.
ALL PRICES INC. VAT

C.60
C.90
Ampex 2020 Studio.. .. — . 00
B.A.S.F. Chrome Dioxide Super .. — £.20
B.A.S.F. LH/SM
60p
8Sp
B.A.S.F. Chrome ..
E1•35 £ 1•65
B.A.S.F. Super Ferri LH/SM £ 1•05
E1-40
B.A.S.F. Ferrichrome
f1-50
f2-00
E.M.1. X-100 UD ..
70p
El -00
Fuji FX
Li-05
fI -45
Fuji FL
69p
99p
Hitachi UD ( inc. head cleaner)
95p
f1-20
Hitachi UDR ( inc. head cleaner)
El -45
El -85
Hitachi LN ( inc. head cleaner)
60p
90p
Maxwell UD ( inc. head cleaner)
[I-25
EI-40
Memorex MRX2
••
90p
EI-10
Memorex Chrome ..
El - 75
Philips standard ..
••
50p
70p
Philips Super Quality
••
70p
90p
Philips Chrome ..
•.
L1-30
EI-65
Pyral Hi Fi ..
•.
sop
75p
Pyral Maxima
••
88p
f1-20
Pyral Optima
75p
95p
Pyral Super Ferrite
EI-35
E1-70
Scotch
60p
90p
Scotch Classic .. C.45, CI -25
EI-30
E2•00
Sony Low Noise ( library cases)
60p
90p
Sony Chrome
£1-45 2•05
£
Sony HF ..
.•
90p
E1•15
Sony Ferrichrome
[1.85 [2.15
TDK Dynamic
..C.45 55p • •
60p
90p
TDK SD ..
..
80p £ 1-15
TDK SA
..
.
•
•
E1-30
EI-75
TDK AD .. :: C.45 ;13Sp • •
9Sp £ I•25
TDK Chrome
LI-45
EI•95
AMPEX TAPES
ST
LP
DP
7- Pro 1800' 2020 ( Ser. 373) .. — [215 —
7" Series 351, 2400' DP
..
—
—
£2•95
7 Series 361, 3600'
..
—
—
—

•.
•.
••
.•
••

•.
••

•

Price £. 19.50 inc. VAT
For further details contact-
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Kernick Road, Penryn, Cornwall, TRIO 9DQ

• APPOINTED
DEALERS FOR
SONY BETAMAX
VIDEO

e

El 33
£1-45

APPOINTED
PIONEER,
J.V.0
AND YAMAHA
STOCKISTS

•

£1.1
- 0
Head CI
Bib,
(1-90 Philips
E1-65 TDK, Pyral.
90 p
[110
9Sp

• PHILIPS, SONY
BETAMAX,B.A.S.F.
Video Cassettes

• REEL TO
88p
[1.30
E1-50
a . 10
Li- 50
-85
TP
£30

by
BASF,

REEL

Appointed stockists for
Tandberg, Sony, Philips,
Akai, Hitachi, Uher,
many others.
Mics., Mixers, Accessories.

• HI-FI
Amplifiers,
speakers,
motors, pickups and
accessories by leading
makers, music centres

• OWN

SERVICE

DEPARTMENT

SHAMROCK TAPES (
All Polyester)
2400' .. .. .. —
L1-25 £210 —
CREDIT
5"900' 1200'
..
—
75p EI-20 —
FACILITIES
E.M.I Professiona lr 1800'
—
.. — £ 85
—
—
You get a fair deal at a fair price when you buy it from

e

r.
•1800'

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 169-173 HIGH RD., LONDON, SW16 6EG
tel : 0326 72753

Imin. St Leonard's Church
Phone: 01-769 0466; 01-769 0192
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY—CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

The only answer.
Hi -Fi equipment, however far up the quality scale, involves expenditure. So, before deciding
what to choose, think carefully about how to choose. If the choice was to have been principally determined by any of the following: friends' advice, brochures, specifications,
manufacturers' good names, or discount prices, you might yet be prepared to travel to see
us, then send a s.a.e. for our brochure. The only safe way to choose hi-fi is first to choose
your dealer.
Choose aspecialist " hi-fi only" dealer of integrity who has carefully selected an extensive
and comprehensive range, and is able to demonstrate effectively equipment at all price
levels. Come and see us.. . .

....atliampshire Audio Ltd
8 & 12 HURSLEY ROAD, CHANDLERS FORD, HANTS TEL (04215) 2827 & 65232
We stock selected items from the range of:—
ADC, Aiwa, AKG, AR, Armstrong, B & W, Beyer, Celef, Celestion, Chartwell, DBX,
Dahlquist, Entre, Eumig, Fidelity Research, Fuji, Gale, Grace, Hadcock, Harbeth, Harman
Kardon, IAS, IMF, JBL, JR, JVC, KEF, Lentek, Linn-Sondek, Maxell, Meridian, MicroSeiki, Mission, Monitor Audio, Nakamichi, Neal, Ortofon, Pioneer, QED, QUAD, RAM,
Reference, Revox B, Rogers, Sansui, Satin, Sennheiser, SMC, SME, Sony, Spendor,
Stanton, Stax, STD, Sugden, Supex, Tandberg, Tangent, Tannoy, TDK, TEAC, Technics, Trio, TVA- 1, UAD, Yamaha and others.
"-Comparator demonstrations in three studios
ALL ENQUIRIES WITH SAE
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"-Open Thursday until 8pm
""Over-the- Counter and Personal Export
Extensive free parking on our forecourt
"'Access and Barclaycard accepted by
telephone
Direct cut discs stocked
Tape by Fuji, Maxell, Sony and TDK at
special discount prices
All equipment checked before sale ...
nosealed boxes supplied
All equipment covered by our two-year
labour and parts guarantee

Positive Feedback
Experimental Precautions and
Quad Amplifier Modifications
I HAVE followed the recent debates about
Iaudio quality with great interest. However,
one thing that seems to crop up many times
in discussions of sound perception is an
assumption that conclusions from aparticular
test, experiment or observation are proof of
the general, when the results may only be
valid for very limited ( artificial?) conditions.
In subjective testing, the presence of preconceived ideas should be one of the most
obvious factors to guard against. There are
preferred procedures to minimise erroneous
results. Double-blind tests with proper statistical validation are amongst these, the
spread of results should be indicated, eg
standard deviation, asymmetry, etc. It should
be remembered that the threshold of
perception for a particular parameter varies
widely in the population, and it also varies
with time for any individual.
Modification of the Quad II power amplifier
seems to crop up in many contributions to
the ' Great Amplifier Debate'. May Iremind
readers of some of the opening remarks of
my August 1970 article on this topic. My
introduction gave the background: the use
of two Quad ELSs for monitoring in a small
recording studio. This sometimes led to a
rather nasty noise when the system was
driven hard. Investigation showed that at
'overload' the output became amplitude
modulated by the ripple voltage of the anode
supply to the output KT66s. Iwent on to say:
'In conjunction with a clean overload this
increase [ in power output] has been found
worth having in practice, although it should
be emphasised that no audible improvement
is likely to be heard unless the amplifier is
driven to its limit'. Ifind that comment as
true today as when it was written.
A check of the peak voltage output of a
Quad II across a15n resistive load with toneburst signals does not show any change
from a continuous tone, which is predictable
for a Class- A amplifier. ( The change of
drive for this test was the minimum markspace ratio of the equipment available: two
cycles on and 1,028 cycles off.)
In his letter last month ( p. 73) Richard
Oliver misquoted the Quad Il specification.
It is not 0.1% THD at 12 W ( into a resistive
load), but: total third and higher order, less
than 0.1% at 700 Hz; and higher order alone,
less than 0.03% at 700 Hz. Valve mismatching up to 25% ( introducing 2nd harmonic)
not to cause distortion to exceed 0.18%.
Total distortion at 50 Hz not to exceed 0.25%.
From these figures we can calculate that the
third harmonic distortion at 700 Hz should
not exceed 0.095% and the 2nd harmonic
distortion 0.15%.
Experience of objective tests on many
samples of the Quad Il as manufactured
suggests that a sample with ' good' valves
gives 17 W RMS into a 15f2 resistor at clipping ( hard, soft, or the onset of amplitude
modulation) with nominal mains supply voltage. If a Class- A amplifier is driven hard
into overload it will produce a square- wave
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

output with a peak voltage equalling that of
the peak sine- wave output. For a 17 W sinewave output across 1511 the peak voltage
equals 22.6 volts, giving 34 W (
le 17 x2) for
50% THD with a square-wave!
It has been known ( and much exploited)
that if an audio signal is compressed, maintaining the same maximum peak output, then
the subjective loudness increases. As it
requires a ten-to- one increase in power to
produce a two- to- one loudness change, at
mid- band, it is difficult to understand how
soft overload ' would give several times its
rated output' subjectively. The term ' soft'
may not really apply to the Quad II past its
clipping point and the onset of grid current,
because at least one of the feedback loops
is then ineffective and the higher order distortion components increase very rapidly.
By means of the changes detailed in the
1970 article, the hum output of the Quad II
was reduced by 17 dB ( or should it be the
hum- to- signal ratio was reduced by 20 dB?)
by adding extra reservoir capacitance. But
the total hum output of a system was not
reduced by more than 6dB, a system comprising a Quad 22 control unit and two Quad
ll power amplifiers. The hum output of the
combination consists of a series of components from 50 Hz to at least 300 Hz. The
addition of extra reservoir capacitance decreases some of these components and
increases others. Reversal of the mains
supply produces more than 6dB change in
some of the individual frequency components.
If it is valid to use ' equal loudness contours'
to weight the individual components of a
coherent signal, the higher harmonics of
the hum waveform are as significant as the
50 and 100 Hz components.
Spectral analysis of a700 Hz signal across
a 151) resistor near maximum output shows
afamily of sidebands at 100 Hz interval. The
sidebands can be observed below the level
at which amplitude modulation can be seen
on an oscilloscope display of the composite
waveform, and are reduced considerably ( at
any given output level) by the addition of an
extra 64 tLF reservoir capacitor.
The Quad ll amplifiers that Ralph West
wrote about had a modification that was not
detailed in my article. It may possibly ( not
probably) have contributed to their subjective
qualities.
If one takes R L W.'s figures for the
peak of a white- noise signal exceeding its
RMS value by more than a given factor, one
may deduce one reason for the information
given Ralph by Hugh Brittain. If we take the
average time interval of the peaks of a noise
signal, band- limited to 20 kHz, as 200,uS,
then the average time interval between peaks
three times RMS is 0.74 seconds, and 27.7
mins for six times RMS.
The bass boost at 20 Hz should not now
be 19 dB for disc record replay equalisation.
The record/replay characteristic should now
have a double time- constant cut at 20 Hz,
ie 6dB at 20 Hz with an ultimate slope of
12 dB per octave. This was introduced in
IEC Publication 98, Amendment 4 ( 1975).
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Finally, to allay Mr. Curtis's worry about
changing Quad II amplifiers, it is possible
to try my basic modification of replacing the
rectifier valve with high PIV silicon diodes
and adding extra reservoir capacitance by
using an old valve base or octal plug and two
'croc clip' leads.
Denis Turyille,
25 Parsonage Gardens,
Enfield,
Middlesex EN2 6JS.

Amplifier Differences and What
May Happen with Some Types of
Signal

MR. JAMES MOIR'S experiments to ascer-

tain whether differences between widerange amplifiers can be heard, are scientifically invalid if the only program material
used was as stated in the June issue.
Mathematical physics shows that the impedance of a capacitance or an inductance
depends upon the signal's amplitude, frequency, and their rates of change ( reference
1). Thus, if a constant- amplitude sinusoidal
voltage be fed to an amplifier in which signals
pass through capacitors, and if its frequency
is almost inversely proportional to time, then
the amplifier will behave like a broken wire
no matter what the specifications may be.
Such an amplifier can be made to attenuate
an audio signal by any desired amount just
by altering the rate at which its frequency
falls; the amount of attenuation for a given
rate of fall depends upon the design; and
somewhat similar considerations apply when
signals pass through inductances.
Very elaborate and costly research would
be necessary to ascertain accurately the
effect of these strange signals upon audio
equipment and their occurrence in speech
and music. But high fidelity enthusiasts
anxious to experiment may care to mix the
output from a variable VHF oscillator with
that from a crystal oscillator so that the
difference frequency can be made to fall
anywhere in the audio spectrum, to couple
the variable oscillator to a simple reactance
modulator, to connect this and a diode to an
audio signal generator, and to feed their
amplifiers directly from the mixer's output
(reference 2). Then the amplifiers' signal
frequency will vary by an amount determined
by the generator's output voltage and at a
rate dependent upon the generator's frequency. Thus even the entire audio spectrum can easily be swept at almost any speed.
Such experiments, though crude, may well
reveal audible differences between widerange amplifiers and will certainly put them
through their paces far more savagely than
ordinary program material.
Peter Hannam,
50 Windsor Street,
Colne,
Lancashire.
References
1. Wireless World, June 1978, letter: ' Circuit Action

and Programme Signals' where the first curly
bracket in the formula for Z should be between
C and 1/E.
2. An FM tuner could be used for this experiment
by carefully feeding the final aerial- signal circuit
from the crystal oscillator, connecting the signal
generator to the AFC line, and directly coupling
the amplifiers to the mixer.
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Like the 101 Control unit, the Boothroyd Stuart Meridian Power Amplifier system
103 has been designed to give the very best possible sound when playing
music through loudspeakers. Tne circuit makes extensive use of complementary and cascade techniques which, with low feedback, result in extremely
low levels of stat'c, dynamic and transient distortion. The high energy supply
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loudspeaker loads — the load can reduce to 30 without altering subjective
effects — whilst the cleanest clipping characteristic allows very high sourd levels
to be achieved. A second supply can be added to the system, making a total of
four modules, to give the benefits of a ilioher output of 45W + 45W and improved channel separation. This amplifier will reveal the most delicate musical
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Subjective Sounds
Paul Messenger's column of impressions and opinions
IT is always interesting to look at the differences between national attitudes to hi-fi,
and while 1believe that the UK is currently
very much in the forefront of achievement,
there are areas where we seem to be curiously
out of step. One oddity is that we insist on
describing the cartridge support mechanism
as a ' pickup arm' ( or pick-up arm), while the
rest of the world refers to tonearms.
The reason may lie in the fact that the tonearm dates from the days when it was part of
an acoustic amplifying horn mechanism, and
would naturally add its own contribution to
the tone of the player. Iimagine that when
everything went electric someone pointed
out that the tone was no longer relevant,
because all the arm did now was support
the pickup. However, anyone who has taken
the trouble to listen to different arms under
more or less identical conditions with a
system capable of reasonable resolution must
surely be aware that the differences between
arms can vary from the easily detected to the
dramatic, and that tonearm, while not particularly precise, certainly describes the situation better than pickup arm by at least implying that significant differences exist.
There are a number of different mechanisms at work that affect the sound quality of
atonearm, and the result can also be dramatically affected by choice of cartridge or turntable. This introduction is intended more to
show what can exist than trying to predict
any specific outcomes; so many complexities do exist that the proof of the pudding
looks like remaining with the eating for some
time to come. Many of the problems stem
from having to combine the conflicting requirements of tracing microgroove modulations while tracking ' macro' record faults.
One can at least start from the premise that
it is fundamentally desirable to keep the main
arm/cartridge resonance above 10 Hz and
preferably higher ( infra- bass notwithstanding). If this is not done, lots of nasty 1M
products find their way up into the audio band
and tracking security is markedly reduced
because the tracking force starts varying all
over the place (to name but two problems).
While the arm tries to cope with the disc,
the stylus is reading the wideband audio
vibrations in the groove, and consequently
receiving a lot of energy through its compliance. If this energy causes the ' stationary'
parts of the cartridge to move bodily
relative to the groove, then information will
be lost. In very simplistic terms, the cartridge
should be transmitting any such vibrations
through into the arm, and if it does not, then
important transient detail may be lost. It is
important to realise that we are trying to preserve information over a wide dynamic range
with amplitudes of the order of the wavelength of light, so they don't need much relative movement to get lost!
The energy can be transmitted, reflected
or absorbed, but both latter alternatives will
cause some relative movement and information loss. In point of fact all systems are

pretty ineffective in practice at coping with
the problem, which is why various conflicting
systems can all work to a greater or lesser
extent, and helps at least to suggest reasons
for various observed phenomena. Forexample,
moving- coil cartridges tend to couple more
energy into an arm than moving- magnet types,
and can therefore make life harder for the arm.
Consequently the m- m cartridge may be preferred with a particular arm even though a
less ' excitable' arm may give the opposite
result under different circumstances. The
m- cdesign may work better in absolute terms
when both are optimised, but may sound
worse under the wrong conditions.
This goes some way towards explaining
the oriental predeliction for heavy headshells
and massive arms, because these should
help couple and transmit the cartridge vibrations without flexure. But adding mass is
is definitely not the right way of coping with
the problem, because one immediately runs
into all the problems of a low fundamental
resonance. Far better, surely, to produce a
low- mass arm with good stiffness that can
transmit any vibrations as far as possible—
ideally through its bearings and into the turntable structure, because the further they are
transmitted the less the likelihood of reflection resonances and relative movement at
the headshell.
This naturally places considerable importance on the bearings, and the degrees of
freedom allowed therein. Certainly it should
be desirable to limit the degrees of freedom
to those required to follow the main groove
spiral, ie horizontal and vertical, which throws
some element of doubt into the use of uni pivot or gravity- loaded systems for arms
attempting to achieve the ultimate in performance. And this is of course only one aspect
of tonearm design anyway; producing an
optimum system for any, let alone all circumstances requires many other considerations:
notably controlling or taking account of the
resonances that will inevitably exist and
cause coloration, but also including things
like simplicity and consistency of manufacture, transportability, ease of setting up, etc.
Probably the two of the more popular arms
used widely by enthusiasts in the UK are the
Grace 707 and Hadcock GH228; the Grace is
rather more expensive because of its comparatively complex bearing system, and Ipersonally prefer it overall for its stabler and more
coherent imaging, particularly at the bass.
But the Hadcock does offer very low midband
coloration, which is probably due to careful
control of the arm tube resonances, and the
combination of this and the low price make
it an attractive proposition. What is needed
is a reasonably- priced alternative that combines both virtues.
A totally unreasonably priced tonearm is
the Breuer Dynamic, which is not only unobtainable but sells for the unmentionable
price of nearly £600! The last thing Iam going
to do is recommend it to anyone who isn't
at least a little bit crazy, but it does sound

extraordinarily good and makes an invaluable
reference. Coloration is very low, while the
ability to pinpoint detail makes the Grace
sound surprisingly vague in comparison. So
it was with considerable excitement that I
learned of not one but two new British arms
that seem to have considerable potential.
First of these is the new arm from Mission
Electronics, which was first seen at Cunard.
This starts with one useful advantage over
many ' super arms' by enabling the cartridge
to be changed by substituting the entire arm
tube, at the same time avoiding plug-in connectors by fixing the tube directly on top of
the bearing housing by means of a generous
Allen key clamp. It suppose that there is a
slight compromise involved, as the bearings
have to be offset slightly from the theoretical
ideal and the lead- out wires must go through
a plug and socket; but the bearings offer the
right degrees of freedom and seem to be of
very high quality. Other points in the arm's
favour include low effective mass and a solid
'headshell' for coupling the cartridge to the
arm tube, plus the option of fluid damping.
Irecently had the opportunity to compare
the arm with the Breuer using Linn and Supex
ancillaries. It was difficult to make any absolute judgements as the Mission Linn had its
base missing, and this does introduce asignificant variable. But with designer John Bicht
on hand making minor adjustments to
counterweight decoupling, damping and the
like, the arm gave an excellent account of
itself. Iwouldn't say it was quite as good as
the Breuer overall, but its midband coloration
was certainly of a similar order, and Isuspect
that it will provide extremely stiff competition
for the Grace. Iam in fact being deliberately
cautious here, for the simple reason that an
early designer's prototype does not necessarily translate into an item that can be produced in long-term large quantities like the
707; but Ipersonally have a lot of confidence
that this is potentially one of the very finest
tonearms, and the prospect of it selling at
around £ 100 is very exciting indeed. A colleague has recently changed the Hadcock
for the Mission on a modified TD160, and
with Entré cartridge has been delighted with
the improvements, in bass and imaging.
The second and no less interesting arm
is known as the Syrinx, and is being made in
limited quantities by designer Scott Strachen.
While showing considerable similarities to
the Mission in the headshell area, the arm is
quite deliberately even simpler, with no damping or decoupling at all and considerable
attention paid to the bearings. 1have not yet
heard the arm myself, although Isaw an early
prototype at the beginning of the year and
the design has obviously gone through considerable refinement since then; but Iunderstand that a couple of examples were being
used with enthusiasm at Chicago. Bob Stuart
of Meridian pronounced himself well pleased,
while a source close to Linn implied that it
got very close to the Breuer. The arm is not
in fact a Linn product, although they have
been involved with advice and encouragement. The project will be handled completely
by Edinburgh- based Mr. Strachen, and correspondence can be forwarded via Russ Andrews
Hi -Fi, who are currently selling the examples
at £ 170, although most of the production is
earmarked for export.
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Max Lehmann and Will McQuillan investigate disc pressing quality
THROUGH the gramophone, the
I present-day music enthusiast has
access to both historical performances
and superb readings of many thousands
of works that seldom appear in the concert
halls, or are difficult to buy in manuscript.
Moreover, it is doubtful whether the current
healthy state of musical activity in this
country could really have been achieved
without the help of recording. A gramophone
record allows an unfamiliar piece of music
to be heard, studied and appreciated in a
way that is not possible from hearing it once
at alive performance. Many of us will have
come to appreciate aparticular piece, or
the work of ahitherto ignored composer,
in this way.
The gramophone record itself, however,
illustrates very graphically not only the
problems organisations have in satisfying
their customers, but also afundamental
dilemma of business management. A
record company has not only to capture
faithfully the fragile vision of amusician,
but also to produce it in asaleable form
which exploits the economic benefits of
mass- production. It may well be difficult to
duplicate in the pressing shop the commitment and motivation that go into recording
aperformance, and this difficulty results
in the record- buyer's predicament: how far
does agood performance, or access to an
otherwise unobtainable musical experience,
together with the price of today's gramophone record, have to be traded off against
faults which arise from the pressing/packaging process?
Like many who have aserious interest in
music, we collect gramophone records.
However, we have increasingly found that
buying records is not astraightforward
affair if good pressings are sought. This
awareness was crystallised for us in the
autumn of 1976 when we found that in order
to obtain areasonable copy of aset of
arias recorded by Dame Janet Baker, we
had listened in total to nine copies of the
disc and only one of us had finished with
the record in his collection. From that
point we decided to examine our record
buying activities more closely, to test
empirically whether our assumption that the
typical record contained more blemishes
than The Guardian has typographical errors
was correct. This article reports the
result of that endeavour.
We started to monitor our record buying
in January 1977 and continued the study
until the end of March 1978-15 months
and 221 records later. Our results, discussed
in detail below, are striking. They show that
almost one in every two discs we bought
failed to meet our not very strict standards
of acceptability. On the other hand, the
results also show that, with persistence,
in most cases an acceptable copy can be
obtained— but at acost, in terms of time
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alone, that means the best way to get the
music you like when you like it may be
to sell the hi-fi and buy abassoon.
But if you don't want to go to such extremes,
then from acomparative point of view our
experience suggests that some companies
do produce better pressings than others.
In our view it is unreasonable to expect
perfectly silent surfaces as amatter of
course, especially when one uses sensitive
equipment which tends to highlight faults.
Nevertheless, we think it reasonable to
expect that the faults should not override
the music and compete for the listener's
attention to the point where one is sitting
on the edge of the chair waiting for that
loud scratch or scrunching noise instead
of lying back and luxuriating in the
performance.
We adopted arather stringent buying
policy during our period of research. We
gave up our natural inclination to browse
through arecord shop's stock and buy on
impulse, or to receive the choice of our
families or friends as presents. We
bought, and only include in the analysis,
those performances that were issued on
disc which can be considered to be
outstanding or exceptional. We used
the reviews published in the major journals
—Hi-Fi News & Record Review, Gramophone,
Records and Recording, Classical Music
Weekly, EMG Newsletter and the BBC's
'Record Review' programme—to make
this assessment as objective as possible.
Review agreement was sought as to the
merits of any particular performance,
although there was often considerable
divergence among reviewers. Overall, the
recordings included here obtained at least
two, and usually three favourable reviews.
(In addition we consulted the Penguin Stereo
Guide when buying not- so- recent issues to
fill holes in our collections.) Our main
object in going for performance excellence
was, of course, to save ourselves buying a
second version of awork wherever possible.
But we were also concerned to see to what
extent critical acclaim was matched by
pressing quality.
More than arecord aweek each may
seem alarge number, though the HFIVIRR
survey ( see the November 1977 issue)
suggests that, if on the high side, it isn't
all that untypical of record collectors. In
fact, that survey shows us to be in most
respects fairly typical readers of this
magazine. For example, between us we own
Sony PS-6750 and Thorens TO 125 Mk II
turntables ( the latter with SME arm), Shure
(V15 III and M 95E0) and Ortofon cartridges,
Quad and Armstrong amplifiers, and
Spendor and B&W loudspeakers. Neither
of us listens through headphones. Record
care is something we both take seriously.
Wet cleaners are avoided like the plague,
and styli are regularly cleaned with an

isopropyl alcohol solution. The records
are stored upright, and care is taken that
they are kept away from dust and not
squashed together. Our tastes lie mainly
in the direction of classical music, and
with one exception all the records that
contributed to this report fall into that
broad category.
Why go to the trouble of collecting data
on pressing quality in the first place? Well,
in the last couple of years we have seen an
increasing number of letters in the hi-fi
magazines complaining about record
surfaces; our own experience reinforces
the view that all is not well—and evidently
even the BBC has problems here from time
to time. On the other hand, record
reviewers are not usually able to comment
on surface quality, since they cannot know
whether review copies are typical of
production. Even now we are conscious
that the numbers we are reporting on here
are not really enough for this review to be
finally authoritative: our sample was
constructed as aresult of our musical
tastes, rather than being carefully designed;
and in the last analysis our comparisons
are based on necessarily subjective criteria,
even though we have striven to achieve
objectivity and consistency. So, although
we ourselves are confident of our findings
we present them in the hope that they will
encourage debate and further research,
and perhaps give manufacturers food for
thought, rather than claiming that we have
made adefinitive assessment of the state
of the industry.
PRESSING QUALITY
It is important to make clear what we
mean by the expression ' faulty pressing'.
A broad definition would be: apressing
with afault or faults that detract(s)
sufficiently from listening pleasure to
discourage one from playing it. We can
see the sense of the proposition, put to us
by several manufacturers in the course of
the past year, that the quality of top-flight
reproducing equipment is now ahead of
that of discs. We would reply that although
our criteria of acceptability are fairly stringent,
they are not, we believe, unreasonable. We
know from experience that a ' silent surface'
can be pressed, even if we don't get one
all that often. And we have always been
prepared to accept agoodly ration of clicks,
spits and pops, small scratches, tight
centre holes ( provided they fit over the
turntable spindle), ameasure of surface
noise, and anormal amount of surface
contamination. On occasion we have taken
abrand new disc to adealer operating the
Keith Monks cleaner service to get anonymous fingerprints removed, for example
(though this does add 20p or so to the
purchase price, and should not really be
necessary).
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WHAT WE REJECTED

The simplest way of explaining why we
returned discs is to outline the main faults
which led us to reject atotal of 159 separate
pressings in the course of 1977 and the
early part of 1978. In the following list the
figures are percentages of the total rejected
discs; these percentages sum to more than
100 because many of the rejected pressings
suffered more than one fault.
Scratches: normally more than five revolutions, and severe enough to make you
sit up and take notice. Fourteen per
cent had scratches lasting aminute or
more ( we normally gave up counting
after 100 revolutions, but on occasion
scratches extended over awhole band
or more). Fifty-five per cent of rejects
were scratched, 29% more than once,
and the worst case had six different
scratches.
Spits, cracks and pops: large numbers of
spits, cracks and pops; crackling and
sputtering; intermittent surface defects
of various kinds, bad enough to interfere
with the music, particularly in quiet
passages-32%.
Surface noise: here we mean continuous
as opposed to intermittent noise,
usually for only part of adisc, but
sometimes throughout-29%.
'Scrunch': arasp like avelcro fastener
being pulled open; often repeatedly,
and usually completely masking the
music-14%
Audible warps: this is asort of ' heartbeat'
effect,* presumably as aresult of a
ripple warp and going on for part or
all of aside-8%.
Distortion: normally on music peaks, and
clearly apressing fault, since other
copies of the same record did not
suffer from it-7.5%.
Swish: arecurrent ssh-ing sound-5%.
We also came across seven cases of
under- sized centre holes that would not
fit onto the turntable, four groove locks or
groove jumps that we could not clear, four
discs that were so contaminated that we
did not try to play them—in one case a
whole lot of cigarette ash came out of the
sleeve with the disc, and in the others the
problem was smears of unidentified gunge—
and three discs ( abatch fault, we presume,
since they were all copies of the same
record) which were untrackably warped.
Most faults, however, were not apparently
such batch problems; and with the exception
of some scratches they were not as arule
visible to the naked eye.
HOW MANY CHANGES?

Although we finished up with 194 records,
we actually tried to buy 221 in all, but for
various reasons decided not to persevere
with 27 of them. Half the time we got
records which were acceptable or better.
We decided, when this did not happen, to
try one, or if necessary two further copies
from the retailer. Usually if we still had not
* ' Heartbeat' distortion can also be caused either
by air bubbles trapped in the pressing ( which
sometimes break through and can take the tip off
a stylus) or foreign matter— hairs, recycled label
paper etc— pressed in. Records Ed.
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then been successful, we met the suggestion
that we should try the record company;
sometimes we were able to persevere with
the retailer through afourth or fifth copy.
Table 1sets out our experience in detail.
In it we identify the six main record companies
operating in the UK: Decca and EMI, the
market leaders, and Philips, Deutsche
Grammophon, RCA and CBS. We also
identify Telefunken separately, but readers
should note that data on this company and
on RCA and especially CBS cannot be
treated with the same degree of confidence
as those on the other four, because of
sample size. The residual category, ' other',
includes such companies as Prelude, Pye,
CRD and Saga in the UK, and imports from
Supraphon, Hungaroton and Harmonia
Mundi; in no case here is the sample large
enough for us to expect that our experience
might be areliable guide, so these discs
are only included for the sake of
completeness. The table also distinguishes
between UK pressings and imports ( all
European), because we found that overall
there was quite aconsiderable difference
here. Percentages are of the total we
attempted to buy ( including discontinued
purchases).
Overall, we got acceptable or better copies
of about half the records in our sample;
adding ' success after one change', this
figure rises to two-thirds. Of our four main
companies, Philips was outstanding, with
Decca almost as reliable, while with EMI
we learned, regrettably, to expect problems.
The UK-' rest' split presents amarked
contrast: two-thirds of our imports were
successful first time, against under half our
UK- pressed records; the imports figure
rises to over 80% if you include successes
after one change, compared with 59% for
the UK; and although we bought under
half as many imports as UK pressings, we
did not have to give up with any of the
imports, while for those imported pressings
we did reject, the incidence of faults was
as arule much less.
GIVE UP
OR GO TO THE MANUFACTURERS?

In all we gave up attempts to buy 27 discs
(17% of all attempted purchases). More
than half these discs were boxed sets; with
afirst-time acceptance rate of about 50%,
the odds against getting agood four- record
set are high, unless your retailer is prepared
to change individual discs—we have been
lucky in this respect. In some cases a
retailer was out of stock, or had stopped
stocking the record in question; sometimes
we were advised that there were alot of
problems with aparticular record or boxed
set and it was suggested we try adifferent
recording. With about half the 27 discs
we persevered and got in touch with the
manufacturer, who told us, usually after
two tries, that we should not expect anything
better, but could have arefund if we wanted.
In all ( including these 15 discs) we sent
32 discs—from Decca ( 1), EMI ( 11), DG (5),
RCA (9), CBS ( 3) and others (3)— back to
their manufacturers. Six times we got
satisfactory discs at the first try, and with
ten we had to go back again. The 15 we
gave up on were all boxed sets. We always
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got friendly and helpful responses from
customer service departments, and usually
they were very prompt, though there was
one exception here: EMI took alot longer
than the others to deal with problems ( in
one case it took nine months to get asecond
copy back from them) and in practice this
acted as something of adeterrent when we
were deciding whether to accept apressing
or persevere.
Obviously going to these lengths would
present problems for many people. We
both work in London, so we are close
enough to drop records in to companies'
offices for forwarding to their customer
service departments ( where these are out of
town). This saves postage, which can
otherwise be heavy (63p was what we paid
when we posted discs, though it is worth
trying for arefund), but it is time-consuming.
And since most companies seem to send a
visually inspected copy first, and atested
copy only if that proves faulty ( as we found
it did more often than not), we only persevered
to the end with discs we badly wanted.
We have nothing but praise for the
retailers we have encountered. Where they
offer discounts, their margins must be on
the tight side, and returning faulty discs
they have changed for acustomer entails a
lot of extra work; record companies tend
to insist on fairly complex paperwork as a
condition of this, and the whole process
involves delays which in turn affect the
retailer's cash flow— something which is
likely to be critical for asmall business
operating on tight margins. Even so, the
ones we have encountered have been
helpful, friendly and knowledgeable. One,
in particular, whom we would have liked to
single out, prefers to remain anonymous;
to his organisation we extend particular
thanks.
RATINGS

Because of the rather variable quality of
the discs we had been adding to our
collections before we started collecting
data systematically, we decided to rate
accepted discs on afive- point scale—the
more stars the better. In the event, the two
extremes—* and*****—turned out to
represent adifferent sort of rating from
the central three. The top rating was
reserved for pressings where we could
detect no faults at all—less than one tenth,
and mainly imports. The* rating— more
than aquarter, and including adisproportionate number of UK pressings—was
awarded to discs which we accepted
reluctantly, rather than give up hope of
adding the recordings to our collections.
Excluding these two groups, the remaining
discs show afairly normal distribution in
terms of surface quality between the **,***
and **** ratings, with imports turning out
slightly better overall. In more detail, **
represents the minimum quality we would
expect; *** discs had anormal ration of
spits, pops and cracks without the faults
being intrusive; and the **** rating was
awarded to near- perfect pressings.
Table 2sets out our findings— percentages
are of successful purchases ( 194 in all).
Philips again were outstanding, followed by
agroup of other companies— CBS, Tele 95

Fortunately, you've
very little choice.

One of the good things about choosing
our equipment is that we've done most of the
choosing for you.
That is, eliminated the mediocre, the
fanciful and the gimmicky.
Take our choice of amplifiers.
One, the A75 Series 2.
Yet it honestly gives you all the controls
you need on atop-class amplifier. Its
reliability is legendary Its performance
unquestionably superb.
Similarly, our tuner is ano-compromise
FM stereo unit, combining sophisticated
circuitry with asensitivity of LO u/V.
We do, however, give you achoice of
three speakers. The world-renowned Rogers
LS3/5A Monitor, the Compact Monitor and
the Export Monitor.
Every one is tested and adjusted on the
most revealing equipment available.
We do not even give you aperplexing
choice of dealers. For were as selective

appointing them as we are in making our
equipment.
So you may not find one as close as
your local high street.
Nevertheless, ademonstration from
your nearest Rogers dealer should convince
you of one thing.
What little choice we offer you is the
best.
We'll gladly supply technical literature
and review reprints on request. Just send a
large, self-addressed, stamped envelope to
Swisstone Electronics Ltd., 4/14 Barmeston
Road, London SE6 3BN. Telephone:
01-697 8511. Cables: Swisselec London SE6.

Rogers
BRITISH eIR HIGH-FIDELITY

LS3/5A Monitor. The much acclaimed BBC design for small speakers.185 30C x1b0mru. 25 wets programme. 15 ohms.
Compact Monitor. Response comparable to systems many times larger. Shelf mounted or trre standing. 505 < 280x 275nm. 80 watts programme. 8ohms.
Export Monitor. Successfully combines superb performance with extra power. 30.5 x30.5 s. 63..5cm. 100 watts programme. 8ohms.
A75 Series 2Amplifier. All the power (45w rms per channel) and al the aDn'sok. yam need or si_perb performarce.
175 Series 2Tuner. Takes full advantage of modern circuitry. Sensitivity 1.0 u/V. A rocompromise FM stereo unit
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funken, Decca and DG, in that order
(though the CBS sample was small, and the
two perfect discs we got from them were
sent to us by their customer service
department). RCA was not as good. And
sadly EMI again trailed the other major
companies by quite awide margin: three
quarters of the discs we bought from them
were below average for the group. This
was almost athird of the total discs rated
*or **, and in retrospect we fear we may
have been operating adouble standard
here, to the disadvantage of companies
from whom we came to expect higher
quality. The danger was that aquite poor
EMI record might be accepted as ' not so
bad' by their usual standards, where the
same quality in aPhilips pressing might have
caused us to reject it—partly because of
the higher likelihood of getting abetter one!
Again, the UK-' rest' split shows amarked
difference. Over athird of our imported
discs were perfect or near perfect, compared
with less than afifth for the UK.
Even in the best kept collections,
accidents can happen. Ratings here are
based on the first playing of a 'factory
fresh' pressing, except where this led us to
more than usually extensive efforts to
decontaminate discs; in afew cases where
this produced an improvement, we have
used the evidence of the second playing.
HOW THE COMPANIES FARED

In this section we discuss our experience
with individual companies in more detail.
Since four— Decca, EMI, Philips and DG—
accounted for three quarters of the records
in this survey, we decided we should
describe the discs we had from them in
rather more detail. Smaller samples from
RCA, Telefunken and CBS preclude more
than fairly anecdotal comment. And we are
sorry not to be able to report on the many
smaller companies producing recordings
which are often of great interest, particularly
to the more specialist collectors. Time,
cost and limits on space in our collections
made it impossible to research these on a
scale that would justify including them here
and, as we have said, this means that the
'other' category in the tables should not
be interpreted as typical of any one of them
in particular.
DECCA

Partly as aresult of their Haydn series
and their attractive and interesting
Florilegium label, we bought more records
from Decca than from any other company
in this survey: 52 in all, or just over a
quarter of all successful purchases.
Changes

It was easier than average to get an
acceptable copy of aDecca recording.
Just over four-fifths of our records were
successful either first time or after one
change ( only Philips bettered this result).
In two cases we sent arecord back to the
Decca customer services department.
Five other discs gave us acertain amount
of difficulty, having to be changed three or
four times before we got pressings which
came up to the general standard achieved
by Decca, but overall the evidence suggests
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

that if you persevere you will be rewarded
with acopy which does not suffer from
pressing faults that could intrude on the
music.
The main faults encountered on the
records we changed were: ( i) scratches
(just over athird of these discs, in three
cases lasting aminute or more and eleven
discs with more than one scratch);
(ii) excessive and loud spits and cracks
(30%); and ( iii) intrusive surface noise ( in
afifth of cases). We also had occasional
problems with ' heartbeats', swishes,
sputtering, rumble and distortion. In one
case adefective groove made arecord
unplayable, while another isolated pressing
suffered from the dreaded ' velcro'.
Ratings

Again Decca pressings were a bit better
than average overall: although we acquired
only one completely silent record from them,
we seldom found ourselves putting up
with anoisy pressing for the sake of a
performance, and the standard overall was
pretty consistent. You might expect,
however, to get afair ration of spits and
sputters and about afifth of the discs we
settled for had minor, non- intrusive
scratchlets.
Customer Service

Decca's customer service, on the two
occasions we tried it, was impressive.
In the one case where we had real difficulty
getting agood copy they persevered until
the problem was overcome. In the second
case, acurious intermittent sputtering
proved to be the noise of wind instruments'
keys clattering. Although the disc we sent
them could not therefore be said to be
faulty, they dispatched afree replacement
copy because they had had to handle the
original in the course of their tests, and
this arrived in only just over aweek.
EMI

We attempted nearly as many EMI
purchases (48 records in all) as we did
Decca, and unhappily it seems the case
with this company more than any other
that the dilemma of the music lover with
hi-fi equipment becomes acute. Clearly
it is unreasonable to expect aperfectly
silent disc at every purchase; equally,
beyond acertain point apoor pressing
begins to detract quite seriously from the
pleasure of listening, however good the
TABLE 1
Company
Decca
EMI
DG
Philips
RCA
Telefunken
CBS
Other

Total
purchases
(No. of
discs)
52
48
33
30
17
13
7
21

No. of
successes
52
34
27
29
12
13
7
20

performance and recording. EMI's
classical list includes many outstanding
and historically important recordings—
think of the Walter Legge productions, or
the more recent recordings by the two
Christophers ( Parker and Bishop). The
frustrations we have encountered in adding
(or trying to add) some of these and other
equally attractive performances to our
collections seems to us clearly to illustrate
the difficulties encountered in combining
high technology and mass production in
complex modern organisations: frequently
superlative performances and recordings
sadly marred only too often by indifferent
or faulty pressings. We also found that
there appears not to be any correlation
between price level and surface quality: a
top price ASD was as likely to give us
problems as adisc on amedium or budget
price label.
Changes

We had considerable difficulty getting
reasonable copies of EMI records: of our 48
attempts, under half (44%) were successful
the first time or after one change, and with
14 discs we eventually gave up altogether.
Though this last figure might seem to
overstate the problem, since seven of these
discs were aboxed set, the decision to
discontinue that particular purchase was
made after discussion with EMI, to whom
the set had been returned twice. On four
other occasions we were sent acceptable,
though by no means perfect, copies by
EMI after we had stretched the patience of
aretailer to breaking point. Of the remaining
seven discontinued purchases, in three
cases we were warned by aretailer that a
lot of copies were being returned, and in
four cases the shop we had bought from
did not have any more copies in stock, and
we decided not to persevere ( most of these
records were on budget labels, and we did
not feel we could justify the cost in time
and money of going back to the
manufacturer).
Just over half the EMI discs we changed
(excluding those we gave up) suffered from
scratches, more than one in the majority
of cases; nine discs had ascratch that ran
for aminute or more. Other faults—in
order of incidence—were: intrusive surface
noise; high incidence of spits, clicks, etc;
recurrent swish; distortion; audible warps;
'velcro'; and in one instance an under- sized
centre hole.
Changed

Successful
first
time

once

twice

three
times

four
times

Discontinued

32 (62)
15(31)
17 ( 52)
24 (80)
5 (29)
8 (62)
2 (29)
10 (48)

11 (21)
8 (13)
4(12)
4(13)
3 (18)
—
1 (14)
4 (19)

4 (8)
7 ( 15)
4 ( 12)
1 (3)
—
4(31)
2 (29)
4 (19)

2 (4)
4 (8)
2 (6)
—
4(24)
—
2 (29)
—

3 (6)
2 (4)
—
—
—
1 (8)
—
2 (10)

—
14 (29)
6 (18)
1 (3)
5(
29)
—
—
1 (5)

All UK
All imports

157
64

130
64

71 (45)
42 (66)

22 (14)
11 (17)

18 (11)
8 (13)

12 (8)
2 (3)

7 (4)
1 (2)

27 (17)
—

TOTAL

221

194

113(51)

33 (15)

26 (12)

14 (6)

8 (4)

27 (12)

(Figures in brackets are percentages on column 1, total purchases attempted)
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THIS IS THE SAKSON
INVASION • • • •

now you

can plunder to your heart's content
TUNER AMPS.,
ST. RECEIVERS
JVC—JRS600
P.O.A.
JVC—JRS200L P.O.A•
Sanyo JCX2300 £127.49
Sanyo 2400 .. £167.41
Amstrad 5050
£99.00

Real Hi Fi at an unbelievable price.
This is the first of our new monthly Hi Fi package deals.
It has been carefully formulated and tested to give the best in
quality reproduction and reliability as well as price, and don't forget
our three year guarantee ( except styli). Come in for a demonstration
now, on this or any other items from our extensive range.

IVIARANTZ+ RAM + ORTOFON

AMPLIFIERS
Sanyo DCA1001 £101.73
Amstrad EX330 £67.00
Amstrad IC2000 £45.00
RECORD DECKS
JVC JL40
P.O.A.
JVC JL15
P.O.A.
Amstrad TP12D £49.00
Amstrad P182
£34.52
CASSETTE DECKS
JVC KD21
P.O.A.
JVCCD1770
P.O.A.
Sanyo RD5050G £94.01
Sanyo RD5300G £121.04
Amstrad 7070.. £98.00
MUSIC CENTRES
ITT 5030 .. £134.97

Marantz 2226B Receiver
Ram Bookshelf Speakers
Marantz 6100 Belt drive turntable
Ortofon FF15E Cartridge

Sanyo Radio Cassette
Attache .. £112.03
Sanyo DXT5502 £234.37
Cassette/Radios
Philips AR060
£41.17
Sharp GF8080
£111.30
JVC RC717
P.O.A.
Sanyo 9980 .. £127.48
TVs
JVC b/w 3060U K P.O.A.
Sanyo b/w 12" 232 £67.33
Sanyo Col. 20" £294.24

WE NOW STOCK THE BEST IN SOUL AND
POPULAR RECORDS.

OFFER OF
THE MONTH

SOUL IMPORTS AND

NEW RELEASES IN EVERY WEEK, 12inch AND
7inch, AS WELL AS DISCO 45's. WHAT MORE
CAN YOU DO FOR YOUR EARS!

PLUS THE

PRICE IS RIGHT BECAUSE WE'RE NOT TIGHT!
Consult us first for: JVC - SANYO - TANDY ITT - PHILIPS - SHARP - BOSCH - ROTEL AKAI & LEAK, etc.

Rush normal
discount price
£399.90
Package deal price

£334.90
Price correct as at 7.7.78.
Offer is subject to availability and ends Sat. 30th Sept. 1978

We make it
easy for you
Rush guarantee nearly all equipment for 3years.
At Rush Hi Fi you've not only got quality, you've got choice.
It's a difficult task choosing the right Hi Fi to suit you but at a
Rush Hi Fi Centre we make it easy. You will, of course, receive the
usual personal and friendly assistance from the experienced staff who
will help you decide and answer the questions you've always wanted
to ask. There's a listening room where you can compare the sounds of
the equipment in stock. The choice is up to you.
Whether you're an enthusiast or just a lover of music Rush have
something for you from the best in the business:

Revox. Quad. Nakamichi. Monitor Audio. KEF. Ram.
Ortofon. Linn Sondek. TEAC. Tannoy. Marantz. B Er W.
Trio. ADC. JVC. Neal. SMC, JBL. Yamaha. Technics.
Audio Master. Dual. Sony. JR. Micro Seiki.
So if you want the ultimate in quality, the best choice, helpful
assistance AND competitive prices come and see Rush Hi Fi today -and don't forget the three year guarantee.

SAKSONS
Hi -Fi Discount Stores, 1 Brunswick Centre,
London WC1.

6, Cornhill, Chelmsford 0245 57593
38 North Street, Romford 0708 26840

(Opposite Russell Square Tube Station)

Barclaycard, Access, cheques accepted with bank card, instant credit
available on production of major bank or credit cards to callers only.

Telephone: 01-278 8996 7
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UNILET
EPIDEMIC

EXTRA

RECORDER HUI

urilLET

Published by Unilet Products Ltd, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey

SALE
FEVER

TO HIT BRITAIN
EPIDEMIC
Sale Fever is expected to hit
London and spread throughout Britain at 9.00 a.m.
September 9th when Unilet
Hi Fi start their incredible
warehouse sale which runs
through to September 16th
at 6.00 p.m.
An epidemic of killingly low
prices on even the best
makes of hi 21 is thought to
be responsible.

PLAGUE
The plague has hit the hi fi
market before, last September, when people were found
to be sleeping out all night
at Unilet in order to be the
first to get the treatment
when it opened.

NO ONE IS IMMUNE
No one is immune to Sale
Fever once they have been
exposed to a dose of Unilet
low prices. And the disease
is highly contagious with
cases reported from Southampton and Stratford last
year.

CURE
The only firm cure is to visit
Millet and get a prescription for an amplifier, record
deck, tape deck or similar.
Unfortunately,
treatment
for Sale Fever is not available on the NHS but payment can be made easier due
to Barclaycard, Access or
instant credit.
'Millet
announced
today
that a hot line is now open.
(01) 942 9567

ILMILET

First in the queue earns a bottle of Champagne from the
head of the Unilet Centre, Peter Merrick (left).
100

HIBIFI

Worldwide

search for

antidote ends
Head of the Unilet Centre,
Mr Peter Merrick stated
that they were taking all
possible steps to provide
sufficient supplies of the
relevant antidote to satisfy
all patients suffering from
Sale Fever. Huge stocks of
proprietary brands from all
over the world have been
shipped in like Yamaha,
Technics, Bang tiz Olufsen,
JVC, etc., in addition to
home produced products like
Quad, KEF, IMF, Sugden
and many others.
"We have done our utmost
to ensure that everyone can
afford the appropriate treatment - people will be utterly
amazed at how much prices
have come down. When the
Fever hit last September,
we had people queuing all
night and we expect many
of these will be back again
for a booster dose of the
antidote"

imiLET
WAREHOUSE

SALE
SEPT 9-16
Sale Catalogue Ready
Sept. 6. Phone or call
for copy.
Note: Demonstration
facilities are not available during sale.
Unilet Hi Fi, 35 High St.,
New Malden, Surrey
Telephone: 01 942 9567

HIGH STREET
Pets Photo

UPL

TABLE 2

Company
Decca
EMI
DG
Philips
RCA
Telefunken
CBS
Other

Successful
purchases
(no. of discs)
52
34
27
29
12
13
7
20

,..,

*

***

*,,,,,,*

8 ( 15)
22 (65)
5 ( 19)
2 ( 7)
7(58)
1 (8)
2 ( 29)
7 (35)

7(13)
4(12)
5(19)
5(17)
1 (8)
4(31)
1(14)
2(10)

28 ( 54)
6 ( 18)
11 (41)
8 ( 28)
2(17)
5 (38)
2 ( 29)
5 (25)

1 (2)
8(15)
2 (6) —
1 ( 4)
5(19)
3 ( 10)
11 (38)
2(17)
—
1 (8)
2(15)
2 (29)
—
3 ( 15)
3(15)

All UK
All imports

130
64

42 ( 32)
12(19)

18 ( 14)
11(17)

51 (39)
16(25)

16 ( 12)
15(23)

3 (2)
10(16)

TOTAL

194

54 (28)

29 (15)

67 (35)

31 ( 16)

13 ( 7)

(Figures in brackets are percentages on column 1, successful purchases)

Changes

Ratings

Only about aquarter of our successful
EMI purchases were around or better than
average for the group as awhole, and none
was perfect. Three quarters of our 34
discs suffered from spits, pops and cracks,
albeit not too intrusive; athird exhibited
surface noise; and athird had minor
scratches of up to ten revolutions. Among
other problems, we twice encountered
physically dirty discs, and on one of them
aspeck of gunge had to be coaxed out of
agroove with afine camel hair paint brush
dipped in isopropyl alcohol solution before
the record could be played. Sadly, then,
we must conclude that if our experience
with EMI is typical, perseverence does not
always pay off; in many cases we felt it was
better to accept pressing quality less good
than we were getting from other manufacturers rather than exclude performances
from our collection.
Customer Service

Over the period of the survey we had
more contact with EMI's customer service
department than with any other company's.
The people we dealt with were unfailingly
helpful and friendly, and obviously did
their best for us, although we should also
record the fact that dealing with our
problems more often than not took several
months. It would seem that the normal
practice here is initially to send out a
visually inspected copy of arecord that has
been returned as faulty; if this too proves
unsatisfactory, the next step is to arrange
for the company's laboratory to select a
tested copy. This is clearly understandable,
since the cost to the company of laboratory
inspection must be many times more than
the sale is worth. But it is worth noting
that the faults we were having problems
with were hardly ever visible to our
(admittedly untrained) eyes.
PHILIPS

Philips recordings are pressed either in
the UK or in Holland, and the columns of
the hi-fi press suggest that their Dutch
pressings are particularly silent. Our
results confirm this impression: although
we did not get perfect or near- perfect Dutch
pressings in every case, we have come to
expect high quality surfaces from Philips
almost as amatter of course.
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Four- fifths of our 29 completed Philips
purchases were successful the first time,
and only once did we have to go
beyond asingle change ( one purchase
was discontinued because the retailer was
out of stock). We did not find any real
difference between UK and Dutch pressings
in this respect, so the conclusion from this
survey is that it is easier to get agood
pressing from Philips than from any other
company. Only one of our Philips changes
was because of ascratch, although we did
encounter surface noise, velcro', atight
centre hole and agroove- jump.
Ratings

Again, Philips outscored the other
companies by quite aconsiderable margin
on surface quality: nearly half the
records we bought were perfect or near
perfect pressings, and only twice did we
have to compromise on surface quality to
collect aperformance. On our evidence,
Dutch pressings are likely to be abit better
than UK ones, although in neither case are
you likely to get more than pretty
unobtrusive spits. Overall, Philips seem
to be setting astandard which demonstrates
what can be achieved. Is it too much to
hope that others might yet benefit from
their example?
Customer Service

Obviously, because of our success with
Philips purchases we cannot comment on
their customer service, but presumably our
experience with DG would be relevant here,
since the two companies share UK facilities.
DG

Although Deutsche Grammophon is a
German company, and their German
pressings used to have an enviable
reputation, we found that most of the DG
records we bought were manufactured in
the UK, by Phonodisc. Of our 27 successful
DG records, only three, aboxed set from
Archly, were imported. Given the tie-up
with Philips, we would have expected
similar results; in the event we had rather
more problems getting good DG discs,
although the ratings patterns for DG ( UK)
and Philips ( UK) were about the same.
Changes

Just under two-thirds of the DG records
we bought were satisfactory first time or

after one change. One three- record set
was discontinued after discusssions with
Phonodisc, and another because the
retailer was out of stock. The main reasons
for changes were scratches ( more than one
in half the cases), surface noise and
intrusive cracks and spits. We also
encountered ' velcro', an audible warp, one
dirty record, and three discs ( abatch fault
presumably, since they were all copies of
the same record) which were too warped
to play.
Ratings

Overall, DG came out closer to Decca
than any other company; two-thirds were
average or better, although in about afifth
of cases we decided we would do better to
compromise than carry on (these were all
discs which were part of boxed sets). But
mainly the discs we settled for, as with
Decca, suffered from nothing worse than a
level of spits which we recognise as being
pretty well inevitable, and which we decided
would not detract seriously from our
listening pleasure.
Customer Service

Phonodisc's Customer Liaison Office, on
the three occasions we got in touch with
them, were as helpful and understanding
as we have come to expect such departments
to be, and dealt promptly with our problems.
On one occasion one of us was invited to
their Customer Service Department to
listen to arejected disc with asenior quality
control engineer. Our complaints were
listened to with close attention and dealt
with courteously and fully. The company's
representative said that there are atotal of
81 different faults which can be detected
when examining discs, most of which are
not detectable by the average consumer.
In all, avery worthwhile morning on the
edge of the North Circular Road; we
admired very much the attention Phonodisc
give to their customers.
RCA, TELEFUNKEN AND CBS

RCA and CBS are the two remaining
major record companies in the UK market
and we therefore decided it was worth
outlining our experience with them
separately, even though we bought
relatively less from them. In terms of our
collections, Telefunken's rather specialised
'Das Alte Werk' series is important enough
to rate separate mention. All three
companies import records into this country.
Our CBS and Telefunken purchases were
pressed in West Germany, and almost half
our RCA discs came from either Italy or
France. Since in all three cases the sample
size is rather smaller than we would like, we
cannot be as confident that our experience
might be reasonably in line with the typical
quality of these companies' pressings, and
this section should be read with that caveat
in mind.
We attempted to buy 17 discs from RCA.
Nine of these were in two UK- pressed boxed
sets, and we had great difficulty on both
occasions. One we gave up after discussion
with RCA; on the other we compromised
to page 103
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Watts the first name

in record care
XstatiO"' £ 6.48
Humid Mop Kit £ 1.39

411111,

New Formula Parostatik'''
Antistatic Fluid
/ oz 26p. 1oz 42p
2
1

Parastat Wash Brush ( Replacement Brush
for Manual Parastat) £ 1.41
Packs containing replacement parts are
readily available.

PARASTAT WASH BRUSH

Distilled
Water
Dispenser
32p

Parostatik
Disc Preener® £ 1 . 07
Hi- Fi Parastat' £ 4 55

Stylus Cleaner 42p

Dust Bug® £ 1.94
Cecil E. Watts Ltd., Darby House,
Sunbury-on- Thames, Middlesex.
Telephone: Sunbury- on- Thames 83252.
Telex: 27750

All prices include 8% VAT. Available from all good hi-fi stores and record
shops or in case of difficulty order direct adding 10% to cover postage
and packing ( minimum P&P 10p) UK only.
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Please send me the following items
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D Illustrated leaflet and full price list

Address
Ienclose cheque/P.O.value £

( please do not send postage stamps)

Tape Matters Douglas Brown
A

MAJOR record retailer who has come on
hard times is quoted as calling for
restrictive legislation to cover home recording. Tape cassettes, he points out, are now
selling in tens of millions, and many of them
are used for making music recordings which
save the customer buying discs in his shops.
No doubt he is right. Those of us who
would like to see more creative amateur tape
recording know only too well that most
cassette recorders are used for taping music
off the air, or even off borrowed discs— notwithstanding the legal position. We may
sympathise with those in business who get
hurt.
But there is alot of muddled thinking on this
issue. It is right and proper that the interests
of composers, performers and professional
recording concerns should be protected,
insofar as they depend for their livings on
copyright and performing rights income. It
would be foolish to insist that those who
want recorded material for home listening
must purchase it in any particular format from
any specified retail outlet.
New technology makes its own laws.
Millions of people have found that the
quickest and cheapest way of obtaining the
music recordings they want is by taping them

CONCLUSIONS

DISCONTENT
for the sake of the performance, after going
back to the company twice. In the circumstances we cannot really say more than
that RCA's customer service was very
helpful, and that we hope the pressings
we encountered are not typical of their UK
production. RCA imports gave us far less
difficulty, and in two cases out of nine we
got perfect pressings on the first or second
attempt. With CBS we again had problems
with one boxed set, though they were
overcome without the manufacturer's help.
Overall, pressing quality was not outstanding,
admittedly on asmall sample of discs. On
two occasions CBS customer service was
extremely helpful and very prompt in
dealing with problems, and they were the
only company to succeed in sending us
perfect surfaces in response to arequest
for help ( two out of the three discs we
sent back to them).
We bought 13 discs from Telefunken
and again we had difficulty with one boxed
set; apart from this, we only once had to
change one disc, and, excluding the ( we
hope) untypical boxed set, pressing quality
was a bit better than average, with three
perfect or near- perfect discs out of nine.
We did not try Telefunken's customer
service department.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

off the air; in the case of popular music,
certainly, and for many people for classical
works as well, the quality is perfectly adequate.
There is no way of legislating these people
back into the record retailers' premises, any
more than there is of making them buy candles
for lighting or newspapers for news.
Eighteen months ago, after a four year
investigation, the Whitford Committee recommended that the copyright problem should be
solved by imposing a levy on tape recorders
at the point of purchase, and it suggested
that this need be no more than five per cent.
The Committee's report seems to have been
lost in the Whitehall pigeon- holes.
Immediately the general election is out of
the way and we have a new government, this
matter should be cleared up. It is wrong that
creative artists should be cheated of their
just rewards. But it would be equally wrong
—and
stupid—to seek to
prevent the
consumer using in his own home, in his own
way, all the technical resources which the
industry has now made available to him.*
Some products may decline in popularity,
as others advance. The pattern of the retail
market may change significantly. But there
will still be opportunities and rewards for the
firms with imagination and flexibility enough

Commenting to The Guardian (
June 6, 1978)
on EMI's recent half- yearly results, adirector
of the company mentioned the loss of
earnings due to illegal copying of discs and
radio broadcasts by people in their homes.
While the EMI Group must benefit to some
extent from increases in the sales of its
magnetic tape from this activity, our
experience suggests that if such apractice
is as widespread as was suggested it may
be more astatement of despair over the
quality of discs rather than an underlying
cultural trait towards dishonesty. Quite
simply, if any other industry produced goods
of the quality we describe here—an
acceptance of only 51% at the first time
of buying—they would be in considerable
difficulty and the customer would be
considered justified in seeking out some
form of substitute.
Although our experience with EMI was
relatively bad ( and we have by and large
given up buying their discs, which should
lower the cost of production marginally!),
the problems are spread throughout the
industry. It is possible that the disc has
nearly reached the end of its life cycle. Its
continuance as asource of high quality
reproduction may well depend upon anew
and more expensive technology such as
the dbx system ( see HFNIRR, November
1977). On the other hand, it may be that
it will be necessary for new formats for
message storage to be developed, such as
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to keep up with technological progress—if
they concentrate on giving the customer
what he wants.
The boom in tape cassette sales has
resulted from some dramatically effective
research and development, coupled with highpressure marketing. A surprising number of
the news stories about new products in this
field now concern magnetic tape formulations, rather than the equipment for playback
and recording.
Recently there have been bold claims by
3M, BASF and Fuji for new recording tapes
they are bringing to market. BASF have just
launched at Harrogate their new ' Chromdioxid
Super', making much of the fact that they are
the only tape manufacturer in the world
making their own formulation of chromium
dioxide and so having complete control over
the entire production process. But my curiosityis most keenly aroused by the promise of
pure iron tape from 3M, carrying the Metafine label. Angus McKenzie gave the background to this last month, and it certainly
looks very exciting.
*See also
—Ed.

Donald

A/dous' comments

on

page
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the Elcaset, or the digital laser- read
'Compact Disc' system recently announced
by Philips. In any event, it has to be
recognised that people want to have
libraries of recorded music and that the
present challenger to the disc, the prerecorded cassette, has disadvantages by
comparison. And it is our belief that the
serious collector is unlikely to be satisfied
with copying, because of the degradation
that is likely to occur in terms of dynamic
range, distortion and frequency response.
Our purpose in revealing our research
findings in this way was not to castigate
the record companies. We recognise only
too well the severity of the managerial
demands they have to meet in producing
their products. Our hope is that our message
will help the companies to understand that
the real cost of the problems we have
discussed here are carried by the collector,
who has to change his record sometimes
several times, and the retailer who has to
meet the often burdensome administrative
demands made by the companies before
they will accept back rejected discs. If the
record organisations are open and adaptive,
we hope to have made asmall contribution
towards enabling abetter fit to be effected
between them and one part of their
environment. After all, our experience
does show that very good surfaces can be
pressed, even though not all companies
achieve the same high standard

•
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IF PREFERRED, QUALITY FM & TV INSTALLATIONS
IN LONDON, SURREY, NORTH KENT, NORTH
SUSSEX-2 YEARS WRITTEN GUARANTEE
SOUND SENSE AND SEE SENSE FOR
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10% OFF AERIALS including FUBA range
We specialise in Rotator and long distance work
For mail order lists
9" 4- SAE Dept. HFN
For specific advice
PLEASE PHONE
Stockists of the
finest aerials available in Britain:
Fuba TV/FM aerials ( W. Germany)
UKW FM Aerials ( E. Germany)
PLEMI T.V. aerials ( Holland)
1-Beam TV/FM aerials ( U.K.)
Antiference TV/FM aerials ( U.K.)

E. 24 yrs

Fabulous FUBA
UKA STEREO 8
Europe's finest
FM array.

ASTRA (D.I.Y.) AERIALS
Backed by 24 years practical aerial rigging experience
GENUINE D.I.Y. SPECIALISTS IN FM AND TV AERIAL WORK
Weather exposed part of U.K.? Scotland, Wales, West Country etc.
Experiencing frequent gales? Salt air corrosion problems? Low signal area?
The Continental aerial range from Germany having proved so fantastically
successful, we are in future recommending continental aerials ( especially Fuba)
as our FIRST choice for FM or TV AERIAL INSTALLATIONS.
Anodised against corrosion, guaranteed for five years, robust, high gain, easy to
assemble. eye-catchingsuperb aerials, what else, in truth, could we recommend?
* All the advice you need before, plus an after sales advice service.
* All parts exchangeable, but please heed our advice.
* D.I.Y. saves 4 your costs ( your satisfaction is free).
Over 3,000 aerials stocked; all transmitters; poles; lashings; rotators;
clamps; wall brackets; amplifiers; diplexers; triplexers; baluns; lowloss coax white or brown; also super low- loss coax and 300 ohm cable.
Many of our customers come from recommendation

53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON
Near Gloster Pub and Garage
Open 9.00-5.30 p.m. MON —SAT. Closed lunch
01-684 4300 5262
12.30-1.30 p.m. 24 hr answering service
FM AND TV AERIALS AND ROTATORS ON DISPLAY

GLOSSOP ROAD GOSSIP
We have a superb range of the bes tand most sought after
British Products in stock and on demonstration, including—
the very latest T.V.A. Export amplifier, Meridian 105/103, Quad
33/303/405, A & R Cambridge, Ferrograph Logic 7, Neal 104,
Linn Sondek, S.T.D., K.E.F. 105, Stacked Quad Electrostatics,
B & W DM7, Spendor BC1 and BCIII and the full range of

Richard Allan offer the rlargest ever range of loJdspeaker kits,
for the most economical way to achieve the Richard Allan
high standard of performance, at a minimum cost.
Follow the simple instructions and you can make up the
eq,ivalent of our factory produced models.
Illustrated is the RA82 Assembly Kit.
Twin Assembly
Triple E
— riple 12
RA8
RA82
RA82L

£16.850
£25.750
£31 - 75 I=1
£23.750
£38.500
£41.000

All the above prices are subject to VAT at the present rate.

Celef.
A hasty decision or purchase made on the basis of review
or test report can prove expensive and cause a great deal of
dissatisfaction.

Building up to
Cl good sound

Let us help you make the right choice, your

satisfaction is our guarantee.

We can deliver and install

anywhere in the U.K.
Competitive prices on all products. Easy parking. Excellent

Rift."1,411an
Please send me further information on the above kit assembly.
Please tick appropriate box(es).
Pfus a I
,
st of Richard Allan stockists in my area.

demonstratoin facilities.

AUDIO CENTRE SHEFFIELD
284 Glossop Road
Sheffield S10 2HS
Telephone: 0742-737893
Export and Professional Dept. 730064

Richard Allan Radio Ltd., Bradford Road, Gomersal.
Cleckhea:on BD19 4AZ, Yorkshire, England.
Tel: Cleckheaton ( 0274) 872442
Telex: 51112 Concab-G Cables: 'ACOUSTICS' Bradford
Name
Address
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FM Radio

Angus McKenzie

EOR over ten years Ihave owned a general' coverage VHF receiver, the Eddystone
990R, covering 28 MHz to 240 MHz in four
bands. Until recently Ihave only been able
to assess its performance in the laboratory
because I have not had antennas available
which would work at virtually all VHF
frequencies. The 990R has facilities for
receiving FM and AM signals, but the BFO
position for CW, etc is so poor as to be
virtually useless. Normal wide and narrow
band selectivities are switchable, allowing
public utility and amateur radio FM and AM
sig nals to be received with acceptable adjacent
channel selectivity. My model incorporates
a 25 kHz bandwidth narrow filter, but now
Eddystone
can
supply
much
narrower
selectivities. The receiver incorporates avery
small built-in speaker, and aline output stage,
but will drive an external speaker at 1W or so.
5MHz crystal markers and muting are incorporated, but the receiver is essentially a
communications type, so the frequency
response is rather tailored and distortion
performance is nowhere near so good as on a
conventional wide selectivity FM tuner.
The receiver's capability of tuning over all
VHF frequencies with reasonable stability
and an acceptable input noise performance
is useful, and one can listen to all sorts of
transmissions in addition to the normal
broadcast ones. Ishould point out, though,
that whilst the Wireless Telegraphy Act
permits this, listeners may under no circumstances talk about or use information gained
from such monitoring.
Although Iadmit that my house and garden
may look like a surrealist forest of antennas,
with some at heights of up to 78 ft above
ground level, Ihave only been able to cover
the normal HF frequencies up to 30 MHz, and
those in the following bands: 70 MHz + 2MHz,
Band II FM, 140-150 MHz, 430-440 MHz, and
of course Band IV TV. Other frequencies in
between these bands have of course been
way down in reception signal strength, and I
have had to use the best compromise, which
has often been poor.
Two aerials have come to hand recently,
which may be of interest to many readers: the
first is the Discone and the other a13- element
antenna. Both are termed log periodics, this
meaning an antenna with asubstantially wider
than usual frequency range. The Discone
receives vertical polarisation omni-directionally over afrequency range 75 MHz to 480 MHz,
whilst the beam receives horizontal polarisation from 50 to 500 MHz, but is fairly directional
particularly at UHF. I mention these two
because recently, over the weekend of July
8/9th, and into the 10th, there was a most
interesting Sporadic- E opening which at
first seemed like a normal tropospheric duct
but giving reflections from a much higher
altitude, with the result that very distant
stations became reasonable on virtually all
VHF bands.
I beamed the log periodic
antenna due East and scanned virtually all
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

VHF frequencies, and amongst an incredible
jumble
of
commercial
communications,
found many East European FM stations in the
band around 70 MHz. As far as Icould tell
they were Polish, Hungarian or Czech, and
signal strengths were at times peaking up to
100 ,uV, which is truly astonishing. I was
especially interested to hear that many of the
stations were radiating the same networks,
and were obviously regional transmitters.
The quality was generally very good indeed,
and similar to that from Western Europe.
Many stations, too, were coming in on
Band II from as far away as Italy and Germany,
dozens of closer ones also being audible.

\ \

Although many were heard over a period of
some hours, some only came through for a
few minutes, but at best very strongly indeed.
My log periodic beam is 50 ft high, rotatable,
and feeds through UR67 coax to my laboratory
[see photo and also p. 79— Ed]. This cable is
50 ohms and of very low loss at VHF, although
Ido also use some even lower loss Andrews
cable which is, however, rather difficult to
install, though highly recommendable.
It
occurs to me that the log periodic might well
get many readers out of trouble, if they are
plagued with awkward landlords or County
Councils who will only allow one aerial to be
seen. The 13- element array gives an alleged
7dB gain at all frequencies, including Bands
II, III and IV, but is also usable on Band I.
However, my Fuba 8 on Band II brings in
excellent signals, and Ishall be reporting on
its performance with the new Revox/Stolle
auto- beam rotating system in afuture article.
Below 70 MHz I was also receiving TV
sound carriers from the Continent, many of
which were on FM. It thus seems to me that
readers on the East or South coasts may well
find it most interesting to receive these
signals, if some enterprising manufacturer
could make aconverter with an input between
55 and 72 MHz and an output on Band II.
Perhaps the same converter could also
include atunable front-end to convert Bands
IV and V to Band ll for receiving TV sound on
one's hi-fi system. There are, of course, one
or two TV sound tuners available, but mine
has a relatively poor performance and drifts
badly.
During the Sporadic E openings my
colleagues were examining the VHF field
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strengths on my Hewlett Packard spectrum
analyser, and the picture brought home with
much force the importance of having good
front-end selectivity with a good mixer
performance, thus avoiding RF intermodulation distortion. There were many Band ll
signals between 1mV and 6mV, but outside
the normal broadcast band were hundreds of
others varying in strength from microvolts to
tens of millivolts, the latter coming from fairly
close- by police and other public utility transmitters, actually in Band II. It was easy to see
Sporadic E signals rising up surprisingly
quickly to a peak and then falling again after
some minutes. Fortunately, the employment
of directional and relatively high Q antennae
commonly used on Band II systems assists
with out- of- band rejection, whilst a log
periodic type will of course drive the frontend much harder, since it is receiving so
much energy.

Whilst on a visit to San Francisco, Ihad
the opportunity of touring briefly two of the
more interesting stereo FM local radio
stations. The pop music station KSAN 95 FM
was extremely well equipped, and in the main
presentation studio Italked to the pop record
presenter, who is also responsible for spinning the discs. He used a very close mike
technique for voice, and Iwas amazed to find
that the whole place was so informal that the
studio door was actually left open all the
time; Iwas not discouraged from talking to
engineers afew feet away from the presenter!
Equipment standards were very high, with
many recent acquisitions, and I was most
interested to see that all transmissions are
Dolby- B processed.
The classical music station used some very
old equipment, mainly valve, but were also
Dolby- B processing their programmes. Disc
play-back was to ahigh quality, but the general
facilities somewhat limited, and the engineer
explained to me that many of the programmes
are stereo tapes,
mainly of American
orchestras, supplied by a few organisations,
including WFMT in Chicago and the Boston
Symphony Orchestra Trust. It is a pity that
whilst being Dolby- B processed this station
did not have Dolby- A, and many of the tapes
were only at 19 cm/sec, and thus rather hissy.
Iwas alittle surprised to see standards somewhat lower than in Chicago, and unfortunately
Idid not have the opportunity of hearing some
of the tapes ( which Iam told are quite good)
that the station makes of San Francisco
classical music performances, including the
opera and symphony orchestra. Perhaps I
was a little rash in assuming that most large
American cities would have classical music
stations of the calibre of WFMT in Chicago.
It is through going abroad frequently that I
realise how fortunate we are in Western
Europe to have such a network of excellent
stereo FM stations, which must be the envy
of the rest of the world.
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New Maxell UDXL o
goes over the heads of so
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When you understand quality you choose Maxell.
NATURAL SOUND SYSTEMS LTD, 10 BYRON ROAD, WEALDSTONE, HARROW, MIDDX. HA3 TIT. 01-863 8622.

Which hiAl?
Martin Colloms, B. J. Webb, Gordon King and Paul Messenger
discuss the systems they would choose, respectively,
at the top, upper- middle, lower- middle and bottom
segme its of the hi-fi market.

PAUL MESSENGER
sees how low he can go in the
quest for hi-fi.

W

HEN the concept of this supplement
feature was first being discussed,
Ibreezily suggested that not very much had
changed during the previous year, and that it
might be interesting and useful to discuss a
step-by-step route for upgrading the budget
system Irecommended last year. ' Not so!',
came the voice of editorial authority, now only
scant weeks from the copy deadline, ' thou
shalt go even cheaper!'
'That which is cheap is not usually hi-fi,
and moreover that which is hi-fi is not cheap',
I quipped tautologically. ' How cheap shall
(can) Igo?'
'Go thou to the point at which hi-fi becomes
audio' came the response.
'And where might that be?' Iasked, by now
fearing the worst.
'Go thou and find out' came the devastating
response.
So here Iam with an impossible brief, only
a couple of weeks before copy date and with
no time to borrow from manufacturers the
unlistenable and barely listenable in order to
discover the most listenable ( or perhaps the
least unlistenable), and not the proverbial
snowflake's chance of getting any of the new
season's models in the middle of the holiday
period ( when even the Japanese factories
seem to put their feet up for a bit).
Further evidence of the lack of appreciation
of the inexorable tide of inflation in the editorial office was implied in the recommendation that Icheck back to articles in 1968 ( March)
and 1970 ( August) that discussed basic budget systems at £80 and £ 100 respectively!
These were disc- only systems that included
DIY options, and having just paid £27 for a
pair of shoes identical to ones that cost me
£7 in 1968, Ifelt that with a bit of judicious
index- linking I might be able to worm my
way out without deafening too many of the
people who are foolhardy enough to follow
my advice.
Last year's system was Rega Planar 2turntable, Nytech CTA 252 Receiver, MordauntShort Festival 2 speakers and Ortofon FF15
cartridge. Well, the Rega is now an unobtainable snip at about £90, the Nytech has got
quite a bit better but gone up to £230 ( but
fortunately an integrated amp derived from
the receiver should be available by the time
this appears for £135), and the Festivals are
now well over the ton. By and large Istill
think this recommendation stands and that
it is a pity to compromise the nice balance
by making any changes. But ' cheapen it' was
the brief, so Iwill have to see what can be
done.
The ten- and eight- year- old systems were
interesting in that they showed that, by and
large, very little had changed. One could in
fact merely choose the current versions of
those components and get roughly the same
standard of sound quality (
ie much better
than the average music centre) for about two
hundred pounds. But hi-fi has not stood
completely still over this period, and if the
'state-of-the-art' has advanced then this must
surely imply that more is required at the
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budget end to satisfy ' hi-fi criteria'. Typical
of the items selected in the 1970 competition
were components that are still available in a
somewhat similar form, including the Connoisseur BD1 and SAU2, Shure M75E, Goldring and Audio Technica cartridges, and
that ubiquitous evergreen the Wharfedale
Denton speaker, while the now obsolete amps
chosen were then the rock- bottom hi-fi transistor types available.
So it would be easy to take the components
of the £ 100 1970 system and substitute their
modern equivalents, which would give a
somewhat improved sound quality for something less than £200, and this is pretty good
going when one looks at overall prices and
wages over the same period. But most of
the choices are very restricted, each item
being virtually ' rock- bottom acceptability' in
its class. So instead of sticking to this rather
inevitable system, Ipropose to use it as a
starting point, suggesting alternatives that
might suit different types of buyer, and rather
more satisfying disc playing systems up to a
price more in line with the equivalent spending- power of the 1970 system's £ 100.
Ihave deliberately decided to concentrate
on disc playing because this is where my
main interests lie, and because the better my
disc system has become, the less inclined I
have been to use other program sources.
And if one is trying to do hi-fi on a really tight
budget, the £ 150 or £200 necessary to include
a ' minimal' tuner and cassette deck would
enable the disc system to be improved
enormously. But depending on your taste in
music, whether accessible radio broadcasts
satisfy it, and whether you want to make up
cassettes for the car, kids or whatever, I
should at least mention these other sources.
Ihave had afair bit of experience listening to
cassette decks recently in connection with
the next HiFi Choice, and have no real hesitation in recommending the little JVC KD 720
which is both an excellent performer and
appeals to me in styling and ergonomics;
other good cheap machines include models
from Sanyo, Hitachi and Akai.
Ihave less experience of tuners, and would
personally probably settle for a fairly decent
'tranny' like the Beolit which can be plugged
into a flying lead when required and/or used
in kitchen, bathroom, etc, as Iregard radio
primarily as an information rather than entertainment medium. Colleague Gordon King
found the Optonica ST 1515 gave a pretty
good performance at low cost in a recent
large scale review, while at a slightly higher
price Ihave had very good service and audio
quality from the Nytech, which is very reasonable if obtained as part of the receiver,
although it would cost a little more as a
separate tuner under Edinburgh Wireless
Company colours.
Contrary to popular belief and prejudice,
I believe it is worth spending as much as
possible on the disc source while letting the
amplifier and speakers take care of themselves
until such time as funds are available to improve them. The more ' information' one gets
out of the system in the beginning, the better
the chances are of getting to hear it at the
end, and the less muck that is produced at
the turntable, the less one is likely to upset
the later components and end up with mediocre results.

The obvious budget turntab es must be
the Connoisseur and BSR models. The BSR
BDS 80 with ADC QLM2lll worked well as
the basis for a friend's system recently, with
the Nytech and Minimax the sound was rather
better than Ihad expected— some coarseness
and limited bandwidth but plenty of detail.
We returned to his house after a party where
the ' music' had been provided by a pretentious and predominately imported system,
and sat back and listened to it with a great
deal of pleasure!
Ihave rather less recent expenence of the
BD1/SAU2 combination which is available
as a kit or in a module. The arm in particular
seems an unbeatable bargain, particularly if
a little care is taken in adjusting the gimbaltype bearings, and it could be retained for
use with better turntables at a later date.
Writing as one who lusts after musical
detail and is less interested in visually impressing the neighbours or forcirg them to
move, Iwould have no hesitation in going as
far as substituting a chassis L.nn Sondek
for the BD1, building my own plinth and
mounting the SAU2, QLM, and partnering
this with about £150- worth of amplifier and
loudspeakers! Crazy to spend more on the
turntable than the rest of the system combined? Perhaps Iam a little; this is not a
system that Iwould recommend as suitable
for everyone. But it is what Imyself would
choose to use, and Iwoufd be tictled to hear
of any dealer offering and demonstrating it
as a budget option ( and shudder to think
what it would make many ' mid fi' systems
sound like).
Having restored my reputation as an enfant
terrible at a stroke, Ishould mention a couple
of other turntables that I know give good
overall performance at their prices. My endorsement of the Rega last year still stands,
but unfortunately over- exposure in the less
responsible sectors of the audio press has
created a ludicrous supply and demand situation for this small company, so even if you
want one you probably won't be able to get
it. An interesting alternative at a similar
price and performance but with widespread
availability is the B&O Beogram 1100, which
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comes complete with cartridge for less than
£100 ( imminent model changes permitting).
A very fine, well-balanced and idiot- proof
package—the cartridge is reputed to prefer
a warm environment, so if your house is cold
use an Anglepoise above the turntable.
Also readily available and with greater appeal
for enthusiast or tinkerer are the current versions of the AR and Thorens decoupled
turntable systems, the AR 77X8 and TD110.
Each costs less than £ 100, and the Thorens
(which needs an arm) could be used with the
SAU2 or Lustre at modest cost. Many enthusiasts have carried out a variety of modifications on these models and claim significant
improvements can be made; while Iremain a
little sceptical, acknowledging that it is easy
to get changes but remaining dubious that
they are necessarily improvements—certainly
many people are happy with the results.
Having dealt with turntables and arms at
some length, it's time to choose a cartridge.
Past experience has already left me favourably disposed towards the ADC QLMs which
use relatively high tracking weights, so I

ADC QLM
compared the 30, 32, and 34 with the new
Audio Technica 12XE which is more representative of the 1 gram or bust' philosophy,
although Idid of course use the manufacturer's maximum recommended 1?,- g. Using
the Rega with Audio Technica headshells, I
preferred the ADCs at their heavier weights,
as this seemed to give much better stability,
particularly in the midband. Perhaps because
of their short cantilevers, positive stylus
location, and secure tracking weights, the
ADCs gave a tighter, clearer overall sound
to my ears.
Turning nextto the amplifier, price- watchers
will know that there are a whole bevy of
designs that sell for around £70, so with the
assistance of some local retailers Imanaged
to get a few together. Using the Rega with
the QLM 34 Ill fitted as source and the M- S
Pageants as load, Itried the JVC JAS 10, Trio
3700, Rotel 313, and the rather cheaper Shackman 220, also including an old Rogers HG88
II integrated valve amp and the Nytech as
reference. Unhappily the Alba 900, which
has a similar price and has been recommended to me by anumber of people, suffered
an untimely sale and could not be included!
The cheap little Shackman could produce
quite high levels but definitely fell into the
audio category rather than hi-fi. The Trio
tended to make everything a bit too bright
and sparkling for comfort, exaggerating rather
than transmitting detail; while it was certainly
better controlled than the Shackman, it was
still pretty marginal in hi-fi terms. The Rotel
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Keesonic Kub
gave quite similar results, but under my
listening conditions gave a rather more
pleasing overall balance, yet with perhaps
rather less detail. The JVC seemed to be
the most satisfactory, offering the best detailing and control, and while the high frequencies
were rather restricted they also stayed reasonably well under control.
Turning to the Nytech, it was obvious that
the cheaper Japanese threesome were not
in the same league ( as one would expect
bearing in mind the two- to- one price ratio).
So one comes right back to the question of
where the divide lies between hi-fi and audio,
and Iam honestly rather loathe to recommend
these cheap amplifiers as hi-fi, because they
did have rather noticeable limitations. So,
bearing in mind that the Alba 900 may well be
worth checking out, which Ihope to do before
long, it is likely that cutting the amp budget
to £70 is making a fairly heavy compromise.
While I would urge any prospective purchasers to try to go for an amp of the standard
of the EWC/Nytech, the JVC can be recommended with reservations, and the Alba
should be taken into account. Incidentally,
the old valve amp put up its expectedly impressive performance, and was second only
to the Nytech in achieving a balance between
transmitting detail and avoiding nasties.
Having settled for the JVC JAS 10, a few
words of description are in order. The unit
is quite distinctively and to my eyes quite
attractively styled, having a low profile and
black plastic/metal case. Considering the
limited power and tight budgeting ( which is
visible but in no way offensive in the construction), it seems a little odd to include such
facilities as mike input and mix and, of al:
things, an LED voltage output display!
Turning now to the loudspeakers, it is
inevitable that real budget speakers are going
to be a pretty run-of-the-mill affair. There are
two well- established favourites that deserve
a mention as likely contenders, the Videotone
Minimax Il and the Keesonic Kub. Itend to
prefer the somewhat warmer balance of the
Kub, but this will depend on the intended
siting in a room, and the better- controlled
IB bass of the Minimax may well give some
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advantages with cheap equipment and when
shelf mounting. The restricted HF of these
models, which use cone-type tweeters, can
be of positive benefit by discouraging the
reproduction of the ' nasties' that are usually
present when using a compromised signal.
Another low-cost design that impressed
me a great deal when I heard it under the
manufacturer's conditions is the new Wharfedale XP2 series Shelton, while its smaller
brother the Denton XP2 is equally worthy of
mention, offering as nearly as good a quality
at a slightly lower price. Ihave the strongest
suspicion that these new Wharfedale twounit designs are going to prove stiff competition for many units costing up to twice their
price!
A traditional way of saving money when
buying loudspeakers is to start from components or kits. Some modest savings can be
made, but naturally these are not as dramatic
as one finds when building designs with
more elaborate enclosures. At the budget
end Iwould suggest that it is best to stick to
manufacturer's kits, such as those marketed
by Richard Allan, Wharfedale, Goodmans,
SEAS, etc. It is worth pointing out that the
latest Wharfedales are not yet available in kit
form, and that the kits available are still based
on the older models, and, in my opinion, do
not have the same potential.
So there you have it, afew strictly personal
recommendations based on an all- too- limited
experience of budget hi-fi. Ihave deliberately
stuck to records as a source, as Ibelieve it
is foolhardy to spread the money too thinly
in search of more inputs when one at least
can be got to a reasonable standard, and I
would not really recommend proliferating the
sources until a single source system has
reached at least £500. What Ihave tried to
show is a number of alternatives that will
appeal to different types of people and help
in the selection of a disc playing system
between £200 and £400. There are many
components Ihaven't considered, but Ifeel
that judicious matching from those that I
have selected should give enough options to
satisfy many requirements as well as producing a good sound!
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OPTONICA RT-3838

etectronc tape procew.,

RT-3838

OPTONICA IS AVAILABLE FROM: BEDFORD Tavistock Hi Fi, Tavistock Street, BELFAST The Hi -Fi Shop 11 Lisburn Road,
BIRMINGHAM Hockensound, 1195 Pershore Road, Stirchley, Puresound 11. 1130 Warwick Road, Acocks Green, BOLTON Cleartone Hi- FL 166 Blackburn Road,
BRISTOL Radford Hi Fi, 52/54 Gloucester Road, CHESTER New Dawn Hi Fi Centre, 1 & 3Castle Street,
CIRENCESTER Television & Hi Fi Centre, 35 Castle Street, COLERAINE The Hi -Fi Shop, 21 Railway Road, ENFIELD A. T. Labs, 191 Chaseside,
EXETER Peter Scott ( Exeter) Ltd., 76/78 South Street, FLEET Ken Rose Audio Ltd., 283 Fleet Street,
HIGH WYCOMBE B & B Hi Fi, 4Liverpool Victoria House, Priory Road, JERSEY Sound Engineering Ltd., 69 King Street, St. Helier,
LEEDS Superfi, 34/36 Queen Victoria Street, LEICESTER Mays Hi -Fi, 27/33 Churchgate, LEWISHAM Billy Vee Sound Systems, 68 Lee High Road,

runic Tape Processor
-with abuilt-in brain.
It doesn't think for you, but it knows what you want,
and can get it done quickly and accurately.
What can the RT-3838 do for you?
Basically, it solves 3problems cueing, counting and timing.
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1. Programme Search
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2. Point Search
Counter memory can find a
specific number on the tape
counter and stop there or
start playback automatically.
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2. Second Counting
Counts how long the tape's been
running and suggests the time
left on the tape.
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Timing
1. Timed Operation
The Microprocessor employs a
quartz timepiece for
use in programming
e
scheduled operations.
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MICRO PROCESSOR

3. Memory Rewind
Can reset tape counter to " 0"
at any point and rewind to that
point at anytime.
4. Section Replay
Memory rewind and counter
memory can mark off asection
of tape to be replayed.

Means extra stability in tape
counting for total accuracy in
other processor functions.
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Can skip up to 19 tracks ahead
and stop at the start of any piece
of music or start playback
automatically.

Counting
1. Electronic Tape Counting
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2. Scheduled Operation
Controls timer- operated
automatic recording and
playback programmes and
you don't even have to be
there!
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Dolby and the"Double-D - symbol are
trademarks of Dolby Laboratories.

OM

DOLBY SYSTEM

Of course, operational ease isn't all you want in a
quality hi-fi component. Accurate reproduction of the
original music is abasic requirement of any tape deck.
Our quartz-lock PLL servo motor provides extremely
accurate speed control (wow and flutter: ± 0.15%,
DIN 45 500). Frequency response is 30-15,000Hz
(DIN 45 500) using CrO 2tape. And, of course, Dolby
Noise Reduction to improve the signal to noise ratio

(50dB Dolby off 10dB increase DE
at over 5kHz Dolby on). Plus full auto stop in all modes
independent MIC/LINE input circuits, and much more.
As with anything as revolutionary as the RT-3838, believing
is seeing. Avisit to your Optonica Dealer is the only way you're
going to really get acquainted with the new Optonica Electronic
Tape Processor. Ask him what he thinks— he couldn't believe it
either!

Please send me further details of Optonica.
Name
Address
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IN TUNE WITH THE FUTURE

SHARP

L_

OPTONICA

SHARP ELECTRONICS ( UK) LTD., 107 Hulme Hall Lane, Manchester M10 8HL.Tel: 061-205 7321._1

LONDON NW.6 Audio T, 190 West End Lane, S.W.7 Hi Fi Fo Fum, 14 Bute Street, MANSFIELD Syd Booth, 9 & 11 Queen Street,
NEWCASTLE ON TYNE Hi -Fi Opportunities, Handyside Arcade, Percy Street, NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME Hi Fi Studio, Market Place,
NEW MALDEN Unilet Products Ltd., Compton House, 35 High Street. NOTTINGHAM Superfi, 15 Market Street, PORTSMOUTH Hopkins Hi -Fi, 40 Fratton Road,
READING B & BHi Fi, 16 Gun Street, SHEFFIELD Quadraphenia Hi Fi Centre.10 Nursery Street, STOKE ON TRENT, Hi -Fi Studio, 20 Lonsdale Street,
STRATFORD
SUTTON
PuresoSmith,
und 11,94 The Parade.
_ . ON
. .AVON JCV Centre, 8/9 Sheep Street, Rnari
WAICOLDFIELD
IASEY Armstrong
65 King Street, WARWICK JCV Music, 44 Emscote Road.

GORDON KING
spends around £550 on a lowermiddle hi-fi system.

EOR my system this year the Editor has
increased my budget by £50 ( no doubt, to
compensate for a little under 10 per cent
inflation!). My brief lies in the same equipment classification as last year: viz, lowermiddle hi-fi. This is a trifle of a misnomer
really, for it supposes that the more you pay
the better the sound. You can get a shade
more listening room sound intensity for more
money, but then you will require more expensive speakers to accommodate the additional
power, and before you know where you are
the classic hi-fi law of diminishing returns
sets in.
It is our view ( my colleagues and mine) that
the system here presented is capable of real
hi-fi reproduction when operated within its
power limitation. It is not meant for a very
large listening room or gramophone society's
hall; but it should prove adequate for an
average- sized listening room of some 60 m".
Unless you have a large room there is not
much future in spending a lot of money on
large speakers whose intrinsic, lower- octave
response is dramatic, but which demand
large amplifier power to drive them properly.
For the full, lower- bass potential of such asystem to be realised, the listening room must
be large enough to accommodate the long
half- wavelengths of the lower octave sounds.
Our system, then, is a hi-fi orientated one,
styled for the smaller room at a ' budget' price.
Last year we based our system on tuner
and amplifier separates: this year we have
decided to opt for a receiver. The choice is
very wide; but we wanted a model which
would deliver up to 14 V peak of musiccontoured nose signal to each speaker without overload protection triggering or peak
clipping distortion. Our aim was for approximately 93 dBA peak sound pressure level in
a room of 60 to 65 m3 without causing undue
stress to either the amplifier or speakers.
Assuming an ambient listening room noise
level of 25 dBA, a dynamic range of some
68 dBA ( adequate for most realistic program sources) would thus be provided without going mad in terms of unsociable peak
sound intensities!
We also required the receiver to possess
a good FM section with an acceptable RF
input dynamic range, and for this we did not
wish to spend all that much more than £220.
Critically scrutinising some of our work on
receivers over recent years, we were very
much drawn to the Yamaha CR 620. This
had the right power rating along with a very
acceptable FM section. We had also found
that it would deliver 14 V peak per channel
to a very difficult reactive load on a two-tone
signal before output transistor protection
distortion became troublesome. It must be
admitted that some receiver amplifier sections of similarly- rated power can do better
than this, but to be realistic the load presented by a real loudspeaker would be less
of a problem to the amplifier than our particularly difficult test load. Thus, on real loud-
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Yamaha CR620

speakers the Yamaha has some headroom
over our 14 V peak requirement.
The price of the CR 620 was round £230
on our last check; but it is possible that
inflation has lifted this a trifle, so based on,
say, £240, we are left with £310 for a pair of
speakers and
record- playing equipment.
Since the projected room is a fairly small
one, we then set out to locate a pair of small
speakers compatible with the power of the
amplifier and which, in our judgement, have
low coloration and good hi-fi potential.
Owing to the very physics involved, it is
difficult for small loudspeakers not to sound
'boxy', a characteristic which can be aggravated by insufficient attention to placement.
However, one mini which we particularly
favour is the Rogers ( Swisstone) LS3/5A. We
auditioned the launching version of this BBC
design in great detail, and having critically
listened to more recent versions our views
are unchanged. We feel that for a small
speakerthis is one of the best still. Excepting
the lower octave, it is often difficult to realise
that one is hearing such a small speaker,
particularly when care has been taken over
its positioning.
The recent LS3/5A costs around £ 160 per
pair, which leaves round £ 150 for the record
playing equipment. A deck which I have
been using recently, and which Ilike, is the
Aiwa AP-2500. This was found to have less
'acoustical coloration' than some of the
earlier Aiwa decks. In fact, subjecting the
deck to 96 dBA of pink noise, the maximum
output at the major resonance that we could
measure from a cartridge whose stylus was
resting on the outer diameter of a stationary
record was 50
96 dBA sound pressure is high, and under
normal music conditions it would be unusual
to experience this in proximity to a record
deck; moreover, subsequent tests revealed
that a significant proportion of the signal
was being ' induced' from the power amplifier
and speaker cables to the low-level, high- gain
pickup input circuits and leads! It would
thus appear that not all deck coloration is
caused by acoustical coupling. We are currently researching more deeply into the electrical coupling, which can occur in several
ways, and will be reporting on the subject
later.

Final item to be chosen was the cartridge;
but with the AP-2500 selling for about £ 154,
we were left with a negative amount for this!
The required cartridge was the AKG P7E,
which sells for about £26, so in the end we
were about £30 over our budget. However,
by careful buying it might well be possible to
get closer to the £550 mark. In any case, I
feel one should have a tolerance of about
±5%, because it is virtually impossible to
get right on target.

AKG P7E
That, then, is our proposed system, which
we shall now consider in more detail. The
Yamaha CR 620 was found to have a very
clean spectrum up to clipping threshold, both
on audio inputs and FM via the tuner section.
In fact, the harmonics of the tuner in the stereo
mode fall off smoothly and progressively
with increasing number. Adequate voltage
was obtained for the LS3/5A loads, with a
fair headroom to signal clipping at 93 dBA
reverberant field sound pressure level in the
room. At higher peaks there is the danger
of the amplifier approaching clipping threshold; but this applies to all amplifiers driven
beyond their capacity. The trick is always to
keep a dB or so in reserve, and more money
needs to be spent for higher sound intensities.
One reason for the sometimes wide differences between the sounds made by amplifiers
is insufficient heed being paid to the individual overload thresholds.
The receiver has a good FM performance
and should not overload too early, and hence
generate spuriae, in strong signal areas. If
you are that way inclined the sensitivity is
high enough for interesting long-distance
(DX-ing) trials. It is a ' clean' looking receiver,
clearly reflecting Yamaha styling, and is
one of the few contemporary receivers complete with a wooden sleeve. It makes a good
heart for system expansion, having provision
for all the normal program sources and
circuits for two tape machines, including
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dubbing in either direction, and a switch
which facilitates recording from a connected
source direct while replaying through the
amplifier from a different source. MW AM is
included, taking signal from a rear ferrite rod
aerial which can be swivelled for the best
results without the whole receiver having to
be turned.
There are also usefully fast
12 dB/octave low and high filters of well
chosen frequencies, and a noteworthy loudness control which can be adjusted for greater
accuracy than the simple type of switched
loudness filter.
Ergonomics are very good, and the receiver's
attractive appearance should alleviate undue
opposition from the distaff side!
The Rogers LS3/5A is a shelf- standing
speaker measuring amere 300x 180x 160 mm.
Based on the acoustic suspension ( sealed
box) principle of loading, it incorporates two
KEF units, one a ' tailored' bass/mid-range
unit of 110 mm, and the other adomed tweeter
of 19 mm. A part of the success of this BBC
design lies in the precision crossover whose
turnover frequency is closely geared to the
bass/mid-range driver requirements, and
which includes critical level matching for the
two units.
The speakers are not all that efficient in the
conversion sense, requiring an amplifier
within the power range of 30+30 to 50+50
watts to do them full justice. When well sited
they are capable of remarkably good stereo
reproduction; albeit with the expected shortfall of low bass. They should be raised off
the floor on high stands or placed on suitably
elevated shelves. When shelf- mounted, we
have discovered that the listening experience
can often be further enhanced by packing
them between fairly substantial books. Happily, small speakers are far less of a problem
to site than large ones in most rooms, and
there is no doubt that it pays to spend a
reasonable time initially in locating the best
sonic position for them.
The AP-2500 is a recent Aiwa record deck.
It is built into a shallow plinth, at the front of
which is a control panel carrying several
press- switches and two edge- controls for
33* and 45 rpm speed adjustment. An illuminated strobe is visible through a front panel
window, so it is easily possible to adjust the
speed to the mains frequency. The directdrive DC servo- controlled motor takes the
turntable to full revs in about 2sec. The mass
of the turntable is adequate to iron out motor
pulses, and reasonable platter damping is
provided by afairly soft mat.
The arm takes a ' standard' plug-in headshell, and although its effective mass is not
particularly low by present day values, we had
no trouble in partnering it with the AKG cartridge and other medium compliance species.
The plinth and motor board are composed
of an acoustically inert material, and shock
absorbing feet help to tame acoustic feedback problems. With the stylus of the cartridge resting on a stationary record, microphony can be detected by tapping the deck
with the amplifier's volume control well advanced; but howl- round could not be incited
even at maximum setting.
The deck is equipped with auto-stop and
arm lift, activated photo- electrically, so there
is no drag on the arm. There is also amanual
cueing lever, and an unusual feature is a syn-
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chronising circuit which can be coupled to
the Aiwa AD-6800 cassette deck, allowing
this to start and stop automatically with the
lowering and lifting of the arm.
DIN- weighted rumble was — 67 dB, and the
biggest rumble component was about 50 dB
below 10 cm/sec and at 3Hz, so this would
certainly not cause trouble with the LS3/5As,
and if you wanted to be extra- safe there is
always the low filter of the CR 620. DIN peakweighted W&F was a mere 0.06% on both
speeds, so no problems on this score, either.
We regard the AKG P7E as excellent value
for money. It is equipped with awell finished
diamond and tracks high modulation without
flaw at 1.5 g. Its compliance is higher than
some other cartridges of moderate price,
which might give the impression that it would
require an arm of not much more than 10 g
effective mass for the best results. However,
the arm of the AP-2500, which is endowed
with very low bearing friction, caused the
cartridge no undue concern on reasonably
flat discs, yet the effective mass of this we
would place in advance of 10 g, although it
was not measured.
The acoustical characteristics of the P7E
were felt to integrate pleasantly with those of
the LS3/5As. From a critical point of view,
the bass was a trifle uneven and the lowermiddle tended to be a shade distant, but very
good balance of upper- middle and highs was
achieved, along with excellent stereo imagery.
Very good results, too, were obtained from
FM stereo; with a reasonable signal the background noise of the Yamaha is commendably
low, and the distortion, even on high peak
modulation, is small. There was no undue
sibilancy generated by the receiver, though
some was attributable to certain transmissions, which would seem to warrant a BBC
investigation, since the trouble appears to
be worsening of late! The pilot tone was
fairly well suppressed.
If you want to spend around £550 on hi-fi,
Ithink you would be happy with my system.
Iam not suggesting that it is perfect or could
not be bettered; but it represents good,
honest hi-fi.
You will, of course, be expected to spend
afurther £ 150 or more on acomparable cassette deck, and recent models Ican recommend include the Trio KX-830, the three- head
Hitachi D-850 and the Marantz 5010. There
are others, but before delving too deeply into
this end of hi-fi it would be prudent first to
become accustomed with the system on FM
radio and disc.

In summary, my system comprises:
Yamaha CR620 Receiver (£240)
Rogers ( Swisstone) LS3/5A Speakers
(£160 pair)
Aiwa AP-2500 Record Deck (£ 154)
AKG P7E Cartridge (£26)

The prices given are only approximate; you
may have to spend a little more or, perhaps,
alittle less depending on the source and what
you want in the way of after- sales service.
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B. J. WEBB
recommends an upper- middle
hi-fi system for around £850.

HE

T

Editor has asked me to suggest awe llmatched system costing around £850, and

before commenting on the separate components Iwould like to offer a couple of general
observations: first, development is a continuous process. Today's specifications within any given price bracket can be, and frequently will be superseded tomorrow, and for
obvious reasons manufacturers do not advise
the public in advance of their intention to
replace existing equipment. In some cases
the improvements are clearer on paper than
in performance. Secondly, however meticulous reviewers may be, it is never possible
to assess a product in respect of its performance ' in the field'. This vastly important
information can be obtained only with the
passage of time, which cannot be accelerated.
The best one can do is to prognosticate from
knowledge of the manufacturer, examination
of the design and standard of workmanship
and extended severe tests, in some cases
bordering on misuse. Consequently, of the
components recommended in this article,
only one can be described as relatively new.
Prices quoted are VAT- inclusive, and
typical. They will vary, of course, according
to source of supply.
Since records remain the most popular
sound source, the basic system suggested
is disc player, amplifier and speakers, allowing for radio within the price limit and for
the substitution of acassette machine for the
record player at about the same cost. It has
been assumed that very few people considering expenditure at this level will wish to be
without high quality radio reception. In my
view, a good BBC FM transmission is the
best available sound source, and a good
external aerial, properly installed and aligned,
is one of the most rewarding hi-fi investments. No radio receiver can be better than
the aerial which feeds it.
Many words have recently been spilled on
the subject of amplifiers, which lie at the
heart of any system. Hopefully, the air hPs
been cleared by recent reports in this and
other magazines of controlled tests. Ihave
no hesitation in recommending a system
based on the Quad 33 Control Unit with the
303 or 405 power amplifier, providing respectively 45 or 100 wpc. My reasons for this
choice are as follows:
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B. J. Webb

Quad 331405
1. The Quad amplifiers provide sweet undistorted quality from a clean input signal,
while masking nothing.
2. Standards of engineering and construction are impeccable, reliability is very high
and customer service a byword for helpful
excellence.
3. Flexibility of control and easy adaptability
of inputs. The Quad low-pass filters are unsurpassed; correct loading and sensitivity
for any cartridge can be obtained by means
of the plug-in pickup board. Tape circuits
are similarly adjustable.
The logical choice of radio unit with this
amplifier is the Quad FM3. This is a less
complex and sophisticated ( and very much
less expensive) unit than many of the imported models which could equally well be
used. The FM3 was designed to match the
Quad amplifiers visually and in audio quality
in reception of BBC FM transmissions under
normal conditions. There is no AM section,
but Idon't consider this an important omission.
There will, inevitably, be those who for
good reasons prefer a fully integrated unit
and rule out the Quad on this ground. I ' herefore suggest, as an alternative, the excellent
Sansui 8080 receiver, which will deliver 90
wpc into 8 ohms. There are a number of
comparable receivers from other sources,
but the distinguishing feature of the big
Sansuis is the extremely pleasing quality of
the sound which they produce. The 8080 has
an AM(MW) section with ferrite rod aerial,
and the performance of the FM tuner section
is highly satisfactory. Those who require
less power and do not need AM radio are
recommended to consider the Tandberg 2040
(40 wpc into 8ohms). This is another sweetsounding instrument, built to the highest
standards and featuring 5 preset station
buttons.
There is now general agreement on the
audible advantages which result from the
conception and design of a disc player as an
acoustic system, with an independently suspended subchassis carrying platter and arm.
Isolation of the pickup from unwanted vibrations is rather easier and certainly less expensive to achieve with belt- drive than directdrive systems—which does not imply that
there are not excellent direct- drive players
available; but there is one turntable constructed on the floating sub- chassis' principle
which is outstanding value for money: the
Thorens TD166 Mk II. Performance is very
satisfactory; there is no audible rumble and
the arm exhibits moderate mass, low friction
and asubjective quality exceeding my expectations with medium to high compliance cart-
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1.25 g. I must offer one small criticism:
Thorens adopt the undesirable practice of
earthing the chassis to the audio lead screening. If hum is audible, a separate earth lead
should be taken from the chassis directly to
the amplifier earth terminal. The TD160 version is available without arm ( recently
replaced by an improved model, the TD 110),
and the excellent Hadcock G238 Super or
Mayware Formula 4arm can befitted to it, with
advantage. Both of these arms are lowmass damped unipivots with rigid skeletal
head platforms; free of audible vices, they

Thorens TD 1661100
are modest in cost by today's standards and
will enable the potential of virtually any
modern h gh grade cartridge to be fully
realised. Both require care and attention in
setting up. The latest version of the Hadcock
shows a vast improvement in finish over
earlier models. Those who are prepared to
pay extra over the basic system cost for a
more sophisticated 3- speed turntable are
recommended to consider the Strathclyde
STD305D. This again is a belt- drive model
with floating sub- chassis on a heavy gauge
ribbed steel plate suspended from a 6mm
thick aluminium motor plate. If is extremely
well engineered and finished and, even more
important, thoroughly and carefully damped
for elimination of resonances and feedback
effects. It features touch speed selection and
variable fine speed control with digital readout and easily interchangeable pickup arm
mounting platforms for any arm. This is a
fine British product with a first-rate and well
met specification at a very competitive price.
Turning to the pickup cartridge, there are
two categories to be considered: ' movingmagnet' and • moving- coil'. We must begin,
if we are to keep within our budget limitation,
by eliminating all the moving- coils which need
a head amplifier, since the cost of the two
starts at around £120 in the cheapest market.
After prolonged listening to a number of
high grade moving- magnet models in con-
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junction with the turntables mentioned above,
I have no hesitation in recommending the
latest Shure cartridge, the V15- IV. This is
not the place to go into details about this
model. It must suffice to say that the relatively high capacitance requirement of the
V15- III has been brought down to 200/300 pF
and that it will go straight into the arms
recommended with no modifications; and
produce a flow of open, detailed, rounded
musical sound with a notable absence of LF
'mud' and quite remarkable tracking ability,
even of badly warped discs, due to the efficient
operation of the inbuilt cartridge damper or
'dynamic stabiliser' as Shure describe it.
Users who play ( as Ido) with the lid open
and have abandoned use of the Dust Bug
may well be surprised at the debris which is
collected during a single playing by the carbon- fibre brush, which, at the same time,
reduces any static charges present, but which
does not absolve the user from the necessity
to discharge static and clean his discs before
playing.
Those with a yen for moving- coils—among
whom Imust number myself— have a good
alternative in the Ultimo 20A. This cartridge
produces typical moving- coil quality, with all
that implies at a sufficiently high output level
(2.5 mVA- at 5cm/sec) to load the magnetic
pickup input of the recommended amplifiers
and most others. Due to its very low source
inductance, the Ultimo is less affected by
capacitive loading than most cartridges and
can be fed using the existing capacitance
straight into 47 k. Under these conditions
there will be agentle rise in HF response over
the last two octaves, 5kHz to 20 kHz, amounting to + 2.5-3 dB at 20 kHz. This characteristic is in no way objectionable, but the
response can be levelled out by reducing the
input impedance to about 22 kand increasing
capacitance to around 500 pF. To give its
best performance the Ultimo, like every other
moving- coil cartridge I've used, needs 2
grams tracking weight, and even then its
tracking ability doesn't match the Shure.
Nevertheless, tis a fine cartridge.
Loudspeakers are by far the most difficult
components to recommend. They are extremely personal, and differences among them
are greater and more obvious than is the case
with amplifiers or pickups within any particular category. At the price level of the system
which we are considering here, high quality
floor- standing models have to be eliminated
because a pair would swallow half the total
projected expenditure. Similarly, the ' little
ridges at tracking pressures not less than
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FOR ANYONE
WHO CAN AFFORD
PERFECTION
THIS IS THE
SPEAKER.
THE NEW A119.
The search for perfection never ends.
Maybe next year we'll be able to build
something even more to your liking
than the AR9.
But right now, by present standards, there simply isn't anything that
looks better on paper or sounds better at home than an AR9.
The AR9 is a4-way floor standing speaker, which incorporates a
kind of electronic automatic transmission to improve bass response.
From bass notes below the audible range, to over 20,000 Hz, its frequency
response curve looks flat as we have ever seen.
Compare it with bigger speakers that cost even more and you'll be
stunned at the difference you hear.
The AR9 is capable of painful sound pressure
levels. You can pump 400 watts per channel
through it (with the usual cautions — driven to
Truth In Listening
clipping 10% of the time; normal source material).
But most of all, the sound of it is simply staggering. Beyond
description really, with beautiful dispersion and precise stereo imagery.
Words and musical phrases emerge from your records that you
may never have heard before.
The AR9 is an expensive speaker.
But, if you can afford perfection, it's the bargain of the century.
THIS IS THE AR9. LIKE ALL AR SPEAKERS IT ISCOVERED BY A5-YEAR
WARRANTY WHICH AN AR DEALER WILL SHOW YOLL FOR FULL- COLOUR
BOOKLETS DESCRIBING THE AR9 AND 0- HER AR SPEAKERS SELYOUR
DEALER GR WRITE TO US AT THE ADDRESS BELOW.

JR

1rTELEDYNE ACOUS11C RESEARCH
HIGH STREET HOUGHTON RE(,
3IS. DUNSTABLE, BECS. kU5 50J

B. J. Webb

chaps', smaller than what may be described
as ' large bookshelf' size, have to be left out
as, in my view, they are not really adequate
for the demands likely to be made upon them
by users of this suggested system. This
leaves the medium size models on stands or
wall brackets ( at extra cost) or placed on
existing shelves, but not, please not, as I
have sometimes seen them, on the floor,
where they suffer from reflections and frequently radiate the treble into obstructing
soft furnishings. In any loudspeaker Ilook—
or rather listen—for overall smoothness, low
coloration and good, but not unduly heavy
bass. These are not the only things which
matter, of course, and the sound quality
finally received by the listener will depend
not only on the characteristics of the speakers
themselves, but on the room and the positions
which they occupy within it. Not only do no
two different speakers sound alike, but the
same speakers do not sound the same in
different places, to the extent that a definite
preference for model X over model Y in the
showroom may be clearly reversed in the
particular domestic environment in which the
speakers are to be used.
Taking all these points into consideration,
my choice is the KEF 104aB. Ihave listened
carefully to this loudspeaker in a number of
quite different environments, and it has never
sounded less than very good. It has the right
balance ( for me) and produces aclean neutral
quality of sound with an extended bass providing the necessary foundation. This recommendation is necessarily the expression
of a personal taste, and Iappreciate that other
people may well prefer something else. Therefore, afew alternative choices are mentioned,
all of excellent quality. The omission of other
comparable speakers from this short list does
not imply that they are not equally good,
simply that Ihave not been able to devote the
necessary time and careful attention to them;
but those who are less than completely happy
with the 104 aB will probably find among the
following four models, from different sources,
something ' nearer to the heart's desire'.
Rogers Export Monitor; Chartwell PM210;

Bolivar 64; and, not withstanding my connection with Lentek as the designer of their
Monitor, the Lentek S4.
Finally, there may be people who, for one
reason or another, wish to base a system on
cassettes rather than discs. Although recorded cassettes cannot offer equivalent
quality to that available from good discs well
reproduced, very fine results can be obtained
by recording one's own from good BBC transmissions. The practice of recording discs
on to cassettes can never improve and, save
in the case of a poor disc, will inevitably degrade quality and in my view it should be discouraged. There are a number of very good
cassette decks available, nearly all more
expensive than the disc player suggested, eg
NEAL 102M- IV and 302 which have produced
the best results Ihave heard from a cassette
machine, but at a roughly comparable price
to the Thorens turntable with recommended
cartridge Iwould suggest the Sony TC136SD
or the Aiwa AD 6300.
Some listeners may wish to have headphones for occasional use. Advising about
these is even more difficult than suggesting
loudspeakers, because personal comfort is
so important, but the Yamaha HP1s or HP2s
will be found generally satisfactory from all
angles.

Lentek S4

Alternative

Basic System
Amplifier/Tuner

Receiver

Quad 33 Control Unit (£ 112)
Quad 303 (£121) or 405 (£ 180)
Amplifier
Quad FM 3 Tuner (£ 121)

Tandberg 2040 (£320)

Additions

Sansui 8080 (£350)
Cassette Deck
Sony TC136SD (£ 150)
Aiwa TD 6300 (£ 159)

Disc Player
Thorens TD 166 Mk 11 (£77)

Thorens TD 160BC Mk II (£83)
Hadcock G238 Super (£59)
Mayware Formula 4 (£53)
Strathclyde STD305D (£214)

Cartridge
Shure V15- IV (£ 70)

Ultimo 20A (£65)
Headphones

Speakers
KEF 10aB (£261)

Rogers Export Monitor (£245)
Chartwell PM210 (£210)
Lentek S4 (£225)
Bolivar 64 (£259)

All prices typical, July inc.
VAT

Rounded up to nearest £ 1.
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Yamaha HP1 (£35)
Yamaha HP2 (£30)

MARTIN COLLOMS
looks at two levels of
luxury hi-fi exotica.
down on paper one's view
PUTTING
what constitutes an optimal system

of
is
fraught with difficulty, as so many variables
are involved. This year I have been asked
to provide recommendations for equipment
in the luxury class, but personally Imaintain
that even where cost is of secondary importance, some sense of proportion and value
must nonetheless be maintained.
The system brief puts disc replay as a
priority, with which Iwholeheartedly concur,
as records will continue to be the most accessible, varied and satisfactory source for the
vast majority of listeners. The units Ihave
selected therefore include a motor/turntable
ensemble, with pickup arm and cartridge; a
preamplifier/control unit and separate power
amplifier, and finally a pair of loudspeakers.
Ancillary components include a tuner for
stereo broadcasts as well as a tape deck.
Excluding these two latter items, the basic
system cost is approximately £2000, and at
this price level it would be well worth the
purchaser's time to devote some attention
to the acoustics and furnishings of his listening room, as the ultimate quality of the
arrangement will be limited by room characteristics.
Unfavourableequipment positioning, particularly of loudspeakers, or alternatively, poor
room acoustics, can both adversely affect the
sound quality of an otherwise potentially good
hi-fi system.
Unfortunately, an aesthetic
sacrifice is often involved, as the optimal
listening arrangement rarely makes the best
visual sense in alistening room. For example,
an elegant and asymmetric open-plan layout
often conflicts with the basic requirement
needed for enhanced musical appreciation.
Ideally the listening room should be organised along the lines of a small music studio,
with a well-defined listening area facing the
sound stage, in this case, the loudspeakers.
In fact, considerable psycho- acoustic enhancement can be obtained by screening the
entire end of the room using an acoustically
transparent curtain, thereby completely concealing the speakers. Pictures could be hung
on this ' wall', provided that they were reasonably high above the projected sound from
the speakers.
As regards room furnishing in general, a
balanced arrangement of bookcases and/or
shelf units ( hard and softer surface areas),
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33'/RPM? 3313RPM? 33RPM?
ARE YOUR HEATING HABrIS
SPOILING YOUR TABLE MANN

First the bad news.
Most turntables are sensitive to changes in
room temperature. The motor speed tends to vary
and playing quality can suffer.
Next the good news.
Philips new HiFi International record decks
are an exception.
They've aclosed loop servo-controlled drive
system that's immune from fluctuations in
temperature, mains frequency and voltage.
We've called our ingenious new method of
belt-drive, Direct Control.
This electronic system uses atacho generator
mounted on the turntable spindle. So it monitors
the actual record speed, not just motor speed.
Any corrections needed for reasons such as
dust-bugs (or restaurateurs?) are automatically
compensated for with avery high degree of
accuracy.

And besides spot-on
RPM, Direct Control
reduces rumble, wow and
flutter to the lowest amounts
measurable.
You'll notice the pick-up
arm is straight, not curved. There's agood
reason for this. Straight arms reduce reasonance
problems because they are lighter and more rigid.
Another aid to perfect tracking can be found
in the arm pivot: around pin resting in square
bearings reduces surface friction.
The pick-up arm (which comes complete
with Super M Mark II cartridge) is also easily
adjustable to bring out the best in different types
of styli.
We've used aluminium quite extensively
throughout (agood example is in the turntable.)
This combats the magnetic fields that cause hum.

Visually, we've given the decks alow, slim —
profile. Tinted cover. And an overall look (and
feel) of craft engineering.
Drop in on your Philips dealer and ask about
our full range of turntables, cassette decks, open
reel recorders, MFB speaker/amps, loudspeakers
and tuner amps that all offer you more sound
for your pounds.
You'll find with Philips, becoming an expert
on hi-fi doesn't mean you have to become an
expert on high-finance.

Simply years ahead.

The New Philips Hi Fi International Range.

1

I've simply got to know more: send me the full
factson Philips Hi Fi International.
NAME
\DDRESS

Please complete and send to: Philips Electrical Ltd..
Dept SP, PO Box 3. Holley, Surrey.
HHN9RD

PHILIPS

Martin Colloms

plus adequately thick carpeting, will often
give the best results. The ideal room dimension ratio is 1height to 1.6 width to 2.4 length,
but as one is rarely able to move house as
often as one changes a hi-fi system, it is not
worth worrying unduly about less than ideal
room proportions, and better to concentrate
rather more on helpful furnishing. However,
if at all possible, one of the larger rooms in
the house/flat should be set aside for listening
purposes, and rooms of more generous dimensions will offer afeeling of relaxed space
and improved uniformity in the lowest frequency range; a room length dimension in
excess of 24 feet would fall into this category.
Turning to the recommended system itself,
and beginning with the speakers, I have
selected as my first choice the recently introduced KEF R105. For me it survived virtually

too large to be accommodated, Ican recommend without reservations Spendor's cheaper
model, the BC1, this despite their lower cost
in this superfi' context. Within their power
rating they are as musically revealing as either
the R105 or the BC3, although with both
Spendor models the ideal listening area is
more constricted than with the R105, and the
low frequency range of the BC1 is inevitably
less powerful and extended.
Dwelling but briefly on the associated subject of loudspeaker connecting cables, it is
undoubtedly true that an audible improvement results if a pair of ordinary, indifferently
connected, loudspeaker cables of the grey,
thin twin conductor variety are replaced by
'super' cable with properly soldered or terminal type connectors. Measurement reveals
a loudness increase of nearly 1dB and the
upper treble range also lifts by approximately
the same amount ( most moving- coil speakers
show a loss of nearly 1dB, 20 kHz, at the
input terminals, due to speaker/amplifier/
cable mismatch). However, due to the use

—
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Entré- 1

unscathed an extended period of domestic
and professional use. It emerged as a front
rank performer in my recent HiFi Choice
issue on loudspeakers, and as such it was
considered at the time to justify its relatively
high price of around £800 a pair. Changes to
the distribution arrangements since April
have resulted in a price reduction to approximately £675 inc VAT, further strengthening
its position.
The R105 has many virtues, the foremost
undoubtedly being its stereo image which is
precise, well focused and relatively uncritical
of listener position. The speaker is also
capable of considerable depth- impression on
appropriate
program,
particularly
with
crossed- pair recordings, while its basic
character is quite neutral and uncoloured as
well as possessing an extended low frequency
range. When required, considerable power
inputs can be accepted without rattles or
distortion. Icannot at present suggest any
alternative speaker other than the Spendor
BC3, which is now sounding smoother and
better- balanced than in earlier years but does
require careful matching with the rest of the
system for an optimum musical result. If it
so happens that both KEFs and BC3s are

120

of these cables, the bass damping is marginally improved, the loop resistance of 1-1.5
ohms for twin flex being reduced to 0.3-0.6
ohms, and the effects of the non- uniformity
of speaker impedance with frequency are
also reduced. It must also be said that virtually all the benefits outlined above will also
accrue from the use of any ordinary good
quality but heavy duty cable, ie, 15 amp type
for runs in excess of 5m. ( Note—at present
the Monitor Audio super cable' is not suitable for use with Naim power amplifiers.)
Turning to the question of amplifiers, it
would appear that certain subtle benefits
result from a good valve design; accordingly,
Ihave selected two as my prime options. I
have obtained excellent results from the new
Radford TT100 (£600), which is a hybrid
design, incorporating high performance integrated op- amps for the early stages, culminating in a pair of KT88 beam tetrode tubes
per channel, these transformer- coupled to
the loudspeakers. Radford's traditional expertise in output transformer technology has
resulted in a model whose qualities of bass
reproduction are not dissimilar to those of a
good transistor design, and yet it still offers
those subtle subjective improvements* mentioned as accruing from good quality valve
amp design. The latest Michaelson and
Austin TVA Export model is also capable
of a very good performance, and provides an
alternative choice, at a similar price (£650).
•Notably aconsiderable measurable improvement in
unclipped program headroom compared with transistor
amplifiers of same rating.

Spender BC1
However, if a purchaser enjoys a solid, well
defined low frequency ' floor' on which to
found the musical presentation—apoint made
by Paul Messenger—then a transistor power
amp is really a necessity. One which has not
so far let me down is the Meridian 105 (£350)
(with a promising and considei ably less expensive alternative available in the form of
the Quad 405 at £180), the 105 comprising a
pair of identical mono 130 watt amplifiers
with convenient power and signai interconnection facilities.
The stylish Meridian 101 preamp has
performed well for me (£60) when fitted with
the Supex moving- coil input module; in fact,
the Meridian 101 preamp goes well with my
two moving- coil cartridge recommendations,
namely the Supex 900 Super (£ 130), and the
Entré 1 (£ 100). ( If apreamp offering more than
basic functions is required, the Lux C1000
performs well.) The Supex offers a degree of
enhanced detail and depth resolution ( at 2.22.5 g downforce) by comparison with the
Entré 1, whereas the latter is extremely kind
to record noise and distortion ( at typically
1.8 g down force). Both offer a sufficiently
good performance in terms of clarity, depth
and lack of coloration or frequency imbalance, that even experienced listeners
hearing them used with a suitable pre-
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preamplifier on the better direct- cut records,
question whether the source material is in
fact Dolby- A master tape and not disc.
My arm recommendation goes to a new
interchangeable- tube arm from Mission Electronics, first seen at the Cunard show earlier
this year (£120 approx.). While Iwas initially
somewhat sceptical of value for money at
this high price level, I subsequently found
that it produced minimal coloration, with very
good tracking, low frequency stability and
stereo imaging. A highly rigid but low mass
design, it incorporates a viscous damper
essentially similar to the SME design. The
obvious companion for this arm is the Linn
turntable (£250), my decision stemming from
its high sound quality ranking in the recent
HiFi Choice on turntables, backed by further
personal experience of its operation. Somewhat less expensive and with a reduced
performance but a wider range of facilities is
the new STD turntable whose styling is also
quite original.
An alternative choice of pickup arm could
be the Hadcock GH228 (£60), which offers
good value on sound quality grounds and
partners the STD model particularly well,
this combination offering a less expensive
combination; a 2nd level alternative for the

'super fi' system. In the context of this system, if taping of broadcasts is taken seriously,
or perhaps amateur music recording, then a
high speed open- reel tape deck is the obvious
answer rather than a cassette machine. My
current choice would be the new Revox B77,
IEC ' Hi Speed' (£600), which is in fact by no
means expensive in view of its performance.
Top quality tape is of course essential, the
machine being calibrated for Revox 621,
Scotch 256 and other similar tape brands.
The choice of tuner is dependent to some
extent on the facilities that are required—
whether push button, pre- selected tuning,
possibly with quartz lock control and digital
indication is preferred, or alternatively, amore
conventional calibrated manual control and
dial. The Yamaha CT7000 (£600) is an excellent example of the latter type and sets the
highest standards with respect to distortion
and constructional quality. The Revox BX760
(£580) offers the alternative digital option,
with up to 15 preset stations, but the audio
distortion is not quite in the Yamaha class.
If broadcast reception quality is of less importance, then the good value Pioneer TX9500
11 (£250) would represent only a marginal
compromise in terms of sound quality.
It would thus appear that several combi-

Meridian pre-amp
nations of equipment are possible to make
up my ' superfi' system, as set out below.
Within reason some items may be interchanged across the columns to meet several
cost/quality/facility requirements, but always
bear in mind the listening roam arrangements,
in order to get the best possible results from

Hadcock GH228 ( above); Mission ( below).

your choice of equipment.
NB- 1consider these systems to be equally
applicable to rock and classical reproduction
up to satisfying, but not deafening sound
levels. Consider a 250-500 watt per channel
power amp for really loud performance with
the R105s ( such as the Lux M4000).

The ubiquitous Linn Sondek LP12 with the prototype
'Syrinx' pickup arm (see ' Subjective Sounds' p. 93)
and aSupex 900 Super
Upper Level
Kef R105 loudspeakers (£675) or
Spendor BC3 (£530)
Radford TT100 amplifier (£600) or
Meridian 105 (£350)
TVA Export (£650)
Meridian 101 preamp (£160) or
Lux C1000 preamp (£690) with
Lentek head- amp (£60)
Yamaha CT7000 tuner (£600) or
Revox BX760 (£580)
Linn LP12 turntable (£250) and
Mission pickup arm (£ 120)
Supex 900 Super (£130) or Entré 1cartridge (£ 100)
Revox B77 tapedeck (£600)
Stax Sigma headphones (£260)
£3,150 to £3,450 complete or
£1,700 disc only and excluding headphones
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Lower Level
Spendor BC1 (£290)
Meridian 105 (£350) or
Quad 405 (£ 180)
Meridian 101 (£ 160)
Pioneer TX9500 (£250)

STD 305D (£214) turntable and
Hadcock GH228 (£60)
Revox B77 (£600)
Yamaha HP1 (£35)
£2,000 complete or
£1,200 disc only

BEHIND THIS BADGE
KEEP US

We are proud to present the
Wharfedale XP2s.
The new, improved successors to
Britain's best-selling speakers, the XPs.
You might imagine that the
success of the XPs in their original form

WHARFEDAL

would tempt us to leave them well alone.
As you will see,you'd be both right,
and wrong.
The Denton XP2 gets anew bass
drive unit optimised for its cabinet size,
and an improved tweeter for higher
power handling.
Next, the newcomer to the XP family:
the Shelton XP2. Its specially designed
bass unit achieves new standards of
power handling and sound quality in
so inexpensive aspeaker.
It also incorporates anew dome
tweeter which smoothly extends the
treble response over awide dispersion

area to beyond the limit of audibility.
This new treble unit is also used on
the 3- unit Linton XP2 and Glendale XP2.
With the introduction of the original
XPs came aradically new mid-range
unit,developed with the aid of laser
holography.
Look closely on the Linton and
Glendale, and you'll see that it's
pierced with apattern of tiny holes.
The holes break up undesirable
distortions around and across the unit,
thus reducing colouration.
And they work so well that we haven't
changed them abit.
Throughout the range,we've patiently

Please send me the Wharfedale XP2 brochure
Name
Address
fee To: Rank Hi Fi,PO.Box70,Great West Road,Brentford,MiddlesexTW8 9HR.
L,st nbuted r, IrelAnd by: Kilroy Brothers Ltd., Shanowen Road, Whitehall. Dublin 9.Tel. 379961

WHARFEDALE DENTON XP2.
Frequency response (- 3dB) 65Hz — 18kHz. Suitable for amplifiers of 10 — 30 watts rm.s.

THERE'S ENOUGH TO
IN FRONT.
refined the crossover networks to integrate
the drive units one to another even better,
and achieve asmooth, uncoloured response
across the spectrum.
The result is arange of speakers with
genuinely improved performance; improvements you can hear, as well as measure in
the laboratory.
Fora free colour brochure on the XP2s,
return the coupon.
And see how we're still in front.

LVA

\\11,\KimmI
WHARFEDALE. BRITAIN'S MOST FAMOUS SPEAKERS.

WHARFEDALE LINTON XP2.
Frequency response I-3dB) 60Hz — 20kHz. Suitable for amplifiers of 10 — 40 watts rms.

WHARFEDALE SHELTON XP2.
Frequency response (- 3dB) 63Hz — 20kHz. Suitable for amplifiers of 10 — 35 watts rm.s.

WHARFEDALE GLENDALE XP2.
Frequency response I-3dB) 50Hz — 20kHz. Suitable for amplifiers of 15 — 50 watts r.m.s.

TEST DRIVE A
UHER CR240

World's smallest, lightest portable Dolby cassette recorder

The CR240 is a truly portable machine and is the smallest,
lightest and most versatile machine in the World to include
Dolby noise reduction circuitry. The CR240 also offers a
standard of performance unmatched by many full sized
recorders. Sian& to Noise ratio better than 67dB with Dolby
frequency response better than 30 - 16000 Hz and wow and
flutter better than + 0.15% under all conditions.
The Uher CR240 proves without doubt that miniaturisation
can be achieved without the need to compromise between
size, weight and performance.
"This machine packs in more features per unit volume than any other in the IA orld." " The amazing compactness and
lightweight of the Uher CR240" — Mick Skeet, Hi Fi for Pleasure, April ' 78.
'Excellent design concept allied to a very satisfactory set of laboratory tests" "Now and flutter. The figure of
+ 0.06 per cent is one of the lowest we have had on any cassette deck" " At 2.7kg ( 6Ibs) the CR240 is the lightest
of the high performance portables we have tested" "We would have no hesitation in putting it to hard field use"
John Gardner, Practical Hi Fi, June 1978.

Things IHear

B. J. Webb
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NOT afeared,' said Caliban, ' the isle is
1—.0 full of noises ... sometimes athousand
twangling instruments will hum about mine
ears ....' A modern Caliban might have been
much afeared, as we have reason to be. As
we move towards the 21st century, perhaps
the greatest single problem which mankind
has to face is the abuse of technology. Until
very recent times, technical advances in
sound reproduction have been entirely to
our advantage, without attendant malignant
applications, but the Editorial in last month's

issue should cause us to reflect on what is, in
one form or another, common experience,
and to realise that the former happy state of
affairs no longer prevails.
The Editor's remarks also served to highlight the schism which has split users of
audio equipment, and which stems from the
schism which took place in music itself in the
years following the introduction of the waltz,
when composed music ( as distinct from folk
music) began to be divided into ' classical'
and ' popular', and for the first time began to
be produced by composers who did not
venture into each other's territory. Previously,
there had been only a distinction between
sacred and secular music, and it was written
by the same composers ad majorem Dei
gloriam whether it was amass, aset of dances
or a song. The result of the schism, together
with the emergence of a mass culture, has
been a gradual decline in the quality of
popular music until we have reached the
abysmal level of much of today's ' pop', which
—having nothing else to offer?— uses electronics to overwhelm those exposed to it by
sheer sense- bemusing, ear-shattering,sound
levels.
The situation is paradoxical. Never has
there been so large a body of young people
musically
educated
and
accomplished,
members of school and youth orchestras,
bands and choirs, active participants in music
making and listening to the vast heritage

Looking Back Peter Garnmond
O

NE of the most flattering remarks 1have
ever had made about me since Ijoined
the predecessor of this magazine way back
in 1961 came from an irate reader who said
that Iappeared to know nothing about anything except Mozart. The intended insult was
nothing as compared to the pleasure of
being thought to know something about
Mozart. In fact, Iknow extremely little about
him apart from odd facts such as his liking
for billiards, his incapacity to pay his bills
(facts that we have in common) and what I
also consider a fact—that he wrote some of
the sublimest music ever. Idon't really want
to know much more and he is in fact the
composer I have written least about apart
from emotional recommendations made in
this column. 1have hardly ever reviewed a
Mozart record but Icollect all 1can. Idon't
want to analyse Mozart; Ijust want to have
his music as aspecial luxury that Idon't have
to do anything about except listen to it. So
Iwas as thrilled as many other people must
have been to come across a lengthy work
by Mozart which Idon't seem to have come
across before, namely his youthful oratorio
La Betulia Liberata, K118 ( Philips 6703 087). In
such cases Iwait for Kenneth Dommett, who
knows all about Mozart, to make his assessment and then Iwill know what to expect.
A work with a poor libretto by Metastasio
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(but who cares about that?) which Mozart
(as we would expect) overcomes with ease
and, like all early Mozart, exhibits enough of
his original genius to make it interesting.
By my lenient standards it was good enough.
Iuncritically enjoyed the incense of Mozartiana wafting around me and some good
sprightly interpretation. It will not oust the
Messiah in general esteem but it should
please any genuine Mozartian. My other
helping of Mozart this month was nothing
less than an expected revelation. Every time
Benjamin Britten played or conducted Mozart
it was an exciting experience. One of the
first Iremember was his superlative performance of the Piano Concerto in A, K414 so
long ago that it was on a 10 in. LP ( LW5294).
I hope Decca have not forgotten that they
have that treasure in their vaults. Now they
give us Britten conducting symphonies 25
and 29 ( the latter certainly one of Mozart's
finest orchestral works) in a recording made
in 1971. What has such a beautiful and articulate performance been doing lying around
for these seven years? Did Britten himself
not approve it? If so Ican't think why, for
this is wonderful Mozart interpretation by a
fellow composer ( Decca SXL6879).
This summer month ( Iwrite in mid- July)
has been full of special delights. There are
two superlative Mahler performances that
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which is theirs, yet never has so large a
number of their contemporaries been ' hooked'
on this physically damaging alternative—
perhaps because it demands so much less
effort from its listeners?
Those of us who find stimulation, refreshment or relaxation in music (' live' and reproduced) of adifferent character, constitute the
other group, and, apart from the music itself
and our approach to it, the fundamental
difference between the groups is that we try,
as far as circumstances permit, to reproduce
natural, rather than artificially inflated sounds
at the correct level for the nearest approach
to realism, which is attained when the sound
pressures at our ears are the same as
those which we would have received in the
auditorium.
We suffer backwash from the noisemongers, not only at weddings and barbecues,
but at audio exhibitions and even sometimes
in domestic situations, though here there are
some legal restraints on those who commit
a public nuisance. One is tempted to think in
terms of the extension and more ready application of such restraints, for the common good,
but John Stuart Mill reminds us that no moral
good is ever accomplished by compulsion.
This is just one small problem arising
from the abuse of technology, of special
interest to readers of this magazine because
they are audio enthusiasts. Ican offer no
solution.
Sensitivity is a key word in audio, and it
should apply as much to the users as to the
equipment.

should not be missed. Abbado with the
Vienna Philharmonic and Frederica von
Stade as soloist repeat the magical 4th Symphony that Iso much enjoyed at Edinburgh
a couple of years ago. When you have so
much admired a live performance there is a
nagging fear that the recording may be a
let- down. My own love of the Klemperer
recording, so poised and rich and rhythmical,
remains, but this is another I shall always
savour with delight, full of telling detail,
almost daring by comparison with some but
with no loss of composure. An alert yet
wonderfully balanced performance ( DG 2530
966). To have in the same period the sumptuous new 6th by the Berlin Philharmonic
under Karajan ( DG 2707 106) is luxury indeed.
There is not the same youthful venturesomeness here; but rich unfolding lyricism and an
ideal recorded richness to match.
It is good to have the enjoyable things
coming in pairs. In a different stratum of
enjoyment are two lively new recordings of
the accomplished folky frolics of mad Percy
Grainger; as summery a kind of music as
you could wish. Firstly a light-hearted disc
of piano music delightfully played by Leslie
Howard and David Stanhope ( EMI HQS1402);
then afurther Salute to Grainger ( Decca SXL
6872) with vocal and orchestral ensemble
under Steuart Bedford exploring some more
of his folksong arrangements. Both excellent. Who says that the gramophone does
not provide constant adventure?
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L110. NEW FROM IBL
The L110 gives you back all the sound that
was there in the studio. Not just the left and
right hand image like most loudspeakers
but front to back perspective as well., for
the full rounded sound.
Behind the acoustically and visually
transparent grille are professional quality
components and advanced cross- over
network developed by JBL from their
studio speaker experience.
The new 10 inch low frequency driver joins
•its massive 3inch voice coil and 71
/
2 lb
magnet assembly in atight vertical array
with ahard hemispherical high frequency
radiator and 5inch mid- range driver, to give
you the power handling and performance
you expect from JBL plus detailed three
dimensional imaging.

JBL's attention to every detail of
engineering and manufacture is there too
you will hear it in the smooth accurate bass,
the outstanding power handling,
exceptionally low harmonic distortion
characteristics and the excellent transient
response and you will see it reflected in the
superb finish of the cabinet.
L110, new from JBL, gives you back each
sound and all the sound, the same sound
that was heard in the top recording studios
around the world.
For full information on the L110
and other JBL products, write to:
harman u.k.
St. Johns Road, Tylers Green,
High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR
Telephone: Penn ( 049 481) 5221

One of the 400 leading recording studios using JBL hpudspea ers
in recording and mixing. Last year 30 of the 50 best selling albums
in the world were recorded or mixed using JBL loudspeakers.
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GET IT ALL

MAHLER'S FINAL WORKS
CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG CONSIDERS ' DAS LIED VON DER ERDE' AND SYMPHONY 9

RA AHLER'S

Song of the Earth, and the ninth
IVI and tenth symphonies, were written sub
specie mortis. Aged only 47, Mahler had had
a heart malformation diagnosed; in the same
year his favourite daughter died of diphtheria,
and his tenure at the Vienna Opera ended.
That December ( 1907) he went to conduct at
the NY Metropolitan Opera, a winter season.
The following summer, the pattern of strong
physical exertion, then composition—' wresting my ideas from nature'—was changed: he
could no longer undertake strenuous walks
in the Tyrol, but by immersing himself in
music, in isolation, he made a spiritual recovery. He had read Hans Bethge's selection
of Chinese poems, translated into German
(an old friend had suggested they might be
set to music), and Das Lied von der Erde was
completed in 1908; perhaps out of superstition Mahler designated the work Symphony
for tenor and alto— or baritone—and orchestra' rather than number it ' Ninth'. The fourmovement, purely orchestral, Ninth Symphony was finished in 1910.
It was Mahler's habit to revise his works
when he had heard them in performance,
but he conducted neither of the scores under
discussion (the Tenth was left in only draft
form); Bruno Walter premiered both— Song
of the Earth in a memorial concert at Munich,
November 1911, the Ninth in Vienna, early in
1912.
One of the most interesting short essays
on the Ninth is Deryck Cooke's, printed posthumously in the DG set with Giulini and the
Chicago SO.
He suggests that perhaps
Tchaikovsky's ' Pathétique' served as amodel,
that Haydn's No. 45, which also ends with a
slow movement, was equally a ' farewell' symphony. ( In another analysis, written for the
Decca LSO/Solti set, Cooke notes Mahler's
deliberate use of Beethoven's Lebewohl motif
of falling seconds— Op. 81a piano sonata—as
one of four germinal fragments heard at the
outset of the symphony, played by firstviolins.) Cooke describes the score as ' prophetic', in the sense that it foreshadows
Schoenberg's music in the use of much
dense counterpoint, and the breakdown of
tonality. But for Leonard Bernstein: the Harvard
Lectures The Unanswered Question:
this score has greater significance, as a
'semantic explanation . . . of the twentiethcentury crisis', as a vision of death—Mahler's
own, the death of tonality, and even of society
as it was then. A unique prophecy of our
epoch of mass- destruction, and death-obsesHI-FI
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siveness. Every commentator: Alban Berg,
Klemperer, Walter: makes some such point.
Klemperer, in a programme- note for his 1966
NPO concert performance ( RFH, roughly
contemporary with his Kingsway Hall recording) described the final adagio as the solution of the whole symphony. ' No more irony,
sarcasm, no resentment whatever . . . only
the majesty of death.' Walter put it rather
differently: ' the clouds dissolve in the blue
of Heaven': and it is perhaps characteristic
that in neither his 1938 live Vienna Philharmonic recording, nor in the ' Indian Summer'
Columbia studio version, does he seem willing to penetrate to the fullest depths this
anguished valediction. ( In the last line of
the whole work Mahler makes a reference to
his earlier prophetic Kindertotenlieder cycle.)
The inner movements of the ninth symphony are two contrasted scherzi, the second
a ' Rondo Burleske': a counterpoint fantasy,
with its own sudden contrasting glimpse of
the serenity of the finale, but also a visionary
interlude— later swept aside—that looks back
to the long opening movement. The Lândler
movement ( II) is marked ' rather clumsy and
somewhat boorish'.
Bernstein is right when he says that Mahler's music was ignored, not because it was
too long, too difficult, or too bombastic, but
because it was ' too true, telling something
too dreadful to hear'. Even so superficial an
exercise as listening to comparative sections
in the various records of the Ninth, for ranking in a magazine article, is a disturbing one;
the symphonic content seeps into one like a
darkening cloud, the listener brought uneasily
close to this quirky Viennese composer's
personal vision and testament.
Ultimately, the records I recommend for
both works are those which have the qualities
of concentration or spontaneity, or special
insights, more associated with the experience of listening ' live'. In the case of the
ninth symphony Iomitted to rehear the Bernstein, which is now only available as part of
abig CBS set; Barbirolli, whose Berlin recording sounds remarkably well, and has much
beautiful detail; and Ancerl, Barbirolli's HMV
is boxed with the Sixth ( NPO), and tempi are
idiosyncratic there. Ancerl is impressive,
but the Supraphon pressings Ihave are unacceptably noisy.
Ishare Jack Diether's admiration for Horenstein's Mahler 9, with the VSO ( Turnabout ï ).
By concentrating on the unfolding structure
of the final adagio he makes you feel he sees
1978

the movement as a totality, but his reading
brings out the poignancy of the writing, too.
The sound, though, is poor, with various
flaws in the master- tape. But one might view
this as a historic alternative. Horenstein's
very slow speed for II brings a falling- off of
commitment towards the close of the movement. Ifind Solti's Decca recording ( LSO),
produced at Kingsway by David Harvey, now
sounds ' muffled', yet with close balancing
that strikes one as dated. Every passing detail
is brought to the listener with such immediacy that one wonders if the old tag about
Solti's conducting ' a climax in every bar'
isn't an impression fostered by the hi-fi approach of
his record producers in the
'60s. Even so, it is hard to feel Solti had
sufficient overall perspective on the symphony at that time ( 1967).
In fact, Bruno Walter's 1962 CBS recording
has a truer ' concert hall sound' than the
Decca— discounting the level of tape- hiss on
the original SBRG pressings. However, the
later CBS Classics transfers are not as good,
with the symphony compressed onto 3 sides.
The pre-war 78 transfers on World Records
SH193/4 m—Adagietto from Sym. 5/Wagner
Siegfried Idyll as fillers— show Walter as a
more fiery conductor; the daemonic tempi in
the inner movements were not matched later
on CBS, where Isuspect we hear compromises due to age, rather than a mellowing of
the concept.
My personal reaction to the highly- thoughtof Haitink ( Philips) remains less approving
than Ifeel it should bel The sound- quality is
not the best we have had from the Concertgebouw, being bass- light; but in any case I
find the performance hardly more than workmanlike and honest. Striving, but rarely
taking wing, or flowing— with that rare characteristic that sets the Giulini/Chicago apart.
There ( DG 2707 097; 2 records [ A: 11) you
have the unmistakable dedication of a conductor, whose inspiration has reached all
those involved. This is a reading whose imperturbable choice of speeds will certainly
worry many purchasers, until they grasp Giulini's conception of the music.
His awe
becomes a gateway for our comprehension
of the work. The recording has generally
been regarded as ' glamourised', and on my
own system it does sound synthetic. However, I recently heard extracts on Linn Isobariks, and thus can confirm that the discs
can give an immensely effective reproduction
of a large orchestra in a wide stereo staging.
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The musical family - anew generation
B&W DM2/11

This latest
addition to the B&W family comes into the
world as successor to the renowned DM2,
the classic medium-size speaker system.
But the DM2/11is acompletely new design,
making full use of all B&W's computer-aided
expertise, while conforming to aspecific

brief to produce aclassically simple piece of
furniture in the modern idiom.
Of course the DM2/II out-performs even
its distinguished predecessor - and we
believe it represents the best value in its field,
world-wide.

How dare we?
The DM2/1I made its first UK appearance at the Harrogate IFS,
when dwas the subject of the much-discussed Live yRecorded Sound
presentation by B&W executive and clarinettist George Hooley.
So far as we know, apublic comparison like this is unique.
How dare we do it not once, but over and
over again at apublic
exhibition? Because we
have complete
confidence in the
performance of
B&W Loudspeakers
and there can be no
more effective
way of saying:
judge for yourself.

Frequency response
50Hz to 18kHz ± 3d8 at
centre of listening window.
Dispersion
Vertical: ± ldB over 10"
Horizontal: ± 2dB over 40'
Accurate amplitude and phase
coherence to free- field response
within the listening window.
Power handling
Entirely suitable for amplifiers
delivering 25 to 100 watts rm s
into 8ohms
Cabinet height 710mm ( 28in)
Width 270mm ( 10 5/
8in)
Depth 330mm ( 13in)
Stand height 188mm ( 73//un)
Plinth height 60mm ( 23/sin)
Cabinet finish
Standard selected veneers
of teak or walnut
Special satin white or
selected veneers of
rosewood or black ash

DM2/II is atrue three drive unit system,
housed in an enclosure of 47 litres.
Purpose- designed accessories the stand ( as illustrated) or angled
plinth - permit the speakers to be
properly accommodated in almost
any permutation of living room or
studio arrangements.

B&W Loudspeakers
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Iam afraid that the master-tape has a flaw,
and this manifests itself ( middle of side 1) as
an oscillation affecting the right channel.
With channel balance control centred this
fluttery defect may pass unobserved, but it
is to be found on both UK and German copies.
As a contrast to the smooth nature of the
Giulini, there is Klemperer and the NPO
(HMV SXDW 3021; 2 records [
A*: 11), now
at mid- price as an extra inducement. Again,
speeds for the middle movements are deliberate, but there is no falling- off in concentration, and Klemperer's gruff sense of
humour is bitingly effective. In the outer
movements his stoic manner and abruptness,
too, inevitably match the music's uncompromising fortitude. It is surely not too farfetched to hear a recognition of the areas of
hardship Klemperer himself endured, in this
account of the Ninth (' his greatest symphony'
Klemperer said). There are passages of great
power and eloquence here; intermittently one
feels the NPO were slightly at sea in this
massive score, but overall the illusion of a
live, continuing performance is strong, and
EMI's production has considerable depth,
range, and impact.
Adjacent works by Mahler generally have
common ideas, developed in different ways.
For instance, the plunging horse episode
from ' Von der Schónheit' reappears in Ill in
the symphony.
But, very approximately,
where the symphony is earthly, Song of the
Earth is ethereal, the emotions are ' distanced'.
Formally the violence of ' Das Trinklied' and
the great weight of Der Abschied' are separated by four interludes: the typical Mahlerian
symphonic structure. Somehow it balances,

even though the last movement is almost as
long as the five preceding settings. And
fortunately for gramophone listeners it is
just possible to accommodate Song of the
Earth on one LP— of current versions only
the Karajan ( DG) is spread over 3 sides. ( In
spite of Karajan's meticulousness, his is not
an especially memorable account, and Ifind
the disembodied and forward presentation of
the singers ( Ludwig, Kollo) very hard to
listen to for very long.)
Apart from the two historic Walter discs—
with Patzak, Ferrier, and the VP0 ( Decca,
1951); Thorborg, Kullmann, VP0 ( HMV, pp.
1936)—there are three outstanding stereo versions: Klemperer's ( EMI), Haitink's ( Philips),
and Bernstein's ( Decca). This last is one of
two featuring the baritone option, each with
Fisher-Dieskau, Bernstein's Israel/CBS remake is to be avoided— not least for the quarrel between Ludwig and Bernstein over tempi
in ' Von der Schánheit', a moral victory for the
trampled contralto. Another disappointment
is the Gibson/CFP, though Alfreda Hodgson's contribution is distinguished there, and
with good sound it is preferable to the Ros baud bargain Turnabout T.
One remembers EMI's mid- priced version
more for the playing of the Philharmonia
Orchestra under Kletzki—his best Mahler
recording—than for vocal excellence ( SXLP
30165), and Fischer-Dieskau's artistry is better
exemplified in his later Song of the Earth with
Bernstein and the VPO: a marvellous bargain
in Decca's ' Jubilee' series ( JB13 [
A*: 11).
When Ireviewed the original SET issue in
1966 Iblamed Bernstein's exuberance for an
express contradiction of the composer's

marking at the ' Abschied' climax, ' Without
crescendo', but with better equipment (!) it
is clearthat the indulgence was the producer's.
Having said that, Imust confirm that this is
generally a beautifully engineered LP, with
the ambience of the Sofiensaal, and depth
imagery conveyed with more telling qualities
than in any rival production—including the
more recent Philips. Bernstein, like Klemperer, is more wilful than Haitink; Haitink
provides the least idiosyncratic interpretation
of all, and the contributions of singers and
orchestra are equally eloquent and praiseworthy. The Concertgebouw ambience earned
this version a ' star' in the QM columns
(Philips 6500 831 [
A*: 11). Janet Baker is
the mezzo: a long-awaited soloist in this
score, and only one esteemed critic was seriously disappointed. James King is the tenor
with Bernstein and Haitink.
Even finer is Fritz Wunderlich, who sang
for Klemperer's 1966 NPO record ( HMV
SAN179 [
A*: 11), as did Christa Ludwig.
The speeds for some of the inner movements
are very deliberate, especially in the ' fast'
section of No. 4— Klemperer was really
stretching it here, where Bernstein lets the
tempo run wild. The uncredited production
offers beautiful sound, with a marvellously
natural vocal balance, and aremarkable openness, texture lit in much the way that they
would be, heard live in the Festival Hall stalls.
Forced to a single choice Iwould probably
opt for the HMV Angel, where Christa Ludwig
is in glorious voice— but Iwould dearly miss
the Bernstein/VP° which caught the American newly in love with this great European
orchestra. •

Quadrafile

Quadraphonic Comparison Record ( SQ, QS, CD-4, UD-4) produced for
Hi -Fi News & Record Review: Limited edition

For the first and possibly the only time in the world, all four quadraphonic
systems are collected on one double album.
They can now be compared with the most appropriate method: using ears.
In addition, the records are ideal for setting up any quadraphonic hi-fi system.
Four identical sides cut from four channel tape master:
1. Single position sounds
2.

Paired sounds

3.
4.

Electronic footsy
Mike Oldfield : Tubular Bells

5.

2' 37"
0' 33"

6. Pink Floyd: Money
7. Yehudi Menuhin/Stephane Grappelli

2' 00"
0' 49"
2' 45"

4' 30"
3' 21"

Just One of Those Things
8.

Bartok: Concerto for Orchestra
3' 40"
New York Philharmonic Orchestra/Pierre Boulez
Mahler: Symphony 3
9. Mike Oldfield : Tubular Bells
4' 01"
London Symphony Orchestra/Jascha Horenstein
Approximate total running time
24'40"

Production of Quadrafile took place in London, New York, Los Angeles and Tokyo,
and the records were pressed in Tokyo. This was to achieve the highest possible
technical standard.
Sleeve notes cover the background, the systems, the music and the production.
Available at £7.00 inc. P & P ( UK)/ Europe: £8.00/ USA etc ( airmail): £ 10.00
From: Quadrafile, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House Publications,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.

For further info. contact Geoff Jeanes at above address or tel : 01-686 2599.
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Introducing...
e
Pennostat
the first ever permanent
anti-static record preservative
Is there static on my records?

Who produces Permostat?

Inevitably. Today's PVC gramophone
record pressings are generally highly insulated
and as such, are most susceptible to
electrostatic charging, particularly by
frictional contact.

Where can Ibuy Permostat?

Permostat has been researched,
developed and produced by the British firm,
Milty Products, aleader in the field of record
care and maintenance, whose Pixall record
cleaner has already won the coveted
Japanese Grand Prix. award.

You'll find Permostat in all good hi-fi,
audio, record and department stores.
However, if you have any difficulty in
obtaining Permostat, please fill in the coupon
below.

How does static occur?
The contact of two dissimilar materials is
liable to cause an exchange of electrical
charge. Thus when an insulating record is
removed from its sleeve, subjected to
cleaning by apad or brush or is in contact
with astylus, the record surface is inevitably
left in ahighly charged state.

What are the effects of static?
Not unlike acommon magnet attracting
iron particles, static scavenges and draws dust
particles onto the record surface where they
can be pushed along the grooves, creating
various degrees of distortion. Ahighly
charged record surface could cause micro
discharging, uneven cartridge attraction and
alteration of the stylus tracking force, resulting
in wow and flutter,distortion and record/
stylus wear.

Milty Products Ltd.,
173/191 Wellington Road South,
Stockport,Cheshire.

The safe way
to eliminate static
permanently
the unique •inti-statit.:
rec.:)rd pre.ervative kit

remastat
anti-static
record
preservative

Why is Permostat so special?
Permostat is no ordinary anti-static
device, but aunique and specially formulated
fluid, which when applied to arecord totally
and permanently eliminates static.

Net contents
30z (
85g)

How permanent is permanent?
It is claimed that playing arecord one
hundred times corresponds to the normally
expected use of agiven record by a
consumer.This is also the number of plays
used by record companies for evaluating
their pr(xlucts.
Tests prove that Permostat eliminates
static for at least one hundred continuous
plays.

Are there any adverse effects?
Laboratory tests confirm no detectable
change in sound quality, surface noise,
frequence response and fidelity.
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To: MILTY PRODUCTS LTD.,
New Mansion House,173/191 Wellington Road South,
STOCKPORT, Cheshire Ski 3UA. Tel: 061-480 8142/3.Telex: 667700.
Regd. ul Ftigland No. i79834
Please supply ( state quantity required)
Name
Permostat Kit(s) a£4.65 inc. VAT
Padd 25p
Address
_Permostat refill II £3.15 inc. VAl
P Padd 15p
Postcode
(Kt XX CAPITALS PLEASE)
l'rit es only applic able to the U.K.

I
enclose Cheque/P.O. value
(Please do not send postage stam)s)

Lorin Maazel
Televised concerts ? Ithink they
lo a disservice to music, and pay
lomage instead to this or that
echestra, this or that organisa ion—that's what most straight
elays boil down to, cos most
:oncerts are pretty dull, aren't
hey?' Hardly, Ifelt, the kind of
luestion, faintly ironic as it was,
hat expected an answer. Indeed,
he unhurried assurance with
vhich Lorin Maazel advances
;ome of his more controversial
)pinions tends to belie the force
;I
personality
behind
them;
;everal seconds tend to elapse
)efore the full import breaks
hrough the quiet seriousness,
he unruffled charm.
We had been talking about
daazel's forthcoming spell in
'ads to record the sound track for
loseph Losey's film of Don
;iovanni (
French Gaumont),* and
;ad turned briefly to the issue of
nusic on television. ' One must
)eware of indiscriminate pushing
)f music on TV. Properly done, I
hink it can be absolutely marfellous, but I'm not in favour of
he current tendency to present
nusic as an extension of a talk
;how; that's not what classical
nusic is all about. If you believe
n it totally, then you'll take care
o photograph it magnificently,
find visual images which are
:ommensurate with the quality of
he music, and then you present
t very seriously, very directly.
I" here are few interpreters who
:an really make it come alive under
;uch circumstances.'
Moving back to the Giovanni
ilm (' many of the same problems
;rise with films, too'), Maazel
elluded to the thin dividing line
hat separates credibility from
producer's
artistic
licence.
Would the balance on the soundrack be dictated by the visual
eroximity of the singers, for
example? ' Well, in a sense, the
eisual will be independent from
he audible, as the singers will
nime to their own voices on a
;eparate sound track—except in
he recitatives, that is. But in
inswer to your question— no, I
ion't think so; Ithink that would
lefeat the purpose of cinematic
•epresentation. After all, cinema
s make-believe, and one should
;ever be literal about such things.
_ook at some of these police films
. . you've got two people discussng the next move in some haste,
ànd although they're in a lorry
3ome fifty yeards away, you hear
he conversation as if you were in
.he cab. That's movie logic.'
'CBS will be issuing this soundtrack,
ope fully early next year.

For a conductor so involved
with opera ( we were talking some
twenty minutes before Covent
Garden's lavish Luisa Miller last
July), his earliest work was almost
exclusively symphonic. ' My first
conducting experience was in Los
Angeles with aworkers' orchestra
—something called the WPA
project which gave out- of- work
people something to do, and this
also applied to musicians. Iwas
seven at the time, and Isuppose
they thought they ought to put me
to work too! But my first professional conducting experience
was with the Hollywood Bowl
when Iwas nine'. Two years, in
fact, before the celebrated invitation from Toscanini to conduct
the NBC Symphony, which in turn
led to Maazel conducting most of
the major American orchestras
before he was fifteen. '... And of
course by the age of seventeen or
eighteen one asks oneself how
much one has to offer, so at this
age Iwent to Pittsburgh University
to
major in
Languages and
Philosophy, by which time my
musical activities were centred
mainly around the violin'. This
brought
a period
with
the
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra,
and Maazel the violinist can be
heard in his recording of Thais
[HMV SLS 993] in which he plays
the Meditation. ' The whole opera's
a wonderful piece of which Iwas
sceptical at first; but we ended up
recording it with great devotion
[I think it shows]. And sobriety!'
At about the same time, Maazel
played the violin in a BBC recording of Stravinsky's Soldier's Tale
and recorded commercially a pair
of Mozart concertos. ' But of
course, conducting is, among
other things, an improvisational
art, and if, as I did, you direct
from the solo instrument, you lose
the flexibility that can only be
achieved through the baton. You
can, of course, just sit down with
an orchestra and make the music
together—what the Germans call
musikantisch—but the result, although pleasant for all concerned,
lacks focus. In the two Mozart
concertos Ihad to put down the
violin and conduct, so that by the
time we recorded, the orchestra
knew what Iwanted'.
Unlike many recording artists,
Maazel has no objection to the
continuing
availability
of
his
earlier recordings. ' For one thing,
records have to be approached
quite differently from a concert;

what's flexible and spontaneous
in the concert hall can easily pall
if it's recorded'. Rather like a
spontaneous
smile,
perhaps,
which on being photographed becomes a fixed grin? ' Absolutely.
Ivery often perform much of my
recorded
repertoire after
I've
recorded it, not the other way
round, so the recording can be
approached with all the necessary
criteria of the studio, which are a
law to themselves. This isn't to
say Idon't perform a piece before
recording it— how can one present
a finished concept without first
forging it in the kiln? It's just that
in a recording studio one can
achieve a unique result which has
its place. Ideally, agreat recording
is a great performance put on
record
and
sharpened
by a
different kind of heat, the upshot
being an interpretive and technical
perfection.

'If, then, a conductor wants to
re-record a piece after a period of
years, he can and should ... I
have no objection to my older
records still being on the market,
Look at the DG recordings of
Beethoven's Fifth and Sixth symphonies Imade about seventeen
years ago [ now on Privilege 135
089 and Heliodor 2548 205 respectively, both with the Berlin PO]: I
listened to them after I'd done my
new Cleveland versions, and there
were really no major differences.
Questions of inflexion, cadence,
breadth, perhaps. However [ and
here came a contention quite
startling in its denial of what most
people consider a primary factor
in
an
artist's
make-up],
I'm
convinced that growing older is
not synonymous with maturing or
improvement.
I'm
the
same
person as Iwas then. In fact, the
danger is that one can beat the
same repertoire to death in the
name of ' maturing' ones interpretation— often because one is too
lazy to learn new music.' Or be-

cause of pressure from recording
companies? ' Well ... perhaps'.
Even so, Iwas left, albeit politely,
with the impression that such
pressures were no excuse. ' Many
people do not learn from experience, and I've seen many artists
going on making the same interpretive errors they've been making
for fifty years. I have, as you
know, afairly extensive repertoire,
simply because Icannot overwork
a piece within a period of my life'.
Did Maazel find this outlook
compatible with what he was
allowed in Cleveland? ' Perfectly,
yes ... I've just completed my
sixth season there, and I've hardly
repeated a work.'
In addition to his Cleveland post
and his contract with the Philharmonia Orchestra, Lorin Maazel
is now Principal Guest Conductor
of the French National Orchestra
(formerly the Orchestra of the
ORTF).
I wondered whether,
due to the cosmopolitan tendency
of present-day orchestral personnel, Maazel considered that
the
idea
of
an
indigenous
orchestral sound was now amyth.
'It's becoming a myth, but it very
much depends on the Music
Director. Ithink there are about
five or six conductors who can
exert the kind of control over an
orchestra that brings about a
personal sound, whether it be the
Berlin Philharmonic, the Chicago
Symphony, or whatever. In such
cases there will be variations and
Ithink there are still a few of us
about who can exert that kind of
influence.
But of course, the
Berlin
Philharmonic
play
on
American instruments sometimes,
and the Cleveland play on some
German instruments—the myth is
only partially exploded, though.
The French National Orchestra is
to be compared with any orchestra
in the world, Ithink; one of the
great four or five. It's certainly the
finest in France'. Finer than the
Paris Orchestra? ' Oh, no question.'
'I think, too, our televised
Beethoven cycle in France has
proved the orchestra's worth—
and
we've
had
unbelievable
ratings: sixty-four per cent at peak
viewing time!'
Maazel's plans for the future
include a fair amount of opera
with one new production ayear in
various opera houses. On record,
a Debussy cycle is in progress for
Decca, and perhaps one or two
overture records ( along the lines
of a collection on SXL 6782,
including Russian and Ludmilla,
Prometheus and Roman Carnival).
There's also aCleveland recording
of Scriabin's Poem of Ecstacy on
the way.
Andrew Keener

James

Tyler

Lumsden on sackbut etc, Paul different instrument.
I played 17th century Italia n po pu l
ar mus i
c.
Elliott, tenor, and David Watkins cello,
bassoon, all
kinds
of popular in the sense of being
QINCE the untimely demise of on harp. I must admit I was instruments, even banjo, and one extremely widespread. Quite a
the Early Music Consort, the surprised at the inclusion of the day Iwent to a lute concert in my contrast from our previous English
members have gone their own harp in such a group, rather than home town [ Hartford, Connecti- records because it will be primarily
ways with some success, notably a keyboard instrument. ' The harp cut] given by Joseph ladone. It instrumental with acore of strings,
Christopher Hogwood with the has been ignored somewhat. In was one of those things, love at violins, two violas and cello,
Academy of Ancient Music and the Renaissance, particularly in first hearing; Ithought the music backed by a sumptuous continuo
lutenist James Tyler with the the late 15th and early 16th century, was so gorgeous and the sound of body consisting of harp, lirone,
London Early Music Group who the harp was extremely important, the lute itself was so marvellous theorbos, lutes, dulcian, even a
made their South Bank debut second only to the lute. Earlier on, that Iwas bitten there and then!' harpsichord, but also guitar ( the
in January ' 77. The London Early it was the most important plucked After a spell with the New York early variety) and cittern—all the
Music Group's first album was of instrument and
in the early Pro Musica, he came to Europe, continuo instruments that were
music by Byrd and his contem- baroque era it again became why was that? ' Well, Iwanted to described in the early 17th cenporaries ( RCA RL 25110) and the tremendously important as a get a broader performing atmo- tury Italian books and manu latest one, of Tudor music ( RCA continuo instrument. Many people sphere. At first Ithought Germany scripts.
Obviously we're
not
RL 25159) is released and reviewed think of David as a straight would be the place to go, in those going to use every one in every
this month. James Tyler himself ,
days one got the impression that piece but we're definitely going to
though, is also involved with Saga
it was all happening in Germany, have a pretty lavish continuo
all the music was being published sound.'
Records, producing a series of
well received solo recordings
there and most of the recordings
Mention early music today and
'The Early Guitar', Saga 5455,
came from there. Well, going there you can't escape from the thorny
'Music
for
Merchants
and
was one of the biggest mistakes of problem of authenticity and at
Monarchs', Saga 5420, and ' Music
my life. You almost never heard a least one authority has it that you
of the Renaissance Virtuosi',
live early music concert, they were should have 16 different violins
Saga 5438: also Decca have made
so utterly conservative that early just to play 17th century music.
a recording with his ` sparetime'
music, especially live early music, How does James reconcile that
ragtime group, the New Excelsior
was thought of as almost sub- kind of philosophy with the
Talking Machine. Iwent to meet
versive. Istuck it out for as long demands made on him as a
James at a session he was doing
as Icould but in the end Isimply performer? ' I'm by all means
with producer Martin Compton at
had to move on. Itried England
extremely concerned about the
Saga's studios in Hampstead. As James Tyler
despite the amount of red tape— right kind of sound and hopefully,
Iwalked into the control room, it classical player [ he's principal as a foreigner you're not meant if at all possible, try to use the
wasn't the baroque lute Iheard, harp of the LPO] but he is to come here and work without right instrument for the occasion
but some distinctly modern sound- extremely interested in early harps all the official sanctions and so and particular piece of music.
ing music with tenor recorder set and, in fact, we first met on a on— but I came here anyway, Obviously
that's
very
rarely
against string orchestra and lute, television
show
with
David battled to stay and here Iam.'
possible and in many cases one
It was in fact a recording of some Munrow, Ancestral Voices, and,
Did he join up with David simply has to tackle first things
music James had written for the hearing him play various early Munrow soon after coming to first.
Assuming that you are
BBC TV production of Romeo and harps, Ithought that that is the England? ' When Ifirst came here, using a reasonably authentic
Juliet (
to be shown in November) right kind of sound. But, of course, Ididn't know anyone. Ijust went instrument, the most important
and the piece he had been record- it does depend on the programme around trying to meet people thing is playing style, I think
ing, prior to my arrival, was a and the music, sometimes we and one of the first people Imet that's far more important than the
Vivaldi trio for lute, violin ( played don't use the harp but use other was Michael Morrow.
In fact, smallest details of the instrument
by Monica Huggett) and continuo bowed or plucked instruments, my first concert in England was itself. Isay first things first, let's
(theorbo and cello).
We use a tenor rather than a with Musica Reservata. That's get the technique and style right
Was the Vivaldi forthe next Saga countertenor because if you're where I met David because he and then, yes, it would be wonderrecord? Iasked. ' Yes, it will be going to have one singer in a too played in Musica Reservata in ful to have the most authentic
a record of Italian baroque lute small touring group, the tenor those days.' Was he surprised at instrument possible as well ...,
and guitar music, mainly solo voice is just about the most the subsequent success of the Styles of authenticity change
works, including works by Fresco- flexible and versatile; possibly Early Music Consort? ' Yes; its rapidly as well. What we consider
baldi, Vivaldi and a few corn- baritone but certainly tenor.'
difficult to judge from the inside, totally authentic right now in 1978.
posers whom people won't have
What music is represented on Imean the Early Music Consort I'm sure will be considered a bit
heard of yet.' How does he tie the new RCA album? ' Early was just the five of us, David, suspect in afew years time.'
in his recording for Saga with the Tudor music, late 15th right up to Oliver Brookes, James Bowman,
Does he find any difficulty in
London Early Music Group corn- the mid 16th century, Henry VII Christopher Hogwood and myself. keeping up with all the work that's
mitment to RCA? ( See also and VIII. There are some mar- Of course, on record it looked as being done on styles? It does
'Gramophile' June ' 77.) ' It's fairly vellous
things—from
beautiful if there was a cast of thousands, sometimes seem that on the one
easy because they're totally differ- large scale Magnificats to tiny but the five of us were what hand there are performers perent kinds of projects. RCA want to lute solos—a cross section of people got when we were on tour, forming and on the other musido larger scale recordings with music which, Ithink, is first rate. David had been working very hard cologists researching and never
the group, and then some, and Some of the Tudor composers for years and the going was by no the twain shall meet. ' Ithink the
Saga want lute solos and smaller really do deserve far more atten- means easy when he formed the trend now is more towards a
scale projects which I probably tion than they've received. Taverner Early Music Consort. Ithink he blend of the two and I like to
wouldn't be allowed to do any- for example, his music is truly would have agreed that he owed consider myself as a combination
where else. The London Early fantastic. And some of the even a lot to Michael Morrow and of musicologist and performer.
Music Group's orientation is, lesser well-known composers like Musica Reservata for building the I've
been
doing
large scale
naturally,towardsthe string sound, William Cornysh wrote marvel- groundwork, especially here in research on a lot of topics for
lutes and viols, that's the core of lous music that is well worth our England, but even at that, it was a some years, although sometimes
our sound, but we all double on attention.'
long hard struggle. It was only in one is really torn as to how to
wind instruments to provide as
Going back to the beginning, the last five years of its existence spend one's time. Should Ispend
much variety of sound as possible why did he first get involved in the that it became a big commercial my time working with menuin concerts.'
lute rather than, say, the guitar? proposition.'
scripts and transcribing or should
The group's basic lineup is ' Well, I never was a guitarist,
Has James got any plans for the Ibe practising my lute? And it
James, plucked instruments, Oliver even though I've now taken up the next London Early Music Group is better if one does the research
Brookes, bowed instruments, Alan early guitar—which is quite a record? ' Yes, it's going to be early oneself. I mean you can read
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CLUES ACROSS
1 Contemporary Italian composer, concerning the freeze-up. (6)
7 Japanese instrument produced by Miss Ena somehow. ( 7)
8 Starts loudly, finishing largely lazy, in the strings. (6)
10 Swedish composer presenting a little bass in the nave somehow. (6)
and 14 down) How I, with a finer diction might otherwise become a minor
11 (
showpiece by Elgar. (3-5-2-5)
13 Rubbish or part of your hi-fi drive system. ( 5)
15 Late medieval vocal music coming back in lecture which Ptolemy gave. ( 5)
18 Article one way around an abbreviated nano for member of woodwind family.
(8)
20 Impromptu vocal performance which grabs you. (6)
22 Repulsion follows a quiet start, for the conductor. (6)
23 (
and 12 down) Make Lily end friction about Edison invention. ( 7-8)
24 Present a showing of electrostatic protective device. (6)
CLUES DOWN
2(
and 5 down) Taped hi-fi presents crazy French chanteuse. ( 5-4)
3 Rid Count somehow of specific circuit component. (8)
4 Pa and Ena get electrical pressure in the courtly dance. (6)
5(
see 2)
6 Otherwise select with a note for gentle percussion instrument. ( 7)
9 Rotten ' Otello' performance features backward educational ( and boating!)
institution. (
4)
12 (
see 23 across)
14 (
see 11 across)
16 He's in some key somehow, this 16th-17th century German composer. (6)
17 Instrument featured in fiendish arpeggio exercises. (4)
19 A little French exercise which gets a note before the crazy duet. (5)
21 It comes back before a noisy finish, producing mild disagreement. (
4)

20

21

A £3 record token will be awarded for each of the first five correct solutions
picked from those which arrive by August 14th

LAST MONTHS WINNERS:

Mr. R. G. Williams, 75 Culverden Park, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4 9QS

Mr. Geoffrey Rigby, Flat 8,104 Elm Park Gardens,

London SW10. Mr. Keith L. Harrison, 10 Charnley Close, Ecclesall, Sheffield S11 9FP. Mr. F. G. Montague, 13 Bwmpton Road, Middlesbrough, Cleveland TS5 6JU.
Mr. G. Parish, 9 Willow Mount, Croydon CRO 5JQ.

someone else's article or book
but it isn't at all the same as
actually working through that
very same topic yourself from the
original sources.'
John Atkinson

New Philips series
October will see the first releases
in Philips' new ' Festivo' series
which will gradually take over from
Universo as their mid- price label.
A wider marketing approach will
be used for the new series—it will
be available in several of the larger
chain
stores—and
the
first
releases will have a bias towards
the
popular classics.
Sleeve
notes will also tend towards a
more accessible, less technical
approach.
The
best of the
Universo series will be absorbed
into the new label which will retail
at £2.45 ( disc), £2.60 ( cassette).
We hope to review the first batch
in our October ' Deja Vu' column.

Happy Birthday Vivaldi
Released in April for the Vivaldi
tercentenary was a limited edition
record of four Vivaldi concertos,
'Happy Birthday Vivaldi', played
by L'Estro Armonico Ensemble
under violinist Derek Solomons.
We reproduced the album cover
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

to illustrate Victor McAloon's
Vivaldi article in May ( p. 105) and
the album, produced
by the
Vivaldi Society and Martini Rossi,
is now being distributed by major
record
company
WEA.
The
Vivaldi Society has organised a
series of concerts for the tercentenary, including one at the Purcell
Room on September 17th, and if
you are interested in joining,
details of membership can be
obtained from the Secretary, The
Vivaldi
Society,
67
Twyford
Avenue, London N2.

Direct Metrosound
Metrosound are now handling UK
distribution
of the
American
Nautilus direct- cut records, previously available on a limited
basis, and have announced three
new releases. One is ajazz record
'Natural Life', on the ASI label;
one classical, Schubert's 5th
Symphony played by the St Paul
Chamber Orchestra, on the Sound
80 label, while the third, on the
Cohearent ( sic)
Sound
label
features
ace
British
session
musician Victor Feldman who has
appeared
on
records
with,
amongst many others Barbra
Streisand,
Elvis
Presley,
Neil
Diamond and Steely Dan. All the
discs cost £ 11+ VAT.
SEPTEMBER 1978

Latest Crystal Clear import re- Collegium Aureum, are made.
leased by Metrosound is a Latin
The festival comprised three
Jazz disc ' Huracan' by vibraphone concerts: a ' Schubertiade' with
virtuoso Cal Tjader with support Jorg Demus in a recital of the
from Willie BoBo and Clare piano music played, of course, on
Fischer and others—eleven players an instrument of the period, toin all. Four overhead mikes were gether with the Octet in F played
employed together with a direct by members of Collegium Aureum;
input from the bass—contrary to a matinée from the boys choir of
the usual close miking techniques Escolania Montserrat under Ireneu
—in order to capture the ' correct Segarra; and a J C Bach/Mozart
acoustic perspective' between the concert again given by Collegium
instruments. Price, as for other Aureum.
Crystal Clear direct cut releases,
It was especially interesting to
is £9.50 from Metrosound Audio be shown
Harmonia Mundi's
Products Ltd, 4-10 North Road, recording studio at the castle, to
London N7.
see the equipment they use ( Swiss
Kudelski and Stellavox recorders),
and to hear some master tapes of
Harmonia Mundi/
recent sessions.
Devotees of
simple mike configurations, the
Kirchheim Festival
team's approach is generally unA small group of British en- complicated—the kind of ' set it
thusiasts
professionally
con- up and play' technique which
nected with recorded music in works so well when using the
production and promotion, re- same hall on a regular basis. The
tailing and journalism ( including Schubert Octet was one of the
HFIVIRR) was invited to attend works due to be recorded immedithis year's Kirchheim festival ately after the festival and this
courtesy of ilarmonia Mundi in should prove an extremely valuable
Germany
during
June.
The addition to the catalogue, judging
festival, promoted by them in con- by the performance we heard.
junction with Josef Ernst Fürst
Harmonia Mundi are now proFugger v. Gloett, is held at the moting their entire catalogue in
latter's castle in Kirchheim where this country through their new
so many of Harmonia Mundi's base at Rediffusions address in
recordings, particularly those of London.
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300THROYD STUART/MERIDIAN 300THROYD STUART/MERIDIAN
300THROY9 STUART/MERIDIAN
SEE AND HEAR MERIDIAN
AT

K. J. Leisure

Grahams Hi -Fi Centre

48 Wigmore Street,
London W.1.

86-88 Pentonville Road,
N1 9HS

01 486 8263

01 837 4412

Subjective Audio,

Audio Centre Sheffield,

6 Windsor Road,
Palmers Green,
N13.

284 Glossop Road,
Sheffield. S10 2HS
0742 737893

01 886 7289

The Hi -Fi Shop,
W. A. Brady & Son,
40644
401 Smithdown Road,
Liverpool 15.
051 733 6859
Closed all day Wednesday
Lunch 1-2.15

11 Lisburn Road, Belfast.
0232
Closed all day Wednesday
21 Railway Road,
Coleraine.
0265 52843
Closed all day Thursday

BOOTHROYD STUART LTD., THE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 13 CLIFTON ROAD,
HUNTINGDON, CAMBRIDGE, PE18-7EJ TEL: HUNTINGDON (0480) 57339

HAYDN'S WORLD IN THE MOON

reviewed by Peter Branscombe
HAYDN : ' II mondo della luna'
Domenico Trimarchi (bar) ILuigi Alva
(ten) IFrederica von Stade ( m-sop) I
Arleen Augér (sop) lEdith Mathis ( sop) I
Lucia Valentini Terrani (con) IAnthony
Rolfe Johnson ( ten) IMembers of the
Radio Suisse Romande Chorus' Lausanne
CO IDorati
Philips 6769 003 ( 4records) (£15.99)
No current recording project is
giving me greater delight and
cause for re- evaluative thought
than Philips' progress through
Haydn's operas. // mondo della
luna (
1777), the fourth in the undertaking, comes right in the middle
of the series of operas Haydn
wrote for the Esterháza Theatre.
It has a special interest in that it
was produced just once in Haydn's
lifetime, yet it was the work that,
two decades ago, in the Robbins
Landon edition used here, marked
the beginning of the rediscovery
of Haydn as opera composer. It
is a delightful piece, with a clever
libretto ( as indeed one woLld
expect of a Goldoni- based work).
Today's lunatic fringe is sufficiently before the public eye to
give added point to this variant
on the old theme of a rich father
duped by the lovers of his suppressed daughters. Buonafede,
the testy father ( Domenico Trimarchi) is whisked off to ' the
moon' by the bogus astrologer
and genuine lover Ecclitico ( Luigi
Alva). The other young man in
the intrigue is the noble Ernesto
(Lucia
Valentini
Terrani,
in
breeches— Haydn at first thought
of this as a tenor role, just as
Ecclitico was planned for an alto
and Lisetta for a high soprano).
Ernesto's servant, Cecco ( Anthony
Rolfe Johnson) is made Emperor
of the Moon, whereby he secures
Lisetta, his girlfriend ( Frederica
von Stade), from under the nose
of her master, Buonafede. In the

end
the
daughters
Flaminia
(Arleen Augér) and Clarice ( Edith
Mathis) are united with their
lovers and, ultimately, with their
dowries. The only chorus required is of four students ( later
four
cavaliers),
though
here,
reasonably enough, more than
four singers are employed. Ensembles are rather rare—three
act- finales, of which only the
second is of extensive compass,
and just a couple of duets. Yet
there is never a hint of monotony,
thanks to Haydn's mainly short
and well- characterised arias, and
to orchestral intermezzi and ballets
of memorable beauty ( the wellinformed listener may recognize
some of the music, which Haydn
later re- used in other works). The
recitatives might have profited
from a shade more variety in
tempo, but the use of string bass
as well as harpsichord is a
welcome touch that ought to be
heeded by conductors who give
us 18th- century recitative with
unsupported keyboard.
One can only whet the reader's
appetite by mentioning a few of
the riches of the score—the
dreamy opening chorus of moongazers, the skilfully- contrasted
series of short connected numbers that depicts the duping of
Buonafede, the first finale which
suggests departure for the moon,
and the haunting Sinfonia which,
if typical of lunar musical joys,
would surely persuade astronauts
to remain there. Above all, the
mood of wit and affection is
maintained; Haydn gives Buonafede delicious music to sing, he
is not humiliated.
A reasonable question to ask,
with five of Haydn's operas available on record ( this is the fourth
from
Dorati;
there
is
also
L'infedelta de/usa from Sandor on

RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Readers may assume that a certain proportion of
such variable faults will occur among commercial
pressings.

PRICES
We do our best to ensure that prices given are
correct, but we cannot always guarantee accuracy,
since price rises are too frequent and often arrive
'u st after we go to press.

Hungaroton): just how good are a few bars that this is Ecclitico's
they? Ithink the answer is: ' Very aria, that Sempronio's, the other
good indeed', and that it it were Nencio's—to take three of Haydn's
not for the mature Mozart operas, operatic
tenors
at random?).
written for vastly different per- We would not make such points
forming circumstances after the if we had been alive in the 1770s,
period when Haydn was mainly before Mozart had breathed more
occupied in writing for Prince dramatic light into operatic conEsterházy's private theatre, we ventions. Haydn was surely right,
should rate them even higher. as well as typically generous
They are not easily brought off towards his younger friend, when
in the theatre, as anyone who has in 1787 he responded to an
seen several of them is likely to invitation to write an opera for
agree, but they make superb Prague with an outburst in praise
gramophone material.
of ' Mozart's incomparable [ stage]
Most people would agree that works'.
Haydn comes second to Mozart
But
such
reservations
are
put aside
when
one
only in his concertos—and in his largely
operas. But the distance that listens to the fresh, charming
separates
them
in
operatic and resilient music of // mondo
achievement is, by the end of the della luna. Antal Dorati readily
Philips series, likely to seem convinces us that he is requite a lot smaller. Haydn rarely animating a Phoenix, not exattempts the degree of psycho- cavating and reassembling dinological penetration which we take saur bones.
Only when the
almost for granted in Mozart— Philips series is complete will
in part, surely, because he was we be in a position to decide on
writing to apredetermined pattern, the basis of aural experience
though in part also because he whether Haydn's operas will be
lacked Mozart's unique insight a vital part of our normal operatic
into what could be done with life.
With so much beautiful
stereotyped
opera- books.
In music to enjoy, the process is
several of Haydn's operas we find itself a treat.
uncomfortably
brief and
draThe performance of // mondo
matically vapid third acts (// mondo is
lively, affectionate, full of
is a case in point); ensembles, admirable singing and orchestral
though usually superb when we playing. The acoustic broadens
come across them, are com- effectively for the lunar scenes,
paratively rare; extensive and with background cuckoo added
varied finales like that to the to the specified nightingales.
second act of
mondo are some- Balance is admirable, with surtimes of such power and beauty faces as silent as we have come
that we can wonder why there are to expect from this source. Full
not more of them. The arias, with four- language texts and notes are
dry recitative the staple diet of included in the booklet.
May
18th- century opera, are usually Phonogram, with the cooperation
ot great merit, yet they are also of Radio Suisse Romande and
frequently conventional in pattern, the EBU, be wise and beneficient
pale
in
terms
of
character- enough to pursue this marvellous
depiction ( or will greater fam- undertaking through to a triiliarity enable us to know within umphant conclusion. [
A*: 11

INFORMATION
STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC
and STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by:

e (monophonic)
Y ( stereo transcription)
C) ( quadraphonic: stereo compatible)
ix refers to aUK reissue
Compatible C) records are reviewed as ' stereo'.
Cassettes are Dolby unless otherwise stated.

RECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to summarise our
critics' findings, but should preferably be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken as a
guide only.
Recording
A
B
C
D
H

Performance
Very Good
1
Good
2
Moderate
3
Poor
4
Historical
H(
or 1, 2, 3, 4
(pre- LP)
as appropriate)
Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: e.g. B: 1*, A*: 2or ( exceptionally) A*: 1*. © HiFi News & Record Review.

Why are these records different
from all other records?*
Seventeenth Century Italian Music Voltune One
The London Early Music Ensemble, Christopher Hogwood, conductor/Gale GMFD 1-76-001
'First perfect classical record I've bought for years. Excellent general sound in quality and presence.' D. Purser, London
'Excellent quality. Sonically superior to many direct-disc recordings.' M. Lathowski, South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.
JS Bach: Complete Flute Sonatas
Christopher Taylor, flute, Leslie Pearson, harpsichord/Gale GMFD 2-76-002/3
'Fantastic - No warps, no ticks, no dynamic compression. Equal to or better than any of my other 700 albums.' R. Lerne
Pacific Palisades, California, U.S.A.
'Superb clarity, makes most other recordings sound like they were recorded through abrick wall. Is arecord catalog
available? Imust get more of your recordings.' M. Nakamura, Sunnyvale, California, U.S.A.
Music for Percussion Volume One
Tristan Fry Percussion Ensemble, John Eliot Gardiner conductor/Gale GIVIFD 1-76-001
'Absolutely marvelous, this is real HI- FL. FP No background noise, and areal dynamic range that nearly flattens one,
superb. The percussion instruments sound so life like. Icould go on and on ! MORE PLEASE.'
R. Smith, Worthing, Sussex
'The Maximum Fidelity name is well suited.' R. Strack, New Ringgold, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.
Beethoven: Piano Sonata Op. 53 Valdstein' and Piano
Sonata Op. 57 'Appassionata' Peter Franld/Gale GMED 1-76-005
'This is the most realistic recording that Ihave so far heard.' R. Noble, Mi I
nt morpe, Cumbria
'Superb- it's apleasure to buy recordings of this quality. Keep up the good work. You are the top of my list. J. Nicastro,
Hightown, New Jersey, U.S.A.
Schumann: Frauenliebe tuld Leben and Brahms: Lieder
Sheila Armstrong, soprano, Martin Jones, piano/Gale GMFD l-76-006
'Superb! Sheila Armstrong, as never heard before. Magnificent recording! Tonal quality and presentation perfect.
Congratulations.' C. Kirby, Fenham, Newcastle-on-Tyne
'The balance between voice and piano is, to my ears, perfect. Also impressive is the sheer beauty of the sound,
especially of the voice. No tracking problems experienced.' C. Bunting, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk

*The above quotations are unedited and have been taken in their entirety from the guarantee registration forms sent to
Gale Maximum Fidelity Recording Limited.
Gale Maximum Fidelity Records are available from leading
high fidelity equipment dealers only.

Ciale
Sole UK distribution:

Gale Electro/Sales Limited 23 Bndon Place London W1X 7AB
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Arnold Concertos from
Dilkes
Leonhardt's Goldberg
Variations
Haydn's Mondo della Luna
Wyn Morris Mahler
Prokofiev/Ravel splendours
El Siglo de Oro

137
137
135
143
145
153

A GUIDE TO BETTER LISTENING
ARO IVonk INarrator Peter Goodchild with Caroline
Gant
Decca PFFS1 (£3.99)
This record replaces the old Decca test disc ' Give
Yourself a Stereo Checkout' which, for several
reasons, was never completely satisfactory. The
general approach adopted to the matter is similar
to that on the older and less expensive EMI disc
'Enjoyment of Stereo' ( SE0M6) which has travelled
literally thousands of miles in my record bag, and
still offers, on the first 1# in. of Side 1, the quickest
check of channel identification, balance and phasing
that Iknow. The new Decca covers these essential
points at the start and moves on to the use of tone
controls, separation and crosstalk, pickup trackability tests ( less comprehensive and severe than
those on the Shure Audio Obstacle Course TTR 115)
wow and flutter, silent ( unmodulated) grooves to
check rumble, hum and background noise. The
narrator, Peter Goodchild, does an excellent job
and his voice, incidentally, serves admirably to show
up any ' chestiness' in the loudspeakers. The double
sleeve carries explanatory notes for the user on
each of the 9test bands, and also contains a wellwritten booklet which gives a good introduction to
various components and aspects of high quality
stereo reproduction. Both the notes and booklet
are the work of Arthur Bannister, the engineer responsible for the test bands.
Ihave no doubt that the distinguishing feature of
this latest aid to the adjustment of domestic stereo
systems is the quality of the sound; a comparison
of the recorded musical excerpts with those on
similar discs serves to show the advances in the
recording processes which have gone on quietly
over the last few years, and which will continue.
Side 2 of this disc is devoted to a very good recording of Stravinsky's Firebird Suite (1919 version)
by the RPO under Hans Vonk, which is both a
good idea and an excellent choice for the purpose
with its wide dynamic range, and sections which
highlight different parts of the frequency range
from deep bass to high treble.
This is, Ithink, the best single record available
for those who wish to test and set up their equipment for optimum results without measurement.
Those who wish to make more extensive tests of
their pickup cartridges could use it in conjunction
with the Shure Audio Obstacle Course ERA IV,
TTR 115. Firebird [
A: 1].
B. J. Webb

Arnold Concertos
ARNOLD: Concerto for flute and strings. Op.
45
Flute Concerto No. 2, Op. 111
Sinfonietta
No. 1, Op. 48
Sinfonietta No. 2, Op. 65
John So/urn ( fit) IPhilharmonia IDi//res
HMV ASD 3487 0 (£4.40)
These four works by Malcolm Arnold are richly
stocked with pleasing and characteristic ideas.
Perhaps the most memorable is the Flute Concerto
No. 2, but all are finely wrought and the scoring is
a delight. The prevailing tone is lyrical, reflective
and sensuous in a distinctively English way; the
more uproarious Arnold is barely hinted at, and
the sensuousness is tempered by an underlying
anxiety. The balance of these elements does, of
HI -FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

course, differ from work to work and movement to
movement, but those who enjoy the more serious
Arnold cannot fail to respond to this record. The
playing is excellent with just the right emphasis on
soloistic qualifies within the texture and a fine
feeling for phrase- making. The recording achieves
a vivid presence and natural colouring, and both
balancing and distancing are very satisfyiag. Strongly recommended to all who have a taste for English
lyricism and the open air. [
A: 11
Hugh Ottaway
J. S. BACH: Concerto reconstruction for Oboe,
Violin and Orchestra ( BWV 1060)* '
Triple
Concerto for Flute, Violin, Cembalo and Orchestra ( BWV 1044)**
Helmut Hucke (obo) IBarthold Kuijken(110** IFranzJose fMaier ( yin) IBob van Asperen ( hpd),1 Collegium
Aureum IMaier
Harmonia Mundi 065-99 639 C) (£3.99) ( Rediffusion)
The re- availability of imported European BASF
records means that once again the German Collegium Aureum ensemble knocks on our doors.
The present recording, imported from Germany
but with English cover- notes, reveals little change
in the essential approach: partly- authentic restorations are combined with much more conscientious
work on the instruments; the performers, too, vary
in expertise in the established recreation of eighteenth- century techniques; there are good moments,
and the textures are clearer than they would be with
modern instruments; some of the individual perperformers are very good (
I like especially van
Asperen's harpsichord solos in the Triple Concerto
and Kuijken's unstrained flute cantilena in its slow
movement). However, there is one new feature
that is rather worrying, which can only be described
as an apparent lack of zest on the part of the performers. Earlier Collegium Aureum releases were
full—sometimes almost too full—of excitement: the
two- record set of the Bach Overture-Suites was a
good example. Ido hope that the new detachment
is accidental rather than deliberate, for Bach's music
is positive if anybody's is. The recording is rather
dry and shallow in style, which doesn't help. [B:
1/2/3]
Stephen Daw

Goldberg
Variations
J. S. BACH: Goldberg Variations ( BWV 988)
Gustav Leonhardt ( hpd)
Harmonia Mundi 065-99 710 (£3.99) ( Rediffusion)
Leonhardt's recording of the same work for Telefunken ( AW6 41198) was produced in 1965; this
new one is at least ten years more recent. Not the
least important improvement is in the recorded
sound, therefore, which now reflects even more
accurately the subtleties of touch and tenuto so
essential to harpsichord interpretation; the instrument ( Dowd, Paris, 1975 after Blanchet) suits the
music even better than the earlier one, too.
Interpretatively, the new recording is less tight
and contained, slightly more expansive rhythmically,
at least as romantic, possibly a little less Dutch (
I
had always seen the earlier version as so very
Amsterdamish!), but equally strong and full of
personality.
Any new recording by Leonhardt is something
of an event for me: here is an artist who not only
plays well, with individuality and sympathy, but also
one who seems to regard the recording studio and
industry with conscientious calculation. Iam always
drawn by Leonhardt to think more of the music and
the composer, less of the barely relevant modern
apparatus of performance and interpretation; of
course Iadmire him tremendously, but the experience is still acreative one, in that Iam led to decide
how—were Iblessed with Gustav Leonhardt's technique— my own personal interpretation would be
moulded. I need hardly add that I feel doubly
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blessed to have the privilege of being able to hear
both of the artist's performances on disc of this
wonderful music. [
A*: 1.]
Stephen Daw

J. S. BACH: St. John Passion ( BWV 245)
Felicity Palmer IBirgit Finnilá IKurt Equiluz ( Ev.) I
Ruud van der Meer ( Chr.) IPhillipe Huttenlocher I
Ensemble Vocale, Lausanne ILausanne CO ICorboz
RCA Erato' STU 71151 (
3 records) (£11.97)
Michel Corboz has built himself an enviable reputation as a full-blooded advocate of Baroque and
later choral music on the continent, so that it is
fascinating to study his reactions to the Johannespassion, a work that is imbued with the spirit of
humanity, of emotional response and commitment
inherent in St. John's Gospel. The opening chorus
alone is surprising—faster than usual, full of stormy
sudden contrasts of volume (the instruments being
generally on the quiet side). On the other hand,
the choral- recitative style of the Turbae ( crowdchoruses) is taken rather more slowly although
Kurt Equiluz, still a splendidly evocative Evangelist,
has been encouraged to speed up his delivery ( as
a comparison to the Vienna Telefunken set reveals
clearly). The recitatives work well this fast, although
Phillipe Corboz's continuo timing on the flue-organ
is less alert than Leonhardt's was for Telefunken;
I should like the Turbae faster to match. The
chorales are very broadly but beautifully sung, the
arias especially notable for their rhythmic neatness,
their definitive characters being well captured
through the selection of appropriate speeds. Felicity
Palmer sings outstandingly, but all of the soloists
are good. Recitative accompaniments are generally
sustained.
The acoustical character of the recording is richly
resonant, with the voices generally well to the fore,
but one soon becomes accustomed to this, and both
work and interpretation match it. Altogether a most
absorbing account, which, though traditional in
much of its emphasis, nevertheless sets high standards and sounds committed. [
A: 1] Stephen Daw

J. S. BACH: Mass in B minor ( BWV 232)
Margaret Marshall IJanet Baiter IRobert Tear ISamuel
Ramey IASM & Chorus IMarriner
Philips 6769 002 (
3 records) (£11.99)
The B minor Mass is especially demanding of the
chorus in performance, and Laszlo Heltay's training
of the Academy Chorus has added a new ( or restored an old) elegance and eloquence to our concept of the work: as a result we hear the best- produced and - disciplined choral contribution on disc
better than Gillesberger's male- voiced Vienna
group or Rilling's Stuttgart- based ensemble on
CBS—the London Schütz choir can, however, do
as well; but they have yet to record an extended
Bach piece.
The more intimately expressive ensemble numbers also blend well into Marriner's interpretation,
which explores the musical rhetoric and the colourful embroideries of the music, yet never manages
quite to convey its philosophical majesty or its
religious stature. Much of the blame must rest with
the orchestra ( particularly when it is used in strength);
the Academy is today distinguished for its luscious
tone- quality rather than its thythmic relish, and
although its sense of line and articulation may suit
many later composers well, and Bach better than
any other London orchestra, its distinct quality
seems to me to be without sufficient guts and
punch. This has little to do with volume and accent
—rather with solidity of ensemble and strength
within the contrapuntal sinews of the music's body.
Philips' obviously deliberate avoidance of modern
extremes of brilliance and contrast in the recording
suits the performance well, but exaggerates this
aspect, and seems to me to push the orchestra
backwards in the more assertive choruses. Beautiful, cool, inviting— but not quite the musical event
Ihad hoped for. [A: 1]
Stephen Daw

J. C. BACH: Symphony for Double Orchestra,
Op. 18, No. 1 / K. STAMITZ: Concerto No. 4for
two Clarinets and Orchestra
SoloistslBratislava COlHorak
Opus 9111 0306 (£2.99) ( Rediffusion)
Gratitude for the chance to acquire the Karl Stamitz
concerto is tempered for a Briton by the familiar
coupling, and by disappointment at some rather
lacklustre playing and a shallow, booming, noisy137
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Only ashort time ago we had our 30 year
anniversary as aspecialist in the development
and production of high-grade studio
equipment, headphones and microphones
AKG representatives are to be found in 104
countries.
Many of the international events are transmitted by AKG mikes. Many patents are the
insurance for our technical lead, which
puts us in good contact with studios and
dealers.
Whenever you have aquestion about our products, contact the serious Hi Fi or music stores
There you will be advised and informed
about prices.

AKG Acoustics Ltd. 191 The Vale, London W3 7QS, Telephone 01-749 2042 ( 5lines), Telex 28938 ( akgmic g)

surfaced recording. The performances evidently
stem from broadcasts from Bratislava Radio in 1971
and 1972; they would be welcome enough over the
air but the harsh sound and occasionally rather
casual playing diminish one's pleasure. The Bach
is given an easy- paced reading, better balanced and
with a less strident sound than the Stamitz; the
greater sense of urgency and tension achieved by
Davis and Zinman on more expensive alternative
versions is undeniably impressive, yet in days when
Christian Bach's more sensuous, langurous side is
often overlooked, this performance could serve as a
useful antidote. Worth investigating, especially for
the chance to add a Stamitz two-clarinet concerto
to one's collection. [
C: 2]
Peter Branscombe
BARTOK: Six String Quartets
Guarnieri Quartet
RCA R1.02416 (
3 records) (£6.75)
The last complete recording of the Bartok quartets
appeared in 1974 when the Hungarian Quartet's
performances were reissued. The only new recording in recent years has been that by the Vegh
Quartet on Telefunken in October 1974. In addition
to these two there are three other recordings not
issued as boxed sets, by the Fine Arts on Saga,
the Tatrai on Hungarton and the Juilliard on CBS.
The first, though good, has been overtaken technically, and the Juilliard's recording, though only
eight years old, is inclined to be strident. That is a
description Iwould apply to this new RCA recording
which gives the first violin especially a wiry sound,
and whose immediacy threatens to put the entire
ensemble in your lap at anything approaching full
room level. It also manages to catch the leader's
intakes of breath, and by this token some of the
strenuous passages in the Third and Fourth Quartets seem to be having their effect.
It is all in a very good cause, however, because
the performances are very exciting and very, very
musical. The Guarnieri players find melody where
some of the others find merely scales or exercises
in string technique, and to listen to their performance
of the two works already referred to, and to the
Fifth's central movement, the ' Bulgarian' scherzo,
is to be reminded again of the essential musicality
of Bartok's work in this medium. And the brief
Allegretto con indifferenza in the finale of the same
quartet has a real touch of humour. Should the
tonal quality of the recording put you off—though
Ihope it won't—the Veghs and the Hungarians are
both worthy of consideration. Each has a different
view of the music, different again from the Guarnieri's, which makes an outright choice exceedingly
hard. Forced to make it, Ithink the Hungarians
would get the vote, for they have price on their side.
[B: 1/1.]
Kenneth Dommett
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 3 in EY, OP. 55
'Eroica'
Collegium Aureum IMaier
Harmonia Mundi 065-99 629
(£.3.99) ( Rediffusion)
Recorded at Kirchheim in 1976, this Eroica—led from
the front desk—features authentic instruments and
a small body of strings. The first- movement repeat
is made, and in spite of a swift tempo the movement
is given a full LP side: the only time Ihave seen
this format used.
The engineers have eliminated the boominess
that has marred earlier recordings in the Cedernsaal,
but with close-miking and a general reverberance
this production does not present such keen textures
as one might have anticipated, and it is a great pity
that first/second violins were not arranged antiphonally.
The playing is extremely polished, only an occasional waver in the strings reminding us that this
is a version with special aims. Should such aims
be incompatible with an emotional arousal, such
as one expects from the great Beethoven conductors? Ifind this asomewhat forgettable performance
—quite frankly, you hear just as much information
in the 1939 NBC/Toscanini broadcast Eroica (
AIS
1114 8). Indeed, when you hear those six great
sforzando chords just before Letter E, at an identical dynamic as marked, then the music carrying on
as if nothing had ' happened', Toscanini stuns you
with Beethoven's inspiration. But then you wonder
by what sort of musical insight Franzjosef Maier
makes a crescendo from 128-131. . . . [
A: 2/3]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 4in G, Op. 58 D
Piano Sonata 19 in g, Op. 49: 1 ri 20 in G, Op.
49: 2
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Radu Lupu (pno) IIsrael PO IMehta
Decca SXL6886 ( 3.99)
The G major concerto belongs to a different world
from the two slight sonatas Op. 49; from this viewpoint it was logical to put them at the end of the
record (as here), but it places the turnover at the
end of the slow movement, where the score reads
'Segue il Rondo'. It is a forlorn hope that Decca
will reconsider this unmusical format, although
technically it would be perfectly feasible.
Lupu takes a consistently gentle, unhurried path
through Op. 58—if the finale sounds best that is
because it forces the soloist to adopt a more virile
manner. Happily, Mehta avoids any inflation, although Ifeel no sense of occasion being celebrated
by the Israel Philharmonic. ( Contrast the way in
which the VPO winds, especially, sing out in their
DG recording with Pollini/Böhm.) Unlike Pollini,
Lupu plays the more familiarfirst-movement cadenza.
A slight hum is detectable there. The Tel Aviv recording is warm and unaggressive, with a better
balance than on the DG; le, winds never obscured.
The sonatas too ( Kingsway Hall) are beautifully
engineered, with just the right degree of ambience,
and clean articulation of Lupu's impeccable performances. In the concertos Ifind other partnerships on records more profoundly rewarding—
Bre nde I/Haiti nk,
Bishop-Kovacevich/Davis,
for
instance—but Lupu's refined pianism is very lovely.
It's a version one enjoys more with each playing.
[A: 1]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Septet, Op. 20 (arr. wind ensemble)
Collegium Musicum Pragense IVajnar
Supraphon 111 2180 (£2.99) ( Rediffusion)
This intriguing recording is not of Beethoven's
original scoring, but of the arrangement published
in Vienna in 1812, by Jiri Druzecky, for pairs of
oboes, clarinets, horns, and bassoons, with doublebassoon.
The present performance was led,
apparently, by a separate conductor. One or two of
his speeds are rather slow, and the beat is very
steadily maintained—we don't have the spontaneity of English wind playing here. As the soundbalance is close, and the levels are high (the minuet
tends to break-up with both cartridge/arm assemblies Iuse), the overall effect is somewhat clodhopping where the original strings give the work
some elegance. (The violin cadenza in the finale is
given to the first clarinet.) Even so, an enjoyable
issue for those with an ample Beethoven collection.
Incidentally: Toscanini recorded an orchestrated
version of the Septet, with the NBC. Ibelieve this is
available as an RCA import. [
A: 1]
Christopher Breunig
BERLIOZ: Fantastic Symphony
Slovak Phil 1Koster
Opus 9110 0211 (£2.99) ( Rediffusion)
First issued in Czechoslovakia in 1973, this is awellbalanced performance which would be worth considering were it not for severe limitations in the recording. The orchestra seems set well back in avery
reverberant hall, with natural if undetailed perspectives—which is fair enough; but the disc is cut
at a low level, has limited dynamics, and is rather
thin in the bass. More serious, there is a curious
background tone present throughout the recording.
Although faint, this becomes apparent during quiet
passages or pauses, and is sometimes musically
distracting. For instance, the high D (approx 590Hz)
which ends the oboe's first answering phrase as it
follows the cor anglais at the start of Movement Ill
wavers very obviously because of an audible beat
with this background tone. Good performance, but
unacceptable recording. [D: 2]
John Crabbe
BERLIOZ: Harold in Italy
Robert Vernon ( via) ICleveland Orch IMaazel
Decca SXL 6873 (£3.99)
Decca's ' Overtures' collection, featuring Cleveland/
Maazel and recorded in the same Masonic Auditorium as this work, was double-starred last year,
although the conductor's one previous Berlioz-only
recording (
R & Jwith VPO) was disappointing. This
issue repeats the excellent sound of the first and
presents Maazel as a much more poised Berliozian
than was evident in the second. Here one can sense
some of that ' inner intensity, expressiveness and
rhythmic originality' which Berlioz demanded, while
the conductor is partnered by a pleasing violist and
well supported by much beautiful sound from the
Cleveland players in a performance which reveals
only an occasional imperfect seam.
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The sixth ' Harold' to appear in four years, thi:
perhaps doesn't quite match either Mehta's extraver
version or Davis' mellow one, and is not really com
parable with the Barenboim/Zukerman issue. Bu
these are rather finicky musical judgements; sonic
ally, the new Decca holds the field. It is cut at r
noticeably low level, which no doubt contribute:
to the very clean reproduction of loud climaxes
while the orchestra seems to be set back moderate':
in an attractive and convincing ambience—withou
too much highlighting of the viola. At the righ
replay level there is asplendid impression of reality
[A*: 1/2]
John Crabb,
BIZET: Symphony in C / MENDELSSOHN
Symphony 4 in A, Op. 90 ' Italian'
Nat PO IStokowski
CBS 76673 gem
Produced at EMI's Abbey Road studios in May-Juni
'77, these were Stokowski's last recordings. Per
fectly straightforward—the Italian complete witl
first- movement exposition repeat—they suggest thr
maestro relaxing, to some extent, as though savour
ing the music for his own delight. Details in thr
Mendelssohn ( which, seemingly, he had last con
ducted in Philadelphia in 19171) that stand out an
the coda to the andante, perfectly judged, an
the deftly characterised trio section in the thin
movement.
Set the Bizet against Beecham's French record.
ing, on SXLP 30260, and you will find Stokowskri
tempi generally faster, but Beecham brings greate
individuality to the score. It is hard to pin down whl
Beecham's is the more effective reading, when ba
for bar Stokowski is certainly just as attentive; Sto
kowski has more accomplished instrumentalists
but with him the inner parts sometimes becom(
bland, the polish is finer yet the music is mon
anonymous- sounding.
Beecham's 1959 recording tends towards conges
tion and swimminess; the CBS suggests multiple
track techniques, with comparatively little depth tc
the stereo image, and a somewhat small-scale pre
sentation of upper strings within the overall frame
work. [
A/B: 1]
Christopher Breunii
BRAHMS: Symphony 2 in D, Op. 73
Danish RSO IHorenstein
Unicorn UNS 234 (£3.24) R 1976

Recorded live in 1972 by Danmarks Radio, this is i
valuable addition to the Horenstein discographyboth a weighty and lyrical Brahms 2, the brass:
climaxes given a Brucknerian glint and splendour
Against the real intensity of the playing must br
set noticeable flaws in ensemble and in wind inton
ation: the coda to the slow movement is an exampit
of both, and here Horenstein lengthens the pausi
considerably before we hear the strings pp at 97
A hushed moment that perhaps makes you thinl
of Furtwegler's Brahms— but it is dangerous tc
make associations. For instance: some listener:
have found Horenstein's pacing of the finale to(
steady here ( Ithink one adjusts to the tempo afte
only two or three hearings), and this suggested r
comparison with the 1958 Klemperer/Philharmonir
version. Ihad quite forgotten that Klemperer blazer
through the movement in the manner of Toscanini
The Danish tapes are very well-balanced and thr
stereo staging is lucid; only the finale brings r
slight feeling of compression. [
A/B: 1/11
Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: Symphony 4 in e, Op. 98
CSO /Soli/
Decca SXL 6890 (£3-99)

Writing of Solti's Brahms ( in concert), critic Heroic
Schonberg tellingly refers to the Chicago ' machine'
For this first recording in yet another projecte(
cycle presents Brahms as ashowpiece for orchestra
brash, loud, and either near-static or hard- driven
Virtuosity certainly stands between the listener an:
the score. There is something machine- like an:
linear in the playing.
Nothing could be more contrasted than the earlie
CSO Brahms 4 under Giulini— and Isee the forth
coming Levine ( RCA) has already excited thr
American reviewers.
Take the opening bras:
chords that begin the finale, which Giulini (and t(
a lesser degree Karajan) sees as a joyous singinr
arched phrase, and contrast that with the bruta
chopping manner in which Solti delivers them. Thr
line sags dangerously. Later, Solti is tempted t(
'go through' the tone of the Chicago strings as i
in crude simulation of his Berlin rivals.
I3
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Tuner Amplifiers
JRS501 £429 95
RX303
£97.00
JRS401 £351 95
RX403
£ 115 00
JRS301 £273-95
RX503
£
138.00
JRS20 IL
£209.95
Record Decks
JRS81
£ 147-95
RP2300 ¿58-00
JRS6IL £ 105 95

118 LONDON ROAD, SEVENOAKS, KENT, TN13 1BA. TEL: (0732) 5.9555
162 POWIS STREET, WOOLWICH, LONDON SE18. TEL: 01-855 8016

PLEASE SEND A LARGE
S.A.E. WITH ENQUIRIES.
Agents for:
SONY, TECHNICS, YAMAHA,
TRIO, PIONEER, AIWA, B & 0,
ARMSTRONG, JVC, HITACHI,
NATIONAL PANASONIC,
ROTEL, AKAI, TOSHIBA,
GARRARD, QUAD, TANDBERG, AR, B & W, CELESTION
CELEFE, CHARTWELL, IMF,
KEF, JR, LEAK, MISSION,
MONITOR AUDIO,
MORDAUNT SHORT,
TANNOY, VIDEOTONE,
WHARFEDALE, CASTLE,
RAM, ETC., ETC.
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PIONEER
SA6300 £78
SA7300 £ 119
5A5500/II £55
SA7500/II £ 128
CTF919 I £209
B &
Master 3400 £229
Gram 3400 £ 110
Vox 22 ( pr) £72
Centre 1800E229
Master 901 £ 145
Master 1101 £ 139
ROTEL
RX152/II £98
RDIOF £92

RP3300 £65•00
RP5300 £83.00
ARMSTRONGCarr/les £3.00
Amplifier
621
£ 104.95
Tuner Amplifiers
625
£ 165.95
626
£ 189.95
Tuners
623
£ 116.95
624
£90.95
Speakers
602 ( pair) £ 153.95
SONY-Carr/Ins £3.00
Television
KV9000U13
P.O.A.
KV134OUB
P.O.A.
KV182OUB
P.O.A.
KV200OUB
P.O.A.
TCI21/TV144UK P.O.A.
TV511/FX412
P.O.A.
Music Centre
HMK55/HMK77
P.O.A.
Cassettes
TCI 1
8SD
£ 5.00
TCI36SD £85.00
TCI38SD £ 139.00
TCI58SD
P.O.A.
TCI88SD
P.O.A.
TCI99SD
P.O.A.
TC204SD £ 116.00
TC229SD
P.O.A.
Turntables
PS II/PS22
P.O.A.
PSX4/PSX6/PSX7 P.O.A.
Amplifiers
TA II
P.O.A.
TA73
£49.00
TA5650
P.O.A.
Tuners
STI IL
P.O.A.
ST73
£49.00
ST2950F £73-00
Tuner Amplifiers
HST89/STRI IL
P.O.A.
STR4800/STR5800 P.O.A.
STR6800
P.O.A.
STR2800L £69.95
SPKRS ( pr)_C/Ins £4
Celestion
Ditton I5XR £ 10295
Ditton 22
£ 141.95
Ditton 33
£ 18295
Ditton 44
£217.95
Ditton 25
£252:95
Ditton 66
£379.95
JR
149
£ 11795
Woofer £ 14395
Leak
£88-95
3020
£121.95
3030
£179.95
3050
£263.95
3080
£546-95
3090

NAT. PAN.
SGI020 £ 149
SGI060 £ 159
SGI090P.O. A.
SG3060 P.O.A.
SG2080 P.O.A.
SG 3090 P.O.A.
TC2201 P.O.A.
TRIO
KA3500 £99
KR2600 £99
AKAI
AAI010 £98
HITACHI
SDT768OR
£349.95

TANNOY
Eaton £212
Devon £239
Cheviot E262
TECHNICS
RS615 £99.95
SA5070 £99.95
M/SHORT
Pageant £134
Festival £89
TOSHIBA
SM3600
£295.95
PL3060
£109.95
SA320L
£109.95
SA420 £ 149-95

Wharfedale
£4595
Denton
£6695
Linton
£91.95
Glensdale
£125.95
Teesdale
£169-95
Dovedale
P.O.A.
E50/E70
Videotone
Minimax II
£48.95
QUAD-Carr/Ins £3.00
Amplifiers
33/303/405
P.O.A.
Tuner
FM3
P.O.A.
YAMAHA-C/Ins £3
Amplifiers
CA410
£89-95
CA510/CA610
P.O.A.
CA710
P.O.A.
CA8I 0
£226.95
CAI010 £321.95
CA20 I
0
P.O.A.
Tuners
CT4I0
£89-95
CT510/CT610
P.O.A.
CT710/CT810
P.O.A.
CT I
010/CT7000
P.O.A.
Tuner Amplifiers
CR200E £99.95
CR420
£ 159.95
CR620
£229.95
CR820/CRI020
P.O.A.
CR2020
P.O.A.
Cassette
TC5I IS
£ 129.95
TC520/TC1000
P.O.A.
Record Deck
YP2I I/YPSI I
P.O.A.
Speakers ( pair)
NS 1000
P.O.A.
NSIOOOM
P.O.A.
NS500
P.O.A.
CASSETTES
Min. quantity 15
Carr/Ins 60p per order
Sony
90p
C9OHF
72p
C9OLN
£1.71
C90FeCr
£1.46
C90Cr
TDK
76p
DC90
£1 - 04
ADC90
£1:39
SAC90
Maxell
UDC90
£ 1.20
UDXLIC90 £ 1.60
UDXLIIC90 £ 1.60
CARTRIDGES
Audio Technics,
Coral, Satin,
0 rtofon, Shure,
Stanton
SME
£89 90
3009 III
£45 50
3009 F/H
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At Sevenoaks Hi Fi, we have a
superb display of top quality,
competitively priced equipment.
Demonstrations are available and
our experienced staff are always
happy to offer advice on any hi-fi
problems. We can also arrange
home demonstrations and
installations-just ask for details.

VIDEO

(
Philips, JVC, Sony)

Consult Sevenoaks first for all
that's best in domestic video tape
recording. We have the up to the
minute answers you need on the
latest equipment in this fast
developing field.

STOCKS
Immediate delivery is the order
of the day on most items, as we
maintain large stocks of hi-fi.

GUARANTEES
Full parts and labour guarantee
on everything from Sevenoaks
Hi -Fi - from 1 to 5 years.

SERVICE DEPT.
Our Service Department maintains equipment bought from us
and repairs other units too. Ask
about our unique servicecontracts

CREDIT
Available through leading finance
houses-ask us for full details.

OPENING TIMES
Sevenoaks: Monday- Saturday
9 to 1, 2 to 5.30
(late night Thursday until 7.30)
Woolwich: Mon- Sat 10-È
Both shops closed all day Wed

MAIL ORDER
(Sevenoaks only)
Hi -Fi sent within 48 hrs ( subject to
availability) to any address in the
British Isles from our Sevenoaks
Mail Order store (
not from

PIONEER
CTF 4040

£115

Woolwich). Contact us to verify
price before ordering. Send cheque
(or quote creditcard number) to
cover cost and carriage. Everything
fully insured against loss and
damage during transit.

The scherzo is as fast as possible, with an illchosen tempo for the Poco meno presto, and finally
everything is sacrificed in favour of hectic animal
excitement: the logical corollary would have been
a linked finale, but instead the studio ambient noise
is cut abruptly. In the slow movement, at the big
tune for lower strings, listen instead to the violins:
do they sing too? Or isn't the line tentative under
Solti—where Giulini ( for all the producer's attempts
to drown everything with cellos) never lets them stray,
and the arpeggio- like threads are so ' musical'. Well,
my reactions are clear enough; it is hardly necessary to listen further than the opening pages to see
whether you consider Solti's changes of tempo
convincing or misplaced.
Given the aims, the recorded sound has superb
qualities. Has the triangle sounded as tangibly real
in a Brahms fourth before this? But this is a multichannel production intended to throw the full
weight of Chicago's ' machine' at you. [A,,A*: 4]
Christopher Breunig
LPO/Boult ( Academic Festival Ov)—HMV ASD2901
[A*: 1.]
BRAHMS: 11 Chorale Preludes, op. 122
Chorale Prelude and Fugue 0 Traurigkeit' Li
Fugue in a/
Jan Hora (org)
Supraphon 111 1948 (£2.99) ( Rediffusion
Although Brahms' choral preludes look back to Bach
in atechnical sense, they are also characterised by a
tenderness and an underlying sense of grief that
is unfortunately completely missing from this
matter-of-fact account. No. 11 is played with more
sensitivity, but most of the others concentrate on the
neo -Baroque elements in over-staccato terms.
The recording quality shows a distinct improvement over some former organ issues from this
source, having aflatter frequency range and sounding less ' edgy'. There is a little background noise,
the source of which is difficult to pin down, since
it appears to be partly a surface effect, but it is
not actually worrying. [ A/B: 2]
Trevor Attewell
CORELLI: Concerti grossi op. 6, nos. 1-4
La Petite Bande IKuijken
Harmonia Mundi 065-99 613 (£3.99) ( Rediffusion)
There are at present complete sets of the 12 Concerti
grossi of opus 6 from Marriner and his ASM, and
from Warchal and his Slovak Chamber Orchestra.
This Harmonia Mundi issue of the first four has the
look about it of the first instalment of a complete
set. La Petite Bande is agroup of 16 musicians who
for the most part play on 17th- or 18th-century
instruments; a theorbo plays with the concertino,
and a positive organ provides the concerto grosso
keyboard continuo. The sound is rich, full-toned,
even a shade over- resonant ( the sessions were
held in the Cedernsaal at Kirchheim Castle), but it
is also well-focused. The performances are inclined to be dogged in the slow movements, and
the frequent shifts between fast and slow sections
are not always well handled, but there is some lovely
playing from the concertino group ( which might have
been made to stand out more sharply from the full
ensemble). Interesting performances, then, lacking
something in liveliness and clarity of texture, but
well worth consideration by people not wanting to
purchase the complete three- disc sets. [
B: 2]
Peter Branscombe
F. COUPERIN: Pièces de Violes, 1728
Jordi Savall and Arianne Maurette ( viola da gamba) I
Ton Koopman ( hpd)
Telefunken AW6 42225 (£4.20) ( Selecta)
Here is a fine record, of value alike to admirers of
the viols and of François Couperin. The Pièces de
violes are a splendid pair of contrasting suites; they
date from 1728, five years before the composer's
death, and are his last chamber work. They are
here played by two viols with harpsichord, and very
impressive they sound; however, it has been suggested that Couperin may have had in mind performance by two viols unaccompanied, or by one
solo viol with bass viol and keyboard accompaniment, more or less as here. The combination of
melodic and harmonic functions which Couperin
achieves virtually ends the era of the viol—and there
is indeed something of golden autumn about these
assured, warm-toned performances. The first suite
has the sequence of dances following the prelude
that we might expect—an allemande, courante, sarabande, gavotte, gigue and as large-scale conclusion

a lovely ' Passacaille ou chaconne'. But the second
suite follows its prelude and a ' fugette' with an
extended and noble ' Pompe funèbre' and a mysteriously- named conclusion, ' La chemise blanche',
thereby both harking back to Couperin's love of
descriptive titles and looking forward to fresh manipulations of suite forms. The seventeenth-century
instruments are a delight to hear ( Iwish they had
also been illustrated along with the sleevenotes),
and the recording is just in balance, warm in tone
and entirely appropriate. [A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
DEBUSSY : String Quartet in g / RAVEL: String
Quartet in F
Aeolian Quartet
Argo ZK 46 (£2.50)
Some of the most enterprising repertoire on disc
is now to be found on Argo's mid- price ZK label,
and the Aeolian Quartet's latest offering, while
hardly filling any gaps, presents a pair of highly
accomplished performances of these two French
masterpieces—one would hardly expect less from
one of Britain's finest quartets. Yet listening to
the Parrenin Quartet, available at a similar price on
HMV, reminded me of Hugh Ottaway's pertinent
observations on recent quartet recordings ( July
issue, page 85). On both sides of the new disc, the
players are thrown into abrightly- lit, even aggressive
relief, lending a wiry sound to the violins, and a
cavernous one to the cello. Whether these defects
(and Ihear them as such) or the players themselves
are to blame for a conspicuously absent sense of
enchantment, or a lack of fragile inwardness (
cg,
first movement of the Ravel at Fig. 4, or those semiquaver triplets after Fig. 8— mere flecks of sound
in the Parrenin's hands) I'm not sure. Isuspect a
little of both. The French group, arguably, has this
music stamped more indelibly on their musical
personalities. It does show, Ithink. [BIC: 2]
Andrew Keener
DVORAK: String Quartet in F, Op. 96 ' American'
String Quartet in E7, Op. 51
Slovak Quartet
Opus 9111 0232 (£2.99) ( Rediffusion)
The Prague Quartet in their complete cycle of
recordings of the Dvorak string quartets have set a
standard that will be hard to beat, and DG have
provided them with engineering excellence that
makes it difficult for others to compete with. The two
performances issued here were recorded in a
theatre back in 1973, and while they are reasonably
well focused and have an acceptable dynamic range
they do not really match up to the studio- produced
German issue. The performances, as is usual with
Czech quartets playing Czech music, have an
idiomatic quality hard to define but easy enough to
recognise, especially in Op. 51 which is perhaps the
most specifically Czech of all Dvorak's quartets. The
Slovak Quartet has an honourable ancestry though
it is less well known to the record- buying public than
either the Prague or Smetana Quartets, and theirs
are very respectable accounts of two delightful and
quite typical Dvorak works. There are no other
recordings which couple these two, but those
anxious for alternatives must be directed to the
single issue of the Prague Quartet ( coupled with the
earlier Op. 80) in Op. 51, and again, coupled this time
with Op. 105 in A flat, for the popular ' American'.
This quartet has also received an admirable performance from the Quartetto Italiano on Philips,
where it is coupled with Borodin's No. 2. [ B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: String Quintet in E/, Op. 97
Silent
Woods, Op. 68 No. 1*
Josef Suk ( via) I *Jan Palenka ( pno) ISmetana Quartet
Supraphon 111 2179 (£2.99) ( Rediffusion)
Dvorak's ' American' string quintet, companion and
cousin of the F major Quartet reviewed elsewhere,
has a divided audience. There are those for whom
its effortless melodiousness is unalloyed delight,
while for others it is a cause of unease. Whichever
view one subscribes to, it would be hazardous to
suggest that it has claims to be thought profound,
though as the Larghetto proclaims, it is undoubtedly
sweet and tender. It is, of course, not difficult to
overplay the sweetness and tenderness, but this is a
pitfall carefully avoided in this performance. Tempi
are carefully judged and the balance is studiously
maintained in favour of rhythmic alertness. The
results are wholly to the music's advantage. The
filler is atranscription by Josef Suk of Silent Woods,
originally apiano duet but better known in its version
for cello and orchestra. Suk plays first viola in the

quintet and gives this little piece an engaging performance on the same instrument. The matter of
what else one gets with the quintet may conceivably
decide the choice; if so, the performance of the
Vienna Philharmonic Quintet on Ace of Diamonds
has an enjoyable account of the Bagetelles for
harmonium and string trio. But on balance this
Supraphon is the version of the quintet to have.
[A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: String Quartet in F, Op. 96 ' American'
SMETANA: Quartet No. 1 in e, ' From
My Life'
Amadeus Quartet
DG 2530 994 (£4.35)
This is aperformance of the Dvorak that will delight
the many devotees of the Amadeus Quartet. It is
full of expressive nuance, carefully modulated
phrases and an exquisite care for tone. Whether
it will appeal so much to devotees of Dvorak is
perhaps less assured. As a vehicle for their particular excellences the Amadeus could scarcely have
chosen a more suitable example among Dvorak's
string quartets. The melodic wealth of the piece
is so great, so unfailing, its rhythms so ingenuously
defined, that it has been an instinctive winner and a
trap for the indulgences of many a group of players
far less confident of their art and far less dedicated
to it than this great quartet. Yet indulgent this performance certainly seems to me to be. Everything
is just too heavily underlined, too conspicuously
modelled and just a bit too sweet. Set aside this
admirably recorded version those other recently
issued performances by the Talich, Prague and
Slovak Quartets and their slight roughnesses give
the work more vitality than the Amadeus discover
for it.
The Smetana quartet has not received a recent
recording, the only two available versions, by the
Smetana and the Juilliard, being reissues. This
new recording is technically superior to both of
these, and the performance sturdier than that of
the Dvorak. In spite of the avowedly biographical
programme, this quartet is closely argued. The
Amadeus respond both to its logic and to the fateful
tragedy of the last movement. Once again, however,
my preference is marginally in favour of the Smetana
Quartet on Supraphon which is uniquely coupled
with Smetana's rarely heard D minor Quartet. [
A:
112]
Kenneth Dommett
FERENCZY: Music for Four String Instruments
String Quartet No. 1
Slovak Quartet
Opus 9111 0324 (£2.99) ( Rediffusion)
Otto Ferenczy is obviously a learned musician who
revels in musical argument and loves the subtleties
of chamber- music dialogue. The Music for Four
String Instruments was originally in four movements
and was written in 1947 as a homage to Bartok.
Ferenczy revised it in 1973, cut it to three movements
and tightened the musical thinking. The Quartet
(1961-2) is also in three movements and both works
are worthy additions to the repertory. Ferenczy is
strongest in the outer movements where he can display his energy by writing intense, lively, argumentative pieces. The slow movements are imaginatively
scored, but lack a deep lyrical vein. The Slovak
Quartet is a well- seasoned group who play with
great finesse and flexibility of colour and rhythm.
They obviously like these pieces and play them with
infectious passion and verve—qualities splendidly
abetted by a clear, close recording in a warm
acoustic. [
A: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker
FRESCOBALDI: Harpsichord works
Bob van Asperen ( hpd)
Telefunken AW6 42174 (
f4.20) ( Selecta)
Apart from the performance the most striking feature of this recording is the harpsichord itself. The
sleeve note says very little about the instrument,
except that it was built in Bremen in 1964 by one
Martin Skowroneck, and is based upon an Italian
model of the early seventeenth century. Its sound
is very pleasing indeed, with plenty of body in the
upper register and a clean solid bass region.
The recording features some of the music Fresco.
baldo composed specifically for the harpsichord
as distinct from the organ. Furthermore, it enable≤
the listener to discover some of the keyboard style≤
utilised by the composer in the various forms of the
day, the canzone, capriccio, toccata and partita
If all this sounds a bit heavy going, it probably is
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An Invitation
to
all hi-fi enthusiasts
to visit
nigh Fidelity '
78
at the
Cunard International Hotel
Hammersmith
'THURSDAY September 21st
10 am - 8pm
FRupp,Ne September 22nd
10 am - 8pm
SATURDAY September 23rd
10 am - 8pm
Septemb
10 am - 5 pm
SUNDAY
er 24th
— Admission Free —

Please use this invitation
to—
Visit the only Public hi-fi exhibition in London this Autumn
See and hear on demonstration and display awide range of quality
high fidelity equipment
Participate in Loudspeaker comparison sessions
See alive demonstration of arecording studio in operation
The chance to participate in daily broadcasts from the exhibition by LBC
Enter numerous competitions for valuable prizes of hi-fi equipment

CENTRALLY LOCATED
Well served by Public Transport
UNDERGROUND

District, Metropolitan and Piccadilly Lines

BUSES

The following buses stop on Hammersmith
Broadway: 9, 30, 72, 73, 74, 226, 290, 714 and 716

COME TO LONDON'S AUTUMN HI-FI SHOWCASE
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dissicat
Time hangs heavy as Frescobaldi plods his weary
way through these rambling works, and apart from
the toccatas and capriccios, I must confess to
finding some of the others uneventful, to say the
least.
Having said that, Bob van Asperen gives athoughtful and tremendously competent account of the
works. In keeping with the composer's own concepts of musical performance. Mr van Asperen
uses a degree of rhythmic freedom which lends
elasticity to the music without the loss of pace.
[A: 1]
Colin Evans
GUILMANT: Sonata in d
Allegro in f::
The Wedding March
Elevation in A7
March
on a theme of Handel
Francis Jackson (org)
Abbey LPB 794 (£.3-49)
Guilmant's highly romantic music is performed, on
the York Minster organ, with Francis Jackson's
usual polish, but the effectiveness of both composer and recitalist suffer badly from the recording,
which is hissy, and so distant that the louder passages are a muddle in which the manual parts are
submerged in rumbling bass thunder. Many passages are much too soft, and the midband has a
somewhat enclosed sound. It all adds up to an
amiable ( and sometimes quite impressive) kind of
organ Muzak, but this can hardly be what the originator and the interpreter had in mind. No organ
specification is given. [ C: 1]
Trevor Attewell
HANDEL: Concerto gross° no. 9in 13 , H ERTEL :
Concerto in D
Concerto in Ey / HUMMEL:
Introduction, Theme and Variations, op. 102
Maurice André (tpt) IPaillard CO/Paillard
RCA ' Erato' STU 71124 (£4.75)
What does a celebrated trumpeter do when he has
recorded the available popular repertory two or
three times over, other than search out hitherto forgotten works? Alas, it seems that he arranges, or
has arranged for him, music that originally served
other purposes. The two Hertel concertos escape
this criticism—brief but pleasing three- movement
works in the vein of the 1750s or '60s. The D major
is the slighter, but it is engagingly presented here
(it seems not to be the Hertel concerto in this key
that Zickler recorded for Turnabout back in the
1960s—still listed, but Ihave not heard it). The E
flat concerto is bigger, more adventurous (
can this
be the same concerto that EMI issued last November, with one Maurice André as soloist, accompanied by Mackerras and the ECO? — Again, Ihave
not heard it). The Hummel, despite what the sleevenote would have us believe, was written for oboe
and not trumpet. That said, it makes a stunning
showpiece for André, though even his technique
is taxed here and there. And the Handel ' Concerto
grosso no. 9'? That turns out to be the second of
the BY oboe concertos published by Walsh in
Select Harmony, Fourth Collection (
no. 3) in 1740; it
is Concerto IIA in volume 21 of the German Handel
Society edition. M. André recorded it for DG in
1967 ( still available), and here it is again, exciting
if misguided. Ifound the record more agreeable
with the volume control turned well back—for at
a normal setting the solo attack was cruelly strident.
[C: 1]
Peter Branscombe

HAYDN: '
The Creation' (
sung in German)
Helen Donath (sop) ! Robert Tear (ten) IJosé van Dam
(bass) IPhilharmonia Chorus and Orchestra IFrühbeck
de Burgos
HMV SLS 5125 (2 records) ( 8I5)
Few works have more impressive musical eloquence
than Haydn's The Creation, and over the years we
have been offered a fine choice of recordings of it.
This latest issue has distinguished soloists, chorus
and orchestra and a conductor who over the years
has shown himself to be a keen advocate of largescale vocal works. He takes a very deliberate view
of Haydn's slow music here, alas to the extent of
plodding his way through some numbers. The bass
aria describing the waters loses momentum at the
modulation to the major, and even more in the
closing bars; in Part II the recitative describing the
herds is ponderous, as is the last recit in Part III.
This slowness only emphasises the team's inconsistent approach to vocal graces. The great choral
numbers go very much better, with radiantly secure
rising intervals from the Philharmonia sopranos in
'Stimmt an die Salten' and clear yet unostentatious
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

revelation of the important inner parts.
Helen
Donath has the neatness (and the trill) for the
soprano solos, even if she sometimes sounds a
shade tremulous. Robert Tear is as reliable and
musicianly as ever, if not quite in his finest voice in
'Mit Würd und Hoheit'. José van Dam uses his
rich, sonorous bass with insufficient subtlety and
dynamic shading. But the solo ensembles go
particularly well. There is beautiful orchestral playing, and Leslie Pearson's harpsichord realisation
is of great value ( Iwish he had been allowed atouch
more freedom, and had been playing a fortepiano
instead as used under Haydn at the first performances). The HMV production team deserve praise
for avoiding any echo-effects in a couple of exceptionally long sides ( Burgos' account of Part III lasts
324 minutes), and for securing a broad, wellbalanced spectrum. A Creation with many virtues,
but Iwould find it less rewarding to live with than
the performances under Münchinger or Dorati.
[A: 1/3]
Peter Branscombe

KHACHATURIAN: Gayaneh'—ballet
Moscow Radio SO Kakhidze
HMV SIS 5143 (
3 records) (
f.11 .45)
Whatever the view that posterity takes of the symphonic and instrumental works, there is surely
little doubt that Khachaturian will be remembered
primarily for his two big ballet scores, Gayaneh and
Spartacus. It anything, ' big' is an understatement;
in its definitive form, Gayaneh consists of as many
as 50 numbers, and its informing spirit presupposes
a lavish spectacle with great vitality and colour.
Listening to the complete ballet as recorded here,
one can hardly fail to be impressed by the range
and variety of Khachaturian's invention within what
is outwardly a rather limited vein. This highpowered Russian performance is both theatrical
and virtuosic. The description ' high-powered' is
not intended to be pejorative; if the impact is inevitably tiring, the sheer brilliance arrests and enlivens
—repeatedly and unfailingly. The quality of the
recording is good basic Melodiya: somewhat overbright and reverberant, but with a commendable
clarity in all the more selectively scored passages,
a vivid presence and, of course, wholeness. This
three- record set is a distinguished companion to
the complete Spartacus of the Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra under Zuraitis (SLS 5061). [
A/B: 1*1
Hugh Ottaway
LISZT: Hungarian Rhapsodies 2, 3 and
Mephisto Waltz No. 1
LPO
Boskovsky
HMV ' Greensleeve' ES D 7058 0 (£2.85)

5:

This is a companion record to the disc of the other
three orchestral Rhapsodies under Boskovsky
which HMV issued a year ago. The second Rhapsody is performed in the orchestration by MüllerBerghaus, which is the one we usually hear these
days, and not in Liszt's own version: this is a pity,
as the original version contains many interesting
and unusual things. The others are performed in
the original version by Liszt and Franz Doppler:
Nos. 2and 5 have the same numbers in their piano
versions, while No. 3 is No. 6for piano. No. 2 is of
course the most famous of the set, and it gets a
good idiomatic performance here, with plenty of
gipsy feeling. No. 5, subtitled ' Héroide-Elégiaque'
in the piano version, is a lament for the fate of Hungary much in the mood of the symphonic poem
'Héroide Funèbre': it is perhaps the most beautiful
of the set, and is nicely played here with good
string tone: Karajan's rival version is on the heavy
side. No. 3, an effective but more conventional
piece, also gets a good performance, and it is nice
to hear the cimbalon in the slow middle section
and the finale: this is the only available recording
of this work at present. Iwon't pretend that Boskovsky's performance of the first Mephisto Waltz
is as brilliant as Solti's on Decca, but it is workmanlike and there is some nice playing: and we get a
bonus in the shape of the second ending, which as
far as Iknow has not been recorded elsewhere.
Instead of the music of the dance returning after
the harp cadenza—the version usually played—
there is a sudden crash, and the music dies away
in muttered tremolos: Faust and the innkeeper's
daughter have slipped away from the dance into the
night, and the quotation in the score means roughly
'they sink in the ocean of their lust', which the
second ending expresses much better. A welcome
disc, and well recorded. [A: 1]
Humphrey Searle
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Mahler 5and
others
MAHLER: Symphony 2 in c, ' Resurrection'
Elizabeth Ander (sop)
Alfreda Hodgson ( m- sop)
Ambrosian Singers I Symphonica of London I Wyn
Morris
Symphony 5 in ell
Lieder emes fahrenden
Gesellen
Roland Hermann (bar) I Symphonica of London
Morris
Symphony 8 in Eh
Soloists IChoirs ISymphonica of London IMorris
Symphonica SYM7 / 8; SYMR3 / 4*; SYMR1 / 2*
(2 records each) (87.98).

Mahler 8 was reviewed in May ' 73, when it cost all
of £1 -50. complete! Iwas fairly critical of the performance, noting that long takes had achieved a
feeling of continuity at the expense of ' polish'. The
records have now been recut and pressed in Germany; although the transfer level is lower than the
(EMI?) originals Ifind the end of the fourth side,
and first side, marginally more troublesome than
before.
The fifth was not originally sent for review, but
Morris' outstanding interpretation was also available as a 8,80 CD-4 demonstration set: copies
convinced me that this was a uniquely perceptive
account. Morris seems to capture, in the opening
movement, the picturesque qualities of a funeral
procession, and the weighty sound is at once
solemn yet suggestive of the Mahlerian parodistic
manner. In the song-cycle, which most conductors
present in more simple, vernal terms ( like orchestral
Schubert), Morris looks forward to the darker, more
cynical style of the Wunderhorn settings. The
storm sequence is excellent ( No. 3). The young
German baritone takes some time to settle down—
his enunciation is initially very mannered—then he
sings well, if without the control and subtlety of
Fischer-Dieskau ( probably recorded at a comparable age, in the earlier Philharmonia/Furtwiingler
version).
The ' Resurrection' is remarkable for the very
broad tempo for the opening movement; even in
the daemonic passages Morris remains steady,
powerfully weighty rather than allowing any rushing
torrent of sound. Indeed, his whole approach to
Mahler contrasts extremely with Mehta's Decca versions of 2 ( VPO) and 5( LAPO). The steady unfolding
of the long finale is the sort of gramophone performance that retains one's allegiance, where the
initial impact of more volatile readings, in supercharged stereo, fades after a few hearings. The
only thing that worried me here was Alfreda Hodgson's vibrato in the Urlicht; this has so consistent
a fluttery effect that a mechanical fault comes to
mind. It would be worth sampling this section
before purchase. The voice is more central and
forward than in the balancing of the finale, where
both soprano and mezzo are placed together, left
of the centre, and realistic in perspective with choit
and orchestra.
In the eighth the soloists are larger than life ir
Part 2, and some exaggerated channel separatior
is indulged at certain climaxes ( unacceptable tot
headphone listening). All three recordings are
similar; those who like the pinpoint separation anc
presence of the various Decca Mahler production:
will find these ' Albert Hall' sound- pictures toc
generalised and rather muddy. The overall qualitl
is ' warm' and diffuse, but this reflects Morris' owr
Mahler style. He is certainly a musician who draw:
upon the total Mahlerian output in balancing hi:
readings, rather than one who seeks to distinguisf
the three ' periods' into which the symphonies mal
be divided. Ilook forward to his forthcoming ninft
(due next month). No. 2[
A:1] No. 5[A : 1*] No. I
[A/13: 1]
Christopher Breunig
MENDELSSOHN: String Quartet in E,.Op. 1:
(1829) D String Quartet in a, Op. 13 (
1827)
Orford Quartet
Decca SDD 544 (£2.50)
Two youthful quartets clearly indebted to middle
and late- Beethoven. Both are cyclical, and eaci
contains a puckish section: the canzonetta iron
Op. 12, often transcribed by guitarists, is very MAIL
in the trio. The last recording we had was on BASF
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WE KNOW WHAT SOUNDS GOOD

'CfC

WHY IT DOES
AT KNIGHTSBRIDGE AUDIO WE CAREFULLY
EVALUATE ANY NEW PRODUCTS BEFORE WE COMMIT

OURSELVES TO SELLING THEM AND WE CAN
EXPLAIN IN SIMPLE LANGUAGE WHY THESE
PRODUCTS SOUND BETTER
MISSION PICKUP ARM
Pickup arms can considerably effect
the amount of information that can be
accurately retrieved from a record
groove. The new Mission Pickup Arm
is the best tone arm available for most
cartridges. High quality Gimbal Bearings are employed that will withstand aforce of 30 lb without moving
at all. The principle being: if it moves—you lose! Other good
features—Rigid Cartridge mounting— Damping effectively achieved
by a dashpot arrangement— Vertical Bearing in- line with stylus
contact— Integral lift/lower device— Neumann microphone lead-outs.
Cost £120.00. Order now before waiting times become too long!

ATR TURNTABLE
£200 including formula 4
mk Ill or Hadcock pickup
arms and Disk SE22
Turntable mat and
stylift. Two speed beltdriven turntable with floating sub- chassis. Superb sound and value.
EXPOSURE
AMPLIFIERS
We strongly recommend you to listen to
these super
amplifiers. We are proud to have
been appointed sole distributor for
Exposure products. Trade and export enquiries are welcomed.
State of the art sound for only £450.00.
available.

Special EMT moving coil boards

MISSION
AMPLIFIER
State

of

the art 150W/

Channel Amplifier.
£700 for pre and
power.
EMT CARTRIDGE our reference! What more can we say £180
stripped and mounted in your arm. Recommended head amplifiers—
Exposure Boards—J. BRAITHWAITE Head Amp or MISSION
preamplifier.
KEITH MONKS STANDS the best speaker stands. Very well made and
nice looking 9--18"-36" heights.
OTHER RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT — AGI — MERIDIAN —
GRADO — DECCA GOLD — KEF 105 — RADFORD TRISTARS —
LENTEK S4 — BRAITHWAITE — UHER — LS3/5A — JR 149 —
A & R A 60 — B , W DM7 — AR All — TECHNICS SL 1500 MK II —
STD
NEW PRODUCTS COMING SOON — J. BRAITHWAITE Class ' A'
amplifier — MISSION SPEAKERS — RADFORD valve amplifier —
State of the Art Turntable — Special pickup leads and speaker cables
— and lots more! — Find out more by phoning 01 589 9300 between
11 a.m.-7 p.m. — Home demonstrations can be arranged. — Free
installations — Export enquiries welcomed — Restaurant and club
installations — Ask the people who know —
KNIGHTSBRIDGE AUDIO
33 BEAUCHAMP PLACE
LONDON SW3 1NU
Tel.: 01 589 9300
144
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dissicaÊ
ust before Decca stopped distribution—a more
elaxed musical approach, by the Bartholdy Qt, but
innatural in sound. That cannot be said of this
:anadian production, which is very open and clean,
rut somewhat overpowering for domestic suroundings. The playing is highly polished, the
iroup bringing out the Beethovenian affinities. To
iwners of the old VBX set by the European Qt
which sounds just a bit seedy nowadays!) I'd say
lon't change. [
A/B: 1]
Christopher Breunig

JIONTEVERDI: Vespers of the Blessed Virgin
1610)
>to Cantione Antigua, London IEscalonia
Cape/la
Mus/ca, Montserrat ICollegium Aureum ISegarra
-larmonia Mundi 165-99 681/82 (
2 records) (£5-98)
Rediffusion)
tcame as a surprise to find that this is the sixth
ecording of the Vespers in the current catalogue.
fhe earlier versions include quite recent ones
iirected by John Eliot Gardiner and Philip Ledger
Ind, on the only three- disc set ( it includes both
rettings of the Magnificat and the Missa in 1/lo tern'ore), Hans-Martin Schneidt. Keen competition,
hen, but by eschewing famous names and basing
he performance on the musical establishment at
Aontserrat, Harmonia Mundi have aimed at an
ntegrated performance. The normal complement
if the Collegium Aureum has been augmented
vith cornetti, trombones and fifare/flutes, plus
:heorbo, chitarrone and organs. The soloists are
ery good, with James Griffett setting a high stanlard in Nigra sum' and his colleagues Stephen
toberts, David Thomas and Michael George making
he most of their opportunities. The passages with
.cho effects are beautifully done, and the recording,
isewhere often of disappointing quality, allows
hem just the right degree of prominence. The un lamed boy soloists are unusually assured and add
nuch to the pleasure of the set. The principle
rouble is technical. Even if Ioverlook the dreadful
;urfaces of the first disc (only one of the disturbing
.enes of clicks, bumps and scratches is visible),
he balance is often wayward, with some of the
.ections seeming quite distant, others artificially
:lose. The acoustic is not obviously over- resonant,
et the heavily-scored sections often sound dim
.nd opaque, with much detail lost. Irather think
he director, Ireneu Segarra, OSB, is not to blame,
or the performance in other respects is carefully
irepared and stylish. [C: 1]
Peter Branscombe
(IOZART: Symphony No.41 in C, K551 ' Jupiter'
Rondo in C, K373"
'ranzjosel Maier ( yin)* Collegium Aureum IMaier
larmonia Mundi 065-99 673 (£3.99) ( Rediffusion)
rhis recording of the Jupiter was made in the
:edernsaal in Schloss Kirchheim, a very resonant
ialon that would have benefited from the presence
if an audience to soak up some of its reverberation.
rhe balance might also have been improved. Using
rriginal instruments, especially woodwinds, which
lave less carrying power than their modern equialents, considerable ingenuity is needed to ensure
hat they are not swamped by the strings.
In this generally excellent performance much
ascinating detail does in fact get obscured
hough one gets brief and tantalising glimpses of
t. The interchanges between the solo flute and
he oboes just after the double bar in the Andante
s a case in point. Since Franzjosef Maier elects
o observe all the exposition repeats the performice is a lengthy one which spreads well into the
recond side. The choice of tempi, perhaps dictated
n part by the nature of the instruments, is generally
noderate, even the finale which some conductors
ieem to regard as an opportunity to show off,
larticularly pleasing is the way in which the cross
hythms beginning at Bar 23 of the slow movement,
Ind again later, are brought out, making us realise
low daring Mozart must have sounded to his conemporaries. Much as there is to enjoy in the perormance a good deal is lost by the recording.
rhinos are much better in the Rondo on side 2
hough the soloist is perhaps too far forward in
elation to the rest of the orchestra. [B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
VIOZART: Flute Quartet in D, K285 .-. Flute
3uartet in G, K285a I ' Flute Quartet in C, K285b
Flute Quartet in A, K298
%ndreas Blau WO Members of the Amadeus Quartet
)0 2530 983 (£4.35)
IIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Andreas Blau is the principal flautist of the Berlin
Philharmonic and his only recording as a soloist
up till now has been his performance of the G
major flute concerto ( K313) in Karajan's set of the
Mozart wind concertos on HMV. A sensitive player,
he is perhaps better suited to chamber music than
to concerto work, and his temperament seems an
ideal match for the fastidiousness of the Amadeus
Quartet members who accompany him. It has
become almost obligatory to group all the Mozart
quartets for flute together, though the two twomovement works are patently lacking the invention
and general interest of the quartets in D and A. It
is difficult for anyone to invest those particular
pieces with much more than average interest,
though one is always keen to see how a player will
tackle them.
Blau's unemphatic but respectful
approach and the warmth of the strings does as
much for them as can be expected, though one
inevitably turns to the first and last quartets for
lasting pleasure. DG have given the music the
right scale, well contained within the domestic
ambience and with just the right amount of resonance. The only rival version still apparently available is the excellent Bennett-Grumiaux Trio recording on Philips which dates back to 1971 but which
is still worth consideration as an alternative. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Oboe Quartet in F, K370 D Horn
Quintet in E,,K407
Helmut Hucke (ob) IWalter Lexutt (hm) IMembers
of Collegium Aureum
Harmonia Mundi 065-99 695 (£3.99) ( Rediffusion)
This issue invites direct comparison with the Das
Alte Werk release of the same two works played on
contemporary instruments reviewed in May this
year. The Oboe Quartet presents fewer difficulties
than the Horn Quintet, largely because the instrument is less problematical. With a good player
there is not much difference between the 18th century oboe and the modern instrument except that it
produces a tone that is less suave, and it blends
with the strings of the period more satisfactorily to
our ears. That said, Helmut Hucke's performance
is much in the same class as Michel Piguet on the
earlier issue, and the string players too offer a
comparable experience.
The Horn Quintet is a rather different matter.
Apart from its novelty value the rather aptly named
'Inventionshorn', as the Germans call it, is inclined
to be a hit and miss affair. Since the player has to
depend on his skill at manipulating his hand within
the bell of the instrument to get several of the notes
it stands to reason that success depends largely on
the virtuosity of the performer. Here, Ifear, Hermann
Baumann on the Alte Werk issue has the advantage
of Walter Lexutt who finds it almost impossible to
get certain notes, particularly the A and A flat, so
that we are left with incomplete phrases which
become distracting. Some of his other notes have
an uncharacteristically choked sound which Baumann in general manages to avoid. The recording
itself is very resonant and forward, certainly less
accommodating than the Telefunken which, in
consequence, must be the clear recommendation.
[B: 1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Sonata in F, K280
Piano
Sonata in B, K281 _ Piano Sonata in D, K311
Piano Sonata in C, K330
Krystian Zimerman (pno)
DG 2531 052 (£4.35)
Krystian Zimerman was the 1975 winner of the
Chopin Prize, acomposer to whom, not unnaturally,
his first record was devoted. Reviewed in February
1977, it did not win unqualified praise from our
reviewer largely on account of the recording quality.
This Mozart recital is the first that Zimerman has
made in the studio and is predictably better than
that live performance recording.
His performances did not escape criticism either,
and here again one must question this talented
young man's understanding of some of the music
played. This is truer of the slow movements than
of the faster ones where his clean fingering and
strong sense of the shapes of Mozart's phrases
and rhythms are positive virtues. Listening to the
slow movements, notably those of K281 and K311,
but also too that of K330, Zimerman's Chopin associations seem at times to be unnaturally close. The
result is an inconsistency of style that ultimately
works against the cogency of his interpretations as
a whole, particularly in the two early sonatas on
side one where their harpsichord figurations draw
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the listener away from the overt romanticism of tht
young Pole's performances. He is well recorded
the piano having an attractively bright and wel
balanced sound. At 21 Zimerman has plenty o
time in which to develop, but at this stage perhap:
he should select his material from within a mort
restricted style. [
A: 2]
Kenneth Dommet
PALESTRINA: Mass: Hodie Christus Natm
Est 1- Six Motets: Hodie Christus Natus Est
Canite tuba
Ave Maria
Tui Sunt caeli
Jubilate Deo . 1 0 magnum mysterium
King's, Cambridge ILedger
HMV ASD 3559 (£4.40)

Ihadn't realised how long it has been since Ihay(
had the pleasure of hearing King's College Choir
and so it was particularly interesting coming to thi,
recording after such a long time. Perhaps Icar
listen to King's rather more objectively as a result
but in any event. Imust confess a little disappoint
ment with the Palestrina Mass. The qualities o
King's which Iused to admire have almost becomt
affectations; the attack on the first consonant o
the word kyrie is almost venomous, and a few o
the vowel sounds from the trebles seem to mm
unpleasantly throaty.
However, having said that, and probably cause(
consternation to the many for whom King's can d(
no wrong, let me say at once that the recording ha:
much to commend it. The purity of tone is stil
there; the almost ethereal beauty of the quiete
passages is striking too, and the gradual growtt
of tone and volume at the beginning of 0 magnun
mysterium create a marvellous effect. The mote
Jubilate Deo is given a vivacious treatment, but a
some points it could become a little too jubilan
for some cartridges. In the motet Hodie Christus
the choral sound is splendid, almost radiant.
I am sure King's admirers will buy the recort
anyway, but although Ifind the motets tremendoue
successful musically, Istill have a few reservation,
about the Mass. The recording quality is fine
detailed and realistic. [
A: 1]
Colin Evan:

Starred Piano
Concertos
PROKOFIEV: Piano Concerto no. 1 in D ,*
Scena: Dance of the Girls with Lilies ( Rome(
and Juliet)
RAVEL: Piano Concerto for tilt
Left Hand*
Pavane pour une infante defunti
Andrei Gavrilov (pno) I * LSO IRattle
HMV ASD 3571 (£4.40)

It's now almost eighteen months since we hat
Gavrilov's first record (a magnificent Rachmanino ,
3: ESO 7032); he was then barely twenty and tic
disc was slightly marred by some coarse and
balanced engineering. Now we have his first British
made record, which fills out even further the person
ality of this extraordinary artist. Ihave no hesitatior
in describing his Ravel Concerto as the finest
most thrilling now available—finer, even, than tht
Katchen/Kertesz on Ace of Diamonds ( SDD 486)
Orchestrally, some points are clearer on the Decc,
disc: Iplayed the opening under Kertesz and wa:
struck by the audibility of each note in the rockin(
cello and bass ostinato, followed by reedier ( moil
idiomatic?) sounds from the 1969 LSO woodwind
Under Simon Rattle, however, the opening reachee
the listener from immense and misty depths, ant
Gavrilov's first entry is at once massive and fabu
lously clear—so often this passage is clouded 13)
frenetic over- pedalling. There is some wonderfulll
fine-spun playing on page 11 of the miniature score
and during the first pages of the final cadenza
where the climax is all the more overwhelming
The rapid descending keyboard triads in the centra
section emerge with startling brilliance and tough
ness—surely what Ravel intended, and the followint
forte spiccato writing is superbly resilient.
.A further such list would make tiresome reading
suffice it to say that the whole performance seem,
to me the result of an uncommonly close rappor
between producer and artists. One is just aware—
no more—of the strings' eerie harmonics at Fig. 30
and the harp's frequent spectral contributions art
etched in to perfection. The sole miscalculation
appears to occur with the gradual orchestral entriee
at the end of the solo cadenza: the new listen&
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nay be forgiven for thinking that they begin with
he B flat clarinet—in fact they begin, discreetly,
Pier a bar earlier on lower strings ( Fig. 51).
In the Prokofiev, written when the composer was
nuch the same age as Gavrilov, the only significant
ival is the fine Ashkenazy/Previn version ( Decca
'iXL 6767). Gavrilov's keyboard command is staggering, aided by a recording which lends a brilliant
ouch of percussiveness to the upper reaches of
he piano; the impressive ' rightness' of the piano/
echestra balance may be gauged from the final
:hord of the work. There is also some exquisite
nchestral solo playing—try the clarinet solo at
he opening of the slow middle section. The three
solo pieces are beautifully done— perhaps a little
emphatic in each of the Pavane's major cadences,
sut the whole disc undoubtedly merits [
A*: 1*1.
Andrew Keener
PURCELL: Complete Harpsichord works
?obert Woolley (hpd)
Saga SAGD 5458 (2records) (£3.50)
rhis splendid record set marks the solo recording
lebut of 24-year-old harpsichordist Robert Woolley,
snd includes all the genuine keyboard works of
'urcell together with some pieces that have not
eppeared before. The first two sides are taken up
argely with the eight suites, and the remainder of
he record includes all the other musical tit-bits
hat Purcell wrote: trumpet tunes, minuets, airs,
sornpipes and other delights. Mr. Woolley has
gouped all these shorter pieces into little suites
gouped by keys, so that there is no feeling of
sittiness about the album.
Two instruments are used for the recordings,
soth of them English. The Feldberg-Whale harpsi;fiord is acopy of an instrument by Benjamin Slade,
Ind the Horniblow instrument is a copy of a model
sy Thomas Hitchcock the younger, which now
.
esides in the Victoria and Albert Museum. How'seer, apart from a slight difference in the treble
suality, the two instruments—on this recording at
east—strike me as sounding very similar, so much
so that one wonders why they went to the trouble
sf bringing them both to the recording session.
30th instruments have a clean, bright sound, and
sclarity in the bass register, and they have been
Nell recorded, placed at a comfortable distance
sway.
Iwas impressed by the quality and confidence of
he performances: the slow numbers, unlike some
modern recordings, do not wallow in a sludge of
self-Inflicted rubato, but have a nice feeling of
movement and pace. The faster numbers are both
Issured and intensely rhythmic.
This is a most attractive album from one of the
sew generation of keyboard players. Ifeel sure that
rde shall hear much more of Robert Woolley. [
A: 1]
Colin Evans
SA I
NT- SA ËNS : Messe a Quatre Voix, Op. 4
Simon Colston ( treble) I Anthony de River, John
Vickers (c-tenors) I Trevor Owen (tenor) I Brian
Harvey (bass) I Roy Massey (grand orgue) I Paul
Trepte (petit orgue) I Worcester Cathedral Choir I
Donald Hunt
Argo ZRG 889 (£2.99)
Given a critical climate that still tends to dismiss
skill and intelligence as a poor relation to ' deeper'
qualities, Saint-Saëns continues to be regarded
somewhat distrustfully.
We overlook his fine
craftsmanship and his signal admiration for the
Classical period, so neglected in Parisian musical
circles of the time; also the fact that by 1870 he was
practically unchallenged as the leading figure of
French music—Liszt, no less, spoke glowingly of
the twenty-one year-old composer's op. 4.
In his excellent sleeve- note to the present recording, Donald Hunt does not attempt to conceal the
derivative nature of much of the music: the Classical
feel of the Gloria, in which the presence of Beethoven is clearly evident, or a setting of the Salutaris
Hostia which inhabits—quite uncannily—the world
of Bach's Chorale Preludes. Saint-Saëns' avowed
debt to plainchant is also evident here, in the Kyrie
and in the Credo (
in fact, the word Plainchant
appears under the title of each of these movements).
If the work seems less individual than, say, the
contemporary Urbs Roma Symphony, there are
(despite, for example, a Kyrie that seems dutybound to G minor) the unmistakable fingerprints
of concision and ease of harmonic movement: there
is the splendidly exuberant—and unscholarly—
fugue which rounds off the Gloria, a delicately

charming
instrumental
representation
of the
Benedictus, and the Agnus Dei, quite the richest, yet
most characteristically elegant setting of the whole
Mass. Can Fauré have had this in mind thirty years
later when writing the baritone Libera Me of his
Requiem? The same quiet, anxiously insistent
rhythm underlies them both, and a footnote in
Saint-Saëns' score offers the solo part to the baritone, if preferred to the specified contralto ( sung
here by a counter-tenor—which of the two, we are
not told).
This admirable Worcester Cathedral performance
is, of course, an all- male one, with an admirably
secure and musical treble soloist. Whether or not
one tires of the unrelieved organ sonority is amatter
of taste. As in the Duruflé Requiem there is an
alternative orchestral version, and a recording of
this would be interesting—in the Kyrie, for example,
the spaced quavers for petit orgue (
the bottom of
p. 12 in my vocal score; Iwas unable to find an
orchestral copy) sound wooden and are surely
orchestrally conceived.
A few rough edges of ensemble—and some
preciously enunciated Latin—apart, this is a welcome disc, especially as the recording reproduces
both organs with a deep, firm bass, plausibly set
in the ample acoustic of Worcester Cathedral.
[A: 1]
Andrew Keener
SCHUBERT: Piano Sonata in 131,
Piano Sonata in C ' Relique', D840
Daniel Barenboim ( pno)
DG 2530 995 (£4.35)

D960

CI

The Schubert year is going to tempt many companies and artists into adding their contribution to
the commercial adulation and here is Daniel Barenbolm (who has signed a long-term exclusive contract with Polydor to conduct, accompany, record
chamber-music and piano music) to join the many
pianists who have recently discovered the merits
of the Schubert Piano Sonatas. Iwould like to give
this a warmer welcome but I don't find his performance of the fine posthumously published Bbe
Sonata altogether convincing. In parts it is impressive, serious in approach, often profound in
achievement, but the overall impression is of an
unsettled performance, lacking in flow and lyricism.
There are pauses that seem fractionally too long,
slightly irrational fortes. The andante sostenuto
obviously moves the pianist but Ihad an uneasy
cliff- hanging sensation throughout. I must admit
that my liking is for a lighter more singing approach
which Ifind in Kempff, Brendel, Curzon and Haebler
while the first great performance of this work that
truly thrilled me was by Clara Haskill—but that is
not currently available. Barenboim is nearer to the
deliberations of Serkin. He is not particularly
helped by a recording which itself is lacking in
sensitivity and natural piano tone, gruff in the bass,
hard at the top. [
B/C: 2]
Peter Gammond
SIBELIUS: Violin Concerto in d, Op. 47 /
TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto in D, Op. 35
Yuval Yaron ( On) ILPO ISoudant
Pye 14ixa' PCNHX14 C) (£4.05)
What conclusions may be drawn, on behalf of any
purchaser, when Pye submit for critical assessment a finished pressing that looks, and sounds,
as if it had had twelve months' life in a public
library? If not remotely competitive with the KyungWha Chung ( Decca), this coupling at least serves
to introduce a very young Israeli violinist who,
clearly, is prepared to impose his will—his own
spacious time-concept—on the music. Ifeel he is
hampered by the episodic conducting of Soudant,
and overall the Tchaikovsky is lifeless. Possibly
the Sibelius can take these Furtvvânglerish extremes
—and here at least they do seem dictated by Yaron.
The sound is very close-miked, and hollowsounding, with the solo violin set somewhat left
of centre. As a product, this disc is unacceptable;
Iadmit that Yaron's Sibelius exerts a strange and
even unwelcome hold. [D: ?/3]
Christopher Breunig
SMETANA: Ma Vlast
OSR ISawallisch
RCA RL30459 (
2 records) (£6.48.
until 1st Jan, 1979 then E7-98)

Special price

Smetana's six tone poems celebrating the legends,
folklore and natural beauty of his homeland have an
unfailing popularity which is easy to understand.
The music is often self explanatory as in Vysehrad,
Vltava and Blanik, colourful as in From Bohemia and
Tabor and always brilliantly scored. It is in short a

wonderfully varied and exciting score yet it draws
quite varied responses from conductors. The
Czechs, notably Talich, Ancerl, Kubelik and
Neumann, have an understandably proprietorial
view of the music, though even they express it in
different ways. Neumann especially, in his last
version recorded for Supraphon and reviewed in
April, is almost introspective about the Vltava and
the Bohemian landscape, and decidedly ruminative
about the Hussite martyrs and their place in
Czechoslovakia's history. This new recording,
more brilliant and exciting than the others, brings
a different, less personal aspect of the music.
Sawallisch, like Sargent, is the only 'foreigner' at
present in the catalogue, and like him looks closer
at the music per se perhaps than his Czech rivals.
That may be why he seems to point up some phrases
and rhythms that the Czech conductors take for
granted, though he does not make the mistake of
studying the trees so closely that he loses sight of
the woods. This is a satisfying account crisply performed by the Suisse Romande whose permanent
conductor Sawallisch now is. It wins its place
among the recommended versions by virtue of its
colour and vitality, of which there is rather more,
possibly, than reflection. In their several ways all
the versions mentioned are worthy of consideration
and outright choice is exceedingly difficult. The
historical Talich recording has a place of its own,
and Ancerl is rather harsh sounding, as is Sargent.
But you will not go far wrong with this sumptuous
sounding, full-blooded performance. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
TCHAIKOVSKY: Manfred Symphony, Op. 58
NPO Ashkenazy
Decca SXL 6853 (£3.99)
This is, in every way, a companion record to
Ashkenazy's Tchaikovsky fifth—with the same
characteristics in performance and recorded sound.
At first one admires Ashkenazy's openness and
honesty, a certain ruggedness of sound that he
brings to this composer. But especially in the first
movement he allows the structure to fall into blocks,
the tension seeping away between these sections.
It seemed unfair to compare so ultra- professional
an interpreter as Maazel, but Ican only say to those
drawn to Ashkenazy—listen to Rostropovich as
well, for there ( HMV) the performance is a revelation. Rostropovich conveys the organic growth 01
the movements, finding a wealth of variety of coloui
and mood that no other interpreter on records has
matched. The sense of movement that so often
eludes Ashkenazy is always there—even in such
difficult transitional passages as the long drawn-out
line for violins leading to the Trio. And if Ashkenazy's deliberate pacing there has a certair
charm, Rostropovich immediately eclipses him.
Both versions were taped at Kingsway; the Decca
sound Ifind too sectionalised ( like the fifth). Neithei
has quite the impact of the VPO/Maazel (Sofiensaal)
at the end of movement 1, but opened up, the EMI
is quite beautiful, and certainly superior to thE
present production. [
B: 3]
Christopher Breunk
TELEMANN: Concerto in F for three violins.
(from Tafelmusik 11) ri Concerto in A for flut€
and violin (from Tafelmusik I) El Concerto ir
for two horns (from Tafelmusik III)
Collegium Aureum
Harmonia Mundi 065 99 674 (:) (£3.99) ( Rediffusion:
The demise of the BASF label in UK meant thE
disappearance from the UK of Collegium Aureurs
recordings which were originally on Germar
Harmonia Mundi. With the relaunch of the label ir
the UK by Rediffusion, these excellent recordings
are now available again, including those madE
recently in SO quadraphony. One such is this
recording of the concertos from the three Teel.
musik productions which have much in commor
with Handel's concerti grossi. Handel, In fact
borrowed freely from Telemann and the first move.
ment of the concerto for three violins bears mors
than asmall resemblance to the Arrival of the Queer
of Sheba. The violinists Fransjosef Maier (whc
directs the ensemble), Werner Neuhas and Günte
Vollmer make the most of the outer movements
rhythmic vitality and produce quite a lush sound
particularly in the dense interwoven texture of thE
largo. Maier is also the solo violin in the concertc
for flute and violin where the traverso (
aRottenburgh:
is played with a liquid tone by Barthold Kuijken
The E!, concerto is scored for two solo ' TrombE
Selvatica', which, it Is generally agreed, means
corni di caccia or hunting horns rather than a kinc
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ef trumpet. Natural horns are used here and sound
surprisingly delicate against the strings, even in
he lively jig- like finale. In fact, despite one or two
surprises, such as the use of asolo cello taking part
n the dialogue between flute and violin in the
'afelmusik /concerto, the general flavour of music
s all of a somewhat delicate, refined, almost con,ervative flavour, probably one reason why Telenann was so much more popular than his conemporaries, Handel and Bach.
The recording is superb, instruments precisely
iositioned in quite a resonant acoustic with a very
saturai feel to it: Isuspect a simple mike technique.
Solo instruments are never pushed forward and the
salance is realistic. Occasionally the resonance
:auses the bass instruments to become slightly
sbscured with the harpsichord set rather back, and
soloists, the flute in particular, move rather ex:essively, but certainly an SQ record which works
sxcellently in stereo. Hafler rear speakers ' open up'
he image very satisfactorily. [
A./A: 1]
John Atkinson
rIPPETT: Choral Music
itephen Cieobury (orglpno) I Schola Cantorum of
»ford INicholas Cleobury
>seau-Lyre DSLO 25 (£3-99)
Aany will buy this record primarily for the five
spirituals from A Child of Our Time, and they will
sot be disappointed. Of the version for unaccom)anied chorus which he reluctantly made in 1958,
fippett says: ' Ihad never heard the complete set
ill the recording sessions. Ithen realised that the
sound of these songs when sung thus is quite
lifferent from their original settings in the oratorio'.
(es, indeed; but in this performance the loss of
:ontext is more than offset by the youthful brilliance
if the Schola Cantorum of Oxford. Throughout
he record these singers meet Tippett's rhythmic
ind dynamic demands with a superb assurance and
sense of ensemble, and even their intonation passes
ill but the severest tests. Try Dance, Clarion Air,
vhich offers awide range of Tippett's characteristic
:Floral textures and exemplifies this choir's attainnent. The Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis, Plebs
4ngelica, The Weeping Babe and the two items
dready mentioned are available elsewhere, but the
ollowing are additions to the catalogue: The Source,
rhe Windhover, Lullaby, Bonny at Morn, Four Songs
rom the British Isles and Music. This last, to words
e Shelley, is an engaging unison song with piano
tccompaniment in a vein that reaches out towards
The Geordie song Bonny at Morn with
.
ecorder accompaniment combines directness and
sophistication in a way that compares with the
spirituals. The one disappointment is the arrangenent of Early one Morning, in which the artifice
seems to work against the tune. The recording is
;enerally of A quality, for the most part very pleasing,
sut there are moments when the presence is a
ittle less than natural.
Considerable tracking
iemands. Warmly recommended. [
A/B: 1*/1]
Hugh Ottaway
JERDI: Otello
:osstua IBacquier IPrice IDvorsky IEquiluz IMoll I
Dean I Berbié I Vienna Boys' Choir el State Opera
:horus IVP0 ISolti
Decca D10203 (
3 records) (£12.75)
Sir Georg Solti's recording of Otello, coming four
rears after the admirable EMI issue under Herbert
ton Karajan, is labelled with odd precision ' complete
dpera ( without ballet)'. No one will miss the ballet,
mhich the composer added afterwards for a Paris
droduction, and which Karajan did not include
either (though he did on his earlier Decca re:ording). More to the point, Solti restores a small
:horal section meaninglessly cut by Karajan/EMI.
A chief difference between the two conductors
s that Solti sanctions the addition of stage noises
drompted by the score—thunder, the clinking of
pewter?) drinking- mugs, the clashing of swords,
etc.—though the dropping of Otello's own sword in
•he final act is missing. But one beautiful effect of
(arajan's, where Otello and Desdemona at the end
)f the first act retire and vanish ( seemingly 'over'
•he orchestra), is not paralleled. Indeed the couple
nthis loving, intimate dialogue are microphoned to
eeem uncomfortably near us.
Otherwise the new recording is magnificent, and
find it preferable to its rival because Solti—for all
:he excitement of his orchestral sound—never lets
t drown the singers and the sense as Karajan
does, for instance in the duet at the end of Act 2.
n the title role Karajan had the incomparable Jon
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Vickers, whose tone realises the nerve-edge anguish
of the hero; but Carlo Cossuta never for a moment
disappoints here. Iadmired Peter Glossop, Karajan's lago, but Gabriel Bacquier has sometimes a
fuller, more exciting sound. Both, Iregret to say,
feel it necessary to add a sardonic laugh to the
end of the Credo.
Karajan's Desdemona was Mirella Freni—less
than ideal, I thought, wondering whether any
modern soprano could give us ' II salce funebre
sarà la mia ghirlanda' (' The funeral willow shall be
my garland') in a single breath, as both music and
words seem to require. Alas, Margaret Price does
not do so either, and the final ' Ave' of her Ave Maria
is only ' ah-ah-ah'. The full poignancy of the Willow
Song is not achieved, though in an earlier scene
with Otello she is affecting in referring to her ' first
tears'. The supporting cast is strong, except
perhaps for a rather small-toned Cassio in Peter
Dvorsky (from whom, after his Katya Kabanova with
Sederstrem, Iexpected something more).
How to choose, then, between this version with
its generally superior balance of sound and Karajan's
with the advantage of Vickers? For collectors, I
suspect, it will depend on which artists they 'follow'.
My feeling that the Desdemona does not match up
to the other two principals is responsible for pulling
down my artistic rating to 2, hence [ A: 2].
Arthur Jacobs
VIERNE: Complete Organ Symphonies, Volt
Symphony No. 1
Philip Moore (org)
Cathedral CRMS 861 (£3.49) (
CRD)
These symphonies are not issued in numerical
order. Like No. 4, reviewed recently, this recording
was made in the Chapel of Eton College, using a
C24A microphone on a high suspension, feeding a
Revox 700 with Dolby. The general level of the disc
is quite high, but very clean, with excellent balance
and imaging, and even the 32' pedal is well represented. There is a little ambient noise in some
places, mainly noticeable when cut off sharply at
the end of a band.
Philip Moore is organist of Guildford Cathedral,
and if he misses real distinction in this recording
it is only by reason of an occasional insecurity of
articulation in non- legato passages, while the
phrasing could, perhaps, have been a shade more
dramatic. But this is still a very worthwhile addition
to the series. [A/B: 1/2]
Trevor Attewell
VIVALDI: Tito Manlio
Giancarlo Luccardi (bass) IRose Wagemann (m-sop) I
Julia Hamari (m-sop) IBrigit Finnila (alt) IMargaret
Marshall (sop) IDomenico Trimarchi (bass) INorma
Larer (m-sop) IClaes H. Ahnsjo (ten) IBerlin CO /
Negri
Philips 8789 004 (
5records) (£19.99)
Those who relish the delights of eighteenth
century opera seria will find in Tito Manlio all the
prime ingredients that are so typical of the period:
The Da Capo aria, the Secco Recitative, the predominance of the high voice and the brilliant coloratura of the solo writing.
As usual, the plot is complex and as such cannot be examined in the course of ashort review such
as this. It is interesting to note that Vivaldi is
reputed to have completed the work in the space of
five short days. Even so, the music does not sound
hastily contrived, indeed there are many magnificent
arias some of which are obviously based on material
which might have been used to form concerto
movements. The oboe, trumpet, recorder and
violincello are featured as obbligato instruments and
the solo violin also is used to good effect.
Vittorio Negri directs a fine and intuitive interpretation of this remarkable and hitherto obscure
opera. He has assembled a powerful and well
matched cast of soloists who consistently delight
the ear with their rapturous tones and agile coloratura. At this stage Iwould like to have singled out
some of the highlights for special commendation.
The orchestral accompaniments are polished and
the obligato solosits are particularly excellent.
Special praise must, however, be reserved for
Geoffrey Tate whose remarkable continuo realisation
with its cascading arpeggios in the recitatives is
quite outstanding.
Tito Manlio is a fairly lengthy work even by
Handelian standards, yet I did not find one dull
episode in any of its three acts. The recording is
good and Ihave no hesitation in commending this
production to all Vivaldi enthusiasts. [
A: 1]
Victor McAloon
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VIVALDI: Concerto for 2 Oboes & 2 Clarinets
F.X II No. 2
Concerto in d ( Madrigalesce) ti
Concerto for Oboe F.V11 No.5 J Violin Concerto
(L'Inquietudine)
Concerto for Cello &
Bassoon F.XII No. 22 J Flute Concerto F.VI
No. 6
ECO Garcia
CBS 76718 (£4.29)
The Vivaldi tercentenary programme appears to
be gathering momentum.
From the increasing
number of memorable musical gems which are nov.
emerging comes this sumptuous collection 01
concerti played by the ECO under the directior
of José Luis Garcia.
Whilst not, perhaps, as electrifying as the performance of Dixit Dominus ( E.B.F.O. Jean-Claude
Malgoire—CBS 76682) which Ireviewed last month
the playing is, nonetheless, highly polished anc
extremely smooth and sophisticated.
L'Inquietudine is given a truly turbulent renditior
which admirably demonstrates Mr. Garcia's bedaubful violin technique. The G Major flute concertc
too receives a pleasing if modern style interpret.
ation.
The Concerto in C for two oboes and two clarinets
is a novelty. It is interesting to note that sonic
musicologists believe that Vivaldi intended this
work to be performed with trumpets and not clarinets
and that the word Clarin in the score is an abbrevi
ation for clarine (
a high trumpet). However, the los
notes in the clarinet parts including the oft repeater
ES, in the two allegros tilt the balance unequivocallj
in favour of the newly invented reed instrument.
One further concerto needs mention, that fo
violoncello and bassoon. Here Vivaldi departs
quite radically from his usual fast-slow-fast forma
and gives us a work of extraordinary and almos
startling contrast.
The recording is extremely good but it does no
quite achieve that marvellous presence and fresh.
ness which was so wonderfully evident in tht
Dixit Dominus production. [
A: 1]
Victor McAlooi
WAGNER: '
Das Liebesmahl der Apostel'
BRUCKNER: ' Helgoland'
Symphonica of London I Ambrosian Male Voice
Chorus IMorris
Symphonica SYM 11 (£3.99)
A fascinating and important issue that deserves tr
sell widely and well. It has been quietly on th(
market for awhile, and Iam delighted that it is nos
to receive critical comment and, Ihope, publicity
No one interested in what Wagner was doinc
between The Flying Dutchman and Lohengrin wil
want to miss the opportunity of acquainting him
self with Das Liebesmahl der Apostel, and Bruck.
nerians will seize gratefully on the opportunity tr
familiarise themselves with Helgoland. his las
completed work ( but for which, perhaps, sin
might have had afinale for the Ninth Symphony...)
Wagner's version of the Pentecostal story is, fo
nearly three-quarters of its length, a setting fo
acappella male-voiced chorus of words and thoughts
of the Disciples and Apostles. Then, following thr
greeting of the Holy Spirit, the orchestra enters t(
support the final nine minutes or so of rejoicing am
praise. Helgoland relates the frustration of a Romer
sea-borne invasion by a storm called forth by ths
prayers of the Saxon inhabitants. It is a powerful
expressive piece, about a quarter of an hour Is
length. Iam grateful to have heard it, to have it or
record. And Idon't think it is owing to any lack o
commitment or skill on the part of Wyn Morris an(
the Symphonica of London and Ambrosian Mali
Voice Chorus that Ifind myself a bit disappointec
by it. I hope they will give us Germanenzug ant
some of Bruckner's other choral settings soonbut Ican't help wishing Bruckner had spent thoss
months of 1893 in completing the Ninth Symphony
Performances and recording are carefully pre
pared, committed, impressive.
There is thi
occasional raw phrase, but a difficult task has bees
finely accomplished.
A leaflet contains rathe
hastily- prepared texts and translations. [13: 1/2]
Peter Branscombi
WAGNER: ' Die Frist ist um' ( Der fliegende Hol
Binder) J '
Nein! Lasst ihn unenthüllt-' ( Parsifal
`Ja, wehe! wehe!' ( Parsifal)
Wotan's Fare
well ( Die Walküre)
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar) ! Bavarian Radio Choru
and SO IKubelik
HMV ASD 3499 Co (eke)
There are remarkably few Wagner recitals of this
kind nowadays, doubtless due to the prodigalit•

14!

Once weti invented
the pistotwe knew you'd
be looking forward
to the range.
The Zerostat pistol is
alegend.
It was the first
device to virtually
eliminate the
problems of static on records.
You'll find it very simple to
use, without any wires to plug
in, or batteries to replace.
With average use, say 15 times
aday, it will last more than
ten years.
£6.99 inc VAT

THE NEVV D3
DISC WASHER
SYSTEM

It takes avery special brush
to remove micro-dust that could
become welded to groove walls
by stylus pressure.
The Discwasher brush with its
unique angled micro-fibre fabric
is the most efficient way to pick
up and absorb micro-dust.
The fabric, on its absorbent pad,
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magnifying inspection mirror.
£3.99 inc VAT

THE NEW
DISCTRAKER

is mounted on awalnut handle
which stores abottle of D3
cleaning fluid.
The D3 fluid has several
important functions:
To pull dirt from the microgrooves, remove finger prints
and other surface
contaminations and to protect
the vinyl additives necessary
for long term record wear
£6.99 inc VAT

TH ENEW
SC-1STYLUS
CLEANER

Record life, stylus
life and quality of
sound are all
dramatically reduced
when the diamond
accumulates a
coating of dust
and dirt.
Astylus cleaner
has to be strong
enough to remove
this waxy coating,
yet gentle enough to protect
the delicate cartridge
cantilever assembly.
The SC-1achieves this
by providing the perfect
combination of bristle
density and stiffness.
Two drops of D3 cleaning
fluid add to its highly
efficient cleaning action.
It comes in awalnut case,
complete with abuilt-in

All records contain a
measurablewarp.
Alot contain every
measurable warp.
Disctraker is every
effective low
friction tonearm/
cartridge damper
that is attached to virtually
any headshell, yet weighs less
than one gramme.
Its revolutionary design
features aprecision
engineered pneumatic piston
that cushions the cartridge
from the effects of record
warps.
Through its
damping effect,
the Disctraker
also minimises
subsonic woofer
flutter, reduces low
frequency resonance
peaks by as much as 18dB,
improves trackability and

reduces record and cartridge
wear
£19.95 inc VAT

THE NEW GOLD-ENS
CONNECTOR CABLES

Gold has one third the bulk
resistivity of other standard
connector metals.
So gold-plated contacts ensure
the optimum transfer of
electrical signals.
Audio perfectionists will
therefore appreciate that
Gold-ens connector cables can
make anoticeable improvement
to their system.
The cables are of ultra-low
capacitance, with stranded
centre wires and steel spring
relief at each end.

They're available in 1and
2metre 2phonoto-2phono,
1metre DIN-to-4phono
lengths and female-to-female
connector plugs.
From £4.95 inc Vat

ZERosTAT

COMPONENTS

For further in ormation, write to Dept.50,
Zerostat Components, Edison Road, Industrial Estate,
St. Ives, Hun ingdon, Cambs. PE17 zILF.
Telephone: St. Ives (0480) 62225.

We aim to clean up hi-fi.

dissicat
mf the LP age, with as many complete recordings
mf, say, Die Walküre as there used to be versions of
Notan's Farewell. Here are finely polished accounts
mf four of the big bass-baritone monologues, each
e them strongly characterized by Fischer-Dieskau
ind accompanied with great expressiveness by the
3avarian Radio Orchestra. Kubelik occasionally
ingers over a phrase, but he is a fine Wagnerian.
%nd the important choral interjections in Amfortas'
wo solos are well realised. Fischer-Dieskau is in
imple voice, poignant and anguished in the Parsifal
nusic, thrilling in the climaxes of the Dutchman's
nonologue, tender in Wotan's Farewell. The odd
erase perhaps lacks ideal weight, the occasional
vord comes over with mannered over-emphasis,
mut for vividness and beauty of line this is hard to
meat. The recorded quality is extremely high over
in unusually wide dynamic range. [
A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
WAGNER: Overtures: Der fliegende Holliinder
Tannhäuser
Die Meistersinger von NiirnHero.
Tristan und Isolde—Prelude & Liebedod
7hicago SO, So/ti
3ecca SXL 6856 (£3.99).
3opular

and often- recorded as these four pieces are,
his particular selection does not appear to have
iirect rivals in the current catalogue. Almost all of
Solti's complete Wagner recordings have been
nade in Vienna with the VPO—last year's Dutchman,
aken in the Medinah Temple with the Chicago
)rchestra, marked a departure, and this ardent
merformance of the overture presumably dates from
hose
sessions.
The sonorous Meistersinger
mverture recording was made in the Krannert
center, University of Illinois, as long ago as 1972;
he other two pieces were recorded (also in the
dedinah Temple) last year. The Tannheser overure makes a rich and thrilling effect here, with
:lear, vivid detail and firm lines. But the Tristan
mxcerpts pleased me less, owing to aless committed
mccount of this wonderful music than Ihad expected.
Solti makes little of the first poco raleritla tempo
iirections, and the if climax at bar 44 is curiously
nuted. However, the Liebestod flows excitingly, and
he fresh playing of the Chicago Orchestra is very
mpressive. The recorded quality is high, with a
eeling of space and reserves of strength. Tristan
B: 2], otherwise [
A : 1].
Peter Branscombe
WAGNER: 'Twilight of the Gods' ( English
.ranslation by Andrew Porter)
tIrme Collins IGillian Knight IAnne Evans IAlberto
2emedios IRita Hunter IKatherine Pring INorman
"Velsby IAage Haugland IMargaret Curphey IDerek
-lammond Stroud I Valerie Masterson I Shelagh
;quires IHelen Attfield IENO IGoodall
HMV SLS 5118 (
6records) (£19.95)
rhe first English-language Ring has not been forged
n chronological order (
Siegfried came first, renewed in HFNIRR in April 1974, followed by The
2hinegold in December 1975 and The Valkyrie in
September 1976), but the cycle is brought to its
:onclusion with a performance of Twilight of the
;ods that combines great beauty, nobility and
eisurely power. It is difficult to avoid sounding
ulsome when one praises the artistic vision, deternination and faith of all concerned—the musicians
Ind officers of the ENO, the Peter Moores FounJation for vital financial support and encouragenent, and HMV and its producers and technical
eaff for the skill with which they have captured live
merformances on disc in a way that will both act as
permanent reminder to Coliseum audiences, and
mppeal to people for whom aRing in English is more
mportant than any precise stage associations.
The question of which Ring cycle a prospective
)urchaser should be encouraged to buy is difficult
ndeed, but for the large number of enthusiastic
Coliseum regulars, there is no problem: they can
:onfidently go out and purchase the new set. For
hose who require an outstanding stereo performmnce with the highest quality of studio sound and
Nagner's actual text, Solti ( Decca) and Karajan
DG) are the prime claimants. Then theie is Beihm
Philips) with live recordings from the 1966-67
3ayreuth Festivals, like Goodall in respect of the
ruly theatrical conditions, but urgent, direct,
shereas Goodall takes his time. So there are now
:
our stereo Ring cycles to choose from, and financial
:onsiderations as well as preferences for one or
mother artistic approach will play a sizeable part
nthe individual's final decision. What one can say
Nith confidence is that the ENO set will give great
3Ieasure over the years to those for whom even a
41FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

literal line- by-line English translation set against
a performance sung in German lacks the vital
impact of adrama played out in one's own language.
The greatest single virtue of the ENO Twilight is
the direction of Reginald Goodall. It is not in any
obvious sense ear-catching. The tempi are generally
on the slow side, and there are certainly occasional
flaws in ensemble, chords not quite in focus,
strands in the complex web of Wagner's score that
do not make the impact they can have in a studio
recording. But there was never a moment from
beginning to end of the five hours and twelve
minutes when Idoubted that Iwas listening to afullyintegrated and deeply expressive performance of
Wagner's grandest score. The cast, keen, committed and aware as it had become by the August
1977 performances when these records were made,
is not of the highest international class. But there
are no serious weaknesses, and in Rita Hunter's
Brünnhilde, and to an only marginally lesser extent
in
Alberto
Remedios'
Siegfried
and
Derek
Hammond Stroud's Alberich, there are assumptions to equal anything we can hope to hear anywhere today. There is the occasional gusty phrase,
usually when the singer has had to come in ' cold',
but the vocal standard is generally very high. The
enunciation is more variable—Rita Hunter and
Derek Hammond Stroud in particular savour and
project Andrew Porter's text as if the music had
been set to it. Miss Hunter is thrilling in her
passionate outbursts, poignant in grief, bitingly
scornful of the aspirations of lesser mortals, assured
and tireless in the closing scene. Mr. Remedios
occasionally has difficulties in putting across the
words, but he sings freely and with surging power.
Though uneven, Aage Haugland is at his aweinspiring best in the second act. Noms and Rhinemaidens are strong, supple trios, Katherine Pring
an unusually eloquent Waltraute. Norman Welsby
makes Gunther rather a smooth, seedy ruler, quite
distinctive yet basically characterless. Margaret
Curphey sings well in the last act, but Icould have
wished for a vocally more appealing, firmer- lined
Gutrune.
Scenes that in the theatre can easily make less
than their true impact come over especially well
under Mr. Goodall's sympathetic, flexible yet firm
hands—the scene with the Noms that opens the
Prelude, or the exchanges between the Valkyrie
sisters at Brünnhilde's rock, where each verbal cut
and thrust makes its full effect. But there Is no lack
of power and impetus in the obviously exciting
scenes—the dialogue between Hagen and Alberich
is frightening in its eerie calm, the grand choral
scene following Hagen's roistering, cynical summoning of the vassals makes an overwhelming
effect, the swearing of the oath chills the spine
even as it tingles the blood.
Despite its very deliberate pace, the performance
is full of life and spirit. It is also unmistakably a
live performance, with the attendant drawbacks and
advantages. Stage activity and audience noises are
intermittently distracting, yet so vivid and personal
is the build-up within each act of this mighty drama
that I was taken by surprise by the deservedly
tumultuous applause that follows the final curtains.
The applause should be shared between all those
responsible for a very fine achievement. [ B: 1/2]
Peter Branscombe
S. S. WESLEY: Choral Music
Paul Trepte (org) ! Worcester Cathedral Choir IHunt
Argo ZRG 890 (£3.99)
Hooray, Wesley for atheists—that is, a splendidly
performed and recorded selection of works which
should convince solely on the grounds of the
composer's passionate musical genius. The able
conductor, Donald Hunt, brings unconscious
humour to his sleeve- note in remarking that Cast
me not away was written when the composer ' was
recovering from a broken leg following a fishing
accident'. Presumably a mishap while casting put
his leg in a cast, hence the title.
The careless diction at the beginning of this
anthem ( dropping the 't' from ' cast') is not typical
of this record, nor the droopiness of the ending—
which is taken better on the New College, Oxford,
record of S. S. Wesley ( ORYX 1812). The other two
anthems, Let us lift up our hearts and Thou wilt keep
him, plus two items from the Service in E are
skilfully given, with unusually good solo contributions ( particularly from the wide-ranging bass,
Alan Fairs). Words are clear, the organ tone is
distinctive and well balanced, and stereo sharpness
is preserved in the spacious recording made in
Worcester Cathedral itself. [
A: 1]
Arthur Jacobs

SEPTEMBER 1978

Codections
CHAMBER MUSIC
CORELLI: Ciacona from Sonata Op. 2, No. 12
in G D DORNEL: Trio Sonata, Op. 3, No. 2in D
HACQUART: Sonata, Op. 3, No. 2 in F H
HANDEL: Trio Sonata, Op. 2, No. 6 in g
UCCELLINI: Sonata in 13
OP. 5
'Musica da Camera', Amsterdam
Teiefunken AW6 42229 (£4.20) (Selecta)
This recital presents a well-chosen programme of
largely unfamiliar instrumental chamber works,
from an Uccellini violin sonata from the mid-17th
century to a Handel trio sonata published some 80
years later. The players are Lucy van Dael ( Gagliano
violin of 1732), Ku Ebbinge ( baroque oboe by Andreas
Glatt after Steenbergen), Jaap ter Linden ( baroque
cello by G. B. Guadagnini, 1749), and the director
Ton Koopman ( harpsichord by William Kroesbergen after Baffo, and in the Hacquart an organ by
B. Blank). The Handel is the most substantial work;
it is the last of the six sonatas published in 1731,
and contrary to what is stated on sleeve and label,
it is in G minor, not G major. What in the Chrysander
edition is designated as the second violin part is
taken, entirely appropriately, by the oboe; it and the
violin form a nicely balanced combination, ornamenting the often rather bare lines with taste,
occasional brilliance, and no blind imitation. In the
Dornel opening movement the oboe has an almost
trumpet- like brilliance, though later there are passing
reminders of the difficulties of mastering the baroque
oboe. The Corelli, finely played, would nevertheless
be heard to better advantage in context. And the
Uccellini, a fine, forceful piece, provides a welcome
contrast of timbre by giving a well-earned rest to
Mr. Ebbinge. A nice recording, with atmosphere
and silent surfaces. But the notes ought to have
indicated the markings for the various movements,
and there would have been space for another work
on each of these rather short sides. [
A: 1/2]
Peter Branscombe

CHORAL MUSIC
G. GABRIELI: O Domine Jesu Christe
O Jesu
mi clulcissime
Beata es Virgo
Maria
GESUALDO: Tenebrae factae sunt
Caligaverunt oculi mei
D. SCARLATTI: Stabat
Mater A. SCARLATTI: 0 magnum mysterium
BBC Singers , Poole
CBS 76531 (£4.29)
Star billing here goes to the D. Scarlatti work.
He is the one who wrote all those harpsichord
sonatas, and the Stabat Mater is an odd mixture of
both baroque and renaissance elements. It's a
strangely archaic work, and a rather splendid one,
but although it has become the best known of
Scarlatti's choral works, it is perhaps not the most
representative. The Gabrieli motets are interesting
in that they are all very different and show particular
features of Gabrieli's craft but Imust confess to
finding the Gesualdo works the most fascinating.
Gesualdo was a strange character if ever there was
one, and his music reveals more of the man than any
other music of this period. The music is almost
schizoid: there are moments of terse dissonance
followed by bright diatonic passages, with every
word in the text illuminated theatrically by Gesualdo's
writing. Sometimes, the sheer beauty of the sound
is awesome.
The performances are competent throughout.
In the Scarlatti, there is a striking feeling of breadth,
and both Julie Kennard ( sop) and Paul Taylor (ten)
give fine readings. The singers, incidentally, are
supported in this performance by organ continuo
with cello and bass. There is a good grasp of the
tension in the Gesualdo responsaries, and the
ensemble is controlled and confident.
Iwas surprised that the recording did not quite
come up to expectations. The balance is all right
(although Iwould have preferred to hear alittle more
continuo) but there is a slightly out-of-focus quality
to the sound. [
B: 1]
Colin Evans
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be created by classically trained musicians .
Anyone who has heard many recent medieval
albums may find this attitude a bit naive, but Iknow
what they mean.
The album is a selection of 12th and 13th century
songs and dances popular with itinerant musicians
of the day, particularly that of the goliardseducated minstrels who preferred the life on the
road to the church. The performances are very
competent, and Ifound the instrumental playing the
most satisfying. Iwas not sure about the vocals,
especially one or two in which the Latin acquired a
slight Midlands accent. Some of the pieces sound a
bit rustic, and while this may be intentional, it is a
matter of taste whether you like your medieval music
plain or with icing on top. [ 6: 1/2]
Colin Evans

MUSIC FOR EASTER
Works by Bach, Bairstow, Brockless, S. Wesley et al.
York Minster Choir Idir. Francis Jackson IJohn Scott
Whiteley (asst. org.)
Abbey 1.PB 783 (£3.49)
With the present organist directing, and with two
anthems by a celebrated predecessor (Sir Edward
Bairstow), this is obviously a record for devotees
of the Minster choir. Isuppose it was made in the
Minster itself (the sleeve does not actually say so),
where the long resonance is noticeable at the end
of items but does not mar the clarity. Left/right
stereo effect is not very pronounced, presumably
modified by the acoustics.
For non-devotees the music is mainly boring or
irritating, with far too many repeated verses of the
opening hymn (' Alleluya IYe sons and daughters
...'). The one item that stands up in any musical
company is the magnificent Latin motet by the elder
Sebastian Wesley, In exitu Israel, in post-Handelian
style. An exciting, unconventional leap in the
tenor line from G to C sharp is badly taken here.
But the singing on the record as a whole is good
(the trebles only occasionally unreliable in florid
runs), the enunciation clear, and the quality and
balance of the organ acceptable. [ B: 2]
Arthur Jacobs

ENGLISH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
BOYCE: Symphony No. 4 in F
'Hassan'- Serenade
Beecham)

JAMES
GALWAY
PLAYS
SONGS
FOR
ANNIE
Music by Bizet, Debussy, Denver, Fauré, Hasse,
Kreisler, Marais, Mozart, Villa-Lobos, Traditional,
etc.
James Galway (fit) INational PO IGerhardt
RCA RL25163 (£.3•99)
Here comes another album to add to the popularity
and bank balance of that incredible flute-playing
leprechaun, James Galway. It has its potential
hits-the Annie song by John Denver, the Belfast
hornpipe, but especially Le Basque by Marais which
will surely be used for some TV programme if it
hasn't been so used already. Such is the popularity
of Mr. Galway and such the drawing power of TV
that anyone who dares offer a carping word is
damned from the start-but, Iwould ask him to
take care. It was the sensitivity of many of the
earlier performances that charmed, as well as the
magic flute. By now a little of the good musicmaking has been dispensed with and it all begins to
sound like a Saturday night programme for a mass
audience with the orchestra becoming an anonymous accompaniment and Mozart's Piano Sonata
in C on its way back to the eighteenth-century
drawing- room. The soloist has already proved that
tasteful performances can appeal. There is nothing
distasteful here; indeed it is all played with considerable zest and skill, but Isense a lowering of
sights which doesn't seem necessary when fame
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WILLIAMS: Fantasia on
Capriol Suite

CNNngR. ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 8%
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PURCELL:

Chacony

With this contrasted programme you can be your
own Christopher Grier-the last movement of the
little symphony by Boyce even gives you the signature tune for 'These you have loved'! As Nicholas
Kenyon says in his sleeve- note, although the music
is English, several of the composers were writing
in non-English styles.
The performances are directed by the ECO leader,
José Luis Garcia; CBS are competing with comparable collections by Britten ( Decca), the St
Martin's Academy ( HMV), and Barenboim ( DG),
whose record ' Greensleeves' with the ECO duplicates the Vaughan Williams. Ithink most listeners
would agree that his is the more imaginative conception, although the CBS, forward in detail, has
lovely recording of flute and harp to begin with. In
the first section Ihear tremolando effects lost on
most other versions. Chanson de Matin Ithought
too sweet, but Iliked the companion piece. Again,
you can compare ECO/Barenboim, this time on the
same label; Barenboim's shaping is more positive,
but the new production, done at CBS' Whitfield
Street Studio earlier this year, is technically an
improvement.
Stereo positioning here is very precise, but in
places (
eg, the Chacony) the string-tone becomes
disagreeably thick above mezzo-forte. With the

ISLINGTON- Caren Arad. Studios. 124 Essex Rd. (226 02048 359 1649)
KENTISH TOWNElettronlcs.326 Kentish Town Re 5.5 1341)
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CBS 76719 (£4.29)
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Chanson

HANDEL:

Aeneas'

DELIUS:

Intermezzo

Matin, Op. 15

Britten) j VAUGHAN

In these days of ultra-specialisation, it's unusual
and rather refreshing to discover a record which is
virtually atwo- man show. The two men in question
are Chris Brown and Andrew Geuter, who are
collectively known as ' Golliard'. They have researched the music, built the Instruments used on
the recording, written the informative accompanying booklet and designed the record sleeve.
They also sing and play a variety of their own
instruments on the recording.
The illustrated
booklet has a sort of homespun quality about it;
so too does the recording, but this is evidently the
intention of the performers. The text mentions that
Golliard hope to add some correct perspective
to the medieval sound by giving to their performance
a vitality and understanding which they feel cannot

I WARNING:
1THESMALLER OXIDE

ELGAR:

&

son de
'Dido &

FORTUNE MY FOE
Go/hard
Broadside BR 0 127 ( E3.25) ( Distributed by Selecta)

near you!

has already been achieved. The recorded sound
leans toward the pop image so that the flute is so
forwardly recorded that the legend that James
Galway does not need to breathe is quickly shattered.
He does breathe and you can hear it every time.
Pushed to the back, the orchestra occasionally
loses depth. But cease this carping. Here comes
another best-selling album and it is full of great
delights. [ A : 1*/1/2]
Peter Gammond
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older music in middle of the road style (albeit with
harpsichord for the Purcell), this is an enjoyable

the influence of Spain's effective sea power, the
country became the most powerful in the western

sound at its best and most spiritual, a cool balm to
the hectic spirit of the ' 70s. My reservations are in

disc. [ All: 112]

world,
spreading
her newly-discovered
influ ence into Europe
and
permanently
into the
Americas.
In the same way that Flanders had been the focal
shifted to Spain,
point for the arts, the spotlight
whose thriving musical life produced such composers as Morales, Guerrero and the great Victoria.
The result was that Spanish musicians were suddenly in demand abroad, and many left their homeland and spread north and east to the cultural
centres of Europe.
This recording brings together the music of Victoria together with that of his older and younger
contemporaries. The greater part of the album features the music of Victoria, closely followed by
Guerrero. There are many musical gems among the
collection: the expressive 0 Crux Ave, spes unica of

no
way
most
of

Ch ristopher Breunig

ITALIAN CANTATAS
G. BONONCINI : ' Era, nellastagione' HANDEL :
'Cuopre tal volta il cielo'
guerra amorosa'
A. SCARLATTI: ' Splendeano in bel
semblante'
The Wren Consort
Meridian E77010 (82.99) (
Selecta)
Iwelcome warmly this recital by an ensemble and
on a label Ihave not met before. The riches of the
Italian chamber cantata of the 17th and early 18th
century are largely unknown today, and a recital
that offers four examples fills agap in the catalogue
and also provides much pleasure. The Wren Consort consists of Antony Ransome, a forthright
baritone, Eleanor Sloan and Monica Huggett,
baroque violins, Timothy Mason, baroque cello, and
David Roblou, harpsichord. Only Handel's ' Cuopre
tal volta il cielo' actually requires the services of all
five artists, the other works being accompanied
only by continuo instruments, but the contrasts in
mood, tempo and sonority are sufficient to prevent
any sense of monotony. Initially I thought the
reprises were insufficiently ornamented, but Antony
Ransome grows more adventurous (there could
well have been more appoggiaturas), and his rather
light, almost bullo timbre, prevents the tones of
love- 10m n grief from growing too pathetic. The
presentation is first-rate, though Mr. Ransome's
own translations are in the Bononcini and Scarlatti
closer to paraphrases, and it would have helped to
have the English parallel line-for-line with the
Italian. The recording is close, though with the
voice rather far to the left of the accompanying
)nsemble; and greater dynamic contrast, especially
21
towards piano, would have been welcome. [B:
Peter Branscombe

Spanish Church
Music
El. SIGLO DE ORO
Spanish Church music by Ceballos, Esquivel, Guerremo, Lobo, Morales, Victoria and others
Pro Cantione Antigua I The London Cornett and
Sackbut Ensemble ITurner
Telefunken FK6 35371 (
3records) (£13.20) (Selecta)
El siglo de oro was the time in European history when
Spain dominated politics, the arts, and the sea.
Through the discoveries of Columbus, and through

A reissue roundup conducted
by Richard Anthony, John
Atkinson, Christopher Breunig,
John Crabbe, Peter Gammond,
Ivor Humphreys, Geoff Jeanes,
Leon Thompson.

Morales, and the rather beautiful setting by Rodrigo
Ceballos Hortus Conclusus.
Anyone who is familiar with the recordings of
Pro Cantione Antigua will have no hesitation in
giving this record a try. The ensemble are at their
best on these recordings. Everything is there: the
richness of tone quality, the clarity of diction, the
perfect intonation and the impressive controlled
sound.
The recording is splendid, with a good balance
between the singers and the instruments—which
are used only occasionally. It's an impressive
recording, and an essential item for anyone committed to this musical period. [ A: 11 Colin Evans
SUNDAY AT ST. PAUL'S
DEARNLEY: Let Thy hand be strengthened
PARRY: Hear My words, ye people
ROSE:
Psalm 121
SCHUBERT: Mass in G. 0167 I
STANFORD: Te Deum in 13 ,
Choir of St. Paul's Cathedral iLondon Bach Orchestra I
Christopher Dearnley, Mark Blatchly (org) IBarry Rose
Guild Records GRSP 7012 (£3.35)
hich one can both wetThis is a delightful issue w
come and have reservations about without in the
least diminishing the strength of one's recommendation. Firstly it is a programme that Iand many of
like mind can look forward to—the first English
recording of aSchubert rarity, his Mass in G written
when he was 18; two fine works by the neglected
generation of British composers—Stanford and
Parry; with two fillers by modern church composers

MUSIC FOR ALL SEASONS
London Early Music Group Tyler
RCA RL 25159 (
2 recs) (£6.48 until 1st Jan. ' 79, then
£7.98)
The review of this set has been held over owing
to an unfortunate clash of schedules
MUSIC FOR TRUMPET & ORGAN
Music by Albinoni, Bach, Charpentier, Clarke,
Handel, Mozart, Schubert, Senaillé, Stanley
Maurice André (tpt) IJane Parker-Smith (org)
HMV ASD 3453 C) (£399)
Here in his own inimitable way, Maurice André
takes on the personae of Bac ian
violin and cello, Handelian and Mozartian castrato,
the Scott/Schubert Ellen in prayerful mood—oh
yes, and of baroque trumpeter too. The fourteen
bands present unashamedly popular music, all of
it brilliantly played—and not only by the celebrated
trumpeter, since Jane Parker-Smith at the organ
of St-Pierre-leJeune, Strasbourg, enters into the
spirit of things admirably, whether in astrictly supernumerary role in the unaccompanied Bach sonata
h lace of piano or orchestra.
movements, or taking t ep
Ifound the pseudo -Albinoni Adagio blatant in the
extreme, the Schubert ' Avé Maria' and the Gounod/
Bach version hard to take seriously—but the majority
of the pieces come over with such brilliance that
potentially critical reactions are largely stifled.
Bach, inveterate arranger himself, is represented
by four-and-a-bit numbers (for the ' Ave Maria' is

that fit amiably into the proceedings. All the works
mainly Gounod), Handel by two, and if a heavenly
are beautifully sung and played with a genuine
Salvation Army trumpeter is sometimes on our very
lightness of heart and touch and the recording,
threshold, it would be a hard heart (or a deaf ear)
produced by Brian Culverhouse, while not of studio
that refused him his due. Ionly hope Iam not in
hi-fi quality, ideally catches the airy acoustic of St.
range if M. André should one day decide that the
Paul's with the sound floating into its vast spaces; ' Heiliger Dankgesang' would suit his astonishing
even in the Mass, which was deliberately recorded
virtuosity. Since we don't award points for taste
by the high altar at the East end of the Cathedral to
and appropriateness, there is no gainsaying [A: 1].
get amore intimate feeling. It is the British cathedral
Peter Branscombe

Effectively transferred single side,
Friedrich
Gulda's 1971
VPO/Stein
Beethoven C- minor piano concerto
is recoupled with elegant, if lightweight. 2 in B flat ( Decca JB40, £2.50).
Good value, but Annie Fischer preferred in No. 3 ( Heliodor) where Gulda's
speeds suggest slickness. Notwithstanding criticisms elsewhere, we find
the 136sendorfer reproduction appealing. [A/B: 2]
Furtwângler's exalted 1951 Bayreuth
Festival Beethoven ninth (with Schwarzkopf etc), long out of the domestic
catalogue, is coupled with VP0 studio
recording of Symphony 1 ( HMV RLS 727
,2 records, £5.25) [
C:1*/1]. Bar 105
of Choral scherzo repeat has nasty
orichange level, absent from

3rd Symphony in reissue). The Alto
Rhapsody gets a very fine performance
of star quality with Ludwig in excellent
voice and very naturally recorded. The
orchestral works are given noble performances, controlled but flowing in
typical Bohm interpretations with the
orchestra also given a natural and
well-balanced recording. A most recommendable Brahms collection. [A:

ginals, but refurbishment generally
preferred to emaciated Electrola imported L'r transfers. Newcomers may
THE 5th Piano Concerto by Beathfind Furtwângler heavy in style in the
'oven is performed by Rudolf Serkin
C major, though the hand of a master
with NYPO/Bernstein on CBS Classics
interpreter is always felt. One could
61918 (£2.79). We seem to remember,
write pages of assessment—go out
despite the
dates given, this record
and try it!
appearing about Christmas 1962. At
Three works by Brahma now come
that time, despite the eminent artists together ( DG 2536 396, £4.35) with the
involved, we were not particularly imVienna Philharmonic conducted by
pressed, but then, as now, it was the
Karl BOhm: the Haydn Variations; the
harsh and dense recording which ruled
Tragic Overture (
previously coupled
it out of court. At around this price with the 4th Symphony) and the Alto
one can buy the superb performance Rhapsody with Christa Ludwig as
and recording by Arrau/Concertge - soloist (previously coupled with the
bouw/Haitink. [CID: 1/2]

Orc hestral/Concertos

e
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a complaint
simply
a comment
the
music herebut
is not
of the
class that that
one
can hail as aneglected masterpiece. The Schubert,
vvith the expected charm of any Schubert, is convenB and es., and
tional beside the later Masses in , ,
was written for fellow students; it is equable rather
that inspired. The Parry is ambitious; the modern
pieces eminently conventional ( scores provided).
The gem of the collection to me is the Stanford Te
Deum which has arobust strength and beauty about
it which explains its popularity in choral use if not
on record. Certainly, if the music is not heavenor world-shaking, the performances have adelicacy,
charm and atmosphere that should delight anyone
who loves English choral singing. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond
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1*/1]
Philips have reissued 12 ' named'
Haydn symphonies, Nos. 22, 43, 44,
48, 49, 55, 59, 85, 94, 96, 100 and 103,
performed by the Academy under Marriner as a boxed set of 6 records, with
notes, 6768 003 for £17.99. They are
all magnificently alive performances,
superbly recorded, with the faultless
surfaces for which Philips are renowned. In making comparisons over such
a wide field there must be a degree of
swings and roundabouts, but in general
these are superior to Dorati on Decca
both as performances and recordings,
which is itself high praise indeed. The
Marriner set stands side by side in
quality and performance with the DG/
Jochum/LPO recordings where they
overlap, but at £3 a record the Marrifler set scores. There are 35 named
Haydn Symphonies, so we may have
more joys in store. [A/Ac:
Haydn Concerto in D for horn (Hob.
VIld: 3) is coupled with that for flute

Hob. VIII: D1) on Harmonia Mundi
065-99 650 (£3.99,
Rediffusion), although it now seems that the latter
should really be attributed to Hummel.
Charming, thoughtful performances by
Erich Penzel and Hans-Martin Linde
respectively on instruments of the
period with Collegium Aureum recorded at the Kirchheim castle. Really
splendid recordings first released in
1966, but easily better than many present day ones. Clear perspectives, a
lovely acoustic and silent surfaces.
[A: 11.
Liszt double-album ( Decca DPA
621-2, £3.79) has Pascal Rogé's 1969
debut recording of the Sonata, PhaseFour productions of the two concertos
(Ivan Davis/RPO) and Les Preludes)
(LPOIHermann), BACH Prelude &
Fugue ( Preston), fillers by Vered and
Cooper. Rogé good at Liszt's exultant/
imperious style; Vered mannered but
purposeful. Overall value depends on
your reactions to Davis' capriciousness. [A: 113]. Poor Valse oubliée—
cf. Wild/HMV.
Mozart's Clarinet Concerto and the
Sinfonia Concertante for violin/viola!
orchestra (with Peyer/Oistrakhs) are
again reissued, this time on Decca
Jubilee JB 48 (£2.50). Both are outstandingly fine works, well recorded,
and are highly recommendable per-
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Too good
to be true?
"...the STD turntable is one which
should, indeed must, be heard
by all those in the market for a
first -class turntable.
Quality of construction
is first-class and
so is sound quality."
Praise indeed. And very typical of the sort
of comments we've been getting from
experts and enthusiasts who have heard
the STD 305D in action. In fact the only criticism
we've received so far has been to the effect that
perhaps some ot our highly engineered, high
tolerance components were made to unnecessarily
high standards. We don't accept this. We have
never believed that you can possibly be too good to
be true. When it comes to hi-fi it's got to be good
to be true. Listen to the SrD 305D and
we think you'll agree.
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formances. The sound is pretty much
the same as when originally issued,
with a significant cleaning up of the
bass response. Happily the LF roar
of the early '60s has been replaced by
abasically silent background. [ A/B : 1]
On Unicorn UNS 257 (£3.24) is amidprice reissue (from RHS 315, 1967) of
Panufnik's Sinfonía Sacra and Sinfonía
Rustica with Monte Carlo Opera Orch/
Panufnik. The truly staggering trumpet
groups and extraordinary solid percussion effects of Sacra are a hi-fi lead-in
to arecording of great depth, spaciousness and wonderful impressiveness.
Dynamics and stereo detail are fantastic: do try it. [ A*: 1]
The Shostakovich symphonies 13,
14, 15 are assembled in RCA's set ' The
Last 3 Symphonies' on RL 01284 (3
recs, £7.47) with Philadelphia/Ormandy.
A ridiculously low-priced bargain, and
we can only recommend leaping out
and buying it straightaway! Especially
as No. 13 ' Babi Var' doesn't seem now
to be available separately. 1970-72
dates and very good sound. Warm,
spacious and most impressively performed both in the trying vocal parts
and orchestrally. A quality for 13, 14
but we find A* appropriate for the
truly stunning impact and range of 15.
[A/A*: 1]
Maazel's Sibelius symphonies appear again, having been available
boxed in October ' 72 and September
'76, unfortunately each time on 4 records with much cramming and uncomfortable side- breaks. Now back in
single- LP format on five Decca ' Jubilee' with original fillers, much easier.
Numbers and original dates: JB42 Sym
1/Karelia ( 1964); JB43 Sym 2 ('64); JB44
Syms 3/6 ('68); JB45 Sym 4/Tapiola
('68); JB46 Syms 5/7 ('66). Top preferred collection is Davis on Philips,
but for a bargain buy (£.2.50 each,
£12.50 the lot) this set is next best,
still splendid. Tense, driving and of
marvellous impact, in a sound rich,
spread and clear, we like them a lot.
Very buyablel [ A/A*: 1/1.]
The suite from Tchaikovsky's Swan
Lake is sumptuously played by the
Vienna Philharmonic under Karajan
(Decca ' Jubilee' JB35, £2.50). Fullblooded performances, spirited yet
always elegant and well-controlled.
The recording, dating from 1965, is of
a very good vintage that still rivals any
of the current issues. [ A: 1]
'Favourite Ballet Suites' compiles
a rich feast indeed, on Decca DPA
605/6 (2 recs, £3.79). Well, there's
Delibes' Coppelia and Sylvia suites,
Tchaikovsky Nutcracker suite, Massenet's Le Cid ballet music, Meyerbeer's Patineurs suite, Khachaturian
Gayaneh suite.
All
with
Stanley
Black, conducting LPO, RPO, Netherlands Radio PO, LSO and all 1975 but
the 1967 Nutcracker. Amazingly nice
really, fantastic impact and richness,
depth and weight (though Le Cid
slightly dim), and all for less than the
price of an SXL. Splendiferous. [
A*/B:
1*]
'Overtures of Old Vienna' is on
Decca ' Jubilee' JB47 (£2.50), and has
VPO/Boskovsky in Fledermaus, Merry
Wives, Donna Diana, Prinz Methusalem
and Opernball overtures, from 1968.
Splendid rich stuff, lovely punch and
clarity of well-spread orchestra, not
overdone but impressively forward.
Performances of very high standard too.
[A: 1]

Chamber/Solo
THE

music of Dowland is well summed up by the punnish title of one of
his pavanes ' Semper Dowland, semper
dolens' and nowhere is the quality of
passionate melancholy more apparent

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

than in his ' Lachrimae or Seven
Teares....' These have been recorded
at low pitch ( in 1962) by the Viola da
gambaquintet der Schola Cantorum
Basiliensis on Harmonia Mundi 065-99
604 (£3.99, Rediffusion) together with
the various ' named' pavanes and gal liards. The programming runs almost
exactly parallel to the 1976 recording
by the Consorte of Musicke on Oiseau Lyre OSLO 517, but the performance
doesn't approach the later version's
authenticity as regards tempi and mannerisms, particularly with regard to the
Germans' sometimes excessive vibrato.
Well and naturally recorded though,
and not as close-miked as the Oiseau Lyre. [ A: 2]
The four Mozart flute quartets played
on original instruments by members of
Collegium Aureum reappear on Harmonia Mundi 065-99 653 (£3.99). First
released in 1976, these are thoroughly
idiomatic, unforced performances which
communicate an impression of spontaneity and freshness. Kuijken produces a marvellous timbre from his
one-keyed period flute and the string
players are always considerate in their
approach to dynamics.
Recording
quality is very high, creating a quite
natural, thoroughly plausible illusion
of space. Our finished pressing has
absolutely flawless surfaces. [ A: 1/1*]
'John Williams Plays Paganini' includes works performed by solo guitar
that include Caprice No. 24, recently
put high in the pop record charts by
Andrew Lloyd Webber. Paganini's Terzetto (a delightful piece in four movements) is given a lively performance by
Williams accompanied by Alan Loveday (violin) and Amaryllis Fleming
(cello). The bonus track is Guiliani's
Variations on a theme by Handel.
Throughout the sound is clear, crisp
and free of surface noise, and from '65,
'67 and '69 publication. Available on
CBS 73745, priced £4.29. [A/B: 1/2]
Handel's Op 1 sonatas are a veritable goldmine of melody and the four
for treble recorder, nos. 2, 4, 7 and 11,
played by Hans- Martin Linde with
Gustav Leonhardt ( harpsichord) and
August Wenzinger ( gamba) pop up
on Harmonia Mundi 065-99-720 (F-3.99).
Dating from 1962, the recording is surprisingly good apart from some tendency to tape noise and a slightly
overdominant recorder. Linde's readings are essentially conservative, although beautifully thought out and
played, with ornamentation mainly applied in slow movements only. If Brüggen's mannerisms (on Telefunken,
which also includes the sonatas in B &
d) drive you to distraction, then this is
the set to have. [
6:1]
Nine 17th century English works for
the virginals by Byrd, Bull, Gibbons,
Tomkins and Farnaby appear on
Harmonia Mundi 065-99 609 (£3.99),
performed by Gustav Leonhardt on a
1640 Ruckers harpsichord. The recording is excellent ( it won an Edison
award) and is matched by superb playing. Appropriate that John Bull is one
of the composers because this superb
keyboard music will stir feelings of
patriotic pride in the breasts of those
who thought that the harpsichord
repertoire began and ended with Bach,
J. S., and Scarlatti, D. [
A*: 1*]
RCA RL 42474 (6 records) u boxed
with notes, £13.50, is described as a
'Chamber Music Collection'. It features Heifetz with Piatigorsky, Feuermann, Primrose and so on. The concert includes Mozart's Trio/Divertimento K 563, his Duo No. 2 K 427 and
3 Violin Sonatas; and Violin Concerto
5 (Turkish) with Sargent. Beethoven
is represented by 2 Violin Sonatas (op.
12/3 and 30/3), 3String Trios, op. 3and
op. 9/1 and 3. Handel has a Violin
Sonata op. 1/15 and an arranged PassaSEPTEMBER 1978

caglia. There is a Sonata by Grieg
and another strange bedfellow, a Suite
by Sinding with orchestra. The Album
appears to be atidying up of the Heifetz
discography. It includes ( it claims)
everything not otherwise issued or no
longer available. It spreads over a
wide period of time, 1936-1957. Some
of the early records were originally 78s
and some of these are appearing on
LP for the first time. It is a rather
complicated issue, for example the
Beethoven Violin Sonatas included
must not be confused with the later
integral set issued in 1957. All is made
clear in the notes supplied with the
records. The performances by these
supreme artists should make a strong
appeal, particularly to Heifetz enthusiasts. Some sound is dated, but well
able to afford complete enjoyment of
the works, and enabling full assessment of the performances. The earlier
records from 78s [
H: 1]. The later LP
records in general: [
B/C: 1]
'Der Goldene Klang des Collegium
Aureum 2' is the title of a Harmonia
Mundi sampler 027-99 680 C) (£3.99),
featuring the Collegium Aureum led
by Franzjosef Maier playing a potpourri of works on original instruments
including a Handel concerto grosso
(Op. 6, no. 5), a Telemann concerto ( in
A for flute, violin and strings from
Tafelmusik 1), aVivaldi concerto (
Spring
from the Four Seasons) and two Mozart
movements, the minuet and two trios
from the ' Posthorn' serenade ( KV320)
and the Rondo from ' Eine Kleine Nachtmusik' ( KV525). Recorded in SQ, the
sound is resonant but very well focused and almost lush compared to, say,
Concentus Musicus Wien or the
Academy of Ancient Music. An excellent baroque collection and the sound
of the two Mozart items is very interesting indeed. [A./A: 1/2]

Vocal/Operatic
hAARVELLOUSLY

crisp recording of
IVI Choruses & Chorales from the
Bach Christmas Oratorio on Harmonia
Mundi 027-99 638 ®( 3'99, Rediffusion),
an excellent 1975 SQ issue performed
by Tülz Boys' Choir/Collegium Aureum.
Venue given as ' Pfarrkirche Lenggries',
a building with, evidently, excellent
lively ambience for this music. Spread
and detailed, the recording has abloom
and reverberation that sounds even
better with rear-channel setups. An
enthusiastic recommendation.
Very
good surfaces. [A*: 1*]
On Philips 6768 002 (5 recs, £14.99)
is collected '
Berlioz: The Sacred
Music', reissued variously as follows:
Requiem Op. 5 ( 1970), Te Deum op. 22
(1969), L'Enfance du Christ Op. 25 (1977).
A companion to 'The Symphonic
Works' (6747 271, 5 recs), this set once
more presents a splendid collection
of the basic Colin Davis Berlioz cycle.
Recordings are uniformly spacious and
impressive, balances with chorus welldone, and on the whole one can welcome this set simply as an attractive
way of obtaining a set of finely-engineered performances. Both sets make
an excellent introduction to what Berlioz is all about: enquire within, it's all
there! We hardly need say more about
the pressings than that they are Philips.
A* for the stunning Enfance, and for
the rest an average [ A: 1]
Highlights from the complete set of
Cimarosa's It Matrimonio Segreto (DG
2709 069—September ' 77) offer atempting sample of this sunny work, conducted in lively fashion by Daniel
Barenboim ( DG 2537 043, £3.75). Fischer-Dieskau is outstanding in an
excellent cast playing acustomary role
of elderly nobleman hanging on to his
dignity in ludicrous situations. It is a

)

bland work and the highlights wil
allow it to be enjoyed by those whc
don't feel up to a 3-record session
The recording has a concert rathe
than opera house atmosphere and ir
rather reverberant and occasionalk
plagued by intrusive echoes but is o
a good standard otherwise. [ A: 141]
Owen Brannigan sings, in English
arias from Handel and Mozart or
HMV ESO 7059 (£2.85). The Hande
is the more rewarding side of thie
recital, with Brannigan in good voice
vividly projected. The Mozart arias ir
English translations, so trite-soundinc
in our ears, reduce the impact of them
extracts to the standing of a voca
interlude in a rather poor Christmar
pantomime. Brannigan fans may dis
agree. [B/C: 2]
A splendid Harmonia Mundi (O65718, £3.99, Rediffusion) early music
issue has Guillame de Machaut',
Notre Dame 4 voice Mass, Perotinu,
Magnus' Gradual ' Sederunt principes
and two anonymous pieces, ' Pate
noster commiserans'i'Dic Christi veni
tas' performed by the Deller Consor
(Alfred Deller, Wilfred Brown, Geralc
English, Maurice Bevan) and member:
of Collegium Aureum. For a1961 date
quite astounding sound, clear and de
tailed with great warmth and depth
splendid ambience. Singing and play
ing of great precision and attractive
ness, a nice one. Very good surfaces
[A*: 1]
Bühm's present version of Mozart':
Cosi fan tulle was first issued In 19T
(DG 2709 059) ( he also has earlier ver
sions on EMI and Decca). It is ;
sparkling performance recorded liv.
at the Salzburg Festival on Böhm',
80th birthday. In the full version then
were the expected untidinesses ii
ensemble and balance and, as a re
cording to live with, it could not riva
his fine EMI set. Now in this sampl.
form it makes an ideal memento of th.
mature Bühm with none of his zes
and sparkle diminished. Excellent cas
includes Janowitz, Fassbaender, Prey
Schreier, Grist and Panerai, with th.
Vienna Philharmonic offering the tru.
flavour. The recording is a very plea
sant one with the theatrical atmo
sphere well caught, but obviously no
of best studio standard and there ar.
extraneous noises. [
B: 1]
The complete Merry Wives « Winds°
by Nicolai is a 3- record set ( DG 274.
159—May ' 77, alternatively on Decc
under Kubelik, D86D3—March ' 78) an
it is so delightful that it seems a pit
to miss any of it. Still highlights do .
useful job for those not wholly corn
mitted to opera and these samples o
the Klee set ( DG 2537 039, £3.75) offe
many delights, including the well
known overture. This is a light ani
humorous version, less substantial thau
under Kubelik, excellently cast and con
ducted with sustained exuberance. I
is certainly highly recommendable ii
good if rather brash sound, hard ii
louder passages. [
A/B: 1]
Nielsen's opera Saul and David i
again available on Unicorn RHS 343/f
three records boxed with notes an.
libretto, £11.97. The opera is sung ii
English. It is performed by a magni
ficent cast which includes Boris Chris
toff as Saul, Alexander Young as Devi,
together with such notable artists a
Elisabeth Sederstrem, Kim Borg an;
the John Alldis Choir, the whole unde
the brilliant direction of Jascha Horen
stein. The records are immaculat
Dutch
pressings.
The
recordin.
throughout creates a vivid impact
[A/B: 1]
To be found on Harmonia Mund
065-99 685 (£3.99, Rediffusion) is Pales
trina's Mass ' Tu es Petrus' and
motets: 'Tu es Petrus'; ' Ave Maria'
'Quam pulchri aunt'. With Tólz Boyc
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The new Kendall!.
The quality is unmistakably Castle.
The pleasure is undeniably yours.

No music connoisseur should deny
himself the sheer listening pleasure of the new
Kendal II, by Castle.
Following the deserved success of the
acclaimed original Kendal the new Castle speaker
whilst retaining the basic design features of its
predecessor has been redesigned in frontal
appearance to exploit the acoustic advantages of a
reticulated foam grille.
The result is ahigh efficiency speaker which
will do justice to the widest range of musical tastes,
and is designed to maximise the performance of low
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or medium powered amplifiers from 8to 40 watts
per channel.
And the new Kendal II is still aperfect
Castle. With everything that, that implies. Superb,
craftsman manufacture. Exclusive, matched veneers
and finishes which include walnut, mahogany, teak,
oak or rosewood.
For more facts on the superb new Castle
Kendall II, and details of veneer choice available to
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for an early reply.
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Post to:
Castle Acoustics
Shortbank Road,
Skipton,
North Yorkshire
Tel: Skipton (
07.56) 5333

Choir directed by Gerhard SchmidtGaden, this 1974 ex- BASF issue is
really quite splendid. Nice polyphonic
vocal balance and stereo spread, pleasant spacious ambience ( recorded in
the Pfarrkirche Lenggries) and detailed
sound clarity. A nice A : 1, good surface.
Puccini's Madama Butterfly in the
newer 1960 Victoria de Los Angeles
recording with Jussi Beirling and the
chorus and orchestra of the Rome
Opera House, conducted by Gabriele
Santini, is now on HMV SLS 5128
(£9.95). The opera is beautifully sung
particularly by the two principals,
indeed it is in the supreme vocalisation
-where its chief strength lies. If such
singing is the more attractive aspect of
this opera, than this version will please.
If the novelettish story primarily appeals
to you, as it did to Puccini, then there
is stronger meat elsewhere. [B: 2]
Almost coincidentally with the release
of the final work, '
Twilight of the Gods'
in ENO's Wagner Ring in English ( see
review, on p. 151) comes the rerelease of the 1973 Sadlers Wells Act
Ill Finale recording on Unicorn UNS
245/6 (£6.48). Forces are very similar
with Goodall, Rita Hunter, Margaret
Curphey, and Alberto Remedios common to both and with Norman Bailey

as Gunther and Clifford Grant as
Hagen. Splendidly engineered by Bob
Auger in St. Giles, Cripplegate, this is
an excellent set to have if you don't
want your friends to see you have the
whole of Gütterdâmmerung in English
on your shelves. [
A: 1]
In January 1977 we reviewed the
latest stereo Wagner Meistersinger,
Jochum's on DG 2740 149. On 2537 941
(£4.35) appear highlights, the prelude
and following chorus, Walther's three
'big bits', Sachs' two great monologues, the Quintet, and ' Wach' auf'
and final chorus. Placido Domingo,
despite beautiful phrasing and ardent
tone, is quite wrong for the part of
Walther-garbled and swallowed consonants ( as if he forgot to put his teeth
in), wrong pronunciation and general
air of uncertainty make it clear he
doesn't know what he's singing about.
Fischer-Dieskau's
Sachs,
however,
justifies if not the set then most certainly this highlights disc: a role we
have waited years to hear him do again.
Recording is wonderful, smooth; orchestral reading ' mellow, broad, dignified' as P. B. said in our review. Yes,
worthwhile: [
A: 1/4]
An early candidate for the Christmas
market but why shouldn't we enjoy

Cassettes

SINGLE CASSETTES
Price codes :Argo-KZNC/KZRC-£3.99; KZFC£2.75
C8S-40-61000-£2.99 ; 40-72000-£4.49
CRD-CRD-£3.99
Decca-KSXC-£3.99; KJBC-£2.75;
KPFC-£3.99; KECC-£2.35; KCSP
-£2.35
EM1-TC-ASD-£4.25; TC-ESD-£2.99
Oiseau-Lyre-KDPC (2)-£4.25;
KDSLC-£3.99
Philips-7300-£3.99; 7317-£245
Po I
ydo r-3300-£3.95 ; 3335-£2.75
RCA-RK-£3.50
Saga-CA-£1 . 75
BOXED SETS
BELLINI: ' Norma'-Callas I FilipVox-KTVC-£2.35
peschi I Stignani I Rossi-Lemeni I Rediffusion-KROY: £2.99; KLGD£1 . 99
Sera/in-HMV
T TC-SLS5115 (
2)
(£8.95)
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 7 in A,
D: 1958/ June 78 DV. R: Of an older
Op. 92-Bavarian RO / Kubelik-DG
'Privilege' 3335 252
vintage but remarkably good and
R: 1971. R: Good average but chunky
pleasant to listen to, with a true theatrical quality. P: Classic Callas in pure
bass. P: Weighty but flowing. [B: 1]
BEETHOVEN: Irish and Scottish
bel canto vein, balanced overall performance. [
B: 1*/1]
Folk Songs-Mathis IFischer-Dieskau I
BIZET: ' Les Pêcheurs de Perles'
Young I RIAS Chamber Choir I Piano
(original
1863 version)-Cotrubas I Trio- DG '
Privilege' 3335 241
D: 1971. R: Clear and pure. P: A
Vanzo I Sarabia / Soyer IPrêtre- HMV
delight. [
A*: 11
TC-5L55113 (
2) (£7.95)
BRAHMS: Symphony 3 in F, Op. 90
D: June 78. R: Smooth and clear with
Alto Rhapsody- Ludwig / VP0 I
opera house atmosphere. P: Cotrubas
Beihm-DG 3300 992
good with a satisfactory cast. Highly
recommendable if not actually rising to
D: May 78. R: Clear but restricted. P:
star quality. [
A: 1]
Calm in the symphony; Ludwig good in
Rhapsody. [A/B: 1./1]
MESSIAEN:
Turangalila
Symphony-Beroff Loriod ILSO IPrevinBRAHMS: Piano Concerto 1 in d,
H MV TC-SLS5117 (
2) (£7.95)
Op. 15- Arrau I Concertgebouw I
D: June 78. R: Excellent. P: Deeply
Haitink-Philips '
Sonic' 7317 201
committed. [
A*/A: 1]
D: 1970. R: Rather thick and very heavy
NICOLAI: ' The Merry Wives of
in bass. P: Majestic. [ B/C: 1]
Windsor'-Riddersbusch I Donath I BRAHMS:
Sextet,
Op. 18 /
Brendel 1 Schmidt I Malta I KubelikSCHUBERT: Quartettsatz, 0703
Decca K86K 33 (
3) (£11.95)
Alberni Q¡/Best/Welsh CRD 1034
D: Mar 78. R: Star quality from a record
D: 1977. R: Unpleasant. P: Good as
viewpoint, though exaggerated beyond
far as one can tell. [D: 1]
stage reality. P: Impressive, full of
BRIAN: Symphony 8 in b,
Symvitality and strong without losing the
phony 9-Royal Liverpool PO IGrovesessential gaiety. [
A*: 1*/1 ]
HMV TC-ASD3486
VERDI :
Trovatore'-Price IObraztD: July 78. R: Equable. P: Persuasive
soya IBonisolli ICappuccili IRaimondi I
and detailed. [
A: 1]
Karajan - HMV
TC-SLS5111
(
2)
BRITTEN: Young Person's Guide
(£11-95)
to
the
Orchestra
/ PROKOFIEV:
D: June 78. R: Also of high quality and
Peter and the Wolf-Bowie I Philadeserving a star for keeping that essendelphia 1Ormandy- RCA RK12743
tial opera house quality, but qualified
D: July 78. R: Un -naturally spacious
for a confusion of sound at peak
but good. P: Characterful. [
A: 1]
moments. P: Brilliant with Price a fine

Peter Gammond

PART ONE

Leonora and particularly fine orchestral work. [
A*/A : 1./1]
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

BRITTEN: Violin Concerto, Op. 15 /
WALTON: Violin Concerto SEPTEMBER 1978

such music all the year round especially when it is of the eminently high
standard to be found on '
Christmas
Songs' (
Decca ' Jubilee' JB38, £2.50)
and as sung here with operatic grandeur and fervour rather than domestic
Christmas style by Leontyne Price with
the Vienna Philharmonic conducted
by Karajan and the Singverein der
Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde? The
recording was first issued in 1961 but
is still of an impressive quality, Leontyne Price's fine voice ( with strong
Americanaccent) given expected prominence. [
A/B: 1]
A two- record set '
Golden Operetta'
issued at full- price in 1971 ( Decca SET
497/8) under the title ' Vienna, Women
and Song' now re-appears ( some of the
Lehár items have previously been reissued) on a bargain label ( Decca DPA
595/6, £3.79) and is very welcome. The
singers are Renate Holm, warmly
seductive, and Werner Krenn, lightly
romantic with the Vienna Volksoper
Orchestra conducted by Anton Paulik.
Two whole sides are devoted to Lehár,
the rest to such as Strauss, Millücker,
Suppé, Kalmán, Dostal and Künneke.
Much is familiar material but there are
some lesser- known items on the 4th
side. A high standard of performance

throughout and a good clear recordinç
[A: 1]
On Decca DPA series this month
two well- spread collections of lighte
music. On DPA 615-6 ( 2 recs, £3.79)
Immortal Classics mixing such a
Trumpet Voluntary, Füre Elise, Fingal'
Cave, Espana, Skater's Waltz, Ride
the Valkyries, Meditation, Pomp & Circ.
with Where'er you walk, 0 Divine Re
deemer, Villa, Nessum Dorma, O M
Beloved Father. 25 items in all, fror
1958 to 1971 variously, with the cross
section of top artists you would expec•
A sort of average rating of [
A/B: 1/2
overall, and a most amiable collectio
for those who would choose such
omnium gatherum.
On DPA 607(£3.79) Stuart Burrows sings Song
for you. 28 favourites date from 1971
1969 r and 1968, and include ' Los
Chord', ' Bless This House', ' Holy City
Toselli's ' Serenata' Faery Song', ' Goir
Home', ' Because', ' Lord's
Prayer
'Roses of Picardy', ' Abide With ME
and suchlike. Except for the seven
items on side 2, which are dimmis
and boomy C, very good clear record
ings. Stylish competent renderings b
Burrows, half with piano and half orga
(and Ambrosian Chorus) backing.
nice collection. [
A/C: 1]

Haendel IBournemouth SO IBerglundHMV TC-ASD3483
D: July 78. R: Lively, resonant. P:
Deep-felt. [
A: 1*/1]
BRUCKNER: Symphony 3 in dBavarian RO IKubelik-DG '
Privilege'
3335 265
D: 1967. R: Smooth but not ideally
clear. P: Firm and convincing. [B: 1]
CHARPENTIER: Te Deum I Magnificat- King's College I Academy 1
Ledger- HMV TC-ASD3482
D: June 78. R: High-powered but boxy.
P: Strong and expressive. [B: 1]
CHOPIN:
Polonaises
1-7 Cherkassky-DG '
Privilege' 3335 258
D: 1969.
R: Good.
P: Lively and
exploratory. [
A: 1]
CHOPIN: Piano Music- Michelangeli
-DG 3300 349
D: 1972. R: Realistic and pleasant. P:
Varied and interesting. [
A: 1]
CHOPIN: 12 Etudes-Vasary-DG
'Privilege' 3335 266
D: 1965. R: Reverberant. P: Full of life
and excitement. [B: 1]
DEBUSSY: Images
Martyre de
Saint Sebastien-LSO I MonteauxPhilips ' Sonic' 7317 199
D: 1963.
R: Moderately good.
P:
Eloquent. [
B/C: 1]
DEBUSSY: Images 1 & 2 [-IChildren's Corner suite- Michelangeli- DG
3300 226
D: 1971. R: Slightly cloudy. P: Probing
and sensitive. [
A/B: 1.]
DEBUSSY: Preludes Book 2-Ciani
-DG ' Privilege' 3335 261
D: 1973. R: Watery. P: Romantically
misty-eyed. [B: 2]
DVORAK: Symphony 9 ' From the
New World'-Chicago SO I GiuliniDG 3300 881
D: 1977.
R: Distant and slightly
cluttered.
P: Strong and personal.
[B: 1]
FALLA: ' Three- Cornered Hat'
dances
Nights in the Gardens of
Spain*-* Weber I Maazel I KubelikDG '
Privilege' 3335 268
D: 1966.
R: Full-blooded. P: Fullblooded. [
A/B: 1]
GERSHWIN: An American in Paris
/ RUSSO: Street Music-Siegel I
San Francisco SO IOzawa-DG 3300 788
D: Jan ' 78. R: Excellent. P: Full of
vitality. [
A*: 1*]
HASLAM: Juanita the Spanish
Lobster / PROKOFIEV: Peter and
the Wolf-Morris INorthern Sin fonia

Haslam-C R D4032
D: Mar'77. R: Good. P: Playing good
J. Morris an acquired taste. [
A: 1]
HAYDN: Symphony 87 in A
Symphony 103 ' Drum Roll' in E7,Concertgebouw IDavis- Philips 7300 58
D: Jun ' 78. R: Good natural qualit)
P: Serious but expressive. [
A: 1]
JOPLIN: ' Elite Syncopations'
etc-Royal Ballet Orchestra IGammonCRDC4029
D: 1977. R: Good in a poppish timbrc
P: Exuberant. [
A/B: 1]
KETELBEY: In a Monastery Garde'
In a Persian Market
etc-Phi,
harmonia ILanchbery-HMV TC-ASI
3542
D: June ' 78. R: Lush but good. P: A
that could be desired. [A: 1*]
LEHAR: ' The
Merry
Widow' Schwarzkopf I Gedda I Philharmonia
Ackermann-HMV T TC2-SXDW304
(double play)
D: 1950s/July ' 78 DV. R: Roughish bu
atmospheric. P: Classic. [B/C: 1.]
MAHLER: Symphony 1inD-Bosto,
SO /Ozawa-DG 3300 993
D: June ' 78. R: Detailed. P: Clinicall
impressive. [
A: 1]
MOZART: Eine kleine Nachtmusil
Serenata notturna-New Lando,
Soloists
Ensemble
I
ThomasC R D4040
R: Swimming bath reverberance. P
Sprightly. [B/C: 1]
MOZART: Serenade 7 ' Haffner'Vienna Mozart Ensemble IBoskovskyDecca ' Jubilee' KJBC31
D: 1973. R: Strident but impressive
P: Good. [
A/B: 1]
MOZART: Oboe Quartet, K370
Adagio and Rondo, K617 ; Quintet
K406-klolliger IKrebbers INicolet Iet.
-Philips 7300 607
D: May 78. R: Perfect. P: Beguiling
[A*: 1*]
MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at ai
Exhibition / RACHMANINOV:
Preludes*-Firkusny I " Richter- DC
'Privilege' 3335 272
R: Clangorous. P: Forceful. [
B: 1]
PAGANINI: Sonatas for Violin am
Orchestra-Accardo / LPO I DutoitDG 3336 376
D: 1977. R: Pleasant. P: Warm an(
seductive. [
A: 1]
POULENC: Organ Concerto in G I
Concert champêtre- Preston ILSO
Previn-HMV TC-ASD3489
15;
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sounds in the world.
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Technical Specification
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Drive units:
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Super frequency —
Mylar
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Drive unit arrangement:
Crossover changeover
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Crossover network:
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Contour controller:
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Linear displacement
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L- C- R Electrical 22 element
20Hz-45KHz 8, to beyond audibility
8 Ohms
1.5dB to 9dB in 1.5dB steps
Standard — figured teak or Mahogany
other veneers to order.
Choice of nine different
grill cloth colours on application; standard
grill cloth colour — chocolate brown.

Please write for further information:

S USSEX

ELErTRONIC: SERVICES

Audio and Electronic
Designers and Manufacturers

PAXMEAD. HORAM . SUSSEX
Tel. Horam Road 2647

SEE- 12E]

June ' 78. R: Full-blooded. P: Well
ntrolled. [
A: 1]
1CH MANINOV :
Symphony 3,
s. 44
The Rock, Op. 7-Rotterdam
1/ De Waart-Philips 7300 596
June ' 78. R: Natural and flexible.
Glowing and expressive. [
A*: 1*]
\CH MANINOV : Piano Concerto
in d, Op. 30-Horowitz / NY P I
mandy-RCA RK12633
July ' 78. R: Live but shallow. P:
eresting. [ C: 1]
UNT-SAENS: Piano Concertos
& 4-Tacchino l Radio Luxembourg
chestra I De Froment- Turnabout
r
V C37107
May '
78. R: Muffled. P: Fair. [
C: 2]
:HUBERT: Symphony 9-Chicago
1 IGiulini- DG 3300 882
March ' 78. R: Generally good. P:
)quent. [
A: 1]
:HUBERT: Moments musicaux
anderer
fantasia- Kempff- DG
rivilege' 3335 271
1968. R: Smooth. P: Poetical and
yarding. [
A: 1*/1]
:HUBERT:
Favourite
Liedermbry IWunderlich IFischer-Dieskau I
-Heliodor 3348 268
various. R: Generally good. P:
iod to excellent. [
A/B: 1]
lOSTAKOVITCH: Symphony 5
d, Op. 47- Chicago SO I PrevinVIV TC-ASD3443
June ' 78. R: Good. P: Moderately
od. [
A: 2]
BELIUS: Symphony 4in a, Op. 63
Tapiola, Op. 112-BP0 IKarajan 81V TC-ASD3485
June ' 78. R: Very good. P: Excepnal. [
A*: 1*]
STRAUSS: ' A Night in Venice'hwarzkopf I Gedda I AckermannVIV TC2-SXDWS3043 (
double play)
1950s/Aug ' 78, DV. R: Lively but
ted. P: Very good. [
B/C: 1]
STRAUSS : ' Wiener
Blut'hwarzkord I Gedda / AckermannVIV TC2-SXDWS3042 (
double play)
1950s/June ' 78, DV. R: Good for its
tage. P: First-rate. [
B: 1*1
STRAUSS : 5 Songs ' Salome'
lance,
etc- Caballé I Orch
Nat
France IBernstein- DG 3300 963
June ' 78. R: Good vocal/orchestral
lance. P: Good but unidiomatic.
:1/2]
rRAVINSKY: Le Sacre du Prinmps-New York Phil IMehta-CBS
.76676
July ' 78. R: Good separation. P:
le of the best. [
A: 1]
JLLIVAN: The Tempest
The
erchant of Venice
In Memoriam
:ay of Birmingham Orch. / Dunn1V ' Greensleeves' TC-ESD7057
1972/July ' 78, DV. R: Good quality.
Good. [
A: 1]
:HAIKOVSKY: Symphony 2in c,
3. 17
Romeo and Juliet-Philharmia IMuti-HMV TC-ASD3488
June ' 78. R: Good. P: Neat, ele nt. [
A: 1/2]
:HAIKOVSKY : Symphony 4 in f,
3. 36-BP0 Karajan - DG 3300 883
June'78. R: Wide ranging, dynamic.
Exciting. [
A.:1.]
:HAIKOVSKY: Symphony 5in e,
a. 64-Philharmonia I Ashkenazymca KSXC68134
May '
78. R: Satisfactory. P: Varile. [
A: 2/3]
ZHAIKOVSKY: Suite 3 in G, Op.
-VP0 IMaazel- Decca KSXC6857
June ' 78. R: Good. P: Illuminating.
.:1*/1]
:HAIKOVSKY : Nutcracker Suite
Between Birthdays, Op. 39linoy /Orchestra IKostelanetz-CBS
.61832
1961- UK, July ' 78. R: Hard. P:
:eresting. [
B/C: 1*/3]
:HAIKOVSKY :
Swan
Lakeahlights-LSO I Previn-HMV TC5D3491
1976/June ' 78, DV. R: Good. P:

Sumptuous. [
A: 1*]
VERDI:
At
La
Scala-variousScotto l Cossotto I Bergonzi I etcHeliodor 3348 280
D: various. R: Good. P: High standard
average. [
A: 1]
VIVALDI: The Four SeasonsEnglish
Concert
I
PinnockC R D C4025
D: 1977. R: Waspish. P: Hard- driven.
[C: 2]
COLLECTIONS
THE BAROQUE CONCERTO IN
ENGLAND:
ANON:
Concerto
grosso in F / BOYCE: Concerto
grosso in e
Concerto grosso in b /
WOODCOCK: Oboe concerto in
E7
Flute concerto in D-Neil
Black (ob) I William Bennett ( fte)
Thames Chamber Orchestra I Michael
Dobson-CRD CRDC4031
D: Feb 77. R: Very clear and nicely
spaced. P: Elegant. [
A: 1]
ENTRY OF THE BOYARS: Music
by Bull, Glazunov, Glinka, Halvorsen,
Rimsky-Korsakov, Schalaster, Sibelius
-Bournemouth SO IBerglund- HMV
TC-ASD3514
D: June 78. R: Wodgy. P: Good,
high-spirited. [
B: 1]
MUSIC
FOR
DRUMLANDRIG:
Music by Albinoni, Barsanti, Byrd,
Lully,
Pachelbel- Scottish
Baroque
Ensemble I Leonard Friedman-CRD
C R D C4043
D: ? R: Pleasant. P: Clean and clear,
well- controlled. [A: 1]
FIEDLER
ENCORES:
Music
by
Dvorak,
Ives,
Sibelius,
Smetana,
Vaughn
Williams-Boston
Pops
l
Fiedler- Decca '
Phase 4' KPFC4426
D: May 78. R: Good but 100 yards long.
P: Good. [
A: 1]
FROM THE HEART:
Music
by
Bellini, Handel, Mozart, Verdi- Karajan/
Domingo I Abbado I Freni
Hollweg I
Prey IBohm IFischer-Dieskau IRichter I
etc- DG 3308 222 (profits to be donated
to Cancer Research)
R: Generally good. P: Good to excellent. [
A 1.11]
FREDERICK
HARVEY
SINGS
SONGS OF LAND AND SEAFrederick Harvey lHM Royal Marines I
Dunn I Irish Guards I Jaeger- HMV
'Greensleeve' TC-ESD7054
D: July 78. R: Good. P: Excellent
[A: 1*]
THE BELOVED CHORUSES: Music
by Bach, Handel, Haydn, RimskyKorsakov, Schubert, Sibelius, WaltonMormon Tabernacle Choir-CBS 4061829
D: July 78. R: Good quality. P: Popular style but well done. [
A: 1]
OPERA GALA: Music by Bizet,
Gounod, Leoncavello, Puccini, Rossini,
Verdi-Berganza ICabelle ICossotto
Bastianini / Di Stefano Ietc-Heliodor
3348 272
OPERA MARCHES: Music by Beethoven, Bizet, Mozart, Rossini, Verdi,
Wagner-Frémaux I Kegel I Jochum
Fricsay IQuadri ISera fin ISantini IPitz
-Heliodor 3348 277
OPERA INTERMEZZI: Music by
Cues, Giordano, Leoncavallo, Mascagni, Ponchielli, Puccini, Schmidt,
Wolf-Ferrari-Kulkal LeitnerIP. Strauss
IFricsay-Heliodor 3348 279
D: various. R: Of a generally good
standard. P: Of varying dates and
recordings but all three maintain a
good level-average. [
A/B: 1/2]

PART TWO
BOXED SETS
MASSENET: ' Manon'-Los Angeles
Opéra-Comique, Paris lMonteux- EMI
TC-SLS5119 (£8.95) ( 2).
D: 1956/DV July ' 78. R. Adequate but

P: Good. [
B/C: 1].
MAHLER: Symphony 2-Symphon•
ica of London I etc. I Morris-Sym•
phonica Music CSY M7/8.
D: Sep'78 R: Low fi. P: Composed one
effective. [
C: 1].
MAHLER: Symphony 5
Liedei
emes
Fahrenden
Gesellen-Symphonica of London Hermann IMorrisSymphonica Music CSYM3/4.
SINGLE CASSETTES
D: Sep ' 78 R: Roughish. P: Good
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 3 ' Eroica'
[C: 1].
-Symphonica of London I MorrisMAHLER: Symphony 8-Symphon.
Symphonica Music CSYM5.
ica of London / Morris-Symphonica
D: Jan ' 78. P: Well controlled, flexible.
Music CSYM1/2.
R: Muffled and cavernous. [
C: 2].
D: Sep ' 78 R: Scrawny. P: Good
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 5 [C/D: 1].
'Emperor'-Rosen I Symphonica of
MENDELSSOHN : A Midsummel
London IMorris-Symphonica Music
Night's Dream-Philadelphia l Or.
CSY M10.
mandy-RCA RK12084.
D: ? R: Very poor. P: Well- paced
D: ? R: Fairly good. P: Pleasant
but cluttered. [
D: 2].
[3: 1].
BEETHOVEN: ' Eroica Variations'
MOZART: Violin Concertos Nos.
, Variations in C & F- Arrau& 4- Thomas INew London Soloists
Philips ' Sonic' 7317 200.
Thomas-CRD CRDC4041.
D: ? R: Fairly good, hard treble.
D: ?
R:
Clear and forward. P
P: Supple and sensitive. [
B: 1].
Lively and entertaining. [
A: 1].
BEETHOVEN: ' Diabelli' Variations
MOZART: Flute Concertos K313 8
-Rosen-Symphonica Music
K314
Andante in C-Barwasher
LSO IDavis- Philips '
Sonic' 7317 195
CSYM9.
D: Mar ' 78. R: Good. P: Impressive.
D: 1964. R: Pleasant. P: Delightful.
[A: 1].
[A: 1*].
NIELSEN: Symphony 5
Helios
BERWALD: Grand Septet / HUMMEL: Septet, Op. 74- The Nash
Ov.-Scottish National IGibson- RCA
RK25148.
Ensemble-CRD CRDC4044.
D: Aug ' 78. R: Well balanced and
D: ? R:
Satisfactory.
P:
Satis
natural. P: Relaxed, good. [
A: 1].
factory. [
A: 1].
JOHN WILLIAMS PLAYS PAGA
BRAHMS: Sextet
BRUCKNER:
NINI: Terzetto
Caprice
Sonata
Intermezzo and Trio-Alberni String
-Williams l Loveday I Fleming-CBE
Quartet-CRD CRDC4046.
D: Aug ' 78. R: Edgy. P: Alert and
40-73745.
R: 1965/69. R: Natural. P: Intimate.
expressive. [B/C: 1].
[A: 1].
BRUCKNER: Symphony 5-VP0
PURCELL: ' Dido and Aeneas'Maazel- Decca KSXC2 7061 (
2).
Baker I Pears l Aldeburgh Festival
D: Dec ' 74. R: Good but distant effect.
Bedfored-Decca KCET615.
P: Detailed but cool. [
A: 1].
BRUCKNER: Symphony 9- VP° I D: June'78. R: Spacious and balanced
P: Excellent. [
A: 1.].
Mehta-Decca KSCX6202.
D: Jan '65. R: Good. P: Powerful and
ROSSINI:
Overtures-`Guillaumi
Tell'
Siège de Corinthe'
Li
rich. [
A: 1].
Cenerentola"La Gazza Ladra'
BRUCKNER: Helgoland
WAG'Semiramide'
Viaggio a Reims'NER: Das Liebesmahl der ApostelAcademy IMarriner-Philips 7300 595
Ambrosian Male Voice Choir I SymD: June ' 78. R: Pleasant, but wooll
phonica of London I Morris-Symbass. P: Good. [
A/B: 1].
phonica Music CSYM11.
SCHUBERT: Impromptus D899
D: ? R: Good. P: Well controlled and
D935- Brendel- Philips 7300 587.
effective. [
A: 1].
D: 1972/5. R: Slightly un -natural bu
CHAUSSON : Poème de l'amour et
clear.
P: Lyrical. [A/B: 1].
de la mer
DEBUSSY : La DamoiManfred-New
selle Elue-Caballé I Symphonica of TCHAIKOVSKY:
Philharmonia IAshkenazy-Decca
London lMorris-Symphonica Music
KSXC6853.
CSYM6.
D: Sep ' 78 R: Good. P: Romantic
D: Jan ' 78. R: Delicate. P: Sensitive,
satisfying. [A: 1].
voices recessed. [
A/B: 1].
VIVALDI: The
Four SeasonsCHOPIN: Piano Music Vol. 3:
Grande Ecuries and Chambre de la Roi
Sonata in b
Berceuse
3 MazurMalgoire-CBS 40-76717.
kas
2 Nocturnes, Op. 55-AshkenD: Aug ' 78. R: Clear, rather biting
azy-Decca KSXC6810.
P: Straightforward. [
A/I3: 1].
D: July ' 78. R: Clear, but hard piano.
A: 1].
P: Fresh and poetic. [
COLLECTIONS
DEBUSSY: La Mer
3 Nocturnes-

roughish at times. P: Fine performance
by Los Angeles, good all round.
[13/C: 1./1.
J. STRAUSS : ' The Gypsy Baron'Schwarzkopf I Gedda I Philharmonia I
Ackermann-EMI TC-SXDW3046 (
2).
D: 1958/DV July ' 78. R: Artificial but
clear.
P: Very good; Schwarzkopf
excellent. [B/C: 1*/1].

Concertgebouw tnbat-Philips ' Sonic'
7317 194.
D: April ' 70. R: Restricted but smooth.
P: Affable. [
A/B: 1/2].
GRANADOS: 12 Spanish Dances,
Op. 37-Rajna-CRD CROC4021.
D: July ' 76. R: Clear, but clangorous
treble. P: Vivacious. [
A/B: 1].
HAYDN : Symphony 44 ' Mourning'
Symphony 49 ' La Passione'-St.
Martin-in-the-Fields IMarriner-Philips
7300 561.
D: Mar ' 78. R: Clean and balanced.
P: Deft, alert, expressive. [
A: 1].
HAYDN: String Quartet, Op. 76: 3
'Emperor'
String Quartet, Op.
76: 4 '
Sunrise'-Quartetto ItalianoPhilips 7300 523.
D: May ' 77. R: Thin top, heavy bass.
P: Pleasing. [
B: 1].
LEHAR: ' The Land of Smiles'Schwarzkopt. / Gedda I Philharmonia I
Ackerman- HMV '
Concert Classics'
TC2-SXDW3044 (
2).
D: 1953/DV July ' 78.
R: Moderate.

FAMOUS GUITAR MUSIC: Musi.
by Albéniz, Lauro, Sagreras, Sor
Tarrega, Villa-Lobos-Pepé RomeroPhilips 7300 566.
D: Jun ' 78. R: Natural. P: Sensitiv ,
and interesting. [
A: 1*/1].
SEGOVIA- REVERIES:
Music
b
Asencio, Castelnuovo Tedesco, Glue'.
Schumann- Andrés Segovia- RCA
RK12602.
D: July ' 78. R: Lifelike. P: Intimate.
[A: 1].
MUSIC FROM THE SLAVONIC
ORTHODOX LITURGY-BorisChris
toff IAlexander Nevsky Cathedral Choii
Sofia IAngel Konstantinov-HMV TC
AS 03513.
D: Jun ' 78. R: Variable. P: Good.
[A/B: 1].
SOLTI CONDUCTS music fror
'Carmen', ' Eugene Onegin', ' Princ
lgor'-LPO IROHO ILSO / etc. SoltiDecca KCET622.
D: 1976. R: Good. P: Forceful t
stunning. [A: 1./1].
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CUT PRICE TAPES GUARANTEE!
à

Attach this advertisement to your order or fetch it with you to claim these ULTRA SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

..... _

The New Scotch 'Master Series'Cassettes

ch,

SO FAR ADVANCED THEYMAKE
EVEN THE BESTJAPANESE
DECKS SOUND BETTER

C45

4,

All offers subject to stocks at time of going to press ( 1/7/78) being
unsold. Prices include VAT at 8%. Send SAE for full price list and FREE comprehensive tape recording guide. Cash with order. POST & PACKING: 45p per order.
C90
CI 20
C4S
C60
C90
Ci 20

I

Agfa SFD ( SM)
Agfa CrO, ( SM)
Agfa Carat
Audio Gold LN
11 Audio Super
Audio XHE
BASF LH
BASF Ferro S/I
BASF CRO,
Europa Ext Freq
FL Super
Fui, FX
fm,
Fail FX I
Hitachi LN
Maxell SLN
Hitachi UD
Maxell UD
Hitachi UD ER
Maxell UD/XL 1

I

C60
73p
£1.03
£1.23
35p
£1.15
£1.55
49p
98p
£1.15
42p
79p
87p
£1.11
60p
64p
96p
£1.05
C1-27
El 29

83p
£1.35
lip
83p
99p
95p
-

99p
£1.27
£1.53
48p
£1.55
£2.05
65p
£1.33
£1.46
59p
£1.10
£1.22
£1.53
84p
84p
£1.17
£1.19
£1.56
£1.58

£1.30
£1.76
63p
£2.05
£2.70
99p
£1.73
£1.80
£1.51
£1-08
£1.56
-

aAll mad to: ESTUARY AUDIO, Dept.

Hitachi UD EX Maxell UD/XL 2 Memorex ( in bag ) Memorex CrO,
99p
Memorex Cr0,(in bags)
Memorex 8-Tr.
Pyral Hi Fi
Pyral Optima
Pyral Maxima
Pyral 5/ferrite
Scotch H/Energy 77p
Scotch Master 1
Scotch Master II
Scotch Master III
Sony LN
Sony HF
TDK Dynamic
53p
TDK AD
76p
TDK SA
-

a'

£1.56
£1.58
£1.42
£1.21
£1.16
83p
£1.05
[1.20
[1.85
£1.06
£1.36
£1.69
£1.82
79p
95p
78p
99p
f1'46

95p

N i Ari î
e
rvtE,
E
q . ,bc , C9OXHEéVon nif21
o the
first 50Ornail order customers this
month.Please claim when ordering

-

REEL-TO-REEL
AGFA PE Series
£1.04 5"
900' LP . £ 179
51" 1200 LP • £2 08
7'
1800' LP
L2-93
5"
1200' DP .
C2 17
59" 1800' DP
L2-93
7'
2400' DP £359
5"
1800' TP £. 36
51" 2400' TP . £4 50
£1.11
7"
3600' TP £463
£1.19 04 - 4200' NAV £870
£1.07 AGFA PEM ( matt)
£1.56 5"
900' LP £244
7"
1800' LP £359

104 " 3600' cine
£8.45
104" 3500' NAB £9.85
5"
1200' DP .. £3-33
7"
2400' DP .. £5.60
104" 4200' cine
£9.95
I
04" 4200' NAB £ 11.95
BASF LH
7"
1800' LP .. £3.93
7"
2400' DP .. £4.98
BASF LH SUPER
7"
1800' LP .. £4.45
T
2400' DP .. £5.99
'BLACK BOX' Studio
Quality
5"
900' LP .. EI-20

HF, la HIGHBURY STN, HIGHBURY CORNER, LONDON NS. ( Callers welcome)

LONDON EC2

LONDON N5

LONDON WC2

BIRMINGHAM

LEEDS 1

MASONS AVENUE
30 COLEMAN ST.

HIGHBURY STATION
HIGHBURY CORNER

1VICTORIA STATION
APPROACH

(01-607 0644)

BULL RING SUBWAY
(Moor St. Station exit
-off Open Market)
021-643 17661

62 WELLINGTON ST.
(off City Square)

(01-606 4102)

LEICESTER SQUARE
STATION Ticket Hall
(Cranbourn St. Exit)
101-439 921

(0532-444 692)

(061-832 4592)
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PSI 4002 £247. 50
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SCOTCH HI-FI
7"
1800' LP .. E393
I04" 2400' DP .. £4.94
SCOTCH 207 Prof.
(for Revox A77 Ser.)
104" 3600' NAB £ 10.85
M/REX QUANTUM
7'
1800' LP .. £4.24
7'
2400' LP .. £5•72

BRISTOL
29 DENMARK ST
(Behind Hippodrome)
(0272 -290900)

PU yout

dec.:1er incorree,a,,,....

CASSETTE DECK,

Linsley - Hood
De- Luxe 75 + 75W Amplifier £ 111.71

ETC.,
FULL DETAILS IN OUR FREE CATALOGUE - WRITE OR ' PHONE NOW!

£78 . 97

st

non vat ' on solection

O,,rwad and

are separate record and replay amplifiers and switchable equalisation

T

Iam interested in constructing my
your FREE CATALOGUE.

TUNERS

Linsley- Hood Cassette Deck £89.55
,

oo..,• ,

(0702 712861)

This highly original design. published in I_ lectronics Tod,.
capable of producing over 200W rms continuously In-totally independent channels, has such high linearitY •: •' •
full power is only 0.03% desp to the use of only 1446 overoll
•This together with asuper high slowing rate makes the amplifier fit for
the most demanding Supw-F iand professional applications.

AMPLIFIERS ( 20 - 200W),

A pre-aligned Inn,--,deign very simpl, I
Features include eo . 1-,

113 RECTORY GROVE
LEIGH- ON- SEA

200 + 200W Dual Channel Amplifier

This easy to build version of our world-wide acclaimed 75W ampIT. kit based upon circuit boards interconnected with gold plated • ' '
resulting in minimal wiring and construction is delightfully •
forward. The design was published in Hi Fi News arid Flecor
and features include rumble filter, variable scratch tiller. vere, • •
controls and tape monitoring whilst cistortion s less than 0.O1

Wireless World FM Tuner

1200' LP
El 50
1800' LP £ 1.99

IRISH ' Ferro Sheen'
(made by Ampex)
7"
1800' .. £2.55
MAXELL UDXL
71800' LP .. £4.42
MEMOREX
7"
1800' LP . £2.55
7"
2400' DP . £3.45
TDK AUDUA
7"
1800 '' L' £' 19
7"
1800' matt £3.83

ma

AUDIO KITS OF DISTINCTION FROM
International

59"
7"

THIS MONTHS FREE OFFER
me t

£1.27
£1.29
63p
£1.00
58p
83p
97p
£1.40
82p
Li- 20
£1.42
£1.50
54p
78p
57p
83p
£1.07

C90

C60

Scotch Master I £1.20 El.36
Scotch Master II £1.42 £1.69
Scotch Master III £1.50 El.82

20W Amplifier £ 37. 24

•1 , 11 li Ui-sign
um'. . 1 ... ogle printed circuit
very low cost ease of construction and all t
facilities found on quality amplifiers A 30
vioc of this kit is also available for 143.20.

e •
own audio system from your range of high

T20+ 20

ETC,

.

NAME
ADDRESS

PRICES: .111 pr ions above include VAT, and carriage.
ORDERING: By :nail or call at Sales Counter (at rear of factory) - open 9 a.m. - 4.30

p.m.

SECURICOR DELIVERY: For this optional service ( U.K. Mainland only) add 12.50 per kit.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE: if you are not completely satisfied with your kit then return it
10
Its original condition and your inuney will he refundod.

POWERTRAN ELECTRONICS, POFITWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDOVER, HANTS, SP10 3MN.

160

(ANDOVER) 0264 64455
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OMETIMES Ifeel that I'm sending despatches from the front
long after the war has ended.
Such is the case as far as Bob
Dylan's
Street
Legal
(
CBS
86067) is concerned, for the weekly
press practically reviewed the disc
before the first copies had been
trimmed at the factory. A mere
monthly has no chance of competing in such circumstances, which
is why I'm left with the unenviable
task of telling you something that
you doubtless already
know—
which in this case is that Street
Legal ranks among the best
records Dylan has made during
the past decade.
His back-up
band is eminently superior to the
band of raggle-taggle gypsies
who paraded as The Rolling
Thunder Revue—with keyboardist
Alan Pasqua providing the almost
obligatory organ- glow previously
donated by such as Al Kooper and
Garth Hudson—while the songs
themselves often hark back to
that Blonde on Blonde heyday,
Dylan providing enough lays for
losing lovers to keep Manfred
Mann in singles- fodder for the
next couple of years, also providng such verbal chess games as
Changing of the guards and No
time to think for the benefit of
those who like to dissect his every
sentence. Ihave no such desire to
translate or interpret, for me it's
enough that Dylan's lyrics still
fascinate and hang together like
coral chains, chunky, yet filled
Nith abstract beauty. It's enough
too, that he can remember Blind
Boy Grunt and toss in a blues like
Vew pony, or even nod vaguely in
the direction of Marty Robbins via
Senor, which is undoubtedly more
substantial than anything Marty's
ever likely to toss to an audience
put comes lit with the same sort of
Vlexican border sunlight. Difference is that Marty's way, it's John
=ord with Victor McLagen providng the laughs, while with Dylan
t's Peckinpah, all great camera
ingles and strictly for keeps.
Enough, enough, then. Legal is
)ne that you cannot afford to miss.
You will, therefore, most certainly
Whattya mean, you bought
tthree weeks ago? Can Ihelp it
f you're so damned impetuous
A/13:11
The Boomtown Rats were one
)f the first bands to shove their
leads out of the mire ( or in this
:ase, the peat- bog) when punkanania hit the record companies
ind they became swamped by
marling vocalists and motorway
)ercussionists. The Rats proved
hey had the same vitality— plus,
ike the commercials say, that
idditional ingredient.
Not for
hem
the
Pistol- painting
by
lumbers. They came on melody
drong and as full of head as apint
if best Guinness. And a Tonic
:or The Troops (
Ensign ENVY
.), the band's second album,
.erves to prove that the Bob
;eldorf show is still on the road
ind moving in the right direction.
'here's the occasional squint in
he rear-view mirror— Like clockII -FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

work, which is also arecent single,
is little more than Dave Dee with
knobs on— but mainly The Rats
are in the fast lane, waving to
Bowie's Volkswagen with Inever
loved Eva Braun, on which Geldorf
provides his rm-Schicklgruberand-l-wuz-wronged
impression,
sticking to his own neck of the
woods with Rat trap, atale of lowlife homes and street living in
Dublin's Five Lamp area—though
the song could equally be set in
Glasgow, Liverpool or any other
city. Tonic isn't as urgent an
album as the Rats' debut shot—
maybe the band has tried to shake
off some of the more obvious
Stones' traits in a search for a
true identity, losing a little something in so doing— nevertheless,
the album is a major one and
deserves to be heard. [
A : 1]
Less deserving of a hearing is
the drum sound on Asleep At The
Wheel's
Collision
Course
(Capitol E- ST 11726), which is
decidedly naff and inferior to that
heard on many of the 78s that
ATTW have obviously listened to
along the way. In some ways
though, the album is probably the
band's strongest commercial bet
to date, though I have some
reservations
performance- wise,
the version of One o'clock jump on
this release being stodgier than
the one that bedecked ASTW's
Epic album afew years ago, while
Ain't nobody here but us chickens,
though
aping
Louis Jordan's
original, lacks something of the
inspired, humorous, fit- to- jump
approach that made Jordan's
recording so irresistible. However,
ATTW—now an 11- piece with a
strong sax section—are, as always
a thoroughly entertaining outfit,
swapping swing licks with those
of R&B and chipping in fresh slices
of Louisiana cajun and Opry-born
country music. Why is why Ilove
'em— warts and all! [
El : 1]
Detroit rock has always been
tougher than tough— real chew
nails and spit rivets stuff. Mitch
Ryder and Bob Seger stand as
prime examples—and now heading out of the breakers' yard come
Rockets, whose Love Transfusion (
RCA PFL 12572) does
nothing to change the image. A
five- piece,
featuring
former
Detroit Wheels John Badanjek
and Jim McCarty, Rockets offer
such self-explanatory kickers as
Fast thing in Detroit and / got to
move; along with My heart needs
you, a gospel- truth street corner
ballad; Looking for love, a roughride shuffle; and a miscellany of
other material which if not notable
for its originality at least bears the
beer- stains of good, small club
rock. [
A: 1]
And while we're on the subject
of Detroit, a few words on behalf
of Martha Reeves.
Since her
Motown days as lead Vandella,
she's been strictly out of luck. A
stay at MCA found Richard Perry
trying to fix her up for the front
cover of Vogue— all clean cut and
Diana Ross. A stay at Arista
proved unhappy too—just one
SEPTEMBER
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album and she was off on a
protest run. But with We Meet
Again (
Fantasy FT544) there are
signs that she's turinng the corner
once more. Produced by another
ex-Motowner in Henry Cosby, she
sounds happier in her settings
and more like the lady who once
picked up paychecks from Berry
Gordy. Not everything is perfect,
far from it— her voice is distinctly
wayward on Michel Legrand's
What are you doing the rest of your
life?, a great standard but unsuitable for Ms Reeves, who's
almost been most potent on solid
footstompers.
But when she's
allowed to range far and wide over
the disco- rhythms of SawyerMcClouds Love don't come no
stronger, then one can visualise
Martha Reeves in terms of chart
entries once more. I'm free again
—back to being me again, she
proclaims on the album's opening
track. Could be. [
A: 1/2]
Trying to link these reviews
together, albeit in a haphazard
manner,
I notice that Steve
Douglas, who played sax on the
Dylan album, also contributes a
couple of solos
on
Almost
Summer (
MCA MCF 2840), a
motion picture soundtrack album
of some musical validity. Also
featured are such groups of
Fresh and High Energy, along with
jazz reedman Charles Lloyd— but
the main reason for hearing the
album is Celebration, a group led
by Beach Boy Mike Love, whose
efforts fill most of the LP's first
side. These tracks include the
film's title song, written by Love,
Brian Wilson and Al Jardine; It's
okay, aLove- Wilson collaboration;
John Sebastian's Summer in the
city; plus Cruisin' and Sad, sad,
summer, both numbers penned by
Love in his best Surfin' safari/Good
vibrations manner ( yep— he helped
to write both of those!). So for
half a record it's Beach Boy
harmonies and the sound of surf
—which provides a good enough
excuse to award at least [
A: 2] in
my opinion. But if you've more
than one Jan and Dean disc in
your collection you can be excused
for adding half a point more.

RUCK

Fred Dellar
providing a platform on whict
Knopfler lands between quick
pickin'
flights.
The
Straits
material—all by the remarkabl(
Knopfler—is, like the band, enjoy•
able without being overly impres.
sive, sometimes being lyrical')
interesting, a point for the defenc(
being Wild west show, whict
provides a contemporary look a
the Soho scene once so wel
documented by the likes of A
Stewart.
An agreeable alburr
then— but somehow Ithink Dir(
Straits will have to move or
further in order to gain acceptanc(
from
the
wider
public
the)
obviously wish to attract. [
A*: 2]
FINAL FLINGS &

OTHER THINGS

Alan Freed's Memory LanE
(Pye PKL 5572) is a reissuE
designed to tie-in with the recen .
release of American Hot Wax, thE
film tribute to Freed, the dee-ja)
who first coined the term rock anc
roll. A flashback to the doo-woF
days of 1954-58 in the company o.
The Impressions, Jesse Belvin
The Crests, The Orioles, ThE
Moonglows etc. Memory Lane
which also contains some briel
narrative snippets from the latE
Freed, is therefore, atasty, reasonably priced history lesson.(13/C: 1]
Unhappily, The Dirt Band (
UA
For those who prefer pubs to UAK 30174)
have chosen tc
cinemas, the name of Dire Straits relinquish most of their links with
(Vertigo 9102 021) may sound the past—and though they curreasonably familiar. For the band rently purvey a reasonable line in
have appeared at more ale- houses proficient country- rock, it seems
than some of Watney's delivery that any thoughts of another Will
vans and their first appearance The Circle Be Unbroken can be
on disc was via the Front row safely forgotten. [
A: 2].
Festival set,
recorded
live at
Finally ( now there's an inspired
Islington's Hope and Anchor. way to close a section!) Johnny
Strange really, for Straits are a Rivers has called in Outside Help
subtle little quartet who have never (Polydor 2310-603) to help him
blitzed an audience in their life,
make it through the night. The
being content to rely on pithy, full help
involved
includes
Herb
of space compositions. In some Pederson,
Fred Tackett, Tom
ways, they're not even a band, for Scott,
Dean
Parks,
Michael
the whole show is really Mark Omartian,
Marty
Paich,
Mike
Knoplfer, an agile guitarist in the Melvoin and Ed Greene, all first
J. J. Cale tradition, who also team
members
of
Sessions
handles the vocals in a style that United, and the result is yet
often owes much to Dylan. Be- another warm, agreeable album
hind
him,
his
brother David from Rivers, who this time around
(rhythm guitar), John Illsley ( bass) includes versions of two Curtis
and Pick Withers ( drums) swing Mayfield oldies Monkey time and
lightly
and
politely,
generally Um, Um, Um, Um, Um.
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lot of people can't stand the James
Brown rap, but for me it doesn't
get in the way of wonderful consistently good- taste rhythm playing. The whole band is the rhythm
section and for tightness, nobody
comes near to this band. Although
the musicians change around a
lot, the band always retains its
identity. On this album there's
more of an afro/jazz rhythmic feel
and it adds to the listener's
interest. But Brown is perhaps
more interested in the dancers.
His ultra- brief sleevenote says—
'Here I am back where we all
started because now people want
real dance music. I am so glad
that the public got wise to the
electronic sounds. Either you can
Ken Hyder
or you cannot. Ithank God they
say Ican. Here it is so spank your
butt off.'
Precisely.
NE of the most misunderstood
When Mu First Part originally
and under- rated musicians
since Bird was Albert Ayler. His came out about eight years ago it
'orcefulness was all too often became asort of cult record. Now
:aken for aggression, and his high- that it's been re-released, this
'requency harmonics, for un- time on Affinity AFF8 [B/C: 1*] it
elated squawks. The truth was might be easier to get hold of.
:hat Ayler was a human player, Quite simply, Mu is an amazing
and an intensely spiritual player— duet with two amazing musicians,
perhaps one of the most spiritual Don Cherry and Ed Blackwell. The
azz musicians I've heard. His was music is largely improvised but
a music with a message for because of Cherry's affinities with
iumanity. His tenor saxophone ethnic musics and Blackwell's
spoke of love. That's the message universality as a drummer, there
n an essential double live album are all sorts of influences at work
Nuits De La Fondation Maeght here. Unique, fascinating stuff,
-ecorded in France just four this is another album for your
nonths before he died in No- shopping list.
The
Lester
Young
Story
/ember 1970. This set more than
others illustrates what Ayler had reaches Volume 3 on CBS 88266
ione with his music. He had [H: 2] and it sounds like scraping
succeeded in distilling the whole it together stuff. Although there's
assence of early jazz, spiritual a small portion of Billie Holliday,
gospel music, marching music, and a large portion of Count
the blues and folk music to Basie, somehow the spirit and
Droduce a strong total music—a projection of the earlier volumes
world music. What he played was is missing. Only for the most avid
paradoxically simple considering collector Ithink.
But another double album in
the wealth of influences he was
using. Like a lot of good music it the CBS contemporary masters
speaks with a clear naturalness series tells a different story.
which appeals to children. That Charlie Parker— One Night In
ind of musical honesty can be Birdland is magic. A lot of Bird
overpowering and on the last side on records is studio material
of this set for example, it's which imposed restrictions on the
Difficult to avoid being emotionally length of numbers. But this is a
moved by this kind of giving, self- live recording, with Bird stretching
essness. The only piece with out more. The real earopener on
words is Music Is The Healing these cuts recorded 28 years ago
rorce Of The Universe sung by is Art Blakey's powerhouse drumAyler's companion, Mary Maria— ming. Although Blakey's not an
and it's a kind of jazz hymn overlooked drummer. I wonder
stressing the need for spiritual how many people realise how
regeneration
throughout
the heavy he was in 1950. It's worth
world.
Ayler was unique and getting this set to check out that
overlooked. If you've overlooked alone. But there's more. There's
him, you'll not go wrong rectifying Parker playing astorm, and there's
that omission with this album. choice Fats Navarro, then some
And if you're already an Ayler knockout Bud Powell. In spite of
aficionado, you'll want this set too. the high energy going down, and
It's on Shandar 83503/4 [
B:
the complexity of the music, the
and if you have any difficulty whole thing sounds remarkably
getting hold of it, try Projection relaxed. The music on this album
Records, 9 Grove End, Rectory is what bebop is all about.
Grove, Leigh on Sea, Essex.
Essential listening. [
H: 1*1
Isaw the Carla Bley Band play
OK, it's own up time. Who IS
live
on
their
European
Tour 1977
the Godfather of the disco scene,
and all those superbad, superslick —now an album on Watt/8. This
lazz funk bands?
It's James studio version captures the feel
Brown. And he's still laying it on of the live gig, but the production
the line. Like with Jam 1980's on gives it a weird echoey sound at
Polydor 2391 342 [
A: 1]. Iknow a times. There's a lot of humour in
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the music, especially when they
run through a series of national
anthems. Much, much better than
her last album. [B: 2]
There are a couple of piano
double albums on Vogue which
are worth a listen. Bud Powell—
The Best Years VJD 546 [H: 1]—
plays in a style that launched a
thousand pianists. He was the
archetypal bebop pianist and it
shows in the first of these albums.
In the same way Teddy Wilson is
more urgent on the first album of
his I Got Rhythm set VJD 544
[H: 1].
Maybe that's because
he's got what sounds like Jo
Jones swishing him along. Ilike
Teddy Wilson's playing a lot, for
everything he does seems to come
across so joyful. A rewarding pair
of collections.
Harvey Mason's Funk In A
Mason Jar is afairly patchy album.
Much of it is sophisticated studio
jazz- funk, played
by excellent
musicians. At this kind of thing,
Mason is the heaviest drummer
around. One track however is
recommended listening for fans
of funk rhythm sections. Their
playing on Phantazia is a lesson in
hip tightness. Otherwise it's a
very pleasant, laid back kind of
album. Saturday morning music.
It's on Arista SPART 1049 [
A: 2].
Horace Silver is a very consistent player. He keeps coming up
with albums which unfortunately
are
not only consistent
but
similar. Silver'n Percussion is
the latest in a series of albums.
One side is a sort of African
tribute, while the other is to do
with American Indians.
What
comes across however is Silver's
distinctive
latin
vamp
style—
neither particularly African nor
Indian. Still it's all quite jolly, if
not especially memorable— Blue
Note UAG 20013. [
A: 2]
The standout feature of Movies
on Watt/7 is
Larry Coryell's
guitar playing. I've not been over

fond of his playing in the past but
on this Mike Mantler album he lays
down some fine licks. The other
appealing feature is the teaming of
bassist Steve Swallow and drummer Tony Williams.
In such
company, Mantler himself comes
on stronger than in the past. The
compositions are unusual and
earcatching. It would have had
more impact though, if it had been
better recorded. [
C: 2]
If
you
can
imagine
the
Crusaders without Wilton Felder,
and with more piano than usual,
you've got a rough idea of how
Joe Sample's Rainbow Seekes
sounds. And perhaps more than
on Crusader albums, Sample is
playing the acoustic piano. It's
as smooth and slick as you'd
expect. Everything just falls neatly
into place—there's no awkwardness in the music. But at the same
time there's no feeling of tha•
special on the edge excitement
These
musicians are
playinç
within their extensive capabilities
Sample earns full marks for supert
production, catchy tunes, one
sheer professional muscianship
but familiarity is wearing awa)
that Crusaders' magic ... ABC
Records ABCL 5245. [
A*: 1/2]
Summit Meeting is a main.
stream studio session featurinç
players like Elvin Jones, Jame:
Moody and Clark Terry on Van.
guard VSD 79390.
Again it':
strong on musicianship but shor
on excitement. When there's se
much heavier much around
can't imagine many punters goinç
out and buying this album. [
KA/13
1/3]
Finally, if you like your jaz,
funky and catchy, you'll not go fa
wrong with Headhunters' Straigh
From The Gate, Arista SPAR1
1048 [
A: 2]. It's not overclear
and as usual it features the im
maculate bass guitar of Pau
Jackson around whom the wholt
music seems to function.

mew§ non

don't think the Sales Manager had anything quite so emphatic in mind when
he asked for a more revolutionary approach to selling.'
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S more of our present-day
singers discover that it is
well worth raiding the archives of
Victorian and Edwardian balladry
to find some worthwhile songs
that present an
interpretative
challenge in their own
right
(Benjamin
Luxon
and
Robert
Lloyd have both given us very fine
examples recently), we also find
pleasure in rediscovering the
talents of earlier singers like
Frederick
Harvey
who
were
eminently at home in such repertoire when it was still a current
form of popular song. There was
no greater talent in this field than

Peter Dawson and it is good to
find his recordings available in
two recent reissues— The Very
Best of Peter Dawson (
World
Records ci SM411/4) and The
Floral Dance (
EMI ' Encore' ci
ONCM506, £2.50). The first is a
comprehensive 4- record set that
gives us a cross-section of the
Dawson art under such headings
as ' Songs of the Homeland',
'Favourite
Ballads', ' Rudyard
Kipling', ' Sacred Songs', ' Favourite Classics' and ' Peter Dawson
Favourites'. All his best items are
there and no Dawson admirer
should miss this set, excellently
transferred to LP. The single LP
issue contains 20 items with only
4that are not included in the boxed
set—Friend o'mine; Drake's drum;
Wandering the King's highway and
Itravel the road. A truly excellent
selection with good sound quality.
In similar comprehensive style
comes the art of Richard Tauber
in The Voice of Romance
(World
Records
ci
SM431/4)
which gathers the great tenor's
recordings in English under such
titles as ' Songs from the Shows',
'Melodies from the Movies', ' Stage
Successes', ' In Love with Vienna'
and ' Tauber Favourites'.
With
the minor reservation that the
connoisseur will regret not having
some Tauber in his native tongue,

this is again a real collector's
item full
of splendid things.
Having much enjoyed his previous
album ( RCA RL11698) Iam pleased
to see that the American tenor
Robert White has afurther record
I Hear You Calling Me ( RCA
RL12450, £3.99) in which he sings
such songs as Roses of Picardy
and Come to the Fair in his pleasant
clear McCormack influenced vein.
He is well accompanied by Samuel
Sanders and well recorded. While
we have such talents around, the
art of Dawson and Harvey is not
lost. Iwould ask him in future not
to pronounce words like roses and
Picardy so oddly—this is carrying
the Irish a bit too far; otherwise
nothing but praise [
A: 1j.
The
EMI
'
Encore'
label
is
obviously going to be a rewarding
one offering the best of such
mixed talents as Peter Dawson
(above), Reginald Dixon in Blaze
Away (
EMI Encore ONCR509,
£2.50)— items and medleys recorded 1961-70; the ebullient Mrs.
Mills in All Time Party Dances
and
Other
Favourites
(
EMI
Encore ONCR508, £2.50) 19651971; and The Donald Peers
Collection
(
EMI
Encore
ci
ONCM505, £2.50)
which
will
return some old favourites to
many. You take them on their
various merits.

World Records have showered
us with riches as we catch up with
their various treasure hunts among
the archives; which, no doubt,
getting
their
Pennies
from
Heaven album ( World Records
ci
SH266, £2.30)
has greatly
encouraged.
This
draws the
material heard in the TV series
together with old recordings of
popular songs by such as Stone,
Noble, Roy, Hall, Fox, Hylton and
Gibbons. Ah, what nostalgia! In
like vein The Great British
Dance Bands Play the Music
of
Arthur Schwartz
(
World
Records
m
SH274, £2.30)
British versions of such song
classics as Dancing in the dark
and Love is a dancing thing in
recordings made from 1930 to
1936. Similar period and material
in The Piccadilly Hotel Bands
(World Records m SH250, £2.30)
except that under the guidance of
Al Starita it all has that smooth
elegance that one would expect
in hotel restaurant and dance
floor music. No less attractive for
that and full of interesting songs
of the time that you might have
forgotten. 1927 to 1929 period and
full of that jazzy joviality of the
time; lovely stuff to my ears. This
Is Henry Hall (
World Records
ci
SHB48-2
records, £6.90)
brings brimming memories of the

spendor
Spendor advertisements try to avoid unqualified
assertions about the quality of Spendor products,
preferring to point out how well they are regarded
by professional people, including the BBC, IBA
and associated broadcasting companies, RTE,
EMI, Marconi, Dolby and Ampex.
As evidence of continuing success WDR, the
largest broadcasting organisation in Germany is,
this year, re- equipping its studios with Spendor
speakers and amplifiers.
Your local Spendor dealer will be pleased to
demonstrate our products to you. His address can
be obtained from:
SPENDOR AUDIO SYSTEMS LIMITED
Spendor Audio Systems Limited,
Station Road Industrial Estate,
Hailsham, Sussex, England. BN27 2ER.
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BC Dance Orchestra of the
130s and Henry Hall's own band
the later 1930s and splendid bits
nonsense that Iso well rememember hearing through fretorked speaker apertures like
fga Pullofski, the beautiful spy and
'hen the guardsman started croong on parade. Many thanks for
is one.
We cross the Atlantic for the
Dxt one to hear the bands of
(hiteman, Sissle, Vallee, Hylton
USA, Sevin and Kirk, etc in
ands Across the Sea 1923-1936
Vorld Records ‘tSH367). Intersting to make your comparisons
matters of dance band accomlishment with the home grown
iriety. A generation or two of
lickey Mouse to Dumbo addicts

folk

Paul Oliver
'OR the folk enthusiast the name
of Transatlantic has been syn,nymous with the music for quite
ifteen
years.
An
importing
ompany
that
handled
the
Tiportant Folkways label as well
,s many others essential to the
,tudent of American folk music,
"ransatlantic has also had its own
abel under this name, a cheaper
me in Xtra, which included ressues from Folkways as well as
'reedom, Black Lion and Mile;tone. Recently the firm has come
inder new management and has
)een re- christened Logo. The
fransatlantic, Freedom and Black
_ion labels are to continue under
heir direction.
This is obviously agood time to
.
eview Transatlantic's achieverents and this is what the series
Transatlantic:
The
Vintage
(ears' sets out to do. Volume
Dne ( MTRA 2001) celebrates its
iiscovery and recording of some
)f the brightest young talent of the
sixties and seventies, in Great
3ritain
mainly.
There is for
Dxample, a breathtaking duet by
Dave
Swarbrick (fiddle)
and
Vlartin Carthy on the theme Byker
gill, within which the interweaving
Df the two instruments and the
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

will get a lot of pleasure out of
hearing
Great
Songs
from
Disney Movies (
World Records
SH268, £2.30) as interpreted
by British bands and artists 19331949. Who's afraid of the big bad
wolf? and all that—all delightfully
silly as asymphony. A remarkable
issue is an album called The
Young Irving Berlin (
World
Records
m SH275, £2.30)
in
which British bands and artists
take us right back to the ragtime
age of 1912-15 and two from
1919-21 when the name of Irving
Berlin was sweeping the world.
Remarkable
not
only as
an
historic document but for the
incredible clarity with which these
ancient items have been transferred to disc. Idon't remember

hearing
them
more
vividly!
Equally remarkable in its own way
is a record called All Our Own
Work (
World Records m SH273,
£2.30) in which a number of
famous songwriters are heard
interpreting their own compositions. They may not do it better
than others but it has a ring of
authenticity, ranging from Mr. Nat
D. Ayer reviving memories in the
1930s to Irving Berlin in his Army
show of the 1940s. Others to be
heard are Johnny Green ( very
accomplished),
Sammy
Fain,
Mabel Wain and Arthur Schwartz.
And for a special sort of revival
sound I am sure I only need
mention
the
name
of
Felix
Mendelssohn's Hawaiian Serenaders to send some of you

scampering off to revive 1940-1945
memories of this seductive sound
on Aloha on the Steel Guitar
(World Records ‘iSH259, £2.30).
By this time you will be ready for
the biggest boxful of all and a
chance to have your over- worked
memories yanked back to the
sombre but rich years of 1939-1945
with Hits of World War II
(World Records m SM381/8, as
dance bands and vocalists bring
back those masterpieces ranging
from We're going to hang out the
washing on the Siegfried Line to
Coming home. Someone has done
some incredibly industrious research and covered the sleeves
with wartime posters that are as
evocative as the music.

This set Arnold's classic, dazzling Milk
use of suspended rhythms is Davenport approach.
fascinating. In the Dylan days of reissued tracks is less stimulat- Cow Blues from 1934 and a
than
the
others.
Alex tremendous Leadbelly Fort Worth
there were many singers who ing
performed narrative poems to Campbell puts in a rather sweet and Dallas Blues of a year later.
Owen Hand His white friend Woody Guthrie
nostalgic music; early Bert Jansch Banks of Claudy.
was like this, as on his wistful sings I Loved a Lass in Ewan also sings a celebrated item with
Rosemary Lane. Jansch was one McColl- derived expression and his Mean Talking Blues. Other
of the team, along with John other typical performances are tracks are by Memphis Slim,
withRenbourn
and
others,
who heard from Archie Fisher, Matt Muddy Waters' Blues Band (
formed
Pentangle,
and
their McGinn and the Ian Campbell out Muddy, in spite of the notes)
spirited Light Flight opens the Group. I feel that the Appalo- and the English ' All Stars' led by
record and sets its tone and period. chian banjo is inappropriate to Alexis Korner. [B/H: 1/2]
Back home for '
Best of English
Renbourn
recounts
President Ian and Lorna Campbells Keach
McKinley's murder with a version in the Creel. It is mostly typical Folk' ( MTRA 2005) which suffers
of White House Blues, reminding sixties Hostenanny fare, but Isla from the lack of any artists from
us that the roots of England's folk Cameron's unaccompanied As I within the tradition, overlapping
of artists with the Irish and
revival was in American music; Roved Out is a gem. [A/B: 2]
Across the ocean for The Best Scottish albums and some rather
others in the same or similar genre
performances
by
included Richard Digance and of Blues(MTRA 2304) which pretty studied
Ralph McTell. More of a surprise well lives up to its title. It opens Pentangle and Mr Fox. The least
is Travel Away by the Humblebums with a fine version of Bessie successful set, it has ragtime
of whom Billy Connolly was half; Smith's Back Water Blues by Big guitar from John James on Easy
he hadn't rediscovered his folksy Bill Broonzy. It comes from the Street and some heavy amplificaScots brogue then. For grittier 'blues
revival' period, as do tion from quite a number of
dialect stuff Off to Dublin in the Brownie McGhee's lightly swing- musicians. But there's Ian Ravens
Green is better.
It's by the ing gospel song I'm Going to Tell Black Country The Boxing Match,
Dubliners, but personally Iprefer God and the brief virtuoso har- and the quasi- mediaeval sounds
The Kincore Jig by the Boys ot the monica impression of aFox Chase of Gryphon's Sir Gawin Grimbold
Lough [A/B : 1/21.
by
Sonny
Terry.
Lightnin' to offset the emphasis on electric
A/B: 2] In all, an
They reappear with a haunting Hopkins' Going Back to Florida folk-rock. [
Lament for Limerick on Volume caught him at his peak with richly impressive reminder of the great
Two, Best of Irish Folk (
MTRA timbred voice and characteristic services performed by Trans2002). Renbourn, Swarbrick and guitar phrases. Earlier blues are atlantic to the folk world these
the Dubliners are also on this reissued
by James ' Kokomo' many years.
collection, but there are some
very fine tunes played by Na Fili
on two extended tracks, including
Green Fields of Rossbeigh and
lnis Dhun Ramha. The infiltration
of the guitar with American- styled
picking is evident on Hamish
Imlach's Foggy Dew, but this is
one of the most interesting versions
of the song I have heard. A
mixture of traditions, suitably
transatlantic, also creeps into the
performances of The Johnstons,
171
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with Spanish Lady, or the thrumming Madame Bonaparte by Finbar
Furey with its shrill piping above
1
the rhythm. [
A/B: 1/2]
Dave Swarbrick dons the kilt
for Farewell to Aberdeen on Volume
Three Best of Scottish Folk
(MTRA 2003) while Hamish lmlach
Remember: ' Quadrafile' HFNIRR's own 4speaker dog exerciser ( see page 129)
puts in some street and children's
is still available.
songs with a kind of Scots Bob

1 :0f."2,
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Book Reviews
HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKERS by
Martin Colloms. 241 pages. Price £8.95. Published
by Pentech Press, 4 Graham Lodge, Graham Road,
London NW4 3DG.

THERE HAS always been a gap between
formal textbooks on electro acoustics, which
delve deeply into mathematical models that
may often be unrealisable in practice, and the
somewhat repetitious trivialities of ' popular'
expositions that fail to satisfy the serious
enquirer, who is not necessarily a physicist.
The author has attempted to fill this vacuum,
with admirable success on the whole. He
includes summaries of the more important
theoretical results, generally without proof,
and also offers a wealth of detail about the
practical behaviour of drivers and systems in
non- mathematical
terms.
Clearly,
some
condensation is inevitable, and the reader
will need a fair technical background to
follow, for example, the derivation of the
simplified equivalent circuits that describe
driver behaviour in various regions of its
overall response, given in section 2.3. At the
least, however, the reader can ignore the
argument while still benefiting from the
conclusions.
The relative amount of space devoted to
various sections in any book is always a
matter for argument, but a little more space
might have been given to the theory and
design of the full- range electrostatic loudspeaker, which is important enough to have
survived unchanged for twenty years but is
glossed over by most authors. Nevertheless,
the design and construction of a good crosssection of drivers and enclosures is dealt
with both comprehensively and comprehensibly, with the pros and cons discussed
in eminently practical terms. An important
section is devoted to active and passive
crossovers which, apart from its usefulness
to designers, does much to dispel the widelyheld fallacy that anyone can knock up the odd
crossover by simple, rule- of-thumb methods.
The text is accompanied by a generous
selection of useful line drawings and typical
performance graphs, and includes numerous
references which are both up-to-date ( where
appropriate) and invoke respected sources.
Chapter 7, on enclosures, could be tightened
up a bit— it does meander somewhat as it
stands.
The good work of the author has not been
given the backing it deserves by his publisher.
There are too many errors, even allowing for
the triviality of most of them. For example,
some readers just might be confused by the
erroneous high-pass slope in Fig. 6.1. Photographs are few in number and poor in quality,
while the page- setting far too frequently
places diagrams overleaf from the related
text. It is also a pity that the objective circuit
symbols of BS 3939 were not used. After all,
they date from as long ago as 1966 and are
now widely taught and used industrially. The
given alternatives are not always correct, or
even consistent. Fig. 4.14b, one of only two
diagrams using the ' new' resistors, also
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includes proposed IEC symbols not yet
approved in Britain— indeed, this particular
figure, unexplained in the text, is nigh on
incomprehensible.
Despite these minor irritations the book is
a valuable one. With a minimum of technical
background any reader should find a great
deal of material about the complex effects on
aloudspeaker system of changes in the many
interacting parameters, and will gain an
excellent insight into current thinking about
design, manufacture and assessment. It is
also a very useful reference source for those
already in the field.
Trevor Attewell
BEETHOVEN by Maynard Solomon. 400 pages,
including 74 pages of appendices ( Abbreviations,
Notes, Bibliography, Index of Compositions,
General
Index).
Price £8.95,
hard
cover.
Published by Cassell & Co. Ltd., 35 Red Lion
Square, London WC1R 4SG.

IN THE 1930s Ernest Newman boldly placed
Beethoven on the amateur psychoanalyst's
couch in a provocative little book called The
Unconscious Beethoven. Then, in the 1950s,
Editha and Richard Sterba followed Newman's
genial study with a more professionally cold
attempt at posthumous analysis (
Beethoven
and his Nephew), in which the composer was
represented as a homosexual and seemed
to be robbed of the freedom to hold any significant moral, social or religious opinion without some Freudian explanation. The notion
that Beethoven's entanglement with his
nephew might have sexual overtones now
seems fair enough, and after another two
decades Luigi Magnani took this for granted
in his semi- fictitious Beethoven's Nephew;
but he departed from the Sterbas in assuming that the composer's idealism was what
it seems to be: atangled but genuine expression of the ethical man.
Thus the stage was set for a more wideranging consideration of Beethoven's personality, drawing upon psychoanalytic ideas if
and when these seem appropriate, but using
them to explain the obscure rather than explain away the valuable. Maynard Solomon's
new book adopts this role— more or less. It
is certainly wide-ranging and is clearly the
outcome of enormous research (there are
over a thousand numbered references),
offering a mass of closely argued comment
on Beethoven the man and suggesting— but
seldom insisting—that the ebb and flow of
emotional tension and crisis in his life had
important bearings on his musical creativity.
The book's 22 chapters are grouped in four
sections, each covering a major segment of
the composer's life and each ending with a
chapter on the music.
Solomon's motto- theme is that Beethoven
was the victim of what he calls a ' Family
Romance'—a childhood- rooted fantasy of
noble birth and twisted parental images. But
the theme is subject to so many variations
that one wonders at times whether it has
been adopted to comply with the principles

of psychoanalysis rather than to illuminate
agenius. Thus: ' his sister-in-law was " split"
into fragments of the mother image, alternately perceived as the neglectful, poisoning
wife and as the valiant defender of her offspring, as prostitute and as unattainable love
object. Sometimes, even, he seems to have
identified her with his father . . . unfit to
rear a child . . . or grandfather—the omnipotent and wrathful superego . . . Beethoven's perception of his nephew was equally
fluid: Karl was Beethoven himself, rescued
from his false and unworthy parents by the
good prince, royal father, and nourishing
mother; he was Beethoven's child narcissistically ( divinely) conceived . . . he was at once
Beethoven's infantilistic father and his partly
orphaned younger brothers'.
To be fair, Solomon himself remarks that
'there is a dizzying series of splittings and
substitutions here'. He sometimes seems
ruefully aware that his Freudian flights may
leave the reader behind in amused disbelief,
and this is his saving grace. He is not arrogant, and even gives an impression that if
one came up with an entirely different type
of explanation for some aspect of the composer he would commend it in the book's
next edition. He is not even too cocksure
about the important major discovery presented in Chapter 15, where the identity of
the long- sought-after ' Immortal Beloved' is
firmly ( and probably finally) established as
Antonie Brentano.
My view is that a rather different type of
mental biography would be at least as revealing of the man, and perhaps more valuable
as a pointer to the music—a survey of what
Beethoven called his ' empire of the mind',
his beliefs, feelings and ideas, set within the
cultural context of the tumultuous age through
which he lived. But this is a personal hobbyhorse which, hopefully, will bear fruit before
long as a rather smaller volume than that
under review. In the meantime, this substantial and fascinating study by no means ignores
the philosophic/social background (the categories of Enlightenment thought are seen
reverberating through Beethoven's life from
the Bonn days), although the book's real
raison d'être is to present aset of striking new
views as seen through the kaleidescope of
Beethoven's partly unconscious personality.
Despite their particular bias those views
are mercifully compatible with a measure of
idealism, of an outlook in which one can
discern some of the composer's own ( conscious) inner ' empire'. Attacking the notion
that the ' Ode to Joy' may be criticised because
its generous philosophy is to some extent
denied by the society which promotes Beethoven's music, Solomon declares that: ' If we
lose our awareness of the transcendent
realms of play, beauty, and brotherhood
which are portrayed in the great affirmative
works of our culture, if we lose the dream of
the Ninth Symphony, there remains no counterpoise against the engulfing terrors of civilization, nothing to set against Auschwitz and
Vietnam as a paradigm of humanity's possibilities.' If Beethoven could observe our age
he would surely agree with this. He was himself a paradigm of what man may achieve
against mighty odds.
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Three Cassette Decks
MARANTZ 5010 /

PHILIPS N-2538 /

SANKYO STD - 1900

Gordon King
THIS

group review samples three recent
cassette decks at the lower end of the
price scale. A later review will investigate
three machines higher up the scale. The
decks explored here are all two- head frontloaders, and all are equipped with noise reduction switching. The Marantz and Sankyo
have Dolby only, while the Philips boasts
both Dolby and Dynamic Noise Limiting
(DNL) with switching, which allows the use
of either system or both systems together.
All models include switching for ferric
(Fe), chrome (
Cr) and ferric- chrome (
FeCr)
types of tape. Required biasing and equalisation of the Philips are selected by ganged
push- buttons; the Marantz uses two pushbuttons, one for the two equalisation timeconstants and the other for two biasing levels;
and the Sankyo has two three- position
switches.
Separate switches do make it possible to
optimise the results on certain tape formulations, but unless one can be sure ( by measurement or listening) how the overall upperfrequency response is affected by experimenting with mixed settings, it is generally
best to operate the two switches in gang with
each other for the tape formulation being
used. For example, there is sometimes acase
for setting the bias high while retaining 120s
equalisation on certain high-energy Fe formulations to avoid excessive treble peaking.
However, it should be remembered that the
treble peak only shows when the measurement is made at a relatively low flux level ( we
use 20 nWb/m); so in some instances, particularly when recording music containing highlevel, high- frequency energy, a treble peak
occurring at 20 nWb/m can be positively advantageous, since it signifies that the tape is
able to provide headroom for HF components
of greater flux than the test level!
All the machines were first subjected to
detailed lab measurements on a wide range
of tapes, after which they were auditioned on
headphones and speakers ( using the Hitachi
MOSFET amplifier and IMF Monitor speakers)
in two ways: one by using well recorded music
cassettes, and two by recording through each
machine from master tape on to ablank cassette, and then replaying the cassette.

THE OBJECTIVE TESTS
The table on page 171 compares the results of the three decks on a number of pertinent parameters. In addition, but not shown,
each deck was tested on twelve different
tapes and each tape tested on seven parameters. Including the tape measurements,
the three machines were subjected to no
fewer than 327 separate measurements!
The tests in the table were conducted on
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Marantz 5010

UNFORTUNATELY
PHOTOS OF THE SANKYO
STD- 1900 WERE UNAVAILABLE AT THE TIME
OF PASSING THESE PAGES FOR PRESS

two tapes of Fe and FeCr formulations—either
those recommended by the manufacturers/
distributors, or those which were found from
the tape measurements to be particularly
suitable for the machines. The tapes used
are given in the table, and they are the ones
which were also used for the listening tests
(essentially that of Fe formulation). It was
decided not to extend the measurements or
listening tests into Cr formulations because
these are mostly failing to reach the standards
of the latest high-energy Fe and quasi -Cr
formulations, and they are sometimes more
expensive to boot. Some of the FeCr tapes
are improving, notably those by BASF and
Philips. The tapes most suitable for the
machines are given in the separate reviews.
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Inputs and Outputs
A number of the measurements are referred
to 200 nWb/m flux level ( the Dolby reference
level, which we have also adopted as our
reference level). Input sensitivity, for example,
is the 1kHz input required at line and mike
for a recording level corresponding to 200
nWb/m with the recording level controls at
maximum. There is not a great difference
between the machines in this respect.
Outputs were measured by playing a Dolby
reference tape with the line output loaded
into 47 kand the headphone jack socket into
both 8 and 200 ohms, the latter to discover
how well ( or otherwise) the machines would
drive low and medium impedance headphones. The Sankyo was happier into 8ohms
167/G

than the other two models, but all were satisfactory into medium impedance. Since the
Sankyo is equipped with an output level control, both the line and headphone outputs are
adjustable down to zero. The Philips has
rear presets for line tape replay level adjustment.
1% THD Threshold
This test was made with the signal at line
input, whose level was increased until the
signal at line output ( headphone output in
the case of the Philips because this model
fails to monitor the recording signal at line
output) measured 1% THD ( at the peak of
peak clipping). It is essentially a measurement of output level at 1% THD, since the
output stage invariably overloads before the
input stage.
Meters at Dolby Level
A Dolby reference level tape was played
and the meter indications noted. The Marantz
and Sankyo have VU meters, reading the
average signal, while the Philips meters are
dB- scaled, reading quasi- peak. The Philips
also reads the recording pre- emphasis, showing a rising indication with increasing frequency.
Third Harmonic Distortion
This, again, was measured at Dolby level
on both Fe and FeCr tapes using an HP spectrum analyser. Accurate distortion indications cannot be obtained from tape machines
using a simple distortion factor meter. The
Marantz produced more distortion on FeCr
tape, while the Philips and Sankyo had a
lower reading on FeCr than Fe tape. This is
the level of distortion which would be expected by recording up to 0VU or a little
above, or to about 0dB in the case of the
Philips.

test- tape from 31.5 Hz to 18 kHz was used to
ARM stands for ' average responding meter'
appraise the replay- only frequency responses
used for the measurement when the 0dB
of the machines. These are plotted together
reference on the CCIR curve corresponds to
on a single graph for ease of comparison
2kHz. This is our standard weighting which
(fig. 2, p. 172). This type of measurement is
we pioneered in the HiFi Choice— Tuners
important when the machine is to be used for
book, and which is recommended by Dolby.
playing pre-recorded and music tapes.
Weighted ratios ( ref. 200 nWb/m) are given
for both Fe and FeCr tapes with Dolby off
and on. The differences between machines
This is the DIN peak- weighted value as
are small, and partly attributable to the tapes
measured with the TDK wow and flutter testused for the tests. Because the weighting
tape.
greatly attenuates ripple components ( replay
hum and its harmonics), an unweighted
Fast- Spooling Time
measurement was also made on Fe tape,
In general, this is the average of fast rewind
Dolby on. The higher this ratio (the larger
and fast forward wind of a C60 cassette.
the dB number), the lower the hum produced
by the machine in replay mode. The un Stereo Separation
weighted value should be compared with the
This was measured by recording a 1kHz
Dolby- on weighted value for Fe tape. The
tone at 200 nWb/m on one stereo track and
smaller the difference, the better.
measuring the break-through at the line outOverall Frequency Response
put corresponding to the partnering stereo
track.
For each machine there is a family of penchart- plotted
overall
responses (fig. 1)
for Fe tape at three recording levels of 200
This is a well made machine, and for the
nWb/m (0dB), 20 nWb/m (- 20 dB), and
price represents good value for money. The
2nWb/m (- 40 dB). At each level a pair of
cassette compartment is at the left, and the
responses were plotted, the upper with Dolby
off and the lower with Dolby on. The pairs
whole of the window section opens slowly
thus reveal the encode/decode integrity of the
machine with that particular Fe tape over
40 dB dynamic range.
The 0dB curves show how falling tape
sensitivity with increasing frequency results
in early treble roll- off, while the — 20 and
—40 dB curves show how the upper-frequency
response is often emphasised owing to the
lack of tape compression at these lower flux
levels. The curves also show drop- out aberrations of the tape, which should be ignored
so far as the machine tests are concerned.

MARANTZ 5010

Replay Frequency Response
The latest BASF Fe frequency response

Marantz spectrogram at 400 nWb/m (Fe tape)
Scales: 200lizIdiv horizontal, 10dBldiv vertical

Overload Distortion
A similar test was made at 400 nWb/m,
which is 6dB above Dolby level, and the results are revealed by the three spectrograms.
As some music tapes have peak flux components approaching 400 nWb/m, this is a
pertinent test. The spectrograms show the
333 Hz fundamental at 0dB on the graticule,
the 2nd harmonic at 666 Hz, the 3rd harmonic
(which is the largest harmonic so far as tape
is concerned) at 999 Hz, and the 5th harmonic
at 1665 Hz.
Tape compression distortion is essentially
odd- harmonic. Head saturation distortion is
also odd- harmonic, the 5th tending to show
up more as the heads approach saturation.
Amplifier distortion is essentially even- harmonic, and with properly designed machines
should be much lower than the odd- harmonic
distortion. It is the level of distortion which
would be expected with the meter pointers
hitting their stops on music peaks! 5% 3rd
harmonic is not atypical under these conditions, though some up-market machines may
produce only about 1%— but much depends
on the tape capabilities.
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OFF
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,
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I
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l

Signal- to- Noise Ratios
CCIR weighting was used for the weighted
ratios. This refers to the nature of the weighting curve, which is shaped to correlate closely
with the annoyance value of the noise. Suffix
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when the eject key is depressed. A window
shows most of the cassette in use and rear
illumination gives some idea of the amount
of tape left for recording or replay. There is
also the usual digital counter, but no memory
button.
The brushed aluminium front panel overlaps the black- finished metal enclosure
slightly for cabinet housing, resulting in rather
sharp corners. Two usefully large VU meters
reside at the left of the front panel, the scaling
below 0dB of which glows softly blue when
the machine is on. Two press switches are
employed to change between 120 and 70"Ls
equalisation and to provide two levels of
biasing. Push- buttons are also used for
switching Dolby and a recording limiter, and
small red lights signify the selection of Dolby
and record mode.
Front standard jack sockets are fitted for
headphones and left and right microphones.
There are no mike/line mixing facilities, the
line input circuits being disconnected when
microphones are plugged into the jack sockets. ' Phono' type sockets are present
at the rear for line pairs in and out, duplicated
by a DIN recording/replay socket. Also at
the rear is a small switch for the multiplex
(MPX) filter, which should generally be used
when recording from FM stereo unless the
tuner/receiver has a low level of pilot-tone
and sub- channel residual. The frequency
response plots were made with this filter
switched out (a slight impairment to upperfrequency response invariably occurs when
the filter is switched in—which is common
to most machines).
Two recording level controls with large
metal knobs are used for the left and right
channels; this makes stereo adjustment a
little inconvenient because the two controls
need to be adjusted together and in step,
which is not easy on music signal using the
meters!

distortion. In this machine they are hard
permalloy. In general, a fairly good result.
S/N ratios, too, were quite respectable, the
full potential being achieved on FeCr formulations. The unweighted ratio produced a
difference of 5.5 dB, indicating that a little
ripple is present on replay, but was below
audibility.
Both W&F and stereo separation were
acceptable, but this model had a rather protracted re- spooling time.
Listening Impressions
Although this machine gave results which
were virtually indistinguishable from the
source signal when replaying its own recording, the general impression was that on music
cassettes there was some suppression of
'attack' and transient ' sparkle'.
Mid-fre-

PHILIPS N-2538
This machine is physically smaller than the
other two, is neater looking and was voted
the highest aesthetically by our distaff observers. In contrast to the other two, the cassette compartment is located on the righthand side of the front panel, and two verticallyscaled dB quasi- peak responding meters are
set side- by- side at the left.
Left and right recording level slider controls are vertically disposed at the side of
the meters, which are well illuminated. Mixing
facilities are not provided, although inputs are
available for line and microphones, the latter
via two front standard jack sockets and the
former to ' phono' type sockets at the rear.
'Phono' sockets are also present for line
output, with DIN socket duplication for replay
and recording. The replay signal level can
be pre-set on the left and right channels by
two screwdriver controls at the back. These,
however, do not adjust the headphone signal

quencies were well reproduced, and the bass
was well maintained, particularly through the
IMF monitors, and the listeners could detect
no shortcomings due to the action of the
Dolby circuits.
Compatible Tapes
Best overall results were obtained from
Maxell UDXL II, Pyral Superferrite, Scotch
Master III and TDK SA formulations. Best
frequency responses were given by Ampex
Cr, Maxell UDXL II, Sony Cr and TDK SA;
but the Cr formulations were unable to deliver the output of the quasi -Cr and Fe highenergy tapes with respect to our 3% 3rd harmonic distortion threshold. Highest 333 Hz
MOL was provided by the new formulation
Pyral Superferrite, and the highest 4-5 kHz
MOL, ref. 3% 3rd- order IM, by the TDK AD.

level, which is fixed.
A curio of the machine, which made testing
more difficult but which may not affect the
normal user unduly, is that the signal being
recorded is not present at the output line
sockets. It is possible, though, to listen to
what is being recorded by plugging in a pair
of headphones. Normally of course, when
recording, say, from radio or disc, the signal

Philips spectrogram at 400 nWb/m (Fe tape)
Scales: 200Hzirliv horizontal, 10dBldiv vertical

Lab Results
Replay- only frequency response (fig. 2)
shows a relatively early upper-frequency rolloff using the BASF calibration tape, yet the
low-level overall record/replay response plots
(fig. la) show a tendency for the treble to
peak up to about 13-14 kHz, using the BASF
LHI tape, and then fall fairly swiftly. This
possibly results from the degree of preemphasis used in the recording amplifier in
conjunction with the high-energy LHI. Dolby
integrity was good at all levels.
Line input sensitivity was a shade lower
than the other two models, which would not
be revealed in- system, but the mike I/P sensitivity was about average.
Line output would suit the vast majority of
hi-fi amplifiers, but this deck is happier on
medium and high impedance headphones,
the output being low on low impedance
counterparts.
Distortion at 200 nWb/m was about average
on Fe tape, but higher than the other machines
on FeCr tape. At 400 nWb/m the 3rd harmonic
was up to 5.6% (
Fe), which was essentially
tape distortion, while the 2nd harmonic was
around 0.35%, indicating that the amplifiers
have a good overload margin. The 0.25% 5th
harmonic could indicate that the heads were
just beginning to produce a little saturation
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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being recorded would be heard from the
speakers of the hi-fi outfit. As with the other
two machines, the meters indicate both during
recording and replay.
Three press- buttons provide simultaneous
bias and equalisation selection for Fe, FeCr
and Cr tapes. Matching buttons switch Dolby
and DNL. Smaller buttons are used for resetting the digital counter, activating memory
stop and switching the MPX filter, which was
switched out for frequency response measurements.
The machine is equipped with a light- emitting diode ( LED) which flashes red at recording peaks around the + 4dB level. Because
the meters are quasi- peak they show a relatively greater indication than those of the
other two machines for a given recording
level. The Dolby reference level is also
closer to meter- scale- zero than on the Sankyo, for example. The meters read recording
pre- emphasis, which we like because it helps
to avoid over- recording on high amplitude
HF music- signal components.
Fascia is ' brushed aluminium', and as the
sides of this are flush with the sides of the
dark- coloured enclosure, the machine has a
'smoother' appearance than its two competitors.
The cassette loading window hinges forward smartly when the eject key is depressed,
and the mechanics here are less elaborate
than those of the Marantz or, indeed, the
Sankyo. The cassette compartment is illuminated at the rear. Rubber- surfaced keys
activate the various modes of the transport,
and a useful scheme is that it is possible to
'search' wind or rewind while the machine
mechanics are programmed for ' play'. The
digital counter is fronted by aconvex window,
which tends to make reading above or below
eye level difficult; unless, that is, one is at a
distance from the machine.
Lab Results

Marantz, the same remarks applying.
S/N ratios were acceptable, but the margin
between FeCr (
and Cr) and Fe was slightly
less than the Marantz, and there was agreater
difference between the weighted and un weighted ratios.
W&F and stereo separation were both good,
and the fast spooling time was a trifle less
than the Marantz—not that it makes much
difference.
Listening Impressions
Overall, this machine was preferred against
the Marantz, particularly on pre-recorded
music cassettes. It was considered that the
upper- frequency
performance
was ' less
rounded' and that percussion instruments
were marginally better reproduced. Bass end
was slightly less ' firm' than the Marantz; but

SANKYO STD-1900
This machine is about the same size as
the Marantz, but has a ' flatter- looking' fascia
and a more elaborate cassette loading system. When the eject key is depressed a
tinted plastic front-flap dust- cover flicks up
to expose the loading slider. When acassette
is lightly loaded into this ( virtually placed in
position) with the tape edge forward, the
slide moves backwards and automatically
loads the cassette into the transport mechanism. It is avery simple and neat operation.
It is possible to run the machine with the
dust cover open, and when the eject key is
again depressed the cassette is brought forward and can easily be extracted against the
friction of side fingers. The whole of the
cassette is visible when loaded, and upper
illumination reveals the tape and labelling.
The machine seems to have some of the
styling features of the Yamaha hi-fi range,
including similar lever switches, which are

the middle range of frequencies came out
extremely well.
When replaying its own cassettes it was,
frankly, virtually impossible to detect a realistic difference. A general measure of voting
gave similar results for both machines.
Compatible Tapes
Best overall results were given by the
Philips FeCr tape ( which was supplied with
the machine); close on its heels were BASF
LHI, Pyral Superferrite and Scotch Master II.
Best frequency responses were obtained from
Ampex Cr, EMI Hi -Fi, Philips FeCr and, excluding treble lift, TDK AD. The tape with
the maximum 333 Hz MOL was the Philips
FeCr. Highest 4-5 kHz MOL was obtained
from the TDK AD, while the lowest noise
resulted from BASF FeCr.

used for bias and equalisation selection (two
switches with three positions on each), line/
mike ( with DIN) selection, and Dolby switching ( three positions again, giving Dolby with
or without MPX filtering). The measurements
were made with the filter off.
Mixing facilities are not provided, but it is
possible to switch over line and mike ( or
DIN) as just mentioned. Recording level is

Sankyo spectrogram at 400 nWbim (Fe tape)
Scales: 200Hzicliv horizontal, 10eiBirliv vertical

This machine had the best replay- only response of the three (fig. 2), holding up to over
15 kHz; and the bass end was marginally less
depressed than that of the others. Overall
frequency response, too, was very good on
the Philips LN/HO Fe tape at the lower recording levels ( fig. lb). Even at 0dB level
the response did not start falling until about
7kHz, which is remarkable. An FSX head is
employed. Treble boost was less marked
than on the Marantz at low recording levels,
but Dolby integrity shows a modest response
error at the- 20 dB level.
Input sensitivities and output signal levels
are perfectly acceptable. The latter was
measured at the line ' phono' sockets with
the preset controls fully advanced. The
machine exhibits a headphone capability
similar to that of the Marantz—being more
suitable for medium- to- high sets than low
impedance ones. A Wharfedale 8- ohm set
would work, but at low volume.
It was necessary to measure the THD
threshold from the headphone jack socket,
which was loaded into 47 k.
As with the Sankyo, the 200 nWb/m 3rd
harmonic distortion was less with FeCr than
with Fe tape; in fact, with the recent Philips
FeCr formulation the machine performed at
about its best. The 400 nWb/rn distortion
spectrogram is very similar to that of the
170
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THREE CASSETTE DECKS
Parameter
Sensitivity 1kHz
Line ( mV)
Microphone ( mV)
Output 1kHz
Line, high impedance ( mV)
Headphones
8- ohm load ( mV)
200-ohm load ( mV)
Line in/out 1kHz, 1% THD threshold
(mV)
Meters at 200 nWb/m, 333 Hz
3rd harmonic distortion, 333 Hz (%)
Distortion at 400 nWb/m, 333 Hz (%)
S/N, erased tape, CCIR/ARM
Dolby off (
dB)
Dolby on ( dB)
S/N, unweighted, Dolby on ( dB)
Overall frequency response at 8, - 20
& - 40 dB, Dolby off and on
Replay frequency response 31.5 Hz
to 18 kHz at approximately - 26 dB
W&F DIN peak weighted*
Fast spooling time ay. ( sec.)
Stereo separation 1kHz ( dB)
Tapes used
Price including VAT

Marantz 5010

Philips N-2538

Sankyo STD-1900

95
0.32

54
0.48

35
0.44

680

1000 (' phono' sockets)

0-570

35
400
2700 (output)

38
300
1000 (' phones skt. High Z)

0-85
0-1300
2900 ( line output)

+1 VU
1 ( Fe); 1.8 ( FeCr)
Spectrogram ( a) ( 1.2 V 0/P)

e-. +1dB
.
1.25 ( Fe); 0.56 ( FeCr)
Spectrogram ( b) (800 V 0/P)

+3 VU
1 ( Fe); 0.56 ( FeCr)
Spectrogram ( c) ( 1.0 V O/P)

49.5
59.0
53.5
Fig.

51.5
61.5
54.5
Fig.

( Fe); 53.5 (
FeCr)
( Fe); 63.6 ( FeCr)
( Fe)
1(b)

49.5 ( Fe); 54.5 ( FeCr)

Fig. 2 ( top curve)

Fig. 2 ( middle curve)

Fig. 2 ( bottom curve)

0.09%
98
41
BASF LHI (
Fe); BASF FeCr
£140

0.06%
83
44
Philips LN/HO (
Fe); Philips FeCr
£16600 (typically)

0.09%
83
45
BASF LHI (
Fe); BASF (
FeCr)
£170.76

( Fe); 55 ( FeCr)
( Fe); 64 ( FeCr)
( Fe)
1(a)

Notes:
Level references 200 nWb/m unless
otherwise stated.
Input signal 20 dB above input
sensitivity where applicable.
•Using TDK AC-341 W&F test-tape.

Note:
Philips machine also includes
DNL, giving S/N ratios of
57 dB (
Fe) and 58.5 dB (
FeCr).
With both Dolby and DNL S/N
ratios rise to 65.5 dB (
Fe) and
67 dB (
FeCr)

by a dual control with friction- coupled sections for the left and right channels. We find
this is better than two separate controls, for
once the recording stereo balance has been
established, control of both channels is effectively by one knob.
There is also a front control for adjusting
the replay level—for normalising the level to
that of other program signal sources. The
control also adjusts the level of the headphone signals. Standard jack sockets at the
front accept left and right microphones and
a stereo headphone set. There is also a
digital counter, but no memory rewind, and
small lights which show when Dolby and
record mode are activated.
Cassette transport is operated by presskeys, whose surfaces are serrated and that for
recording coloured cyan. They need approximately the same degree of pressure to work
as those of the other two machines.
The rear is equipped with two pairs of
'phono' type sockets for line in and out, and
a DIN socket for recording/replay circuits of
the DIN standard.
Finish is similar to the Marantz, the front
panel being a kind of ' brushed aluminium'
and the enclosure dark- finished metal. Although there is a small panel overlap, the
corners are fairly blunt.
Two well- illuminated VU meters reside at
the right-hand side, and since the Dolby reference is scaled at + 3VU the meters deflect
slightly more than those of the Marantz ( but
less than the peak- responding Philips) on
music signal.

there is a small lift of round 1dB.
Overall frequency response ( fig. 1c) was
acceptable, but below the high standard of
the Philips, while the machine exhibited less
treble peaking on the BASF LHI Fe tape at
—20 and — 40 dB recording levels.
Input sensitivities were around average,
and the maximum output signal not too far
from the fixed output of the Marantz. There
was more signal available for headphones,
though, and with the level control at maximum
even the low impedance Wharfedale headphones produced an acceptable volume.
200 nWb/m distortion was not far removed
from that of the Philips on both tapes. The
400 nWb/m spectrogram shows about the
same degree of 3rd harmonic as the other
two machines, 5dB more 2nd than the
Philips, yet hardly any 5th ( less than 0.1%).
We would say that the tape is mostly responsible for the 3rd, that the amplifiers at this
high level are slightly less linear than those
of the Philips, and that the heads are well
away from saturation.
S/N ratios were on par with those measured
on the Marantz; but the unweighted ratio was
better than that of either of the other machines,
being amere 1dB different from the weighted
ratio. This machine, therefore, is notably
ripple- free in replay mode.
W&F corresponded to that of the Marantz,
while stereo separation was 1dB better than
the Philips; but such atiny difference would
have no significance in relation to the stereo
image. Fast spooling was not particularly
quick—the same as that of the Philips.

Lab Results

Listening Impressions

Replay- only
upper-frequency
response
drooped earlier than that of the Philips (fig.
2), which is exceptional, but later than that
of the Marantz. The low- frequency end shows
slight depression, while at mid- spectrum

In spite of the nature of the replay- only
frequency response, this machine was preferred for the replay of music cassettes. It
was just a shade less strident on upperfrequency overtones and string harmonics
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59.5 ( Fe); 64.5 ( FeCr)
58.5 ( Fe)
Fig. 1(c)
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than either of the other machines. The background was voted less ' tizzly' with Dolby
active, and the ambience was well portrayed.
Piano music, too, was well reproduced, even
at high recording levels. Bass was firm yet
not unnaturally boosted, the differences
between the machines being detected most
dramatically on headphones.
Replaying its own recordings, the voting
was close to that of the other machines.
Differences could be detected at different
recording levels, and this is one problem
when comparing cassette decks subjectively
by recording from master tape and then replaying through the same machine. It is not
difficult to establish equal replay levels; but
it is much more difficult to be certain that
the recording levels are all the same, since
one has to rely so much on the machine
metering.
Compatible Tapes
Best tapes on an overall basis were BASF
LHI, Philips FeCr, Scotch Master II and TDK
SA. Close runners were BASF FeCr, Pyral
Superferrite, and TDK AD. The best 20
nWb/m frequency response was provided
by the BASF LHI, the highest 333 Hz MOL
by the Philips FeCr (
this really is aremarkable
tape), the highest 4-5 kHz MOL by the BASF
LHI and TDK AD, lowest noise by the BASF
FeCr, and least 10 kHz compression by Philips
FeCr and Scotch Master II.

CONCLUSION
Excluding prices, my order of preference
would be Sankyo, Philips and Marantz. Things
are by no means as straightforward as this,
however, for all the machines gave a creditable performance, and the subjective differences between them were often very small
indeed. It is so easy to expand nth- degree
scales to make the whole process of corn171

parison
meaningless!
When
dogmatic
comment is applied to very small differences,
which could well be accounted for by the
move of ahead in the auditioning room, Iget
very worried.
Nevertheless, differences can be heard,
small as they may be, and there is little doubt
that the major differences of this exercise
(and even these were small) were detected
by the comparison on replay of well recorded
music cassettes ( constant tapes, different
machines!).
Recording on cassettes from master tape
and then replaying through the same machine
bristles with problems, not least of which is
the accurate control of recording level- so
that all the machines record the cassettes to
exactly the same flux levels. This, of course,
is closely related to the level metering of each
machine-which is rarely constant! We carefully recorded from master tape into each
machine so that the highest music peaks
never exceeded 0VU or 0dB. On real peaks,
VU meters are relatively slow to respond,
so the peak flux applied to the tape is
higher ithan indicated.
The error is less
with quasi- peak and true peak metering or
indication. This is how the average user
would operate his machine and is thus in
this respect valid.
We have tried calibrating the meters with
tape signal of known flux level, but this is
correct only on replay. When recording, the
flux actually being applied to the tape at the
calibrated meter indication could differ
between machines. What is needed for subjective tests of this kind is amethod of measur-

FIG. 2

REPLAY- ONLY RESPONSES ( BASF SPOT FREQUENCY TEST TAPE, - 26d13,120 + 3180ps)

MARAIIT25010

5dB

PHILIPS 02538

SANKYO STD19 00

20

50

100

200

500

000

HITACHI

AGFA

AGFA Super Ferro Dyn.
AGFA Stereochrom
AGFA Carat FeCr

C.60
C.90
C.I20
C.64
C.96
C.I20
C.60
C.90
C.I20
C.48
C.60
C.90

LO 55
LO 74
CI 13
LO 75
LO 99
LI 31
LI 02
LI 27
LI 75
£389
LI 30
LI 52

BASF
BASF LH
BASF LH Super
BASF Ferro Super LH1
BASF Chrome

£O-54
£0.72
LI - 00
£0.93
£1-18
LI - 56
LI - 01
LI - 33
£1.20
CI- 47
LI-91

FUJI
FUJI FL

C.30
C.60
C.90
FUJI FX I
C.60
C.90
FUJI FX2 ( Chrome Position)
C.60
C.90

LO- 50
£O-69
LO- 99
LI-11
LI .53
LI-22
CI 66

MEMOREX Chrome

REEL -TO -REEL
C.60
C.90
C.I20
C.60
C.90
C.I20
C.60
C.90
C.60
C.90
LC.60
LC.90
LC.60
LC.90

SONY HF
SONY Chrome
SONY FeCr
SONY Elcaset SLH

MEMOREX
C.45
C.60
C.90
C.I20
C.60
C.90

SONY LN

£O-72
f0-76
LI-01
LI-38
LI - 00
il- 42

MAXELL

FeCr

TDK

MAXELL Super Low Noise

C.60
f0-65
C.90
£O-85
C.I20 LI
MAXELL Ultra Dynamic C.60
LI - 05
C.90
CI- 20
C.I20 LI 60
MAXELL UDXL I
C.60
LI 30
C.90 £ l-60
MAXELL UDXL 2 ( Chrome Position)
C.60
C1.30
C.90
LI-60

OF BIRMINGHAM

TDK
TDK

TDK

C.45
8350
C.60
CO- 57
C.90 £0-79
C.I20 LI.05
C.I80 £2.75
Acoustic Dynamic
C.45
CO-75
C.60 £0.84
C.90
CI . 09
C.I20 LI.58
Super Avilyn ( Chrome Position)
C.60
LI - 09
C.90
CI . 48
Endless Cassettes
30sec. LI 47
Imin. LI - 59
3min. LI - 70
6min. CI - 90
Cassette Head Cleaner
(
Including 124% VAT) £.75
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MAIL ORDERS AND CALLERS TO:
B.A.T.S. OF BIRMINGHAM, Dept. D9,
2259/61 Coventry Road, Sheldon,
Birmingham, West Midlands B26 3PA.
Telephone: 021-742 6311

£O•57
LO- 81
CI 14
L0-80
£O-97
LI.21
LI - 14
11-51
LI.24
£1•77
£2-35
L3-51
L3-51
£4-69

TDK
TDK Dynamic

LIMITED OFFER: TDK Acoustic Dynamic C90, pack of two for E2.00.
All prices include 8% VAT, and are correct at time of going to press. Goods offered subject to availability.
P & Pfor U.K. Fuji, POST FREE. Other brands, SOp per order. Orders over i25, POST FREE.

1E1 • A .1r• S •

201(

B.A.T.S.

SONY

C.60
£O-60
C.90
£O-84
C.I20 [1.19
£0.94
HITACHI Ultra Dynamic C.60
C.90
L1-16
HITACHI UDEX (Chrome Position)
C.60
LI 20
C.90
CI.50
HITACHI LN

MEMOREX MrX2
C.60
C.90
C.I20
C.60
C.90
C.I20
C.60
C.90
C.60
C.90
C.I20

108

machines on the overall recording/replay
auditioning tests, slightly larger differences
were noted when playing well recorded music
cassettes-in the order of preference mentioned at the start of this section.
More meaningful information
can
be
gleaned from a comparative study of the lab
results, curves and spectrograms; but it must
be admitted that all the models were fairly
close together-which is, perhaps, why they
all sound very similar! You will also have to
take prices and facilities into account, not
forgetting cosmetics, when making a final
choice •

ing the flux level actually being applied to the
ape while the recording is taking place. Even
when a calibration tape is run through acalibrated machine, and each machine then recording a cassette to match the calibration
level, the meter readings being noted, errors
can still arise since some meters have a flat
response, some have mild treble lift, while
others read the full recording pre- emphasis.
Music- weighted noise signal has been used,
but the accuracy at all frequencies is still
doubtful.
In summary, then, although we failed to
detect realistic differences between the three

Quality CASSETTES 86 REELS from
AGFA Ferro Color

58

211

FREQUENCY IN Hz

AGFA LOW NOISE
PE36 5" x900' LP ( P)
PE36 51"x 1200' LP ( P)
PE36 7" x 1800' LP ( P)
PE36 104 - x 4200 NAB
PE46 5"x 1200' DP ( P)
PE46 51." x 1800' DP ( P)..
PE46 7" x2400' DP ( P)
PE66 7"x 3600' TP ( P)

LI - 80
£2-07
L2-95
LE1-75
C2-14
C2-95
L3-62
L4-25

AGFA BACK COATED
PEM368 7" x 1800' LP ( P)
PEM368 7" x 1800' LP ( M)
PEM368 104" x 3600' LP ( P)
PEM368 104" x 3600' NAB

£3-60
£4-20
£8-25
£9•55

BASF
LH 7" x 1800' LP ( P)
LN 7" x 2400' DP ( P)
LH Super 7" x 1800' LP ( P)
LH Super 7" x 2400' DP ( P)

£3.95
£4-90
£4-40
L5-99

MAXELL BACK COATED
UDXL 35.90B Tx 1800' LP ( P) £4-42
UDXL 35.180B 104" x 3600' NAB £ 10-30
SONY BACK COATED
SLH Tx 1800' LP ( P)
SLH Tx 2400' DP ( P)
TDK
Audua Lr x 1800' LP ( P)
Audua L 104" x 3600' NAB

L4-25
C6-40
£3-22
£8-52

TDK ( BACK COATED)
Audua LB Tx 1800' LP ( P)
£3.85
Audua LB lOr x 3600' NAB .. LI030
(P) Cine Centre/Plastic Spool
(M)Cine Centre/Metal Spool

ALSO BIRMINGHAM CITY CENTRE:
Priory Centre ( Opp. Lewis's),
120/122 Corporation Street, Birmingham B4 6TA.
Telephone: 021-236 2139
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Sony TA- N88 Power Amplifier
and TA- E88 Preamplifier

ree)
,
•t

Gordon King

SONY TA- N88 PWM POWER
AMPLIFIER
hi-fi
MOST
principal.

amplifiers work on a ' linear'
This means that the input
signal is always working over a substantially
linear part of the transfer characteristic, which
is engineered so that the power of the output
signal is greater than the power of the input
signal, thereby providing amplification. For
the best linearity and hence the least distortion, the output transistors or valves are not
working very efficiently because ahigh average
power is dissipated by them. For example, the
maximum efficiency of a push-pull Class- A
power amplifier is only 50%, and a Class- B
power amplifier 78.5%.'
At one time it was considered that only
Class- A was suitable for real hi-fi reproduction ( indeed, this view is still retained in some
circles), but with the progressive introduction of new circuit techniques, relatively large
amounts of negative feedback and acarefully
controlled amount of bias for a standing
quiescent current, the intrinsic non- linearity
at the centre switching point of a Class- B
transfer characteristic has been remarkably
well tamed, and quasi Class- B ( biasing veering
towards Class- AB) amplifiers are now mostly
used for hi-fi applications.
There is an alternative method of signal
amplification which encodes the analogue
input signal into a chain of pulses used to
switch the output transistors, the analogue
signal being recovered by low-pass filtering.
A pulse chain of constant mark/space ratio
is produced by a squarewave oscillator, such
as a multivibrator, and the mark/space ratio
is then controlled by the instantaneous amplitude of the analogue signal (that is, the originating audio signal). The mark/space ratio
coding can be achieved by aMiller integrator.
As the amplitude of the audio signal rises,
so the tops of the pulses widen and the
spaces between them shorten. Conversely,
as the analogue signal amplitude falls so the
tops of the pulses shorten and the spaces
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

between them widen. When there is no
input signal the circuit is arranged so that
the oscillator produces a 50 : 50 mark/space
ratio (
eg, tops of pulses and spaces between
them equal).
The pulses so generated are applied essentially as a switching signal to the output transistors, which means that the transistors
remain either bottomed or cut-off for the
majority of the time, the efficiency of the
amplifier rising accordingly.
The power
dissipated by the transistors depends on the
saturation voltage and the average current
flowing. Assuming these to be respectively
0.4 V and 5A peak ( average pulse current)
with respect to a suitable power supply and
transistors, then the power dissipated by the
transistors would be a mere 2W, while the
peak power in a load of 8ohms would be
200 W, corresponding to 100 W average sinewave power. Maximum theoretical efficiency
of this type of circuit is 100%; but in practice
various losses come into play, including the
loss during switching transition, which
reduce the efficiency to around 90%.
Average pulse current in the load and
hence the voltage developed across it obviously depend on the on/off periods of switching. The current rises as the mark/space
ratio increases, and falls as it decreases. The
diagrams in fig 1 show the analogue input
signal ( a sinewave for simplicity), how this
is converted into apulse chain of continuously changing mark/space ratio and how the
average pulse current in the load forms ' steps'
which effectively trace out the original analogue signal. The fundamental switching
rate is much greater than implied in the diagram, being much higher than the highest
audio frequency. Finally, low-pass filtering
is used to eliminate the majority of switching
signal and to ' smooth' the steps on the recovered analogue signal.
This type of amplification is sometimes
called Class- D, and the system Pulse Width
Modulation ( PWM); it forms the basis of the
new Sony TA- N88 power amplifier. Apart

SEPTEMBER 1978

from the improvement in efficiency, the system also has the advantage of not using the
transfer characteristic of the output transistors, so that any non- linearity inherent in
this is not reflected in the output signals.
Pulse modulation systems are not new,
there being reference to them as early as
1947, 2 while more recently in 1960 a power
amplifier adopting the system was described.'
Since 1960 one or two amplifiers of the ClassD type have appeared, but for various reasons
they have not been very successful, one reason being the rather high level of radiation
from the pulse switching circuits. The Sony
amplifier, however, seems to have almost
completely solved this problem by the use
of efficient shielding and aheavy metal amplifier enclosure. The test sample exhibited no
interference on sources other than AM radio.
However, with a tuner switched to AM,
taking signal from a rear ferrite rod aerial,
radiation of the switching signal impaired
the background noise level, the interference
173
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rni£ way for new Autumn stbc,k, we're offering SI* fabulous qualey fully-guaranteed ecdpventst unreizaWe distant
Every Hardmans best buy is unbeatable value. We choose famous names- and by
buying in bulk we bring them to you at the lowest prices possible. Your hi-fi will
only be good if you obtain good back-up service with it. You can't go wrong
il Hardmans. Before you buy, our experts will show you the biggest choice of
Hi Fi in the North West-and help you choose the equipment that's right for you.
When you buy, our engineers will test your equipment and issue you with atwo year
"no quibble" parts and labour guarantee. And after you buy, if within fourteen days,
you're unhappy with your purchase, we'll take it back and you can choose equipment
you're truly happy with. And after that, should you need help, our engineers will service
your equipment quickly and efficiently on our own premises-alifetime service of your
equipment. Who else offers you that kind of peace of mind?

Goodmans
Model 120 Receiver
Long, Medium, Short and
VHF Stereo wavebands, 40 watts RMS
per 8 ohm channel output-at an exclusive
Hardman's price. Usually £ 169.90
Hardmans Price rig3g. 00
_.

1..>i1

AMPLIFIERS & TUNERS
RRP
Technics SU 7100 2 x35w .£104.95
£119.88
Yamaha CA 410 2x25w
£121.50
Quad 303 2x45w
Quad 405 2x100w.
£180.00
Quad FM3 FM tuner
£121.50
JVC JAS 11G 2x33w.
£95.00
JVC JAS 10 2x20w.
£75.00
Quad 33 pre-amp
£111.37

Thorens TD.145c II
Turntable including
Ortofon VMS 20E
Cartridge
RRP £ 156.38
Hardmans Price

£129.ao
Precision belt driven record deck including
the superb Ortofon VMS 20E cartridge for
less than the RRP of the turntable alone.

\Technics SA 5460 Stereo Receiver
AM/FM Stereo receiver-top of the
current Technics range-with output up
to 65 watts RMS per 8 ohm channel
RRP £349.00 Hardmans Price £199. 00

CASSETTE DECKS
Technics RS 671US Dolby
Sony TC 135SD Dolby
Teac A 303 Dolby
JVC KD 21 Dolby
Akai CS 707D Dolby
Aiwa AD 6400 Dolby
Yamaha TC 511S Dolby
+ Free 12 xMaxell UDC 90

-

Yamaha CR 200E Stereo Receiver AM FM
Stereo wavebands and a full 15 watts
RMS per 8 ohm channel from 20-20k Hz
RRP £ 139 86 Hardmans Price £ 89 .90

Ortofon VMS 20E II
Cartridge worth £ 36.50
includedpackage
in the following
turntable
offers:
Sony SIR 3800L. Stereo Receiver-Long,
Medium and VHF Stereo wavebands. 25watts
RMS per 8ohm channel Usually £ 149.50
Hardmans Price
£109.00
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Hitachi PS 58. Direct drive.
RRP £ 169.00 + Ortofon VMS 20E
Hardmans Price £169. 00
Sony PSX6. Direct drive
Usually £ 149.90 + Ortofon VMS 20E
Hardmans Price £169. 00
Technics SL1800. Direct drive.
RRP £ 134.95 + Ortofon VMS 20E
Hardmans Price £13 4.9 5
Technics SL 1700. Direct drive.
RRP £ 154.95 + Ortofon VMS 20E
Hardmans Price £154

RECEIVERS
JVC JRS 100 II AM FM
2x 22w.
Leak 3400 AM FM 2 x35w.
Rotel RX 403 AM FM
2x35w.
Pioneer SX550 AM FM
2x20w.
Sony STR 2800L AM FM
2x 20w.
Sony STR 3800L AM FM
2x25w.
Hitachi SR 703L AM FM
2x40w.

. 95

HARDMANS
PRICE
£89.90
£94.50
£114.90
£169.90
£115.50
£85.50
£67.50
£105.50

£130.12
£282.74

£106.50
£144.50

£173.95

£119.00

£174.27

£146.90
£89.50

111
111

111

£109.00
£219.00

£193.90

£239.95

£194.00
£89.50
£139.00
£119.90
£129.00
£199.90

£213.75
£135.00
£207.90
£243.43

111

£159.99 £ 134.50

TURNTABLES
Pioneer PL514 Belt drive £ 83 08

£ 69.90

JVC JLA 20 Belt drive
-inc. Cartridge

£ 54.50

£66 50

-inc. Cartridge
Sony
PS 1450 Belt Drive
LOUDSPEAKERS
£117 00
KLH 331_10-40w
Mordaunt Short Festival
£117 00
10-45w.
Mordaunt Short Pageant
£175 50
15-50w.
Goodmans RB35 10-30w.
Goodmans RB65 10-35w
KEF Celeste III 10-50w
Wharfedale Shelton 10-30w. £93.96
Wharfedale E.50 3-80w. £ 295.71
Yamaha NS 1000M
15-100w.
£ 729.29

£54.90

£ 89.00
£98.00
£144.00
£98.50
£124.00
£89.50
£69.90
£256.90
£629.90

Hours of business: Monday 9-6 pm, Tuesday 10.30-6 pm, Illédnesday 9-6 pm.
Thursday 9-8 pm, Friday 9-6 pm, Saturday 9-6 pm.
Prices include VAT and correct at the time of going to press

Talk to the helpful Hi•Fi people

33 Dale St. Liverpool Tel: 051-236 2828 • St. Mary's Gate, Market St. Manchester Tel 061-832 6087 • Guild Hall Arcade Preston Tel ( 0772) 59264
The Forum Northgate St Chester Tel: (0244) 317667 • 19.'21 Corporation St. Birmingham Tel: 021-632 6303
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peaking at certain spots on the tuning scale.
This is a tough test since the tuner was
located fairly close to the amplifier, the effect
being rather like the interference often produced on AM from domestic electrical appliances.
Interesting results were obtained from detailed laboratory measurements. The amplifier would certainly yield its rated 160+160 W
into 8- ohm loads over 20 Hz-20 kHz with both
channels driven simultaneously, and at this
high drive level distortion analysis revealed
a multiplicity of ' spikes' at 1kHz intervals
from the 1kHz driving signal. None of these,
however, exceeded — 70 dB ref. 36 V RMS
across the load ( shown in spectrogram fig 2).

The amplifier was then set up to drive a reactive load corresponding to a ' difficult' loudspeaker of 5ohms modulus of impedance
and circa 60" phase- angle at the driving frequency. Equal amplitude signals of 15 and
16 kHz were used for this test, and the results
with 48 V peak composite signal across the
load are shown in fig 5. The 2nd- order IM

At the same drive level but with a 10 KHz
signal, 2nd- harmonic distortion predominated, this being as high as 0.23% ( shown in
fig. 3). Reducing the output right down to

sv

Fig. 6
100 mV RMS. This signal, of course, would
be outside the passband of loudspeakers
and of far too high afrequency to be audible;
nevertheless, it must be regarded as a signal

Fig. 5

Fig. 2

ui

inim

m

product at 1kHz was about — 67 dB ( 0.044%)
and the worst 3rd- order product about
— 55 db ( 0.178„). With reducing output all
the products decreased significantly in relative amplitude, but not quite to the same
extent as would be expected from a competently engineered linear amplifier.
Distortion factor measurements were not
very meaningful owing to the reading being
affected by residual switching signal at the
output ( improved results were achieved with
a low-pass filter in the measuring circuit). A
separate measurement was made of the residual, and this is shown in oscillogram fig 6,
corresponding approximately to 500 kHz and

that might react with the audio signal to produce in- band IM products, given any nonlinearity. Since the amplifier is not working
in the conventional ' linear' mode, though,
such trouble is unlikely to occur, and our
subjective testing failed to detect any evidence
that this was happening.
The amplifier has a fairly wide passband
extending almost to 100 kHz (- 3dB), the
roll- off rate then exceeding 12 dB/oc:ave. We
could not help wondering whether improved
lab measurements would have resu'ted from
an earlier roll- off frequency—say 45 or 50
kHz (- 3dB). The CCIR-weighted S/N ratios
wee also slightly affected by the switching
signal ( but the attenuation of the CCIR curve
is very great at 500 kHz!).
For maximum output the amplifier required
an input of a shade above 1.4 V RMS. Stereo
separation was remarkably good, but we were
surprised to measure a damping factor ref.
8ohms of only 28 at 40 Hz and 2.3 at 20 kHz
(resulting, no doubt, from the output LC
filter).
One problem of early Class- D designs was
the switching speed limitations of output
transistors then available. Sony are able to

SONY TA- N88 PWM POWER AMPLIFIER LAB RESULTS
Output just prior to dist. rise over 20 Hz-20 kHz

160+160, W, 8ohms RL

Harmonic distortion
160+160 W

1kHz

Fig. 2spectrogram

160+160 W R1. 10 kHz

Fig. 3spectrogram

100 mW RL

Fig. 4spectrogram

CCIF IMD 15/16 kHz ZL 48 V peak composite signa
Fig. 3

Residual switching signal at output ( worst channel)

100 mW failed to eliminate the harmonics and,
as shown in spectrogram fig 4, 2nd, 3rd and
5th harmonics were present at alevel of about

Probability of TID

Fig. 5spectrogram
0.5 MHz 100 mV rms ( Fig. 6)
Nil

Frequency response at 1W, - 3dB

<1 Hz-89 kHz*

Residual hum, full drive

All components below - 90 dB

S/N ratio ( CCIR) ref. 160 W
Left channel

86 dB**

Right channel
Input sensitivity for 160 W, 8ohms

90 dB**
1-45 V

Damping factor, 4V, 8ohms
40 Hz

28

20 kHz

2-3

Stereo separation ref. full output 1kHz

88 de-

Offset across 8ohms
Left channel
Right channel

-53 mV
+28 mV

Fig. 4

Typical price ( including VAT)

—66 dB ref. 0.89 V RMS across the load, corresponding to about 0.05% each. There was
also a spurious signal at 25 kHz, probably an
IM product, also about the same level.

*High-frequency roll- off filter defined greater than 12 dB,octave ultimate rate; 0.5 dB overshoot at 52 kHz
** Includes switching residual as attenuated by CCIR weighting.
*** Measured via 1kHz bandpass filter to eliminate switching residual.
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use aswitching rate of around 500 kHz because
the transistors being switched are high-speed
V-FET devices of the type used in some of
their conventional designs. Pulse techniques
are also carried into the power supply section, which again reduces power dissipation
and hence bulk, while providing ahigh degree
of regulation.
Mechanical construction is to a very high
standard. The slim enclosure is solid metal
and has slots at the side for rack- mounting.
The brushed aluminium fascia carries merely
a small mains on/off switch and indicator
light. Substantial lever- clamp terminals (for
one pair of loudspeakers only) are placed at
the left-hand side, ensuring low resistance
and diode- effect-free couplings to the loudspeaker cables, while gold-plated ' phono' type sockets for the left and right channel
inputs are placed at the right-hand side.
Subjective Impressions
The TA- N88 is something of an enigma.
Frankly, some of the lab results would not
be regarded very highly from a conventional
linear amplifier; yet in the listening room the
results were virtually the converse of expect-

ations! Fed from the Sony TA- E88 preamplifier and from several other respected
preamplifiers, and driving into IMF monitors
and several other loudspeakers, the results
were not short of startling. Master tape recordings and ' live' FM transmissions were
used, as well as discs via m- c cartridges and
the head- amp incorporated in the TA- E88
pre- amp.
The reproduction had agreater ' depth' than
normally expected from highly specified transistor amplifiers, and the bass end was rich
yet not synthetic nor in any way ' boomy', in
spite of the relatively small damping factor.
Forward projection and stereo depth were
well maintained on good program material,
while the accuracy of the stereo imagery
within the canvas of the ambience was remarked upon. To some degree the reproduction was of the character often liked of
valve amplifiers; yet not quite the same—
more ' sophisticated', perhaps, and pleasing
to my ears, anyway.
Sometimes there was a mildly disturbing
'tizz' on the very highs and overtones, but
this could be tamed by judicious filtering and
tone controlling on those preamplifiers suitably equipped (the TA- E88 features only a

15 Hz high-pass filter). Human voice was
also well reproduced, being ' rich' though not
unnaturally deep from good sources. Transients were nicely handled with reasonable
though not excessive ' lustre', and the sound
appeared to lack some of the clinical ' hardness' of some latter-day transistor creations.
After protracted listening, undue fatigue was
not detected.
Some of the results were similar to those
which can be obtained by the deliberate introduction of even- order distortion, and tests
of a similar natures are beginning to indicate
that the change in sound character resulting
from small amounts of distortion is to be preferred over the ' hardness' sometimes attributable to very low distortion amplifiers.
References
1. Gordon J. King, The Audio Handbook, pp. 84-87,
Newnes-Butterworths, 2nd printing 1978.
2. Fitch, group of papers Journ. IEE, Vol. 94, Part
IIIA, No. 13, 1947.
3. Ettinger and Cooper, Proc. IEEE, Paper No. 3092E,
April 1960, Vol. 106B.18, p. 1285.
4. Gordon J. King, Hi -Fi Reviewing, HiFi News &
RR, May 1978, pp. 77, 79.
5. Petri-Larmi, M., Otala, M., Leinonen, E. and
La m masn iemi, J., Audibility of Transient Intermodulation Distortion, IEEE ICASSP, Tulsa, April, 1978.

TA- E88 PRE- AMPLIFIER
Output signals are derived from aten- stage
DC- coupled amplifier incorporating J-FET
input stages and afully complementary pushpull output stage. Two pairs of main left and
right outputs are provided from 100- ohm
sources via afront panel four- position switch
giving full output, — 10 dB, — 20 dB and off.
In the off position the output is completely
disconnected so that there is no drive for
the partnering power amplifier. Two output
pairs are also provided for tape recording
from a separate record- output amplifier by
way of 1k- ohm sources. This amplifier is
also based on J-FET input stages and a
complementary output stage.
FET input stages are also adopted for the
equalised pickup preamplifier. For one phono
input the cartridge loading is fixed at 50 kohms in parallel with 100 pF; but with the
other, the loading of each channel can be
adjusted separately over 10-100 k- ohms in
10 k- ohm steps and over 100-500 pF in 100 pF
steps.
A head amplifier can also be switched
between either pickup and the equalised
pickup preamplifier and switched for either
3or 40 ohms cartridge loading. This is basically a differential amplifier providing a gain
of about 27 dB which significantly steps up
the pickup input sensitivity, thereby allowing
the direct connection of low- output movingcoil cartridges. A problem of such extra
amplification in low-level stages is S/N ratio
impairment. Sony have combated this by the
use of eight transistors in parallel in both
sections of the differential amplifier, a total
of 16 transistors per channel. (' n' Transistors
connected in parallel reduce the noise by
1/ N 'n because the noise levels and phase
differences of each transistor are averaged
out by the parallel connections.)
The input stages are separated from the
output stages by a buffer amplifier, which
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

again incorporates FET and bipolar stages.
Switched inputs are also available for tuner,
auxiliary and monitoring fortwo tape machines;
but the preamplifier is devoid of tone controls,
and the only filter is for infra- bass on PU
which comes in around 15 Hz and has a12 dB/
octave rate of roll- off. It is activated by a
small press- button whose centre lights when
depressed.
Styling follows that of the TA- N88 power
amplifier and gold-plated ' phono' type sockets are used for the input and output connections. Neither the pre- amp nor the power
amplifier has a headphone socket. As with
the power amplifier, the mains supply is connected via arear coupler with earthing circuit.

Construction is to a very high professional
standard both mechanically and electronically, reflected by the excellent lab results. Maximum output level over at least 20 Hz-20 kHz
to the onset of peak clipping was in advance
of the specified 15 V RMS into a high impedance, while the distortion factor can be regarded as academic since it is so small.
Fig. 1 spectrogram shows both the CCIF
intermodulation distortion from 15/16 kHz
driving signals and the residual ripple content ref. 2V peak composite output signal.
To permit readings down to — 110 dB (0.0003%)
it was necessary to notch out the driving
signals to achieve sufficient dynamic range
from the test equipment! Third- order IM
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products could barely be detected, and at
this output level the 2nd- order product at
1kHz was below — 100 dB. It is possible that
the ripple components, although below — 100
dB, were partly being picked up by the external
wiring.
Regulated low impedance power
supplies go a long way towards keeping the
ripple content to this remarkably low level.
A separate power supply is used for the head

SONY TA- E88 PREAMPLIFIER LAB RESULTS
Output prior to clipping (20 Hz-20 kHz)
Distortion factor 1kHz
10 V
1.5 V
CCIF IMD 15/16 kHz 2V peak

amplifier.
Noise level was slightly higher with the
head amplifier switched in, which of course
is to be expected; but even so it was then
about equal to the S/N ratio which would be
expected from most other amplifiers operating in ordinary magnetic pickup mode. The
head amplifier was very ' usable', giving less
tonal change than sometimes attributable to
transformer matching to moving- coil cartridges. Some of these tend to give improved results ( better damping) when loaded
with a low value resistance (
eg, the 3- ohm
setting). This reduces the output, but it was
found that the extra input sensitivity provided
by the head amplifier more than compensated
for this.
Interaction between channels is minimised
by the use of separate power supplies for
each channel and, in spite of the preamplifier
employing 30 FETs ( including 6 dual FETs),
174 transistors and 29 diodes, the design
philosophy has been for basic simplicity,
excluding tone controls and filters which
involve basic performance parameters and
frequency response tailoring. RIAA-equalisation error over 20 Hz-20 kHz was within
±02 dB.
In summary, then, a preamplifier of exemplary performance which should satisfy the
most critical hi-fi devotee and serious audiophile •

17 V rms ( high Z)

0.0018%
0.0025%
Fig. 1spectrogram

Frequency response (- 3dB)

DC-770 kHz

Departure from RIAA

Within + 0.2 dB

Low filter ( PU only)

15 Hz, — 3dB ( 12 dB/octave)

Pickup overload
20 Hz
1kHz
20 kHz

39 mV peak
390 mV peak
3640 mV peak

As above via head:amplifier
20 Hz

4.5 mV peak

1kHz

45 mV peak

20 kHz

50 mV peak

Residual hum

Fig. 1spectrogram

S/N ratio ( CCIR/ARM) ref.1 . 5V
High-level inputs

88 dB

PU
PU via head amplifier

81.5 dB
71 dB

Input impedance
High-level
PU1
PU2
Head amplifier
Stereo separation PU 1kHz

50 k-ohms
50 k-ohms//100 pF
10-100 k-ohms//100-500 pF
40 and 3ohms
Below measurement noise

Recording output

150 mV nominal

Output level attenuator

0; — 10; — 20 dB; and off

Typical price ( including VAT)

£560

Note: both pre- and power amplifier are now available 'n a ' gun-metal' finish

Readers' Problems

of voltage and current, and if the voltage in
our example were doubled to 16 V the current
flowing would also be doubled to 2A, giving
16 x2 = 32 W, or four times the power. This
always applies for a given impedance, so that
power varies as the square of the voltage and
voltage varies as the square- root of the power.
In the examples you quote, 6dB is indeed a
'flanging' was created by actually applying varyratio of 2 : 1; but this is voltage, and doubling
ing pressure, by the hand or fingers, on the feed
or halving the voltage will automatically multiply
reel's flange to alter the tape speed!
or divide the power by a factor of four, as explained above. Likewise with 3dB, which actuHow Much is Twice the Power?
ally corresponds to a voltage ratio of 1.41, or
Dear Sir, Can you please explain why it is
the square- root of two ( N12). If the voltage is
that '- 3dB' is said to indicate the half- power
increased by 3dB the power will rise by the
point on a curve, as Ihave been told that
square of 1.41, which of course is two. To sum
3dB represents a ratio of 1f, not two. Also,
up: + 3dB equals .‘12 times the voltage ( 141)
Ibelieve that 6dB equals a ratio of 2 : 1, yet
or twice the power, and — 3dB equals 11 \1
2
you have published references to this being
times the voltage (0.707) or half the power;
the equivalent of four times the power.
while + 6dB equals two times the voltage or
M. B., Hemel Hempstead
four times the power, and — 6dB equals half
the voltage or a quarter of the power.
Your confusion is basic, but quite underAnother handy point to note is that 10 dB
standable and ( we hope) easily explained. It
happens to represent a voltage ratio of 3.16,
arises from an assumption that power and
and as this is the square- root of ten (.\110), the
voltage are equivalent, whereas one varies as
corresponding power ratio is ten. Incidentally,
the square of the other. Imagine an electrical
load—perhaps an 8-ohm (
S2) loudspeaker— because of the logarithmic nature of our hearing, doubling the subjective loudness of a
connected to an amplifier and fed with apower
sound involves increasing the objective intenof eight watts (8W). Assuming a simple sinesity by about 10 dB, and as this corresponds
wave signal, the necessary RMS voltage in this
situation would be 8V, which would drive a to ten times the power it is easy to see why
much more powerful amplifiers are needed for
current of one amp ( 1A) through the 812 load.
higher sound levels or insensitive loudspeakers.
Now power ( measured in watts) is the product

Examined by Crossover
Phasing and Flanging
Dear Sir, I have just come across in an
American magazine article on sound recording, the terms ' phasing' and ' flanging'. Can
you explain these words?
J. C., Glasgow
These terms are really part of the professional
sound recordist's vocabulary, and refer to similar sonic effects that at one time were created by
different techniques, but may be regarded as
synonymous today.
'Phasing' is a variable comb filter effect, produced by mixing a direct signal with the same
signal when passed through aphase-shift network. ' Flanging' can be considered as avariable
comb- filter effect, created by mixing a direct
signal with the same signal, but slightly delayed.
The delay time is continuously varied. These
'different' sounds, say, in vocal or instrumental
recordings are produced by adding or cancelling
certain frequencies in the output signal, which
is another way of looking at such effects.
To produce these effects today, phase-shift
networks or even avariable digital delay line are
used, but in the early days of tape recording
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Hi -Fi ( Equipment) Ltd.
LAWRENCE ROAD, LONDON, N15 4ES 01 802 4131

CASSETTE DECKS
TC I18SD .. £89-90
TC136SD .. £ 101-90
TCI88SD £ 119-90
RC204SD .. £ 131-90
TC206SD .. £ 149-90
TC229SD £226-90
TURNTABLES
PSI I
..
£80-95
PS22 .. £92.95
PSX4 .. £ 107-50
PSX6 .. £ 131-50
PSX7
£ 149-50

QUAD
33 303 405
FM3 Tuner
Electrostatic Speakers
Usually availablePhone for Price and
Delivery.
KEF SPEAKERS
(Watford Branch)
Celeste Ill ..
Chorale .. £ 101.00
Calinda .. £218-00
Cantata .. £390.00
104AB .. £261.00
105
£645.00
STAX
HEADPHONES
SR44 .. .. £62-00
SR5/SRD6SB .. £79.95
SRX3/SRD6SB £ 134-00
SR Sigma/
SRD6SB .. £207-00

MONO CASSETTE
RECORDERS
TC44
£62.00
TC55
£86.00
TC63
£33.00
TCI50
£89-00
TC207
£56.00
M101
£ 105.00
TAPE DECKS
TC5I0-2 £400 00
TC645
£267.95
TC765
£416-50
AMPLIFIERS
TA II .. • • £76-00
TA73 . • £54-00
TAI630• . £ 67 90
TA2650• . £ 99 90
TA3650. • £ 138 00
TUNERS
STII
£76.00
ST73 .. £54-00
ST2950F £79-90
ST3950 £ 118.90

WHARFEDALE
MI .. .. £244-50
E70 .. .. £299-95
Dovedale SP2.. £ 189.00
Teesdale SP2 .. £ 139.00
Glendale XP2.. £ 110-00
RICHARD ALLAN
Charisma £ 148-00
Maramba £87-00
RA13 .. £69.00
Tango .. £64-00
SPEAKER KITS
Full range of Wharfedale
and Richard Allan Kits.
ARMS
Hadcock £55-00
Unilift Ill
£9-00
SME 3009 .. £45.95
SME 3009/S2 .. £49-95
Formula 4 ..
P.O.A.

Details now available
TV WALL BRACKETS
AUDIO RACKING SYSTEM
AUDIO TROLLEY
APPOLO IV LOUDSPEAKER STAND WITH
CASTORS ONLY £ 19.13 A PAIR

MADE
IN THE U.K.

SONY
RADIO/CASSETTE
CFI40L .. £54.00
CFI60L .. £59-50
CF210L .. £71-50
CF270L .. £87-95
CF370L .. £71-75
CF470L .. £96.75
CF560S Stereo £ 135-00
CF570L Stereo £ 160-00
CF580 Stereo £205.00
CF900S Stereo £ 152-00
CF950S Stereo £ 158.00

STANDS

NEW MODELS

RECEIVERS
STRI IL
£ 113 95
STR1800 £96 00
STR2800L £ 114 00
STR3800L £ 129-00
STR4800 £ 190 00

ALL APPOLO MODELS ARE
MANUFACTURED IN HIGH
GRADE STEEL AND COATED
IN NYLON

APPOLO
WALL BRACKETS
With swivel action.
For speakers up to 501b
weight.
Complete
screws and wall plugs

SPEAKERS
SS70
£22 95
551030 £30 95
SSI050 £54-95
SS2030 £71.95
RADIOS
CRF5090 •. £ 170-00
ICF5900VV .. £82.00
ACF7500 • • £54.00
ACF7800 . • £82.00
TFM 6100L •. £ 15 25
CLOCK RADIOS
TFM C480 .. £35 00
TFM C580 .. £36 SO
TFM C530L £59-50
1CFC670 £39.00
ICF C800 .. £55-00

£10.91
(Pair)
For Brochure and Dealer List send
stamped addressed envelope to:

GRABERN AUDIO LTD
I39A, BRIGHTON ROAD,
COULSDON, SURREY CR3 2NJ.
Telephone: 01 - 660 4780
Telex 943763 GRABERN AUDIO

Cassette Tapes and Open Reel. Competitive Prices-Attractive Offers.
Stockists for A.D.C. cartridges and sound shapers. Full range of Yamaha.
Phone for prices.
Prices correct at July 1978. Whilst we endeavour to maintain these prices we
reserve the right to amend without prior notice. E. & 0.E.

oe

38 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2 ( Nr MARBLE ARCH)

01-723 3071
01-594 0239

LONDON ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX

115 KINGSWAY, LONDON WC2.

01-405 0446

4 HIGH STREET, WALTHAMSTOW, E17.

01-520 4121

48 LONDON WALL, LONDON EC2

01-628 0537

169 FORE STREET. LONDON NI8.

01-807 2807

8 TURNPIKE PARADE, LONDON NI5.
94 THE PARADE, HIGH STREET, WATFORD, HERTS.

01-888 4373
WATFORD 26602

4 HADLEY PARADE. HIGH STREET, BARNET.

01-449 8278

152 RYE LANE, PECKHAM, 5E15.

01-639 2205

857 HIGH ROAD. RINCHLEY, N12.

01-445 3319

61 SEVEN SISTERS ROAD, LONDON N7.

01-272 7901
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double pivotelli

24" elbow action with
12x4" swivel base which
allows you to 'tuck' the TV
against awall, into an
alcove or unit. Supports
up to 250Ibs.
£28.91 Ref ( D)
standard pivotelli
wall mounted
turntable with
swivel base

Phone Your Nearest Branch
21

Appolo Il E2.4.1 9 ( Pair)

Prices include VAT.

CARTRIDGES
Shure V151V .. £69-95
Shure VI5111 .. £49-95
Sonus Blue .. £69 00
Satin MI I
7G .. £55 00
Ultimo 10X .. £49-50
AKG P8ES .. £59.75
Entré 1 .. £85 00
Lentek Pre-amp £ 49 95
OrtofonFull range ..
P.O.A.
ACCESSORIES
Disk 22 Mat .. £ 12 95
Zerostat .. £6-99
Stylift .. .. £4 99
Vac-Orec 11 .. £ 19 95
Decca Brush .. £500
Decca Sweep
arm .. .. £5-25
Microsorber
feet .. ..
f7 50

Sabre II L28-97 ( Pair)

Base
Ref
12" 8"x4" £ 0.86 ( M)
18" 12"x4" f11.31 ( 8)
24" 12"x4" £ 12.49114
Arm

pivotelli
flat surface
turntable
H shape with 18"
spar, 9" arms & 12" x4"
swivel
base
£12.49

pivotelli stereo
speaker brackets
with swivel base.
Design as standard,
6" arms Er 6"x 3"
base. In pairs only
£13.32 Ref. ( PI

Ref ( T)

Pleast,,,,m1
Free brochure/Miiiii,11,!.; lief/colour__ _
Ienclose Cheriuu/P0
Narre
Address
Post to:
DEPT

eergl

Co. Ltd., Guernsey Tel: Gli:fru,ey
Islands (0481)46818

WHERE.

Here are 10helpful and professional KEF dealers where you can go and hear
the high quality range of KEF loudspeakers.
NORTH & SOUTH W EST
Newcastle-on-Tyne

Sheffield

McKenna & Brown
190 Linthorpe Road,
Middlesborough, Cleveland.
Tel: 0642 246644

HiFi Opportunities Ltd.
33 Handyside Arcade,
Off Perry Street,
Newcastle-on-Tyne NE14PZ.
'Ibl: 0632 27791

KEFII
Sunderland

Middlesborough

Lasky's
98 The Moor,
Sheffield,
South Yorkshire.
and at all other branches.

KEFM4
Chester

Newdawn HiFi
1-3 Castle Street,
Lower Bridge Street,
Chester CH1 2DS.
Tel: 0244 24179

Saxons
20-22 Waterloo Place,
Sunderland,'Tyne & Wear.
'Ibl: 0783 57578

KEFRI

KEFIII

KEFE

Birmingham

M anchester

Staffordshire

Five Ways HiFi Ltd.
12 Islington Row, •
Birmingham, W. Midlands B5 1LD.
'Ibl: 021-455 0667

KEFIIII
Bath

Hardman Radio
12-14 St. Mary's Gate,
Market Street,
Manchester M1 1PX.
1bl: 061-832 6087

Clement Wain Ltd.
42 Menial Street,
Newcastle ST5 2AN.
Tel: 0782 613119

KEFII

and at
Liverpool.'11: 051-236 2828
Preston.'Ibl: 0772 59264

Iil'isIld

Chester. Tel: 0244 317667
Radford HiFi
52-54 Gloucester Road,
Bristol BS7 8BH.
Tel: 0272 422709

Green Bros. of Bath Ltd.
19 New Bond Street,
Bath, Avon.
'Ibl: 0225 63146

KEFII4

KEFIIII

KEHIN

KEFIll

The Speaker Engineers
KEF Electronics Ltd., ribvil, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QP. "Ibl: Maidstone ( 0622) 672261.

,.,e..,t,,.

Britains
feadin Ili ri and Cassette Centre
y
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Major stockists of Aiwa, Mai, Amstrad, Celestion, Castle, Ferguson, Goodmans, Hitachi, JVC, Leak, Nakamichi,
National, Philips, Pioneer, Rotel, Sanyo, Sony, Sharp, Sansui, Technics, Teac
ndberg, Toshiba Trio, Wharfedale, & Yamaha
Our Price

£56.95

168817681

Amstrad

•O0
•om

Our Price

•

£58.95

EX330
High quality executive stereo
amplifier giving 40
i..., watt output section and low
Ple distortion figures. Tremendous
Value

e

.

0 t)
• ri

1

Sanyo DCA 200
Sophisticated stereo amplifier
with 15 watts RMS, harmonic
distortion at only 0.8%, high
& low filters, linking facilities
for record deck, tuner and two
tape recorders.

AMPLIFIERS
Aka, AM 2400
139.95
Amstrad EX 220
47.95
National SU2400
Hitachi HA330/250P000 POA
Meant: 1040
84.95
Pioneer SA606
113.95
Rotel RA313/413/713/213
Sanyo OCA 1001
103.95
Sony TA73
55.95
Sony TA11
80.95
Toshiba S8420/58620
POA
Technics SU7300/7700/7100
Trio KA3700
72.95
Trio KA5700
119.95
Yamaha CA410/610
POA
New range from JVC
JAS 11G, JAS 22 & JAS 44

RECEIVERS
Aka, 1115

ICi

Akai
Goodmans MODULE AA1125
130 Top performance
A powerful
AM/FM stereo receiver receiver giving 25W
65W per channel into 4
output, tape monitoring
ohms, five presets on FM,
ftwo tape machine,
five two-octave slider tone
loudness boost & combined
controls, full range
FM/AM tuning meters.
of inputs.

SPEAKERS
KEF Comoiere rane
AR 11317 .15
Amarrad 5X330
A441501157

FR 149
Celesbon Lit6 810
Gelman Orion 22

Ceiestion Onion 5110

e

Wharfedale .Linton XP2

Successor to the famous Linton
3XP, this unit has an Improved
Hi Frequency unit, apower rating
>of 35W and suitable for amplifiers
>of between 4 8ohms

Castle Richmond II
The latest in the Castle range aquality speaker offering realistic
sound levels, clear treble and
excellent response throughout the

Sour 2050

full regency range. All hand finished
in teak, walnut, oak, mahogany or
rosewood

Wharl Doveda4 SP?
Marro,/ 4G
tannoy ,I( LH ComWete
V,d.orlp M.n.m..

TURNTABLES.,
.fflueihN
Our Price --

I

•

£83.95
JVC JL - A40
Magnificent auto- return direct

drive turntable giving aW & F
of only 0.05%. S/N ratio 70
dB and fitted with statically
balanced tonearm
Complete with Ortofon FF15E
Cartridge worth £ 12.95.

STEREO TUNERS
Amstrad E0303
Amstrad EX202
Hitachi FT340

l
ee

,53.95
.45.95
POA

Pioneer

c ft\uce
qte.
r..
- i

PL 514

New Model.
2speed belt- drive turn
table with W&F of only
0.055%, static- balance
Sshaped tonearm.
CJTV 10/JTV 11
Marantz 104
Trio 5500
Pioneer TX6500/9500
Rotel 81425
Sanyo FMP 1001

POA
89.95
79.95
POA
POA
78.95

(aVend.512 lee
CASSETTE CENTRE
g

99.95
POA
85.95
67.95
POA
POA
155.95
112.95
96.95
POA
98.95
POA

Aiwa AX7400/7600
Amstrad 5050
Amstrad 222
JVCJRS 100600
Hitachi 51)1303
Maranta 2226
%ant: 2215
Pioneer SX450
Rotel RX303/403/503
Sanyo 2100
Sony STR11
Technics SA5270/5370
Toshiba SA320/SA520
Trio 4070
Yamaha CR200E/620
Yamaha CR820/420

POA
179.95
POA
POA

(Castle Richmond II speakers)
Our Price

£379.95

Meej

•

•
1 1117c/

Aiwa
AF- 5000
Superior
4Band I ( LW/MW/SW/ FM
Stereo) Music Centre with
Dolby Cassette deck and 2
speed belt-driven automatic
turntable. Highly rec.
Indus»
AR 18 SPeaker5

POA

rworth
"c Cale
a4"4

OUf Perce
e3 99695

Hitachi 7785
True Hi Fi Music Centre
with SW/MW/LW/FM stereo
receiver with 6pre- tuned controls
and AFC. Turntable with
auto return and stroboscope.
Dolby cassette deck with ferric/
quoInt , normal
fanlity.

POA
Po u
13 p95
793A
112 95

67 95
87 95

Morclaunt 8110,1 ' eye
KIM 217
Trchnns SX1 23
Marl ES50 ESIO

POA
PU4
POA
POA
174 95
POA

Sansui SR636

48 95

POA
38.95
79.95
4095
POA
48.95
POA
85.95
POA

169.95

Sony 1020
69.95
Sony PS11
84.95
Technics SL222
Technics SL1900
Technics S1600/1800/1700
Toshiba 330
POA
Trio K01033
50.95

Sony ST73
Sony ST11
Toshiba ST420
Trio KY5300
Technics 518080/5500
Yamaha CT610/810

Our Price

55.95
8095
POA
98.95
POA
POA

Pioneer CT- F4040
'
,
Jim, stereo dolby cassette
lock with electronic muting.
lurmanr02/FeCh tape facility.
till auto stop. W+F of 0.18% max

Aiwa AD

6300
Beautiful front loading
Dolby cassette deck. Full
auto-stop, oil- damped
cassette eject, cue &
review, and aW&F of
only 0.09%.

Hi Fo s i
e
ra
/À

_
£239.95'
PIS

Oue pr,ce

with m«.
nLt 46

SParelle IS

Betel 5010
Beautifully matched model comprising
areceiver giving 25w per channel
and 0.5% max total harmonic distortion,
turntable, belt driven, with speed control
05%W &F. strobe scope. Cassette
deck. 4track 2channel, Dolby, W & F
of 0.08% chrome tapes.

JVC MF 450L

New Dolby front
loading music centre
with auto•return turntable,
ind. drive cassette detk, AM/
LW/FM stereo tuner. Output
of 15 + 15 WRMS into 8ohms

We are BO LBY Music Centre Speci lists

Akai AC 3800L
Ferguson 3971
Ferguson 3920
Ferguson 3922
Goodmans MCO 100
Hitachi ST 7675
Hitachi ST 7680R
Hitachi 7765
JVC MF47
JVC MC55
National 1090
National 2080

POA
289.95
164.95
199.95
299.95

call and see our range

National 3090/3060 POA
National 3060
POA
Rotel AM 5010
POA
Sanyo 2811
Sanyo 2711S
269.95
199.95 1

359.95 Sanyo 4580
POA .1
POA Sharp 450
329.95
539.95
329.95 Sharp SG500
POA Sony HMK 55/8
299.95
POA Sony HMK 77/778 POA
POA
Toshiba 3350/3650 POA
POA
Toshiba SM 3600
POA 1
POA

£104.95
Technics RS 615
High quality stereo
front loading Dolby
Cassette Deck with
CH/Fe-Cr/normal tape
facility, twin db meters
pause.
Amstrad 7060
Amstrad 7070
Aiwa 1250/6880/6400
Aiwa 6300/6550
Akai 7300
Akai GXC 7090
Hitachi 0550/0555
Hitachi 0220

83.95
99.95
POA
POA
239.95
159.95
POA
POA

Maranta 5010
Nakamichi 600
Pioneer CTF 1000
Philips 2511
Rotel RO1OF
Sanyo 4028
Sanyo 5600
Sony 177

POA
392.95
76.95
92.95
79.95
184.95
359 95

JVC KO10/25/55/65

Compare our prices and stock.
Ring HOT LINE 01-247 1154
for price and availability

POA
129.95

Ferguson 3280
Superb value, new Dolby
cassette deck with manual!, auto
ecord. LED function indicators,
i
lluminated VU meters with slider
ontroft, auto stop, tape counter,
inputs for phones and mic.
Sony TC135
Sharp 1155H
Sharp 2000
Technics 646
Technics 115630/615
Tandberg 330 II
Toshiba PC3060
Yamaha TC511
Akai 7020

Ferguson 3280
Hitachi 0900/850
Pioneer 700
Sansui SC2100
Sansui SC1100
Sony TC188
Sony TC199

How to orde

ORDERING BY MAIL. To order by mad state
the goods required and enclose cheque, postal
orders or eive your ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD
number. IA sending cash please use aregistered
envelope). Please see P & Pcharges below.

Mail ° Meetly
279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD.. LONDON El
If paying oy ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD you
may phone in your order for prompt delivery.
The prices in these advertisements SECURICOR DELIVERY Guaranteed prompt
were finalised on 19/7/78
delivery. Add £4to order.
POST & PACKING Add the following for P & P
Right next door to Whitechapel Underground Stationand Please check prices
Amps, Tener Amps, Stereo Tuners, Turntables,
Tel: 01-247 3453 24 Hour Answering Servicepurchase
availability at time of
Cassette Players, Dolby Decks, lo Car add EL
Music Centres and speakers add £ 1.50. Cartridges
Open 9am-Gpm Mon Sat

317 WHITECHAPEL RD. LONDON El
HI-FI CENTRE
279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD. LONDON El
CASSETTE CENThE

AAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
182

will, 25ü

Oter Price

£114.95

range

TURNTABLES
Aiwa AP2200
Garrard SP25 VI
Garrard 0135
JVC JLA 15 (with cart.)
Hitachi HT 350/5500
Marantz 6100
Marantz 6150
Pioneer 516
Rotel RP5300/RP3300

Co mplete

1
.-- L
bay

59 95
149 95

218 20
moviloi Audio MA7

4."

9
s
6
.b

•

Aiwa 5050

8- 7tÉE

eloreee.

4

DOLBY DEC

PoA

Goodman

Our Price

£339.95
.05.%.

fMleel

add 500-

awraLmmimalla.M.MIaai

* OVER 1000 MODELS IN STOCK
* BIGGEST DISCOUNTS
* TEST ON OUR COMPARATORS
* ESTABLISHED OVER 50 YEARS
izr5

RADIO CASSETTES _ £

Our Price
Pye
2273
£39.95
Auto reverse

OurPrice

£73.95

£36.95 ;;j,

e
e

ITT Studio 65
Tremendous value battery/mains

cassette recorder w th tape counter
autostop, pause, auto switchover for
chrome tapes, seco dreg level facility

V
11>

Sharp GF 3700E
Superb performance
radio/cassette recorder
with APSS. LW/MW/FM.
Built-in mike, sleep
counter and timer.
Battery condition indicator.

_
Philips AC460
Sony 470L
Portable cassette radio,
operates on battery/mains/car
battery. VHF/MVV/LW/SW radio
built-in electret cond. mike,
full auto shut-off.

Superb LW/MW car radio with
stereo cassette player. The model
features turnoloct button wluch
allows tuning in perrnaneetty to
nx stations. Bass, treble aid
balance controls, fast fanned and
rewind.

Complete compact
dual polarity and with
linger tip slider controls, fat forward wand
5W per channel. Arnasng low price.

Our Price

_ £ 49.95
mum tie
Amstrad 9030
Brand new in-dash 3wave
band cassette stereo player
with MIL/FM sterea radin, 5W
per channel output, auto stop.
Complete with
convertible speakers,

Our PrICe

£96.95

RP GE 808
New battery/main stereo
radio cassette recorder.
Features fast forward,
rewind, built-in mikes, digital
tape counter and LW/MW/
FM stereo. Auto Programme
Search System.

Our Price
Ferguson 3704
Terrific
value battery/
mains Stereo radio
cassette recorder with tuning
battery meters, normal/Cr0 2
tape facility, FM/SW/MW!
LW radio, stereo headphone
socket, tape counter.

Sony CF 5701
unpressiw high power portable stereo
cassette ' Am with VHF stereo/MW/LW
norroal/Cr02 tape selector 2W per
channel [wren 2record level meters.
battery/hum; meter.

Sharp 5300
s
5
;,„,`,, s?e
,Stereo Car /
s
s
„
6
70e.e,
3
5
5
0
049,
Aiwa 2040
Cassette Playe_
05
8
56
:e25 Hew
Suuerltur.1,11

Take your favourite music win
you with our latest 3wave bank stereo
radio/cassette player. 7watts per channel,
rewind and forward wind, awe eject.

auto reverse cassette tar sleet with
FM stereo AM rad o 5w per Channel
Arito at manual reverse casette mec,,, ,
and with interference suppression or: H

Sanyo 4020

£34.95

Versatde ' under dash'
stereo cassette player. Feature
it/buttons fur play, f/farvaarl
and eject and rotary contra's for
volume, balance and tone.lidS auto
stop end produces 4w per cL.inel

Battery Mains/Radios
Sharp 6500
79.95 Battery Mains
POA
Stereo& Radio
Stereo Playback
Stereo & Stereo Radio
Aiwa TPR300/216
POA Sharp 1704
42.95 Aiwa 772
Amsttad 9020 - 08859.95
Ferguson 3283
42.95 Sony CF 160
56.95 Philips 2415
Harry Moss 333
09 95
1
>T4iwa 21140
e.1
Aiwa 1050
£4 95 1/
21.95
/Timer CSW227
POA
prr KP5iOO " O b
TIM Eh
Amstrad 9010
t35 95 ▪ Arrstrac.)050
Ferguson 3T03
36.95 Telefunken/102 105.95 Ferguson 3707
0A
Javelin 2920 £ 9.951
T36 95 r Arrerad 9070 £ 73.95 -:SPro ear KP 900
Rehm MS 300
35.95 Toshiba RT 6410 PUA Hitachi 247/295 POA
National 440
P.0 A.
Hitachi 5300
A
:kAtutiolioe dI5 £ 77.95 *PIO . err KP 8000
POA
Hitachi 0270
Philips AC260
56.954
▪ Flettek MR500
C84.95 PiPur err KP 8300 PU A
22C
P,CA
27.95 Hoed',
POA
ITT Tiny'
39.95 ITT SL 58
Hitachi 5320/5210
Radmmobile 3IC £
99.95 -'
41
P.CIA. *Duels., 3100 £ 119.95
Harry Most 330
(44 95 r :9-Hitachi CSK419
Fladromobile 309 - 1:67.95
M6.95
..prHelachr, € 5112240
P0.A *Saryc 4320
Jeer,
4103
145
95
National
309
POA
POA
Hitachi 5211
Stereo Recorders/
099.95
Sony IC 24 FL
59.95
lartachr CS 329
P U A *Sanyo 6067
Nahonal 1131
PO A.
Sony IC 28
613695
irtirtachr 238
P0A
Philips N2002
29.95 Natrona' Ci5000 P0A
39.95 Battery Mains
ITT RC 200
Sore TC 34 £ 9.95
lavehn 95 2750
C99.95
Car Radio
C41 95
AC060
23.95 Philes
*Javehn 3970 £ 109.95
Harry Moss 331
122.95
POA ITT 720
National 554/546
Pioneer KP2I2
PSI A.
Shan, 5300
52.95
59.95 Philips 2208
Hitachi 1NM865
POA
Sharp 5350 ' ( 76.66
4:Natrona CO 7300
P.O A.
12495
Sanyo TCR 3000 39.95 Pye 2271'
POA JVC K02
Pioneer
G03300
P.O.A.
National 553/301
POA
Narrona.
Ca
840
P
0.A.
2272
£31.95
*Sharp 5750 £ 16.95
Sony TC 63
30.95 Pye
Philips
361
/27.95
Sharp 5230 £55.95
Sharp 5751
C59.95
%seem RS 1550
C9L.95
36.95 JVC 1635
Philips 060
POA
Philips 783
146.95
ryas
Ultra 6T01
22.95 Saryo 4023
Radiomobrle It 10
126.95
Sony TC It
157.95
1P
-7.Pitted „vs hinterference suppression clf“.à ,
36.95 Sony TC 525
Sanyo 2560
118.95
Radiomobile 1170 :_ 32.95
Ferguson 3T08 26.95
Sharp 947
E25.95
59.95 Sony TC 158
Sanyo 2464
156.95
Hitachi 36 ' Mini ' POA
t12.95
THE ABOVE WITH FREE SPEAKERS WORTH £7.95 1 Selma, CRS3
Sanyo 2550
81.95 Technics 646
POA
Akai AJ480
139.95 JVC 727/828 POA
Sony CF 570
159.95
Aiwa 940
POA JVC 717
109.95 Toshiba 8600
à • •
POA
Hitachi 8080
POA Sanyo 4515 109.95
AMOM ersutreeNo-Ft Seem ler under [300
JLA 15 turntable
Sony CF 580
219.95
Ferguson 3704 79.95 Sharp 9090 169.95
With cartridge),
Superscope 4003 154.95
Mt.
PUA Sony 560S 124.95
National 462
JVC KO 2VKOlOS stereo
Garrard SP25
cassette deck,
Senheiser li 214
31 95
36.95
.
HEADPHONES
Turntable
Pioneer SE 505
JVC JAS 8G stereo
Sony DR EA
13.95
*Amstrad EX330
17.95
Pioneer SE 305
AS 621
amplifier,
Sony
DR
35
18.95
Amplifier
12.95
13.95
Pioneer SE 205
Akai AS 620
*Amstrad 6%303 JVC ITV 11 G
18.95
Sony OR 45
22.95
15.95' Pioneer SE 300
Akai AS 622
Yamaha HP1
POA
Stereo Tuner
stereo tuner.
10.50
12.95 Sennheiser HD 400
Amstrad HP 56A
*Amstrad 7060
Yamaha HP2
POA
Goodman: RB 20
14.95' Sennheiser HD 414X 15.95
Koss K6
Our Price
Cassette
Deck
Yamaha
HP3
POA
.22.95
Sennheisur
HD
424X
6
95
speakers,
Koss K6 LC
£399.95
*Amstrad
JVC
LK
31
stand
CARTRIDGES
18.45
Ortofon F15E
EX 330 Speakers
Complete with all lead,
Securicor delivery
and all leads.
cartridge. Securient delivery t'S
Ortofon FF15E POA
ADC XLMIll
36.95
- , ! Complete with 2tar ,
I
I le
POA
Audio
Technica
ADC VLMIll
24.50
Philips 141700 1... -Recorder
5.95 Records any 'In:gramme,
Sanyo 626 Turntable
ADC 2LM
56.95 AT 10
Hitachi HT350 TurntableSarno DCA 200 Amok er
7.45
AT
11
ADC 01M3611
16.95
in colnur or black & white '
muere1 Lair 5°'
Sanyo FMTZOOK Tuner
Hitachi D'550
arso
USCG
C
u
ck
18.75
continuously for 2hours. Also can ynns
Dalby Canette Deck
Shure 75ED
12.95 AT 12
yo MC2 Speakers
one
channel
while
recording
another
13.95
'mews'-oh matchum woo
Hitachi FT-340 Stereo Tuner
Shure 75EJ
11.95 AT 13
frisk rack and leads
,gur_Fyice7IL
26.95 comprare
Hitachi HA 330
Shure 95E0
17.95 AT 14
.1 ureter rIpIrtren, CIO
OL rPrice
or
Sema
la
e
£749.9
1
$
Stereo Amplifier
38.95
Shure 95EJ
12.95 AT 15
JVC
HR
•
£489.95
Audio Technica
43.95
Shure M55E
7.95 AT 20
Our Price
3300 EG
A110 Cartridge
14.95
Shure V15
43.95 Stanton 500A
Full 3hour record colour compact,
£339.95
Gaodmans
20.75
Stanton 500EE
Ortofon M2OF L POA
lightweight video. Records programmes
R835
32.95
Stanton 680EE
while viewing, or while viewing dill.
Ortofon M20E
POA
speakers
prog. or when atsent by using timer.
47.95
Ortofon VMS20E 27.45 Stanton 681EE

e
Ç

tereo a io
Cassette
Battery Mains

,

L

Save on cassette tapes and video tapes
Pack of 3Sony C90
" " 3 TIM C90 •

111> "" "" 33Philips
BASF C90
C90
P0ST FREE

225
2.10
2.20
2.10

Philips LVI.:60 .9.95
" LVC120
13.95
" LVC150
14.95

A AAAAA

Philips LVC90
JVCVH90
" VH50

11 95
95
1.95

JVC VHS12C1
11.95
" VHS180
14.95
Add SOD Pm' & P.""0

CASSETTE CENTRE

It's the biggest
improvement you can make
to your sound system.
By adding one of the new ADC Sound Shapers to your
place them wherever you want, by correcting acoustical
system, you'll achieve the biggest single improvement you
imbalances.
could possibly make.
Bad rooms become good rooms.
In fact, aSound Shaper will eliminate practically
The one component in your sound system that's
every unacceptable sound including distortion, rumble, hiss,
always difficult to improve, is the room it's in.
surface noise, feedback and any compatibility problem.
This can negate the quality of even the most
Total tone control.
expensive equipment.
Sound Shaper is our name for amulti-band frequency
Well, there's no need to move house just yet, because
equaliser.
aSound Shaper has the flexibility and accuracy to
These devices segment the audio frequency so you
reshape your room for optimum frequency response.
can adjust the level of each segment to
Two models.
achieve proper tonal balance.
There are two Sound Shapers. The
Good speakers become great
SS1 has 10 linear potentiometers controlling
speakers.
5frequency channels. The SS2 has 24
By simply sliding acouple of tone
controlling 12 channels.
Audio Dynamics Corporation
A division of BSR Limited,
controls you can give your speakers
For further details, please write for
Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Worley
W Midlands B64 50H
another good solid 20 or 30112 of bass
the ADC Sound Shapers brochure, or ask
response. ASound Shaper also allows you to We make e
verything your hi-fi store for ademonstration.

AD

very compatible.

ADVERTISEMENT

Mail Order Protection Scheme
(Limited Liability)

lanai '" A eE CASSETTES
AGFA

Ferro Color
SFD
Carat
Stereochrome

C.60
£0.55
£0.74
£1.29
£1.02

C.90
£0.75
£0.99
£ 1.60
£ 1-27

C.120
£1.12
£ 1.30

BASF

LH
LH Super ..
Ferro Super ..
Chrome Dioxide
Ferrochrome ..

£0.54
£0.90
£0.98
£1.20
£1.37

£0.73
£1.20
£ 1.26
£ 1.47
£1.78

£0.99
£ 1.57
£ 1.66
£1.85

FUJI

FL ..
FX
FX 1 ..

£0.69 £0.98 £ 1.32
£1.05 £ 1.16
£1.14 £1.60

TDK

Dynamic
AD ..
SA ..

£0.59 £0.82 £1.08
£0.85 £ 1.02 £ 1.52
£1.08 £ 1.45

MAXELL

SLN
UD ..
UDXL 1
UDXL 2

PYRAL

Sprint
Hi -Fi
Optima
Maxima
Super FE

If you order from mail order advertisers in this magazine and pay by
HiFi News) will consider
post in advance of delivery, this publication (
you for compensation if the advertisers should become insolvent or
bankrupt, provided:
1. You have not received the goods or had your money returned; and
2. You write to the publisher of this publication (
HiFi News)
explaining the position not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your order and not later than 2 months from
that day.
Please do not wait until the las ' moment to inform us. When you write,
we will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence of payment is
required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance with
the above procedure as soon as possible after the advertiser has been
declared bankrupt or insolvent up to alimit of £2,650 per annum for any
one advertiser so affected and up to £7,950 per annum in respect of all
Insolvent advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher amounts, or when
the above procedure has not been complied with, at the discretion of
this publication (
HiFi News); but we do not guarantee to do so in
view of the need to set some limit to this commitment and to learn
quickly of readers' difficulties.
This guarantee covers only advance payments sent in direct response
to an advertisement in this magazine ( not, for example, payments made
in response to catalogues etc., received as a result of answering such
advertisements). Classified advertisements are excluded.

••
••
•.
.•
••

£1.75

£0.64
£1.05
£1.28
£1.28

£0.84 £1.04
£ 1.19 £1.58
£1.60
£1.60

£0.45
£0.58
£0.83
£0.97
£1.40

£0.64 £0.89
£0.83 £1.04
£ 1.05
£ 1.20
£ 1.85

POST: 1to 9: 40p; 10 and over, POST FREE (
UK only).
Cheques, Postal Orders, Cash ( regd.) to:
21B Kings Road, Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands B73 5AD
Telephone: 021-355 2054
All offers subject to availability. Price includes VAT at 8%.

Keep it off the floor

harman speaker stands keep your speakers
safe but that's not why we make them
Bass colouration from resonances in your building structure
can rob you of the sound quality you've paid for.
Harman speaker stands isolate the enclosure, keep your
speakers safer and make cleaning easier.
Your wife will appreciate the convenience you'll appreciate
the improved sound.
No one knows more about speakers than Harman International.
Ask your dealer for details and ademonstration.
722

TS2
Base 12" wide x 10 5" deep
Speaker platlorm 12" wide x10 5"deep
Overall height ( including castors) 9 175"

75111

TS4
Base 13 75"vgde x10 25"deep
Speaker platlorm 13 75"wide x10 25"deep
Overall hinght ( Including castors) 9 25"
TSIO
Base 14 5"wide 12"deep
Speaker platform 9875" wide x9 25"deep
Overall heighi ( including castors) 10"

harman u.k. St. Johns Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR Telephone: Penn ( 049 4.81) 5221
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LES 13120Wh

and his band of renown

GOES DIRECT TO DISC

Peagy eaf,-.

eJac hv4teM

Sheffield Lab 3: Harry Janes and -fis B.g Band.
The Kind James Version".

£ 10.00

GADD.1010: Les Brown and His Bandol Renown.
Goes " Direct to Disc".
£ 10.00

EW-10001: The Three.
Joe Sample. Ray Brown, She I
yManne.

:u SO

MAW'
(L....T-1

The *
Direct '
Disc
Sound of

GlenEjvljller
Orchestra
Directed by jimmy liendercort

corun'nee% A400D PLACC
Sheffield Lab 6, Haug James and His Big Band.
"Comm' From A Goad Place".

fla 00

• •• Ehrect Ds: S
Jrrnm, e

•

Glenn Afiller
••
£ 10 00

Sheffield Lab 5, Dave Grusin"Descoeered Aoin. £ 1C.00

EVV-10002, The Pentamon.
ChB ord Jordan, Cedar Wallcn. Sam Junes, Billy
Huggins, Ray Mantilla.

EVW10003: The L.A.4"Payane Roar Une ImanteDétunte '
Bud Shank, Laurindc Almeida, Ray Brown, Shelly Mann.
£10.10

I 1.111111()1;Cili , 11.

Jee

.11

ir

e -111z16.1i41

VIOC 1-E: " Gentle'thoughts'.
Lee Ritenour. Patrice Rushen, Dare Grusin, Ern eWelts,
Anthony Jackson, riarveY eta.. Stave Forman. £ 10.00
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610 XI

..Loal Express Featuring
y
. e
ci.
2
tn
u
og
u
a
r
r

£10.00

LBR-1001). Climax Jazzfla

act To

t.k.

%Bari

• aa...we. max mum
Sans , 114 Lanoratories Sus D20001 Peter Appleyard
Presents.
£ 10.00

UMB-00-4 R

1
.

Connell and the Boss Brass. " Big Band Jac(

DIRECT-TO-DISC RECORDS
THE SET OF SETS.

Flying Disk - V1BN-3, Live At Sweet Basil.
"Junior Mance" ( Binaural only, not Direct-cut- Disc) £ 6.00

From the moment tape came into general
use in the late forties, facilities for recording
have reached the " Ultimate", research has
developed " things" that even Buck Rogers
could not have envisaged — and yet the
most prized software in this industry is the
"DIRECT-CUT-DISC", aproduction
method identical to the first ever recorded
sounds. Commercial recording (the way all
other recordings are made) happens,first on
multi-track tape, is then mixed down to a
two track stereo tape master and finally
used to cut the master lacquer on adisccutting lathe. The " Direct-cut-Disc"
process eliminates all these tape stages and
the result can be the most faithful
reproduction of sound with all the "live"
excitement of instruments and voice.
The artists must perform each side of the
album completely as they would play in a
live concert. No fixing or changing is
possible, as their performance must
continue for the full side without astop of
more than 4or 5seconds between
selections or movements. The purity of the
audio resulting from this difficult and
exacting recording process is what makes

THE LEADING HIGH-FIDELITY
DO- 106 The New Brubeck Quartet.
"A Cut Above". (Double Album)

£14.00

RECORD DISTRIBUTOR IN EUROPE

the time and trouble all worth while.
We, at Quadramail, are happy to announce
acatalogue of albums recorded on the
Direct-cut-Disc process that maintain that
"live" excitement as well as offering you
superb high fidelity sound. After all, it is
the live excitement of the recording
medium (pre- 1947) which makes some of
the original recordings from amultitude
of professional and amateur artists so
valuable.
Artists who have recorded in this medium
include Harry James, Buddy Rich, Rob
McConnell and the Boss Brass, the L.A.4
and our latest release The New Brubeck
Jazz Quartet. The album " Big Band Jazz —
Rob McConnell and the Boss Brass" has
just won two 1978 JUNO awards. This is
the first time that ahigh fidelity record has
been awarded such aprize. We will be
quite happy to forward you alist of all our
high fidelity discs if you send us a
postcard with your name and address on it.
If you cannot wait, then give us acall, or
visit our Stand at the Harrogate
International Festival of Sound (August
9th-20th).

uadramad
5FELLOWS ROAD

LONDON NW3 • 01 722 4009
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FOR BEST PRICES & SERVICES

EALING T.V. & HI-FI

Goodwins

or

THE Hi-Fi,TV & VIDEO SPECIALISTS
Telephone:
567

579
8703

3718

or

or

579

4258

SONY®
Bang &Olufsen
CI Technics

AIWA
Yamaha

JVC
TO: EALING T.V. & Hi -Fi (Dept HFN)

1
1

1
1

THE PADDOCKS, POPES LANE, LONDON W5.
Please supply prices on the following:

NAME

Telephone:

888

AMPLIFIERS
Akai AM2200, AM2400
Akai AM2600, AM2800
Armstrong 621
Hitachi HA250, HA300
Hitachi HA330, HA6I0
JVC JASIO, JASII
JVC JAS3I, JAS7I
Lecson Ad, API X
Lecson AP3, FMI
National SU2300, SU2400
Pioneer SA606, SA706
Pioneer SA5300, SA6300
Pioneer SA7300, SA7500
Quad 33, 303, 405
Radford Z1350, ZD250
Revox A78, A722
Revox A740, 9750
Sansui AU4900, AU5900
Sugden A48
Sony TAE7, TAE88
Sony TAI I, TA73, TAI630
Technics SU7I00, SU7300
Technics SU7700, SU8080
Yamaha CA410, CA6I0
Yamaha CA810, CAI010
TURNTABLES
Ariston RDIIE
Beogram 1102, 1902
Beogram 4002, 6000
Connoisseur BDI, 2 & 3
Fons CQ30
Hitachi PS8, PSI7
JVC JLA20, JLAIS
Linn-Sondek LPI2
Michell Reference
Hydraulic
Electronic
Pioneer PLI 120, PLI ISO
Pioneer PL5I0A, PL530
Revox Direct Drive
Sansui SR525P
Sony PSI I, PS22
Sony PSX4, PSX6, PSX7
Technics SL220, 51_230
Technics SLI900, SL1800,
SL 1700
Technics SL150, SL I500/11
Technics SL 1400/11,
SL I300/11
Transcriptions Skeleton,
Round-table
Yamaha YP-2I I. YP-511
CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa AD 250, AD6300
Aiwa AD6550, AD6800
Akai CS34D, CS702D
Akai GXC709D
Beocord 1100, 5000
Hitachi D2315, D2310
JVC CD1740, KD2I
JVC KD-35, KD2
National RS6I2
Nakamichi DT550, DT600
Pioneer CTF4040
Sansui SC3000, SC3003
Sony TC188, TCI99
Sony TC135, TC136

0077

Sony TC158, TCI77
Sony TCI86, TC206, TC229
Tandberg TCD3I0,
TCD330
Technics RS615, RS630
Technics R5678, 686
Yamaha TCSIIS,
TC800G L
TAPE DECKS &
RECORDERS
Aka, 4000DS/II, GX2I5D
Grundig TK547, TK747
Revox A77, 877
Sony TC765
Sony TC377, TC5I0-2
Tandberg 1521, 104IXD
Technics RSI500
TUNERS
Akai AT2200, AT2400
Armstrong 623, 624
Hitachi FT340, FT300
JVC JTVIO, JTV II
Lecson FMI
National ST2300, ST2400
Quad FM3
Revox A76, A720, 13760
Sansui TU5900. TU7900
Sony Sill, ST73
Sony ST2950, ST3950
Technics ST7300, ST3500
Technics ST8080, ST9600
Yamaha CT4I0, CT610
Yamaha CT810, CT1010
RECEIVERS
Akai AA1010, AAI020
Aiwa AF3060. 3090
Aiwa AX7400, AX75h0
Armstrong 625, 626
Beomaster 901, 1100, 1900
Beomaster 2200, 2400
Beomaster 4400
Hitachi SR303L, 302
JVC JRS50. IRS100
JVC JRS 200/11, 300/11 etc.
National RE7860, SG25Q
Sansui 551, 661
Sony STRI IL, STR2800
Sony STR3800, STR4800
Tandberg TR2025, TR2040
Tandberg TR2055, TR2075
Technics SAS070, SA5160
Technics SA5270, SA5370
Yamaha CR200E, CR620
Yamaha CR820, CR420 etc.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Acoustic Research ARI8,
ARI7, ARI5, ARI4
Beovox S30, 535. S45I2, S60
Beovox S75, M70, M75, M 10
Beovox S75, M70, M75,
MI00
Bose 301, 901/111
Celestion Ditton ISXR, II,
22

Celestion Ditton 33, 44,25,
66
Celestion UL6, UL8, ULM
Chartwell PM 100. PM200
IMF Compact 11, SuperCompact
IMF ALS40, TLS50,
TLS80/11
JRI49, Super Woofer
Jordan-Watts Jumbo,
Janet
Jordan-Watts Jupiter TLS
JBL L19. L40, L110
KEF Chorale, Corelli, etc.
KEF 103, 104, 105
Lecson LBI, SPI, HL1
Monitor Audio MA8, MA7
Monitor Audio MAS, MAI
Mordaunt-Short Pageants
Mordaunt-Short Festivals,
Carnivals
Quad Electrostatics
Revox AX2/2, AX3/3
Rogers LS3/5A, Export
Monitors
Sony G3, GS, G7
Spender Bd, BC2, BC3
Technics SB4500, SB7000
Wharfedale Linton,
Glendale
Wharfedale Teesdale,
Dovedale
Wharfedale ESC). E70
Yamaha NSIOOOM
MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa AF5050. AF5090
Aka, AC3800L
Beocentre 2800, 3300
Beocentre 4600
Hitachi SDT 7820. 7765
Hitachi SDT 7680. 7785
Hitachi SDT7785, 7680
JVC MF47L, MFSS
National SG 1030. SG 1090
National SG2070, SG3060
National SG2080L,
SG3090L
Sony EX IK, EX2K
Sony HMK55, HMK77
Tandberg TR220GC
SPEAKER CHASSIS
KEF T27, BI 10
KEF 8200. 8139
Lowther PM6, PM7
Tannoy 10', 12 , IS'
PICK-UP ARMS
Formula 4 Arm
Hadcock GH228
SME 3009/11, 3009/S2
SME 3009/111
OTHERS
Decca Record Brush
Decca Record Cleaner
Earc
Watts Parastat
Zerostat
BIB accessories etc.

TO: GOODWINS (Dept HFN)
7 THE BROADWAY, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN,
LONDON N22.
Please supply prices on the following:

1
1

NAME

ADDRESS

1
1

I ADDRESS
(Please enclose stamped, addressed envelope)

(Please enclose stamped, addressed envelope)

EALING: OPEN Monday to Saturday, 9.30 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
Nearest tube station: South Ealing- Piccadilly line,

GOODWINS: OPEN Tuesday to Saturday, 9.00 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY
Nearest tube station: Wood Green- Piccadilly line.

•
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WHERE.

Here are 12 helpful and professional KEF dealers where you can go and hear
the high quality range of KEF loudspeakers.

SOUTH & SOUTH EAST
Oxford

Reading

Watford

4Liverpool Victoria House.
Priory Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks.
gbh 0494 35910

K . 1lxisuresotnid
101 St. Albans Road, Watford, Her! Tel: Watford 45250
an dat
27 Springfield Road, Harrow, Middx.
'Ibl: 01-863 8690
48 Wigmore Street, London Wl.
Tel: 01-486 8263
278 High Street, Uxbridge,Middx.
Tel: Uxbridge 33474

KEEN

KEFII4

KEFIN

Enfield

Edgy% are

London

Horns
6South Parade,
Summertown, Oxford OX2 7JR.
'Ibl: 0865 511241

AT Laboratories
191 Chase Side,
Enfield, Middx. EN2 OQZ.
Tel: 01-363 7981

B&B HiFi
16 Gun Street,
Reading, Berks.
'Ibl: 0734 583730
and at

Planet HiFi Centre
88 High Street,
Edgware, Middx HA8 7HE.
Tel: 01-952 3238

HEW Audio Visual Ltd.
230 lbttenham Court Road,
London WI.
Tel: 01-637 2624
and at
114-116 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
'Ibl: 01-240 3386
146 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
'Ibl: 01-672 4471

KEFIN

KEFIII

KEFIII

London

London

New Malden

Knightsbridge Audio
33 Beauchamp Place,
Knightsbridge, London SW3.
Tel: 01-589 9300

Wally for Wireless
279-285 Whitechapel Road,
London El.
Tel: 01-247 3453

Unilet Products
Compton House.
35 High Street, '
New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY
'Ibl: 01-942 9567

KEFil

KEEN

KEFII

Sevenoaks

Tunbridge Wells

Colchester

Sevenoaks HiFi
109 & 118 London Road,
Sevenoaks, Kent.
'Ibl: Sevenoaks 59556
and at

Goulden & Curry
56-61 High Street,
'Ambridge Wells, Kent.
Tel: 'Ambridge Wells 30151

D.T. Wicks & Co.
49-55 North Station Road.
Colchester, Essex.
Tel: 0206 49842

KEHII

KEFIII

162 Powis Street,
Woolwich, London SE18.
'Ibl: 01-855 8016

KEFIII

4

KE1111

The Speaker Engineers
KEF Electronics Ltd.,lbvil, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QP.

Maidstone (0622) 672261.

serendipity in surrey
ACOUSTATS
Full range electrostatic speakers from the
USA featuring direct coupling from the inbuilt amplifiers to the electrostatic plates
highly recommended for those wishing to
recreate the concert hall listening experience, has stupendous ambience and
detail with commendable bass reproduction

FUTTERMANS

which is usually lacking in electrostatics.
Capable of high sound levels, but requires
the right equipment to drive them. Let us
show you what they can do. Home demon.
strations are amust for these units.

This is another fine audio product retailed only by Guildford Hi Fi. It is so good.
but so scarce, that there is just not enough to go round. This valve design has
been around for many years and has been mabufactured only on acustom-made
basis in the USA. The specifications as with all valve equipment is modest but
the sound is incomparable. When allied with the Paragon Kevin] the combination
is unbeatable.

MERIDIAN
"Why should Ipay f330 for a dinky
little amplifier thats got only 35 lousy
watts per channel, no filters, no headphones jack, and not even an on- off
light. Thus might the acoustically
unsophisticated rightly react to the
spartan simplicity of the Boothroyd•
Stewart Meridian amplifiers. Any such

RE VOX
We were standing tall when the
representative of Bauch pinned our
'•Revox Fl dealership' badge on our
heaving bosom. After all, they have
been acknowledged as the manu•
lecturers of the finest tape deck ever.
Now they are introducing a complete
product range that seeks to achieve

reservations should quickly be dispelled after a short listening spell. It is
especially adept at demolishing the
pretensions of many highly regarded
(and more expensive) muscular oriental amplifiers. 50 and 100 watt
versions are also available.

*et

SOUND LEASE
The toundlease TVA- 1 is the first
prcduc from an aspiring pair of
desigrers. Messrs Austen and Mich.
aelsor who are convinced that value
technology is enjoying a renaissance
of popularity. It is of meticulous
construction and indeed its only

the same status for adigital fm tuner
(8760) and integrated amplifier ( 8750)
and a radial- tracking turntable that
must leave the Japanese gasping with
disbelief and envy ' Nutt said, just
hear it all at GHF and draw your own
conclusions

PARAGON

drawback is its hernia- inducing weight
of 5 stone 10. Nominally 50 watts
per channel, it is an ideal companion
to the Paragon preamplifier which
allows you to listen to the music once
more and not the equipment.

Paragon is not too well known in this country since we are the only shop bringing
them in from the USA We don't advertise them heavily since they are in such
scarcity, even in the States. If your hearing hasn't been sermanently impaired
and you can still appreciate the sound of a live orchestra, we are sure you will
never want to return to the screeching, edgy, constructed, sterile sound that
emanates from transistor phono preamps. Strong stuff, but we believe a listen
wit! convince you. The Paragon system
preamp is f450 - while the model 12A
is (1395.00.

We also recommend an audition of the following high- quality equipment: Linn Sondek LP12 turntable ( alas, nothing seems to
approach it for quality), ADC carbon fibre arms and Grace 6707 arms, cartridges by ADC, AKG, Decca, Grado, Sonus, and
Stanton. For the impoverished but discriminating music lover we have the Dual CS502 turntable and for the extremely patient,
the Rega Plannar II Er Ill ( up to ayears wait). We also have the commendable AEt R460 amplifier, the Enigma variations, and
Quad 33/405 amplifiers. Also recommended are the Technics and Nakamichi amps and tuners. Among speakers one should
hear the Dahlquist, Harbeth, Gale, B Er W, and the highly recommended Tangent range. We also recommend the new LQZ
speaker cables and Gold- ens signal leads for an improvement in your present equipment.

GUILDFORD HIel
270 HIGH ST,
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GUILDFORD,

SURREY Tel

71534

•

monitor.
sound
e All Prices inclusive of VAT at 12+%

e
e

Two Years Free Parts and Labour
Excellent Demonstration Facilities

AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer SA5500 Mk II
Pioneer SA6500 Mk 11
Pioneer SA606
Pioneer SA706
Rotel RA3I3
Armstrong 621
Trio KA3500
Quad-Trio
Yamaha-JVC
Technics-Hitachi ..
RECEIVERS
Armstrong 625
Armstrong 626
Rotel RX203
Rotel RX303
Rotel RX403
Rotel RX503
Akai AA I135
Pioneer 5)(450
Pioneer SX550
Pioneer SX650
JVC JRS100
Hitachi-Aiwa
Trio-Tandberg
Technics ..
Yamaha-JVC
Bang and Olufsen
Akai-Good mans

•
••

£61 00
£100 00
£118 00
£149 00
£73 00
£105 00
£69 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£165 00
£189.90
£89.00
£109 00
£118.00
£149 00
£139 95
£99 00
£141 00
£205 00
£109 00
P.0 A.
P.O A.
P.O A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
G
d GT20 c/w cart...
£63.00
Garrard GT25P c/w cart.
£70 00
Garrard GT35P c/w cart.
£84 00
Garrard 0075 Ow cart...
£86 SO
G
d 86SB Ow cart. .. £40.00
Pioneer PLI 120 ..
£54.50
Pioneer PL5I4
£61:00
Pioneer PL5I6
£83•00
Pioneer PL5I8
10900
Dual CS502 c/w cart.
£81300
Dual C5704 c/w cart. £ 15600
SME 3009ND Arm
£43.00
SME 3009ND III Arm
£97 00
Shure V15 Mk 3cart. ..
£39.00
Shure M9SED cart...
£21.90
Shure M75ED cart. ..
£15•50
Technics, B
0, Hitachi,
JVC, Sony, Fons, etc. ..
P.O.A.
HEADPHONES/CARTRIDGES
Pioneer, Sony, Beyer,
Shure, Sennheiser,
B
0, Ortofon, etc...
P.O.A.

CASSETTES ( price each)
BASF LH C90
BASF Super C90 ( SM)
TDK AD C90
TDK SA C90
Maxell UD C90
Memorex C90 ( twin pack)
Fuji FX C90

TUNERS
Pioneer TX5500 Mk 11
Pioneer TX6500 Mk II
Pioneer TX7500
Pioneer TX606
Rotel RT226
Rotel RT425
Armstrong 624
Trio-Quad
Sony-JVC
Yamaha ..
Hitachi ..
Technics ..

••
••
••
••

CASSETTE/TAPE
Pioneer CTF4040
Pioneer CTF6060
Akai CS34D
Akai CS702D
Akai GXC709D
Akai 4000DS
Akai 4000DB
Aiwa ADI250
Aiwa AD6300
Sony TC I
88SD
Sony TCI99SD
Aiwa ..
Tandberg ..
Sony-JVC
Technics
Bang and Olufsen
Hitachi ..

e
•
e

£74.00
£106.00
£137 00
£107-00
£59 00
£84.00
£89.90
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

.••.
.•

••
•.
•.
••

5 rate
£0.82

10 rate
£0.78
£1.29
£1-13
£1.51
£118
£0.88
£1-18

20 rate
£0.77
£1.26
[HI
£1-48
£1.25
£0.86
£1.16

POSTAGE: 30p per five; 60p per ten; 86p per twenty.
S.A.E. FOR CASSETTES AND TAPE PRICES
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS

•

monitor,

sounci

is the
SAEC
model
WE

£119.00
£139.00
£89 00
£97 00
£159.95
£169 95
£216.95
£132 00
£136.00
£122 00
£155.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

SPEAKERS ( pair)
£85 00
Leak 3020 ..
£114 00
Leak 3030 ..
Leak 3050 ..
£162 00
£248 00
Leak 3080 ..
£96 00
Celestion Dicton 15XR
Celestion Dicton 33 .. £190 00
Celestion Dicton 44 .. £195 00
In stock
Celestion UL range
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
£64.00
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP
£89 00
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2
£128 00
Wharfedale Dovedale SP2 £174 00
Wharfedale E70
£294 00
Kef Calinda
£198 00
Wharfedale new range
In stock
P.O.A.
B-f- W-Quad
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio ..
P.O.A.
Castle-JR
P.O.A.
Videotone-Spendor
P.O.A.
Mordaunt-Short
Bang and Olufsen
P.O.A.
Kef-AR-Tangent
P.O.A.

•£1.34
• • £1.18
£1-58
• . £1.33
• . £0.92
. • £1-23

The best arm
in the world
at any price

Now made available in Britain. The
revolutionary Double- Knife Edge
configuration is one of the 6patented
designs incorporated in this SEAC Tone
Arm. Contrary to popular belief, this
tone arm is suitable for M.C., M.M.,
low + high compliance cartridges.
Included in the price is ahigh quality,
gold-plated, low capacitance and
resistance phono cord suitable for CD4
playback with minimum loss of high
frequency. There are two other models
available with equally sophisticated
specifications. Ask for details at your
favourite Dealer or write to us.
WE-308SX £265.00
WE- 308/N £99.50
WE-308/Lf108.00
Prices excl.VAT

TEL 71935

64 chapel si. chorley, lanca shire.
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l
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Zeepa Instruments Limited
15 Richmond Grove, Surbiton, Surrey, England
Tel: 01-399 0966 Telex: 929679

ess

Artistic licence?
We at QUAD go to avery great deal of
trouble to ensure that with aQUAD 33 in the
Cancel position, the voltage delivered to your
loudspeakers is avirtually exact RIAA transfer
of the voltage the pickup will produce into a
stated passive load. Nothing added - nothing
taken away.
A visiting journalist recently suggested that
we should not do this. Final adjustment should
be done by ear, he said.
What an opportunity!
After all we know that if we add alittle
warmth with asubtle boost in the lower middle
and balance this with an ever so gentle hump
in the quack region (2-3kHz), we can make
most programmes sound superficially more
impressive. Come to that, why not change the
3180µS to 5000µS adding alittle more ' heft' that
most people will fall for. We could even make
aspecial model for the boom and tizz brigade.
Been to any live concerts recently ?
For further details on the full range of
QUAD products write to:
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7DB
Telephone: (0480) 52561

QUAD ce
for the closest approach to the original sound
QUAD is aRegistered Trade Marl
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YOUR CLOSEST APPROACH TO

QUAD
London Sound

Holdings of Blackburn

70 West Street,

Mincing Lane,

Harrow on the Hill,

Darwen Street,

Middlesex

Blackburn, Lancs.

01 864 6781

0254 59595

lmhofs

Audio T

112-116 New Oxford Street,

190 West End Lane,

London WC1

London NW6 1SQ

01 636 7878

01 794 7848

Leicester Hi -Fi Centre
215-219 Melton Road,
Leicester
0533 666653
Forum Hi -Fi Centres
Unit 26, Tivoli Centre,
Coventry Road, Birmingham
021 7073640
Units 3 and 9 Longfellow Road,
Coventry
0203 451651
238 Chesterfield Road South,
Mansfield
0623 23716
600 Mansfield Road,
Nottingham
0602 601150

Hampstead Hi -Fi
63 Hampstead High Street,
London NW3
01 435 0999

ACOUSTICAL MANUFACTURING CO.
ST. PETERS ROAD, HUNTINGDON, CAMBRIDGE

LTD.
0480-52561
193

Whenever you compare
our prices you tell us....
WE ALWAYS WIN
Contact us
now for
winning prices
on the following:
SONY HMK 55/77
SONY STR11L
SONY TC229
SONY PS11/22
SONY KV1340
SONY KV2000
SONY KV9000
SONY TC765
SONY TC766-2
SONY TC510-2
SONY CF570
AIWA AD6400
AIWA AD6550
AIWA AD1250
AIWA AX7600
AIWA AP2200
MARANTZ 2226
MARANTZ 4G
A.R. AR18
NATIONAL SG3090
NATIONAL SG2080
NATIONAL SG3060
NATIONAL SG1090
TECHNICS SU7700
TECHNICS SU8080
TECHNICS SL1900
TECHNICS RS631

AIWA
AD1800
Dolby+ DNL
Cassette
Deck

Most quality cassette decks use the dolby system to reduce
tape noise. The Aiwa AD1800 goes astep further— not only
is Dolby fitted but also DNL ( Dynamic Noise Limiter) which
reduces noise on non- Dolby encoded tapes. The use of this
double noise reduction system results in a signal to noise
ratio of better than 65dB.
The same high standards are followed in the tape transport
mechanism. The extremely large flywheel ( 104mm in
diameter) works with a hysteresis synchronous motor and
SST ( Solid Stabilised Transport) System to reduce wow
and flutter to an astonishingly low 0.05% WRMS. There
are 2large VU meters plus 2LED peak indicators and 3- step
independent bias and equalisation tape selector which includes variable bias in the LH position.

PERSONAL
EXPORT
for
UK
visitors at Cash and Carry Tax Free
prices
DIRECT
EXPORT
for
goods
shipped overseas, fully insured, at
discount Tax Free prices. Write for
delivery quote

TECHNICS RS1500
JVC JLA40
JVC JLA50
JVC RC828
JVC RC727
JVC KD720
JVC 3050
JVC 3060 Mk11
SHARP GF9090

Recommended
Retail Price
£315.00

ACCESS AND
BARCLAYCARD
WELCOME.
CREDIT TERMS FOR
PERSONAL SHOPPERS.
ALL EOUIPMENT IS BRAND NEW. FULLY
GUARANTEED AND OFFERED WITH FULL
AFTER SALES SERVICE

PROMPT EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE
Goods despatched within 24 hours of receipt
of order. ( Subject to availability of stock).
Cheerful Refund. If within 7days of purchase
any item is found to be faulty. we will
gladly refund the full purchase price or
replace the faulty item.

TELETAPE

AGENTS FOR: ADC. AIWA. AKG. BASF.
Ferrograph. JR Loudspeakers. JVC Koss.
Mariam:. Mayen. National Panasonic. Neal.
Oriol on. Quad. Retos B. Shure. SME. Sony,
Spendor, Stanton. Tannoy. TIDK. Technics. Yamaha
JVC Et National VHS Video Recorders
Sony Betamax Systems

Prices correct at time of going to press but subject to change without notice
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OXFORD STREET

33 Edgware Road. W2
84/88 Shaftesbury Ave. WI
Tel 01-7231942/2924
Te1.01-437 lbbl.
Open 9a.m. 5.30p m. Monday- Saturday.
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Bolivar has gathered the best minds and
talents from the most successful speaker
companies in the world, and given them
one of the most complete and sophisticated
laboratories to work in. Our three speaker
systems — the 125, the 18, and the 64 —
adhere to asingle standard: Great for the
price of Good.
Bolivar loudspeakers sound great because
every part contributes to better sound:
drivers with extra large magnet structures,
solid enclosures, and the kind of crossover
network you find in expensive professional
loudspeakers. You can hear the difference
even if you can't see it.
We're cost conscious. Every element of the
system has to meet the standard of
reasonable price without sacrifice of
quality. Thus, the money you spend on a
Bolivar loudspeaker goes alot further. And
when it comes to putting it all together, we
apply the latest in technology to cut the
costs of assembly.
We chose the most proven driver design,
the direct radiator. And we refined it. We
use aheavy- gauge steel frame for absolute
rigidity and long- life, costly speaker cones
that have the optimum relationship
between mass and density for sonic
accuracy, and heavy-duty, high energy
magnet structures for greater efficiency. In
fact, the magnet on our 2inch tweeter is
bigger than many woofet magnets.
We know these excellent driver designs are
consistent in manufacture because every
one of them must pass rigid tests for
frequency response, distortion, efficiency,
and mechanical stability. After assembly,
every complete system is tested again using
the same tough standards. Your left
loudspeaker will sound exactly the same as
your right. The pair you buy will perform
exactly the way the pair in the store did.
And both will sound just like the very first
Bolivar loudspeakers sounded in the
laboratory.
Bolivar crossovers are Great for the price of
Great. Here we weren't able to save any
money. We use expensive metallized Mylar
capacitors for high- frequency power
handling, long life, and excellent sonic
quality. To eliminate stray magnetic fields,
we use iron- core inductors for critical
circuits. Bolivar's conjugate circuit presents
anear- ideal load to your receiver, so you
can use our loudspeakers with the widest
variety of receivers and amps.

natural, and highs crisply and sharply
defined, but never overly bright or"szzly".
A loudspeaker's enclosure affects the way
it sounds. We determine the optimum
enclosure volume and the ideal relationship
between height, width, and depth by
computer. Using high- density compressed
wood, we line the interior with acoustic
material to damp resonances and reduce
internal reflections. Bolivar enclosures are
tough, rigid, and accurate.
Boivar loudspeakers are ducted port
systems. They can convert as much as four
times more of an amplifier's power into
sound than atypical acoustic suspension
design. Thus, a50- watt- per- channel amp
driving Bolivar loudspeakers will match the
performance of 200- watt- per- channel
amplifier with typical accoustic suspension
speakers. But Bolivar loudspeakers are not
onW efficient. They sound clean, crisp, and
transparent and have extended bass
response.
All Bolivar loudspeaker systems have abig,
smooth, easy- to- listen- to quality. Bass is
powerful but not overpowering, midrange

Drivers are located in avertical array for
superb stereo imaging, left to right, front to
back. A soloist is heard performing
between the speakers and not spread
across the room. If the first horn was
recorded to the - ight of the vocalist and ir
front of : he tympani, you'll hear him that
way.
Model 64
Recommended amplifier Min 10 watts
power ( per channeil
Max 125 watts
Model 18
Recommended amplifier Min 10 watts
power ( per channel)
Max 100 watts
Model 125
Recommended amplifier Min 10 watts
power ( per channel)
Max 80 watts
Enclosure finish in Tennessee Hickory
with Brown grile.
Ask your dealer for details and ademonstration.
harman u.k.
St. Johns Road. Tylers Green.
High Wycombe. Bucks. HP10 8HR
Telephone. Penn 1049 4811 5221

ce Bolivar Spealker Works
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WILMSLOW
o
The firm for Speakers
HI-FI
DRIVE
UNITS

PA GROUP &
DISCO UNITS

41

WILMSLO>
AUDIO

SPEAKER
KITS

KITS FOR MAGAZINE DESIGNS etc
Audax HDI2.9 D25
Audax HD201125.14
Audax HD I1P25EBC
Audax HD13 D34H

£7.50

Baker Group 25

£10-95

Baker Group 35

£
6.95

£12-50

Audax HD20 B25H4 .. £14.65
Baker Superb .. £2150
Castle 8RS/DD
£11.95
Chartwell CE205 r bass,
matched pairs only, pair .. £59.90
Coles 4001 _
£6.25
Coles 3000 ..
£
6-25
Celestion HFI30011 ..
£8.25
Celestion HF2000 ..
£175
Dalesford D20/105 4" .. £ 10.95
Dalesford D30/110 5" .. £10.95
Dalesford D50/153 64-" •
£11.95
Dalesford D50/200 8" .. £11.95
Dalesford D70/250 10' • • £24.95
Dalesford 0100/310 12" • . £34.95
Decca London .. • • £
37-25
Decca C0/1000/8 .. • •
£7.95
Decca DK30 .. • . £24.50
EMI I4A/770 14"x9"• • £ 1150
EMI 8" x 5" d/c 10 watt • • £3•95
EMI Type 350 4ohm• •
£125
Isophon KKI0/8 . • £8.25
Isophon KK13/13 .. • • £7.50
Jordan Watts Module • • £ 17-95
Jordan 50 mm unit .. . • £2150
Jordan CB Crossover • • [22.50
KEF T27•
•
£8.50
KEFTI5•
•
£ 10.75
KEF BI10•
.
£ 10.95
KEF B200 ..• . £ 11-95
KEF 8139 ..• • £ 24-95
KEF DNI3
£4 95
KEF DNI2
£7.25
Lowther PM6
£43-75
Lowther PM6 Mk I
£45 90
Lowther PM7
£78-95
Peerless DTIOHFC £9.50
Peerless KOIODT
£8.25
Peerless K040MRF £ 1/50
Radford BD25 11 .. £26 95
Radford MD9
£ 14-50
Radford MD6• • • £ 1/95
Radford FN8/FN831 . .. £ 19.95
Richard Allan CG8T .. £8.95
Richard Allan CG I2T Super £ 19 95
Richard Allan HP8B .. £ 13.50
Richard Allan LP8B .. £125
Richard Allan HPI28 £21.50
Richard Allan DT20 ..
£
6.75
Richard Allan DT30 ..
£
6.95
Shackman Electrostatic c/w
polar network and x/o pair £99.95
Tannoy HPD 295A
£91.50
Tannoy HPD 3I5A
£ 10195
Tannoy HPD 385A
£ 11195
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SWIFT

OF WILMSLOW
The firm for Hi -Fi

5Swan Street,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.

......

£1300

..•

•

£14.50

Baker Group 50/12•

•

£21.00

Baker Group 50/15
Celestion G I2M•

• . £25.75
• £12.95

Celestion G I
2H ..• •
Celestion G I8C
Celestion Powercell 12"/ 100 ..

£16•95

£3195
£4195

Celestion Powercell 15"/100

£
46-95

Celestion Powercell 15"/ 125 ..

£4195

Celestion GI2/75 (alum. dome)..

£2150

Celestion GI2/75 (d/cone)

£24-50

Celestion GI211/50 (cambric edge) £16.95
Celestion G15/100 ( alum. dome)

£3150

Celestion MHI000

£13.50

Fane Pop 40•
Fane Pop 50H•

•
.

£10-95
£12.50

Fane Pop 75•
Fane Pop 65.

•
•

£1195

Fane Pop 80•
Fane Pop 100 ..

•

£21.95

£16•95

• . £35.95

Fane Guitar 80L

•

.•

•

£19.75

Fane Guitar 80B

•

•.

•

£19.95

••.

£21.50

Fane Disco 80

•

Fane PA80...
Fane Bass 85

•

..

£1150

.. £2195

Fane Crescendo I2A

.. £4195

Fane Crescendo I2B

£44.95

Fane Crescendo 15/100 .. • •

£54.95

Fane Crescendo 15/125 .. • •

£64.95

Fane Crescendo 18 .. • •

£75.95

Fane 92011 Horn

•

£45.95

Fane HPXI/HPX2

•.

£150

Fane PH50

••

Fane J44 horn

..•

....

£6.50
£ 6.50

Fane 1104 horn ..

• • £ 1175

Fane 173 horn

• • £175

..

Goodmans 8PA
Goodman' 10P . •
Goodmans I2P
Goodmans I
2PD..•

• • £195

••
£
6.95
• • £ 16.95
• £ 1/95

Goodmans I2PG..• • £ 19-50
Goodmans 50HX•
•
£ 18.95
Motorola Piezo Horn .. • •
£
8-50
Richard Allan HD8T .. • • £ 12.95
Richard Allan HD IOT
£ 13.25
Richard Allan HDI2T . • £ 18-75

Richard Allan HDIS
Richard Allan HOIST ..

. • £29.95
• • £30-50

KITS INCLUDE DRIVE UNITS, CROSSOVERS, BAF/LONG FIBRE WOOL, ETC.,
FOR PAIR OF SPEAKERS.
CARRIAGE £150.

PRICES PER PAIR - CARRIAGE £2.50
Dalesford System 2 • • • •

[55.75

PRACTICAL HI-FI & AUDIO
PRO9-TL ( Rogers) ..

Dalesford System 3 • . • .

£101.73

Felt panels for PRO9-TL £5.50 -I£1-50 p & p
HI-FI
ANSWERS
MONITOR
(Rogers) . • .
HI-F1 NEWS STATE OF THE
ART ( Atkinson) ..
HI-FI NEWS NO COMPROMISE
(Frisby) ..

£118.00

£63.00

SEND 3x7p STAMPS FOR REPRINTS/
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS OF ANY OF
THE ABOVE DESIGNS.

Carriage and
Insurance
TWEETERS/CROSSOVERS 40p each
SPEAKERS UP TO 10"
75p each
SPEAKERS 12"
£ 1-25 each
SPEAKERS 15"
£2.00 each
SPEAKERS 18"
£195 each
SPEAKER KITS ..
£150 pair
MAG. DESIGN KITS £3.50 pair
All prices correct at 1/4/78

l= Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!

[9100

£161.00

SMART BADGES
FREE WITH ALL
ABOVE KITS (TO GIVE THAT PROFESSIONAL TOUCH TO YOUR DIY Spkrs!)

Telephone: Speakers, Mail Order and Export:
Wilmslow 29599 Hi Fi: Wilmslow 26213

£13100

Eagle SK2I5 • •
Eagle SK320 • •

POPULAR HI-FI Round Sound
(Stephens) including complete
cabinet kit
..
_
£65.00
PRACTICAL HI- F1 & AUDIO
BSC3 ( Rogers)
£60.00
PRACTICAL HI-FI & AUDIO
MONITOR ( Giles) ..
£119-00
PRACTICAL HI-FI & AUDIO
TRIANGLE ( Giles) ..
£
76.00
HI- F1 NEWS TABOR (Jones) ..
£
57.75
HI-FI NEWS TABOR (with H4
bass units) ..
£65.00
••
WIRELESS
WORLD
BOOKSHELF ( Wilkinson) ..
£56.50
WIRELESS WORLD T.L./KEF
(Bailey)
.. £11100
WIRELESS WORLD T.L./
RADFORD ( Bailey) ..
£154.00

Send 15p stamp for free 38 page
catalogue "Choosing aSpeaker

Dalesford System 5 • • • .
Dalesford System 6 • . • •
Eagle SK2I0

[126.00

£5190

Dalesford System 4 • • • • £ 108.00

£12100

HI-FI FOR PLEASURE COMPACT
MONITOR (Colloms) _ £106.50
(carr. £ 5)
POPULAR HI-FI MINI MONITOR
(Colloms)

Dalesford System I . • . •

Eagle SK325

•

•.

•

£13.90
£ :
s
50
02
3
3 0

.

••

Eagle SK335
Goodmans DIN 20

..

•

£59-00

•

£70.90
£31.50

Goodmans Mezzo Twinkit £51.95
•

£91.75

Lowther PM6 Mk Ikit • •

Lowther PM6 kit•

£96-50

Peerless 1060

•

Peerless 1070 ..•
Peerless 1120

c
i
s
6•
95

•
•

£ 115.00

• • £ 129.50
Peerless 2050
45.95 ..• • £
Peerless 2060
Radford Studio 90

..£
.. £ 156400
95

Radford monitor 180• .
Radford Studio 270 • .

£ 208.00
£275.00

Radford Studio 360 .. • •

£390.00

Richard Allan Twin

..

[2190

Richard Allan Triple 8

..

£45.50

Richard Allan Triple 12 .. £55.90
Richard Allan Super Triple

£65.90

Richard Allan RA8 _
Richard Allan RA82.. • •
. •
Richard Allan RA82L • •
Seas Mini17.90
• •

£4175
£67.75
£73.50
£

Seas 203
Seas 302

..

Seas 303

£35.50

£43.90
£73.90

Seas 503
Wharfedale Denton 2XP
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP

£111.90
£26.95
£41.95
£56.95

Everything in stock for the
SPEAKER CONSTRUCTOR!
BAF, LONG FIBRE WOOL
FOAM, CROSSOVERS
FELT PANELS, COMPONENTS
ETC.
LARGE SELECTION OF
GRILLE FABRICS
(Send 15p in stamps for fabric
samples)

gnu/swim]
ETU

The firm for Speakers
Swan Works, Bank Square,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.
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RING FOR
OUR BEST
PRICES
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PAR
Generous Allowances for your existing Hi -Fi
against any of the very competitively priced equipment available from our comprehensive stocks.
OVERSEAS VISITORS & DIRECT EXPORT
Over the Counter - ( Less VAT) Personal Export available to all overseas
visitors. Direct Export to any country in the world. Write. Telephone or Tees
(Andromeda 8951525) to our High Holborn branch for - by return - quotation of
our best export prices.

FULL MANUFACTURERS GUARANTEES
AFTER SALES SERVICE

SPECIAL OFFERS
Listed below are just afew of the many items of equipment we have on SPECIAL OFFER. Many more are available, too numerous
to list. Please contact nearest branch for further details.
Trio KA3500
£89-95
Trio KA3700 £75.95
Trio KA5700 .. £ 128.95

(C & I [2.75)
Special Offers
Akai AAI010
Amstrad EX333
Beomaster 3400 ..
Harman Kardon 430
Harman Kardon 730
JVC JRS50
JVC JRS100 II
JVC JRS200 11
Lux RI030
Lux RI050
Marantz 2226B
Pioneer SX450
Pioneer SX550
Pioneer SX650
Pioneer SX750
Rotel RX403
Rotel RX503
Rotel RXI203
Rotel RXI603
Sony STR3800L
Sony STR7015
Tandberg TR2025
FM
TR2075 Mk 11
Toshiba SA420
Trio KR2600
Trio KR4070L
Trio KR4600

TUNERS

£89.95
£94.95
£189-95
£182.95
£248.95
£89.95
£99.95
£184.95
£181.95
£339-95
£151.95
£95.95
£130.95
£181.95
£238.95
£116.95
£146•95
£429.95
£499-95
£130.95
£94.95
£236.95
£484-95
£134.95
£84.95
£185.95
£139 95

AMPLIFIERS
(C & I £2 75)
Special Offers
Akai AM2400 £ 129.95
Amstrad EX330 £59-95
Harman Kard on A401 £82.95
£69.95
JVC JAS II ..
£99-95
JVC JA531
£159.95
Lecson API
£201.95
Lux L.8I
Pioneer SA606 .. £111-95
Pioneer SA706 .. £140.95
£59.95
Pioneer SA5500 II..
£94.95
Pioneer SA6500 II..
Pioneer SA7300 .. £104.95
£73.95
Rotel RA3I3
Rotel RA41 3 .. £102-95
£126.95
Rotel RA7I3
£249.95
Rotel RAI312

INC.
INSTANT CREDIT
ON ALL GOODS
OVER £ 50

(C & I [2.75)
Special Offers
Akai AT2200 £84.95
Amstrad EX303 £54.95
Harman Kardon
HKT403 £ 120.95
JVC JTVIO
£54.95
JVC JTV II ..
£72.95

Goldring CK2 Kit
Inc. Arm.... £ 19.95
Goldring G103 .. £29-95
JVC JLAI5 ( W)
£54-95
Lenco L62
£34.95
Lenco L65
[34.95
Lenco L82 ..
[44 95
Lenco L84
£44.95
Lenco L90
£69.95
Lux PDI31 ( less arm) £205.95
Micro-Seiki MBIO
£59.95
Micro-Seiki DD20.. £ 110.95
Pioneer PL5I4
£62.95

BARGAIN OF THE MONTH
LE NCO L90
All electronic, fully automatic belt drive transcription turntable budt to highest possible Swiss DIN standards. I.C.
electronics to automatically control switch off. Tonearm
lift and fine speed adjustment( + 7% - - 3%) 16- pole synchronous
motor, illuminated stroboscope, viscously damped spring
suspension and anti-skating device. Tonearm mounted on 4
sets of precision ball bearings. Stylus pressure adjustable
from 0.5 g, CD4 record- play facility incorporated. Fitted in
superb teak finish cabinet with detachable dust cover.
Original list price £181.48
OUR SPECIAL PRICE £69-95 (C & 1 [2.75)
SAVE OVER LI II !!
Lecson FMI
Lux T34 ..
Pioneer TX606
Rotel RT425
Rotel R1724
Rotel RT725
Sony ST73 .
Sony ST5OSSL
Trio KTSSOO

£209•95
£126.95
£89.95
£82.95
£74.95
£102-95
£55 95
£64 95
£84 95

TURNTABLES
(C & I£275)
Special Offers
Ariston RDI IE
Connoisseur BDI/
BD2 Plinth/Cover
Connoisseur BDI Kit
G
d SP25 Mod
+Cart. •
Garrard SP25 Mk V
+M7546SM
G
d 0075 Mod
+Cart .

£89.95
£16 95
£17.95
£36.95
£40-95
£86-95

Pioneer PL5I6 .. £84.95
Pioneer PL5I8 £ 105•95
Rotel RP 1300 Cart. £51-95
Rotel RP3300 Cart. [77-95
Sansui FR I
Ot3OP £64-95
Sony PSI 1
£82.95
Thorens TDI 10 .. £ 122.95
Thorens TDI26
Mk ' IBC
£ 179.95
Thorens TD145
Mk IIC
£ 116.95
Thorens TDI60
Mk IIC
£94.95
Toshiba 5R370 Arm £ 120-95
Trio KD2055 .. £94.95

SPEAKERS
(C & IBookshelf [ 3.50)
(C & IConsole £5.00)
Special Offers
AR ARI4 ( W)
£207.95
AR ARI5 (
T/W)
£146.95
B & W OM4 (T/W) £ 156 95

HI-FI CENTRES

Good mans RB20
Goodmans RB35
IMF Studio ALse II
Leak 2075
Monitor Audio MA4
Monitor Audio MAS
Series 11
Sansui ES200
Tannoy Berkeley ..
Videotone Saphir I
Wharfedale
Denton 2XP (T)
Glendale 3XP (T)
Linton 3XP ( T)

110/ Bang & Olufsen
from our specialist Beocentre
The full range of Bang b Olufsen hi ti units are on display.
ready for immediate demonstration and are always

ADC, A R. ACCUTRAC, AIWA, AKAI, AMSTRAD, ARMSTRONG. B&O, DUAL, FERROGRAPH.
GARRARD, GOODMANS, COLORING. I.M.F.. HARMAN KARDON. HITACHI. JVC, KEF.. KEESONIC. LEAK. LECSON, LENCO, LUX.
MARANTZ, MICRO ACOUSTICS, MICRO-SEIKI, MAYWARE, MONITOR AUDIO. MORDAUNT SHORT. NAKAMACHI NATIONAL
NEAL, ORTOF ON. PIONEER, QUAD, REFERENCE, REVOX, JIM ROGERS. ROGERS. ROTEL, SME., SANSUI. SANYO, SHARP, SONY
SPENDOR. TANDBERG, TANNO Y. TEAC, TECHNICS, THORENS, TOSHIBA. TRIO, YAMAHA. VIDEOTONE. WHARFEDALE, ETC. ETC

TUNER
AMPLIFIERS

lk \ Better- buy

£67 50
£96.95
£247.95
£299 95
£189 95
£143.95
£114.95
£363.95
£49.95

competitively priced For quality. Beosystems are hard to beat
For value, the Nu- Sound Beocentre

9 aro 6 pm Sunday 10 am

HOLBORN
EDGWARE RD.
KINGS CROSS
LEWISHAM
ILFORD
WALTHAMSTOW

Fri

2 pm Closed Saturday

228 Bishopsgate, London E.C.2.
Tel: 01-247-2609

CUSTOM HI-FI
CENTRE
For those who want the best Hi -Fi available we
would suggest that you visit our High Holborn
branch where in addition to stocking a fantastic
range of popular Hi- Fi, we stock such top end brands
as Harmon-Kardon, Revox, Lecson, Lux,Spendor etc.
THE NUSOUND CUSTOM HI- F1 CENTRE
is one of the few places in London where you will
find the staff friendly, helpful, very experienced,
extremely knowledgeable and above all willing and
able to spend considerable time with you in the
selection of a Hi - Fi system tailored to suit your
individual requirements and pocket.

11111111.

MUSIC CENTRE
SPECIALISTS
Our Edgware Road, Ilford.
Walthamstow and Lewisham
branches carry avery comprehensive range of all leading
makes of Music Centres,
all of which are on display
and available at extremely
competitive prices.

£45.95
£89 95
£64 95

£184 95
£142-95
£79.95
£106.95
£172.95
£234.95
£79.95
£59.95
£109.95
£144.95
£83.95
£109.95
£114.95
£129.95
£119.95
£144.95
£84-95
£149-95
£153-95
£379.95
£122.95
£153.95
£174.95
£192 95
£446-95
£104.95
(109.95
£99.95
£84.95
£119.95
£159.95
£194.95

IWe are

only 200 yards from Liverpool St Station) Open Mon

CASSETTE DECKS/
RECORDERS
(C & I £2.75)
Special Offers
Aiwa AD I
600B ..
Aiwa AD6300
Akai CS34D
Akai C57020 Mk II
Akai GXC7090
Akai GXC740D
Hitachi 0440 ..
Hitachi DS2330
JVC KD2I
JVC KD35
JVC KD720
Leak 3007 ..
Pioneer CTF4040
Pioneer CTF6060
Sansui SC2002
Sansui SC3000
Sony TCI35SD
Sony TCI38SD
Sony TCI58SD
Sony TCI77SD
Sony TCI88SD
Sony TCI99SD
Sony TC209SD
Tandberg TCD3I0 II
Tandberg TCD330
Teat A100 ..
Teat A150 ..
Toshiba PC3060
Toshiba PC4020
Trio KX620
Trio KX720
Trio KX920

impossible to beat.

Make your own comparisons. For full details and prices of
Bang b Olufsen equipment phone, write or call

VIDEO
Our Bishopsgate
(address above) High
Holborn Et Edgware
Road Vldeo Centre carry a
comprehensive range of the latest
domestic video recorders. including
J.V.C., Philips, Grundig etc. Call in and find out more about
the latest technological miracle that can totally change
your social life and television habits. Every video sale
backed by 100% after sales servicing by expert video
engineers. Free in shop ( without obligation) cremonstrations
at any time.

Customers Please Note:All advertised prices
include VAT. Prices and statements may be subject
to change without prior notice, but are correct as at
(1/7/78). ( S/0) • Special Offers. Limited number
only available at these SPECIAL OFFER prices.
Please contact branches for availability.

Order with confidence Every order
acknowledged by return and goods
despatched quickly and efficiently
in sealed manufacturers cartons.
(Carriage and Insurance charges
apply only to UK Mainland, all
other area's of British Isles add 50% to C & Icharges I
MAIL ORDER DEPT.242 PENTONVILLE ROAD,

LONDON Nl.

Tel

01-837 8200

Tel: 01-242 7401
82 High Holborn, WC1.
Tel: 01-724 0454
376/8 Edgware Road, W2.
Tel : 01-837 8200
242/244 Pentonville Road, N1.
Tel : 01-852 2399
36 Lewisham High Street, SE13.
Pioneer Market, Ilford Lane, Ilford •Tel: 01-478 2291
252 Hoe Street, Walthamstow E17. Tel: 01-520 1906

OPENING HOURS:- HUINCHA. EDGWARE ROAD. Mon- Sat 9-6. Ilford, Lewisham, Kings Cross, Mon- Sat
WA( THAMS IOW . Mon- Sat 9am.-6pm. Wed Sain.. ¡pin.
'

Mors 9-1

FOR

BEST

PRICES &

SERVICES

EALING T.V. 8e HI-FI

Goodwins

or

THE Hi-Fi,TV & VIDEO SPECIALISTS
Telephone:
567

579
8703

3718

or

or

579

Telephone:

4258

888

0077

If you think BANG and OLUFSEN is just a
pretty face . . . why don't you call in to us and be
pleasantly surprised.
Bang & Oiufsen
U
here's more in it
than meets the eye.

The transistorised receiver
for those who still prefer valves
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Bang & Olufsen
B;Ing& Oufsen

TO: EALING T.V. & Hi -Fi ( Dept HFN)

—
TO: GOODWINS (
Dept HFN)

THE PADDOCKS, POPES LANE, LONDON WS.

7 THE BROADWAY, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN,
LONDON N22.

Please supply prices on the following:

NAME

Please supply prices on the following:

NAME

ADDRESS

I ADDRESS
(Please enclose stamped, addressed envelope)

EALING: OPEN Monday to Saturday. 9.30 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
Nearest tube station: South Ealing—hccachlly line.

I

( Please enclose stamped, addressed envelope)

GOODWINS: OPEN Tuesday to Saturday, 9.00 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY
Nearest tube station: Wood Green— Piccadilly line.

II)

U.'A

CHOUNISLOVV3

I•M•

Huge stocks. Huge discounts

STEREO SYSTEMS

P & P £100
Aiwa 5050

£299 00

Aiwa 5090 ..

£389 00

Garrard GA 150

£199 00

National 2080 ..

£279 00
£85 00

Sanyo 2615

£99.00

JVC JAS 10

£49.00

JVC JAS 11

£65.00

JVC JAS 31 ..

£92.00

Pioneer SA 6500
II
Sony TA II ..

£73.00

Technics SU7200

£85.00

Trio KA 3500 ..

£79.00

Trio KA 5500 ..

£149.00

Yamaha CA 1000
£232.00
TUNERS

Armstrong 623 ..

£109.00
£87.00

JVC JTV 10

£49.00

JVC JTV II ..

£69 00

Pioneer TX 5500
£65-00

Sansui TU 5500 ..

£85-00

Sony STI I

£72.00

Trio KT 7300 ..

£285.00

JVC JRS 600 ..

£339.00

Pioneer SX 450

£89.00

ALSO

Pioneer SX 550 £ 125 00
Pioneer SX 650
Sansui 331 ..
Sony STR 11 ..

MAIN
AGENTS
AND
TOCKIS
OF

£169.00
£115.00
£112-00

11

£429.00

SPEAKER SYSTEMS ( PAIR)
ACCUPHASE

..

£73.00

Ditton I5XR

£129.00

RECIEVERS

Aiwa AF 3060 ..

£219.00

Aiwa AF 3090 ..

£335.00

Armstrong 625 ..

£152.00

Armstrong 626 ..

£175.00

JVC JRS 50 ..

£85.00

JVC JRS 100 11 ..

£99.00

JVC JRS 200 II ..

£169.00

AKAI

ARMSTRONG
B & 0

AR

BOSE

CELESTION

Celestion

CELEF

DUAL

£96.00

FERROGRAPH
HARMAN KARDON

Goodman
Achromat 100

£89.00

Goodman RB 20

£75.00

Goodman RB 35 £ 109.00
IMF TLS 80

£499.00

Marantz 4G

£55-00

Tannoy Eaton £209-00

Armstrong 624

II ..

JVC JRS 400 ll ..

AR 18
£53.00

II

JVC JRS 300 11 .. £209.00 •

Yamaha CR 1000

AMPLIFIERS

Armstrong 621

TELEPHONE 01-572 2285
(3 LINES)

LARGEST SHOWROOM IN LONDON

MAIL ORDER INFORMATION
AND PRICES

Tannoy Arden

£ 389.00

HITACHI
IMF

JBL

JVC

MONITOR AUDIO
NAKAMICHI
NEAL
QUAD

NATIONAL

ORTOPHON
RICHARD ALLAN

REVOX

ROGERS

ROTEL

SANSUI

SANYO

Videotone
Minimax 2

£45.00

Wharfedale

LECSON

MARANTZ

SONY

SONEX BLUE
SHURE

SME

STUDIOCRAFT

Linton 3XP2

£72.00

Wharfedale

TANDBERG
TDK

TEAC

TOSHIBA

Shelton XP2

£69.00

VIDEOTONE

SHARP
SUPPEX

TANNOY
TECHNICS
TRIO
YAMAHA

TURNTABLES

Wharfedale
£89.00

Glendale 3XP

CASSETTE DECKS

AR XI ..

£73 00

BD 2 ..

£42 00

JVC JLA20

£49 00

JVC JLA40

£75-00

Aiwa 6300

£139.00

Sony PS 11

Aiwa 6550

£209.00

Sony PS 22

£72.00

JVC 720
JVC KD2I

£97.00

JVC KD35

£139.00

JVC KD75

£185.00

Nakamichi 600 ..

£239.00

Pioneer CTF 4040

£105.00

Sanyo RD 5050

£85.00

Sony TC 135

£85•00

£79.00

••
•.
••

Sony PSX 4
Sony PSX 6

£95.00
£107.00
£133-00
£112.00

Toshiba 370
Trio 1033

£49.00

Technics SL 20

(45 00

TAPE DECKS

Sony TC 136

£97 00

Sony TC 645 ..

£269 00

Sony TC 177

£350.00

Sony TC 510-2

£389 00

Sony TC 188

£115.00

Sony TC 765 ..

£403 00

Sony TC 199

£115.00
£129-00

£463 00

Sony TC 204

Sony TC 766-2

Sony TC 206

£147.00

Tandberg 3541 ..

£189 00

£159.00

£525 00

Sony TC 209

Tandberg 1041 ..

Teac 140

£85.00

Teac 400

£159.00

Teac 360

£149.00

Teac 420

£195.00

ALSO

Teac 440

£219.00

Video; Colour and Mono-

Tandberg 310 11

£195-00

chrome Televisions; Noise

Tandberg 330 .

£399.00

Reduction

RING FOR BEST PRICES ON MAKES
AND MODELS NOT GIVEN HERE

SUPER OFFER
Nakamichi 600 ..

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

Units;

Head-

phones; Pick-up Arms;
Cartridges;
settes;

Radio- cas-

Radios/cassettes;

Incar leads and plugs.
Prices

EXPORT WELCOME

£239.00

are

subject

to

change without any notice
and subject to availability.
All prices correct 28/7/78.

D 1E LTA CHOUNSLOW)
50 BELL RD., HOUNSLOW, MIDDLESEX. TEL: 01-572 2285
Buy àwith Access

OPEN MON. -SAT. 9-6 CLOSED WED. HALF DAY.

BARCLAYCARD
.e ,c.me ',pre

199 / H

Mn ONOMY
Nationwide

RO

TEL RA 214

Stereo Amplifier 20 watts RMS per channel

ROTEL

RX 203

AM/FM Stereo Receiver, 20 watts RMS per channel

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
REC.
PRICE
ALBA AU900 2x33
AMSTRAD 8000 Mk. 1112 x10
AMSTRAD EX 220 2x20
AMSTRAD EX 330 2x35
ARMSTRONG 621 2x40
MARANTZ 1090 2x45
PIONEER SA 5500 Mk.112 x15
PIONEER SA 606 2x40
PIONEER SA 706 2x60
PIONEER SA 9500 Mk. II 2x80
ROTEL RA 214 2x20
SANYO OCA200 2x15
TENSAI TA 2030 2x23
TENSAI TA 3045 2x35
TRIO KA 3700 2x25
TRIO KA 1500 Mk. 2 2x36
TRIO KA 5700 2x40

42.86
70.13
87.66
136.00
205.00
76.60
148.10
187.38
417.96
83.95

-

OUR
PRICE
49.90
24.90
48.90
61.90
103.90
149.90
59.90
119.90
149.90
339.90
59.90
59.50
69.90
99.90
69.90
79.90
119.90

THE ELECTRONIC MIRACLE
GARRARD MRM101 Hi Fi music recovery
module
123.69
89.90
This unit is able to " see' ascratch or noise pulse in an audio
signal waveform then electronically delete it. giving clean
record replay.

PIONEER

3)(450

AM/FM
Stereo Receiver,
15 watts RMS
per channel
Rec. Price

£126.90 £ 99,90

STRATHEARN
Electronic Servo
Direct- Drive Turntable
with Ortofon FF15E
cartridge

297.86
459 86
414.10

239.90
359.90
249.90

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
AIWA AX7400 2x25
AKAI AA1115 2x15
AKAI AA1125 2x25
AKAI AA1135 2x35
AKAI AA1150 2x50
AMSTRAD EX222 2x20
AMSTRAD EX 333 2x30
ARMSTRONG 625 FM 2040
ARMSTRONG 626 AM/FM 2x40
GOOOMANS Module 150 2x70
MARANTZ 22158 2x15
MARANTZ 2226B 2x26
MARANTZ 2238B 2038
MARANTZ 2252B 2x52
PIONEER SX 450 2x15
PIONEER SX 550 2020
PIONEER SX 650 2x35
PIONEER SX 1250 2x160
ROTEL RX 203 2020
ROTEL RX 303 2x20
ROTEL OX 403 2025
HOTEL OX 503 2035

SANYO JCX 2100K 2x15
SANYO JCX 2300K 2x30
TENSAI TR 1030 2x23
TENSAI TR 1045 2x35
TRIO KR 2090 2x16
TRIO KR 3090 2x26

-

60.36
68.18
79 87
118.00
152.00
126.00
160.00
92.24
119.24
232.13
339.45
83.95
-

34.90
47.50
56.90
89.90
115.90
79.90
114.90
69.90
94.90
177.90
269.90
59.90
69.90
78.50
84.90

207.90
164.50
185.75
228.30
371.55
101.29
138.80
215.00
248.00
170.00
228.50
290 00
395.00
126.90
174.27
242.89
692.45
125.92
153.72
167.72
209.69

164.90
89.90
109.90
139.90
219.90
69.90
99.90
164.90
189.90
149.90
88.90
168.90
218.90
296.90
99.90
134.94
189.94
359.90
94.90
109.90
119.50
139.90

AIWA AP2200 Direct drive auto return inc.
cartridge
AKAI AP100
CONNOISSEUR 801 kit
CONNOISSEUR 802
GARRARD SP25 Mk. VI belt drive with
Shure M75/6/SM
GARRARD 6120 belt- drive Shure M75ED
GARRARD GT25 belt- drive auto stop
M75E0
GARRARD 6135 Servo belt- drive auto
stop M75E0
GARRARD 00130 Direct drive Shure
M75ED
MARANTZ 6100
MARANTZ 6150 Direct drive
PHILIPS GA437 belt drive with GP400
PHILIPS GA312 belt drive with GP401
PIONEER PL514 belt drive auto arm return
PIONEER PL516 E.G. Servo belt drive auto
arm return
PIONEER PL510A direct drive
PIONEER PL518 DC Servo direct drive
auto return
PIONEER PL520
ROTEL RP3300 belt drive DC Servo motor
ROTEL RP5300 direct drive
SANYO TP 1020 direct drive, auto arm
return.

131.21
99.75
-

109.90
59.90
16.90
36.90

62.94
97.82

39.90
59.90

109.07

68.90

130.44

79.90

134.94
106.50
132.00
83.08

89.90
49.90
79.90
41.90
69.90
59.90

112.50
109.35

82.90
87 90

140.19
278.78
111.75
132.73

109.90
159.90
69.90
84.90

-

Super Service - The McOnomy Way...
• GUARANTEE- 12 months guarantee covering parts and labour
on all products,

All offers
subject to

• DELIVERY SERVICE - up to 25 miles for a small charge.

availability.

• AFTER SALES SERVICE - fully equipped service departments always at your disposal.
• BRAND NAMES- products sold by McOnomy bear the
name ( and carry the reputation) of well-known manufacturers.
• DISPLAY- all products in McOnomy stores are clearly
displayed in comfortable surroundings.

BARCLAYCARD

• LATE OPENING - 9.00 a.m.- 8.00 p.m. Weekdays
5.30 p.m. Saturdays - Scottish Branches also open Sunday 10.00 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.
Personal callers welcome at all branches.

978

104.90
139.90
104.90
129.90
108.50
139.90

TUNERS
AMSTRAD 3000 Mk. II
AMSTRAD EX 202
AMSTRAD EX303
ARMSTRONG 624 FM
ARMSTRONG 623 AM/FM
MARANTZ 20201
MARANTZ 2100
PIONEER TX 5500 Mk. II
PIONEER TX 606
PIONEER TX 8900 Mk. II
PIONEER TX 9500 Mk. II
ROTEL RT226
SANYO FMT 200K
TENSAI TT 3045
TRIO KT 5500

• CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE • ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT!

Front loading
Dolby Stereo
Cassette Deck
with Auto
stop.

OUR
PRICE

TURNTABLES

CASSEIVERS
Tuner/Amplifier/Cassettes
AIWA AF3060 2x24 Dolby cassette
AIWA AF3090 2x40 Dolby cassette
AKAIAD3500L 2x25 Dolby cassette...

REC.
PRICE

Tuner/Amplifiers-continued

79.90

10
"OW

Turntables - continued

REC.
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

STRATHEARN STM4 direct drive with
fitted Ortofon FF15E
49.90
STRATHEARN SMA2 direct drive with
fitted Ortofon VMS 20E
109.94
TENSAI TO 860E1 belt drive
52.90
TENSAI TO 8550 direct drive
89.90
THORENS TD110
151.58 124.90
TRIO KO 10338 belt drive
52.90
TRIO KO 2070 direct drive
99.90

SPEAKERS
ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AMSTRAD ACOUSTRA 1000
26.30
19.90
AMSTRAD ACOUSTRA 2500
57.48 41.90
AMSTRAD EX 300
87.67
64.90
ARMSTRONG 602 monitor
199.88 157.90
CELESTION Hadleigh
67.82
39.90
CELESTION Dillon 11
88.75
67.90
CELESTION Ditton 15 XR
146.70
97.50
CELESTION UL6
163.90 129.90
CELESTION Dillon 22
. 203.50 137.50
200.98 184.90
CELESTION UL8
CELESTION Dillon 33
233.27 184.90
GOODMANS Mini 2
54.90
GOODMANS 8818
54.90
GOODMANS 8620
- n 68.90
GOODMANS REI35
97.90
GOODMANS R865
124.90
JR 149
151.88 124.90
MARANTZ 46
89.00
59.90
PIONEER CS313A
67.50
54.90
SOLAVOX TK15
36.90
22.90
SOLAVOX PR25 2way
61.79
41.90
SOLAVOX PR30 3way
96.99
64.90
SOLAVOX PR40 3way
131.34
89.90
TENSAI TS 930
74.90
WHARFEDALE Chevin XP
49.16
32.90
WHARFEDALE Denton XP2
73.73
49.90
WHARFEDALE Shelton XP2
93.96
63.90
WHAREEDALE,Linton XP2
114.17
78.90
WHARFEDALE Glendale XP2
151.67 102.90
WHARFEDALE Teesdale SP2
188.15 134.90
WHARFEDALE Dovedale SP2
255.26 179.90
WHARFEDALE E50
295.72 269.90
WHARFEDALE E70
364.82 331.90

CASSETTE RECORDERS
AIWA AD1250 Dolby
AIWA AD6300 Dolby
AKAI CS340 Dolby
AKAI CS7020 Dolby

173.51 139.90
187.89 149.90
79.90
96.90

Y'S
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Cassette Recorders - continued

REC.
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

AKAI GXC7090 Dolby •
AKAI GXC725D Dolby 3head
AKAI GXC730D Dolby auto reverse
AMSTRAD 7050 Dolby
CROWN CID 1170 Dolby
FERGUSON 3280 Dolby
GARRARD GC300 Dolby
GOODMANS SCD110 Dolby
MARANTZ 1820 Dolby
MARANTZ 5010 Dolby
MARANTZ 5025 Dolby
MARANTZ 5030
PHILIPS N2415 recorder inc. two loudspeakers battimains
PIONEER CTF 4040 Dolby
PIONEER CTF 9191 Dolby
PIONEER CTF 1000 Dolby 3head
ROTEL MOE Dolby
SANYO 4028 Dolby
SANYO 805055 Dolby
SANYO 805150 Dolby
SANYO 805300 Dolby
SOLAVOX SCO 2060 Oolby
SUPERSCOPE by MARANTZ CD310 Dolby
TRIO KX 830 Dolby
TRIO KX 1030 Dolby 3heads

257.15
328.50
378.05
111.04
89.95
157.44
192.00
276.00
407.00

162.90
224.90
239.90
64.50
57.90
49.90
74.94
94.90
89.90
138.90
199.90
279.90

82.90
152.00 124.90
291.30 229.90
524.04 419.90
138.97
99.90
78.90
99.90
109.90
119.90
89.90
136.00
79.90
199.90
279.90

285.50
357.15
520.43

Stereo
Amplifier
2 x 35 watts
per channel
RMS

£61 •90

£87.66

Rec. Price

TRIO

KA1500 Mk 2
Ole

/
II,
////////1/1111/111/1 It

A

Stereo Amplifier 2 x 30 watts per channel RMS

TAPE RECORDERS
AKAI 4000 DS Mk. II
AKAI 4000 DB Dolby
PHILIPS N4504 4•track DNL
PHILIPS N4506 4-track DNL
PIONEER RT707 auto reverse

tl

164.90
214.90
164.90
254.90
409.90

FOR DETAILS OF McONOMY'S
SUPER PRICES ON CUT PRICE
CASSETTES, CARTRIDGES,
HEADPHONES, PICK-UP ARMS
AND MICROPHONES,
SEE OVER PAGE...

PERSONAL CALLERS ARE WELCOME AT ALL BRANCHES

Froit loading
Dolby Stereo
Cassette Deck
with Auto
stop.
Rec.Price

£152.00

MARANTZ

2215B
AM/FM
Stereo
Receiver.
15 watts RMS
per channel

à

,2c
C e
4

output.

Open 9.00 am - 8.00 pm Weekdays, 9.00 am - 5.30 pm Saturdays.
Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10.00 am - 5.30 pm.

CARDIFF
52 North Road, Cardiff
CLEVEDON .... 4-9 Kimberley Road, ( off Strode Road), Clevedon

Tel : 0222 394016
Tel : 0272 876041

EDINBURGH ... Annandale St. Lane, Edinburgh
GLASGOW
Anderston Cross Centre, Argyle Street, Glasgow

Tel : 031-557 1004
Tel : 041-204 2355

HULL
LEICESTER

Tel : 0482 442134
Tel : 0533 536741

Status City, Clough Road, Hull
Rutland Centre, Yeoman Street, Leicester

NEWHAVEN ..... Avis Way, Newhaven

Belt- drive Turntable with
auto return S'shaped arm

Tel : 07912 5081

Customers unable to call at their local branch can phone thelr order and pay our driver on delivery.

For details of Mail Order see overleaf

Rec. Price

£106.50

£49•90
9178

201

ONOMY
or

CUT PRICE CASSETTES
BASF LH

HEADPHONES

OUR PRICE

C60
C90
C120

053
0.73
102

MAXELL

Akai ASE7
Amstrad HPS 6A
Goodmans OHP10
Koss K6
Koss K6/LC
Koss Pro-4AA
Pioneer SE205
Pioneer SE305
Rotel RH 640

REC.
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

14.25
16.56
17.66
20.92
43.87
12.50
21.96
18 00

8.25
12.90
17.50
11.90
14.50
22.90
10.90
16.90
11.90

CARTRIDGES
10.90
6.90
12.90
4.25
9.00
12.50
7.75
11.90
14.25
18.90
45.90
11.90
16.90

OUR PRICE

C60
C90
C90 5pack with free head cleaner

0.75
099
4.95

SCOTCH MASTER TAPE

SIN C60
SLN C90
SIN C120
UD C60
UD C90

0.66
085
110
105
125

MASTER Inormal bias
C60
C90
MASTER II Cr0 2 bias
C60

UD C120
UDXLI C60
UDXLI C90

1.60
130
163

C90
MASTER III FeCr bias
C60

1.65

UOXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90

132
165

C90
TDK

1.75

DC60
DC90
DC120
ADC60
ADC90
ADC120
SAC60
SAC90

058
0.80
1.05
085
110
1.59
110
1.50

MEMOREX CHROME

ADC CILM 34 Mk.3
19.13
Audio Technica AT11EP•
10.62
Audio Technica AT13EA .
19.63
Goldring 0800
8.44
Ortofon FF10E Mk. 2
Ortofon FF15E Mk. 2
17.00
Shure M55E
14.11
Shure M75EJ
22.13
Shure M75ED
25.34
Shure M95ED
33.99
Shure V15-Mk.3
70.22
Stanton 500A
18.68
Stanton 500EE
26.16

SCOTCH HIGH ENERGY

C60
C90

099
140

MEMOREX MRX02
C60
C90
C120

0.72
1.00
136

115
132
140

145

Now you can afford to buy the best quality tapes for your cassette deck.
The very best ... for aprice you'd normally pay for tapes that are not in the same Hi Fi class.
You've checked our prices so if there isn't aMcOnomy branch near you, we'll mail your order
to you FREE, irrespective of quantity.
With top brand names at these prices, can you afford not to buy the best?
Send your order or phone Leicester Mail Order Department 0533 536741
Barclay Card number.

and quote your Access or

Mconoinx
PICK-UP ARMS
ADC LMF1 Arm .
111.38
Connoisseur SAU2 .
20.84
SME S2 Head Shell
5.40
SME CA1 Carry Arm
18.56
SME FD200 Damper . .
22.28
SME 3009 Ser.II fixed headshell .
67.16
SME 3009 Sarin
128-08

59.94
14.75
3.75
12.90
15.90
44.90
89.90

BY MAIL
List your requirements, and enclose
cheque or postal order ( including the appropriate delivery charges) made payable to
'McONOMY'. ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD
holders can purchase by including their
card number and marking the order
'ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD'.
Postage and Packing ( per item). Cartridges 30p; Headphones 75p; Pick-up Arms
75p; Headshells 30p; Microphones 75p.
CREDIT BY 'PHONE
Simply ' phone Leicester 0533 536741, ask
for Credit Mail Order stating your Access or
Barclaycard number with your order - and
we handle the rest!

MICROPHONES
Akai ADM20
Akai ACM50
Amstrad DM 701 Pack ( pair) .
Eagle UD50 HL

9/78
202

11.05
15.15
18.99
16.82

5.50
7.25
13.25
10.50

SECURICOR DELIVERY
Any stock item will be delivered by
Securicor ( add £4.00 for this service) within
72 hours from receipt of order. All goods are
fully insured against loss or damage whilst
in transit.

CREDIT TOO!
On McOnomy Discount Prices ( available
on mainland England, Scotland and Wales).
Orders with a total value exceeding
£60 can now be purchased on Credit at
McOnomy discount prices over 8, 12, 24
and 30 months. Send your requirements to
our Mail Order Department at Leicester,
marked 'Credit Mail Order' - and an
application form together with details of
our repayment terms will be sent to you
by return of post without obligation.

Buy it with Access

MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO THIS ADDRESS:-

McONOMY MAIL ORDER
Rutland Centre, Yeoman Street,
Leicester L11

.se

HARMAN KARDON
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DRAMATIC SAVINGS
ON TOP QUALITY
HARMAN KARDON
hannan/Itardon 330c
PC

02

•
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e

Harman Kardon A402. 40 Watts per channel Stereo
Amplifier
mi•• •
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Harman Kardon 330C. 25 watts per channel
AM- FM Stereo Receiver
•

The amplifiers feature separate power supplies for
each channel and are designed for optimum square
wave response, wide frequency bandwidth and phase
linearity.

Ha' man Kardon 1403. AM- FM Stereo Tuner
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• •
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Harman
Harman
Harman
Harman
Harman
Harman
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Harman Karcion HK2000
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Dolb¡r cassette necckk

aa
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Kardon
Kardon
Kardon
Kardon
Kardon
Kardon
al

Ma

VII

330C
A401
A402
T403 ..
HK430 ..
HK2000 ..
III

Ill

IIII

R.R.P.
£175.00
£99.95
£240.00
£145.00
£220.00
£250.00

£117.00
£69.90
£159.90
£99.00
£145.00
£169.00
MN

BB

IN

Ill

MI

NI

Stop Press

1111

SAVE
£58.00
£29.10
£80.10
£46.00
£75.00
£81.00
BM

Special Discounts on complete Systems ph
write or call in for exciting details.
*Special Offers this month on Tannoy, Bolivar, Ortofon, Micro Seiki, Harman "
Carden
and IBL. * Tannoy very limited stocks available at 1977 prices ! Carriage FREE UK
Mainland. Arden ash £359.50, Berkeley teak £299.50, Cheviot teak, walnut, ash £245,
Devon teak £229, Eaton teak £199.50, MPD 385A 15" Drive unit £230 per pair. * Bolivar
125 in hicory £ 129 *Ortofon Post free UK Mainland F15 Mk 2£16, Fl 5E Mk 2£21, FF15E
Mk 2£13.80, M20E Super £49.50, M20FL Super £56.50, VMS20E £29.90, MC20 8c STM72
£78, SL20E £53, MC20 £61.50, FF15XE £9, STM72
Micro Seiki MBIO Belt drive
turntable with FREE cartridge £54, MBIO 8, FF15E Mk 2£67, DD20 direct drive turntable
set,
£88.50,
MX1DD22
Electret
direct
stereo
drive turntable £67.50 DDX
0 £295, MSB1 Microsorbers £7.50 per

II
111

11

8

II
II
26 loudspej<deprshoille99s.£56. * Harman Kardon HK 230E AM-FM receiver
a. au um ur nu a au MI

131 The Parade, High Street, Watford, WD1 1NA.
166 St. Albans Road, Watford, WD2 4AS.
s.

EXPORT SALES - EXPORTATIONS - EXPORT VERKÁUFE - VIENTAS EXPORTADAS - EXPORTAZIONI
4
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Tel: Watford ( STD Code 0923, or London Area 92) 34644

al

t.

IOC IS
Open 9.15-1, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. Shut
1Wed. Cheques with £ 50 cheque cards
only accepted for counter sales, with
only one cheque per transaction.
Cheques accepted for Mail Orders.
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS CARD
accepted for normal prices.
P.O.A.-Price on application
Sp. off.- Special offer price for cash
P.P.T.B.A.-P & P to be advised
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 14%
All prices correct at time of preparation and
subject to alteration without notice. E&OE
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

e

TAPE RECORDERS ( P/P £ 3.50)
Akai 4000DB
.
£215 95
Aka, 4000DS Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) . £ 159 00
Tandberg 1521, 1021 X, 1041 X, XD
P.O.A.
Revox A77 range from
£447.00

e

CASSETTE RECORDERS ( P/P £ 2.50)
(B=Dolby B)
Aiwa AD I250
..
£ 125 00
Aiwa AD6300
£ 134 00
Aiwa AD6400
£ 191 00
Aiwa AD6550
£ 224 00
Aiwa AD6800
£ 327 00
Akai C57020 Mk I ( Sp. off.)£ 95 00
Akai CS702D
£ 99 00
Akai CS707D ( Sp. off.) .. £ 142 00
Akai GXC310D ( Sp. off.) .. £ 134 00
Akai GXC325D ( Sp. off.) .. £ 210 00
Akai GXC39D ( Sp. off.) .. £ 125 00
Akai GXC570D
£ 435 50
Akai GXC725D
£ 199 95
Akai GXC730D ( Sp. off.) .. £ 232-00
Akai GXC760D ( Sp. off.) .. £312.00
Akai GXC709D
£ 159.95
G
d GC350 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 117.00
Goodmans SCD I10
£ 124.50
Harman Kardon HK2000
P.O.A.
Hitachi D220
£ 79.00
Hitachi 0550
.
£ 108.00
Hitachi D555 Auto Reverse £ 135•00
Hitachi 0850
£ 194-50
Hitachi D900
£254.00
Hitachi D2310 ( Sp. off.)
£55.00
Hitachi 02330 ( Sp. off.)
£ 75•00
Hitachi 02360
..
£89.00
Hitachi 03500 ( Sp. off.)
£ 180 00
JVC KD2I
£ 115 00
JVC KD720B
£ 85 00
Leak 3007 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 99 95
Marantz 5010
£ 139 90
National Panasonic R.
S600L/S ( Sp. o . 1 £ 60 00
National Technics RS612US £ 99 95
National Technics RS263 AUS
£ 99 00
Philips N25 II ( Sp. off.) .. £99 90
Pioneer CTF4040 ( Sp. off.) £ 110 00
Pioneer CT5151
£ 103 00
Pioneer CTF1000. one only at
£ 399 00
Pioneer CTF8080 ( Sp. off.) £ 187 00
Pioneer CTF9I91
£ 220 00
Pye 9154 DNL ( Sp. off.) ..
ES I50
Pye 9148A DNL ( Sp. off.) .. £ 94 50
Rotel RDIOF ( Sp. off.) ..
B £ 91 00
Sansui SC 1100 ..
B £135 40
Sansui SC I110 .. . "£ 134 00
Sansui SC2000
13 £ 145.00
Sharp RTI 155H
B £ 105•00
Sony range-on application
Tandberg TCD330/TCD3I 0 Mk 2 B
P.O.A.
Toshiba PC3110 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 59 50
Toshiba PC3030
£ 76.00
Toshiba PC3060
..
£ 111.00
Toshiba PC4020 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 95 00
Toshiba PC4030 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 103 00
Toshiba PC4360
..
£ 125 50
Toshiba PC5060
..
£ 135.00
Toshiba PC6030
..
£299.00

e

MICS., ACCESSORIES ( P/P £ 1.00)
ADC SLMI00
£40.50
ADC 552 Sound shaper ( P/P £2.50) £ 135 00
Akai ADM20 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 6 50
Akai ADM40£ 9 50
Akai ADM80
£10 25
Akai ACM I00 Electret Cardioid £ 24 50
Akai ACM50 Electret Cardioid £ 9 75
Beyer M8 I
8LM
"
E62 00
Ferrograph Demagnetiser. . .. £ 10 00
Garrard MRM101 . " £ 76 00
Monitor Audio Sound Cable Sm .. £ 6 75
Monitor Audio Sound Cable 10m £ 12 25
Neal 101 Resolver Mk 2 .. " . £ 17 50
Sennheiser MD722LM and MZAI2 £9•90
Zerostat Pistol ( add £ 1.00 PI>) £6.50

e

KITS, LOUDSPEAKERS, DRIVE
UNITS ( PP on application)
Celestion HFI300 8- and 15-ohm .. £ 8 00
Celestion HF2000
£ 9 20
Coles 4001G
£6 30
Decca London Ribbon Tweeter .. £ 34 00
Falcon R50 Type Crossover £ 9 90
KEF BlIOSP1003
£ 11 25
KEF B139 SPI044
£ 26 00
KEF B200 SPI014
..
£ 12 50
KEFDNI2SP1004
£7 6C
KEFDNI3 SPI 106 ..
£520
KEFDNI3SP1017
£ 5 00

KEF DN22 pair ( I04AB Crossover)
£3400
£8 75
KEF T27 SP 1
032 ..
Micro Seiki Shock Absorbers MSB I
£7 50
Peerless DT I
OHFC
£10 00
Tannoy HPD295A
£89 00
Tannoy HPD3I5A
£100 00
Tannoy HPD385A .• • . £119 50
£27 75
Wharfedale Denton 2XP Kit pair ..
£56 00
Wharfedale Glendale XP Kit pair..
£41 00
Wharfedale Linton 3XP Kit pair ..

•

TUNERS ( P/P £2.50)
Akai AT2200 ( Sp off.)
Alpha FM007
Armstrong 623 ..
Armstrong 624 ..
Harman Kardon T403
Harrison ST210 Remote Control
Hitachi FT300 ( Sp. off.) ..
JVC JTV 10, JTV1 I
Marantz 2100
Marantz 2120
National Panasonic ST2300 ( Sp. off.)
Pioneer TX606
Pioneer TX5500 Mk 2 ..
Pioneer TX6500 Mk 2 ..
Pioneer TX8500 Mk 2 ..
Pioneer TX9500 Mk 2 ..
Quad FM3
...
Rogers 175 ( Series 2) ..
Rotel RT324 ( Sp. off.) ..
Rotel RT425..
Rotel RT725..
Rotel RT925..
Rotel RT226..
Sansui TU7900 ( Sp. off.) ..
Sansui TU2I 7
Sony range-on application
Toshiba ST220 ( Sp. off.) ..
Toshiba ST420 ( Sp. off.) ..

•STEREO

£85 00
£34 00
£122 00
£94 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£69 95
P.O.A.
£119 90
£179.90
£59 00
£95 50
£74 00
£106 50
£168 50
£260 00
P.O. A.
P.O.A.
£76.00
£76.00
£94 00
£162 00
£59 90
£159 00
£109 00
£68 00
£111 00

AMPLIFIERS ( P/P £2 50)
Akai AM2200
•
..
£ 93 00
Akai AM2400
£ 141 00
Akai AM2600
•
.
£ 190 00
Armstrong 621 Teak ( Sp. off.) .. £ 105 00
Harman Kardon A401 and A402 ..
P.O.A.
Harrison S200
Hitachi HA6 I
0
£162.00
JVC JAS I1 ..
.. £74 00
.. £ 110 00
JVC JAS31
.. £ 74 90
Maranta 1030
Marantz 1040
• • .. £ 89 90
Marantz 1070
£ 139 90
Marantz 1090
•
.
£ 154 90
National Parasonic SU2300 ( Sp. off.) £ 59 00
Pioneer SA5300 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 59 00
Pioneer SA5500 Mk 2 ..
£6 I - 00
Pioneer SA7500 Mk 2 ..
.. £ 142 00
Pioneer SA8500 Mk 2
.. £ 234 00
Pioneer SA606 ..
.. £ 118 50
Pioneer SA706 ..
.. £ 150 00
P.O. A.
Quad 303/33. 405/33
Rogers A75 ( Series 2)
P.O. A.
Rote RA2I4
£59 90
Roce RA3I2 ( Sp. off.)
£64 50
Rote RA412 ( Sp. off.)
£83 50
Rote RA8I 0 ( Sp. off.)
£100 00
Rote RA4I3
£94 00
Rote RA713
£114 00
Rote RA913
£161 00
Roce RAI312
£288 00
£375 00
Rote RAI412
Sansui AU 117
£84 50
Sansui AU2I7
£119.00
Sansui AU3I7
£164-00
Sansui AU5I7
£265 00
Sansui AU4900 ( Sp. off.) ..
£109-00
Sony range-on application
Toshiba SB220 ( Sp. off.) ..
£79.00
Toshiba 513420 ( Sp. off.) ..
£12950
Toshiba SB620
£215 50
Toshiba SI3820
£305 50

e TUNER- AMPLIFIERS ( P/P £ 3.50)
Aiwa AX7400
.. £ 163.00
Aiwa AX7500
.. £ 190 00
Aiwa AX7600
.. £ 217 00
Akai AAI 010 ( Sp. off.)
.. £ 95 00
Akai AA 1020 ( Sp. off.)
.. £ 127 SO
Akai AA I125
.. £ 110 00
Akai AA I135
.. £ 139 00
Akai AA1150
.. £ 212 00
Armstrong 625 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 158 00
Armstrong 626 Long wave ( Sp. off.) £ 188 00
Goodmans Module 150
£227 00
Goodmans Module 1.30
£ 165.00
Goodmans Module 90 " " .. £ 137.50
Harman Kardon HK430, HK730
Hitachi SR302 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 97 50
Hitachi SR303L Long wave .. £118 50
Hitachi SR502 ( Sp. off.) . . .. £ 119 .00
I
VC JRSI00. 200L, 300, 400.600
Leak 3200 ( Sp. off.)
.. £ 116.00
Leak 3400 ( Sp. off.)
.. £ 142 00
Marantz 22I5BL Long wave
.. £ 105 00
Marantz 2226B
.. £169 90
Maranta 2216
B £124 90
Maranta 22388 ..
.. £ 219 90
Philips AH762
. £ 157 00
Philips RH743
£136 00/

Pioneer 5)(450 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 96 00
Pioneer SX550 ( Sp. off.) ..
£135 00
Pioneer SX650 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 188 00
Pionner 5)(750 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 229 00
Pioneer SX850 (
P.P.T.B.A.) (
Sp. off.) £ 310 00
Pioneer SX950 (
P.P. T.B.A.) ( Sp. off.) £ 350 00
Rotel RXI52 Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £89 90
Rotel RX102 Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) ..
£75 00
Rotel RX7707 ( Sp. off.) Long wave £ 162 50
Rotel RX203 .. .. ..
E89 90
Rotel RX303
..•
•
£99-50
Rotel RX403 ( Sp. off.)• • £ 113 00
Rotel RX503 ( Sp. off.)• . £ 142 00
Rotel RX603 ( Sp. off.)• • £ 209 00
Rote' RX803
..•
• E263 00
Rotel RXI603 ( Sp. off.)• . £ 499.00
Sansui 331 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 95 00
Sansui 5050 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 158 00
Sansui 6060 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 190 00
Sansui 7070 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 270 00
Sansui 8080 ( P.P. T.B.A.) (
Sp. off.) .. £ 3I100
Sansui 9090 ( P.P.T.B.A.) ( Sp. off.) .. £ 365 00
Sansui 33IL ( Longwave) .. .. £ 95 00
Sony range-on application
Tandberg TR220, TR2055, TR2040,
TR2075, TR2025FM, L & MB ..
P.O.A.
Toshiba SA220L ( Sp. off.) Long wave £86.00
Toshiba SA320L ( Sp. off.) Long wave £ 111-00
Toshiba SA420 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 150 00
Toshiba SA520 .. .. .. £215 50
Toshiba SA620 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 259.00

•

STEREO SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
Aiwa AF3060 Cassette Receiver .. £ 220.00
Aiwa AF3090 Cassette Receiver .. £ 335-00
Aiwa AF5050 with Spkrs ( Sp. off.) £290 00
Aiwa AF5080
£ 329-00
Aiwa AF5090 " • • .. £ 360 .00
Akai AC3500L Dolby
.
£ 232 00
Akai AC3800L ( with Dolby)(Sp. Off.) £ 275 00
G
dGAI50 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 199.00
G
dGAISS
"
"
£ 263 00
Garrard GA200 Dolby B . " £ 325 00
Goodmans MCD100 ( Sp. off.) ." £287 50
Goodmans MCD100 & RB35 ( Sp o.)
ff £ 390.00
Hacker GAR600 & pair Linton 3XP £ 218 00
Hacker GAR600
£ 160.00
Hacker MC6OODS
E338.00
Hitachi SDT7820
E229-00
Hitachi 5D17840
E275 00
Hitachi SDT7620 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 165-00
Hitachi S017640 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 199 00
Hitachi SDT7765
£279-00
Hitachi SDT7675 with Dolby B .. £ 319 00
Hitachi SDT768OR with Dolby B .. £363-00
Hitachi S017785
£ 331-00
Hitachi SDT7710 ( Sp. off.) ..
.. £ 187 00
JVC 1845 excl. Spkrs ( Sp. off.
.. £ 199 00
JVC MF45FL Dolby B
JVC MF47 Dolby B. ..
P0 A
National Panasonic SGI060L
.. £ 185 00
National Panasonic SGI090L
.. £240 00
National Panasonic SG208OLD
.. £ 360 00
National Panasonic SG2080L
.. £ 333 00
.. £285 00
National Panasonic SG3060L
National Panasonic 5G3090
.. £ 378 00
National Panasonic SG2070
.. £270 00
Sharp SG220 and LS220
£186 50
Sharp SG400 ( Dolby B) excl. Spkrs
£242 00
Sharp SG450 ( Dolby B) excl. Spkrs £279 00
Sony HM K55, HMK77
P.O. A
Tandberg TR220GC+ Pr TLI 500
£41/00
(Dolby B) ( Sp. off.) ..
Toshiba SM2700
•
. £175.00
Toshiba SM2900 ( Sp. off.) ..
£183 00
£223 00
Toshiba 5M3100 ( Sp. off.) ..
Toshiba SM3I50 with Dolby ( Sp. off.) £255 00
Toshiba SM3600 with Dolby ( Sp. off.) £299 00
Toshiba SM3700 with Dolby ( Sp. off.) £340 00
Toshiba SM3750
£395 00
Toshiba SM3350
£296 00

•

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
Allprices per pair ( PiP on application)
Armstrong 602 (.12 stand extra) £ 159.50
B & W DM2A, DM4, DM5. DM6, DM7 P.O.A.
Castle Richmond Teak Mk 2 .. £ 74 00
Castle Kendal .. .. • •
£99 00
Celestion Dicton II
£69 90
Celestion Ditton ISXR . •
£99 90
Celestion Dicton 22
£13990
Celestion Dicton 25
£25990
Celestion Dicton 33
£18990
Celestion Ditton 44
£22990
Celestion Ditton 66
£389 90
Celestion Hadleigh 2 ( Sp. off.) • .
£39 90
Celestion UL6
£12990
Celestion UL8 - • . • £166-90
Chartwell PM 100, PM200, PM
" 400,
PM450, LS3/5A
P.O A
Goodmans Achromat 100 ..
£93 75
Goodmans Achromat 250
£137 50
Goodmans Achromat 400 ..
£181 00
Goodmans RBI 8
£60 00
Good mans RB20
£76 50
£99 90
Goodmans RB35 ( Sp. off.) ..
Good mans RB65 ( Sp. off.) ..
£125 00
Goodmans Mini 2 ..
£57.00
JR 149 ( various finishes to order) ..
P.O.A.

F

KEF Cantata.
..£ 390 00
KEF Calinda.£
E218 00
KEF Chorale ( Sp. off.) .. • . £ 87 00
KEF Corelli•• • £
14 00
KEF Reference 104 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 215 00
KEF Reference 104AB. .. • • £ 261-00
KEF Reference 105. • • £ 645 00
KEF Celeste Ill 00
.. • . £ 89
Leak 2075 ( Sp. off.)
£ 29
42
09
00
0
Leak 3020. ..
£
Leak 3030.
90
•£
•
125
..
Leak 3050.
..90
£ 179
Leak 3080.
.•90
£ 267
Marantz 4G
65.90
£
.•
Marantz SG ( Sp. off.) .. £ 98 90
Monitor Audio MA3 Mk 2.
00
£ 350
Monitor Audio MA4. .00
.
£ 175
Monitor Audio MAS Mk 2.
£
5
£
1739600
Monitor Audio MA6. ..
£130 00
Monitor Audio MA7. ..
9
Monitor Audio MA13.
£ 110 00
Mordaunt Short Carnival Festival,
Pageant Series 2Teak/Walnut ..
P.O.A.
Philips RH541 Motional Feedback £ 199.00
Philips RH544 Motional Feedback £ 320.00
Quad Electrostatic .. .. £450.00
Rogers Export Monitor and Stands
P.O.A.
Rogers LS3/5/1
/Teak and Walnut ..
4
P.O.A.
Rogers Compact Monitor ..
P.O.A.
Sony range on application
Spendor BC IMk 2, BC2, BC3 and
Mini Monitor SA1, various finishes P.O.A.
Tannoy, Arden, Berkeley, Cheviot,
Devon, Eaton, various finishes . .
P.O.A.
Tannoy Bolivar ( Sp. off.) .. £ 125.00
Videotone Minimax 2 ( add P/P £ 3.50) £ 46.00
Videotone 0100 ( add P/P £ 3.50) ..
£32 00
Wnarledale E50.
E255 00
Wharfedale E70.
E314 00
Wharfedale Airedale SP ( Sp. off.) .. £ 160 00
Wharfedale Chevin XP
£ 31.00
Wharfedale Denton 2XP ( Sp, off.) £43.00
Wharfedale Dovedale XP
£ 140 00
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP ( Sp. off.) £ 85 00
Wharfedale Linton 3XP ( Sp. off.) .. £ 63 00
Wharfedale Teesdale XP2
.
Wharfedale Dovedale XP2 . £ 129 00
Wharfedale Denton XP2* .. £ 175 00
Wharfedale Shelton XP2. ..
55 90
.. £
£ 69
00
Wharfedale Linton XP2.
£ 85 00
Wharfedale Glendale XP2*
£ 113•00
. Post and package free. UK mainland
only.

•STEREO

HEADPHONES ( P/P [ 1.25)

Akai ASE7
£8 50
Akai ASE II
£ 12 50
Akai ASE22+Volume control .. £ 14 00
AKG K240 ( Sp. off.) ..
£35 00
Aiwa HR30
.. £ 16 50
Beyer DT202/K100.7
.. £ 32 00
Beyer DT204
.. £ 60 00
Beyer DT220
.. £ 22.00
Beyer DT440
• • £ 22 00
Beyer DT44I
• . £ 27 50
Goodmans OHPIO
. • £ 20 50
Koss ESPIO ( Sp. off.)
• • £ 155 00
Koss HVIA ( Sp. off.)
.. £ 22.00
Koss HV ILC ( Sp. off.) ..
. • £ 24 50
Koss HV2 ( Sp. off.) ..
••
LIS 00
Koss K6 ..
.. £ 12 50
Koss K6LC
• . £ 14 75
Koss K6LCQ Quadraphone
• • £ 24 50
Koss K7
£9 80
Koss KI25 ( Sp. off.)
£14 75
Koss K135 ..
£18 90
Koss KI45
£23 SO
Koss Phase 2
£37 50
Koss Phase 2+2 excl, record for
""
.. £ 7850
Koss PRO4A)), ( Sp. bff.)
.. £ 2600
Koss Pro 4Triple A.. ..
..
436 50
Koss PROS LC
.. £ 3425
Koss Technician 2 ..
.. £ 35 00
Koss Technician VFR
.. £ 36.00
Leak 3000
.. £ 26-90
Marantz HD5
£17 50
Micro Seiki MXI Electret
£5600
Pioneer Monitor 10
£3425
Pioneer 5E205
£11 25
Pioneer SE300
£18 SO
Pioneer 5E305
£17 50
Pioneer SE500
£36.25
Pioneer SESOS
£31-50
Pioneer SE700
£37 SO
Pioneer SEQ404 Quadraphonic
£23 50
Rotel RH740
£1450
Rotel RH930 Electret
£33 50
Sansui SSIO
£1675
Sansui SS30
£1600
Sansui SS60
£27 SO
Sennheiser HD224X
£32 SO
Sennheiser HD400
£1050
Sennheiser HD414X
£1700
Sennheiser HD424X
£23 SO
Sony range-on application
Stan SRS/SRD6SB Electrostatic
£88 75
Stan SR44 Eleci.ret
£68 50
Stan SRX3'SRD6SB
£140 00
14,

166 St.AlbansRoad,Watford,WD24AS.Tel:Watford 34644
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By Putchosing oComplete System
• TURNTABLES ( P/P £ 3.00) AND
ARMS ( P/P £ 1 - 25)
WC LMF I
£60•00
\DC LMF2
£66.00
WC LMG-I Headshell . . £ 5.00
udio Technica AT1005 Mk 2 ( Sp off.) £21.50
ISR BDS80 chassis .. £25• 00
!SR BDS95 chassis .. £ 27.50
SSR MP60 chassis .. [ 18.50
;aerard SP25 Mk 5Chassis .. £23-00
;arrard 12558 chassis .. £26.50
iadcock GH228 and Unilift .. £ 52.50
_ustre arm GST I
£ 34.00
Reference Fluid Arm ..
P.O.A.
;ME 3009 S/2 Det. Head .. £48-75
;ME 3009 Fixed Head
..
£44.50
;ME Series 3 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £89.90
;ME Damper FD200 ( P/P £ 1.00 extra) £ 16.75
;ME CAI Series 3 Arm/Shell .. £ 15.00
Decca International arm .. [54.00
Decca International arm and Export
cartridge .
iugden BD IChassis Kit .. £ 15.50
;ugden BD IChassis
£ 18.00
itigden BD2 & SAU2 Chassis ( Sp off.) £ 31.00
iugden BD2A and SAU2 Chassis .. £ 39.90
itigden SAU2
£ 14.75
kgden SAU4
• TURNTABLE PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
ADC Accutrac 4000 ( Sp. off.) .. £225-00
Aiwa AP2200 and Cartridge .. £ 103-00
Aiwa AP2500 • .. £ 165.00
Akai AP001 ex. Cart. ( Sp. off.) .. £65.00
Akai AP003 and ATI 1 ( Sp. off.) .. £75.00
•
AP006 ( Sp. off.)
£ 105.00
ISR BDS80 Mod. ex. Cart. ( Sp. off.) £29.90
3SR BID595 Module ex. Cart... £ 35.00
3SR MP60 Module ex. Cart. ( Sp. off.) £23.00
Dual 1125 and M75E ( Sp. off.) .. £65•00
.ons Irternational Mk I+ SME 3009
Det.
£ 126.75
Sarrard 86513 Mk I ( Sp. off.) .. £ 50-00
Sarrard SP25/5 M7565
£ 39.90
Sarrard DD75 M7SEDT2 ( Sp. off.) £84.00
Sarrard GT20 and M7SEDT2 .. £59.00
.1.•
d GT25 and M7SEDT2 ( Sp. off.) £67-00
LS arrard GT35 and M7SEDT2 ( Sp. off.) £79.90
-larman Kardon ST7 ( Sp. off.) .. £255-00
-I•tachi PS8 Cart. VFS620 ( Sp. off.) £ 55•00
-litachi P510 and Cart. ( Sp. off.) .. £ 55•00
-litachi PS 17 and Cart. VFS260 ( Sp off. £69.90
+tachi PS38 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.) £79-90
P548 Direct Drive .. £ 116.50
•-litachi PS58 Direct Drive .. [ 135-00
M•tachi HT350 Direct Drive .. £ 84-50
IVC JLAI 5 ( Sp. off.) • • •. £64 -00
Leak 3001 ( Sp. off.) .. £82.50
Marantz 6100W
£70.00
Marantz 6150 Direct Drive £95•00
Micro Seiki MBIO and FFISE Mk 2 £68.00
Micro Seiki MBIO ( Sp. off.).. [54.00
Micro Seiki DD20 ( Sp. off.) Direct
Drive
..
£88-50
Monitor Audio ET51313 excl. arm ..
P.O.A.
%lips GA3 I2/(Sp. off.) .. [76.50
Rnzneer PL5 14
..
£ 59.50
Rosneer PL5I6
£ 79.90
Rioneer PL518
..
£ 109.00
R•oneer PL520
..
[ 148.50
Rioneer PL530 ( Sp. off.) .. [ 155-00
R•oneer PL550 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 185•00
Rioneer PL570 Quartz .. £255.00
oneer PL510A ( Sp. off.) .. £87.00
Re:sneer PL IISR
[ 59.50
Rioneer PL II7D ( Sp. off.) .. . : £83 -00
Roneer PL5SX D'ct Drive ( Sp. off.) £120.00
Reference Electronic with Arm/
excl. Arm
Reference Hydraulic excl. Arm/
with Fluid Arm ..
P.O.A.
Rote I
RP900 ( Sp. off.) .. £49.90
Rotel RP2300
[54.50
Rotel RP2500 ( Sp. off.) .. £78.00
Rotel RP3000 with Arm ( Sp. off.) .. £ 110-00
Rotel RP3300
•
£ 66.50
Rotel RP5300 Direct Drive .. £85 50
Sansui SR222P ( Sp. off.) .. £ 47.50
Sansui SR232E
..
£ 66-00
knsui SR929 Quartz ( Sp. off.) .. £250.00
knsui SR525 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.) £ 99.00

Sansui FRIO8OP ( Sp. off.) £59-00 Stanton BOIS
£78.00
Sansui SR333E Direct Drive £ 133.00 Ultimo 20A
£61.00
Sansui SR838E
[218 .50 UAD Pre- amp
..
[36.50
Sony range-on application
PORTABLE RADIOS
Sugden BD101 & Arm ..
P.O.A. ( P/P £ 250)
Sugden BD1010 excl. arm
P.O.A. Hacker RP70 Ranger .. £23.00
Sugden BD2 & arm, black £ 37-00 Hacker RP78 Aviemore £41.00
Sugden BD2 P & C & SAU2
Hacker RP77MB Sovereign 4 £75-00
(SP- uff-)• • • • • • "'"" Hacker RPC Icassette/radio £ 105.00
Sugden BD103 and Arm .. £ 81.50 Hacker SP80 Stereo .. £ 114.00
Sugden BD103 excl. Arm £ 73.50 Roberts R505
£39-00
Sugden BD2A P& C & SAU2
Roberts R606MB
£49.00
(Sp. off.) .. • • • £,;„''„""„ Roberts RM20
£26-50
Thorens TDI 10 ( manual).. £..".
Roberts RM30
.
£42.00
Thorens TD I15 ( Automatic) £ 127.00 Roberts RM50 . .. £61.00
Thorens TDI26 Mk 3/BC £ 188.00 Roberts Rambler . £22.50
Thorens TDI26 Mk 3/C .. £229.00
Thorens TD125/2AB £ 146•00
VIDEO TAPE FOR PHILIPS
Thorens TDI26C Mk 2 .. £ 178 .00
VCR, JVC & AKAI VHS
Thorens TDI45C Mk 2 ( Sp.
MACHINES ( P/P 65p)
off.)
.
.
[97.50
Thorens TD160C Mk 2 .. £87.50 Akai VHST60 ( 1hour) .. £7.90
Thorens TD160BC Mk 2 .. £75.00 Akai VHSTI 20 ( 2 hours).. £ 11.10
Thorens TD160BC/SME 3009
Akai VHSTI80 ( 3 hours).. £ 13.50
Fixed ( Sp. off.) [ 118.00 Philips LVC60
£ 11.00
Thorens TDI66C
£71.00 Philips LVC90
[ 13.00
Toshiba SR220, SR225, SR335,
Philips LVCI20
[ 14.75
5R370, SRA230, 5R330,
Philips LVC150
[ 16.75
5R430
P.O.A

e

e

e

CARTRIDGES ( P/P £ 1.00)

ADC XLM Mk 3 : . . : [36.00
ADC XLM Super, Case and
Headshell
£ 33.00
ADC VLM Mk 3
..
£ 24.50
ADC ZLM
£59.50
ADC QLM30 Mk 3
.. £8.50
ADC QLM32 Mk 3
• • £8.50
ADC QLM34 Mk 3
.. £ 13.50
ADC QLM36 Mk 3
.. £ 17.00
AKG P6E
.. £ 17.00
AKG P7E
£25.50
AKG P8ES
Decca Deram Con. L. Blue £ 6.00
Decca London Mk 5 Export £ 36-00
Decca London Export Gold £ 54.00
Decca London Maroon .. £41.00
Decca London Blue .. £ 32.50
Empire 999REX
£5 50
Empire 2000E
£B.50
Empire 2000E/2 .. £ 13.90
Empire 2000E/3
[ 14.75
Empire 2000T
[28.53
Empire 2000Z .. £48.50
Goldring G800
£4.75
Goldring G800E
£8 00
Goldring G900SE Mk 2 .. £ 36.50
Goldring D110 Stylus .. £3.00
Goldring D 110E Stylus .. £5•75
Lentek M.C. Cart. Pre- amp £ 56.00
Lentek Entre
..
£98.00
Ortofon F15 Mk 2 .. £ 16 00
Ortofon FISE Mk 2 .. £ 21.00
Ortofon FFISE Mk 2 .. £ 13.80
Ortofon M20E Super .. £49.50
Ortofon M20FL Super . £ 56.50
Ortofon VMS20E/2 CAP2 I
0 £ 29.90
Ortofon MC20 and STM72 £ 78.00
Ortofon SL20E
£ 53.00
Orzofon MC20
£61.50
Shure M44E ( Sp. off.) ..
17.60
Shure M55E ( Sp. off.) .. £ 8-55
Shure M75- 6S ( Sp. off.) .. £7.60
Shure M758 Type 2 ( Sp off.) £ 10.70
Shure M7SED Type 2 ( Sp off.) £ 15•75
Shure M75E.1 Type 2 ( Sp off.) £ 13•30
Shure M9SED ( Sp. off.) .. £ 19-95
Shure M9SEJ ( Sp. off.) .. £ 1380
Shure VIS Type 3 ( Sp. off.) £ 45.00
Shure VIS Type 4 .. £ 65-00
Sonos Blue
..
£ 66.00
Stanton 500A
£ 13.90
Stanton 500EE
£ 19.90
Stanton 680EE
£ 29-90
Stanton 68IEEE
£45•00

AIWA AF3060
SYSTEM
Aiwa AF3060 Cassette Reciever
Pair Celestion Ditton I5XR
Speakers

Special offer £299
Or with Aiwa AP2200
Turntable+Cartredge for
£95 extra

ROTEL RX503
SYSTEM
Rote' RX503 Receiver
Rotel RP5030 Direct Drive
Turntable
Shure M9SED Cartridge
Pair Celestion Ditton XR
Speakers

SANSUI 33IL
SYSTEM

PIONEER SX450
SYSTEM

Sansui 33IL Receiver with L.W.
Sansui 5R22213 Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Shelton XP2
Speakers

Special offer £210 Special offer £233
TOSHIBA SA220
SYSTEM
Toshiba SA220L Receiver
Toshiba SRA230 Turntable ¡ Cart.
Toshiba SS2200 Speakers
Toshiba PC3I 00 Cassette Deck
Toshiba HR7 I
0 Stereo
Headphones
Toshiba SMA2 Stand. 2 Microphones. 3C60 Cassettes, 1Record
SPECIAL OFFER £275.50

AIWA AX7400
SYSTEM
Aiwa AX7400 Receiver
Aiwa AP2200 Turntable+
Cartridge
Pair KEF Celeste Ill Speakers

Special offer £319
Or with Aiwa AD1250 Cassette
Deck for £ 121 extra

Aiwa AX7500 Receiver
Aiwa AP2200 Turntable
Pair Monitor Audio MA6
Speakers

Special offer £375
Or with Aiwa AD6300 Cassette
Deck for £ 129 extra

AIWA AX7600
SYSTEM
Aiwa AX7600 Receiver
Aiwa AP2500 Turntable
Stanton 680EE Cartridge
Pair Mordaunt Short Pageant 2
Speakers

Special offer £499
Or with Aiwa AD6300 Cassette
Deck for £129 extra

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT III-%

LEAK 3200
SYSTEM
Leak 3200 Receiver
Leak 3001 Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Leak 3020 Speakers

Special offer £285
LEAK 3400
SYSTEM
Leak 3400 Receiver
Leak 3001 Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Leak 3030 Speakers

Special offer £330

PIONEER SA706 PIONEER SX650
SYSTEM
SYSTEM
Pioneer SX650 Receiver
Pioneer PL5 14 Turntable
Shure M9SED Cartridge
Pair Celestion Ditton I5XR
Speakers

Pioneer SA706 Amplifier
Pioneer PL5I4 Turntable
Shure M9SED Cartridge
Pair Celestion Ditton 22
Speakers

Special offer £335 Special offer £355
AIWA AX7500
SYSTEM

Pioneer SX450 Receiver
Pioneer PL5I4 Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Linton 3XP
Speakers

ARMSTRONG
626 SYSTEM
Armstrong 626 Receiver
G
d DD75 Module Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Armstrong 602 Speakers

Special offer £408
DIRECT CUT
DISCS
Sheffield LABI, 2, £8.95
Sheffield LAB3, 4, S. 6, £ 9.95
Umbrella DDI, 2, £ 9.00
Umbrella DD3, 5, 6, 7, 9, £ 10.00
Umbrella DD4, £ 13.00
The Great American Gram
GADDI010, 1020, 1030,
Eastwind EWI0001, 10002,
10003, Philips PDI 0001, 10002,
10003. All £ 10•00 eachsend for list.

EFFICIENT

Special offer £355
or with Pioneer CTF4040
Cassette Deck for £107 extra

AIWA AF3090
SYSTEM
Aiwa AF3090 Cassette Receiver
Pair Celestion Ditton 22
Speakers

Special offer £459

Or with Aiwa AP2200
Turntable+Cartridge for
£95 extra

END OF LINE SALE
(Special Offers)
Akai CS30D, £65.00
Akai CS33D, £ 70.00
Akai GXC38, £ 110.00
Akai GXC38D. £ 99 .00
Akai GX46D, £ 115.00
Harman Kardon ST7, £255.00
Hitachi 5R3400, £72.00
Hitachi ST2650, £ 154.00
Hitachi SD2520, £81.00

MAIL ORDER SERVICE

111#1

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
ALBA
UA900 2 x 33
AMSTRAD
8000 Mk. 3 2 x 10
EX 220 2 x 20
EX 330 2 x 35
ARMSTRONG
621 2 x 40

136.00 103.90

MARANTZ
1090 2 x 45

205.00 149.90

-

49.90

42.86
70.13
87.66

24.90
48.90
61.90

ROTEL
RA 214 2 x 20

83.95

59.90

SANYO
DCA 200 2 x 15

-

59.90

-

69.90
99.90

-

74.90
79.90
129.90

TRIO
KA 3700 2 x 25
KA 1500 Mk. 2 2 x
KA 5700 2 x 40

THE ELECTRONIC MIRACLE
GARRARD
MRM101 Hi-Fi music
recovery module
123.69 89.90
This unit is able to "see" a scratch or
noise pulse in an audio signal waveform
then electronically delete it giving clean
record replay.

AMSTRAD
3000 Mk. 2
EX 202
EX 303

60.36
68.18
79.87

34.90
47.50
56.90

ARMSTRONG
624 FM
623 AM/FM

118.00 89.90
152 00 115.90

MARANTZ
2020L
2100

126.00 79.90
160.00 114.90

PIONEER
TX 5500 Mk. II
TX 606
TX 8500 Mk. II
TX 9500 Mk. II

92.24 69.90
119.24 94.90
232.13 177.90
339.45 269.90

ROTEL
RT226

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Check our prices by phone.
They may be even cheaper!

ME=

All
the
prices
in
this
advertisement
were
prepared
approximately 6 weeks ago to meet the necessary publication
date. This means that owing to our policy of giving the best

ALL SPEAKERS
ARE PRICED AS PAIRS

possible value for money, some of our prices may be even
lower!
So please phone your nearest Comet warehouse or

AMSTRAD
ACOUSTRA 1000
ACOUSTRA 2500
EX 300

shop to check the latest price.
You may find that Comet are giving you an even better bargain
than before!

PIONEER
SA 5500 Mk. II 2 x 15.
76.60 59.90
SA 606 2 x 40
148.10 119.90
SA 706 2 x 60
187.38 149.90
SA 9500 Mk.
.II 2 x 80 417.96 339.90

TENSAI
TA 2030 2 x 23
TA 3045 2 x 35

HI-FI )

""

83.95

59.90

SANYO
FMT 200K

-

69.90

TENSAI
TT 3045

-

78.50

TRIO
KT 5500

84.90

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Turntables
TUNERIANIPLIFIERS
AIWA
AX7400 2 x 25
AX7600 2 x 40
AKAI
AAI115
AA1125
AA1135
AAI150

2
2
2
2

x 15
x 25
x 35
x 50

AMSTRAD
EX222 2 x 20
EX333 2 x 30
ARMSTRONG
625 FM 2 x 40
626 AM/FM 2 X 40

207.90 164.90
277.12 229.90

164.50 89.90
185.75 112.90
228.30 139.90
371.55 219.90
101.29
138.80

215.00 164.90
248.00 189.90

GOODMANS
Module 150 2 x 70.... MARANTZ
2215B 2 x 15
2226B 2 x 26
2238B 2 x 38
2252B 2 x 52

69.90
99.90

149.90

170.00 88.90
228.50 168.90
290.00 218.90
395.00 296.90

PIONEER
SX 450 2 x 15
SX 550 2 x 20
SX 650 2 x 35
SX 1250 2 x 160

126.90 99.90
174.27 134.94
242.89 189.94
692.45 359.90

ROTEL
RX 203 2 x 20
RX 303 2 x 20
RX 403 2 x 25
RX 503 2 x 35

125.92 94.90
153.72 109.90
167.72 119.90
209.69 139.90

CONNOISSEUR
BD1 kit
BD2

-

GARRARD
SP25 Mk. 6 belt drive
with Shure M75/6/SM 62.94
GT20 belt-drive Shure
M75ED
97.82
GT25 belt-drive auto
stop M7SED
109.07
GT35 Servo belt-drive
auto stop M75ED
130.44
D D 130
Direct
drive
Shure M75ED
134.94
MARANTZ
6100
6150 Direct drive
PHILIPS
GA437 belt drive with
GP400
GA312 belt drive with
GP401
PIONEER
PL514 belt drive
arm return

104.90
139.90

TENSAI
TR 1030 2 x 23
TR 1045 2 x 35

104.90
129.90

TRIO
KR 2090 2 x 16
KR 3090 2 x 26

114.90
149.90

TURNTABLES

TUNER/AMPLIFIER/CASSETTES
AIWA
AF3060 2 x 24 Dolby
cassette
297.86 239.90
SF3090 2 x 40 Dolby
cassette
459.86 369.90

AIWA
AP2200 Direct drive auto
retttrn inc. cartridge.. 131.21 109.90
AP2500 Direct drive auto
stop and lift
209.94 169.90

AKAI
AC3500L 2 x 25 Dolby
cas
414.10 249.90

AKAI
AP100

99.75

59.90

16.90
36.90

39.90
62.90
69.90
84.90

ARMSTRONG
602 monitor

199.88 157.90

CELESTION
Hadleigh
Ditton 11
Ditton 15 XR
UL6
Ditton 22
UL8
Ditton 33

67.82
88.75
146.70
163.90
203.50
200.98
233.27

GOODMANS
Mini 2
RB18
RB20
RB35
RB65
JR
149

-

39.90
67.90
98.50
129.90
137.50
164.90
184.90

54.90
54.90
68.90
97.90
124.90

151.88 124.90

MARANTZ
4G

89.00

59.90

49.90
79.90

PIONEER
CS313A

67.50

54.90

-

41.90

-

69.90

SOLAVO X
TK15
PR25 2 way
PR30 3 way
PR40 3 way

36.90
61.79
96.99
131.34

22.90
41.90
64.90
89.90

TENSAI
TS 930

auto
83.08

59.90

PL516 F.G. Servo belt
drive auto arm return . 112.50 82.90
PLS1OA direct drive
109.35 87.90
PL518 DC Servo direct
drive auto return
140.19 109.90

ROTEL
RP3300 belt drive
Servo motor
RP5300 direct drive

19.90
41.90
64.90

89.90

106.50
132.00

PL520

SANYO
JCX 2100K 2 x. 15
JCX 2300K 2 x 30

CASSEIVERS

continued

26.30
57.48
87.67

278.78 159.90

DC
111.75
132.73

SANYO
TP 1020 direct drive,
auto arm return

74.90

WHARFEDALE
Chevin XP
Denton XP2
Shelton XP2
Linton XP2
Glendale XP2
Teesdale SP2
Dovedale SP2
ESO
E70

69.90
84.90

SPEAKER KITS

79.90

WHARFEDALE
Denton kit (
pair)
Linton 3kit (pair)
Glendale 3XP kit (pair)

49.16
73.73
93.96
114.17
151.67
188.15
255.26
295.72
364.82

32.90
49.90
63.90
78.90
102.90
134.90
179.90
269.90
331.90

39.15
60.71
82.44

29.90
45.90
59.90

STRATHEARN
STM4 direct drive with
fitted Ortofon FF15E
SMA2 direct drive with
fitted Ortofon VMS
20E

-

49.90

CARTRIDGES

--

109.94

All cartridges marked • are suitable for
CD4 and normal stereo records.

TENSAI
TD 860B belt drive ...
TD 8550 direct drive..

-

52.90
89.90

THORENS
TD166 Mk. 2
100.13 79.90
TD160 Mk. 2 BC leas
arm
105.75 84.90
TD110
151.58 124.90
TRIO
KD 1033B belt drive... RD 2070 direct drive... -

52.90
99.90

ADC
QLM34 Mk. 3
QLM36 Mk. 3
VLM Mk. 3
XLM Mk. 3
ZLM Mk. 3
AUDIO
TECHNICA AT11EP
TECHNICA AT13EtA
•TECHNICA AT14Sa
.TECHNICA AT15Sa
"TECHNICA AT2OSLa

19.13
31.28
45.39
66.32
103.50

11.50
18.90
26.90
39.90
64.90

10.62
19.63
39.08
57.27
64.02

7.90
13.90
25.50
36.90
41.90

9
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Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order. fv.
t
.

Cartridges - continued

Hi-Fi Cassette Tape Rec. - cont.

GOLDRING
G800
G800E
G800 Super E
G900E

8.44
14.06
19.69
27.00

4.90
7.90
10.90
19.90

ORTOFON
FF1OE Mk. II
FF15E Mk. II
VMS 20E Mk. II

17.00
36.50

9.00
12.90
29.90

SHURE
M55E
M75EJ
M75ED
M95ED
V15- Mk. 3
V15- Mk. 4

14.11
22.13
25.34
33.99
70.22
97.47

8.25
12.90
14.90
19.90
46.90
64.90

STANTON
500A
500 EE
680 EE
681 EEE

18.68
26.16
38.64
59.96

13.90
19.90
29.90
49.90

HEADPHONES
AKAI
ASE7

14.25

8.90

AMSTRAD
1-IPS 6A

16.56

12.90

GOODMANS
OHP10
ROSS
K6
K6/LC ( with
control)
PRO-4AA

-

18.90

17.66

11.90

20.92
43.87

15.90
23.90

volume

MARANTZ
SD5

24.25

19.90

AKAI
79.90
CS34D Dolby
96.90
CS702D Dolby
GXC709D Dolby
257.15 164.90
GXC725D Dolby 3 head 328.50 224.90
GXC730D Dolby auto
reverse
378.05 239.90
AMSTRAD
7050 Dolby

111.04

64.50

-

57.90

CROWN
CTD 1170 Dolby
FERGUSON
3280 Dolby
GARRARD
GC300 Dolby

89.95
157.44

GOODMANS
SCD110 Dolby
MARANTZ
1820 Dolby
5010 Dolby
5025 Dolby
5030

-

PHILIPS
N2415 recorder inc. two
loudspeakers batt.I
mains

-

ROTEL
RD1OF Dolby

138.97

SANYO
4028 Dolby
RD5055 Dolby
RD5150 Dolby
RD5300 Dolby

-

11.50
17.90

ROTEL
RH 640

SOLAVO X
SCD 2060 Dolby

18.00

11.90

SUPERSCOPE
By MARANTZ CD310
Dolby
136.00

CONNOISSEUR
SAU2

20.84

16.90

5.40
18.56
22.28

3.95
15.90
16.90

67.16
128.08

47.90
99.90

SME
S2 head shell
CAI Carry arm
FD200 Damper
3009 Ser. II fixed head
shell
3009 Ser. III

99.90
79.90
99.90
109.90
119.90
89.90

79.90

-

199.90
279.90

AKAI
4000 DS Mk. II
4000 DB Dolby

19.90

PHILIPS
N4504 4- track DNL
N4506 4- track DNL

SCOTCH High Energy
C90 five pack with free
head cleaner

5.50

SCOTCH Low noise
8- track cartridge
90 mins.

MICROPHONES
AKAI
ADM20
ACM50

11.05
15.15

6.90
7.90

AMSTRAD
DM701 stereo mic. pack
(pair)

18.99

13.90

EAGLE
UD5OHL
dual impedance
Low

16.82

10.90

Hi '

PHILIPS
AC 860 LW/MW/ VHF
with stereo VHF decoder, push button
tuning and VHF
interference absorpcircuit,
plus
stereo
cassette
248.06 169.95
PIONEER
KP 8300 LW/MW/VHF
with stereo VHF
deco,:er, push button
tuning and VHF interference, absorption
circuit, plus stereo
255.94 189.90

KP 88G Dolby stereo
cassette deck and preamplifier, with Pioneer
GM40 power amplifier
2 •>, 16 watts RMS
213.36 156.80

-

1.65

SCOTCH HI-FI Dynarange
Spooled Tape
51" LP 1200
7" LP 1800

3.50
4.50

TDK RECORDING TAPE
TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
060
D90
D120

0.65
0.89
1.15

TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60
AD C90
AD C120
AD C90 Twin pack

0.95
1.25
1.75
2.35

TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
SA C90
TDK AUDUA SPOOL TAPE
L1800
L3600 on metal NAB
reel
-

1.25
1.65
3.60
9.50

MA XELL
SLN C60
SLN C90
SLN C120
UD C60
UD C90
UD C120
UDXL1 C60
UDXL1 C90
UDXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90
UD 35 90 ( 7" 1800') . . . .
UD 50 120 ( 10}" 2500')•
UD 35 180 ( 10}" 3600').

0.75
0.95
1.20
1.20
1.35
1.80
1.40
1.80
1.40
1.80
3.92
8.50
8.80

MEMOREX MRX02 Cassettes
C60
C90
C120

0.80
1.15
1.50

MEMOREX Chrome
C60
C90

1.20
1.65

28.58

21.90

164.90
254.90

TS 160 high- power door
mounting loudpseakers
(pair)

29.81

21.90

Goodmans Cassette Deck

520.43 414.90

TS 22A twin unit high
power
loudspeakers
(pair)

41.40

29.90

BINATONE
5180 stereo booster
amplifier 2 x 25 watts
plus mic and guitar
inputs suitable for use
with any stereo radio
or cassette unit

33.95

22.90

Goodmans SCD110 front loading
Dolby Cassette Deck with long
life super permalloy head, close
loop servo DC motor, easy to use
slider controls. Bias and equalisation switching for ferric, fernchrome and chrome tape.

5342 high
power coaxial speakers for above
(pair)

21.00

14.90

All offers subject to availability.

-

HI-FI FURNITURE
139.90
149.90
199.90
229.90
349.90

28.17

0.80
1.05

TS 121 slim high- power
door mounting loudspeakers ( pair)

285.50 164.90
357.15 219.90

HI-FI CASSETTE

173.51
187.89
243.44
285.33
415.81

SOLA VO X
SR 302B

SCOTCH HIGH ENERGY
C60
C90

47.90

TAPE RECORDERS

Dolby
Dolby
Dolby
Dolby
Dolby

26.90
28.90
42.90
42.90
47.90

64.86

RECORDERS

PIONEER
RT707 auto reverse ....

AIWA
AD1250
AD6300
AD6400
AD6550
AD6800

38.95
42.75
64.50
64.50
74.75

AD 305 power booster
amplifier 2
13.5
watts RMS suitable
for
use
with
any
stereo radio or
cassette unit

111-111 "JAPE
59.94

BLANK TAPES

14/619
14/620
14/618
14/617
14/622

cassette

TRIO
EX 830 Dolby
EX 1030 Dolby 3 heads

ADC
LMF1 Carbon fibre arm 111.38

Schreiber self- assembly
Hi -Fi housing units in
wood finish.

82.90

251.71 209.90
291.30 229.90
524.04 419.90

12.50

PICK UPARMS
AND HEADS

94.90

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Hi-Fi Furniture - continued

152.00 124.90

21.96

17.50

74.94

PIONEER
CTF 4040 Dolby
CTF
700
Dolby ( 3
meters)
CTF 9191 Dolby
CTF 1000 Dolby 3 head

5E305

-

49.90

89.90
192.00 138.90
276.00 199.90
407.00 279.90

PIONEER
SE205

TRIO
KH33

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

AKAI
RV100 Rack

47.30

27.90

AMSTRAD
SR 301

29.03

21.90

-

***************
***************

for less than £ 100!

Comet Price £94.90.
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GOODMANS 150 RECEIVER

Approaching the Ultimate...
---letséanaeaa.,

aaneseentessa secaraseattrinearréiariii
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And you can get this outstanding Hi -Fi performer at the ultimate in
discount prices from Comet. Our value- for- money policy has reached anew
peak with this incredible offer on the Goodmans 150 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
— a piece of Hi -Fi equipment that is worthy of a place in the finest system.
When a company like Goodmans claims to have approached the ultimate in
sound engineering, then it's as well to sit up and listen. And listen to this ... a
massive output of 70 watts RMS per .channel into 8 ohms, pure undistorted
sound at all levels, 7 pre-tuned FM stations, facilities for using two tape .
recorders, and complete electronic protection for the output stages and
associated loudspeakers. These and ahost of other advanced Hi -Fi features
(not forgetting LW and MW reception) in a handsomely-styled, wood
veneered cabinet with an impressive black soft- line facia. It's the ultimate at
the ultimate discount price! Check out the Goodmans 150 at Comet today.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Typical performance data AUDIO.
Power Output: 70 watts per channel into 8
ohms. Total Harmonic distortion 0.02% for
60 watts into 8 ohms. Frequency Response:
3dB at 20 Hz and 30 kHz. Power Bandwidth:
10Hz to 30kHz. Output impedance: Less than
0.2 ohm. Sensitivity ( measured at 1kHz for
maximum output) Magnetic pick-up: 2mV
Into 50k ohms Auxiliary ( Tape 2), 50mV into
500k ohms. Tape 100mV into 50k ohms. Tone
.Controls ( reference OdB at 1kHz): Bass ±
12dB at 50Hz; Treble ± 12dB at 15kHz
Loudness contour ( at • 30dB volume
control setting): + 9dB at 50Hz, + 6d8 at
15kHz. Scratch filter —3dB at 7kHz, —20dB
at 20k Hz.

Rumble filtér: —3dB at 60Hz. — 20dB at
25Hz. Hum and noise ( unweighted): Tape
input —80dB. Magnetic pick-up input
—70dB. Auxiliary input —80dB. Cross talk
(any input): — 50dB. RADIO- FM. Frequency
coverage 87.5MHz- 108MHz. Sensitivity ( for
30dB signal/noise ratio): Less than 1uV into
co- axial input: Less than 2uV into balanced
input . Signal/Noise ratio ( for 1 mV input):
70dB Stereo separation : 40dB at 1kHz.
RADIO- AM. Frequency coverage: Long
Wave 148kHz - 350kHz: Medium Wave
520kHz - 1625kHz. Sensitivity ( for 20dB
signal/noise ratio): MW — 20uV LW —40uV.
Dimensions: Length 540mm; Depth 360mM;
Height 200mm.

Comet Price £ 1149-90 inc.VAT.
131
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SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £ 250

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £ 200

PIONEER SX450 tuner amplifier 2 x 15
watts RMS plus Pioneer PL514 auto
stop belt drive turntable base/cover and
Audio Technica AT13EA magnetic
cartridge with two Wharfedale Linton

AMSTRAD 8000 Mk. 3 2 x 10 watts
RMS amplifier with Garrard SP25 Mk. 6
belt drive turntable fitted base/cover and
Shure M75/6 magnetic cartridge plus
two Amstrad 1000 loudspeakers.
132.10 84.70

XP2 loudspeakers.

AMSTRAD EX220 2 x 20 watts RMS
amplifier with Garrard SP25 Mk. 6 belt
drive turntable fitted Shure M75/6
magnetic cartridge and two Wharfedale
Denton XP2 loudspeakers.
206.80 138.70

speakers.

SWEET MUSIC FROM

220.62 149.70

AMSTRAD EX222 tuner amplifier 2 x 20
watts RMS plus Garrard SP26 Mk. 6belt
drive turntable fitted Shure M75/6
magnetic cartridge with two Wharfedale
Denton XP2 loudspeakers.
237.96 159.70
AKA' AA1115 2 x 15 watts RMS tuner
amplifier with Garrard SP25 Mk. 6 belt
drive turntable fitted base/cover and
Shure M75/6 magnetic cartridge and
two Wharfedale Chevin loudspeakers.
276.60 162.70
AMSTRAD EX330 amplifier 2 < 35
watts RMS with a Garrard $ P26 Mk. 6
belt drive turntable base/cover and
Shure M75/6 magnetic cartridge plus
two Amstrad EX300 loudspeakers.
238.27 184.70

MARANTZ AND ORTOFON...
our system of the

ROTEL RX203 tuner amplifier 2 x 20
watts RMS With a Garrard SP25 Mk. 6
belt drive turntable fitted Shure M75/6
magnetic cartridge base/cover plus two
Wharfedale Denton XP2 loudspeakers.
262.59 184.70
ALBA UA900 amplifier 2 x 33 watts
RMS plus Strathearn STM4 direct drive
turntable fitted Ortofon FF15E magnetic
cartridge with two Solavox PR40 loud-

speakers.

260.70

189.70

TRIO KR2090 tuner amplifier 2 x 16 .
watts RMS with a Garrard SP26 Mk. 6
belt drive turntable fitted Shure M75/6
magnetic cartridge base/cover plus two
Solavox PR25 loudspeakers.
198.70

month

MARANTZ 2215B FM/MW RECEIVER
We started with the Marantz 2215B, a stereo receiver that delivers
a low- distortion 15 watts per channel RMS, and which incorporates
a finely-engineered FM/MW tuner section to ensure crystal-clear
listening. This is the powerhouse of the system, and it certainly
packs all the Hi-Fi features you need to enhance your musical
enjoyment. There's PLL, FM mute, FM mono/stereo, input sockets
for magnetic cartridge and AUX, ceramic filters, centre-tune FM
meter for precise tuning, facilities for 2 pairs of speakers and gyrotouch tuning. With a receiver of this quality providing the power,
the rest of the system just had to be of the same high standard!
MARANTZ 6100 BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE AND
ORTOFON FF15E MK. II MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE
. . . so we chose the Marantz 6100, a handsomely-styled turntable
that is currently going around in some of the best Hi-Fi circles.
Belt driven from an AC synchronous motor to give smooth, reliable
performance, the 6100 incorporates an S-shaped tonearrn and manual
viscous-damPed cueing with auto-arm return. A fine unit . . . and
the inclusion of an Ortofon FF15E Mk. II magnetic cartridge
ensures that this Marantz turntable delivers its peak performance.

MARANTZ 4G LOUDSPEAKERS
SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £ 250
TRIO KA3700 amplifier 2 x 25 watts
RMS with Trio KD1033B belt drive
turntable
base/cover
and
Audio
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
with two Goodmans R820 loudspeakers.
210.60

To round off this Comet value-for-money system our experts
selected a pair of Marantz 4G's. These compact bookshelf units are
suitable for amplifiers 10-40 watts, and their superbly styled cabinets
look just as good as they sound.
You can see this outstanding Hi-Fi system at Comet. But first, see
the unbeatable price below . . .

Rec. Ret. Price £ 382.50

-

269.70

ARMSTRONG 621 amplifier 2 x 40
watts RMS with Strathearn STM4 direct
drive turntable base/cover and Ortofon
FF15E magnetic cartridge plus two
Celestion Ditton 22 loudspeakers.
291.30

Here's another Comet budget-beater - a fantastic Hi -Fi system
put together by Comet experts from top-line products by Marantz
and Ortofon. The result is sweet music indeed - for a discount
price that sounds even sweeter!

PIONEER SA5500 Mk. 2 amplifier
2 x 15 watts RMS plus Pioneer PL514
auto stop belt drive turntable base/cover
and Audio Technica AT13EA magnetic
cartridge plus two Wharfedale Denton
XP2 loudspeakers.
253.04 183.80

speakers.

-

TENSAI super system based on the
TR1030 2 x 23 watts RMS tuner
amplifier with Tensai TD8550 direct
drive turntable, base/cover and magnetic
cartridge and two Tensai TS930 loud-

ROTEL RA214 amplifier 2 x 20 watts
RMS plus Garrard SP25 Mk. 6belt drive
turntable fitted Shure M75/6 magnetic
cartridge with two Wharfedale Denton
XP2 loudspeakers.

343.78 252.60

AKAI AA1125 tuner amplifier 2 x 25
watts RMS plus Akai AP100 turntable
and Ortofon FF10E magnetic cartridge
with two Wharfedale Linton XP2 loud-

COMET PRICE £211.60

PIONEER SA606 amplifier 2 x 40 watts
RMS plus Pioneer PL514 auto stop belt
drive turntable base/cover and Audio
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
with two Celestion Ditton 15XR loudspeakers.

397.51 292.20

AKAI AA1135 2 x 35 watts RMS tuner
amplifier plus Garrard GT35 direct drive
turntable fitted Shure M75ED magnetic
cartridge, and two Wharfedale Linton
XP2 loudspeakers.
472.91 303.70
GOODMANS module 150 2 x 70 watts
RMS tuner amplifier with Strathearn
STM4 direct drive turntable fitted
Ortofon magnetic cartridge and two
Goodmans RB65 loudspeakers.
324.70
MARANTZ 22268 tuner amplifier 2 x 26
watts RMS with Marantz 6100 belt drive
turntable,
base/cover
and
Audio
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
plus two Celestion Ditton 15XR loudspeakers.

501.33 331.20

ROTEL RX503 tuner amplifier 2 x 35
watts RMS plus a Rotel RP5300 direct
drive turntable base/cover and Audio
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
with two Celestion Ditton 15XR loudspeakers.

508,75 337.70

PIONEER SA706 amplifier 2 x 60 watts
RMS plus Pioneer PL514 auto stop belt
drive turntable base/cover and Audio
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
with two Celestion Ditton 22 loudspeakers.
493.59 381.20
AIWA AF3060 tuner amplifier 2 x 24
watts RMS with built-in Dolby cassette
deck plus Aiwa AP2200 direct drive auto
return turntable inc. base/cover and
magnetic cartridge with two Celestion
Ditton 15XR loudspeakers.
575.77 448.30
MARANTZ 22388 tuner amplifier 2 x 38
watts RMS plus Marantz 6150 direct
drive turntable base/cover and Ortofon
VMS20E Mk. II magnetic cartridge with
two Celestion Ditton 22 loudspeakers.
662.00 466.20

9/78
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AKAI

AKAI CS 340 Cassette Deck
Here's another outstanding value-for- money buy from Comet - a Dolby
deck from Akai for Hi -Fi enthusiasts who prefer a top- loader.
It's elegant, compact, and stacks neatly on top of your other equipment
with all the controls ready to hand. Easy-to-operate piano keys give
full direct function change control for speedy mode selection, and
there's a limiter switch to prevent over- recording.
Other Akai features include slide controls for recording level, big VU
meters, low noise/chrome tape selection, indicator lamps and
auto-stop.
At our discount price the CS 34D just has to be the most competitive
high- quality top loader around!
SPECIFICATION
Track System: 4 track, 2 channel stereo; Wow and Flutter (WRMS)
<0.09%; Frequency Response ( ± 3dB): Chrome: 40-15; Distortion
(1kHz OVU): < 1.5%; S/N Ratio ( Dolby on +- 10dB): > 52dB; Heads:
(2) Permalloy; Motor: DC Electronically speed controlled; Dimensions:
378 ( W) • 110(H)
225(D) mm.
COMET PRICE £ 79.90 Inc. VAT

AKAI CS 702D Cassette Deck
The fantastic Comet discount price on this versatile front- loader brings
high quality Hi -Fi within reach of the most modest budget. You get
Dolby, super hard Permalloy recording/playback head, low noise/
chrome tape selection, record limiter switch and piano keys with direct
function change control. Add for good measure an electronicallycontrolled DC motor, fade-in/fade-out recording level controls, large
VU meters, pause and auto-stop - and you have an outstanding
bargain- buy indeed!

ACM

•

"cc

• •

SPECIFICATION
Track System: 4 track, 2 channel stereo; Wow and Flutter (WRMS)
<0.08%; Frequency Response (± 3dB): Chrome: 40-15; Distortion
(1kHz OVU): < 1.5%; S/N Ratio ( Dolby on + 10dB): > 50dB; Heads:
(2) Permalloy; Motor: DC Electronically speed controlled; Dimensions:
380(W) : 157(H) 287(D) mm.
COMET PRICE £96.90 Inc VAT

/11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.
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AKAI GXC 709D Cassette Deck
With Akai's unique ' GX' glass and single crystal ferrite head for
superior performance in low noise, low distortion, wide band recording and longer life, the GXC 709D literally bristles with Hi -Fi features.
There's a 4-way tape selector, double peak level indicators, MIC/LINE
mixing facilities, MPX filter, over level recording limiter and memorylinked tape index counter. A super machine at a super Comet discount
price!
SPECIFICATION
Track System: 4 track, 2 channel stereo; Wow and Flutter ( WRMS)
<0.06%; Frequency Response (± 3dB): Chrome: 35-15; Distortion
(1kHz OVU): < 1.5%; S/N Ratio ( Dolby on + 10dB): > 50dB; Heads:
(2) one GX, one Erase; Motor: DC Electronically speed controlled;
Dimensions: 440(W) + 165(H) + 285(D) mm.
Rec. Ret. Price £257.15 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 164.90 Inc. VAT

AKAI GXC 7300 Cassette Deck
A ' GX' head is one outstanding feature - the other is fully- automatic
reverse recording and playback, a facility that adds a new dimension
to the GXC 730D. Insert the cassette, and you can record or play back
both sides without removing it . . . you can even have automatic
continuous playback of both sides of the cassette. Other features
include 3-way tape selection, peak level indicator, MIC and LINE
inputs and over- recording limiter switch. It's the buy of your Hi Fi life
from Comet!
SPECIFICATION
Track System: 4 track, 2 channel stereo; Wow and Flutter ( WRMS)
<0.08%; Frequency Response ( ± 3dB): Chrome: 30-16; Distortion
(1kHz OVU): < 1.5%; S/N Ratio ( Dolby on
10dB): > 50dB; Heads:
(3) one GX two Erase; Motor: 4- pole hysteresis synchronous;
Dimensions: 440(W) - 175(H) - 302(D) mm.
Rec. Ret. Price £ 378.05 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 239.90 Inc. VAT
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The smallest receiver in the Akai range, the AA 1115 is very big in specification and value- for- money. Delivering a solid 15 watts per channel
RMS with no more than 0.5% total harmonic distortion, this compact
unit is packed with Hi -Fi features. These include combined FM/AM
tuning meter, FM stereo beacon, FM mute switch, loudness boost, tape
monitor and provision for the use of two sets of speakers. It all adds up to

AKAI AA1115 Stereo Receiver
li 1-h

Hi -Fi at a Comet price you can easily afford.
SPECIFICATION
AMPLIFIER
Minimum Power Output ( RMS)
15 watts per channel into 8 ohms
Signal to Noise Ratio ( Phono):
> 75dB
FM TUNER
Sensitivity ( IHF)or 1.9
Capture Ratio: 1.3dB, Selectivity
(I H F) > 60dB, Signal to Noise

Ratio: 65dB, FM Stereo
Separation ( 1KHz). > 40dB
AM TUNER
Frequency Range: 520-1605
KHz, Sensitivity ( IHF): uv 10.
Selectivity ( IHF): > 30dB,
Signal to Noise Ratio: > 45dB,
Dimensions: 480(W) x 123(H) x
268(D) mm.
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Rec. Ret. Price £. 164.50 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £89.90 inc. VAT

AKAI AA1125 Stereo Receiver

•

AKAI

With its popular- sized output of 25 watts per channel RMS. the AA 1125
stereo receiver comes to you at one of the most popular Comet discount
prices yet. Total harmonic distortion is no more than 0-3% and its sensitive
tuner pulls in a host of stations. The impressive specification includes tape
monitoring facility for two machines and also dubbing from one to the
other, loudness boost. FM mute switch, combined FM/AM tuning meters•
and provision for the use of two sets of speakers.
SPECIFICATION

CZiic

Rec. Ret. Price £ 185.75 inc VAT
COMET PRICE £ 12.90 in
VAT

Representing a combination of elegance and professional performance,
the AA 1135 also represents outstanding value- for- money. Output is a
big 35 watts per channel RMS with no more than 0.2% total harmonic
distortion — and the tuner section has a performance in keeping with the
amplifier. There's a long dial scale, signal strength and FM tuning display

AMPLIFIER
Minimum Power Output ( RMS)
25 watts per channel into 8 ohms
Signal to Noise Ratio ( Phono):
> 75dB
FM TUNER
Sensitivity ( IHF) uy 1.9
Capture Ratio: 1.3dB, Selectivity
(IHF): > 70dB, Signal to Noise

Ratio: 65dB, FM Stereo
Separation ( 1KHz): > 40dB.
AM TUNER
Frequency Range: 520-1605
KHz Sensitivity ( IHF): &iv 10,
Selectivity ( I
HF): > 30dB.
Signal to Noise Ratio: > 45dB
Dimensions: 480(W) x 123(11) x
268(0) mm

AKAI AA1135 Stereo Receiver

meters. FM mute switch and a large, finely balanced flywheel for easy
precision tuning. A fantastic performer — at a fantastically — low Comet

—

price
SPECIFICATION
AMPLIFIER
Minimum Power Output ( RMS)
35 watts per channel into 8 ohms,
Signal to Noise Ratio ( Phono):
> 80dB
FM TUNER
Sensitivity ( IFIF) pv 1.9
Capture Ratio: 1.3dB, Selectivity
(IHF): > 70dB. Signal to Noise

Ratio: 65dB, FM Stereo
Separation ( 1KHz): > 40dB
AM TUNER
Frequency Range: 520-1605
KHz, Sensitivity ( II-1F): or 10,
Selectivity ( IHF): > 30dB,
Signal to Noise Ratio: > 45dB,
Dimensions: 480(W) x 155(H) x
345(D) mm.

Rec. Ret. Price £228.30 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £139.90 inc. VAT
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5010 rCASSETTE DECK
To capture your favourite music Marantz have produced the 5010
Dolby noise reduction Cassette Deck. A front loader with professional
extended VU meters, super hard permalloy head, 3position tape Eq.
and bias selector, defeatable peak limiter, jacks for stereo mics,
headphones, and total shut-off.
5010 SPECIFICATION
Tape Speed: 1'4 ips
Wow and Flutter: ( WRMS) 0.1%
Frequency Response (overall: ref. level —
20 below 0VU)
FECR- 35Hz — 15kHz, ± 3dB
Cr0,: 40Hz — 14kHz, ± 3dB
Normal: 401-1z — 13kHz. ± 3dB

Rec. Ret. Price £192.00 inc. VAT

Signal to- Noise Ratio. Playback: 52dB.
Overall, Dolby off: 50dB. Overall, Dolby
on: 58cIB.
Dimensions: 440(W) X 146(H) X
290(D) mm

COMET PRICE £138.90 inc. VAT

2238B AM/FM RECEIVER
Slightly higher in the output ratings is the 2238B — 38 watts RMS per
channel into 8 ohms, from 20-20,000Hz at no more than 0.08% Total
Harmonic Distortion. Gyro touch tuning, full complimentary direct
coupled power amplifier, Dual-Gate MOS FET front end, phase lock
loop FM decoder, 3tone controls (bass/mid/treble), FM muting, hi and
low filters, loudness button and tape monitoring circuitry for 2 tape
decks.
2238B SPECIFICATION
AMPLIFIER SECTION
Minimum Continuous Watts per Channel,
both channels driven into 8ohms: 38
Total Harmonic Distortion at 8ohms:
0.08%
Input Sensitivity ( Input impedance 47k
ohms): 1.8mV
Signal- to- Noise Ratio (at rated output
and 7.75mV input): 76dB
Frequency Response (RIAA 20Hz to
20kHz): ± 1.0dB
High Level Inputs (Aux and Tape)
Input Sensitivity: 180mV

Input Impedance: 20k ohms
Signal-to- Noise Ratio (at rated output
and 7.75mV input): 90dB
AM/FM TUNER SECTION
Sensitivity
Stereo: 37.3dBf (40.0uV)
Hum and Noise at 65d13( ( 1,000uV)
Mono: —73dB
Frequency Response, 30Hz to 15kHz
Stereo: ± 1.5dB
Stereo Separation 1,000Hz: 45dB
Signal-to.Noise Ratio: 50dB
Dimensions: 440(W) X I37(H) X
365(D) mm

Rec. Ret. Price £290.00 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £218.90 inc. VAT
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2226B AM/FM RECEIVER
Conservatively rated at 26 watts RMS per channel into 8 ohms, the
2226B boasts full complimentary direct coupled power amplifier, 3tone
controls, ( bass/mid/treble), Dual Gate MOS FET front end, phase lock
loop FM decoder, tape monitoring circ uitry for 2tape decks, FM muting,
high and low filters, gyro touch tuning, and it's conservatively priced too
— at Comet!
2226B SPECIFICATION
AMPLIFIER SECTION
Minimum Continuous Watts per Channel,
both channels driven into 8ohms: 26
Total Harmonic Distortion at 8ohms: 0.1%
Input Sensitivity ( Input impedance 47k
ohms): 1.8mV
Signal-to- Noise Ratio (at rated output
and 7.75mV input): 75dB
Frequency Response (RIAA 20Hz to
20kHz): ± 1.0dB
High Level Inputs ( Aux and Tapes)
Input Sensitivity: 18OrnV
Input Impedance: 20k ohms

Rec. Rec. Price £228.50 inc. VAT

Signal- to- Noise Ratio (at rated output
and 7.75mV input): 90dB
AM/FM TUNER SECTION
Sensitivity
Stereo: 37.3dBf (40.0uV)
Hum and Noise at 65dBf ( 1,000uV)
Mono: — 73dB
Frequeneti Response, 30Hz to 15kHz
Stereo: ± k5dB
Stereo Separation 1,000Hz: 45dB
Signal-to- Noise Ratio: 50dB
Dimensions: 440(W) X I37(H) X
365(D) mm

COMET PRICE £168.90 inc. VAT

2252B AM/FM RECEIVER
Merantz 2252B is a52 watts RMS output Receiver, 20-20,000Hz at no
more than 0.05% Total Harmonic Distortion. Full complimentary direct
coupled power amplifier with Dual- Gate MOS FET front end, phase lock
loop FM decoder, L.E.D. function indicators, together with all the
facilities you've come to expect from Marantz — Tape copy 1-2, 2-1,
Tape monitor 1-2, FM muting, hi, low and loudness filters,3 tone controls
(bass/mid/treble), gyro touch tuning and stereo beacon.
2252B SPECIFICATION
AMPLIFIER SECTION
Minimum Continuous Watts per Channel,
both channels driven into 8ohms: 52
Total Harmonic Distortion at 8ohms:
0.05%
Input Sensitivity (Input impedance 47k
ohms): 1.8mV
Signal-to- Noise Ratio (at rated output
and 7.75mV input): 76dB
Frequency Response (RIAA 20Hz to
20kHz): ± 0.75dB
High Level Inputs (Aux and Tape)
Input Sensitivity: 180mV

Rec. Ret. Price £ 95.00 inc. VAT

Input Impedance: Mk ohms
Signal- to- Noise Ratio (at rated output
and 7.75mV input): 90dB
AM/FM TUNER SECTION
Sensitivity
Stereo: 37.3dBf (40.0uV)
Hum and Noise at 65dBf ( 1,000uV)
Mono: — 73dB
Frequency Response, 30Hz to 15kHz
Stereo: ± 1.5dB
Stereo Separation 1,000Hz: 45dB
Signal- to- Noise Ratio: 50dB
Dimensions: 440(W) X I37(H) X
365(D) mm
•

COMET PRICE £296.90 inc. VAT
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GT20
Introducing the GT 20 from Garrard . . . one of the British- made
turntables based on an entirely new design concept. Belt- driven by a
4- pole synchronous motor to ensure smooth, silent operation, this
2- speed manual deck has an S-shaped lightweight aluminium tonearm
and a screw- in headshell of die-cast magnesium alloy fitted with a
Shure M75/ED11 cartridge. Other advanced features such as viscousdamped cue control and anti- skate make the GT 20 an outstanding
value- for- money buy.

GT2SP
This new belt- driven 2- speed semi- automatic boasts high performance
and low wow and flutter. A fully counter- balanced 9"- long S-shaped
tonearm and lightweight screw- in headshell combine to give a lowmass arm that brings the best out of the fitted Shure M75/ED11
magnetic cartridge. Viscous- damped cue control, combination jewel
and ball- bearing pivots, anti- skate for elliptical and conical styli ... the
Garrard GT 25P is packed with features that place it amongst the best
in its price bracket.

SPECIFICATION
Platter: Type: Die- Cast Aluminium.
Drive: System: Flexible belt. Motor:
4- pole synchronous, Speeds: 33; and
45. Tone Arm: Type: ' S' shaped
aluminium, Stylus Force Adjustment:
Calibrated counterbalance weight, Cue

Control: Viscous damped: Minimum
Tracking Force: 0.75gm .Cartridge:
Shure M75E0/11. Performance:
dB Rumble DIN A: —43dB, dB Rumble
DIN B: — 63dB, Wow and Flutter ( DIN)
slow weighted: 0.12%. Dimensions:
With cover ( mm): 450 . 150 x 365.

SPECIFICATION
Platter, Type: Die- Cast Aluminium.
Drive: System: Flexible belt, Motor:
4- pole synchronous. Speeds: 33; and
45. Tone Arm: Type: ' S' shaped
aluminium. Stylus Force Adjustment:
Calibrated counterbalance weight: Cue

Control: Viscous damped, Minimum
Tracking Force: (Y75gm, Cartridge:
Shure M75ED/11. Performance: dB
Rumble DIN A. —43dB, dB Rumble
DIN B: — 63dB, Wow and Flutter ( DIN)
slow weighted: 0'12%. Dimensions:
With cover ( mm): 450 • 150
365.

Rec. Ret. Price £97.82 inc. VAT.

COMET PRICE £62.90 inc. VAT.

Rec. Ret. Price £109.07 inc. VAT.

COMET PRICE £69.90 inc. VAT.

GT35P
Top of the new range and sharing the same superb metallic finish with
matching controls, this belt- driven semi- automatic is an outstanding
example of Garrard turntable technology. The DC servo- controlled
motor is smooth, stable and silent -- and electronic pitch control for both
33 and 45 rpm speeds allows a ± 3% speed adjustment. An LEDilluminated stroboscope on the outside edge of the die-cast turntable
ensures accurate speed control. Supplied fitted with a Shure M75/ED11
cartridge and protected by a friction- hinged removable dust cover,
the GT 35p is worthy of inclusion in the finest Hi -Fi system.

DD130
'Here's a manually operated direct drive turntable that offers all the
pleasing design features and excellent performance of the other three
Garrard units, but at reduced cost! The 8- pole brushless DC motor
supports the turntable directly on its shaft, giving a smooth high
performance drive — and an LED- lit precision stroboscope ensures
precise pitch control or speed variation. With 9" low mass, low friction
S-shaped tonearm, viscous- damped cue control, easily- removable
magnesium headshell and calibrated anti- skate, the pD130 represents
outstanding Hi -Fi value for money.

SPECIFICATION
Platter: Type: Die- Cast Aluminium with
strobe. Drive: System: Flexible belt.
Motor: DC Servo. Speeds: 33; and 45,.
Pitch adjustment: ± 3%, Tone Arm:
Type: ' S shaped aluminium, Stylus
Force Adjustment: Calibrated counterbalance weight, Cue Control: Viscous

damped, Minimum Tracking Force:
0.75gm, Cartridge' Shure M75ED/11.
Performance' dB Rumble DIN A:-45dB.
'dB Rumble DIN 13' — 65dB.
'Wow and Flutter ( DIN) slow weighted:
0.10%. Dimensoons: With cover ( mm):
450 . 150 x 365.

SPECIFICATION
Platter: Diameter: 319 mm; Type: Diecast Aluminium; Turntable Inertia:
160 Kgcm. Drive: Motor: DC Direct
Drive; Speeds: 33, 45 rpm; Speed
Adjustment: ± 3%. Tonearm : Type:
shaped Aluminium; Effective Length:
230 mm ; Effective Mass with 5gm
cartridge — 17 gm; Pivots: Jewel and
Ball; Stylus Force Adjustment —

Rec. Ret. Price £130.44 inc. VAT.

COMET PRICE £34.90 inc. VAT.

Rec. Ret. Price £134.94 inc. VAT.

Calibrated Counterbalance Weight; Cue
Control: Viscous Damped; Usable
cartridge weight — 4-9 gms; Minimum
Tracking Force — 0.75 gms; Optional
Cartridge — Shure M75ED type 11.
Performance: Rumble Din A: —50dB:
Rumble Din B: —70dB; Wow and Flutter
(DIN) slow weighted: 0.06%.
Dimensions: With cover ( W xH xDmm)
450 x150 x365 mm.

COMET PRICE £89.90 inc. VAT.
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AD 1250 Cassette Deck
With its advanced ergonomic design and excellent performance it's
little wonder that the 1250 was rated as a " Best Buy" in HiFi Choice.
The inclined control panel protected by hinged dust cover gives
maximum visibility, while leaving the function controls readily to hand.
Facilities include: Dolby noise reduction in record and playback, linked
to MPX filter for improved FM recording, two separate 3-position
controls for bias/equalisation switchable to normal, FeCr, or Cr02,
Cue/Review to help locate your favourite tracks, slider input/output
level controls, twin VU meters and peak level light, jacks for
headphones and mic; and auto-stop.
Rec. Ret. Price £173.51 inc. VAT Comet Price £139.90 inc. VAT

AD6300 Cassette Deck
If you want the specification and facilities of the AD1250 in a front
loading Dolby cassette deck, then the AD6300 is the answer.
Specification is exactly the same as the AD1250, but with the addition
of amic DIN/Line in switch. Oil damped cassette release and control
buttons which allow switching from play into rewind ( cue and Review),
3- position bias/equalisation buttons, peak level light add up to an
unbeatable buy at Comet.
Rec. Ret. Price £ 187.89 inc. VAT Comet Price £149.90 inc. VAT
SPECIFICATION AD1250/AD6300
Frequency Response: According to DIN
45500. LH tape 30Hz-12,500Hz. Cr02 lape
30He16,000Hz. FeCr tape 30He16,0001-1z
S/N Ratio: 58dB (FeCr tape, Dolby on,
DIN 45500)
Wow and Flutter: 0.09% (WRMS),
0.18% ( DIN)

Head: Ultra- hard perrnallay head
Motor: DC servo motor
Dimensions:
ADI250 — 328(W) X 145(H) X 275(0) mm,
(with dust cover,
AD6300 — 420(W) X 16204). X 300(0) mm

AD6800 Cassette Deck
Aiwa's 'State-of-the-Are cassette deck, designed for those who
demand the very best while maintaining absolute control.
THE UNIQUE 3- HEAD FLAT RESPONSE TUNING SYSTEM with
built-in test head gives you the facility to measure the required bias
figure for any brand of tape and adjust the 6800 accordingly. Thus the
flatest possible frequency curve will be achieved during recording —
and the optimum quality will be achieved.
NEW DOUBLE- NEEDLE METERS — black VU needles are
combined with red peak needles, easily visible due to quick response,
but slower return time, the peak level needles give accurate warning of
over- level pulses.
PEAK HOLD BUTTON — by using the P.H.B. you can establish the
peak level being recorded — the needles continue to shift to new peak
levels — and hold, even when the test recording has finished.
38-PULSE FREQUENCY GENERATED DC SERVO MOTOR and
original SST tape transport system reduces wow and flutter to below
0.05% WRMS, Dolby noise reduction achieves S/N ratio of 64dB ( FeCr
tape): automatic motorised loading system, switchable limiter for live
recording via mic. or from radio, memory rewind, 3- step bias and
equalisation, auto stop, cue and review, on/off MPX filter, long life
Ferrite Guard Head and Aiwa's unique facility for synchronisation with
the new Aiwa DD turntable.
It all adds up to one of the finest cassette decks on the market today —
and it's available at Comet!
SPECIFICATION 6800
Frequency Response: According to
DIN 45500. LH tape 25Hz-15,000Hz.
Cr02 tape 25Hz-17,00011z. FeCr tape
25He17,000Hz
S/N Ratio: 64dB ( FeCr tape, Dolby on,
DIN 45500)

Wow and Flutter: 0.05% ( WRMS),
0.1% ( DIN)
Head: Ferrite Guard Head ( FGH)
Motor: 38 pulse FG servo motor
Dimensions: 450(W) X 162(H) X 335(D) mm

Rec. Ret. Price £415.81 inc. VAT Comet Price £349.90 inc. VAT
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AD6400/AD6550 Cassette Decks
If you like the specification of the 6550, but the price of the 6400 —
you're in luck! Apart from the "Remaining Tape Timer" and memory
button the 6400 and 6550 are exactly the same. They both feature the
38-pulse FG servo motor and Solid and Stabilised Transport System,
3step bias and equalisation selectcws with additional bias adjuster
which allows you to fine tune your deck to give optimum response from
any brand of ferric oxide tape, oil-damped cassette release and control
keys for extra-smooth operation, VU meters supplemented by yellow
and red peak pulse lights which warn against distortion at + 3dB and +
7dB respectively, long life Ferrite Guard Head, and all the other
facilities you'd expect on adeck of this quality.
SPECIFICATION AD6400/AD6550
Frequency Response: according to DIN
45500. LH tape 25He14,000Hz. Cr02 tape
25He16,000Hz. FeCr tape 25He16,(X30Hz.
Power Consumption: 10 watts
S/N Ratio: 62dB (FeCr tape, Dolby on,
DIN 45500)

Wow and Flutter: 0.05% ( WRMS),
0.1% (DIN)
Tape Speed: 4.8cm/sec
Head: Ferrite Guard Head (
FGH)
Motor: 38 pulse FG servo motor
FF/rewind time: 90 sec (C60-cassette)
Dimensions: 420(W) X 150(H) X 330(0) mm
Weight: 7.5 kg

AD6400
Rec. Ret. Price £243.44 inc. VAT
Comet Price
£199.90 inc VAT

AD6550
Rec. Ret. Price £285.33 inc. VAT
Comet Price
£229.90 inc. VAT
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Strathearn.
raising the standards
of British high fidelity.

STNI 4

complete with
'castellated' platter mat

At last, adirect-drive turntable you can
afford — aprecision-engineered product that comes
to you at an incredibly low price! With the STM4,
Strathearn have achieved standards of accuracy matching
turntables that would normally cost much, much more.
Superbly styled, this all-British unit incorporates all the basics
of good HiFi . an electronic servo-controlled direct-drive
motor, short straight low-mass pivoted tonearm, bui:t-in
anti-skating and viscous-damped cueing. As aworthy
complement for this super turntable.. atop quality branded
magnetic cartridge is fitted. See the handsome, elegant STM4 at
Comet today. It offers very sound proof that Strathearn have
succeeded in raising the standards of British high fidelity without
raising the price.

SPECIFICATION
Motor. Type: Electronic servo-controlled direct drive. Wow and Flutter:
0.08% weighted RMS. Rumble: Better than —55dB. Speeds: 33 1
/
3and 45 rpm.
Pickup arm. Type: Low mass pivoted arm. Stylus pressure: 1 — 33 grn.
Acceptable cartridge weight range: 3.5 gm — 10 gm. Bias: Adjustable for
spherical and elliptical styli.

COMET PRICE £49-90 inc.VAT
215
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KA- 3700 AMPLIFIER
The KA 3700 is certainly very sensibly priced — and it's certainly very sensibly
engineered to deliver excellent tonal quality with crisp, clear efficiency at every
audible frequency. With alow- distortion output of 25 watts per channel RMS, its
advanced specification includes direct- coupled low noise phono equaliser to
ensure faithful reproduction, click- stop tone controls and low- boost loudness
control to compensate for listening tastes and environments. See it at Comet •
it's outstanding value for money.
SPECIFICATIONS KA 3700
Performance. Power Output : 25 watts
per channel minimum. RMS at 8 ohms
from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz with no more
than 0 08% total harmonic distortion.
Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.08% at
rated power into 8ohms. Power Bandwidth : 10 Hz to 50 kHz. Input Sensitivity/Impedance: Phono, 2.5 mV/50 k
Ohms. Tuner, 150 mV/50 kohms. AUX,
150 mV/50 kohms. Tape 150 mV/50 k

ohms. Signal to Noise Ratio ( IHF.A) :
Phono, 72 dB for 2.5 mV input. 78 dB
for 5.0 mV input. 84 dB for 10 mV input. Tuner, 100 dB for 150 mV input.
AUX, 100 dB for 150 mV input. Tape;
100 dB for 150 mV input. Frequency
Response: Phono, RIAA standard
curve + 0.4 dB, —0.4 dB. AUX & Tape,
20 Hz to 20 kHz + 1 dB, — 1 dB.
Dimensions: W 380mm, H 140mm,
D 291mm,

COMET PRICE £74.90 inc. VAT

KT- 5500 TUNER
Here is an AM/FM tuner which fully reflects Trio's uncompromising attitude to
tonal quality and stereo performance. The KT- 5500 receives the weakest of FM
stations very clearly without interference or noise, and an advanced PLL IC
maintains awide stereo separation. Junction FETs give ahigh stability, and 60dB
of selectivity enables you to choose from stations that are crowded together,
without overlap distortion. These and many other advanced features make this
one of the best tuners in its price range.
SPECIFICATIONS KT- 5500
FM TUNER SECTION. Usable Sensitivity:10.8 dBf ( 1.9 uV). 50 dB Quieting Sensitivity: ( Mono) 17.2 dBf ( 4.0
uV). ( Stereo) 38.3 dBf ( 45 uV). Signal
to Noise Ratio at 65 dBf: ( Mono) 72
dB. ( Stereo) 68 dB. Total Harmonic.
Distortion at 65 dBf: ( Mono) 0.15% at
1,000 Hz. ( Stereo) 0.2% at 1,000 Hz.
Frequency Response : 30 to 15,000 Hz

+0.2 dB, —2 dB. Stereo Separation:
45 dB at 1,000 Hz. 35 dB at 50 to
15,000 Hz. FM Frequency Range: 88
MHz to 108 MHz.
AM TUNER SECTION. Usable Sensitivity : 20 uV. Signal to Noise Ratio : 50
dB at 1 mV input. Total Harmonic Distortion : 0.5%. Dimensions : W 380mm,
H 140mm, D 290mm.

COMET PRICE £84.90 inc. VAT

KA- 5700 AMPLIFIER
Ample power and low distortion — this is the Hi -Fi combination that gives the
KA 5700 stereo integrated amplifier its exceptional performance and tonal quality.
Output is 40 watts per channel RMS, and the power stages are engineered to
maintain stability at all levels and achieve clear, smooth sound quality over awide
dynamic range. Power meters which show the exact transient power output,
special protection circuitry, and a host of input and output facilities . . . not
forgetting the Comet discount price ... make this Trio amplifier a very sound
buy indeed.
SPECIFICATIONS KA 5700
Performance. Power Output : 40 wattsper charnel minimum, RMS at 8ohms
from 20 Hz to 20.000 Hz with no more
than 0.04% total harmonic distortion.
Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.04% at
rated power into 8 ohms ( 20 Hz- 20
kHz).
Intermodulation
Distortion:
0.02% at rated power into 8 ohms ( 60
Hz : 7 kHz = 4:1). Power Bandwidth:
10 Hz to 40 kHz. Input Sensitivity/
lmpedance: Phono, 2.5mV/50kohms.
Tuner, 150 mV/50 k ohms. AUX, 150

KD-1033B TURNTABLE
mV/50 kohms. Tape A & B, 150 mVf
50 k ohms. Signal to Noise Ratio
(IHF.A) : Phono, 76 dB for 2.5 mV
input. 82 dB for 5.0 mV input. 88 dB
for 10 mV input. Tuner, 100 dB for 150
mV input. AUX, 100 dB for 150 mV
input. Tape, 100 dB for 150 mV input.
Frequency Response: Phono, RIAA
standard curve + 0.4 dB, —0.4 dB.
AUX & Tape, 20 Hz to 20 kHz + 1dB,
—1 dB. Dimensions: W 380mm, H
140mm, D 297mm.

COMET PRICE £129.90 inc. VAT
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Belt- driven from asynchronous motor, the Trio KD-1033B offers
performance at a down-to-earth price. The resonance- free tonearm
counter balanced, with viscous- damped cueing, and the special Trio
system in the stylish plinth guards against acoustic feedback and
vibrations. It all adds up to one of the best value for money turntable
market today.
SPECIFICATIONS KD-1033
Motor: 4- pole synchronous. Platter:
300mm Die-cast zinc. Speeds: 33 and
45 rpm. Wow and flutter ( WR MS) :
0.06%. Rumble ( DIN weighted) : —64

exceptional
is statically
suspension
transmitted
buys on the

dB. Tonearm length: 215mm. Overhang: 9.5mm. Power requirements:
240V AC. Power consumption: 7
watts. Dimensions: W 456mm, H 145
mm, D 347mm. Weight: 6kg.

COMET PRICE £52.90 inc. VAT
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YOU WON'T BELIEVE YOUR EARS...
YOU'LL NEVER BELIEVE OUR PRICE!
The Solavox PR Loudspeakers . . .
Listen to apair of Solavox PRs — and you're entering the exclusive world of high
quality HiFi sound.
For aprice that's unbelievably low . . . The Solavox Power Range is made for Comet
by one of the most respected firms in the HiFi business. A British company whose
loudspeakers are household names.
Our design brief was straight to the point . . . We asked for arange of
speakers that would combine high power handling and sensitivity, whilst
still providing a smooth performance right across the audible
frequency spectrum.
We got them in the sleek, elegant shape of the PR, and thanks to the
strength of our purchasing power you're getting them for less than
you'd pay for speakers not fit to be in the same room.
Solavox PRs are ideal for the first-time buyer. They're so
good in fact that there probably won't be asecond time.
They're available from Comet . . .
to listeners with ataste for the best.

SOLAVOX PR25

PR40

The compact cabinet houses a200mm bass unit, and a50mm treble
unit which supplies the upper mid- range and treble frequencies.
Power handling is 25 watts DIN and the high level of sensitivity'
enables even the smaller, more modest amplifiers to achieve
realistic sound levels in the average living room.

PR30

Rec. Ret. Price £61.79 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £41.90 inc. VAT
SOLAVOX PR40

Bass 200mm, mid- range 100mm, treble 25mm — the PR30 is a3speaker system with a power handling of 30 watts DIN. Frequency
response is wide, sensitivity superb — and the overall performance
is on a par with that of speakers costing a great deal more.

Designed either for floor standing or bookshelf locations, the PR40
handles up to 40 watts DIN smoothly and with ease. The extended
bass range is achieved by a 250mm unit used with acoustic
suspension loading. Frequency response and acoustic performance
are generated by aheavy duty fibrous cone terminated by adamped
rubber coil surround. Driven by a 38mm coil and 150mm magnet
assembly, the cone will give peak sound pressures up to 110dB to
reproduce realistic crescendos.

Rec. Ret. Price £96.99 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £64.90 inc. VAT

Rec. Ret. Price £ 131.34 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £89.90 inc. VAT

SOLAVOX PR30
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PIONEER®

Pioneer SM_250
one ofour big boys.

SX-1250 AM/FM RECEIVER
Turn up the power on the mighty SX-1250, and this Pioneer receiver delivers a
mammoth 160 watts per channel RMS into 8 ohms. This HiFi muscle certainly makes
it one of our big boys, yet the incomparable FM performance and sensitivity prove that
this is a very gentle giant indeed. Pioneer have combined distinguished good looks with
robust design . . . incorporated the latest electronics circuitry to assure a constant, stable
and high quality sound reproduction. The FM front end with 3 dual gate MOS FET
and 5-gang variable capacitor gives high performance as well as high sensitivity and
selectivity Multiplex stereo. There's a low distortion equaliser, tape duplication switch,
protection circuit, Phase Lock Loop circuit, FM muting, audible multipath switch, plus
a host of user-orientated features to make this a very versatile performer indeed. Buy
this masterpiece of stereo efficiency at Comet — at a very competitive price.
SPECIFICATIONS
POWER AMPLIFIER SECTION
Continuous Power Output Is 160 watts per channel, min.
RMS at 8 ohms.
Total Harmonic Distortion: No more than 0.1%.
Frequency Response: 5 Hertz to 100,000 Hertz + 0.16, — 1dB.
Input Sensitivity/Impedance: 1V/50 Kohms
(POWERAMP. IN).
Damping Factor: 30 (20 Hertz to 20,000 Hertz, 8 ohms).
Hum amd Noise: 100dB ( IHF, short-circuited A network).
PREAMPLIFIER SECTION
Input Sensitivity/Impedance—PHONO 1: 2.5mV/50 Kohms
PHONO 2: 2.5mV/50 Kohms. MIC: 6.5mV/50 Kohms.
AUX: 150mV/50 Kohms. TAPE PLAY 1: 150mV/50 Kohms.
TAPE PLAY 2: 150mV/50 Kohms. TAPE PLAY 2: ( DIN
connector): 150mV/50 Kohms.
Output Level/Impedance: TAPE REC 1: 150mV. TAPE REC 2
150mV. TAPEFIEC 2 ( DIN connector): 30mV/80 Kohrns
PRE OUT: 1V/1 Kohm.
Total Harmonic Distoktion: No more than 0.02% (20Hz to

20,000Hz, 1V output).
Tone Control BASS: ± 10dB ( 100Hz) main control ±5dB
(50Hz) sub control TREBLE: ±- 10dB ( 10KHz) main control
±5dB (20KHz) sub control Filter: LOW: 30Hz ( 12dB/oct.)
HIGH: 8KHz ( 12dB/oct.).
FM TUNER SECTION
Usable Sensitivity: Mono: 8.7dEif (3.0uV/300 ohms),
Stereo: 14.5dEll ( 5.8uV/300 ohms) Usable Sensitivity ( IHF 58):
1.5 uV.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (at 65d131): Stereo: 74dB ( Max. 75dB).
Frequency Response: 30Hz to 15,000Hz ,-0.3dB, — 1.0dB.
Capture Ratio: 1.0dB.
Stereo Separation: 50dB ( 1KHz), 35dB (30Hz to 15 KHz).
AM TUNER SECTION
Sensitivity: 300uV/m (IHF, ferrite antenna), 15uV ( IHF, ext.
antenna).
Selectivity: 40.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio: 55dB,
Dimensions: 556(W) X 186.5 ( H) X 464.5(0) mm.

Rec. Ret. Price £692.45 inc.VAT

COMET PRICE £359-90 inc.VAT
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SA- 5500 II STEREO AMPLIFIER
Delivering a crisp, clear 15 watts per channel RMS, the SA- 5500 II is
the ideal amplifier for the medium-sized listening room - and it
comes to you at an ideal price too. Pioneer engineering ensures no
more than 0.5% total harmonic distortion, and among this value- formoney unit's many features are: separate bass and treble controls.
CR type tone control amplifier, phono equaliser for less distortion,
and connections for two sets of speakers.
Continuous Power Output:
Total Harmonic Distortion.
(20 to 20,000Hz, from AUX)
PHONO Overload Level
(T.H.D. 0.3%) PHONO:
Frequency Response
PHONO ( RIAA Equalization):
Dimensions:
Weight:

15W -- 15W ( 8ohms, 20 to 20,000Hz,
both channels driven, T.H.D. 0.5%)
No more than 0.5% ( continuous
rated power output)
130mV ( 1kHz)
20 to 20.000Hz ± 0.5dB
380(W)
124(H) • 269(D) mm
5 2kg

Rec. Ret. Price £ 76.60 inc. VAT
Comet Price £ 59.90 inc. VAT

TX- 5500 II STEREO TUNER
The perfect partner for the SA- 5500 II - both in price and performance
-this is a very sensitive tuner indeed, thanks to a low- noise FET and
a 3- gang variable capacitor in the stable FM front end. In the IF
section, Pioneer chose ceramic filters with the very best phase
linearity and coupled them with high-performance ICs for improved
stability and limiter characteristics. Big value, big performance this is the TX- 5500 II by Pioneer.
Wave Bands:
FM Sensitivity:
FM Stereo Separation'
FM Aerial Inputs.
Audio Output:
Dimensions:

FM and MW
1.9 uy
35dB
75 ohms and 300 ohms
650 mV into 3.6 Kohms
380 mm wide, 124 mm high, 269 mm deep

SX-450 STEREO RECEIVER

Rec. Ret. Price £ 92.24 inc. VAT
Comet Price £ 69.90 inc. VAT

With an output of 15 watts per channel RMS, the budget- priced
SX-450 brings high quality sound into the average- sized listening
room. The FM/AM section includes a PLL multiplex IC for wide and
stable stereo separation, and there's a low- noise FET coupled with
a frequency- linear 3- gang variable capacitor to increase FM sensitivity. Other features include a 5- stage limiter to eliminate AM noise.
phono equaliser and CR type tone control section.
Amplifier Section - Continuous Power
Output is 15 watts per channel, min. RMS
at 8 ohms. Total Harmonic Distortion,
(20 to 20,000 Hertz. from AUX). No more
than 0.5% ( continuous rated power
output). No more than 0.1% ( 1watt per
channel power output 8 ohms). Input
(Sensitivity/Impedance) PHONO
2.5mV/50 Kohms. MIC 7.5mV/50 Kohms
AUX: 150mV/50 Kohms. TAPE PLAY
150mV/50 Kohms. TAPEPLAY ( DIN
connector) 150mV/50 Kohms. Frequency
Response PHONO ( RIAA Equalization):
30 to 15,000Hz. -•- 0.5dB, - 1dB.
AUX. TAPE PLAY 20 to 60,000Hz ± 1dB.
Hum and Noise ( 1HF, short-circuited A

network, rated power) PHONO 70dB
TUNER. AUX. TAPE PLAY, 90dB.
FM Tuner Section - Usable Sensitivity
Mono 11.2dBf ( 20uV). Stereo: 20.0dBf
(5.5uV). Frequency Response 30 to
15,000Hz
0.2dB. -2.0dB. Capture
Ratio 1.0dB. Alternate Channel
Selectivity 60dB. Image Response Ratio
65dB. IF Response Ratio 85dB. Stereo
Separation 40dB ( 1kHz). 30dB ( 30 to
15,000Hz).
AM Tuner Section - Sensitivity 300uV/m
(IHF ferrite antenna). 15uV ( IHF. ext.
antenna). Selectivity 35dB. Signal to
Noise Ratio 50dB. Dimensions 448(W)
141(H)
307(D)mm.

Rec. Ret. Price £ 126.90 inc. VAT
Comet Price £ 99.90 inc. VAT

CT- F4040 CASSETTE TAPE DECK
This is a front- loader with outstanding value- for- money appeal.
because it incorporates many of the exclusive features found only
on Pioneer's more expensive models. There's a Dolby IC, 3- position
tape selector, electronic muting for entirely silent mode change,
LINE/MIC and DIN input selection and full auto-stop. This is a Hi -Fi
unit we can confidently recommend .. . at a Comet price that brings
the CT- F4040 within reach of your pocket.
Heads: ' Hard Permalloy Solid recording/
playback head
1. Ferrite erasing
head
1. Wow and Flutter: No more than
0.08% ( WRMS). No more than ± 0.18%
(DIN). Frequency Response: Standard
LH tape; 30 to 14,000Hz, ( 40 to 13,000Hz
± 3dB). Ferrichromium dioxide tape;
30 to 16,000Hz ( 40 to 15,000Hz ± 3dB).
Chromium dioxide tape: 30 to 16,000Hz
(40 to 15,000Hz
3dB). Signal- to- Noise
Ratio: Dolby OFF; more than 52dB.
Dolby ON; more than 62dB. Harmonic
Distortion: No more than 1.7% ( OdB).

Inputs ( Sensitivity/Maximum allowable
input/impedance): MIC
2; 0.2mV/
45mV/10 Kohms, 6mm jack ( Reference
MIC impedance; 250 ohms to 10 Kohms).
LINE ,c250mV/25V/100 Kohms, pin jack.
DIN: 9mV/2.0V/2.2 Kohms, 5p jack ( DIN
standard). Outputs ( Reference level/
load impedance): LINE
2; 450mV/
50 Kohms, pin jack. DIN; 450mV/
50 Kohms, 5p jack ( DIN standard).
HEADPHONES: 60mV/8 ohms, 6mm
jack. Dimensions: 380 ( W)
150 ( H) •
325 ( D) mm. Weight: 7.2kg/151b. 14oz.

Rec. Ret. Price £ 152.00 inc. VAT
Comet Price £ 124.90 inc. VAT
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ALBA

ALBA UA900...
One of the best British Amps around.
. . . and it's unbeatable value from Comet!

Just now and again comes abudget-priced piece of Hi Fi equipment with aperformance way out of its
class — a unit that earns the approval of public and critic alike. The Alba UA900 is aclassic example ... a
British- built stereo amplifier that represents outstanding high fidelity value for money.
With aformidable output of 33 watts per channel RMS into 8ohms, the low distortion figures of the UA900
made abig impression on Gordon J. King, who described it in 'Hi Fi Sound' as one of the best British amplifiers
he had had the pleasure of evaluating.
A good review for agood-looking unit, with features including slider controls for treble, bass, input level L
and R, stereo spread ( separation) and loudness. Not forgetting piano key selector switches for pick-up, tuner,
tape play, quadra, high and low filter and ahost of input and output sockets to ensure maximum versatility. All •
this advanced Hi Fi engineering in astylish black case with aluminium trim and teak veneer ends.
And then, of course, there's the fantastic Comet discount price which makes the Alba UA900 an
unbeatable value- for- money bargain!
SPECIFICATIONS
INPUTS
AC Mains Power voltage: 110, 127, 220 and 240.
Pick-up Magnetic: 2.7 mV Input resistance 47K ohm.
Tuner, Tape Replay: 150mV Input resistance 1M ohm,
NOISE LEVEL
Pick-up Weighted: — 77 dB. Unweighted: —69 dB.
.All other inputs Weighted: — 82 dB.
Unweighted: — 79 dB.
NOTE: Noise and Hum figures relative to 40 watts.
Overload capability. Pick-up: 34 dB ( 150mV).
Frequency response at all powers up to rated

maximum: 20 Hz —20 kHz ± 1dB.
Filter attenuation Each: 12 dB/Octave.
High cut off frequency: 6 kHz.
Low cut off frequency: 60 Hz.
Tone Control range Bass: ± 20 dB at 50 Hz.
Treble: ± 20 dB at 14 kHz.
Power output: 33W + 33W continuous into 8ohms.
Damping Factor: Greater than 200 at 50 Hz.
Switched Loudspeaker outputs. OFF: A, A and B in
series, B.

COMET PRICE £ 49.90 inc. VAT
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Wharfedale.

Afamous name
and better than ever.
DENTON XP2
With two new drivers to provide abigger margin oipower handling than
before, the Denton XP2 has aperformance which proves Wharfedale's,
determination to maintain the company's lead in the budget
loudspeaker market. Suitable for amplifiers of 10-30 watts RMS output,
the Denton incorporates anew 'fibrous cone which is terminated in a
compliant, highly plasticised PVC surround. This gives the speaker an
exceptional acoustic performance.
Rec. Ret. Price £73.73 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 19.90 inc. VAT

SHELTON XP2
Meet the Shelton XP2, a newcomer to the Wharfedale range which
incorporates adome tweeter to put it firmly on the peak of the budget
market. Power handling is 10-35 watts, and the performance is well in
keeping with Wharfedale's impressive international reputation. Behind
the attractive grille is speaker engineering dedicated to producing pure,
colouration-free sound ... anew deep- flared bass unit cone, 70% more
metal around the voice coil than on conventional speakers to improve
power handling, and acomplex 8-element crossover network. All this at
avery competitive Comet price!
Rec. Ret. Price £93.96 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £6310 inc. VAT

LINTON XP2
A world•famous name with an improved performance that is destined to

make it an even bigger HiFi household word — this is the new Linton

XP2. Wharfedale have applied the full weight of their advanced

engineering and measurement programme to the new XPs, and the
Linton has emerged with apower handling of 10-40 watts, an increase of
5watts over the previous model. Bass and treble drivers are new, and
join the outstandingly- successful mid- range unit proved on the Linton
3XP to complete a3- way speaker that generates smooth, undistorted
sound.
Rec. Ret. Price [114-17 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 8.90 inc. VAT

GLENDALE XP2
Wharfedale continue to make you sit up and listen with the new
Glendale XP2, aspeaker producing apower handling of 15-50 watts,
and designed for either floor standing or bookshelf locations. Again, the
bass and treble drivers are new — the large 250 mm bass unit being
used with acoustic suspension loading to give a — 3dB cut off point of 50
Hz. The bass response is superb, and the new Glendale certainly
-enhances its reputation as aloudspeaker that has proved capable of
covering the entire musical spectrum, from classical through to jazz
and pop in even the most difficult of acoustic environments. This is a
unit heading arange of loudspeakers bearing advanced development
not seen on products costing twice as much or more.

GLENDALE XP2
DENTON XP2 SPECIFICATION
Nominal Enclosure Volume: 12 litres.
Frequency Response (-3dB): 65 Hz to 18 kHz
Drive Unit Complement: Bass/mid IX 170min
Treble 1X 50 mm.
Power Handling (to DIN 45573): 25 watts.
Suitable Amplifier Matching: 10 to 30 watts
r.m.s.
Sensitivity for Iwatt input, measured at .
1metre: 88 dB S.P.L. (with respect to 2X 10 s
Nm 7).
Nominal Impedance: 6ohms
Crossover Points: 3.5 kHz
Dimensions: (H) 355 mm, (W) 246 mm,
(D) 222 mm

SHELTON XP2 SPECIFICATION
Nominal Enclosure Volume: 15 litres
Frequency Response (-3dB): 63 Hz 10 20 kHz
Drive Unit Complement: Bass/Mid IX 200 mm
Treble 1X 19 mm dome
Power Handling ( to DIN 45573): 28 watts
Suitable Amplifier Matching: 10 to 35 watts

Rec. Ret. Price £ 151.67 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE

£102.90 inc. VAT

LINTON XP2 SPECIFICATION

GLENDALE XP2 SPECIFICATION

Nominal Enclosure Volume: 20 litres
Frequency Response (- 3dB): 60 Hz to 20 kHz
Drive Unit Complement: Bass 1x 200 mm,
Mid IX 100 mm, Treble 1X 19 mm
Power Handling ( to DIN 45573): 35 watts
Suitable Amplifier Matching: 10 to 40 watts

Nominal Enclosure Volume: 31 litres
Frequency Response (-3dB): 50 Hz to 20 kHz
Drive Unit Complement: Bass 1X 250 mm,
Mid IX 100 mm, Treble 1X 19 mm dome
Power Handling ( to DIN 45573): 40 watts
Suitable Amplifier Matching: 15 to 50 watts

Sensitivity for 1watt input measured at
1metre: 87 dB S.P.L. (with respect to 2X 10 7
Nm 7)
Nominal Impedance: 6ohms
Crossover Points and rates: 1kHz, 4.5 kHz 6 &
12 dB/octave 9element
Dimensions: (H) 476 mm, (W) 264 mm,
(D) 240 mm

Sensitivity for 1watt input, measured at
1metre: 86 dB S.P.L. (with respect to 2X 10 7
Nm
Nominal Impedance: 6ohms
Crossover Points and rates: 1.3 kHz, 4.5 kHz
6 & 12 dB/octave II element
Dimensions: (H) 565 mm, (W) 305 mm,
(D) 265 mm

T.M.S.

Sensitivity for 1watt input, measured at
1metre: 86 dB S.P.L. (with respect to 2X 10 7
Mm')
Nominal Impedance: 6ohms
Crossover points and rates: 3.5 kHz, 12 dB/
octave 8element
Dimensions: (H) 412 mm, (W) 246 mm,
(D) 240 mm
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Celestion

Take a
look
into a
Celestion
Loudspeaker.

El

You'll like what you see . . . the sort of quality
engineering that comes from half a century of
specialisation in the science of electroacoustics.
Soft- domed tweeter, long throw bass unit,
sensitive mid- range speaker in the larger
enclosures — linked by a crossover network
that ensures smooth and pleasant frequency
response throughout the entire audio spectrum.
The cabinet is superbly finished in teak or
walnut, tremendously strong to eliminate
vibration, and packed with cellular foam
acoustic damping to absorb unwanted energy.
And, of course, you can be sure that each
component and each assembly stage has been
tested and quality controlled to the stringent
Celestion standards. This is the inside story . . .
now hear aDitton. At aComet price that makes
very pleasant listening indeed.

DITTON 22
Here's a compactly-proportioned loudspeaker that will fit discreetly into your
listening room — yet handle amaximum
rated power of 80 watts programme
without clipping. Celestion have designed for high performance, low
distortion, which makes the Ditton 22
avery sound buy indeed.

DITTON 11
Small in size, big in performance — this.
is the Ditton 11. Celestion have
produced a bookshelf speaker that is
capable of true Hi-Fi reproduction, a
unit with an excellent dynamic characteristic and the ability to handle high
power levels when required to do so.
Specifications

Specifications

Finish: Teak. Nett Weight: 13 lb - 5.9 kg.
Frequency Response: 90 Hz - 25 kHz ± 3dB.
Power Handling: 25 W Peak Music Power.
Sensitivity: 90 dB at 1metre for 6V input.
Impedance: 4-8 ohm amplifier matching.
Units & Diam: ( 1) 1" HF ( 1) 6" LF. Crossover:
Dividing frequency 2.5 kHz. Dimensions:
14" x 8" x 10". ( 355mm x 204mm x 254mm).

Finish: Teak. Nett Weight : 30 lbs. 13.5 kg.
Frequency Response:
Overall: 30 Hz - 28 kHz
Specific : 90 Hz - 22 kHz ± 2dB
2dB
50 Hz - 25 kHz — 10 dB
Power Rating: ( 1) Maximum Rated Power 80 avatts programme ( without clipping).
Sensitivity: 5.5 watts pink noise input produces
90 dB SPL at one metre in anechoic conditions.
Impedance: To match 4 - 8ohm amplifiers.
Amplifier requirements: 10 - 80 watts RMS.
Internal Volume: 31 litres. Dimensions:
20" < 13" x 10.6" ( 51cm x 33cm x 27 cm).

Rec. Ret. Price £88.75 inc. VAT.
COMET Price £67 .90 Inc. VAT.

Rec. Ret. Price £ 203.50 inc. VAT.
COMET Price £ 137.50 inc. VAT.
DITTON 33
Designed and developed in response to
numerous requests from the public and
trade both at home and abroad, the
Ditton 33 is large enough to optimise
the performance of high quality/
medium power amplifiers or receivers —
yet not too large to dominate your home.
Specifications
Finisat : Teak. Nett Weight : 34 lb - 15.3 kg.
Frequency Response: 40 Hz - 25 kHz.
Power Handling: 40W Peak Music Power.
Sensitivity : 96 dB at 1metre for 10V input.
Impedance: 4 - 8ohm amplifier matching.
Umts& Diam: ( 1) 1" HF ( 1) 5" MF ( I) 10" LF.
Crossover: Dividing frequencies: 500 Hz and
2.5 kHz. Dimensions: 24" x 14" x 10h"
(610mm x 355mm x 267mm).

Rec. Ret. Price £ 233 .27 inc. VAT.
COMET Price £. 184.90 inc. VAT.

The choice of people who know.

'
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DITTON 15 XR
With the Ditton 15, Celestion pioneered a bookshelf speaker that has
been abest-seller for the past 10 years. And now, with the development
of the 15 XR, a unit that has an even smoother and considerably
extended frequency response, Celestion have brought you a sound
quality that would normally be expected from much larger, more
expensive systems.
Specifications
Dimensions: 22" x9r x91"

(56cm x 25cm x 24cm). Internal Volume: 23 litres.
Nett Weight: 18 lbs. 8.2 kg. Impedance: 8ohms Amplifier requirements: 10 - 60
watts RMS. Frequency response: Overall: 30 Hz - 28 kHz.
Specific: 60 Hz - 20 kHz ± 4dB
-I- 4dB
45 Hz - 26 kHz — 10 dB
System Resonance: 35 Hz. Crossover Frequencies: 2.4 kHz. Power Ratings: ( 1)
Maximurn rated power - 60 watts programme (without clipping). Sensitivity: 5.1
watts pink noise input produces 90 dB SPL at one metre in anechoic conditions.
Finishes: Teak.

Rec. Ret. Price £ 14 6 1 inc. VAT.
COMET Price 98 50 inc. VAT.
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RA- 214 Stereo Amplifier
With the compact RA- 214, Rotel have
kept it simple . . . concentrating on the
essential user basics of high quality
performance and ease of operation. The
result is a value- for- money amp with an
output of 20 watts per channel RMS that
will fill the average- sized listening room
with
superb,
low- distortion
sound.
Features
include
Darlington directcoupled OCL complementary circuitry. NF
equaliser amplifier, bass and treble
controls using NF type circuitry, two
speaker switches, loudness switch, tape
monitor switch and afull complement of
inputs and outputs at the rear. The
RA- 214 is all amp . . . with not an
unnecessary gadget anywhere!
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SPECIFICATIONS
AMPLIFIER SECTION
Continuous Power Output: 20 watts per channel, min. RMS
at 8 ohms.
Total Harmonic Distortion ( 20 to 20.000 Hz. from AUX) No
more than 0.5% ( continuous rated power output).

Input (
Sensitivity impedance): Phono (
MAGI 2.5mV/45 •
kohms; Phono CERAMIC) 150mV/240 kohms; AUX
150mV/35 kohms, TAPE 150mV/ 35 kohms. DIN 150mV/
35 knhinS.

Rec.

COMET PRICE £ 59.90 inc. VAT

Ret

Price £ 83.95

inc. VAT

RX-203 Stereo Receiver

POWER AMPLIFIER SECTION
Continuous Power Output: 20 watts per channel, min. RMS
both channels driven at 8 ohms.
Total Harmonic Distortion: No more than 0 5%.
PREAMPLIFIER SECTION
Input Sensitivity Impedance, Phono ( MAGI 2.5mV/45
kohms; Phono ( CERAMIC) 120mV/240 kohms; AUX
150mV/35 kohms; Tape In 150mV/35 kohms; Tape In ( DIN
connector) 150mV/35 kohms.
Frequency Response Phono 30 Hz to 15,000 Hz ± 1 dB
(RIAA Equalization); Aux, Tape In 5 Hz to 70.000 Hz + 0 dB,
—3 dB.

FM TUNER SECTION
Usable Sensitivity: Stereo 20 dB ( 5 5uV/300 ohms). Usable
Sensitivity ( IHF " 581: 2.0 uV.
Signal- to- Noise Ratio ( at 65 dElf): Stereo 65 dB.
Frequency Response 30 Hz to 15,000 Hz + 0.2 dB. — 1.0 dB.
Capture Ratio 2.0 dB.
Alternate Channel Selectivity 50 dB.
Stereo Separation: 40 dB ( 1 kHz). 30 dB ( 30 Hz to 15 kHz).
AM TUNER SECTION
Sensitivity 250 uV/m (
IHF, ferrite antenna). 12.5 if1/ (
1HF,
ext. antenna).
Selectivity 25 dB.
Signal- to- Noise Ratio 50 dB.
Dimensions ( Overall) 400(W)X125(H) , 252(D) mm.

Rec. Ret.- Price £ 125.92 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £94.90 inc. VAT

SPECIFICATION

Here's an AM/FM stereo receiver vvith
the superb performance and distinctive
styling that have long been the hallmark
of Rotel. Delivering a low- distortion 20
watts per channel RMS, the amp section
incorporates Darlington and NF equalisation, and provides connection for both
magnetic and ceramic cartridges. The
FET-equipped FM front end ensures high
signal-to-noise ration and crystal-clear
sound and the Phase Lock Loop MPX
section gives excellent stereo separation.
Other features include tape- monitoring,
mode and loudness switches, signal
strength meter and easy- to- see linear
diai scale for precise tuning. An
outstanding unit . . . and outstanding
value for money!

RT-226 Stereo Tuner
User- orientated throughout, with no
superfluous
design
or
decoration
features, the RT-226 AM/FM stereo
tuner is a natural partner for the RA- 214
amp. Rotel's simple, functional, nononsense approach gives you superb
AM/FM sound, wide FM separation and
extra high sensitivity. There's a FETequipped FM front end, Phase Lock Loop
MPX section, wide- view linear dial scale
and a big look tuning meter plus 3position function control and stereo
indicator. You get what you pay for with
the Rotel RT-226 . . . a thoroughbred
stereo tuner without frills and . with a
performance that makes it one of the
soundest Hi Fi buys around.

SPECIF CATION
FM TUNER SECTION
Frequency Range: 88 MHz- 108 MHz.
Usable Sensitivity: Stereo 2.0 dBf ( 5.5 uV).
50 dB Quieting Sensitivity: Stereo 39 dBf ( 4.8 uy):
Signal- to- Noise Ratio ( at 65 dBf), Stereo 65 dB.
Distortion ( at 65 dBf): 100 Hz. Stereo 0.3%; 1 kHz, Mono
0.15%. Stereo 0.20%; 6 kHz. Mono 0.25%. Stereo 0.35%.
Frequency Response: 30 to 15,000 Hz; + 0.2 dB. — 2.0 dB.
Capture Ration ( at 12 dBf): 2 dB.
Stereo Separation: 40 dB ( 1 kHz), 30 dB ( 30 to 15,000 Hz).

AM TUNER SECTION
Frequency Range: 535 kHz- 1,605 kHz.
Sensitivity .250 uV/m ( IHF, ferrite antenna); 12 uV(IHF, ext.
antenna)
Selectivity: 23 dB.
Signal- to- Noise Ratio: 50 dB.
Image Response Ratio: 45 dB.
Dimensions ( overall) 4001W1 ,1125(H) ." 252(0) nun

Rec.

COMET PRICE f59.90 inc. VAT

Ret.

Price £ 83.95 inc. VAT

Good looks, high performance and a realistic price
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SPECIFICATION

SPECIFICATION

Frequency Range
(DIN): 60-20,000 Hz
Recommended
Amplifier Impedance:
4 or 8 ohms
Recommended
Amplifier Music Power:
10-40 Watts
Sensitivity ( DIN):
5.6 Watts
Drive Units: 200mm
Bass. 26mm dome HF
Crossover Frequency:
2,000 Hz
Effective Internal
Volume: 18 litres

Frequency Range
(DIN): 50-20,000 Hz
Recommended
Amplifier Impedance:
4 or 8 ohms
Recommended
Amplifier Music Power:
10-50 Watts
Sensitivity ( DIN):
5.5 Watts
Drive Units: 200mm
Bass, 85mm Mid- range,
26mm dome HF
Crossover Frequencies:
1 and 6 kHz
Effective Internal
Volume: 20 litres,
includes 0.4 litres for
mid- range unit.

RI318

COMET PRICE £54.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £6890 inc. VAT

SPECIFICATION

SPECIFICATION

Frequency Range
(DIN): 40-20,000 Hz
Recommended
Amplifier Impedance:
4 or 8 ohms
Recommended
Amplifier Music Power:
10-60 Watts
Sensitivity ( DIN):
5.4 Watts
Drive Units: 260mm
Bass, 85mm Mid- range,
26mm dome HF
Crossover Frequencies: •
1and 6 kHz
Effective Internal
Volume: 35 litres
includes 0.4 litres for
mid- range unit

Frequency Range
(DIN): 40-20.000 Hz
Recommended
Amplifier Impedance:
4 or 8 ohms .
Recommended
Amplifier Music Power:
10-75 Watts
Sensitivity ( DIN):
4.5 Watts
Drive Units: 300mm
Bass, 130mm Midrange, 26mm dome HF
Crossover Frequencies:
1and 6 kHz
Effective Internal
Volume: 65 litres,
includes 3.5 litres for
mid- range unit
Dimensions: 700 x 380
x 310mm ( 27 1
/ x 15
2
x 12 3/. ins.)

The RB35 still only measures
approx. 24 ins. x 12 ins., but can
handle up to 60 watts undistorted
music power! Sharing the same
mid- range and HF units as the
RB20, the RB35 incorporates 260mm
bass unit for extended low frequency response and greater power
handling.
COMET PRICE £97.90 inc. VAT
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RB20

A 3 speaker design utilising
200mm longthrow bass unit, 26mm
dome HF unit, plus an 85mm midrange unit in its own sealed
enclosure,
linked
by
a seven
element crossover network, giving
the RB20 big power handling capability — up to 50 watts music
power.

A 2- way speaker system with
200mm longthrow bass unit with
foam surround and 26mm dome HF
unit linked by afive element crossover network to give this compact
speaker clean, undistorted sound.

RB 35

Goodmans

RB65
Big brother of the range, the
RB65 is a three-way system with
dome HF radiator. 5inch cone mid•range unit in its own enclosure, and
12 inch bass driver — and can
handle up to 75 watts undistorted
music power.

COMET PRICE £ .
124 90 inc. VAT
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All branches are open daily to the public
Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
SCOTLAND
3045400146115
DuNDEE
EDINBURGH
GLASGOW
GLASGOW
INICOINET MON
ABERDEEN
DUMFRIES
DuNFERMLINE
EDINBURGH
FALKIRK
GLASGOW
GREENOCK
KILMARNOCK
KIRKCALDY
PERTH

Weal Henderana Wynd. Dundee
1Newhaven Road. EdInburgn. ENO SOX
.
Wien Lodge Road. Slytharood Trading Eau*, Renfrew .
MewIf Rood Birlreahar IndentrIel Estate. Tennocalde, Uddingslon

Tel
. Tu:
711 .
TM

038228101
031.4444454
04? 866 5731
UddIngeton 615134

Coneaution Street Aberdeen
a Glagow Street Dumf..
12/14 Chat mere Street. Dunforalne
111) Petry Rood. Hat HaymenteL DIMINANn
Hmegate. Falkirk
23 Eyre,. Road. Gleam.
4 Jerome& Street Greenock
30 Grenge Street KlInuarack
27(29 migh Street Kirkakty
35-38 George $treet Perth

TM 0224 29434
Tel 0367 63958
Tel 0363 351341/7
Tel 031-3460191/2
Tel 0324 34247
TN 041-334 4667
Tel 0475 20261
TM 0563 20128
Tel 0502 66405/6
Tel:073636316

10.22 H•milton Street Birkeeheed
388 Victoria Street Orlm•by.ON31 1ER
Raerair Road. Clough Road. Hull. HUE 700
541-64 Ellloon Street -.Now. 74532 MAT
78 amley Raid. Leeds, LS12 2EF
Sefton Work.. Field Lea. lnarland, LtreNgel
Marlborough Mill. fropar Street Felleworth
$emite Row toff Nerthumberlend Street)
Comer or Well I' th' Lane end Ourrenarey
The Milt 1Laley Road. elelln Bridge
Lower /litigate. Stockport
Toomey, Portreck L•ne. Stockton, Cleveland
Weed MM. Princess Street Wigan. WOO 4E2

Tel:051-64/ 7989
TN: 0472 59023
Tel: 0412 «al
Tet: 0632 60221 I
TN. 0532 40551
T01.051-928 6656
Tel: 061452 6016
Tel. 0632 29396
Tel: 0706 50806
Tel:0742341721
Tel: 051-477 2000
Tel0642612311
Tel: 0042 34741

NORTHERN ENGLAND
WARMIOUSES
EIRKENNEAD
01114311Y
HULL
JARROW
LEEOS
LIVERPOOL
}NANO/ESTER
NEWCASTLE
ROCHDALE
SHEFFIELD
STOCKPORT
STOCKTON
WIGAN
DISCOUNT 1100011
ASHTON UNDER LYME
BARNSLEY
BARROW•INFURNESS
HAKENHEA0
BLACKBURN
BOLTON
BRADFORD
BRIDLINGTON
ISURNLEY
CARLISLE
CHESTER
CREWE
DARLINGTON

Coar•nce Arcede. Stamford Strat. Aehlon under LOO.
Peel Street. Baraley
Ralinan Street Berrow-M-Furnees
220 New Chat. Road. Lower Tranmere. Nr. Rock Feny. girkenbegg
49-51 Derwen Sael. Blackburn
63-79 Blackburn Road. Bolton
105-107 Menningham Len*. Bredlord
66 The Promenade, Bridlington
3840 Honchos'« Road, Burnley
40.42 Cecil Street Ceram
4.1•415 St. James Street on (fleck 131M0006 817001
241/251 Edle•ton Road, Crewe
$2Rueeell Street Derlington

Tel: 061.308 4225
Tel: 022683358
Tel: 0229 31520/31595
Tel:0514474427
Tel: 02.1 57813
TN: 0204387153/5
Tel:0274 35353
761:0262 72050
Tel:028235214
TM : 0228 311441/2
Tel:0244 313724
Tel. 0270 43.78
Tel:0325 37361

DEWS/Ufa
DONCASTER
ORIFFIELD
GOOLE
HALIFAX
HARROGATE
HORSFORTH
HUDDERSFIELD
HULL
KEIGHLEY
LANCASTER
LEIGH
LIVERPOOL
MACCLE8FIELD
MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER

71 Cieley Hilt Dew•bury
17 Metal PM., Domalor
311/309 Market Place, Drinield
112/64 Pe•ture Road. Goole
70 Horton Street 11•111•4
III Perhernent Street 'arrogate
101 New Road Side, Horelorth. Leal.. 1.818 400
2Zeta. Sam. Huddereald
NI- 104 George Street Null
861.ms $ treet KeIghta
9 George Street Lancater
NI Bredehargate. LeIgh
52 Bold Street. Llvmpool. L14EA
17A Chemergale, Maccledleld
Deensgate House. 274 ChanagetHlanetwater
Kak Sav• C•ntr•. Pat T•ao Nyper4airaL Ealthille ANIN.17111m.

TM: 0924 4612t33
Tel030280620
TN: 057743277
Tb: 04063444
Tel:04223.34
T.1 042317312
7.0: 0032 588879
Tel:0484 40281
Tel: 0482 20681
Tel: 0535 67021
Tel: 0624 82004
Tel: 0942 670711
Tel: 061-708 7170
TM:0625 610030
Tel:081.634 1561

MANCHESTEF1
PONTEFRACT
PRESTON
ROTHERHAM
SCARBOROUGH
SCUNTHORPE
SOUTHPORT
ST HELENS
SUNDERLAND
WAKEFIELD
YORK

Manchater
320-326 Palatine Road Nortrienaw IAMICIMMer
0111valx. PonNtrect
37 Church Sam, Preston
Cenklow Road. Rotherham
II 11 ' Torte Place. Sarborough
la High Street Scunthorpe. (MI5 IIEN
167 Lord Sheet Southport
Kalt Save Centre, Boondmy Road. St Helen.
4-7 St Thorne. Street Sunderland. SRI 1IIR
1418 learygale. Wakefield
55 Piccadilly. Yore TOI 1P.

Tel 061.775 6666
Tel: 061-998 1183
TM: 0.77 704249
Tel: 0772 21009
761.070681901
T.1:0723 71537
Tel: 0724 66615/5
Tel. 0704 31813
TM: 0744 35118
Tel: 0783 59663
Tel 0024 71499
Tel 0904 21654/5

MIDLANDS
waglaNOU•all
BIRMINONAN4
BIRMINGHAM
LEICESTER
NORWICH

Maley Rad. ally Oak. 15 rrn Ingham. (12111EY
Ttvoll Shopping Centre 1570-1572 Coventry Road, Yardley
Sat« Street Lei...,
Randal. Way, NorwIch, N147 850

TN:021472 61.1
Te1.021 706 00414
T5l,053312231
T.1 .0603411831
teased all day Monday

NOTTINGHAM/DERBY
Tel 0602 306116
WILLENHALL
Tel
. 0902 00411
DISCOUNT $6000
BURTON-ON.TRENT
Berge,. Shopping Centre. Bunon-on.Trent
Te1:029145751/2
DUDLEY
119 We'll ngton Rood, Oudley
Tel: 0364214511
GREAT YARMOUTH
137/138 King Street Gnat Vermouth
Tel: (Ha 561126/9
HANLEY
52 Tarn Road, Henley, Stoke-on.TreelL 811 UP
7.1:0712 264146
KETTERING
113-87 Montagu Street Keltertng
Tel f (7538 875191/2
LEAMINGTON SPA
39 Bath Street Leamington Spa
Tel: C•20 39417
LINCOLN
1244 Claeketgele. Llncoln
Tel: Mr
MANSFIELD
57 *sagas Mantillold
Tel: 01123 36112
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME . Ladon Road/Brook Lane. Neves/MI6 under Lyme
• Tel: 07•2 626435
NORTHAMPTON
38 Gold Strad Northampton
Tel: 0804 22151/2
NUNEATON
08/100 Queen's ROad. Nuneeton
TN: ONO 387023
SHREWSBURY
7 anger Street Shrow•bury
TN: 0743 (17629 .
TELFORD
8-1034n Bene Wellington, Tea«,
el: 0952 47261/2
WEST BROMWICH
121 High Street. West Bromwich
Te1:021-5.53 1157/8
WOLVERHAMPTON
41 Eschenge 011541, Gueerie Spume
Te1:01102 21113/4
WORCESTER
Wed. Llano Worceeter
el: 0306 358E05

3743716

LONDON
WAR/HOUSES
DAGENHAM
% WINO, Road South. Dagenham, 116410 UT
HACK BRIDGE i
Nt. 1royeen).190
(
London Rout HackbrIdge. Wallington. Surrey
HAYES ( Middleitest)
POTURS BAR
DISCOUNT alOPS

The Old Book Centr• SuildIng. North Cirmilet Rork Maeda
Sloan Cloa, Dera• Lane. Potter. Set

BEXLETHEATH
284-290 Broadway, Berileyheeth
BROMLEY
286.272 High Street Bromley
CATFORD
00/62 Raney Oran. Catford
KINGSTON-UPON-THAMES . 35-37 London Road. Kingeton.upon-Themes
PUTNEY
278 Upper Richmond ROled, Ptaney
TOTTENHAM
422 High Road, Tottenham

TM:014466111
Tel: 0141814321
Telf01-573 1841
Tel: 01-459 8877
Tel• 0707 4341
Tel: 01-301 ' NI
Tel: 01-4414 0430
TM: 01480 8011/2
T01.01-548 8798
Tel:01-715 911111/2
Tel: 01401 1777

SOUTH
WARIENOUSES
BRIGHTON
EASTLEIGH
OXFORD
READING
ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BASILDON
BEDFORD
BOURNEMOUTH
CAMBRIDGE
FOLKESTONE
GUILDFORD
IPSWICH
LUTON

15 Station Street. Brighton
Chickenhall L•ne,Eatleigh. Southanwta
Ferry Niamey Road. O•ney Heed :Oxford
Monarch Hoe., 75-81 Caen/ham Rat Reading
eleldolone Road. Rochester
Eat Street Contr•. Eat Street. SouNamMen

TN0273 9.2421/6
Tel: 0703 114722
Tel:0665443232
Tel: 0734 599911
TN: 06340171
Tel:0703 36644

High Reed, Yang, Pita.. Elarldon
18/20 St. Pear'. Street Salad
210 Old Christchurch Road Bournemouth
72/74 NevernaMet Road. C•mbrIdge
26-30 Tontine Sae Folagtone
a WoodbrIdge Road, GullHord
St Margaret'. Green, Iparich
53-52A Wellington Street Luton

Tel:0268 5562N/55634e
Tel:0234 46626/e
TM: 0202 2.1334/5
Tel:
312248
Te, 0303 5816617
Tel' ONG 3503314
Tel: 0473 215668/7/6/8
Tei 0582 414966/419648

PORTSMOUTH
SALISBURY
SLOUGH
SOUTHEND
STEVENAGE
SWINDON

84/410 Peirnerston Rae. Southeea. Pertemotilh
33 Cater.. SII•01 &OINK,
264 High Street. Slough
817.821 London Road. Wahliff-on-See
14 Oueensway. Stevenage
73-75 Coaled. Roed, Swindon

Tel: 0705 2411615/7/8
Tel 0722 24542/3
TM 0753 70535
T61.0702 715151
70004360104302
Tel: 0793 41(106/7

WALES AND SOUTH WEST
WAREHOUSES
BRISTOL
14307 Hill Tramp Estate, Brietol
NEWPORT
eleesgle• lama., atate. Newport Marna
PLYMOUTH
119 Mallower Street. Plymouth
DISCOUNT sadat

can

TN:0272 550641
Tel:0833 50431
Tel:0752 29501

BATH
BRISTOL
CARDIFF
CHELTENHAM .. ..

Und 2 Hem Gerdens lath
la St Thomas Street Bristol
568 Cox/Midge Road Eat Cardin
16-22 SI. Jame. Street, Cheltenhan

TN: 0225
Tel: 0272
TN: 0222
TN: 0202

EXETER
GLOUCESTER
HEREFORD
SWANSEA
TAUNTON
TORQUAY
WREXHAM .

u
r•• . ( 0. er
Morrmay House. Station Read. Gloweeeer
65 St Owen Sae,. Hereford
214 High Street Swanae
45 SI. Jere. Street Taunton
184 Higher Union Street Torquay
20-26 Brook Street Wrexham

Tea aan 70435
191:0462 411213
TM, 0432 59259
Tel: 0792 41004
Te1:0823 1161111/7
el:0803211581/7
741:041111 57115

CHANNEL ISLANDS
Prices ere as those operating on th• U.K. lea V, 0
but Mtn a small, leland aneportetton Came Included
GUERNSEY
Canaan* Mulls. St Pew Pon. Darn.,
JERSEY
/ Commercial Buileat St abb. / ma,

al.102,3
29331501
5661389
25756

Tel Dal 27141
T•I 0514 72501

ORDERING BY MAIL
Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable
to " COMET". If buying on ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD include your card
number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD"
MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO:
LEEDS 78 Armley Road, LS12 2EF
Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 30p; Headphones £ 1; Pick-up
Arms £ 1; Headshells 30p; Blank tapes - per order, irrespective of quantity;
Spool tapes 50p; Cassettes 30p: Microphones 75p.
Securicor Delivery All in stock items will be delivered by Securicor within
72 hours from receipt of order ( Add £4.00 for Securicor delivery). All
goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.

ORDERING BY PHONE
For telephone oraers simply ' phone your nearest Comet branch and pay
the driver on delivery. Comet also offer an extra service for all ACCESS or
BARCLAYCARD holders. Simply ' phone Leeds 0532 40551, ask for Credit
Mail Order, stating your card number with your order. You can leave the
rest to usl
CREDIT FACILITIES

on Comet Discount Prices
(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)

Any item or number of items whose total value exceeds £80 can now be
purchased on Credit on Comet's discounted prices over 8, 12, 24 and 30
months. Send your requirements to the Mail Order Department ( address at
right) marked"Credit Mail Order" and we will send you by return of post
an application form and details of our repayment terms - all entirely
without obliaation.

Order by Mail or Telephone
Leeds 0532 40551
using ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD

aigh.

BARCLAYCARD

Buy it with Access

All prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements are correct at time of going to
press
COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Mail Order Department,
78 Armley Road. Leeds LS12 2EF.
These facilities are also available to personal callers at all branches: no deposit
credit terms over 9 months, goods delivered on first month's payment in
advance.
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Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 13p per word ( private), minimum £2.60. Box Nos.
45p extra. Trade rates 16p per word, minimum £ 3.00. Copy and remittance for advertisements in OCTOBER
issue must reach these offices by 1st September addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News
& Record Review, Link House. Dingwall Avenue. Croydon CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly
printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after
Box No. indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975.
No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an
discriminate on grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or

intention

to

(2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is
considered to apply.

The attention of advertisers is drawn to "The
Business

Advertisements ( Disclosure)

Order

1977", which requires that, from 1st January 1978,
all advertisements by persons who seek to sell
goods in the course of business must make that
fact clear.

From the above date, consumers

therefore should know whether an advertisement
relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.
The penalty for an offence is afine up to a maximum of £400 on summary conviction.

Quad 33/303, FM2 tuner, pair electrostatics, Thorens
turntable, Transcriptors arm, Ortofon SLI5 II, phone/
speaker outlet, teak cabinet, in good condition, £250 the
lot, Kenilworth 57690 after 8pm, also record collection
(classical) list available.
1.
Quad 2x 11 valve amps, Ix22 pre-amp, FM tuner, just
checked by Quad, £ 160 o.n.o., Quad 303-33, FM3 new
boxed £250 o.n.o., Duel C510 turntable with Shure 95, new
boxed £85 o.n.o., Seinheisser HD424 new boxed £20,
PWB electrostatic phones new £25, Tel: Leeds 507269
after 6 pm.
I.
Sugden A48/2 amplifier £ 130, formula 4 pickup arm
£25, both 18 months old and perfect Tel: Plymouth
775967
Sugden A48 Mk Il stereo amplifier + matching T48 Mk
II tuner and Ortofon VMS 20E cartridge, £250, also pair
Acoustic Research AR 14 speakers £ 140, all items new
Tel: Bolton 55017

FOR SALE- private

Quad electrostatic speakers, one pair in good condition,
recently serviced by the manufacturers £200, Tel:
Worthing 41181

Why buy used equipment? Our new prices are often as
low. All American, German and many Japanese brands
exported world-wide at unbelievable savings. The Sound
Affair, 364 Mission Court, St Louis, MO 63130, U.S.A.
X.

Pioneer SX 750 receiver £ 198, JBL L26 loudspeakers
£218, Yamaha YP211 turntable with Stanton 500 EE
cartridge £58, (Shure cartridge free) Akai cassette deck
CS705D £88, all in excellent condition also Akai tape
deck £38 plus tapes to give away. Tel: Great Easton
(Essex) 245 evenings
I.

Quad
decoder,
V15/III,
collects.

Quad 22-2 x II amps, FM tuner with decoder offers
over £ 125, Hi Fi News Vols 1-4 ( 1956-1960) excellent
condition offers £ 15 buyer collects (Sutton) Box No. 2595
c/o Hi Fi News
I.

22 control. Mk. II power amps, FM tuner,
electrostatics. SME 3009 II (detachable h/shell)
Garrard 301, boxed, (except 301). £400, buyer
Box No. 2593, c/o HiFi News.
1.

For the Professional. Brenell STB Istereo tape recorder,
little used bargain. £ 150 o.n.o. Tel.: 03596 453.
1.

JVC JL-F45 turntable fitted with JVC X1 cartridge 9
months old £ 180, or nearest offer Tel: Stoke-on-Trent
267119

Revox A77 DL1132 remote control, splicing head
NAB adapters, 11 reels Scotch 207 professional tape in
Revox library boxes, carrying case, service manual, all in
excellent condition. £375, Tel: Portsmouth (0705(591003

Quad 22/11 stereo amplifier, FM Tuner £ 100, B & W
DM2 speakers (teak) with stands £ 110 o.n.o., Tel: (St
Austell) 0726 5247
I.

Pair of professionally designed and built sub-woofers
with active crossover £ 110 ono, two Amcron D60 power
amplifiers £ 150 each ono, Contact Mr. Kenny Watford
45250 business hours.
1.

Buy American, Bob Heenan sells quality used equipment only, all USA brands available second hand and
fully guaranteed, send £ 1for price listing and newsletter,
Sound Advice, P.O. Box 782, Brookline Village, Mass.
02147, USA, Wanted Quad Electrostatics and U.K. Valve
equipment.

Technics SU8600 amplifier, 73 + 73 w, one year old, little
used, excellent condition, £225 o.n.o., will deliver reasonable distance, Tel: Leeds 732979
1.
Pair Quad electrostatics, two Quad II amplifiers, preamp 22 and mono FM tuner, Goldring Lenco GL70 turntable. Offers, Box No. 2596 do Hi Fi News
1.
Ferrograph Logic Seven model 7602 c/w hub adaptors,
one year old, £495 o.n.o., Leetham 051-733 2618
I.
Loudspeakers-KEF Cantata 150 watts 18 months old,
recently modified for improved performance, excellent
condition, reason for sale, standardisation £240 the pair,
Tel: Newcastle (0632) 22410 or write to: J. Laycock,
Spectro, Bells Court, Pilgrim Street, Newcastle on Tyne I.
AR XAU turntable £ 35, AR3A loudspeaker £ 180,
Technics SU8080 ST8080 (2 months old) £400, Tel: 0908
685113 (evenings).
I.
Quad FM3 tuner and pair electrostatics £75, and £250
respectively, buyer collects, Sunbury-on-Thames 83399
after 7pm.
1.
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STEREO MONITOR
AMPLIFIER
Superb performance (8 ± 8w).
Compact. Attractively styled case.
Ideal for extn. L.S.Ambisonic rear L.S. etc.
Ready for use. Fully guaranteed.
Details from

4YNWOOD
LECTRONICS

20, Stourcliffe Avenue,
Bournemouth.
Tel : ( 0202) 426299

FALCON
ACOUSTICS

LTD

COME...
SEE...
HEAR us at
HARROGATE AUDIO

FAIR

DEMONSTRATION STUDIO
BALLROOM
OLD SWAN HOTEL
Public: August 19th and 20th
Trade: August 21st and 22nd

Dolby system Alpha DB6 with calibration tapes ( reel
and cassette) as new, sent C.O.D. to best offer over £30,
Anderson, Hetton, Skipton, Yorks.
Naim NAC 12-NAP160 amplifier £490, Celef PEI
speakers with stands £290, Linn Sondek turntable, with
Hadcock arm and VMS20 cartridge £250, all one month
old, house removal forces sale, offers considered, Tel:
Frost, Guisborough 35146
I.
Sugden C51/P51/£180, Ram l's £ 110, both one year
old, guaranteed, Tandberg 3641 XD tape deck, tapes,
£170, Tel: Harpenden 60319
1.
Lowther Acousta PM6 Mkl. pair teak finish loudspeakers, charcoal grey grills size 33"x 17"x 14-, very
high efficiency immaculate condition £80, Tel: 01-539
5230 after 6pm.
I.
Thorens TD125 Mk 11/SME 300911/FD203, Shure V15
Mk Ill with base and dust cover, Zerostat and 1Pixall,
immaculate condition, £ 145, Tel: Bloxwich 405249
J.
Quad FM tuner, 22 control unit, 2xII amps, equipment
cabinet, plus mono control unit and II amp £95, H.F.N.
July 1956 vol. 1No. 2 to 1961 complete, Feb 1963/April
1967 (one missing) 30 others to date offers? Pair Paraline
speakers, sapele formica finish £40, buyer must collect.
Tel: 051 526 7206 ( Merseyside) evenings.
I.
Pair Wharfedale Airdale SP Speakers little used £90
o.n.o., K. Richardson, 4Astley Crescent, Freckleton, Nr.
Preston, Lanes, Tel: Freckleton 633/466
1.
B & W DM70 electrostatics, perfect £285 (last list
£500) Trio 8340 receiver £ 185 (was £420) B & 0 4002
turntable £ 185 (was £346) Tel: Leicester 541596 daytime.
Quad 405 power amplifier, makers carton, perfect
working order £ 135, Geoff Jeanes, Hi Fi News editorial,
Tel: 01-686 2599 ext 241 (office hours)
1.
V15/3 plus spare stylus £ 18, Loudspeaker stands height
adjustable 1r/20" £ 12, pair KEF104 crossovers £ 10, Hi
Fi News, Hi Fi Sound, Gramophone 1973/1977 inclusive
£15, Tel: Maidstone 675410

CARTRIDGE
DISCOUNT
Our nome is your guarantee to best products at best
prices"
Telephone: Knockholt (STD 095 95)

3333
North Downs House, Grays Road, Westerham, Kent.
POST FREE
CARTRIDGES

Rotel 1312 amplifier 80 + 50 w. R.M.S. £180 o.n.o., Tel:
('leckheaton 874216
1.
Ferrograph Logic 7 ( 7602H) Dolby) tape recorder used
for 20 hours playing only, completed with two Aijdua
lOr tapes and NAB adaptors plus one 7" Ferrograph
tape £ 595 or v.n.o., Tel: Bournemouth 34007
2 G.E.C. metal cone and presence units, in octagonal
cabinets, offers, Quad FM tuner £ 15, Tel: Eversley 733053
evenings
I.
Quad 22/11 stereo valve control unit and amplifiers, full
instruction book, immaculate condition, offers around
£125. Tel: 01-286 6943
I.
Audiomaster LS 3/5A speakers, excellent condition £95
o.n.o., Tel: Kintore (04673) 2337 (evenings)
I.

STYLI

Decca
Blue
£1 75
Deram
£ 650
Manufacturers
London Mk 5
£38 50
Exchange
Manufacturers
London Export £42 00
Goldring
Exchange
DI 10
G800
£4 65
£2 95
G800H
£465
DI 10H
£2.95
G800SE £ 13 50
DI IOSE
£9.90
G850
£425
0120
£2.95
G820
£ 599
DI30
£3.30
G820E
£9.00
0130E
£6.95
G820SE £ 13 00
DI3OSE
£10.95
G900SE £ 29 95
D1405E
£14.00
Fidelity R
h
FRI II
£ 54 90
FRT III Trans( £62.00
FRI III £78 90
FRT IV Trans( £ 118.00
Satin
MISE
£ 120 00
I8NE
£50.00
II G
£65 00
II7NG
£ 32.00
Shure
M3D
£ 5•72
N3D
£4.37
M44-7
£7.04
N44-7
£5•88
M44- C
£704
N44-C
£5•88
M44- G
£7 04
N4-4-G
£5-88
M44- E
£7 52
N44- E
£ 6 55
M55- E
£8 35
N55- E
£ 7-52
M75-65 £7.52
N75-6
Ea 31
M75- B
£ 11 13
N75- B
£ 704
M75- G
£ 12 57
N75-G
£8.69
M75EJ £ 13 02
N75E1
£9.47
M75ED £ 14 91
N75ED £ 13.53
M9IGD £ 13 60
N91GD £ 11.64
M9IED £ 14 91
N9IED £ 13.53
M93E
£ 11 41
N93E
£9.71
M95G
£ 13 55
N95G
£9-46
M95EJ £ 13 84
N95E1 £ 10 54
M95ED £ 20 06
N95ED £ 18-1 I
SC- 35C
£ 13 II
SS35C
£6.74
V15/III £47 10
VN35E £ 17.47
M24H+ £ 30 60
N24H
£ 18.48
V15 IV
£ 64 05
Stanton
500A
£ 13 90
D5 I
07A
£9 25
500AL•
CI 390
D5I07AL
£9.25
500E
£17 75
D5100E
£11 55
500EE £ 19 80
D5100EE
£14.85
680EE £28 90
0680
£20 95
68IEEE £ 42 95
D6800EEE
£26 00
Tenorel
T200 1D
£290
N200ID
£2-10
T200IED £7 50
N2001 ED
£5.95
£2.10
N2001 DP
T200IDP• £290
T2001 SD-I- £ 15 00
N200ISD
£11.50
Ultimo
DV38/20A• £59 00 Through Importer.
DV38/2013• £ 77 50 Through Importer.
0V38/10A £51 00 Through Importer.
DV38/10X £49 95 Same as 20A but elliptical
DV38/20C
P.O.A. New " State of the Art" model.
DV6A Trans( P.O.A. Wired throughout with 99%
DV4-C Imp
silver.
adapter
£. 50
Items marked * high output suitable for disco use, etc.
Items marked
suitable for CD4 use.

Cambridge Audio R50 (
TL200) loudspeakers £ 150
(current price £ 350), P50 amplifier £ 50, Thorens TD 150/
II turntable, SME 3009 II arm/teak plinth grade F2+ £ 50,
Shure V15/III £25, ADC 10E Mk IV £ 12, all excellent
condition Box No. 2597 c/o Hi Fi News
I.
Goodmans 1-10 tuner amplifier, two ( single) Lowther
Acoustas, Uher 4000L report, all excellent condition,
offers, Newcastle, Staffs (0782) 627537/627542
1.
Kef Calindas Teak perfect condition, complete with
makers boxes, genuine sale £ 150, D F. Cooper, 80 High
Street, Ingatestone, Essex.
I.
Vortexion stereo tape recorder CBL/6 ( Ferrograph
series 6 high-speed deck), 4 inputs, cross-mix, echo, pre/
posr, monitoring, built-in ' power amps, £ 120, Tel
051-724 3520
Bang & Olufsen, Beomaster 1900 tuner amplifier, 30
watts per channel, touch control of all major functions,
II months old, as new £ 140, Tel: 01-464 1522 ( Bromley,
Kent)
I.
Technics 5360 receiver, immaculate £ 120, Tel: Basildon
554816
I.

£69-00
£95•00
£196.00

Deere London export, recent sample with excellent
tracking £ 28, Grace G707 arm £72, NEAL 103 immaculate £ 175 o.n.o., Tel: 01-586 2898 (evenings)
I.
KEF kit three speakers, (
Symphony Monitors) heavy
teak enclosures, pair £ 118, JVC JASII amp, 33w original
packaging and documents £ 54, BDI turntable Kit, unused
unwanted gift £ 14. Audio Technica 1005 arm, complete
with lightweight headshell £ 10, mint, Tel: 0954 30000
(Swavesey) Cambs.
I.
Quad 11/22's, FM & AM tuners, all superb condition
£140 o.n.o.. Tel: St. Ives (Cornwall) 5576 after 6 pm
I.
Cambridge PI10 amplifier T55 tuner both in immaculate
condition, amplifier rated at 66 watts per channel, £ 100,
P110 amplifier £ 85, T55 tuner or £ 170 the pair, Tel:
Bagshott ( Surrey) (0276) 72897
I.
Revox A77 Mk IV 4 track, 3)-7( 18 months old, mint
condition, little used, original packaging £400 o.n.o.,
Tel: Ripon 5291 N. Yorks.
I.
Speakers one pair, I. M.F. Super Compact, 60 watts, only
about 3 hours use since new, bargain at £ 100, Tel:
Wolverhampton 762000
I.
Tannoy Berkeley speakers, teak finish £290
Appleton. Tel.: Haworth (0535) 43519.

pair,
1.

Quad 303 power amplifier, in excellent condition (Quad
serviced) £75, Travis, 52 Howard Agnes Close, BoeingIon, Herts. Tel.: 0442 832503.
1.

Cerwin-Vega-Mclntosh

SALES and SERVICE
35 High Street,
New Malden, Surrey.
Tel. 01-942 9567

OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOME
All items are of original manufacture, are POST FREE
and include VAT u 121%. This is just asample of the
items we have to offer. We are stylus specialists and
can offer awide range to suit most makes. Please send
for list post free.

r Please send

POST FREE by return the following
items ( recorded delivery).
Item No.

Quantity

enclose cheque/P.O. for
to Cartridge Discount.
Name
Address

Price

made payable

Armstrong 625 receiver, teak, excellent condition
recently serviced by Armstrong, £ 100, KEF 104 cross
over, £ 12. Tel.: Bromsgrove (0527) 76999.
1.
Quad 33/303 £50. £65, Valve, Dynaco 70 W/preamp £65,
Scott, FM £35, Maxims (offers) Thorens 150 arm £ 5,
Rogers R/Bourne FM II £65, £55 75E0/Il £6, 75EJ/1
£8. Brighton 416151.
1.
Sony TC630. R/R tape recorder, 15 watts/channel.
c/w mics, speakers and tapes, absolutely as new, com
plete demonstration £ 185. 40 Sandhurst Road, Orpington, Kent. Orpington 29122.
1.

ALJES CARTRIDGES
for lowest possible prices on:
ADC ZLM, ADC XLM Ill, AKG P8ES/P7E,
Coral 777EX, Empire 2000Z, Shure V15/111/IV,
Sonus Blue/Red.
Pickup arms SME 3009
Series II/111.
Send for latest price list. Mail order home and
export.

AWES CARTRIDGES
12 Market Place, Bridlington Y016 4QJ,
Yorkshire.

Tel.: (
0262) 78802.

Stanton 88IS cartridge played only 3 LPs £60 o.v.n.o.,
buyer collects or postal on receipt of cash, Tel: Bookham
56196 6-9 evenings only please
I.

UPL, Compton House,

Arms
Fidelity Research FR 54
SME Series III
Ultimo DV 505

KEF 104AB speakers, including stands £ 170, Setton
RS220 receiver £245, Thorens TD125 turntable, SME IL
Shure V15 III, £ 95, owner moving. Tel.: Stewarton 2835
(Ayrshire) after 6pm.
I.

JORDAN
50mm LOUDSPEAKER
MODULES AND SYSTEMS
The JORDAN 50 mm module has solved
the basic problems of loudspeaker system design.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN:
LI Loudspeakers to provide the highest standards
of sound quality available.
D Unique ' linear array' systems for full concert
perspective.
D Building Loudspeakers of this class from easily
assembled Kits.
OR Loudspeakers designed to match your own
requirements and environment.
PLEASE WRITE for full information and specifications
E. J. JORDAN LIMITED,
Stoneyway', Bovingdon Green,
Marlow, Bucks SL7 21 H

The Dalestord Speaker Book by R.F.C. Stephens.
This book is a must for the keen Home Constructor.
Latest technology DIY speaker designs. Contains full
plans for infinite baffle and reflex designsfor10-100
watts, also unusual centre- bass system for those who
want HI- F1 to be " Heard and not seen"
Price f1,95 (
I2 20 post paid. / 5 overseas)

VAN KAREN PUBLISHING
5 SWAN STREET, WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE

NOW - rletrotapes CUTS THE COST OF

CASSETTES itc
REEL TO REEL
SPECIAL PRICES STILL AT 244 EDGARE RD.
C120
CASSETTES
C45/46 C60
C90
0-41
Audio Mug. ( Budget) 011
0.7.7
BASF LH
0-53
0.72
0-99
BASF Super SM
1.16
1.57
1-66
BASF Ferro S/LH I
0-99
126
BASF Cr02
1.15
1.46
1-90
BASF FeCr
I.38
1-80
0-62
ContekAudiogold Int 0-39
0-49
0.99
EMI Standard 0.56
0.74
EMI Super
0.73
0-96
EMI Hi Fidelity I-01
1-40
1.89
FUJI FL
0-69
0-99
1.33
FUJI EX ( limited off.) 0.84
1-08
NEW FUJI EX- I
I-1 I
1.53
NEW FUJI EX-2
1.10
I-22
1.66
0-88
HCL Super
0.54
0.74
1-13
MAXELL SLN
0-64
084
MAXELL UD
0.96
105
1.19
1.62
MAXELL UD/XL/I 1.29
1.60
MAXELL UD/XL/11 1-29
1.60
MEMOREX MrX2
0.73
063
1.01
1.16
MEMOREX Cr02
0-99
1.00
1-42
MEMOREX 8-Tr.-90 min.-2for £ 90
1-05
PHILIPS Standard 0.57
0.79
1-62
TDK Acoustic AD
0.56
1-04
1.08
TDK Dynamic
0.52
0-59
0.81
T' LP T' DP 10-}" LP
REEL-TO-REEL
1800' 2400' 3600'
AGFA PE
3-03
3-77
7.89
BASF LH
3-90
4-90
BASF LH Super
4-40
5.90
10.32 NAB
MAXELL UD/XL ( Matt) 4.42
5.72
10.54 NAB
4-24
MEMOREX Quantum
3-22
TDK Audua
TDK Audua ( Matt)
3-85
POST FREE all orders over CIO,
otherwise 45p per order. Prompt
despatch. Sub ect to availability.
Regret U.K. only. Prices include
VAT at 8% and correct at press
date. Call or order by mail to
Metrotapes Ltd. ( Dept. N9).

en

en

244 EDGWARE ROAD LONDON W2 Third Floor
[01-724 1673)
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BADGER SOUND
SERVICES LIMITED

STUDIO FACILITIES
Fanfare Records. Tape- Disc pressings, demos, masters,
studio/mobile. Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure.
I Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel.: 048261684.
X.
COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE.
Stereo and
mono masters and lacquer discs from your tapes on our
Scully Lathe. Tel.: Bracknell 54935. London Road.
Binsfield, Bracknell, Berkshire.
X.
Warren Recordings (members A.P.R.S.). Tape-Disc
demos-discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile.
59 Hendale Avenue, London NW4 4LP. Tel.:0 1-203
0306.
X.

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS FOR THE
AMATEUR SPEAKER BUILDER
We deal only in components for High Fidelity
speakers and do not handle Group, Disco, P.A.,
Radio/T.V. or general purpose drive units, nor
do we offer non-specific crossover networks.
Specialists in the supply of components to the
do-it-yourself speaker builder, our experience, our
technical expertise and the excellence of our
standards have been recognised by the Audio
Press in this country and abroad.
Our prices for Sonaudax, Celestion, Coles, Falcon.
Isophon, Kef, Lowther. Peerless, and Tenney, as
well as crossovers, components and materials for
magazine projects and manufacturers' designs are
highly competitive, but we see no point in publishing a list of prices which are constantly changing, and which are not much use without technical
data.
Although primarily concerned for the home constructor, we supply components to some of the
most respected manufacturers of commercial
speaker systems.
Stockists of Sugden, Quad, Cambridge, Nytech,
Harmon Kardon and the good cartridges and arms.

J. & B. Recordings. Disc cutting service. Demos,
pressings from your tapes. Tape copying and editingstereo/mono.
S.a.e.
14 Willows Avenue, Morden,
Surrey. Tel.: 01-648 9952.
X.
Your tapes to disc. Mono or stereo cutting. Vinylite
pressings, sleeve/labels. Top professional quality. S.a.e.
for photo leaflet. Deroy Records, Eastwood', Cove,
Dunbartonshire, Scotland.
X.
Ellie Jay Records announce new price reductions for
the manufacture of records and sleeves. Fast reliable
service for quantities from 100 to 100,000. Tel.: 01-908
2735.
X.
Tape-Disc Masters, Demos (Scully/Westrix), pressings.
Cassettes. Mobile Recording Studio. Free brochure.
Tam Studio, 13A Hamilton Way, London N3. Tel.:
01-346 0033.
X.
"THE MOBILE RECORDING SERVICE" offered to
you by us is simply unique! Please telephone Purist
Sound Techniques for details on 01-948 1331 (24 hours).
L.

SERVICING

EXPORTS WELCOME
Speaker constructor's
30p or adollar bill.

catalogue

with

designs,

PRO 9TL construction book and full drawings,
60p post free (overseas, £ 1.25 air mail).
Callers welcome 9-5 Tues. to Sat. 24-hour, 7-day
phone-answering
service,
including
ACCESS
orders.

HiFi cassette tape recorders.
Repairs by expert
engineers. NuSound. See advertisement, page 197.
Audio repairs by electronics engineer, 30 years experience,
extensive facilities enabling equipment restoration etc.
Quality valved equipment included. Personal Service.
Location: Woodford, Essex. Tel.: 01-504 5467.
X.

COME AND SEE US AT THE
HARROWGATE AUDIO FAIR
(OLD SLOAN HOTEL)
BADGER SOUND SERVICES LTD.,
46 Wood Street, Lytharn St. Annes,
Lancs. FY8 1QG
Phone (
STD 0253) 729247
(Closed Mondays)

CLARK
SPEAKERS
Wonderfully natural response over the full frequency
range from our:
TS-22
X-27

FOR SALE-trade
All American, German and many Japanese brands
exported worldwide. Very competitive prices. Specific
enquiries, write please. The South Affair, 364 Mission
Court, St Louis, MO 63130, USA.
X.
A.D. period hi-fi cabinets are individually made to your
requirements. Send rough sketch of cabinet you have in
mind, with your phone number. We will quote a price
if we are able to help, or visit our workshop. Village
Workshop, 14A Vickers Road, London NW5 4NL.
Tel.: 01-267 8504.
X.
KEF speakers. T27, £8-50; TI5, £ 10.75; BI lo, £ 10.95;
B200, £ 11.95; 13139, £ 24.95; ND8, £2.75; DNI2, £7.25;
DN13, £4.95. UK VAT extra 124%. P & P extra.
World wide export. Postage quoted on application. Also
Linsley Hood designed amplifier and test equipment kits.
Teleradio Hi -Fi, 325 Fore Street, Edmonton, London N9.
Tel.: 01-807 3719. S.a.e. for lists.
X.
Sugden, Ortofon, Quad, Monitor Audio, A.R., etc.
demonstrations/service. Holdings, 39/41 Mincing Lane,
Blackburn BB2 2AF. Tel.: 59595/6 (0254).
X.
Mains touch switch kit, 240V toggle action, safe
capacitive triggering, 400 watt resistive or inductive load
capacity. Details free, I. G. Bowman, ( Dept HEN/RR)
59 Fowey Avenue, Torquay, S. Devon.
Sound news production. Britain's oldest full-time tape
disc cassette transfer service. Direct transfers, pressing
for private and for trade. Fund raising advisory service
for Societies, Choirs, Bands.
Ferrograph, Grundig,
Philips,
Revox equipment promptly serviced.
18
Bleinheim Road, London, W.4. Tel. :01-995 1661
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Al- 31H
AI- 35/2

A reliable totally sealed system.
A modern ABR, blending IB and reflex
benefits.
Natural bass and extended bass together. A rare blend.

Very good mid- range and treble. Nothing is
over-emphasised.
Strategic cabinet damping.
Continuous development.
36p in stamps please to:
CLARK SPEAKERS
122 Hull Road, Anlaby,
North Humberside HUI 6UV
Telephone 0482-656706
ACCESS

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS
LOUDSPEAKER SUNDRIES
GRILLE MOWS GALORE!!
TOP QUALITY ~DIM
PURE WOOL FIBRES
ACOUSTICALLY- TRANSPARENT
SLACK FOAM PADDING
Fabric Samples, 12p (Stamps)
NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS
BUBWITH, SELBY, N.YORKS.
Telephone 0757 85-206

771ESEfeeleeWii.4 ANT
You FEEz blskever
ALL ITEMS ORIGINAL
IN MAKERS BOXES
Cartridge ( withStyli
Stylus) P P + 30P20P

PP +
ORTOFON

ORTOFON
M I5E Super .. £44•50
SL20E
MC20 .. 146-50
SL200 .. [53-50
.. £69.42
STM72 Transformer
20FL £20.40
M
M20E Super •.: £
£4
56
2 2
27
7
Vt-1520E/11 .. £31.90
F15/II .. .. £ 19 60
FF15E/II .. £ 14.90
MCA76 .. £94.34

STANTON
£44 32
£28-45
£16.53
£79.22
£19.26

68IEEE
680EE
500E ..
88IS
500EE

EMPIRE
£ .77
£8.50
£I2•16
£1340
£1475
£48.50

2000 ..
2000E
2000Ell
2000E/11
2000E/III
2000Z

[24.12
£30 66
£24 12
CI 68
£12 25
[9.39

DISE Super
D2OEL
D2OE Super
D20E/II
NI5 EMI
NF ISE/II

ARMS/
HEADS H ELLS
(Arms + 80p P/P)
(Headshells + 40p P/P)
SME 3009 Fixed £46.00
SME 3009 Det. £50.40
SME Series III [98.24
SME FD200 £ 17-15
Formula Four Arm
£57.72
Transcriptors Arm
[36.75
LMF/I fixed head £74.25
LMF/II detach. £81.74
LMH2 Ft/shell
[7.16
SME S2 H/shell
£4.75
SHE Ft/shell £ 14.27

PHILIPS
GP400/II
GP401/11
GP4I2VE
GP422/II

..

E6-79
C13.89
E20.10
C30-37

PHILIPS
GP400/II
GP401/11
GP412VE/Il

£11.08
[15-03
[35-85

A KG
P8ES .
P7E
P8E
P6E .
P6R

£59.00
£28.54
£51.18
£19.19
£15.26

SHORE
£6.44
[6.81
[7-51
[6.81
[9.37
[11.76
£13.46
£12.44
[18.06
[2.6.41
[43-90
£66.67

M447..
M44E
1155E
M75/6..
M758 ..
M75E.I
M75ED
1195E1
M9SED
M24H
VI5(111
V15/IV

..

£495

..

£495
£7-20

..

A KG
.. £ 38.91
.. £7.06
.. 110-09
[15.65
.. £ 31-30

SHURE
£5.58
£6.84
£S-76
[6-43
£8.64
£12-37
[9-63
[16-60
[16.87
[16-06
[15.77
[15.79

N44E .
N55E
N75/6..
N756..
N75E1
N75ED
N95E1
N95ED
N24H
VN35E
VNISE
VN7BE

MICRO
ACOUSTICS
RIE ..
R2002E

£21.50
£27.00

GOLDRING

' GOLDRING
G800
G850 ..
G800H
G820 ..
G820E
G8205E
G9005E

P8ES
X6R
X6E
X7E
X8E

ceso

£10.23
£16.56

£37.00

G800 ..
G850 ..
G800H
G820..
G820E
G820SE
G900SE

..
13.38
..
13-38
..
13-38
..
0-38
.. £6.41
.. [ II - SO
.. [ IS- 27

BARCLAYCARD

Al Cartridges & Styli Discounts Ltd
Dept HFN/4
119 Oxford Street, London WI R IPA ( Room 10)
Telephone 01-580 9111/2
(24 Hr.Telephoneanswer)

C

ADVERTISEMENT
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'
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Mail Order Protection Scheme
(Limited Liability)
If you order from mail order advertisers in this magazine and pay by
post in advance of delivery, this publication (
HiFi News) will consider
you for compensation if the advertisers should become insolvent or
bankrupt, provided:
1. You have not received the goods or had your money returned; and

The sign of the small family firm
where personal service to
customers still counts.

Two variations of our
'SUPER FLEX' in melamine.
In addition we have a wide
range of versatile units in both
white or teak melamine finish,
and craftsman- built wood hi-fi
and record/cassette cabinets
and bookcases.
Send two 7p stamps for brochure to:
Dept. HFN/9/78 ECC 4 Brunswick Drive,
Harrogate, Yorkshire.

500 LP's

HiFi Equipment

2. You write to the publisher of this publication (
Hl-FI News)
explaining the position not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your order and not later than 2 months from
that day.
Please do not wait until the las Imoment to inform us. When you write,
we will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence of payment is
required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance with
the above procedure as soon as possible after the advertiser has been
declared bankrupt or insolvent up to a limit of £2,650 per annum for any
one advertiser so affected and up to £ 7,950 per annum in respect of all
insolvent advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher amounts, or when
the above procedure has not been complied with, at the discretion of
this publication (
HiFi News); but we do not guarantee to do so in
view of the need to set some limit to this commitment and to learn
quickly of readers' difficulties.

ADVERTISEMENT SPACE
For further details of full display advertising rates
contact: Roger Denny ( The Advertisement
Manager).
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.
Tel : 01-686 2599.

This guarantee covers only advance payments sent in direct response
to an advertisement in this magazine ( not, for example, payments made
in response to catalogues etc., received as a result of answering such
advertisements). Classified advertisements are excluded.

in

r

Attach this advertisement to your order or fetch
with you to claim these ULTRA SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

CARTRIDGES Ft STYLI

CARTRIDGES
STYLI
Shure M3D £5.90
ACD RXL
£15•75
Shure M44-7 £6.40
£1195
ADC RVL
Shure M44E £7.45
ACD RSZ
£29.50
£21.50
Shure MSSE £7.45
ACD RSX
Shure M75-65 £ 6.75
ADC RSV
£18.50
£1440
Shure M758/11 £964
ADC RSQ36
£9.75
Shure M75ED/II £ 13.80
ADC RSQ34
Shure M75E1/11 L12. 05
ADC RSQ32
£8.45
£7.15
ADC RSQ30
Shure M75G/II £ 15 75
Shure M24H £27 85
ADC Headshell £4 25
£3 90
Shure VIS III £45 00
Shure N3D
£5 45
Shure VIS IV £65 00
Shure N44-3
£5 45
Shure M9I E" £ 15 50
Shure N44-7
£5 35
Shure M93.
Ell 75
Shure N44E
Shure M9IED• £ 15 30
Shure NSSE
£6.30
£5.10
Stanton 500A £ 13 35
Shure N75-6
£5 65
Stanton 500E £ 15 95
Shure N7S-3
Stanton 500EE £ 19 85
Shure N7SB
£645
Stanton 680EE £ 25 75
Mk 11
Stanton 68IEEE £44 00
Shure N7SED
Ell 95
ADC ZLM £56 95
Mk 11
ADC XLM
Shure N75E1
£865
Mk III £ 35 95
Mk II
ADC VLM Mk III £24.45
Shure N7SG
£9 60
Mk II
ADC QLM36
£6 10
Mk III
mess
Shure N95-3
£14 95
ADC LM34
Shure N9SED
Shure N9SEJ
£8 75
Mk III
£e45
£15 95
ADC QLM32
Shure VN3SE
£15 75
Mk Ill £9.79
Shure VN ISE
£15 75
Shure VN78E
ADC QLM30
Ortoton D2OE
Mk III £8.45
Mk II
£l9 50
P&P25p. Items marked
(")available to order
P 8i P 25p
ALL MAIL TO ,ESTUARY AUDIO,DEPLACMETHIGHBURY STATION .
HICHBURY CORNER ,
LONDON NS 6070644 CALLERS WELCOME
MASONS AYE. 30 CUMIN St 1.01100tI ED (608410E)
Hall
LEICESTER SQUARE STII cranY:,ckel
ourn
I439 92101

In

WEDS 1
,82 5010110100 ST. Oat City Senn, 144413921
MANCHESTER 3 VICTORIA STATION APPROACH

,
832

4097 ,

TINE TA P,.
29 DENMARK STREET HI.7DCIPo.me 12901001
SPECIALISTS BIRMINGHAM BULL RING SUBWAY *WI
' 643 1766 '
LEIGH -ON - SEA , 113 RECTORY GROVE
Min 1MM MBE

10702 71211611

RECORDS FOR SALE
Records- by-post, offers 20% off all new classical LPs,
many perfect secondhand copies also available at even
greater savings. Write now for details, 45 Appleton
Road, Chester.
1.

COMPRESSOR - EXPANDER
NOISE REDUCTION
DYNAMIC RANGE ENHANCEMENT.
A LIMITED PRODUCTION OF DEVICES
FOR 2 OR 3 HEAD TAPE MACHINES AT
£69 INC. SAE PLEASE FOR DETAILS.

GHOST STUDIOS

526 LITTLEMOOR RD. WEYMOUTH, DORSET.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Hi Fi Manager urgently required for our branch
situated near Turnpike Lane, tube station, Woodgreen,
London, NI5. This is agood opportunity for aknowledgeable hi fi salesman to get into management, excellent
salary and commission, Tel: Reg Rogers, 01-802 4131 for
an interview, Sound Centre Ltd, 105 Lawrence Road,
London, N15.
I.

SITUATION WANTED
Qualified Electrical Technician. engineer (41) presently
practising teacher but with 2( years retail trade experience
seeks partnership/managerial post in established Hi Fi
business. Wife experienced shorthand typist. Box No.
2598 c/o Hi Fi News.
I.

SOUND IDEAS

offer a range of HANDMADE PLINTHS for most turntables including the GARRARD 401, together with a
range of HANDMADE CASSETTE storage cabinets,
models of which hold from 60-120 cassettes. Also
L./S enclosures, stands and range of DIN leads.
Write for details to:
SOUND IDEAS, ' Reed- Ling', Larksfield,
Hartley, Nr. Dartford, Kent
Established 1965
Stamp appreciated

WANTED
Revox A77/636, TEAC A3340S, Quad 33/303, 11/22,
Tannoy speakers, any Radford valve amplifier, Leak
TL50's, other equipment considered, Tel: 01-794 1830 J.
Cambridge audio T55 tuner in good condition approx
£50, John Shipstone, Maidstone 57291 daytime.
Hi Fi News back issues, prior to July 1977. Must be in
reasonable condition, odd copies or sets, carriage paid,
Box No. 2594 c/o Hi Fi News
Quad 22/11 stereo valve amp, cheap, blown power amps.
O.K. but control unit must be good, Jeremy Lyell,
01-589 6124
1.
SME 2000 plinth system, will consider with turntable,
Mr. I. Collier, 27 Doncaster Road, Selby, N. Yorks.
L
Tannoy GRF corner horns good price offered for one
pair in good condition, damaged ones considered, Tel:
Mike, 0473 49541
X.
Pair B & W DM70, must be continental model and in
good condition, best price paid private buyer, Tel: 0684
292851
1.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
THE FIRM FOR SPEAKERS

le)

For the best prices and largest stocks in
the country see our advertisement

on

p. 196.
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SALES MANAGER

STYLI
Fidelitone International Limited, one of the
world's largest manufacturers of styli, cartridges
and audio accessories, needs a Sales Manager to
service existing accounts in the U.K. and Europe,
and to develop new business. He or she should
preferably be resident in the London area and
must have experience of successful selling to audio
wholesalers and distributors.
We are part of an expanding international group
and prospects are excellent for someone with the
imagination and ability to find and exploit new
markets. A very attractive remuneration package
is available for the right person.
Apply in writing with full details of previous career
to the General Manager:

Sound out your new
career in HiFi

Hardman's are now the No. 1name in hi-fi retailing in
Birmingham, Chester, Liverpool, Manchester and Preston
with superb spacious showrooms offering the best hi-fi
selection in town. But we're not just asingle fast expanding
company with five stores and more to follow; we're part of a
large and successful Group with interests throughout the
'leisure industry. To you that means the big benefits that only
alarge Group can offer you: security plus the almost unlimited
scope that an enthusiast like you will relish.
Expansion has created these vacancies in all five stores:

Senior Audio and HiFi Sales Staff
You must have a proven sales ability and/or sound audio or

hi-fi experience. We'll give you specific sales training and
keep you up to date with regular seminars. Good salary plus
commission. PLUS excellent opportunities for promotion to
management within the group.

HiFi Engineers
You're aqualified hi-fi/audio/video engineer, or you're mid way
through an apprenticeship scheme with ne) immediate
opportunities. You'd like to service, test and repair hi-fi
equipment in our well-equipped premises. We'll tell you all
about the equipment and keep you updated on new
developments. Excellent salary.
Please write toran application form to:

The Managing Director, Hardman Radio Limited,
26 Exchange Street East, Liverpool, L2 3PH.

Hugh Gilmore,
Fidelitone International Limited,
March Street Industrial Estate,

Talk to the helpful Ilifipeople

Peebles, Scotland EH45 8DF.
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TheYamaha CAmo certainly won't be
your first amplifier. It could well be your last.
You're areal hi-fi enthusiast.
Not for you, asimple uncomplicated amplifier.
You're looking for something
highly sophisticated.
In short, the new CA1010 from
Yamaha.
Here is an amplifier that offers
astate-of-the-art performance.
Features include afully complementary output capacitorless power
amp. section, switchable between
Class BlOOW + 100W and
Class A2OW + 20W.

Yamaha's unique built-in moving
coil cartridge amp., which eliminates
the need to use troublesome step-up
transformers, and arecording output
level selector - another Yamaha exclusive,
so you can record from one source
while you're playing back from another.
You'll also find highly accurate
peak level meters, with arange from
—50dB to + 5dB ( OdB 100W/8Q).
As for power output, this is 100W
per channel, both channels driven, with
total measurable distortion just 0-02%.
Extras come by the handful.

For instance, the CA1010 has two
phono selector positions with the
standard 47kQ, with phono Iincluding
68kQ and 100kQoptions. There's also
afull range of operational modes, and a
highly advanced audio muting system.
And that's by no means the full
picture.
Naturally, the CA1010 isn't cheap.
But, when you see just how much
it has to offer, you may never be tempted
by another amp again.

YAMAHA

IF YOU WOULD LIKE FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE FULL RANGE OF YAMAHA PRODUCTS. SEND FOR OURFREE 32 PAGE COL
NATURAL SOUND SYSTEMS LTD., 10 BYRON ROAD, WEALDSTONE, HARROW MIDDX. HM 7TL 0l83 8622.

